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Mai and Basket Weaving of the old Haivaiiaits^ wii/i illustrations

of similar luork from other parts of the Pacific. By William T. Brigham, Direflor

of the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Miiseiini.

IN
this essay I shall endeavor to show the Mat and Basket Work of the Hawaiians,

carrying the study of the textile work into the netting, of which the people made

great nse, not only for fishing, but for carrying unieke or bowls, and as a founda-

tion for the feather work already described.' All this is essentially the work of a

primitive people. Hand-made mats, baskets, nets are found everywhere among savage

races in one form or another, and however perfect the handicraft, however beautiful

the form or decoration, we recognize the process as of a lower order of civilization.

And yet there is a flavor of humanity in this simple work of untutored man that the

mere mechanical products of the loom or knitting machine can never show. In the

whirl and rush of the twentieth century there is little time for the natural work of

human hands fashioning a basket, plaiting a mat or knotting a net; the people who

can only make these things as their ancestors did long generations ago are passing

off the stage, and the inanimate machine, the modern slave of civilized man, is doing

this work,—but in how different a way

!

Will the baskets of the Amerind, which now sometimes bear a valuation of

several hundred dollars, be fairly replaced b}' au}^ machine-made product ? Will any

loom put out such fabrics as the old Niihau mats, each one the work of years ? It is

the same with other hand-made fabrics. The Kashmir valley, where the songs of the

weavers on the banks of the Jhelum are translated into harmonious design, may still

smile at the fabrics of the steam-driven and ingenious looms of Jacquard in sunny

France. The individuality is lost in the multitude. Can the most perfect productions

of chromatic printing show to the critic the touch of the master whose work has been

copied by many and intricate processes ? When mats are produced by the yard,

baskets by the thousands, and nets by the mile, artistic interest departs from them

and we look only to their utility. Does not the father look with truer pleasure upon

the first ungrammatical, misspelled composition of his child than upon the correct and

finished writing of his maturer years ?

Human nature also delights in rarities, and aboriginal mats and baskets are

fast becoming few in number as their makers are "civilized" from off the earth. We
Memoirs 13. P. Bishop Museum, Vol. I, No. I.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. i.— i. ( i
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2 Mai and Basket Wearing.

have fra.c^ments of baskets and mats from the Egj'ptiaii tombs of early clA'nasties, and

u-onderfully woven chjths from the Iniaca of ancient Pern; but where, outside of a few

museums, are the mats and baskets of a majority of the tribes of Amerinds ? I do not

know of a single specimen of old Hawaiian basket in any of the principal museums of

the world,—the only complete specimen that survives is in the Bishop Museum." The

art is wliollv lost to the Hawaiians and their choicest mats are now very rare. Basket

making of the choice kind ceased on the.se islands many years ago, and another genera-

tion will liave forgotten how to make niakaloa mats. The subject then of aboriginal

basket and mat making is growing in interest and importance, and even the islands of

the great ocean can contril)utc to its history.

In Pol}-nesia there was no loom, for the pegs and bars used b3- the Maori of

New Zealand to assist in weaving his mat of "flax" {Phornnnm lenax) do not deserve

the name. Cloth was generally replaced by paper, commonl}- called tapa or bark cloth,

from Rapanui to Kauai and across the ocean westward. All along the northern and

western boundaries of Polj-nesia the islanders had looms, and, as we shall see later,

those of the Caroline and vSanta Cruz groups were suflficientlv developed to turn out

admirable products. If the proto-Polynesiaus came from Asia they saw a fence of

looms across every possible path from thence to the Pacific. On all the islands where

they settled there are and have been cultivated the paper mulberry {Ihonssone/ia papv-

rifera)^ hibiscus, banana and other fibre-plants used more or less in the textile pro-

cesses. The material was at hand, but with the exception of the Maori, whose climate

forbade, Polynesians preferred to felt their fibres rather than weave them, although

they all understood the process of extradling these fibres as in the hibiscus mats of the

Samoans, the olona cord of the Hawaiians, and the sennit of coconut husk fibre of

Polynesians generally. That they made fairly good use of their knowledge, apart

from the loom, I shall endeavor to show bj' the work of the Hawaiians and, .so far as

material is at my disposal, of other Polynesians and their neighbors with whom they

had in ancient times more or less communication.

All through Polynesia the immigrants found vegetable produdls very fit for

basket or mat making. Whether on some of the groups certain plants were brought

with the immigrants or preceded them in colonization need not be discussed here.

Everywhere they had, even during the period of their legendary history, the hala

{Pandanus odoralixsinius^ et al. sp.) of which the leaves were used for both mats and

baskets, and the fibres of the aerial roots for sandals and baskets; coconut (Cows

nncifera) whose fibres they twisted or braided, whose leaves they made into baskets,

mats and fans, and whose rootlets thej' used to plait into fish baskets and traps; waoke
\Several of thest Ijaskcts havt long been in use in Honolulu families, but almost invariably without Ihf cover

that properly belongs to them, as we shall see below. One, added to the Museum collection since the above was
written, was in use for lifty-llvc years by the giver.
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{Broussonc/ia papyrifera) whose fibres were beaten into kapa or twisted into strong

cord; hau, fan, hibiscus {Pariliimi /ii/iur/iii/)^ whose bast yields a strong fibre nsed

for mats and cords; and banana (Miisa var. sp.)^ of which the fibres are of many grades,

nsed chiefl}' for fine mats and belts.

The Hawaiians had in addition nkiuki, a thick-bladed grass whose leaves were

braided into sennit to tie together the beams and rafters of the native honse, hale pili

:

\ > '

y

' n

Fig. I. COCONUT leaf basket.

makaloa {Cypents hcrigatiis^, a sedge from whose tender stems the fine Niihan mats

were woven; olona {Toiic/iardia la/ifoh'a), invalnable for its tough and durable fibre,

from which were twisted cords for fish lines, nets, etc.; mamaki {Piptunis albidiis),

used mostly for felting into coarse, tough kapa, but also for cords and ropes; ieie {Frey-

cinetia aniotti, and in Tahiti F. deiiiissa'), from whose aerial rootlets the choicest and

most durable of the Hawaiian baskets were made; iwaiwa, several ferns from whose

stems were plaited fish traps and baskets. Other fibrous plants of less extensive use

will be noticed as they occur.
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With this wealth of material, mostly growing wild, but in some cases, as waoke

and olona, cultivated for convenience or to improve the quality, it is not strange that

the islanders made their clothes (scanty indeed, but sufificient ), their beds and pillows,

carpets and house linings, baskets, shoes and hats, fish lines and nets, sennit, cords and

ropes of the varied form and quality we are to consider in this chapter. While the use of

some of these fibres for felting in the interesting manufadure of paper (kapa), for which

Polynesians are celebrated, must, from its importance, be treated in a separate chapter,

the other uses of a textile nature will be treated here, arranged for convenience under

the following heads:

—

Pal.m lSavKS and FiiiRHS.— Bris-

kets, Fans, Sennit. Hats.

Pai.m Stems.—Shields.

Pandaniis.—Hats, Mats. Pillows,

Baskets, Sails, Mat Garments,

Cord (covered), Fijian Basket.

FrEYCINETI.\ ROOT.S.—Baskets.

Fern Stems. — Baskets, Fish

Traps.

Grass. — Makaloa Mats, Rush
Mats, Cord, Bambu Fans,
Combs, Spears an<l Clubs.

Sandals.

.\usTRAi,iAN Baskets.
HiBLSCUs Fibre. — Mats of Uk
Samoans.

Baskets of Maori.
Banana Fibre. — Looms of the

Caroline Islands, Caroline Dress

Blats.

Olona Fibre.—Nets, Koko ))uu-

piiu.

While the order here

indicated may in cases

be departed from, the subje<?ts will all receive attention and the general order will be

preserved. It is an arrangement hy material rather than by product.

Whether mats or baskets were first invented may not be definitely settled ; nor

is it of importance here where we are not treating of general manufadlures, but only

of special produdls in a region where man did not begin at the bottom, but came into

the land armed with certain implements and a partial civilization. If it be necessar}'

to explain why I begin with the latter, rather than the simpler mat, I would ask my
reader to try to divest himself of all misleading faAs of civilization as we know it,

much as one does partially' when camijing in wild countries, or in living in this very

Pacific region. He makes a hut of branches, he spreads a bed of leaves, but to gather

the leaves as the birds do would be tedious and the night far gone before the couch

would be comfortable; and he needs something which would answer to a basket

HAWAIIAN KI LEAF BASKET.
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although he can do without a mat. We are supposing him without clothing (in the

fashion of the region), so he can neither use his hat nor his handkerchief. He might

have been wrecked on a desert island without the verj- convenient concomitants of the

Swiss Famil}' Robinson, and to gather his simple food, whether roots from the ground,

nuts from the trees, or fish from the sea, would a mat or a basket come best to hand ?

To preserve his little hoard would he prefer a basket or a mat ? But a basket is a more

complicated bit of work than a mere flat mat. Perhaps some baskets are trulj' more

difficult to make than are some mats; but here is one ( Fig. i j, common enough through-

ClJUONlT l.K.AF BASKETS FKOII TITIILA.

out the tropical world, which is as simple as can well be imagined, and, while an efficient

basket, also suggests how to make a mat. The fresh leaf of the coco palm is always

at hand and the suitable section of midrib is cut off from the long ( 10-12 feet) leaf and

the leaflets braided together around whatever the basket is to hold. The strong mid-

rib is the handle, and to open the basket it is onlj- necessar}- to split this, an easj'

operation. The particular basket here figured came to me from Manila filled with

delicious Manila mangoes—thanks to Lieutenant-Commander George M. Stone}' of the

U. S. Transport Solace—but similar rude baskets are made everywhere, and the traveler

buys them at Suva or Apia filled with coral, and in some islands the carpenter or

mason brings his few tools in a similar kit. Another that came to this Museum filled

with madrepores is shown in Plate lY, the upper left-hand figure. The only simpler

carrying machine of the nature of a basket known to me is the Hawaiian ki leaf (Cor-

dyline terviinalis), which is simply wrapped around a single fish (Fig. 2); or, if a

number of articles are to be carried, as oranges or limes, a stem of leaves, each leaf
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enwrapping a single fruit, makes a substitute for basket.^ There are some satchel-like

baskets (see PI. II, Gilbert Island Basketr_v) that seem to be a folded mat, but on the

other hand the basket may suggest a mat when it becomes ragged and broken open.

To study the evolution of a coco palm leaf basket we draw the material naturally

from the central Pacific where the Cocos uucifcra flourishes, and is indeed the principal

tree of the low coral isl-

ands. Figure I shows a

neat primitive form, but

the more common of these

simple baskets is much

ruder and is used univer-

sall}' in bringing copra

(the extraAed meat of the

ripe coconut) to the store-

houses, for collecting fish

and coral, and for many

other purposes. In this

Museum are Nos. 6592-93,

which were brought full

of coral from Pagopago,

Tutuila, of the Samoan

group (Fig. 3); and No.

5631, from Ponape of the

Caroliue Ids. ( Plate I,

left-hand upper.) Photo-

graphs in the Museum
show precisely similar

forms from Tonga and

elsewhere in the coconut

region. Baskets of this class are limited in size by the leaf of which they are made.

In Fig. I, No. 5621, the length of the top strip is 17 in., and from this the depth of the

basket is 1 1 in. No. 6592 is formed of a split strip 35 in. loug, bent end to end; No.

6593 has a similar strip 47 in. loug: while No. 5631 is composed of four split strips,

each about 10 in. long and with six leaflets, woven simpl}- together, the ends of the

leaflets being brought up the sides and tied together to form a handle (not shown in

the figure). The last basket measures 16X13 in., with a depth of about 8 in.

'Hon. S. B. Dole, in reading proof, reminds me that Ilawaiians also tied the ends of tlie leaves together to

make a sack for carrjnng ohia ai {Eiigoiid iiialaccensis).

Fig. 4. COCONUT haskkt from siiorti.axd island.
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It seems perfectly just to point to this type as the earliest form of basket, although

made at the present da}-, no ancient specimen existing, at least from the region we are

considering. The perishable na-

ture of the material ; the rough-

ness of the workmanship; nay,

the very abundance of specimens

would account for their rarity

or absence from early colleAions,

for these were mostly made not

for scientific purposes, nor to

ilhistrate the life histor_y of the

natives, but simply as "curios",

matters of oddit}' or rare work-

KR-,. 5. I'Ai.M liASKicT FROM poNAi-i.. uiauship. Thc scrics cannot be

worked out from exclusivel}^ Hawaiian material because the coco palm, here near its

tropical limit, does not grow freely

nor develop luxuriant leaves : the

pandanus was here the more import-

ant tree for the purposes of basketry

as well as for mats, and the fashion

of the basket and mat both partook

of the peculiarities of material. We
must txirn then to the central Pacific

for our illustrations.

Looking again at Plate I, next

to the rude coconut frail, No. 5631,

is a far finer basket, which at first

glance seems to have little connedlion fic 6. coco leaf basket from the Carolines.

with its humble neighbor, but the curious form No. S302, from Shortlaud Id., of the

"^l

:^

a counedling link. Here we

have the split midrib 15 in.

long, with eleven leaflets on

,\, •

, ^\ ^^vH^y^V '/ each half, and these are

neatly and closely plaited,

FIG. 7. closure of basket bottom. the leaves overrunning at

the edges and brought back to the midribs where they are split and a portion braided

into short loops for handles, the rest finely shredded for an ornamental fringe. Does
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not this chalk out in rough outline the far better finished basket of Ponape ? (Fig. 5.)

Here are the midribs 12.5 in. long, but instead of one there are eight on each side; that

is, one is split into eight distinct pieces, and the portion of leaflet adhering to each is

halved, each half passing in opposite direction in the weave, which is finer and twilled

(three-leaf twill). The palm seems also to be of finer texture than the cocos, but is

probabl}' a young leaf. The edges or ends are continued in the weave so that they

form a continuous side, meeting at the level of the midribs, as shown in the plate.

FIG. 8. FANS FROM THE SOLOMON ISLANDS.

The small rectangular basket, No. 7S00, also from Ponape, shown in the corner

of the same plate (II), measures only 5X3.7 in. at the mouth and is about 2.2 in. deep.

While the material, coco leaf, is the same as used in the last example the stru(51;ure is

different. The twill is three-leaf and arranged so that a triple baud passes like a keel

through the length of the basket ; similar bands pass from each corner of the rim and

turn horizontally at the bottom, while the rest of the weave is at right angles to these

bands. At the top the ends of the strips are turned alternately in and out over a rim

of sticks which is beautifully and with great regularity sewn over and over with a two-

ply thread apparently of some fine grass. Handles of similar cord but three-ply are

attached to the corners.

We may return to the coco leaf midribs to see how the\^ are used in fashioning

a complete basket, not only in the Carolines, but in very closely allied form as far east
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as the Gilbert group (No. 7518, not figured). In the Caroline basket, shown in PI. II,

and also more distindlly in Fig. 6, the same bits of midrib, that we have seen in the

simplest form of basket appear here again, in a somewhat degraded form it is true,

but when the covered rim is stripped of its covering of leaf sewed over with coco cord

there are the se(?tions of midrib, four in number, as the woodv tissue does not stand a

FIG. 9. HAWAIIAN COCO LliAF PANS.

sharp bend without breaking, and only enough wood has been left to hold the attached

leaflets together and at the same time take the place of the sticks often used in such a

place. The leaf strips are twilled into each other (two-leaf twill), forming a continu-

ous surface not absolutely symmetrical, and the ends are braided into a ridge extending

over more than half the length of the bottom, as shown in Fig. 7. This ridge serves

to strengthen the basket and protect the bottom from undue wear. The cover is

formed in similar way but with only one strip of midrib, and is attached to the basket
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not only on one of the long sides but for a short distance on both ends, apparently to

keep the cover closed when not forcibly held open. The handles are of stout coco cord.

In the Gilbert Ids. specimen, No. 75 iS, the form is more symmetrical, and the leaf used

is lighter in color; otherwise the construction is identical.

The midrib strncfture appears again in the fans from Shortland Id., shown in

Fig. 8. Two strips of a split midrib, each with six leaflets attached, are used in the

weave; an additional portion of midrib stripped of leaflets serves as handle, the other

midrib being cut off at the base of the blade. The workmanship is rude, by no means

so neat as the Hawaiian leaf fans, but is effecflive. The blades are about 12 in. wide.

Turning to the Hawaiian

form of coco leaf fans {Pra/ii

iii/i) we find a much finer

elaboration of the same device.

In Fig. 9 the fans, with the

exception of the small one on

tlie right, which is of pan-

danus leaf, are formed from a

seAion of midrib not split, and

the leaflets are deftlv twisted

over the midrib in a firm braid,

the lower ones forming the

handle without additional pre-

paration, and the others with

these gradually opening in

the weave until the extent of the leaflets is nearly reached, when the ends are turned

in, forming either a straight edge, or curved, smooth, or with serrations. Sometimes

only one tooth appears in the middle. This form of fan is ver}- pracRiical and durable,

and is much to be preferred to the more fanciful but modern designs shown in Plate XV.

With the young leaves of the date palm the leaflets are often reflexed on one side in-

stead of crossed (No. 51 17). In modern times the leaves of some of the many introduced

palms are used by the Hawaiians in the same way.

That fans were used by the old Hawaiians we learn from ancient iiic/r or songs,

and in the Song of Kawelo'' occurs the following fragment :

—

FIG. 10. HAWAIIAN FANS IN TIIR BRITISH MUSKUM.

Papa o Ikc ia iiei lac.

E u'alo. c ualo
Ua alo inai iic-i ia'u

Ka launiu e o peahi e;

E hoi au e, e hoi aku.

Go. (laughter of Papa, away from
this iR-aiUaiiil

;

Cease thy laiiit-ntations

;

Cease to beckon to me with thy
fan of coconut leaves;

I will come again. Depart thou !

* Contributions of a Venerable Savage to the Ancient liistory of the Hawaiian Islands. Translated from the French
of Jules Remy by William T. Brigham. Boston, 1868. (p. 41. ) Also reprinted by Nordhoff in his California, etc.
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A form of fan used bj' the chiefs before the advent of foreigners is shown in

Fig. lo, representing a coUedlion of Hawaiian fans in the British Museum. None of

these are so useful as those shown in the preceding figure. I have not examined care-

fully these fans, which have, I understand, been in the British Museum for many
years; but, from the specimen in the Bishop Museum, shown in Fig. ii, it is probable

that some of them are of pandanus. In this last fan, which is very old and brittle, the

form is not so useful as ornamental ; the blade is closely and neatly woven ; the spread-

ing handle, which is the remarkable part of the fan, is carefully embroidered with

Pig. II. ANCIKNT H.\WAIIAN FAN. BISHOP MUSEUM.

human hair and some brown fibre. In many respects this work surpasses in design

au3-thiug Hawaiian in the department of basketry. Only the Solomon Islanders, as

we shall see later on, have done finer work of the kind in their grass embroidery. The

use of human hair, whether of friend or enemy, was common in Samoa and Fiji as well as

on Hawaii, but on the last group the hair was almost always that of some frieud. Several

of these fans are in the Museum of the Peabody Academy of Science at Salem, Mass., most

of them of good form. These were in the old Marine Museum earl}' in the last centurv.

I have never seen any of these old time fans in private colle6lions on these Islands.

In all countries where the coco palm abounds considerable use is made of the leaves

for walls, fences, fish weirs, screens, etc. Two leaves, or more commonly the halves of

a leaf, are placed with the split midrib outward and the leaflets rudely interwoven. The

sides of tropical houses are often made of this rustic paneling, and on the Hawaiian Ids.

it is a favorite construdlion for sides and roof of temporary verandahs or lanai.
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FIG. 12. VARIOr.S F.iX.S.

Before leaving the coconut fans a point in their con.stru(?tion may be noted.

While the method described where the fan grows from the midrib is the common one,

and perhaps the most natural one, there are often loose leaves that maj' be used for

the purpose, and then the fan

is started at the outer rim as

a mat would be, and constantly

narrowing the weave the ends

are at last braided together to

stiffen the blade and gathered

to form a handle. This struc-

ure is shown in Fig. 12,

and may be termed the centrip-

etal, while the former is the

centrifugal sj'Stem. In tlie

illustration the first fan is

Hawaiian and made of pan-

danus leaves; the second is also Hawaiian but made of palm; the third is from the

Marshall group and is

of coconut leaf, the

handle neatly plaited

with coco cord and

edged with pandanus

and hibiscus; while

the fourth is from the

Carolines and well

woven from palm, but

was covered on the

edge coarsel}' with for-

eign cloth.

Samoan Fans.

—

To those who have only

seen the skeleton form

of fans usually pui--

chased by travelers, or sold in the curiosity shops, the variety of form and construction

of Samoan fans (///) is surprising. Take, in the illustration (Fig. 13), the central

triangular fan which recalls the common Hawaiian form, but is of entirely different

construdlion. In the Hawaiian fan, it will be remembered, the weaving is uniform

.S.\MO.\X FANS.
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and the leaves themselves serve for handle; in the Samoan the weave is on a trellis, as

it were, and the strands are very narrow, the handle is of wood braided in afterwards;

it is a good substantial form. The curious way in which the edge strands are bent to

cover the ends of other strands is shown in Fig. 14. DireAly under this fan in the

previous figure is one of considerble surface ending in a square trellis border, also

shown in the figure of enlargements on the left. The handle is carved, as was generally

Fig. 14. ENLARGED Fans to show structure.

the case in the better class of fans in the Society and Hervey Ids., and rather clumsily

inserted, the ends of the central strands being bound to the shaft by a fine cord of

human hair, that popular ornament in the Pacific.

In No. 2139, on the right of the triangular fan (Fig. 13), is a horseshoe-shaped

skeleton fan which raises more wind than its open construdlion would promise. For

handle the strands are bound together with sennit, and the general construdlion is shown

on the right side of Fig. 14. On the other side of Fig. 13 is a pointed form, perhaps

more common than the round. The other forms in the illustration need no especial

description. As in almost all Pacific groups the modern manufac^lure shows a marked
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dcterioration from the ancient standard, and in Samoa the use of other material than

palm leaves, and the employment of tawdry d3-es together with much less care in weav-

ing mark the modern product.

Fijian Fans.—Rather coarse, clums3-, but at the same time durable and effective

are the fans shown in Fig. 15. I do not claim that this is the only form in use in the Vitian

group, where the work in carving and sennit is particularly good, but it is the only form of

M/
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Fig. 15. Fijian palm i.kaf Fans.

basket work fan that happens to be in this Museum,' and it is noteworthy for a peculiarit}-

of stru6lnre. Several strips of the coco leaf are laid together on the upper edges to form

a rim, and from these the two-leaf twill weave passes to the base where the ends of the

strands are colle(5led for a handle which is braced by braids on both sides of the fan and is

wound with sennit. In both fans four strands of dyed leaf are introduced for ornament.

Marshall Islands Fans.—In Fig. 16 are shown but three fans from a group

where basketry flourishes and mats are made of remarkably good design and workman-

ship, as will be seen later on when fabrics of pandanus have their turn. To this

later page must be referred the central specimen of the group which is of thin pan-

danus mat embroidered with red and black fibre. The mat is double and a stick is

inserted for handle and covered with brown and black mat work of the same material

as the body of the fan.

'There are kapa and lorloise shell funs in the Vitian collection.
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While all the Marshall Islands fans do not have a border, this is certainlj- a verj-

common appendage and is shown on all three fans in the illustration. The two speci-

mens on the sides are woven in the trellis method as may be distincRily seen in the

lower specimen of Fig. 14. The trellis is of the midrib of the coco palm leaf and leaf

strips are woven into this framework, making a strong, stiff fan. The border is sewn

on over a fibrous strip with fine coco cord, and the bundle of midribs, continuous with

Fig. 16. MARSHAI.I, ISLANDS FANS.

the blade of the fan, is covered with mat work as in the first specimen, the black here

being some kind of bast, probably hibiscus dyed black with mangrove fruit.

Not only the warm temperature but also the flies, which are a great pest on some

islands of the Pacific, make fans a necessary implement for comfort, although the

Samoans and other islanders used a fly-flap made of coco fibre mounted on a handle,

and the Hawaiians used the feather kahili of small size for that purpose ; and certainly

the development of the fan industry merits a more generous treatment than can be

given where only the basket work class can be used for comparison with similar work

of the old Hawaiians, but a large colledlion of the fans of the Pacific has yet to be made,

and even the old museums which have the most of the relics of old Polynesian handi-
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craft have few fans. The use of fans as insignia of rank, so common in southeastern

Asia, and seen also in the flabelli of papal display at Rome, does not seem to have had

much vogue among the scattered islands of the great ocean.

The attraction of evolution has led us from baskets to fans, but we must now

return to another form of basket made from palm leaf and wholly unconnedled with

the "midrib stru(5lure". No. 3346, in Plate I, is a coiled basket of palm from the

Caroline Ids., looking at first glance like a rattan

basket ; but it is from the leaf and not the stem that

it is constru6led. To show the coils and the meth-

ods of binding these together Mr. L. G. Blackman

has drawn for me two figures (19-20) and from

these the entire strudlure of the basket may be

seen ;—the neatly sewed rim, the knots between

each coil, the manA- sticks that compose this

coil, and in the second

diagram the curious

displacement of what

seem to be direct ver-

tical lines of strip bind-

ing the coils. With

these the curious reader

can follow the con-

struction, which cer-

tainly differs greatly

from that of any basket

PIG. 19. CAROLINE iD.s. BASKET. belonging to the Hawaii-

an group, and it .seems to show traces of a Malay origin,

as do so many things and people of the Caroline archipelago.

Solomon Islands Shields.—There are several plaited

shields in the Bishop Museum, but one, No. 1859 (Fig. 21 ) is

of very remarkable construdlion. A framework, 33X10.5 in., of rattan, light colored

and rather soft but heav}', pared down flat, is covered with a fine weaving of rattan

strips, the edges being bound by a braid of the same. Around the curved portions, top

and bottom, is a border of pandanus strips about 0.25 in. wide, dyed red, folded over on

the inner edge of the front of the shield, and the corners of the fold trimmed off so as

to leave enough of the leaf to hold the two parts of the strip together. As shown in the

illustration (Fig. 21), there is a decorative figure woven in black strips of the same ma-

terial at top and bottom of the shield. Both sides are woven alike, including the black

itPtSfi^ 'ifi'
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figures, but the inside has a covering of

broad (5.5 in.) leaves of the pandanus.

Tlie decorations are very remarkable,

consisting of twenty-three shell rings

78 in. in diameter in two transverse

bands, and 3677 smaller shell rings or

Ijeads disposed in bands and pendants.

The main bands are wholly of white

shell, while the pendants arc white,

red {Spondylns sp. /) and black, the

latter of some vegetable matter at first

thought to be coconut shell, but later,

some marine growth. The bands are

sewed with, and the tassels of the pend-

ants strung on fine cord or coarse

thi-ead made of two-ply hibiscus fibre.

The tassels of the pendants are tipped

with perforated, elongated, pointed,

black seeds with a hilum extending

almost the entire length. Most con-

spicuous over all extends a cruciform

figure composed of fifteen rosettes of

red, black and vellow feathers. This

cross seems purely geometrical and not

an introdii(?lion of some missionary, for

at the time this was obtained no mis-

sionary had landed on these shores

since Mendana raised the cross and

took possession for Spain, and we read

that the crosses he erected were at

once destro3'ed by the natives.

When it is considered that the

several thousand shell rings had to be

bored with a rude pump drill, then

strung in numbers on a tough midrib

and rolled between stones until round,

it will readily be admitted that the

great value the islanders attach to such

a shield is justified. Two other rattan
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. i.—2. Fig. 21. SOLOMON ISL.^NDS SHIELD,
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shields of a more common sort serve well to explain the material and stru(5lure of the

shield just described. The shape of the shield No. i860 differs considerably from that

of the one first described, and the weaving becomes a very secondary part of its compo-

SSfeftfltffl

FIG. 22. RATTAN .SHIPII.DS FROM THE SOI.OMON I.SLANnS.

sition. The shield consists, as may be seen in Fig. 22, of seventeen strips of rattan

graduated in diameter from the central one, which is the largest. Besides these rattan

strips, which gave the clue to the material of the first shield, where the skeleton is

completely concealed by the weaving, are rounded strips of dark colored palm wood

which bind the whole together with the help of thirty-two transverse braids. The
length is 33 in., and the greatest width is 9.2 in. This specimen is from Ysabel.
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No. 8315 has more the general shape of the first shield and is made in the same

wa^', but the weave is single and not very close, so that the rattan strips which com-

pose the substance of the fabric are easily seen between the strips of rattan skin. The

course of the rattan (for so far as it appears it is a single strip) is spiral beginning at

the centre of the lower and larger semicircle and ending on the right-hand outer edge

of the smaller end. The designs are

woven in with darker strips and are the

same on both sides, but the dark and

weather-stained surface of the shield ren-

ders these indistinct in the illustration.

The inside is much less carefully' woven,

and the pandanus leaf lining is reduced

to several hexagonal pads about the

handle. This shield came from Rubiana,

where its native name is bako^ according

to our collecT;or. No. 1861 is a plain

wooden shield of the same shape, and

with similar designs in black but without

weaving. It is lighter than the rattan

shields. In some colleAions are wooden

shields from this group decorated witli

inlaid pearl shell.

Besides the leaf the coir or fibre of

the external coat of the coconut is much

used in basketry. This coir is a well

known article of commerce and is com-

mon in door mats and carpets, so that no

especial description is needed here. In

Polynesia its use for sennit is universal.

In the olden time the houses were tied together with it; outriggers made fast to

the canoes; stone adzes bound to their handles; and in fact it was a most impor-

tant fadlor in domestic economy and industrial art.

On the Gilbert Ids. the natives made a most elaborate and effective armor from

this fibre that afforded protedlion from the weapons of shark teeth used in their warfare.

Specimens of this armor are in most large ethnological museums, and Fig. 23 will show

the common form. There is a jacket and trousers of netted fibre close and tough

enough to generally withstand the shark teeth, but certainly so harsh in texture that

the hair shirts the penitents of medieval Europe are said to have worn next the skin

FIG. 2\. CuCO KIBRE ARMOR. GILBKRT IDS.
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would be a comfortable exchange. A white man's skin could hardlj- bear the rasp of

the netted fibre. In many cases jacket and trousers are in one piece, like the combina-

tion suits of modern clothing, and over all this came the cuirass with its high back to

protect the head. While there is no difficulty in tracing the weave, it is hard to see

how the stiff and refra6lory cord was so closely bound together by fingers, however

tough and strong. Over this cuirass was often worn a belt of even firmer texture, as

shown in the illustration, and the helmet which capped the whole was ample protection

from a shark tooth sword, or even from an t)rdinary club. None of this armor has been

made for two genera-

tions, and the people

of today cannot tell

how their grandfathers

wove the curious bas-

ketry that now is found

only in museums. By

experiment it is found

that a man encased in

this armor is unable to

get out of it without

the help of his esquire,

another parallel with

the antipodal armor

of medieval Europe.

Of the basketry

proper a good example

is shown in No. 7796 of PI. II—a sennit basket from Ponape. The redlangular bottom

is of cord twined over a foundation of sennit and is rather open; but the sides, as may
be seen in the illustration (Fig. 24), are closely braided and the top is finished with

pandanus leaf bound with sennit. The ends of this border are of split midrib and pro-

ject 1.2 in., and those of both sides being bound firmly together serve as a spring to

keep the mouth of the basket closed. The handles are small loops of sennit aboitt

large enough for a single finger. This is, or was, a common Ponapean form and seems

very durable. Two specimens in the Bishop Museum are of the same size and pattern,

18 in. long at the top and 10 in. high.

Reference has been made in a previous publication (Director's Report, 1899,

p. 25 ) to the curious way in which sennit is sometimes wound for use or pi-eservation,

and the illustration given there may be here repeated for the convenience of the reader

(Fig. 25). This braided cord of various sizes was made generally by the old men, who

Fig. 24. END OF SENNIT BASKET FROM PONAPE.
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took their "braiding" to the public palavers, much as the old ladies of the higher races

take their knitting to an afternoon gathering for gossip or sociability. Before the ad-

vent of nails to the Pacific sennit was in universal use, and its wide usefulness can

hardl)' be appreciated by people who have a whole arsenal of nails, screws, bolts,

clamps, etc. But our in-

terest here is in the use

made of this braid in bas-

ketry. Besides the exam-

ple from the Carolines we

have the curious cylindri-

cal covered basket from

Tonga, of which I have

seen one in the Berne Mu-

seum and two in the British

Museum (Fig. 26), but I

believe them to be very

scarce in the Tongan group

at present. They are plaited

in brown and black trian-

gles, and decorated with

white, seldom black, shell

disks. Mariner gives in

his account of the Tongan

Islanders (18 17) the follow-

ing description of Tongan

mats and baskets:

In respect to mat and basket

making, they have mats of vari-

ous kinds, made of strips of

leaves or l)ark selected, dried,

and otherwise prepared ; all of which, except one or two of a coarser kind, are faliricated by women.

The following are the names and quality of them :

Gnafi gnafi [Gafigafi].—Mats to wear, of a finer quality, made of the leaves of the/a or

paooniro [pandanus], that have been transplanted, in order to give them a finer and softer texture.

GiE.— Stronger mats made of the bark of the /yzf [fau=hibiscus], or olonga [olona], worn

chiefly by people in canoes to keep out the wet, as the water does not damage them : they appear as

if they were made of horsehair

Falla.—Mats to sleep on, made of the leaves of the paoongo. These are double, and are of

various sizes, from six feet by three, to seventy or eighty feet by six
;
to lie along the whole length

of the house.

La.—Mats for sails, made of the leaves of the fa [pandanus]; they are very strong and light.

Fig. 25. RorLS OF se;nnit.
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Tacapow [Takapau].— Mats for flooringbouses, made of the young leaves of the cocoa-nut tree.

Tattow [Tatau].—A sort of matting, plaited in a very ornamental way, made of young

cocoanut leaves : they are used to screen the sides of the houses from the weather.

Cato [Kato].—Baskets: these are of various constructions ; sometimes of a sort of matting

made with the leaves of the fa, paoongo, lo acow [akau=.sugar cane], etc.; at other times of the

fibrous root of the cocoanut tree interwoven with plait made of the husk of

the nut, and have rather the appearance of wicker-work : the latter are

sometimes variously stained and ornamented with beads or shells worked in.

The larger and coarser baskets are generally made by men, to hold axes

and other tools in ; also the baskets to hold

victuals, made of the leaves of the cocoanut

tree are generally made by men.

B.-\WLA.—Mats for thatching houses, are

either made by men or women, but more fre-

quently by the former.—Vol. II, p. 293.

The Tongans also covered wooden

boxes with basket work, as we shall see

later that the Hawaiians did with great

skill. The Tongans had oblong baskets

in black plaiting with brown decorations

;

a sqttare basket of ttniisnal weaving, as

shown in the Mnsenru at Berne, where

many of the specimens date from the time of Cook, whose artist, Waber, was a native

of that city and beqtieathed all his collecftions to that mttnicipality. With these were

FIG. 26. TONGAN E.\SKRT IN
BRITISH MUSEUM.

FIG. 27. OPEN WORK MATS
FROM TONGA.

FIG. 28. coco CORDS FROM MICRONESIA.

specimens of the cnrioits open-work mats (of pandanus) shown in Fig. 27. In New
Caledonia the gotird calabashes were artistically corded with sennit. The use of sennit

on Fijian clubs, both for the grasp and for decoration, maj- also be noted. Even the

Fijian spears were often ornamented with bands of fine black and white sennit. Not

only the braided form was vised, but also the plain twisted cord.

In the Carolines the braided slings of this fibre were sufEcieutl}- ornamental to

serve as headbands when not in use for throwing stones. In the Marquesas a broad,
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flat braid was used for holding taut the heads on the large wooden drums. On Hawaii

a smaller braid was used for the same purpose; and also, as will be seen later on, for

securing the covers to the iine baskets of icic.

The Fijian temple house was sometimes entirely covered with sennit, and small

models of these are in many museums, construded of the same durable material. The
attachment of the stone axe or adze to its handle was by coconut cord neatly interwound.

By the same means the parts of a canoe were united, and the cable for the stone anchor

was generally of the same material, as it did not rot when wet.

Fig. 29. PALM lkaf hats From Guam, marianas.

Decorated Cord.—A coco fibre cord used in coils for belts, and for other pur-

poses of ornamentation, is covered with a neat braid of pandanus leaf, and dyed hibiscus

bast mingled in many tasty patterns. These cords were, in former years, brought to

Honolulu from the Marshall and Gilbert Islands, and were much used for hanging

pictures, as the strong fibre was not eaten by insedls. This beautiful cord is formed

in three concentric parts, as shown in Fig. 28. First a cord, usuallv of two-ply coco

fibre; then comes a coat of plain pandanus; third, the woven coat of brown and black,

which gives the cord its beauty and variety. The weavers must have very deft fingers,

but I do not know whether the two pandanus coats are put on separately or simulta-

neously, that is, in close succession. There are many sizes and patterns of the cord in

this Museum.
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The rootlets of the coco palm are small aud of nearly uniform size, well adapted

for basket work. A fish trap that I once purchased at Pagopago was made of these

white rootlets aud measured 20 in. in diameter and 10 in. in depth. As I carried it

from the canoe up the accom-

modation ladder of the

steamer, the Samoans, assem-

bled in their canoes about

the ship, set up a shout,

imagining the foreigner was

going a fishing.

The native palm, of which

there are two species on the

Hawaiian group

—

Pn'tclnvdia

gaudichaudi and P. inaitii—
is much used for hats, bas-

kets, mats and fans. The leaf

FIG. 30. BASKET OF PAi,M i,EAF, SOLOMON IDS. -^ pahuatc and sometimes 4 ft.

in diameter; the young leaves are used before they have become green, and usually

are split into strips not exceeding ^8 in. in width, and for hats these are much narrower.

Young leaves of the date palm are used in the

same way, but they have less flexibility than the

loulu or native palm, and so are not as well adapt-

ed for hats. As in ancient times the Hawaiians

wore no hats, this industr}- is modern, aud .so far

as hats are concerned it exteuds without much

variation through Micronesia. Fig. 29 shows two

hats of palm leaf, one of fine texture finished, the

other coarser, partly braided. Natives of Hawaii

making similar, though not so fine, hats of loulu

palm are shown in the figure .on the title page, a

view taken in 1888 at Napoopoo, Hawaii, by Mr.

Acland Wansej', formerly of the Museum staff.

For a very interesting basket of palm leaf

we must turn to the western Pacific. On the Solo-

mon Islauds is made a basket of bowl shape, f,c.. 31. bottom of no. 8312.

flexible, so that when empty it can be folded together like a good Panama hat. It is

tastefully decorated with red and yellow strips, as can be seen in Fig. 30. The curious

matter in its construdlion is that it has neither beginning nor end ; it is a ring. Where
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the navel or point of beginning of an ordinary basket is

diameter, the edge finished off as if the basket was

complete at that place, as can be seen in Fig. 31,

which represents the bottom of this basket, No.

8312. To complete the basket the maker sews in

a square patch, which seems like putting a square

peg in a round hole, but as the square patch is

sufficientl}' large to cover the round hole the bas-

ket is complete. The patch is solidly interwoven,

but as may be seen in Fig. 32, which presents the

inside of the bottom, it is not a verj' trim contriv-

ance. What the object of this feature is I do not

know, but conje(5lure that the maker finds it more

convenient to pass her hand through the hole

while weaving. In two similar baskets in this

Museum, although only half the size of the one

illustrated, the bottom is pierced with a hole of

the same size. The collector of these baskets did

found here is a hole 3.5 in. in

Fig. 33. BASKET From nkw hkbrides.

in Fig. 33, where the central portion of a coconut basket

Pig. 32. INSIDE OF NO. 8312.

not notice the peculiarity, and

so did not inquire the reason,

and letters sent to the island

Florida where they were made

have not yet brought a reply.

That the constru6lion is not

peculiar to this particular

form of Ijasket is seen in an-

other made of coco leaves

shown in Fig. 34. This bowl-

like basket is 13 in. in diame-

ter and 6 in. high. The mat

plug" is ornamentall}' woven

to match with the basket, and

the ends of the strips are

knotted in the rim and left

long, which would seem to be

an objection to the pattern.

In the New Hebrides we

find a similar stru6lure, shown

is filled with a rude "darn" of
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coco cord. The long strips crossing the bottom appear again on the sides and serve

for handles to this ver}' flexible basket. Returning to basket No. 1888 (see Fig. 34)

we also come back to our primitive coco leaf strudlure. The midrib is split and cut

into short seAions with the leaflets attached, and these .sections break joints all round

the inside of the rim, as shown in the figure, where one is siipposed to be looking into

the basket. The weave is usuall}^ a

three-leaf twill changing four times in

the circumference from the vertical

to horizontal with five-leaf twill; the

upper rim is braided. To make the

basket of good substance the leaflets

are double, the midrib in centre of fold,

so that it shows on the external edge

of the strip. The basket is 14 in. in

diameter and 9 in. high, and the bot-

tom hole is 4.5 in. in diameter, and the

plug, as may be seen in the figure, is

rudely rounded, the ends of the doubled

leaves being left very long. There are

no handles. The basket in the upper

part of the illustration is also from the

Solomon Ids., but of a very different

model and material. It is certainly a

common form of food basket, as the

Museum possesses three examples, two

of them cpiite large. In these the bot-
•.- V FIG. 34. I!A.SKKT.S KROM FLORIDA, S. I.

^^^^^ J^ ^^.^^^^ J^ ^^^ ^^g^^l Way wlthoUt

the mysterious hole. In our ignorance of the botany of the Solomons it is difficult to

determine the material used, which much resembles rattan and was so labelled some

years ago. If it be calamus it has been dyed a dark brown, almost black. Cane bas-

kets of coiled work are common among the Australian natives ; another in this collec-

tion is from Fiji; and still another from New Britain. A plain flat rattan basket from

Santa Cruz is shown in Fig. 35. This is 20 in. in diameter, and the splints of rattan

are taken in threes and simply interwoven; the ends are not turned but bound into a

rim of sticks, an insecure method, as may be seen at the bottom of the figure. The
absence of the genus Calanms in most of the Polynesian groups is sometimes made up

by the use of bambu, but usually the flexibility of the former cannot be imitated by

the stiffer grass. In the Pelew Ids., however, baskets of bambu have something of the
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strips serve for frame; over

these the body is xmiformly

woven and the ends turned

on sticks wound over and

over b}' thin strips of

bambii to form a rim. The

bilge of the basket is pro-

tecfled and kept in shape by

a twining of two banibu

ribbons. These baskets are

S in. in diameter and 3 in.

deep. They ap^jroach the

Chinese work closel}-.

Other satchel-shaped

baskets of palm are in the

Musenm colledlions, bnt

the localities are nncertain,

and it seems better to pass

them b}', for the present at

least. In the East Indies

rattan is used to make ex-

cellent sleeping mats, and

Palm Baskets. 27

In the specimens figured, Nos. S073-4, three stout

BASKET FROM SANTA CRUZ.

I have seen palm leaf iised for the

same purpose, and as carefully

finished as the strips of palm used

'for books. I know of nothing of

importance in the nature of mats

made from palm in Hawaii or the

rest of Polynesia, except those of

the loulu palm of the Hawaiian

group. These are smooth, rather

stiff, and are used for beds or for

tables. One in the author's pos-

session measures 5X7 ft., and has

thirteen strips to the inch. Another in the Museum, No. 2790, measures 6.5X5 ft.,

and has the same fineness. They are less durable than the pandanus mats.

FIG. 36. BASKKTS FROM THE PELEW IDS.
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Pandanus Work.—Useful as the Cocos, King of Palms, undoubtedly is, the

pandanus is more used in the Pacific region. For mats it ranks first; and for satchels,

sacks, or any construction where flexibility must be conjoined to toughness and dura-

bility' it generally displaces the stiff leaf of the coco or the harsh and less pliable coir.

Of the genus Paiidainis there have been described half a' hundred species, chieflj?

found in a region of the Tropics extending from the islands off the East coast of Africa

to the eastern limits of Polynesia : a single species has been described from the West

'f-*--^^.

FU;. 37. I'ANDANl^S GROVP: IN Pl'NA, HAWAII (iSSS).

Indies. There is, however, great uncertainty in the differentiation of these species,

owing partly to the difficulty of preserving for herbaria the male flowers and large

female fruit resembling a large pine cone, from which the common name "screw pine",

but unlike the pine the pandanus cone falls to pieces when ripe or dried, the keys

clinging but loosely to the core. Although the trees of the Hawaiian Islands have

all been referred to P. odora/isstnuts, there are marked varieties in the fruit (as the fine

red //iia //a/a, much prized for lei among the Hawaiians) and the texture and size of

the leaves differ greatly, although this may be due to location and soil. In the Micro-

nesian region the fruit is edible and forms an important article of food, while in the

Hawaiian group it is not verj- palatable. Leaves in this Museum from the southern

islands are finer and narrower than the Hawaiian, while rolls from Guam cannot be
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distinguished from the native product. Much of the uncertainty at present with the

genus pandanus will soon be removed, by the labors of European botanists who are

revising the species, but in the meantime fortitnately our study of the use of the leaves

in basketry does not depend in the least upon the name assigned to the particular trees

that furnish us with the leaves used in these islands.

Forty years ago there were many groves of pandanus or Itala as the native name

goes, besides scattered specimens, so there was uo need of cultivating the tree like the

breadfruit and coconut about the houses, but the increased cultivation of sugarcane

has caused the destru6lion

of the native trees, and

groves like the one shown

in Fig. 37 are now uncom-

mon. The scarcity of leaves

and the disinclination of

the natives to use those

still attainable has made

lauhala mats and baskets

scarcer than the mats and

baskets imported from

China, and the native

manufacture is journeving

towards extindlioti like so

many other industries of

the olden time. Puna was fig. 38. roi,i.s of hala leaves.

a famous region for hala mats, and in 1S64 the author, when journeying through the

district with that noble missionary the Reverend Titus Coan, saw many a party in the

curious open caves (caused by a breakdown of the lava crust in sonie of the many

streams of lava, ancient and recent, that form much of the surface of Puna) busily

engaged in weaving mats, a work for which the comparative coolness and dampness of

the caves was most suited. A quarter of a century later in traveling the same road

with a younger companion the scene was greatly changed : the caves were there, the

hala trees were there, but the inhabitants had gone, and for sixty miles there was

nothing but a few deserted churches and some aged breadfruit trees to tell that once

people had lived there. Fifteen years later the scene had again changed owing to the

opening of roads and the cultivation of sugarcane, but the present inhabitants were

not the old natives, and the mat making is only here and there continued when there

is a chance to sell to the foreigner.
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In size tlic hala leaves differ greatly and some exceed 6.5 ft. with a width of 7 in.

In the groves like the one figured (Fig. 37) the ground is thickly covered with the

deciduous leaves. The base of the leaf which broadly clasps the stem, is cut off and

the very pricklv margin also removed. This was especially the work of the old women,

and as late as 1888 I saw an ancient dame near Kailua, on the western side of Hawaii,

continuing the work of her ancestors. She was reputed to have outlived the century

mark, cramped in every joint, unable to stand erect, kenneled in a grass hut not four

feet high, she was still busily and cheerfully trimming hala leaves with a sharp

shell. As I watched her slowly completing her task there came back to my memory

most vividly the

groups of old

women I had

seen in Puna

doing the same

thing while the

children gather-

ed up the refuse

or laid aside the

neat rolls (Fig.

38) into which

the prepared

leaves were roll-

ed to keep them

flat. Drying the

leaves was done

in the sun or in the shade to secure the differing tints of brown so ornamental in combina-

tion in the more elaborate mats. The leaves are readily split longitudinally, and in mat

making strips from y% in. to 1.5 in. are used. If the full width of the leaf is needed the

midrib must be trimmed down, otherwise the blades on either side are alone used.

Fir,. 39. PANDANl-.S HATS FROM THE CAROI.INK.S.

Pandanus Hats.—While the natives of the Pacific were not a hat-wearing

race, on certain occasions some shade or protedlion was required in spite of the usually

thick crop of hair. vSuch are the long exposures to the tropical sun above and to the

gleam from the water beneath in reef-fishing, and from Guam through Micronesia the

pandanus leaf is made into a single pattern of conical hat for the fisher's use. Fig. 39

will show the simple stnuflure. The leaves in several layers are stitched together with

two-ply coco cord and are bound solidh- and neatly at the apex and around the rim.

The hats illustrated arc from Ruk in the Carolines, but specimens in the Museum from
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Guam are precisely- alike. The}' are all nearly of one size (19-21 in. in diameter), and

are tied under the chin. The simple vizors of the Fijian and the Solomon Islander

answer the same purpose.

From Ebon, Marshall Ids., comes a pandanus mat of neat and curious construc-

tion. The leaves are seledled of full width, excepting, of course, the prickly edges, and

«.%*
ntp*

1

Fig. 40. PANDANUS MAT FROM EBON.

are strung double on strips of the same material, i/i in. wide. These strips show full

length on the inside (see Fig. 40), but on the outside there are four stitches shown,

and these come at the edges of the leaves in such a position as to bind them securely

together. Between the rows of stitches, and of course between the double leaves, are

inserted free single leaves to give body and elasticity to the mat, which in the specimen

illustrated is 25X45 in. Two of these mats are sewn together by a stout seam of

pandanus strip, shown on the bottom of the figure, while the other edge is neatly

hemmed, as may be more clearly seen in Fig. 41. The long binding strips are simply
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knotted at the end of the mat. This certainly makes a smooth, ckastic and very com-

fortable mat. Tliose who live in cold climates can hardly appreciate the great comfort

in sleeping on a hard snrface covered only with a leaf mat. Feather beds, matresses,

spring beds are qnite snperflnons to one accnstomcd to ndl np his bed when he awakes

in the morning.

Another sleeping mat or saniiiQ- from Shorthand Id. of the Solomon group is

6 ft. 5 in. long, and 3 ft. 2 in. wide, made of the same wide pandanns leaves joined at

the edges by almost invisible coco cord stitches, and like the preceding in double series

_______ so that the outer and

inner leaves break

joints. The ends of

the leaves are not

turned but sewed

together by a run-

ning seam of coco

cord, one cord extend-

ing along one side

while another is put

through the leaf from

the other side and

over the first cord.

The leaves are of

great width (6-8 in.

)

mo. 41. EDGK OF EBON MAT. ^^^ ^^^ scwed to-

gether and then turned, a single thread extending the length of the leaf and then

knotted and a few loose inches allowed to hang as a fringe. This forms a bed both

smooth and waterproof.

The most elaborate of these unwoven pandanns mats known to me are those

from the Caroline Ids. which in former times were frequently brought to these islands

bj' the mission vessels from Micronesia. The leaves, as may be seen in Fig 42, or

more distinctly in the diagrammatic Fig. 43, are arranged like clapboards transversely

to the length of the mat, and are attached to each other as in the preceding example.

The leaves, instead of being very broad, are in very narrow strips not over half an inch

wide and are placed so closely that only about one-eighth of each leaf shows. As in

the first example from Ebon longitudinal leaves serve both to give body to the mat and

to bind the whole together. One can see that it woirld be difficult to roll up such a

mat with the ends of these imbricated leaves bound to a stiff rim, and the maker has
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ingeniously surmounted the difficult}' by trimming the ends of the leaves underneath

for about one-third of an inch, the remaining portion being bound with pandanus leaf

in several layers sewed on over and over with coco cord. The individual leaves are

bound together hy untwisted hibiscus fibre, -and

the whole strudlure is well adapted for rolling up.

In use the unrolled portion is the bed, that remain-

ing rolled up is the pillow, of which the shortest

persons have the greater share. These mats are

made in different sizes, as may be seen by the

measurements of the few in this Museum:

Sleeping Mat or Lock No. 7835, 49X120 in.; from Ponape.

Sleeping Mat or I^ock No. 3493, 16. 2X120.7 in.; from Ponape.

Sleeping Mat or Lock No. 3492, 18X32 in.; fragment.

Among the fabrics of sewed pandanus are

the fine kites of the Gilbert group. Like the Ebon

mats already described and figured are the mat

coverings for sails when furled, common where

mat sails are used, as these sails are too heav}' to

be easily removed but are more conveniently cov-

ered while in the canoe. Models of these are in

the Bishop Museum collec?lion of canoe models.

Pillows=Uluna.—A simple work of

the pandanus weaver were the very comfort-

able pillows made in the form of a parallelo-

pipedon and stuffed usuall}- with the- harder

parts of the same hala leaves. Strips 3/8 in.

wide were tisually used in the common

forms, but in No. 1144, shown in Fig. 44, a

much wider strip is used (J'8 in.) and orna-

mentation is added by the insertion of darker

leaves in the finished pillow. In No. 1147,

a specimen from Queen Emma's colledlion,

double strips 1.2 in. wide are used. In Nos.

7732-33 the ends of the latter are of the usual

2s/% in. strip and plain, while the rest of the pillow is covered with narrow {y% in.) dark

strips twilled to form ornamental zigzags or checkers. This covers the whole of

No. 7732. After the pillow was woven it was embroidered with the dark strips by
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. i.—3.

Fio. 42. M.\T BEDS From Caroline ids.

A

Fig. 43. STRUCTURE OF CAROLINE M.\T.
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splitting the alternate longitudinal strips into three. In size these pillows vary con-

siderably, as may be seen in the following table:

A small cubical pillow made in the simple paudanus

weave served for a ball in the games of many of the Pacific

islanders, and specimens from the Hawaiian, Gilbert and

Caroline Islands are in the Bishop Museum. These were too

light to be thrown to any considerable distance. Descrip-

tions of the games played with these cubic "balls" must be

reserved for the chapter on Ancient Hawaiian Sports.

NO.
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those shown in Fig. 45, the rim being turned and finished in the simplest manner.

In the largest, which were used for storage, no handles were provided ; in the others

cords braided or twisted of coir, olona or hau fibre crossed the bottom either diagonally

or parallel to a side, passing between the weave on the outside once or twice or more,

ending in two loops of suitable lengths for handles. In small baskets of this pattern

a stiff handle of braid was often sewed to the sides near the rim, as shown in the figure.

The dimensions of these baskets, from the specimens in hand, are as follows:

FIG. 45. HAWAIIAN PANDANUS (HALA) BASKETS.

4265. 4.5 in. n base; 5 in. high; woven with 48 '^- strips.

4266. 8 in. n base; 10 in. high; woven with i in. strips; hau braid handles.

4255. i6.5Xi9..S in. base; 17 in. high; woven with i in. double strip; no handles.

4267. 4.5 n base; 6 in. high ; woven with 2,/% in. strip; twisted handle.

The covered baskets of this material were even more flabby and shapeless. They

were usually made smaller, and were used much as a modern reticule. They were

made in the same form of palm leaf as has already been mentioned, and Fig. 46 shows

three baskets of pandanus and one of loulu palm. In modern times this form is made

only to sell to visitors, and is rarely seen in use. The baskets shown in the illustra-

tion are fair specimens, and I was told by old natives in the early sixties that these
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were genuine native patterns and not taught by tlie foreigners. It should be stated

in passing that one great difficulty a student of basketry meets in our region where

ancient specimens of tliis perishable Avare are not to l)e f<nmd, is the number of braids

and patterns taught the natives by foreigners with the laudable intention of improving

their manufa(5lure, or in other cases copied without instru(5lion from articles in posses-

sion of foreigners. The beautiful flowers made from the stem of the Tacca pinnatifida^

and the fans equally tasteful, made by the Tahitians, were not native conceptions but

were taught bv the Frencli Romanist Sisters. The various straw braids used by the

Fig. 46. HAWAIIAN COVERED PANDANUS BASKETS.

modern Hawaiians are another illustration of the foreign grafts. I cannot believe that

the primitive forms shown in Fig. 45 are other than purely native invention, and for

all I know those in Fig. 46 are equally so. Dimensions and brief descriptions of the

baskets of this class in the Bishop Museum are as follow:

—

4256. Base 8.7 in. D ; 12 in. high; cap 5 in. D ;
^ 8 in. .strip doubled on itself to half

size where the neck narrows. This is the common way of treating the neck weave

and is found in all these examples except one (No. 4263). The handle is formed

by a cord attached to the neck ; the basket is sewed diagonally on the bottom.

4257. Base 7.5 in. D ; 12 in. high
; cap 5 in. D ; strips 5/8 in.; body of double thick-

ness of strips.

4258- Base 8 in. D ; 9 i"- liigli; cap 5.2 in. D ; M i"- strip on bottom; ]/. in. above;

hau cord twisted, crossing bottom diametrically inside and up the sides to form
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the usual two-loop handle which passes through the cap, thus attaching that part

to the basket as long as the cords are unbi-oken.

4259. Base 7.5 in. D ; 7-5 i"- hig^i; cap 5 in. Q ; V^ in- strip; cords of olona passed

through sides near corners.

4260. Base 4.2 in. D ; 8 in. high ; cap 3 in. D ; strips % in.

4261. Base 6.2X5.5 in.; 7.2 in. high; cap 4X3.5 in.; strips :^^ in. Single two-ply

cord itp opposite sides and through cap.

4263. Base 13.5 in. D; 14 in- higli; cap S in. D; ''2 in. .strips shaved to half width

in narrowing for neck. Cord of braided hau runs through the weave externally

Fig. 47. SAMOAN ROUND BASKKTS.

diagonally to the corners and up the sides ; loose at base of neck and then through

cap at the corners. The arrangement of cord handles is shown in the largest

basket in Fig. 46.

4262. Base 5.5 in. D ; 7 in. high; no cap; peculiar as having a red embroidered tri-

angle on each side, and a band of the same just below the neck.

A form of basket in the collection, usually called a fisherman's basket, is of

like shape with these last, but has- a stiff handle and two small cylindrical pockets

attached to opposite sides, but I believe that this form is very modern, and of the three

specimens within reach not one has been used. The}- do not seem well suited to their

alleged use.

Samoan Baskets.—As may be supposed other Polynesians made use of pan-

danus in basket making, and many of those that have come to us are far more artistic

than those made by the Hawaiians. At the same time it must be remembered that
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the examples of the handicraft of the latter are of old time and ancient form, while the

illustrations that I shall give are almost all of very modern make by the Samoans and

Micronesians, which closely resemble these. As I have reason to believe that the ex-

amples from the Caroline Ids., shown in Plate I, Nos. 8081, 4024, are at least close

copies of baskets made by the ancestors of the makers of the specimens before us, it

may be that the Samoans also copied more ancient examples ; but my knowledge of

the old basketry of the Samoans is too limited for me to form a just opinion on this.

I am inclined to consider the round form of the Samoan basket the older, as it certainly

is the cruder stage. This is a fair example of the deficiency of information on the bas-

FIG. 48. SAMOAN SQUARE BASKETS.

ketr}' of the Pacific islanders. With the exception of the Hawaiians no .serious at-

tempt has been made so far as I am informed, to trace the stages in the basketry of the

Oceanic groups ; indeed there are few specimens of old baskets from the Pacific in an}-

of the great colleAions. For that reason I feel justified in figuring the many non-

Hawaiian examples, even if I can add but little to our knowledge of them and their

place in basket chronology. The figures of Samoan baskets given by Turner'' do not

resemble any in this Miiseum, but the scale and want of detail may account for that.

According to this learned missionary baskets of pandanus were made by the Samoans

before they were taught by foreigners.

All the round baskets shown in the figure are of coiled work, the pandanus (fala)

being knotted instead of twined. The sizes of the baskets in this Miiseum are :

—

2172. Ba.se elliptical, 11X6.7 in.; 5 in. high; handle flat, checker work; there are

four bands of dyed pandanus on the bod3'.

'Rev. George Turner. 1,1,. D. Nineteen Years in Polj-nesia, London, i86i, p. 275.
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2174. Base 5.7 in. round; 4.7 in higli ; three colored bands on the body.

2177. Base 6 in. round; 5.5 in. high; rather coarse work.

5190. Base 6 in. round; 3.5 in. high; a green band.

5191. Base 5.7X4.5 in., elliptical; 2.5 in. high; the ornaments and band of red and

brown fan (hibiscus) fibre; for ornament portions of the foundation coil are simpl3-

wound with the strip and not bound to adjacent coils; handle twilled with red fan

and fala.

8192. 6.2X5.5 i"-! elliptical; height 3.5 in.; two bands of purple fan on the body.

8193. Base 5.7X5.2 in., elliptical; height 3.5 in.; two bands of red fau on the body.

The last four are quite modern and were given to the Museum by Lieutenant

W. E. Safford.

The redlangular baskets are of very different stru6lure from the preceding. The
coil is replaced by the plain plaited pandanus, and like the round baskets they bear in

Samoa the common name of a/o. The illustration shows both the form, the peculiar

inturned edge, and the attractive decoration, but it does not show the double walls found

in all of them. The strips are %. in. on the inner basket and edges, but on the exterior

are much smaller. By the use of black strips a great variety- of patterns is shown, but

the black has a tendency to fade to a dull red. The sizes are as follow:

—

2175. Base 10X5.5 i"-; height 4 in.; divided into two unequal compartments.

2176. 11.2X5-5 ^"m height 3.5 in.; divided in middle.

3566. Base 7.5X4-5 ill-; height 3.7 in.

3567. Base 7X4 in.; height 3.2 in.

6734. Base 5.7 in. Q; height 3.5 in.

6735. Base 7X4.2 in.; height 3.5 in.

7949. Base 6.2 in. D ; height 3.5 in.

3564. A satchel of similar work and with a flap.

Before leaving the Samoan basketry we may glance at the testimony of several

writers as to the methods used by the old Samoans, for they will not fail to throw some

light upon the work in similar lines of their relatives on the other groups. It is also

interesting to know that in Samoa the basket obtained a sort of vicarious divinity, for

on Hawaii a number of gods {e.g., Kukailimoku) were constrndled of wickerwork,

either plain or covered with feathers. Quoting the Reverend Dr. Tiirner', "Ga'e fefe

was a war-god in some of the villages, and seen in a coconut leaf basket. It is said

that in a battle between the gods of Samoa and those of Tonga the former crouched

about the trunks of the coconut trees ; but Ga'e fefe hid in a coconut leaf basket and

escaped while many others were killed. Hence the basket became a sign of the god,

' Samoa a Hundred Years Ago and Long Before, p. 32. London, 1884.
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and no one would step over sneli a thing, supposing the god might be in it. Hence,

also, if, in going to fight, they fell in with a newly plaited coconut leaf basket turned

upside down it was a bad omen, and sent them back. If, however, the basket was an

old one, and not lying across the road, but to the one side, and 'fore and aft', it was a

good sign and encouraged them to proceed."

To continue our quotations from the same author (p. 120) in regard to their

mats, of which the technic has been recorded more fully, perhaps, than that of any

other islanders, he says: "Their fine mats were, and are still, considered their most

valuable clothing. These mats are made of the leaves of a species of pandanus scraped

clean and thin as writing paper, and slit into strips about the sixteenth part of an inch

wide. They are made b\- the women ; and, when completed, are from two to three

yards square. They are of a straw and cream colour, are fringed, and, in some in-

stances, ornamented with small scarlet feathers in.serted here and there. These mats

are thin, and almost as flexible as a piece of calico. Few of the women can make them,

and many months—yea, years, are sometimes spent over the making of a single mat.

These fine mats are considered their most valuable property, and form a sort of cur-

rency which they give and receive in exchange. They value them at from two to forty

shillings each. They are preserved with great care; .some of them pass through

several generations, and as their age and historic interest increase, the}- are all the

more valued." Similar mats iised as garments M-e .shall find were made on the

Hawaiian group, biit of grass rather than pandanus leaf. A portion of one belonging

to Kamehameha the Great is shown in Fig. 82, and though more than a centurj- old

is still flexible.

Another Samoan missionary, the Reverend John B. Stein, in speaking of

Samoan mats tells us:'* "Of these the most valued were the ic taiia^ and they might

well be prized, since they often occupied five, six, nine and even twelve months in their

making. They were made from the lati ii\ a large plant whose leaves closely resemble

•those of the pandanus, but are larger. When plucked the prickly edges of the leaves

were cut off with a shell, and the leaves then rolled up and baked in a native oven.

This prepared them for a second process, which consisted of separating the inner or

finer part of the leaf from the outer, the latter being laid aside for a coarser kind of

mat .... The finer portions of the leaf were then strung together, fastened to a bam-

boo pole and placed in the sea, where they were allowed to remain until bleached, a

process usually occupying from five to seven days, when they were rinsed in fresh

water and placed in the sun to be further bleached, after which, when thoroughly dry,

they were cut into little strips of various lengths and widths, according to the fineness

of the plait required.

°01d Samoa, London, 1897, p. 144.
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"Upon the completion of one of these valuable mats. . . .all the women familiar

with the mauufa(?tiire of these mats resident in the neighborhood were sxunmoned on

a given day to bathe the mat. On the women assembling they proceeded to wash the

mat in fresh water, and after well stretching it out to dry they adjourned to the house

to partake of a feast provided by the hostess to celebrate the completion of her mat."

How clear the piAure of these children of Nature assembling on the bank of

one of the man}- Samoan streams to wash the mat which, after perhaps a year's work,

one of their number had finished! They all rejoiced, for was not the work an honor

to their village, to their sex, to their friend ? And if the customs of both children and

domestic animals (dogs and pigs) were then as now, the washing must have been more

than an idle ceremonj-. I am well aware that a Samoan house had a low fence across

the doorways, intended to keep out pigs, for on this I have sat while chatting with the

inmates of more than one Samoan grass house, both on Upolu and Tutuila ; but I also

know that in modern times at least it is customary to take the growing mat out under a

shad}' tree where both pigs and hardlj- less dirty children could scarcel}^ be kept from

off it. The washing we may be sure was needed. Our author goes on to say :

"There were also at least thirteen other kinds of clothing, sleeping and house

mats made bj- the Samoans.' Various dyes were prepared from vegetables and roots

of trees. A beautiful crimson was obtained by mixing the inner bark of the root of

the noniifiafi'a {Eiigrtiia tnalaaensis) with sea water and lime. Yellow was prepared

from turmeric and oil. It was also obtained from the bark of the iioii/i {Alon'iida

citrifolia^ previously mentioned. A fine purple was obtained from the 3'oung shoots

of the mountain plantain, soa\i {Miisa fc/ii)^ and a brown by mixing the inner bark

oi the paiii (1 ) with sea water. A black colour was imparted to various articles by

burying them in the soft mud of a taro patch formed in a swamp."

Continuing our exploration of the technic of the islanders we find on Fiji, ac-

cording to Dr. Berthold Seemann,'" a most trustworthy authority, that "Mats with

which the floors of houses and sleeping places are thickly covered, are made of two

kinds of screw pines ; the coarsest of the leaves of the Balawa {Paudanus odoraiissinnis^

Linn.); the finest, of those of the Voivoi {P. can'cosns, Rumph.). The Balawa, or

Vadoa, as it is termed in some distridls, is a tree twentj'-five feet high, indicative of

poor soil, growing in exposed positions, and being one of the first plants appearing on

newly formed islands. Its singular habit has often been dwelt upon. The smooth

white branches, with their dense heads of foliage, not inaptly compared to the arms of

a huge candelabrum ; the strong aerial roots, covered with minute spines, and serving

as so many props ; the curious corkscrew-like arrangement of the leaves, the leathery,

'Some of these mats were laufau, lalaga, ie taua, ie 'ula, ie sina and si'aloa.

'°Viti. B. Seemann. Cambridge, 1862, p. 554.
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sword-shaped leaves themselves, and their spiny edges ; the long spikes of male, and

the shorter branches of female flowers, their delicions perfnme strongly recalling to

mind that of the vegetable ivory of South America; finally, the bright orange-coloured

drupes, formed into large heads of fruit, to say nothing of their insipid taste, appre-

ciated onh' by natives, are all so essentially different from what a European traveler

is accustomed to in his own country, that his attention is involuntarilj- arrested, and

he hardlj' ever fails to record it. The Voivoi or Kiekie is a stemless species with

leaves ten to twelve feet long, whicli delights in swampy localities of the forests, and

is occasionalh' cultivated to meet the demand. Fans, baskets, and the finest mats

—

even those on which newl\- born babes, naked as thej' are for more than a twelvemonth,

are carried—are made of its bleached leaves. Occasionally neat patterns are worked

in by introducing portions of the material dyed black, whilst the borders of highly

finished mats are tastefully ornamented with the bright red feathers of the Kula—

a

parroquet {Calliptihts solitariiis^ Latham) not found in the groups eastward of Fiji, and

therefore highly esteemed by the inhabitants of those islands."

Turning to the westerly Pacific region, we find in the Solomon Ids., according

to Dr. Guppy," still another item in the technic of mat-making. I have not been

fortunate enough to see any of the Solomon mats, of which there are a number in the

Bishop Museum, that I could feel sure had been treated as Dr. Guppy describes; but

his statement is interesting as adding to the methods used in preparing the pandanus

leaves. He says:

" Mat-making is one of the occupations of the women of the Straits, the material

employed being the thick leaves of a species o{ pandaims which is known by the natives

as the: pota. The leaves are first deprived of their thin polished epidermis by being

rubbed over with the leaves of a plant named saiis7ifi\ which have a rough surface giving

a sensation like that caused by fine emery paper when passed over the skin. The pan-

danus leaves are then dried in the sun, when they become whitened and leather}-, and

are then sewn together into mats." Evidently the kind of mat already described from

the Solomon Ids., p. 32.

In the Gilbert Ids. we learn from the narrative of the United States Exploring

Expedition under Wilkes," "The mats are made of the leaves of the pandanus, slit into

strips about a quarter of an inch wide, and woven by hand : these are of two colours, light

yellow and dark brown : the former are made from the young leaves, and the latter

from the old, which are prepared b}- beating them with a mallet to render them pliable.

On the yellow mats the}' bestow a great deal more of their attention : the 30ung leaves

"The Solomon Islands and tlicir Natives, London, 1SS7, p. 61.

'-Narrative of the United .States Exploring Expedition during the years 1838-1842, by Charles Wilkes, U. S. N.,

Commander of the Expedition. Philadelphia, 1845. Vol. v, p. 94.
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are laid aside for two or three days after they are plucked, till they are withered : they are

then roasted by holding them in the hand over the fire, and afterwards laid in the snn for

three or four days to insure them being sufficiently dried. During the latter part of the

process they are brought every evening into the house to protect them from the dew or

rain. When the leaves are sufficiently dry, they are left all night to bleach in the dew:

they are then rolled up in balls and pounded with a mallet to render them soft and pliable,

and when this is accomplished, they are slit with a shell and are read}' for use."

It may be stated that the pandanus mats of the Marshall Ids. have long been

an important article of commerce among the islanders, and the low coral islands of the

T«*rr*"
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Fig. 49. MARSHAI.I. ISLANDS MAT AS USUAI,I.V FOLDED. NO. 8o6l.

group are largely dependent on the sale of their mats and the produAs of the cocouut

for such things as their low and sand}' soil cannot produce. Hence these mats

are found on most of the groups in the Pacific, and half a century ago they were often

brought to Honolulu in the missionary vessels, and I have at times been led to sup-

pose that they were of native Hawaiian manufacture. While the Hawaiians did make

similar mats, those of the Marshall and Gilbert Islanders can generall}^ be distinguished

from most other products of the mat makers. The mat figured is one of the better class,

and measures 11 ft. 2 in. by 9 ft., with a fineness of four to the inch. The dark and

light leaves mentioned b}- Wilkes are ver}- distinct, and by ingenious combinations

3neld very attradlive mats.

The custom of keeping fine mats for a long time, using them only on great

occasions, seems very ancient, and, if the word of some native Sanioans may be trusted,

mats several hundred years old are now in existence. The Samoan legend of the

origin of one of these mats is sufficientl}' quaint to warrant its translation here, although
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it lias been translated into German elsewhere. '^ I do not pretend to be a Samoan

scholar, but the similarity with the Hawaiian has warranted me in translating the

song from the text of O. Steiibel.'^ There are expressions of which the meaning can

onh' be guessed at, and even the learned translator into German, Dr. W. von Biilow,

has not always been sure that he has guessed aright.

There are several versions of this story ; the present one was colle^led at Safune

and Dr. von Biilow gives another not very different, in the volume referred to. The

stor}' is in genuine Polj'uesian form, and serves to explain the reverence with which

certain fine mats are to this day preserved by the Samoans, wrapped in siapo and care-

fully stored among their choicest treasures.

O LR TAI.A I I,K IR.

O Neefanua ma si ana tama o le pipili ma lona

tuagane o Uu (Vaiuu) ma o Ololua (Lolua): ua sau la

latou vaa mai Fiti ma lalaga mai i ai o le ie i le vaa.

Ua maua o le igoa o le ie o le Lagavasa.

Uua taunuu ai i Siuutu i Salailua, ua toe lalaga

ona toe sauni lea a oo mai i le Itu o taiic.

Ua lalaga o le ie. ua pipii ma Ic cleele.

Ona faaigoaina lea foi o pipii ma le elccle.

Ona fua lea.

Ua sau o le vaa i gatai o .Safune.

Ua fai atu Uu, sei nofo o le vaa i tuaau, sei asia o

le nuu nei po e i ai o se latou ava.

Ua alu ai Uu, ua tui le ava.

Ona alu ifo lea ona fai utui, oomai ia ua maua o

le ava.

Ona alu ai lea o le vaa ua oC i uta.

Ona fai atu lea Uu, oomai ina oo i uta : au fia nofo

i si ou ava.

Ona ua nofo ai Uu ua faatupu maa i totonu o le

ava, e i ai o le maa i nei onapo i le ituava sasae.

Ua alu ai o le vaa, ua tuuta i uta, na taunuu ia

Tugaga ; ua tulia
;

Ona alu ane e moe i le fuefuc.

Ona toi igoa ai o le ie Ua moe i le fuefue.

Ona latou oo lea i le Ituvai i sasae, ua latou oo i

Asu, ua lalaga foi o le ie : ua oo i onapo o le tuaoloa,

ua agimai o le matagi, ua sau o le oneone i le fale,

oneone ai o le ie. Ona tata lai lea o le ie, ua asuasu, ona
faaigoaina lea o le maota o Asu, i le asuasu o le ie.

Ua oo o le malaga o le alii Lealatelc o Tanuvasava-

samanaia, ua afe i le fale o le Pipili i Safune.

Ua avaga o le Pipili ia Tanuvasavasamanaia, ua
fanau o Tualafalafa o le teine.

"Archives Internationales d'Ethnographie, xii, 136.

"Die Leute des Tagaloa, p. 144.

TIIR TALR OF THE MAT.

Neefanua with her daughter the cripple (hunch-
back) and her brothers Uu and Ololua came in their

canoe from Fiji, and she plaited a fine mat in the canoe.

Then was given to the mat the name l.agavasa

(woven on the high sea).

They made land at Siuutu in Salailua and wove
the mat again and traveled to Itu o tane.

She wove the mat and the dirt clave fast to it.

For this was the mat named Pijiii ma le eleele.

More leaves were to be collected.

The canoe went on to the seaward of .Safune.

Then spake Uu, "The canoe must rest on the other

side of the reef and a boat-passage must be found in

the reef."

Then went Uu to pick out a boat-passage.

He returned and said, "Come, there is a boat-

passage at hand."

Then went the canoe through the I'ecf to tlie land.

"Now," said Uu, "Come, go yovi ashore while I stay

by my boat-passage."

Then stayed Uu there and raised up a stone on the

inner half of the entrance, that verj' night, a stone on
the east side of the passage.

The canoe made land and was drawn up on the

beach, it came to Tugaga ; they went onward.

She went thence and slept in the bush.

From this was the mat called "Ua moe i le fuefue."

She went then to the east side of the stream, and
turned to her mat-weaving again. Then arose in the

night the .southeasterly wind and blew the sand into the

house so that the fine mat was full of sand. Then was
the mat shaken : thence came the name of the chief's

house, "Asu," from the shaking of the mat.

The chief Tanuvasavasamanaia of Lealatcle was
journeying and came to the house of Pipili at Safune.

Then Pipili married Tanuvasavasamanaia and bore

him a girl, Tualafalafa.
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(Ua e i ai i nei onapo o le ala o le Pipili i Safune.)

Usu mai o le alii o Faitala mai Atua ia Tualafalafa,

fanau Sina fafaga i tua. Usu ifo o Aoee i luga i le lagi

ia Sinafafaga i tua, fanau Sinamaa Aoee.

Ona gasegase ai lea o Aoee, ona feauina ifo ka o

Sina niaa Aoee e alu ai i le gasegase o lona tama; ua

faaputu toga ua ootai o le teiiie i lona tama, aua o le

gafa ua ta i le lagi.

E i ai o le upii, "O le gafa ta i le lagi."

Ua fai toga. A ua muimui Tualafalafa, aua ua leai

soona faitoga ; a afiifii lava i le aluga o le ie, ua igoa

tele.

Ua oo i le aso ua tele ai toga, ona tatala loa lea

o le ie:

Ua uila ma pogisa ma faititili ma afa sasa ia o le ie.

Ua ofo o le toatele o tagata, ua latou faaigoa ai o le

ie ia Tasi e afe.

O le uiga o lenei igoa : Ua tasio le nei ie, a ua afe

toga ua mauai.

Ua tea i le lagi o le ie.

Sa tepa ifo nei o Sina maa aoee ia Tooalo i RIanase,

ua to tigapula, ua sili i le tua o se ie ula.

Ona tagi ai lea o Sina mia aoee i lona tama, ona oo

ane i ai lea o tama toalua o Ale ma o Ua faafuasei late

momolia o le teine i le alii, ua (ia fai tane ai.

Ua to o Uafaafuasi, tago loa Tooalo, sei o le ie ula

e tu i lalo o le maa, a tu loa o le teine o Sina maa aoee,

ua tepa atu, ua leai o se ie ula ; ona fesili lea o le teine:

Alii e, oifea o le alii, sa totoo lona tigapula?

Ua tali atu Tooalo; O au lava lenei.

Ona oso ai lea o le teine, o lea e au i le vai, a ua

afisi i lona aoao o le ie.

Ua tatala o le ie, faa ua susu.

Ua iloilo, ua mago lava.

Ona faaigoaina lea o le ie ia Matumaivai.

Ua nofo Sina maa aoee ia Matilafoafoa, ua fanau

o Sinataeoilagi.

Usu Tooalo ia Sinataeoilagi, fanau Sinaautuimo.

Usu mai Leuluialii ia Sinaautuimo. fanau Muliaga

ma Matagitausulu.

Usu mai Tuisamoaia Matagitausulu, fanau Nonu-
maufele.

( There is to this ila\' in Safune the street of Pipili.

)

The chief Faitala ni li .'\tua m irrietl Tualafalafa and
begot Sina fafaga i tua. Aoee came down from heaven,

married Sinafafaga i tua and begot Sina maa Aoee.

Aoee was ill, and Sina mia Aoee was sent down
from heaven to cure the illness of her father: fine mats

were collected, and the daughter goes to her father; so

it was the genealogy towered toward heaven.

Thence comes the saying, "The genealog}' is from

heaven."

Mats were collected and Tualafalafa murmured be-

cause her mat had not assisted. Therefore was the mat
with many names made into a pillow.

As now many fine mats were collected, the mats

were lying unfolded.

Lightning and darkness, thunder and hurricane

were the omen of the mat.

A.stonished were the people, and they called the

mat "One of a thousand."

The meaning of this name is: One is this mat, a

thousand would balance it.

The mat so came to heaven.

Then looked Sina maa aoee upon Tooalo in Manase,

he was planting a taro top and wore on his back a red

(feather) mat.

Then did Sina maa aoee call to her father, and he

brought two youths. Ale and Uafaafuasei, for the

maiden longed to get the chief for a husband.

Then fell a sudden rain and Tooalo caught hold of

his feather cloak and hid it under a stone ; then at once

stood the maiden Sina maa aoee before him and beheld

him without the red cloak ; then asked the maiden :

"O Chief, where is the chief who plants taro?

To her replied Tooalo, "I am he."

Then plunged the maiden into the water, and swam
through the stream, taking the mat in her armpit.

Then was unloosed the mat, lest it be wet.

It was examined and found quite dry.

Then was the mat called Matumaivai (drj- in the

water).

Then Sina maa aoee dwelt with Matilafoafoa and

Sinataeoilagi was born.

Tooalo married Si na tae iolagi and begot Sina-

autuimo.

Leuluialii married Sinaautuimo and begot Muli-

aga and Matagitausulu.

Tuisamoa married Matagitausulu and begot Nonu-

maufele.

We can pi6lure to ourselves the Samoan woman sitting beneath the shade on

the bank of a stream singing this ancient song as she, too, tries to weave the fine mat

which may be kept in memory of the maker long after her earthly pilgrimage had

ended. The red mat in the song is supposed to be covered with the feathers of the

Fijian CaUiptilns solitarius^ Latham, feathers greatly valued but not found on Samoa.

The father of Sina maa aoee was the rain god, hence his sending of the lesser gods to

pour the sudden shower which caused Tooalo to hide his precious cloak from the rain.
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Mat Sails.—In the Diredlor's Report for 1899 (p. 25) is an essay on the Mat

Sails of the Pacific, i

by Mr. John F. G.

Stokes, now Curator

of Polynesian Eth-

nology in the Mu-

seum. This is a very

complete and accu-

rate compendium of

^vhat is known of the

ancient sails, and as

these were generally

made of paudanus

mat by a method of

weaving differing

from that used in

the construction of

the broad sleeping

mats, we may quote

here that portion re-

lating to this work:

"The sails through-

out Micronesia were

alwaj'S made in strips

var3nng in width

from four inches to

three feet, the Micro-

nesians being par-

ticularl}- apt in this

form of mat-making.

The Marshall Isl-

anders, who are

among the most ex-

pert canoe builders

and sailors in the

Pacific, use a lap- fig. 50. i.aphoard and strip of mat sail.

board, cut from breadfruit wood, on which the mat is woven (Fig. 50). The board is

arched and sets very comfortably in the lap of a person sitting on the ground. The
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strips of matting as woven are passed from the board and neatly rolled np. The strip

of mat has four dark strands of dyed hibiscus fibre woven in on top of the usual strands

of pandanus ; this is a favorite method of ornamentation among the Marshall Islanders.

The weaving commenced on the left side, and the strands were cut to about twent}-

inches in length, being long enough to pass around the three strands of pandanus used

to form the border at the right and reach the left edge again, where after being woven

in about half an inch, they were trimmed off. It might be noticed that at regular

intervals along the left-hand border some strands were allowed to protrude ; at this

edge, as stated, the fresh strands were applied, and when secured four ends out of every

seven were trimmed off, the three remaining butts being left to guide the weaver in

inserting the black ornamental strands. This strip is 4.7 in. wide, while the breadth

of the strands varies from 3/32 to 1/8.

"Having woven a great length of sail mat the strips were placed together with

edges overlapping and sewed with a thread made from coconut fibre or twisted pan-

danus, the edges of the strips, on the edges of the sail being turned under and double

sewed with the coconut fibre, which material is also used to bend the sail to the spars.

A sail made in this fashion is verv stroncr and will stand a ercat strain. It is about

twice as heav}- as an ordinary mat, and little heavier than canvas, and if wet becomes

dangerous to use if suspended from the mast. The Micronesians, in a rain storm,

prefer to lower the sail and roll it up in an envelope of pandanus or banana leaves which

they generally carry for that purpose. The Hawaiian sail was made in strips, but that

of Tahiti seems to have been composed of several large square mats sewn together, and

could not have been a very strong combination. In all cases the work of weaving devolved

on the women, while the men attended to the sewing and shaping of the sail."
"'

Narrow strips of matting like those made for sails were woven by the Samoan
women for the game of Lajoga (pron. lafonga), in which it served as a sort of alley.

These mats were about 7 in. wide and 17 ft. long. Two of these mats and a complete

apparatus for playing this interesting game of skill are in the Bishop Museum, the

latter the gift of Lieutenant Edw. E. Goodhue, U. S. N.

Satchels of Pandanus.—A form of pandanus weaving from Micronesia and

Fiji must now be noticed, of which tliere are examples in most large museums. Four

from the Gilbert group are shown in Plate II, Nos. 7096, 7095, 7094 and 3349, and

there it may be seen that they are formed like the mats previously described from Ebon,

of broad leaves which are split in j^laces to receive the small black strips which serve

both as ornament and binding.

I do not know the exact use of these satchels, and the carr3'ing capacity of those

'•'Occasional Papers, vol. i, no. 2, p. 26.
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from the Gilbert Ids. is very small. They come to tlie Museum labelled "Basket for

books," and if this is their only use their origin must be recent, for it is not many

decades that these islanders have had any books to put into them. On the other

hand those of similar shape from Fiji are certainly ancient, some specimens in

the old Marine Museum at Salem, Massachusetts (now Peabody Academy of

Science) dating from the early years of the last century when the cannibals of that

group had no books.

While all the satchels in this Museum from the Gilbert group are made of

broad leaves sewed together and not interwoven, the embroidery of black or red strips

Fig. 51. PANDANUS S.^TCHEL, FIJI.

being inserted by splitting the leaves as needed and after the basket is put together,

those from Fiji are genuine mat work with broad strips, the embroidery being by the

same method in both cases. In the Fijian satchel. No. S198 (Fig. 51 ), the small strips

inserted obliterate the irregularities left by the alternate raised and depressed squares

in the weave of the satchel and leave a uniform surface. This is especially noticeable

in the band along the upper edge. In the Fijian satchel the bottom and edges are

continuous and not sewed as are the bottoms of those from the Gilbert Ids. There is

a fine series of the Fijian satchels in the Salem Museum, better, I believe, than else-

where. The dimensions of the.se satchels in the Bishop Museum vary considerably

and are as follows

:
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8349. 8.5X7 in.; coarse; upper border of finer mat work. Gilbert Ids.

7094. 6.7X6 in.; a continuons band sewed at bottom, and bound at top; red and black

strips. Gilbert Ids.

7095. 12.5X6.5 in.; a double thick folio sewed only at bottom; has two bands of

embroider}'. Gilbert Ids.

7096. 11.2X9-2 in.; continuous band, sewed at bottom; two bands embroidered. G. I.

S198. 34X14 in.; woven with inch strips; inside plain; outside mostly covered with

embroidery. Fijian.

Fig. 52. MARSHALL ISLANDS MAT.

The Fijian specimens at Salem vary in length from 32 to 17 inches. lu st^'le of

decoration they are well represented by the specimen in this Museum, already figured.

Mats for Clothing.—Although the Hawaiians certainly used mats for cloth-

ing, not onlj' as wraps, but as waist cloth (malo), the principal development of clothing

made of mat work, that is woven of grass or leaves instead of finer fibre, was on the

Marshall Islands. The beautiful work of these islanders is familiar in all museums, and

much has been written about their manufadlure and use. I do not here intend to treat

these mats from the point of the designer, for the various bands shown in the figures

here given have names and appropriate uses. For all these I must refer the student

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No.
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to the most complete account known to me, that of Prof. Dr. Augustin Kramer;"^ but for

the technic of the mat mak-

ing I shall take the liberty

of translating from this in-

teresting paper. As the or-

thography- of the names of

the mats and their parts

seems wholly nnsettled,

even German writers not

agreeing among them-

selves, we may pass over

the native names and their

etymology. The illustra-

tions given here of these

mats are all from the Bishop

Museum collecT;ion, except

Plate V, which is made from

a large mat long used as a

table cover by the writer,

who has thus had an oppor-

tunity to test the durability

of these admirable mats.

Nearly all here figured differ

more or less from those fig-

ured b\- Dr. Kramer, and

many of them are of con-

siderable age.

I translate freely from

Dr. Kramer, omitting much
of the philological matter

as, however interesting and

valuable, foreign to our

present purpose.

"Among the produc-
•* FIG- 53- GKUUP OF MAKSIIALI^ ISLANDS MATS.

tions of the Marshall Islanders doubtless the mats used for clothing take the first

place The.se were made freehand without apparatus or loom, only a long pointed
"Die Ornamentik der KleidmaUcii und der Tatauieruiig auf den Marshallinseln iiebst technologischen, philolo-

gischeti und ethnologischen Notizen. .A.rchiv fiir Anthropologie, Neue Folge, Band II, Heft i. Braunschweig, 1904.

•iMliii
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weaving needle, called oca^ generally from the long wing bone of the albatross, serves

to lift lip the strands which are woven on a lapboard of breadfruit wood one to two feet

long and six to twelve inches wide, called digcuat.
\
A similar one is figured in the

se(5lion on ]\Iat Sails, p. 46.] For the embroidery a needle of human, dog or fish bone;

for trimming the leaves a pinna shell, djahor. All these things are kept in a basket

woven from coco leaves called bodjo. For the mat the leaves of Pandanus odoi-alissi-

iinis are used. For the fine mats these

are plucked young and roasted over a

fire ; for sails or coarse mats the older

leaves are seledled and left to dry in

the sun, and then beaten with a hard

mallet, draggeiiiia^ of Tn'daciia shell

[see No. 7832, Fig. 54]; the beaten

leaves are rolled into bundles [like

those shown in Fig. 38] and laid aside

for occasion.

"When the weaving begins, leaves

are taken four inches wide and three

to seven feet long, and slit into strands

which have various names according

to their width, as ajclai\ three fingers

wide, ajomcii thumb-breadth, d/clcrik

still thinner (3/16-5/16), and nia the

finest (1/16-3/32). The red fibres are

from a creeper, Ficaria raiiticiiloidcs^

FIG. 54. MAi.i.KTs FUR HKATiNG PANDANUS i.KAVKs. callcd adad. The bark of the thinner

shoots is stripped off, scraped and freed from the epidermis and dried ; the bast then

assumes a brown or reddish-yellow hue. The black fibres here, as on other islands,

are from the bast of Hibiscus dyed with soot or mud. According to Finsch the black

dye is obtained from the fruit of the mangrove. These are grated and boiled in marine

shells or coconut shells and the bast is soaked in the decoAion until the desired tint

is obtained. For a red color the same strips are passed through a dye made of the

root bark of a certain tree {Morinda citrifolia ?) with the addition of lime."

After describing the sleeping mats, which were arranged much as in Hawaii,

the coarser Aveave at the bottom and the finer at the top of a pile often four to six

inches thick, the bottom ones being sometimes of coco leaf, Dr. Kramer describes very

fully the fine clothing mats, of which class we have illustrations before us. (Figs. 52-3.)

It is unnecessary to go into the analysis of the ornament with the Dodor, but his ex-
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planation of the way of wearing these rather uncouth garments, which are fast giving

place to the foreign cloth loose gowns, ma)- well be noticed. There are two distinct

ways of wearing them : either two mats, one in front, the other behind, are worn as

aprons and fastened around the waist with a coil of the interesting coco and pandanus

cord already described, a coil that is often sixty feet long (and Finsch reports one

fifty metres long), or a single mat is passed between the legs and the corners brought

over a similar girdle forming a sort of malo, an arrangement that would seem to pre-

clude any rapid running by the wearer.

The thickness of the cord girdle increased with the rank of the wearer. There

were also in these mats (called //') patterns suited for men, others for women, some for

commoners, others for chiefs, all of which Dr. Kramer fully describes. These mats

were often given as presents, and in the early sixties some of the Marshall Islanders

made a large one suitable for a bed cover which they sent as a present to Kameha-

meha V in recognition of the good done for them by the missionaries from his

kingdom of Hawaii. On the vo3^age from Micronesia to Honolulu rats destroyed a

corner of the elaborate border, and the partial ruin was purchased b}- the writer and is

now in the Peabod}' Museum at Cambridge, Mass. When the use of mats for gar-

ments ceases, as it will very soon, it is questionable whether the}- will still be woven.

For table covers they are well suited, as well as for other purposes of domestic orna-

ment or use, and it would be a pity that the}- should be relegated to the class of lost

arts. It cannot be denied that mat weaving here, as elsewhere in the Pacific, is rapidly

declining, owing largely to the unwise method of instrudlion that has been in vogue

throughout the Pacific where the methods of Anglo-Saxon education have been forced

upon peoples generally unable to assimilate such intelledlual food. If the white men
had simply endeavored to make better specimens of the various races, saving what was

good in their work, gently eradicating the heathen tendencies, it seems possible that

many of the useful industries of the Pacific might have been saved from the list of

abandoned arts. The pandanus and makaloa might still be fashioned into fabrics which

would bring revenue to the makers and credit to the islands of the Great Ocean.

Hawaiian I^auhala Mats.—Enough has already been described of the meth-

ods of other Pacific islanders perhaps to render superfluous any minute description of

the ways and means of the old Hawaiians in lauhala mat making. Doubtless it was

the oldest form of mat making on these islands, and fragments are found in the most

ancient burial caves quite like the mat work of the present day. No such work as

that just described from Micronesia was made here, perhaps because the use of

kapa for garments rendered their use for clothing unnecessary; but it must not be

supposed that the old Hawaiians did not make fine pandanus mats, for there are suffi-
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cient witnesses to the fact in tlie cases of the Bishop Mnsenm, where most beautifull}-

regular and finel}^ woven mats are in considerable number.

As to the legendary origin of Hawaiian mats I can give no information. Not

only have the modern natives preserved no remembrance of the songs or legends of

any such theme, but unfortunately the present writer negledled to take down from the

lips of the old women who, in the middle of the last century, were singing such songs

as they plaited the mats in the Puna caves, songs which undoubtedly related to their

earl}' predecessors in the mat making work ; he also neglec^ted to ask what were the

tutelar gods of the craft, and today the remaining natives are unable or unwilling to

give the ungathered information. We only know that the Hawaiians had among "the

forty thousand and four hundred thousand gods" one or more especiallj' worshipped by

the pious artisans in basketry of former days. We also know that they had songs and

legends of earl}' mat or basket makers who were famous at their craft, and were per-

haps apotheosized by their successors for their skill. The teaching of a new religion

seems to have driven from their thoughts many things worth remembering while by

no means strangling the superstitions of the neophytes. Their love for the recital of

w^/r, which was quite oriental and kept alive in their memories the doings of their

forefathers, their genealogies, and the rules of life, has largely disappeared from this

group, and aimless political discussion or modern tales of a very different nature

have usurped its place.

Leaving then the folklore and poetr}' of the basket and mat makers untold, we

must present their work, which is so like that of all the other Polynesian groups that

it hardly deserves an extended paragraph. The hala leaves were gathered, they were

dried either in the sun or in the cover of the house, were scraped, trimmed and beaten,

then rolled and stored until enough and more had accumulated for the intended mat.

The shell trimmer was that used everywhere, but the mallet was not like those figured

from the Marshall Islands (Fig.54 ), but either a plain round club (ho/ioa)^ or more

commonl}- an old kapa beater {ie /&?^/'«), of which the engraved sides had become smooth

from long use. These four-sided clubs with rounded handles were common all over the

group, as they were necessary iitensils in every family, and they are to be found in

most ethnological museums.

I have asked a skilful maker of lauhala mats, still resident in the once famous

mat making district of Puna, to make for me the first few inches of a common mat,

and the result is shown in Fig. 55. To show her good will as well as skill she has

embroidered her own name and address on the obverse of the figure, and my name

on the reverse ; but in spite of that fanc}- the specimen shows perfectly well the be-

ginning of the weaving. No vestige of a loom, not even pegs to hold the row of leaves

in place is needed, but a sufficient number of hala leaves is taken to cover the width of
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mat desired, and these are strongl}- sewn together as shown in the figure. The split-

ting into strands of the sele(fled width is then done and the plaiting begins. Each

strand passes diagonall}' to the edge of the growing mat and then turns and continues

its journey at right angles to its former course imtil it reaches the other side, or is

continued^by a succeeding strand which is neatly inserted under the overlapping trans-

verse strand. The skill with which the weaver keeps the long strands from hopeless

entanglement and puts each in its destined place is surprising to the uninitiated. To

^' j>-.-f-:*. "''">;

Fir,. 55. THE BECIXN-INCr OF A MAT OF I,AUHAI,A.

the success of the mat the weaver's fingers must put the right tension on each strand

or the mat will be bellied or warped, and will not lie flat or be redlangular when finished.

An inexperienced or careless mat maker is alwaj-s known by the irregular mat. While

the whole leaved edging is sometimes left on the finished mat, it is usuall}' cut off

when the distal end has been bound in.

The size of these mats was unlimited, except by the use to which they were

destined. Often they extended quite across the house, and when intended for covering

canoes might be eighty to a hundred feet long. Long and narrow ones were used for

a table at an ahaaina or feast ; a moderate sized one in the Bishop Museum, made for

this purpose, measures 3 ft. in width and is 28.7 ft. long (No. 25S3). It was not un-

common to weave in coarser mesh or strand immense mats to spread on the ground for
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seating a large company, and I have seen in old native churches mats many j-ards

square covering the whole floor, there being no pews or seats of other nature. From

their size and weight they were seldom removed, and often became unsanitar^•, accord-

ing to modern ideas.

The bed mats have been several times referred to, but the\' ma}- be more fullj'

described here as a series of mats woven, in the best houses, to fit an allotted place,

and arranged in accordance with their fineness from the coarsest, which rested on the

gravel floor of the house, to the fine mat on top that showed the wealth or taste of the

owner. To keep the mats in place (and as the whole family slept on the same bed,

and some of the bedfellows might be uneasy from overfeeding, this was no simple

matter) mats of the hikiec were sewed together along one edge, and this edge generally

raised by the interposition of strips of the same matting.

Matting of the lauhala in coarse weave, one inch strands or larger, were in con-

stant use to cover propert\- from the sun or sudden showers, to spread nuts or herbs

iipon while drj-ing in the sun, and to wrestle on in an indigenous form of that maul}-

exercise, where the contestants clasped hands and, without touching any other part of

the body, endeavored each to push the other off the mat. In the earl^- days of the

American Mission on these islands the simple homes of the missionaries were generally

carpeted, if at all, with lavihala mats woven to fit the room, and examples are still ex-

tant of mats of great beauty given b}' early converts to their respe(5led teachers.

New Hebridean Dresses.—On several of the islands of the New Hebrides,

a group using the loom, and famous for fibre weaving, are found dresses of finely cut

pandanus, so closely resembling grass work, that until the material was considerably

magnified the author was inclined to class them with the makaloa mats of the Hawaiians.

As will be seen in Fig. 56, they are aprons of no generous size (some are hardly two

inches wide), but the peculiarity' of their openwork weave recalls the Tongan mats of

the opposite side of the Pacific. These aprons are worn by the women by means of

some sort of belt, and on some of the islands are stained a magenta red which does not

add to their beauty in the eyes of a foreigner, and almost conceals the openwork pat-

terns. Some of those from Malekula have been washed until the pandanus fibre is

broken and roughened. The following list of women's dresses from Malekula, Oba

and Ambrym shows the difference in size:

8143. 3.2 ft. X 10 in.— 16 strands to inch. Malekula, twilled weave, no coloring;

Fig. 56, No. 3.

8144. 3 ft.X9 in.— 15. Malekula, plain weave; Fig. 56, No. i.

8145. 3 ft.Xii in.— 14. Malekula, twilled; Fig. 56, No. 2.
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8447. 3 ft. longX 9 in. wide—20 strands to inch. Oba, with various openwork de-

signs at ends, and stamped with magenta stain.

844S. 3.2 ft. longXg-S in. wide—20. Oba, like last, short fringe on edges, long on ends.

8449. 1.5 ft. longX 3 in. wide—26. Ambrym, broad red stripes, openw-ork ends, with

long ( 10 in.) fringe.

8459- 3.7 ft. longXi.7 in. wide—21. Ambrym, all red, two sewed together in the

middle, ending in four braided tails and long fringes.

Fig. 56. WOMEN'S DRESSES FROM MALF:KULA, N. H.

6627. 3.5 ft. longXio.5 in. wide— 15. Oba, openwork ends, stamped purple all over^

fringes.

6628. 3.6 ft. longXii.5 in. wide— 16. Oba, same treatment as last.

Fijian Coffin.—This remarkable specimen of basket work is 22.5 in. long,

9 in. wide in the middle, 5.5 in. at the ends, and 9 in. deep. The bottom is wholly of

breadfruit wood, and the cover is lined with the same material stitched with pandanus

strands to the upper edge. The interior is lined with a plain broad weave of pandanus

extending above the external rim by a foundation of two splints bound together by

pandanus strips; this forms a hold for the cover. The illustration (Fig. 57) shows
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what is really the distinftion of the whole work, the beautiful design covering the ex-

terior. Whether this cofifin-shaped basket was really intended for the use its name

would imply may be doubtful ; certainlj^ in this connedtion it is unimportant ; the re-

markably' effedlive design of the basket work is all in all. The technic is simple, a

vertical series of small black strips of uncertain origin form the more conspicuous

trellis, over and under which pass portions of the close band of light brown grass-like

?IG. 57. FIJIAN COFFIN-SHAPED BASKKT.

strips forming the design. Between two bands of zigzag is a much broader band of

diaper work ; the tipper rim, which serves also as support for the cover, is a braid of

black rattan strips. The design of the cover is not so successful. The vertical por-

tion repeats the zigzag band of the basket proper, but the top is covered with a longi-

tudinal band of diaper with two zigzag narrower bands on either side, with partings

of subsidiary bands of a dark brown weave. Whatever the purpose of this basket we

may be sure it was intended to hold something very precious, and I must doubt, in

view of the light esteem in which infants were held in ancient times throughout

the Pacific, that it was intended to hold the decaying remains of any baby, even the

offspring of the highest chiefess.
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List of Pandanus Mats in the Bishop Museum.

2580. 7.2 ft.X4.7 ft-— ^6 strands to inch. Very fine and flat weave. Hawaiian.

2581. 34.3 ft. X 10.5 ft. Hawaiian.

2582. 10 ft. X 7-2 ft. Hawaiian.

2583. 25.7 ft.X3 ft. Dining mat. Hawaiian.

2586. 6 ft.X 4-7 ft. With diagonal stripes. Hawaiian.

2591. 18.2 ft.X8 ft.— 16-12 to in. Very flat weave. Hawaiian.

2598. II. 5 ft. X7 ft.— 7-8. Hawaiian.

2599. 10.7 ft.XS ft.—6. Hawaiian.

2602. 8.3 ft.XS ft.—7. Hinano= young leaves, Pnna. Hawaiian.

2603. 9 ft. X 7-7 ft.— 3. Hawaiian.

2780. 10 ft.X6.5 ft.—4. Checkered. Rotuma.

2781. 10.5 ft.X6.5 ft.—4. Diagonal brown stripes. Rotuma.

2782. 10.5 ft.X8.5 ft. Hawaiian.

2783. 10 ft.X9 ft.—4. Hawaiian.

2784. 11.3 ft.XS ft. Old. Hawaiian.

27S5. 10 ft.X9 ft.—7. Hawaiian.

2786. 12.2 ft. X 7.5 ft.—6-7. Flat weave. Hawaiian.

2787. 6 ft.X4 ft.—5. Brown in patterns. Hawaiian.

2785. 5.5 ft.X4.7 ^^-—5~6. Diagonal brown stripes. Hawaiian.

2789. 9 ft. X 6.3 ft.— 12. Hawaiian.

2791. 8.5 ft.Xs ft.— 15. From Queen Emma colleAion. Hawaiian.

3239. 5.6 ft.X 3-8 ft.—6. Black and white checks and twills. Nine.

3240. 6.2 ft.X5-i ft.—4.5. Black and red zigzags. Nine.

3498. 9.5 ft. X 5-2 ft. Leaves of two colors. Gilbert Ids.

3499. 4.8 ft.X4.2 ft. Gilbert Ids.

3500. 6 ft. X 4-5 ft. Two colors with long suture. Gilbert Ids.

3501. II. 7 ft.X7 in.—9. Fringed belt, black stripe. Samoan Ids.

3505. 6 ft.X5-7 ft.— 13. Fringed. Hawaiian.

3506. 8 ft.X5 ft. Hawaiian.

6310. 14.5 ft. X 13.5 ft.—2. Embroidered with red. Tongareva.

63 1 1. 8.3 ft.X 6.5 ft. Strips of leaf sharply cut. Tahiti.

6629. 10 ft.XS ft.—6. Mrs. Bishop's colleAion. Hawaiian.

6630. 6 ft. X 3-6 ft.—6.—Mrs. Bishop's colledlion. Red border. Nine.

6631. 8 ft.X7 ft.— 10. Mrs. Bishop's colle(ftion. Single leaf. Hawaiian.

6632. 6.2 ft.X5.9 ft.— 10. Mrs. Bishop's collection. Embroidered black and brown.

Marshall Ids.

6655. 5.8 ft.X4.5 ft.— 16. Irregular serrate edge, fringed leaves on ends. Samoa.

6657. 7.4 ft.X4-6 ft.— 12. Double black transverse stripes. Gilbert Ids.

6659. 4 ft.X2 ft.— 10. Fringe on all sides, embroidered with wool. Tonga.

6660. 5.2 ft.X4 ft.—6. Nine.
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6661. 4.5 ft. X 2.6 ft.—5 strands to iuch. Friuged ou surface also.

6662. 5.7 ft.Xi.2 ft.— 14. Twilled belt, open edging on ends. Santa Cruz.

7718. 1 1.5 ft.X9.5 ft. Hawaiian.

7755. 2.2 ft.X 1-8 ft.—4. Samples made in 1834. Hawaiian.

7962. i3ft.Xioft. Hawaiian.

S061. II. I ft. X9 ft.—5. Marshall Ids.

8444. 6.5 ft. X 2.5 ft.—9. Fringed with feathers. Tonga, N. H.

8445. 10.5 ft.X22 in.—9. Fringed on long edge. Tonga, N. H.

7729. 9.8 ft.X7.5 ft. Hawaiian.
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These

3215

3217

3218

3219

3220

3221

3222

3223

3224

3225

3226

3227

3228

3229

3230

3231

3232

3233

3234

3235

3236

3237
323S

6656

6663

6664

7563

Pandanus Mats from the Marshall Islands.

re all embroidered around Ihe border with hibiscus fibre, black and red-brown; the smaller sizes are used
as aprons.

2.2 ft.X2.i ft.— II strands to incli. With hau trimmings. Maloelab, 1839.

6 ft.X6 ft.— II.

6 ft.X5.5 ft. Narrow border.

6 ft.X6 ft.— II. Remarkably wide border, mostl}- black.

5.5 ft.X5-5 ft.— II. Wide border, mostly black.

6 ft.X5-5 ft.— II- Narrow border.

5 ft.X6 ft.— 12.

6 ft.X6 ft.

3 ft.X3 ft.— II. Wide border, mostly red-brown.

3 ft.X3 ft.—9.5. Wide border. Fig. 53.

2.7 ft.X2.7 ft.— 10. Wide border. Majuro. Fig. 53.

2.7 ft. X 2.7 ft.— II. Narrow border not extending to the edge. Fig. 53.

2.7 ft.X 2.6 ft.—9. Wide border.

2.9 ft.X2.9 ft.

2.7 ft.X2.7 ft.

2.7 ft. X 2.7 ft.— 10. Narrow border, mostlj- black. Fig. 53.

2.7 ft. X 2.5 ft.— 10. Narrow border. Fig. 53.

2.5 ft.X 2.5 ft.— 10. Narrow border.

2.7 ft.X2.2 ft.— II.

2.2 ft. X 2.2 ft.— 10. Fig. 53. Only one with diagonal weave.

2 ft.X2 ft.

2 ft.X2 ft.

5.3 ft.X 5-3 ft. Medium border.

6 ft.X5.9 ft.— 12.

12.7 in.X7.7 in.— 12. Satchel, embroidered like the mat border.

II in.X8.7 in.— 12. Satchel, embroidered like the mat border.

3 ft.X3 ft.—9. Mat with wide border.
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Baskets of leie.—We are now to consider one of the two most distindlive

Hawaiian works in basketry, and one which, for solidity and durability of workman-

ship, I believe to be unsurpassed in this Pacific region, nor do my limited studies in

the field of basketry embrace any baskets of any region which may justly be accorded

a higher rank than pertains to the baskets made from ieie b}' the Hawaiians. Unlike

Fig. 58. freycinetia leaves. Fig. 59. FREYCINETIA ROOTI.ETS.

the pandanus, its near relative, the Freycinetia does not offer in its leaves its most

useful product, although these are similar in shape but smaller in size than those of

the pandanus. It is a slim, scandent plant, either making dense jungle with its partly

recumbent stems, or climbing high among the trees where its tufts of green leaves

enclosing in the flowering season the bright red flowering leaflets, among which the

three flower heads rise, always attract the eye of an observant traveler. From the

slender stems perpend long rootlets of almost uniform diameter which cling to the
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trees or swing freely in the air. Fig-. 59. Slight and flimsy as these rootlets appear

the}' are the all-important product of the plant.

Hanau ka ieie hihi i ka nahck-.

Born is the tangled ieie in the forest.

is a common saying of the old Hawaiians, for the plant is found in abundance in the

forests, especially the more elevated ones, all over the group. It is also found on other

Fig. 60. BA.SKET OF IEIE. SEE PL.4TE VII FOR COVER.

Pacific islands, the name ie, or ieie, extending through Polynesia. The Maori ikiike,

or kiekie {^Freycinetia baiiksii^ is the same word.

In the days of idol worship the ieie was used for decorating the idols, and at

the present da}- the word is applied to a person decorated with lei or wreaths. For

general rustic decoration it is also very fit, as it does not soon fade nor drop its leaves.

Ornamental it will always be, but its usefulness seems to have departed from these

Hawaiian Islands, for no longer are the baskets made that attraAed, alone among the
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basketrj- of the Pacific, the wonder of early visitors. There may still be a very few

specimens stored in the closets of some old residents, but I know of none in any

museum except the two complete with one coverless specimen in this Museum, and

I shall therefore both describe and figure these most carefully.

There is little to say about the preparation of the rootlets : they were sometimes

split in halves and sometimes used whole. The structure is rather peculiar and serves

to distinguish this material from the manj- vines of the Convolvulus family that have

a somewhat similar appearance. In the centre are five or six tubes which give elas-

ticity' to the strips ; the ferns having in seAion a harder tissue of horseshoe shape.

In illustrating the finest basket of this material that the Museum possesses we

find diiificulty in distinguishing the two colors which were once very distinct, since

age has so browned the light color of the natural stem, and so faded the deep purplish

black of the contrasting portion, that while the eye with difficulty makes the distinc-

tion, the photographic plate has failed to do so, except in the middle of the second

band from the bottom. Fig. 60 shows the body of the basket, and Plate VII the cover,

the basket belonging to what we may for convenience call Class I. The full descrip-

tion is rather dull reading to an^- but an expert in basketr^', but is worth giving, there

are so few specimens left, and time must destroj- these.

No. 7651. Diameter 26 in., height 17 in. Specimen in good condition, except

that the cover is cracked all along the upper rim, and several of the side cover loops

are gone. Starting from the rim, which is of course reversing the order of manufac-

ture, this rim is flat, consisting of two rods carefully clothed with flat strip, every fifth

and sixth one going down under two horizontal twisted rounds in which the strips pass

over two of the upright strips. Then a band of dark and light strips, originally light

brown and black, 16 rounds of two-ply over uprights of 3 rods each; 2 rounds twisted,

followed by 12 plain brown; 2 twist, variegated band of 17 rounds; 2 black twists and

I brown, 16 brown and 2 twists; sides then turn in to form bottom with a variegated

batid of 16 rounds, i brown, i black and i brown twist; 11 variegated rounds, 7 brown

rounds, 3 brown twists; 15 brown rounds, 2 twists; 10 brown rounds followed by 7

twists to centre of start. There are 19 braided sennit loops to attach cover. Cover is

formed with the same kind of rim, 2 twists, 2 black, 7 brown rounds, i twist; 19 varie-

gated, 2 twist, turning edge; iS brown rounds, 2 twist; 25 variegated rounds, 12

twists; 8 brown and 2 black twists; 12 twists to centre. This basket, supposed to

have come from the island of Hawaii, was many years in the cabinet of the A. B. C. F.

Missions in Boston.

No. 65S9. This basket is plain brown without color decoration, 17 in. in diame-

ter and 10 in. high. The rim is similar to the last, but has three bars as a foundation

instead of two. The succession from the rim is as follows : 2 twists, 10 rounds

;
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6589
FIG. 61. JCDCH OF BASKET NO. 6589.

2 twists, 19 rounds; 2 twists, 17 rounds; 2 twists, 17 rounds on the bilge; 2 twists,

iS rounds; 2 twists, 12 rounds; 7 twists to centre. The cover rim has one rod and

the binding strip attaches it to the two succeeding twists, by the sixth and seventh

round some go over both twists, others over only one. Then come 12 rounds, 2 twists

on the edge of cover; 12 rounds, 2 twists; 14 rounds, 2 twists; 11 rounds, 2 twists;

6 rounds, 4 twists to centre. The
label which came with this speci-

men reads as follows: "This was

originally the property of Mrs. Coan,

of Hilo, Hawaii, but it has been in

use in the family of Mrs. S. N. Castle,

of Honolulu, for over fifty-five years,

and is given b}- her to Mr. Brigham

for the Bishop Museum."

No. 6942. Diameter at bilge

iS in., at rim 12 in., height (without cover) 9.5 in. The rim is composed of five small

rods bound and attached in a way similar to those in the two preceeding specimens,

but with less regularity. The sequence is 2 twists, 10 rounds; 2 twists, 20 rounds;

2 twists, 15 rounds; 2 twists, 15 rounds on the bilge; 2 twists, 13 rounds; 2 twists,

15 rounds; 3 twists, 11 rounds; 8 twists to centre; no cover extant. The outside has

been painted all over a lead color, but the inside is fresh and unstained. Specimen

from the curious old stone house at Kailua, Hawaii, built by Reverend Asa Thurston

(arrived 1820), and was used by the Thiirston family there and elsewhere for .sevent}'-

five years.

These three are the only surviving specimens belonging to this class of ieie

baskets that are known to the writer. The length of time these have been in use is

remarkable, and shows the great strength and durability of the material. The three

are of the same general pattern, and might have been made by the same hand; the

perfection of the work seems to show that there must have been many made before

such skill could have been acquired.

The next class comprises the fine baskets woven over wooden umeke or gourd

calabashes or bottles, and several very fine specimens are in the Bishop Museum.

Exaftly how these were made I cannot say, and the technic must be gathered from the

specimens, for in the early daj-s of m^- explorations on this group I never saw an}-

such baskets, and have not been able to learn much about them from the present gen-

eration of natives. It seems to have been the only basket figured and noticed by the

early explorers, and Freycinet makes a curious mistake in the material used. It seems

worth while to quote his account

:
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"On fait avec la feuille du ti, quelques ouvrages dans le gout de ceux de nos

vanniers, mais peut-etre mieux finis; les uus sont d'une seule teinte; les autres, tels

que les casques, les eventails, les panniers, le clissage des calebasses oii Ton serre les

effets precieux, &c., sont nuances de couleurs diverses. Ces ouvrages, confies aussi

a la main delicate des femmes, offrent des formes et dimensions tres-variees.''

What the French Com- 38»o ssss

mander took for the leaves of the

ti (ki, Cordylinc tcrmiualis) was

afterward named for him Frcyci-

netia, and the figures given in

Freycinet's report leave no doulat

that the l:)askets we are now con_

sidering were the ones referred to

in the quotation. As he saj'S,

these hinai poepoe were used as

receptacles for their greatest treas-

ures, and we know that when the

breakage of the interior unieke or

calabash deprives these baskets of

their waterproof character and they

fall to baser uses they will still

serve for many years as fish bas-

kets, or for other purposes. Demi-

jons and carboys, hard receptacles

covered with basket work by more

civilized people, are only fit for

destrudlion when the inner part is damaged ! Figs. 62, 65 and Plate IX give fair rep-

resentations of the best of these hinai poepoe, and the following list of those in the

Museum will explain the illustrations

:

No. 3890 (Plate IX) measures, as figured, 21.5 in. high with cover; greatest

diameter 9.2 in. The inside wooden (kou) umeke measures 13.2 in. in depth (internal),

and 5.7 in. at the mouth. The cover is of the same material and has 6 in. and 6.7 in.

internal measurement. The outer basketry comes to within three-quarters of an inch

of the top of the umeke, and is finished ofi^ by a braid which does not project beyond

the general surface; a net of olona is attached below the fourth round. The cover has

a rim like the baskets of the first class, but smaller, and in both the weaving is close

and varied only by reversing.

"Preycinet, Voyage autour du moude, 1817-20, II, p. 613.

Pig. 62. HINAI I'lii.i'Di.
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No. 1405 (Fig. 65) measures 28 in. high and 13.5 in. at the greatest diameter.

The interior is a gourd 23 in. deep and 5.2 in. at neck. The strands are three-ply in

cover of which the gourd is lost.

No. 3889 (PI. IX) has a wooden umeke as well shown in Fig. 63; there is no

cover; height 12.5 in., while the umeke measures inside 10.5 in., with a diameter of

6.5 in. at neck. The beautiful and close weave at the neck is shown in the figure.

No. 1403 (PI. IX) is

25 in. high and 16 in. in

diameter : cover empty:

both baskets neatly fin-

ished at ends by braid.

No. 1406 has no cover;

is 14.5 in. high, 13.5 in.

in diameter, and con-

tains a gourd; closely

woven around the rim.

No. 1550 (Fig. 65) is

remarkabl}' long and

originally covered a

wooden umeke which

was broken many years

ago, and for more than

a score of years the

basket has been used

as a receptacle for fish.

It is 36 in. long,—the

longest known. The

base shows an unusual

FIG. 63. MOUTH OF HINAI POEPOE NO. 3889. beginning fOr thcse bas-

kets ( Fig. 64). The variations in the bands are shown in PI. VI and, in part, in Fig. 65.

No. 3890 (PI. IX) is woven around wooden umeke, in body and cover; height

2 2 in., diameter 9 in. Best in collection.

No. 1409 (PI. VIII) is one of the flat calabash baskets, 12 in. high and 18 in. in

diameter. As this is the only one of this flat form and has no cover, it is difficult to

say what that part consisted of, but it was probabl}' a flat basket work disk, and the

basket was used for the preservation of some choice feather cape or lei.

No. 7705 has a diameter of 16 in. and is 27.5 in. high. It is woven on a gourd, but

the cover is now empty and the whole is contained in a koko or net used for such purposes.
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. i.—5.
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No. 3844 has lost its internal unieke or gourd. The weaving is much like that

in Class I, within which it would be included but for its shape. Height 24 in., diame-

ter 14 in. It has heavy cord loops to secure the cover.

No. 1404 has a height of 16.5 in., and a diameter of 9.5 in.; gourds in basket

and in cover; the general finish very good, the weave being in a continuous spiral

from beginning to the rim. There are six black bands on the basket and five on the

cover; the net for the cover is of olona (PI. IX).

In all this class of ba.skets the work is far above the average of Hawaiian, or

indeed Pacific, basket making; the weave is exceedingly close and regular, and the

form is peculiar to this group, but most closely resembling certain Hawaiian containers

made for holding fish lines, but of wood and

gourd without any basketry.

We now come to another class where the

workmanship is far inferior, although the gen-

eral form still reminds us of the fine hinai poepoe.

The material, ieie, is the same, but the strips are

either used unsplit or carelessly combined. In

.some an attempt to imitate the older and better

work seems present; in others the product is a

coarser basket without any enclosed container.

The basket becomes suitable for holding fish or

any coarse or dirty objec^ts without having to

wait until the inner gourd or umeke is broken.

The list is not a long one.

No. 1407 is a very modern attempt to imitate the fine work of the old Hawaiians,

and, apparently has never been used. Two gourds are emploj'ed for foundation, and

the basketry is of the coarsest two-ply weave over single rods of the same material ; it

has much the same appearance as the common demijohn wicker work. Height,

with cover, 19 in., diameter 13 in.; net of coco fibre cord. The ieie strips have not been

halved; they have only a small portion removed, and the strip is of course less pliable.

No. 4050 is a modern basket finished mitch as the last, but independent of gourd

or umeke, and with a flat top. Height, with cover, 12 in., diameter 10.5 in. Fig. 66.

No. 1408 is of the same general form as the preceding, but is of greater age.

It has apparently been woven without any interior vessel, and with Nos. 4050 and

3S45 might be put in Class III for convenience of classification. The workmanship is

by no means so fine as in Class I, but is better than in No. 4050. Height, without

cover, 13 in., diameter 11 in. The rims of both basket and cover are made exac^tly

like that figured in No. 6589, and the latter is secured by a single coco fibre cord ex-

15 50.

FIG. 64. BOTTOJI OF BASKin' NO. I55O.
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tending from its centre to the encircling net of the basket, this net being made partly

of olona, partly of coco fibre. Central specimen in Fig. 66.

No. 3845 is like the last specimen, as may be seen in Fig. 66, but is much
smaller, and in place of the usual net to fasten the cover in place, has two loops of

cord knotted through the sides, which serve also for handles.
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No. 3887 has no cover and was made as an independent basket ; the rim is neatly

braided and the rounds are three-ply. The rods, added as the diameter increases, are

not always spliced to those already in place, but are interpolated like a V, making two

rods for each insertion. Height 17 in., diameter 14 in. Has been mended in places

with a "darn" of coco fibre cord.
I

1

Fig. 66. group of flat-topped Hawaiian baskets.

No. 3843 is similar to the last, but of coarser workmanship; the rounds are still

three-ph', and the rims both of basket and cover are of a number of strips intertwined

around the bent ends of the rods, as shown in Fig. 67. Height 17 in., diameter 12 in.

Not onU^ umeke and correspond-

ing gourds were covered with basketry

by the old Hawaiians, but also the

huewai or gourd water bottles, prob-

ably in all cases for additional strength;

but with the huewai it also helped to

keep the contents cooler. When I first

saw the following specimen I was in-

clined to think the natives in modern

times had copied the wicker-covered glass bottles used as perfume bottles or pocket

flasks by the foreigners, but I am assured by old Hawaiians that their people made

such water bottles in ancient times.

No. 5350 is a huewai or water bottle of gourd covered with a closely-woven

FIG. 67.

3 S +3.
RIM OF BASKET NO. 3843.
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three-ply spiral band, alternately brown and black. There are two braided ears on

opposite sides of the spring of the neck, to which are still attached the remains

of a square braid cord ; the cap or capsnle is of the same work.

We come now to an

entirely different kind

of basket, both in

shape and in pnrpose,

althongh there is, it is

true, some likeness in

shape to the beautiful

baskets of Class I. Its

shape and weave is

sufficiently shown in

the figures to dispense

with an}- particular

description. A people

depending, as did the

Hawaiians, on fish for

food would naturally

have developed their

basketry in that line,

and we shall briefly

touch upon the com-

mon forms, leaving a

fuller description of

their adlual use for the

chapter on Hawaiian

Fisheries. Man}- of

the baskets that have

been described have

FIG. 68. HAWAIIAN FISH BASKiiT, NO. 3842. bcen uscd for fish when

no longer fit for their original purpose, but the specimen here figured was made for

fish and not for anything else.

No. 3842 is a fish basket with a height of 17 in., with cover, and a diameter

of 19 in. The weave is three-ply on the basket, and two-pl}- on the cover, and there

are no handles nor fastenings for the cover. See Figs. 68 and 69.
^

These baskets were common and seem better suited to their purpose than those

of woven pandanus leaves already described, and thej- are both stronger and more durable,
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but, perhaps on account of their use, they are not often found in colleAions, as the old

ones become very dirty and fishy. Hawaiian fish traps were sometimes made of ieie,

sometimes of other vines,

but genearlly of iwaiwa

or fern stem, and liave

been described under that

division. The curious

shrimp baskets deserve

notice here, and Plate IV

ma}- be consulted for

their general appearance

and constru(R:ion. As that

plate shows, they var}-

considerably in size, and

in recent times the vend-

ors of curiosities have

introduced immense ones

to serve for hall decora-

tions or umbrella holders.

The scale on the plate is

sufficient guide to the

size of those figured.

Nos. 7681 and 7682 are

of a more common size.

It should be added that

these baskets are used to

catch the shrimps, and

not to store them.

Idols and Helmets.

—Another extensive use

of ieie strips and rods is

fonnd in the mauufadlure

of images of the gods,

and helmets. Of the for- ^i^- ^9- enlarged portion of no. 3842.

mer, huge simulacra were constru(?ted, none of which are now known to exist, although

in the earl}' da3's of the American Mission (1820-1835) sone large specimens remained

at Kailua, Hawaii, and it is quite possible others were concealed in caves which may
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still preserve them. The late King Kalakana described to me such images he claimed

to have seen in a cave in the cliff above Kealakekua

Bay. There are still in existence, however, a num-

ber of smaller images, notably those of the war god

Kukailimoku, some of which have been figured and

described in the first volume of these Memoirs.

These consisted of a head and neck of ieie basket

work, often ver}' neatl}- made, which was covered

with a closeh' fitting net of olona fibre, to which

were attached the red, 3'ellow and black feathers

which distinguished the god.

The helmets of the ancient chiefs are even

more widel3' distributed through the principal mu-

seums of Europe and America. Some of these are

made in a comparatively rough manner, as the

wicker work was to be covered with feathers, while

others were finished specimens of basket work.

Illustrations of both classes have been given in the

Memoir on Ancient Hawaiian Feather Work,"" and

Figs. 70 and 71 maj' here repeat examples of them

for convenience. The first. Fig. 70, which is in the Australian Museum, Sydney, N. S. W.,

was once covered with feathers, and is made

firmly of a braided strudfure ingeniousl}^

adapted to the irregular shape of the helmet.

The other. Fig. 71, was beautifull}- woven in

the manner of the best baskets and was worn

without the feathery decoration. Others, ap-

parentl}' intended to remain featherless, are

in Berlin, London, Paris and Cambridge,

Mass. I have not examined all the sub-

structures of the feather helmets figured {loc.

cit?j^ but as all in this Museum are of the

same material I infer that it was generally

used for these images and helmets.

WICKER WORK HKI.MET.

<%

FIG. 71. HEI.MET OF IEIE.Fern Stems.—Although among the

Hawaiians fern stems were not in common use, they served for small and ornamental

"Memoirs B. P. Bishop Museum, Vol. I. No. i.
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baskets, as at the present day. Three ferns bore the general name iivaiwa;'' Aspleniuni

Adiantwn-nignim, Pteris decipiens and Adiantum capillus Veneris; all of these having

smooth dark-colored stipes varying in color from dark brown throngh pnrple to black.

A material not very

flexible (except when

soaked), bnt glossy

and durable.

In the days when

Honoluln was a ren-

de/A-ons for whalers

in the Pacific a fash-

ion was introduced

among the Hawaii-

ans that must have

borrowed from meth-

ods used long before,

so that in describing

it the mere curiosity

of the result yields

wholly to the sug-

gestion of a manu-

facture of fern-stem

basketry, of which

no other remains are

extant. The hats for

women, still made in

fancy form, do not

suggest any ancient

origin. Captains of

whalers almost invariably had on board their vessels at least one silk hat, not always of

the latest block, which they were accustomed to wear ashore on public or important

occasions, and these absurd and uncomfortable head-dresses, which fashion imposed

upon the white man, roused great admiration in the breast of his dusk}' imitator.

Wives or sweethearts soon fashioned the respedlable imitation (it was in the days of

the early missionaries), which is shown in Fig. 72. Fern stems and horse hair are

the components, and it was certainly better fitted to withstand tropical rains than its

silken prototype. The particular specimen figured, now in the Bishop Museum, was

"Andrews givts the (Iciinition "He mea ulu e like me ke palaa, ua ulana pa ia me ka papale mauu."

FIG. 72. HAWAIIAN FERN-STEM HAT.
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given to the Rev. Rufus Anderson, D.D., Secretary of the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions at the time of his visit to these Islands in 1863. About
the same time I saw in the streets of Honolulu a powerfully built native clad onl3' in

such a hat and his scanty nialo. To the present day the Hawaiians show a respect

for this form of hat,

although now select-

ing the imported va-

riety. The specimen

illustrated weighs
10.5 ounces.

In the M u s e u m
collection is No. 8090,

shown in Fig. ']2,^ a

graceful modern bas-

ket made for sale

rather than for use.

It is Japanese, but

was brought by two

old natives, known

to me for many years

as dealers in mats

and baskets, with the

assurance that it was

made by Hawaiians.

On their statement

the figure was in-

serted and remains

as a warning to col-

ledlors of basketry.

On the other
FIG. 73. MODERN JAPANESE FERN-STEM BASKET. ffrouDS to the south-

ward more use was made of fern stems, especially for fish traps and baskets, as they

are not readilj^ rotted in water. In New Zealand are made fine eel traps {Hinaki) and

baskets in which to keep fish alive i^JVhakarapa)^ both shown in Fig. 74. These are

made of vieiigemenge fern {^Lygodiiini articulattini) a twining fern with stems of great

length. The genus is fovmd as far away as New England. The stipe of the Henthcru

fern ( Todca {Lcptoptcris) superbd) is said'" to be used in the manufa<5lure of combs,

^°A. Hamilton, Maori Art, p. 302.
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Hcni, but the stipita of this splendid fern are very short, seldom exceeding three inches

in length, and, however fit for the teeth of combs, not suited for weaving baskets.

Whnkarap.i. Hinaki.

I

JflG. 74. WHAKARAPA AND HINAKI, NEW ZEALAND FISH BASKETS.

The illustration shows that as specimens of basketry both the Hinaki (compare

Hawaiian Hinai basket) and Whakarapa are well and strongly made. The handle of the

latter is of a form unusual in this region and resembles the bail of a pail. In the Hinaki

one long handle extends nearly the length of one side, strengthened in the middle ; while

two smaller ones are at the lesser end and 90° from the main handle; the cover is

hinged and has a loop to fasten it, and the entrance for the eels is at the larger end.
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No. 6954 is a very large fish trap made of the same material, measuring 48 iu. in

length, and 24 in. in diameter. It has three loops on each side near the smaller end.

When wet it may be folded flat, although very stiff and firm when dr}-. The exquisite

braid work of the Solomon Islanders has generally been described as of fern, and has

even been attributed to a species of Gleichcnia^ but we have in the Museum specimens

of a grass from which this attractive work is made, so we must defer farther notice of

this to succeeding pages, where the grass manufadlures take their turu.

Fig. 75. HAWAIIAN FERN-STEM FISH TRAI'S.

So far as is known the old Hawaiians made nothing of fern stems of such great

size as the Maori hinaki ; indeed they had no fern stems to compare with the Lygodiuvi

of New Zealand, but the}- made similar traps of the much shorter Hawaiian ferns.

Two of these are shown in the figure, and I am informed that such traps were much

used in ancient times; and while sometimes made of other material, as at the present

day, the fern was much preferred, and considered more durable. It is quite possible

that the dark color of the fern gives some advantage to the fisherman.

Hawaiian Sandals=Na Kamaa Maole.—Necessity must, in very primi-

tive times, have given birth to the invention of sandals in a coimtry where volcanoes

often spread lava streams of most extreme roughness across the paths until for miles a

surface is formed that not even the hoofs of a horse can stand. Few who have not dis-

sedled the foot of a man accustomed to go barefoot can have any idea of the exceeding
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toiighness of siich a man's sole; but as little can one who has not walked over it appre-

ciate the sharp roughness of a stream of Hawaiian aa^ the roughest form of lava. The

toughest soled native needs some artificial prote(?lion for his feet. In climbing Manna

Loa, the largest of the Hawaiian volcanic mountains, in 1S64, the author wore out

three sets of rawhide sandals used as prote(5lion to stout walking shoes, and only occa-

sional beds of aa were encountered. No one could travel around the island of Hawaii,

near the coast, without meeting man}' miles of this rough road. Where a permanent

path was needed smooth beach pebbles were laid for footway, but on occasional journeys

one often found no such provision for his feet, and he was forced to weave or braid

some mat-like strudlure for sandals. Any tough fibre at hand was pressed into service;

pandanus {/au/iala), dracsena (/c?'/ Xv'), hau bark (/// //a/t), banana (///// maia),

poaaha or waoke, all answered sufficientlj' for the temporarj^ need.

Plate in shows examples of all these. In strudlure there were two general wa3-s

of plaiting the hastily constructed basketr}- : one, the simplest, consisted of a stout cord

of any suitable material formed into a loop

for the toes and over and between the paral-

lel sides formed by the cords the leaves were

braided or entwined, the tougher stems be-

ing left for the under surface, as shown in

the first example on Plate III. The loose

ends of the looped cord served to bind the " '
-

• •

sandals to the ankle. The third specimen shown in the same plate is a little more

complicated, there being four instead of two cords about which the weft is twined.

Fig. 76 shows this more clearl}', the loops work in opposite direcftions and when pulled

draw the substance of the sandal together. When waoke or maia was used a very

comfortable and serviceable foot support resulted : such are used even now by the white

man as well as by the Hawaiian when walking much on the rough coral reefs.

Of the sandals in the Bishop Museum at this writing the following list will

fairly show the comparative frecjuency of the material used

:

4535. Sandals of lauhala, dr_v but without special preparation.

4537. Sandals of lauhala.

4538. Sandals of poaaha or partly beaten waoke, rectangular in shape.

4539. Sandals of poaaha, thick and tough.

4540. Sandals of banana leaf stem. These are always rectangular.

4541. Sandals of banana leaf stem with ili hau cords.

4542. Sandals of malina (American aloe).

4543. Sandals of hau bark^ ili hau {Paritium tiliaceuni).
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4544. Sandals of lai ki [Coi dyliiic Icnniualis).

4545. Sandals of lai ki for a child.

4546. Sandals of lai ki, stont and coarse.

4547. Sandals of lai ki, well braided.

4548. Sandals of lai ki, from the Queen Emma collection.

4549. Sandals of malina or aloe.

5107. Sandals of poaaha or partly beaten waoke (yBroiissoiictia papyrijcra)

.

8986. Sandals of lai ki.

8987. Sandals of lai ki.

8988. Sandals of lai ki.

8989. Sandals of lai ki.

8990. Sandals of hau bark= ili hau.

No other covering for the feet than these sandals were known to the Hawaiians

before the advent of foreigners. Although they had the pig I do not know that they

ever used pigskin for making sandals, not even after they had seen the pigskin-soled

grass slippers of the Chinese, who were earlj' immigrants, Vancouver finding, only

fourteen 3'ears after the death of Cook, many of these orientals in the country.

Niihau or Makaloa Mats.—In describing the Hawaiian baskets of ieie

mention was made of another notable manufadlure of these islands, one which is now

fast passing to the region of lost arts where the ieie baskets have gone. A few old

women still make the mats from the sedge which grows commonly enough along shores

and in brackish marshes. It was chiefly on the little island of Niihau that the maka-

loa mats were made, although the sedge {Cypcnis Icpvigattis) grows on Oahu and other

islands of the group, and it is claimed that those with colored figures {^Na moena

paivehe) were not made elsewhere. Exact information is hard to obtain on such mat-

ters, but certainly Niihau, populous enough in olden time, was the chief fac^torj' and

gave name to the fabric. This was doubtless the mat noticed with admiration b}- early

voj^agers, of which mention has been already made.

The preparation of the sedge was simple, but only while the plant was 3'oung

could the finest mats be woven, so that the time of working on these was limited to a

few months each year, and the people had not learned the method of procuring a suc-

cession of crops. The weaving of the mat was begun, as shown clearly in Plate X,

and the leaves added as needed. In comparing this figure with that of the pandanus

mat. Fig. 54, the great difference in the length of the staple will be noted. As with

the hala, the leaves dried over a fire were whiter, and in the case of the makaloa these

were called olala; it was the favorite kind of leaf used, except perhaps for the large
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floor coverings. The red figures are formed from the lower portion of the stem, which

is naturally colored ; but while this color is fairly durable, it turns a dirty brown on long

exposure to the light. The fresh color, both of the olala and the red figures, is well

shown on Plate X\T. These figures are an embroidery and do not show on the rever.se.

The patterns used are very simple geometric ones that do not present the variety

shown in the decorated Hawaiian kapa, but the nature of the texture kept these within

narrow bounds. Even on kapa, where the surface admits of any form, we seldom find

^¥\^>
'-'W'?

pi^p^

V*- a^gs^

Fig. 77. N'liHAr makai.oa mat.

the attempt to represent natural obje6ls; almost always it was ornamentation com-

posed of triangles, rhombs, squares and lines. All these patterns had names, and I

have been at some pains to preserve these wliich will be found in the illustrations

(Figs. 77-Si, and Pis. XI-XIII, and XVI). Not only did the weaver use these exter-

nal decorations, but in the very weave she used her fanc}- in a way seldom found in the

hala mats, and some mats are a series of stripes, each of a different weave. These

fancy stripes sometimes alternate with those of a plain weave, and on these latter were

generally embroidered the red figures. One mat in this colle6lion. No. 10,072, recently

made, shows not only nearly all the usiial figures biit is woven in nearly all the known

styles, including fancy twills. The names of the patterns are as follows:
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Keekee. Bent, zigzag; a favorite form, remindiug one of the Egyptian hierogl3^ph

for water. Fig. 78.

Olowahia. A saw; this is also a favorite design. Fig. 79.

Kuhann. Breath of Ku (the god of war). Fig. 79. (Second and fourth band.)

Humnuniki. Squares joined. Fig. 80. (Central band.)

Papanla. Red row. Fig. 80. (Second band from bottom.)

Pnakala. Rough, like the leaf of the Argemoiic. Fig. 80. (Bottom band.)

Hale= house. Fig. 81.

Nene= geese fl3ang. Fig. 81.

Papa konane= checkers.

In some of the oldest mats

the keekee and olowahia alone

appear; in others the weaver

seems to have exhausted her

list of designs, as shown in

Fig. 77 and Pis. XII, XIII.

A combination of triangles

was constantly used, either a

large triangle made up of a

series of smaller ones (Fig.

83B),or a row where the apex

of one touched the centre of

the base of the succeeding

(Fig. 83G), or two triangles

were arranged with the apex

of each in juxtaposition (Figs.

80, 830): the last was greatly used as a central dotting. The combination of triangles

and squares, of which the distindlive name is not known ( that is, they are not found

in my note book of fort}' years ago) may be seen in Fig. 83, where the numbers there

given are used in the descriptive list of the mats given below. After the islanders had

learned to read, under the instru<?lion of the American missionaries, the use of letters

of the alphabet became common both in tatuing and mat decorating, and mats some-

what resembling the samplers of our grandmothers' days were woven. It soon became

common to write affectionate greeting on mats intended as presents to friends, and I

have seen a number of these. On sleeping mats I have seen embroidered the inscription

"A"//// ipo^ kiiii ln\ kuii milintili c" (My darling, my crown, my thing to be gazed upon).

It is often difficult to decipher these mat inscriptions, as the technic prevents the use of

Fig. 78. KEEKEE PATTERN.
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curves, and the individual letters were of strange forms, and, like the ancient Greek in-

scriptions, there was not that separation between the words that a modern reader demands.

The largest mat in this Museum is No. 2574—30.5 ft. long and 14.5 ft. wide,

but it is not of the finest weave ( 11 to inch); combinations of four squares and of eight

triangles alternate

over the surface.

The smallest ma-

kaloa mat is No.

2601, a malo or

waist band worn

b}' a chief; it is

about 9 in. wide

and 6 ft. long, and

of a fineness of 20

to inch. Another

very ancient ma-

kaloa malo. No.

2600, from Queen

Emma's collection,

is said to be the

identical malo

worn b}' the Moi

Liloa when he met

Akahikameainoa,

and which after- ^"'^ "9' olowahia and kahanu patterns.

ward became the token of the paternity of his son, the famous Umi." It is a complete

ruin, only being kept together in part by cementing to cloth, but the weave is very

fine (31-34 grasses to the inch). The finest mat in this Museum is of great .size

(20X10.5 ft.), and has 17 grasses to the inch; it is as flexible as cloth, although more

than a centurv old, and it was worn as a cloak or toga by Kamehameha the Conqueror,

from whom it came to his descendant, Mrs. Bishop. Unfortunately it has been badly

damaged by worms, a reminder that these mats quickly perish in this way if not

carefully guarded, and perhaps the finest known colleftion of these mats was lately

destroyed here by the negligence of the owner.

By comparing this with the fine pandaniis mat from Samoa it will be seen that

the choice produ6lion of the southern island is finer, bxit it is woven from narrow

-'J. Remy: Contributions of a Venerable Savage to the Ancient History of the Hawaiian Islands, Boston

1868, p, 18.
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portions of leaf, while the makaloa of the Hawaiian is from the entire stem. It seems

worth while to place in tabular form the principal mats in the Museum colledlion, that

the great range of size, if nothing else, may be seen at a glance, and this collection is

large enough to furnish specimens of all known varieties of this nearly obsolete mat.

First I place the plain or unfigured mats {pakea) whether of uniform weave or varied

with twills or other fancy weaving.

1*10. 80. PUAKALA (a), PAPAULA (b), HUMUNIKI (c).

2550

2551

2552

2553

2587

2588

2589

2590

Plain Makaloa Mats in the Bishop Museum.

14.3 ft. X 9.5 ft. Carpet for floor or large hikiee.

ID ft.X7 ft.

ioft.X7-5 ft.

12.2 ft. X 6.5 ft. Very old.

9.7 ft.X6.5 ft.

2oft.Xio.5 ft.—17 to inch. Belonged to Kamehameha I about i78o(?).

7 ft.X4-5 ft.

6.5 ft.XS ft. From Queen Emma's colledlion.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. i.—6.
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7650. 8.2 ft.Xy ft.—9-11 to iuch. Finely woven in many patterns.

7718. 11.5 ft.X9-5 ft.

2601. 5.9 ft.Xo.5 ft.—20 to inch. Chief's malo or waist covering.

MoENA Makaloa Pawehe in the Bishop Museum.

2554. 18.5 ft.Xg.S ft. Serrated longitudinal stripes. Leleiohoku colledlion. Fig. 83L.

2555. 7.5 ft.X 7.2 ft. Keekee, olowahia and other stripes.

2556. 9.5 ft. X 7-5 ft-

I

FIG. 81. MAT PATTERNS.

2557. 24 ft.Xi3 ft.—10 to inch. Broad and narrow long stripes. Given by Kekau-

onohi to Queen Emma's mother.

2558

2559
2560

2561

2562

2563

2564

2565

2566

15 ft. X 10.5 ft. Triangles variously arranged; border around all.

10.6 ft. X 10.6 ft. Triangles in pairs all over. Fig. 83G.

7.7 ft. X 6.5 ft. Compound triangles, rhombs and squares. Fig. 83B.

26 ft.Xi5-5 ft-

7.9 ft.X 6.7 ft. Broad, compound bands.

13.5 ft.Xii ft. Papa konane all over. Fig. 83F.

9 ft. X6 ft. Weave plain and fancy ; former triangles, olowahia, papaula, squares.

9.2 ft.X 7-5 ft. Border of squares touching by angles. Fig. 83F.

27.6 ft. Xi3."5 ft. Triangles, rhombs and squares.

\

\
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2567

2568

2569

2570

2571

15.5 in. X7.7 ft. Keekee and fonr triangles apposed in pairs by points.

9.5 ft. X 6.2 ft. Keekee, nene, plain donble stripes and Fig. 83H.

9.2 ft.X6.7 ft. Broad stripes interrupted by rhombs and zigzags.

7 ft.X6 ft. Lettered all over, but the rude letters almost faded out.

7 ft.X6 ft. Stripes and keekee.

Fig. 82. MAT BELONGING TO KAMKHAMEHA I.

2772. 9ft.X5-5ft-

2573. ioft.X6ft.
2574. 30.5 ft. X 14-5 ft.— II to inch.

2575. II ft.X9 ft-

>'ffM>^4Mft>^fi^^'<li>>-

FIG. 83. MAT DESIGNS.

2576. II.9 ft.X7-5 ft.— 10 to inch. Keekee and olowahia in short stripes.

2577. 10.5 ft.X7.5 ft.— II to inch.

2578. 8.5 ft.X6.5 ft.

2579. II ft.X7.5 ft.

2593. 10 ft.X7 ft-

6878. 9.3 ft. X 6.7 ft. Keekee and olowahia stripes.

10,072. 9.2 ft.X6.7 ft.

6633. 8.5 ft.X6.5 ft.—12 to inch. Triangles, squares, etc.

6634. 9.2 ft.X6 ft.—9 to inch. Stripes and raised bands.
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Coarser mats were made from akaakai {^Scirpus laciistris) of which abundance

is found in the marshes around Honolulu. These were used as mats for temporary

purposes, or sometimes for the lower layers of the hikiee bed, but they were not

durable and the surface was soon destroyed. The following are examples from the

Museum colleAion.

FIG. 84. GRASS MAT.

MoENA Akaakai in the Bishop Museum.

2584.
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gathered into vertical rods and horizontal coils, these two elements forming a trellis

not interwoven but the vertical rods are all outside and the horizontal rings all inside;

over this trellis runs a sewing strip in four colors, straw, chocolate, white and yellow

These various colored strips seem to be split straw, but I have not definite knowledge

of them or of the dyes used. The ornamental bands are shown in the plate, the dark

is always chocolate; the interior of the upper band is half straws and half M'hite, of the

lower band, j-ellow. The vertical rods are closed in at the rim by a braid which con-

ceals the ends. The interior is rough where the ends show : there is no handle nor cover.

Solomon Islands Grass "Work.—Although authors

have stated that the beautiful braids of black, red and yellow

material that the Solomon Islanders are so fond of using

to adorn their choice spears, clubs and, in ciirious company,

their combs, was from the stem of a species of fern i^Glei-

chenia)^'' it now seems settled that it is a grass, species

unknown, that is used. We have in the Bishop Museum
a parcel (No. 8287) of the dyed grass used in this work

brought from Bougainville by oiir colleftor. The native

name is latilc^ and it seems to have a semi-sacred nature

for it is used to form amulets, and perhaps hence its appro-

priate use in choice spears and clubs. It is said to be dyed

with lime and the root of a certain tree {^Moriiida f). The

dyed grass averages 27 inches long, and the leaves on stem

split feadil}^ showing a considerable rough fibre beneath

the smooth surface.

Although the clubs and spears show a great deal of fine

work, I am inclined to give the palm to a comb in this

Museum, No. 1941, shown in Fig. 85. This is made of the

usual palm splints (not whalebone as mentioned by some authors), and of a form well

known in colle6lions. This particular specimen was colleAed on Bougainville fifty

years ago and is 7.5 in. long. The design is alike on both sides, biit in the narrow

portion of the handle the colors yellow and black are reversed on the side not

figured. The two bars of the lower portion are red embroidered with yellow. The

braid at the base and around the upper and middle portion is brown. The illustration

unfortunately can give no adequate idea of the color and the beautifully exact and

appropriate design. Another specimen (No. 6329) is smaller (6 in.), and although

made on a plan similar to the preceding shows signs of deterioration in the work-

manship: it was colleAed in 1903.

"Ling Roth, Spears and other articles from the Solomon Ids. Archives Intern. d'Ethnologie, xi, 154.

Pig. 85. COMB OV PALM WOOD
AND GRASS BRAID.
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One of the fine spears in the Solomons colleAion has twenty-four bands of woven

red and yellow covering, separated by plain circumferential bands and exhibiting per-

haps six or seven different designs. An implement called a "chief's wand or sceptre"

has ten of such woven bands. The weaving on the clubs of lenticular sedlion is very

exact and tense or it would soon get loose on the tapering bodj', unless, as sometimes

seems to be the case, it is

cemented on. Spears with

carved head inlaid with

pearl shell often have a

narrow band of this finely

woven covering.

Bambu Work.—We
may now return to Ha-

waiian matters. Modern

fans are often made of

split bambu which affords

thin laminae separating

much as does the paper

birch bark of our north-

ern regions. These
strips, of varying width

and length according to

the use intended, are very

beautiful and the fans

made from them (which fig. S6. baskets from northern Australia.

are perhaps much" less beautiful than the bambu strips of which they are constructed)

are shown in Plate XV, where Nos. 19, 22-24, in the lower part of the plate, are of this

material. The brilliant white is often contrasted with the oiiter skin of the black

banana. A golden brown fern stem is also used in these fans for color effedls. The

banana is shown in No. 19, and the fern in No. 7.

Sugar Cane.—An uncommon but very beautiful material for braids used in

hat making is found in the sugar cane. This grass was found on these islands by the

early voyagers, but so far as I am aware its use in basketry is modern. The strips

are very glossy and become, by age or exposure to the sun, a golden brown. Cane

leaves have long been used for thatching the native houses, but are less easily worked

and much less durable than the common pili grass.
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Australian Baskets.—All tlirougli thi.s account of Hawaiian basket and mat

weaving illustrations have been drawn from other Polynesian sources, nor has that

been the limit, for Micronesian and Papuan sources have also been freely taxed in

order that perchance the geographical origin of certain forms or methods might be

indicated : and for this it seems as important to show the work of tribes within the

Pacific area, even when that work appears widely divergent from that forming the basis

of this treatise. If we had a fairly complete colledlion of Pacific basketry, such as this

Museum is striving to gather, much
might be gleaned of the traces of ancient

intercourse, if not of common origin, of

the tribes whose descendants are now

verging toward extinAion on the islands

of the Pacific. This would be truer of

baskets than of mats, for the latter have

always been deemed of greater value as

property, and have always been favorite

obje^ls of barter or of plunder. Reference

has already been made to the care be-

stowed by the old Samoans on their choice

mats and the great length of time during

which they have been preserved. The

baskets seem to have been made under a

less favoring star, and however useful,

however ornamental they may have been,

they certainly have not stood so high in

the estimation of their makers or owners as have the mats. Perhaps enough of the

human has clung to them from the busy fingers of their makers to impart to the sense-

less intertwined and knotted strips the usual human lot, where the quietly usefiil people

are, when dead, soon forgotten, while the brazen warriors or the astute politicians are

preserved in marble or bronze or aere perennms in the pages of history.

The coiled form of basket, so common among the Amerinds, is also found spo-

radically in the Pacific regions, as at Fiji, New Britain, New Guinea, and here in

Australia. All the Australian coiled baskets that have come to my notice are knotted

coiled, that is, the thread that unites the adjoining circles of the coil are knotted be-

tween the coils, as shown plainly in Fig; 87, or perhaps better in the specimen in this

Museum given in Fig. 88. In all the foundation of the coil is some small fibre or

grass, to which I am unable to give a name, and the connedling thread has much the

appearance of rattan, and is perhaps from some vine allied to the Calanms. The best

FIG. 87. COILED BASKET IN THE .\USTR.\I,IAN MUSEUM.
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description of these and other Australian baskets is found in R. Brough Smith's Abo-

rigines of Victoria/^ and in the account of certain decorated baskets by R. Etheridge

in the Archives internationales d'Ethnographie.'''

In the specimen in this Museiim (Fig. 88) the shape varies a little from that shown

in Fig. 87, which is more like that figured by Smith. Here the diameter is 10 in., height

6 in., with a handle of Eucalyptus

fibre ( Eucalyptus obliqita ) net-

work. The native name in Gipps-

land is Minni-gnal-ok. This old

form is now scarce, as the native

women make them with many

modifications to sell to whites.

This basket is strong and elastic

but not finely made. A peculiar

form of coiled basket is shown

in Fig. 89. This was formerly

common among natives of South

Australia but now rarely seen.

Eyre says that in one part of

South Australia this basket is

tailed Pool-la-da-noo-Ko.'^ Two
are in this Museum; the one

figured, No. 1916, is 8 in. in

diameter, and is decorated by

spiral stitching; the other is of

the same diameter but has a

neck of three coils, and is also

decorated by red stitching. In

both the handle is formed by a

continuation of the coil. As to

the material. Smith says that

both Poa australis and Xerotes

longijolia were used for basket ^"^- ^^- coiled basket from orppsLAND.

making. In Fig. 89 is also shown a common form of basket of which two are in this

-'R. Brough Smith, The Aborigines of Victoria. Melbourne, 1878, vol. i, p. 345.

-••Archives internationales d'Ethnographie, xii, p. i. On the Ornamentation of some North Australian "Dilly
Baskets." A study in Australian Aboriginal Decorative Art, by R. Etheridge, Junr. , Curator Australian Museum,
Sydney. Mr. Etheridge has also described the manufacture of baskets in the Macleay Memorial, vol. Lirn. fo.

N. S. Wales, 1893, pp. 247 and 249.

"Aborigines of Victoria, p. 345.

1
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Museum. In the one figured, No. 7430, from Queensland, the weave is quite open, and

the basket at the mouth measures 8.5 in., is 12 in. high, and 14 in. between the points.

The handle, attached to one

side onl}', is of white strip

long enough to go over the

shoulder. The other speci-

men is larger, measuring

10 in. at the mouth, 14 in.

high, 16 in. from point to

point. In both the handle

is securely fastened to three

of the regular ribs and to

an additional rib inserted

for strengthening this at-

tachment and extending

only half around the basket.

The choicest of all the

Australian baskets are those

known as "Dilly Baskets"

and used to carry the small

tools and treasures of the

owner. Three are figured

in Fig. 86 and another in

Fig. 90. Seldom of large

size, they sometimes are

very small; in one figured

by Etheridge {loc. cit.^ p- 5)

the length is only 6.7 in.,

and the mouth only i in.

in diameter. This little bas-

ket was decorated by first

coating the entire surface

with Indian red pigment

and then with lighter red,

white and yellow, the orna.

mentation was completed. The Australian Museum possesses this gem of Australian,

basketry. Of the three dilly baskets shown in Fig. 86, the first. No. 8741, is 9.5 in.

long, and 5.5 in. in diameter. The strudlure is loose but strong, of a grass-like fibre

PIG. 89. AfSTRALIAN BASKETS.
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and this particular variety is often much larger, as shown in a specimen in this Museum,

No. 8740, unfinished, which measures 18 in. long by 14 in. in diameter. The second

specimen, No. 8750, measures 13 in. in length by 5 in. at the neck, and 7 in. through

the collar. It is decorated with white lines on a dark red ground. No. 8756, the third

in the figure, measures 12 in. long, with a diameter of 5 in.; the original decoration of

red zigzags is nearly obliterated. These three dilly baskets were colledled by Mr.

Harry Stockdale, of Sydney, in the Alligator River District near Port Darwin, and are

FIG. 90. IIKCOKATKII DII.lv BASKKT. FIG. 91. PLAIN DILI.Y BASKET, AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.

now in this Museum. From the same district, also from Mr. Stockdale's colledlion,

No. 8755 comes to this Museum, and it is a choice specimen of the most elaborate decora-

tion of the Australian basket makers. Unfortunately the method of coloring does not

prove lasting, and the pigment rubs off much in the manner of ordinary whitewash ; still

in this specimen, as may be seen in the illustration, Fig. 90, enoiigh remains to show that

the skill of the decorator was above the ordinary. The decoration does not extend quite

around the basket and is divided into five zones, the upper one composed of one horizontal

and a number of vertical white lines; below this seven vertical lines, rather shorter than

the last, flanked by two rosettes and what seems to be a hunting scene. Then comes a

corroboree in which the male figures are quite distinct; then a band of confused figures,
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' * f

'

and the curved base of the basket lias a row of white squares, then a zigzag line below

which are other triangles and dots. The basket is closely woven and of good form.

It does not seem to have

been figured by Mr. Eth-

eridge, whose familiaritj^

with all forms of Austral-

ian decoration might have

explained more clearly the

designs. A more complete

description of this import-

ant basket is as follows

:

/>^ *
'

No. 8755. Length 14 in.,

diameter 5 in., rounded bot-

tom. Upper rim sewed with

stout twisted cord : surface

divided into seven zones by
double raised bands

;
painted

dull red, on which ground are

black and white designs which

extend over more than one-

third of the circumference,

and there are indications of

other marks on the side worn .

next the bodj' now unde-

cipherable. Upper zone nar-

row and plain ; second has

14 vertical white stripes and

rosettes at each end of the

series ; third has 7 similar

stripes, but shorter, and with

rosettes at each end ; fourth

has what seem to be hiero-

glyphics(?); fifth has a cor-

roboree with 5 male figures
;

sixth has confused marks,

unintelligible ; .seventh has 7

rectangles forming a zigzagr

with a figure in the midst
FIG. 92. KETE OF H.\R.\K.\KE FIBRE. rcsembling a three - barred

gate, triangular spots within lower angles of band which extends two-thirds of the circumference ;

5 square spots above the band and the same number below, this zone ending in 5 concentric rings.

Inside of basket unpainted ; carried by five cords attached in two places on one side of the rim.

A plain dilly basket in the Australian Museum is shown in Fig. 91 by the kind-

ness of Mr. Etheridge. It has a rather flatter base than the others, and the rim is

slightly detached from the filling.

UHKNiCE fAUAHl BJSHiJF MU^hUM
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New 2/ealand Kete.—The so-called "flax" of New Zealand {P/ioniiiiivi tenax

Forst., native Harakakc) is one of the most important commercial fibres of the Pacific

region. This liliaceous plant, of which the observant old Maori distinguished fift}' or

sixty varieties, and the botanists note two species, grows wild over a vast extent of

marshy land in New Zealand, and the traveler through the North Island sees the plant

with its tall flower stems on everj^ side. Indeed on landing at Auckland one sees bale

upon bale of the attractive looking fibre awaiting

shipment. It is unnecessary here to go into the

commercial preparation of the fibre for several full

accounts of this are accessible, ^"^ and we need only

present some of the producT:s made from this raw

material in the line of our present studj-.

Kapa or bark cloth made of felted fibre was

useless in the cool and wet climate of New Zealand,

and the Pol3mesian immigrants must soon have de-

vised a way to utilize a fibre as beautiful as it is

tenacious and durable. It is often stated in books

on New Zealand that no implement or machine can

clean the fibre with the perfedlion of that very primi-

tive tool a Maori thumbnail, and while this is tnie

in a sense it must be acknowledged that modern

machinery certainly turns out a very fine product.

It would be very interesting to go more fully

into an examination of the weaving of the wonderful

cloaks, of which extraordinary examples are in this ^^^- 93- maori satchels.

and other museums, but this has been well done by Mr. Hamilton, now DireAor of the

Wellington Museum {loc. cit.^ p. 271), and his illustrations show the perfedlion to which

the native manufadlure attained. There was no loom, but the pegs {tnni /iirn-parawai)

which held the web for the webster during weaving were often grotesquely carved. I have,

however, thought best to give some examples of the kete, kits or satchels, in this weav-

ing as they illustrate the work as well perhaps as the more elaborate cloaks. Fig. 92

shows two of these, the i:pper one, No. 5S19, is of bleached fibre mingled with a portion

dyed yellow (with a Coprosmaf). The weave is very simple and effective, as can

readily be seen in the illustration. In some remarkably fine and costly ones that

I found in the Taranaki district the weaver had introduced the beautiful cone of

'"' Elsdon Best, The Art of Whare pora Maori flax weaving: Trans. N. Z. Institute, xxxii. A. Hamilton, Maori

Art, quotes largely from Mr. Best's essay. See also the Reports of the New Zealand Flax Commission. Sir James
Hector, Phormium tenax, 1892.
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Mt. Egmont in a triangle as easily recognized as the innumerable representations of

Fujiyama in Japanese decoration. In the lower example in the same illustration, No.

1590, the white and glistening fringe admirably sets off the black body of the kete,

through which are woven patterns of the Maori tribal tatauing, and these patterns are

not less interesting for their coincidence with many of those embroidered into their

makaloa mats by the Hawaiian women as shown in Fig. 83. It may simply mean that

a triangle is an easy figure for the technic of the mat, but the resemblance is there

between the ancient

decorative forms of the

two Polynesian families

now at diagonally oppo-

site parts of the Pacific.

Many pages might

be devoted to a descrip-

tion of the various waj's

in which the long flat

leaf of the Phormium

is used in garments

waterproof and orna-

mental, of which this

Museum has a fine col-

le6lion, but these are
Fig. 94. MAORI BAST SATCHEL.

, .
• n i • i

not strictl}' either mat

or basket work, and we must pass to the use of the leaf in basketry where it takes the place

of the pandanus of warmer climates. Fig. 93 shows several of these and tliej- are still

made of every size and variously decorated. The larger ones in the illustration, Nos.

7585-86, are woven inside out from the bottom and then turned, leaving a rough seam

within. No. 7588 is, I think, made of Nikan palm. The two small satchels are woven

without the bottom seam. The handles of all except the bottom one are of harakake

fibre; of that the handle is of twisted leaf. The leaves of the so-called cabbage-palm

(a Cordylme) are also used in making these satchels and for other similar purposes,

but they are not so flexible as the harakake leaves.

It is not only the leaves but the flower stems that are useful in Maori mat work,

for the panels between the sculptured slabs in the carved houses of the Maori are made

of these cylindrical sticks combined in great variety.'^ This is due either to alterna-

tions of color in the sticks, or depends on the arrangement of the strips that bind

these together. New Zealand is often described as a group possessing a wonderful

'Hamilton, loc. cit., p. 86, PL xiii. These panels were called tukiitnku.
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variety of woods both useful and ornamental, and I am tempted to give a single example

of what might be regarded as a refined "splint" basket. Fig. 94 shows No. 6562 which

is simply woven of the bast of antetaranga {Pwielea airnaria). It is light and per-

haps flimsy, but none the less artistic and attradlive even as a mere ornament.

Fibre Mats.—Passing again from the Hawaiian group, where mats of fibre

were not made, to Samoa, a group so closely allied to the Hawaiian iu langiiage, cus-

toms and physical form, we find the fibre of the bast of the fau (Samoany^?;/, Hawaiian

liau^hibisais) iised for fine mats which were greatly valued. The Hawaiians knew

the hau and used its fibre for many textile purposes, but did not reduce it to its con-

FIG. 95. IE SINA, SAMOA.

stituent fibres, a process well known to their southern brethren. Far to the west of

these Polynesian groups the people of Micronesia, as we shall see presently, made great

use of the hibiscus bast divided into fine strips, although not made into threads as in

Samoa. On the latter groiip the ie sina were woven by hand, without implements, and

while sometimes made of the unbleached bast strips, as No. 2193, in this Museum, they

were usually of fine thread made by pounding the bast and then bleaching the fibre

until it is as white as well cleaned banana fibre. In No. 2186 the finished mat is dyed

with ochre or some other dye producing a red-brown color.

Not only were these mats of comparatively fine weave, but their substance was

more than doubled by a nap or pile put on after the mat was woven by passing a parcel

of the fibres with a full turn about a mesh of the mat at suitable intervals, and these

can be pulled out only by loosening the loop formed about the mesh
;
pulling on the

ends only tightens the hold on the mat. The length of this nap was variable, but in
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No. 3570 it is seven inches, and the resultant mat looks like a sort of vegetable fur,

as may be seen in Fig. 95, and like fur would make fairly warm and comfortable gar-

ments. For presents these mats were greatlj- valued, but their use in the curious

"Tokens of Virginity" custom adds especial interest to the ethnologist, and it is not

iincommon to find them stained with human blood. Of those in this Museum the fol-

lowing list shows size and fineness :

—

Samoan Ie Sina in the Bishop Museum.

2193

21S5

3570

3571

3572
21S6

4 ft.X3 ft.—9 to inch. Unbleached, unheckled bast.

5 ft.X3 ft.— 17 to inch. White, fine fibre.

6.1 ft.X4.2 ft.— II to inch. White, fine fibre.

5.7 ft. X 3-7 ft.—9 to inch. White, fine fibre, coarser weave.

6.7 ft.X 3-5 ft.— 13-18 to inch. White, fine fibre, repaired.

4.7 ft.X3 ft.— 10 to inch. D^-ed, fine fibre.

The weave is so loose that it is easy to increase the width at the expense of the

length, so that the measurements are approximate onl}'.

I/OOm-WOven Mats.—From the Gilbert Islands on the east to Guam on the

west we find a rude but efficient loom for weaving fine mats, while throughout Poly-

nesia no looms are used, and deft fingers must plait together the strands of whatever

material to form a mat. With leaf strips or grass stems this is not very difficult, but

with fine flexible threads the difficult}^ is increased, and the finer the thread the greater

need of some mechanical assistance which the loom bars, however simple, and the shuttle

afford. Two types of weaving apparatus are found in this region, one which is a loom

in all its features, from which can readily be traced the more complicated forms of the

modern textile art, and a specimen from Ruk in the Caroline Islands is shown in

Fig. 96; the other, which, so far as I am aware, is confined to the island of Kusaie, is

a very different contrivance, and although I have two specimens in the Museum before

me, I cannot understand fully its working, nor have I been able to gather from those

who have visited Kusaie anj^ intelligible facts regarding its employment, and of this

t3'pe Fig. 98 presents an example. Under ordinary circumstances one should be able,

when he has the tools used and the finished product, as in the present case, to connect

the two, but in this I have failed, and the Masters Finsch, Kubar\' and Parkinson, who

have explored that region with ethnological skill, have failed to help me. The latter gives

a full and interesting account of the first loom,'^ and from his account I shall take the

liberty of quoting all that may explain more fully the loom before us and its work. It is

interesting to find that on this island of Ontong Java, which was named by Tasman in

^'Nachtrage zur Ethnographie der Ongtong-Java-Inseln, B. Parkinson: Archives Interna. d'Ethnographie, xi,

p. 207. In a note on p. 242, a figure is given to show the horizontal position in which this loom is used.
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1643, although previously seen by Mendaua, the inhabitants appear to be of Polynesian

origin (and the figure of the weaver referred to in the note is strongly Polynesian), and

the men are the

websters, while in

Poljmesia proper

the mat weaving

is the women's

work. Here then

is a Polynesian

family who have

adopted the loom

of their neighbors

without alteration

or improvement,

and the question

not u n n a t urall}'

arises how it is

that none of the

other tribes did

the same thing, if

they all entered the

Pacific through

the western gate ?

In all these sim-

ple looms the warp-

beams are two

sticks of equal and

suitable length

called o. In the

simplest form in

this Museum these
^'^- ^'- ^°°" ''^''^' c^^o^^^n isi^ands.

are lengths of the light and smooth stem of some large palm leaf, but in the better one

figured they are of heavy wood cut with some care and knobbed at the ends (Fig. 96, A).

The widest of these seldom exceed three feet, and those of Santa Cruz are hardly a

third of that length. Around these pass the longitudinal fibres or warp; these are

continuous and slide on the beam. The length of the warp determines the length of

the mat, and the number of warp threads its width. The beams armed with the warp

are stretched in a horizontal position, one being held by cords passed around a post or
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tree, and the other by a belt or sliug (h) which passes behind the back of the weaver,

who is seated on the ground, so that he can easily regnlate the tension on the warp.

There was no yarn beam and cloth beam as in American and European looms of higher

development ; the whole fabric, warp and completed mat, was free to move over both

beams like an endless apron. A similar arrangement is found in the Zufii loom."' The
slings are called kiPii. Next the weaver are two bambu sticks, about an inch wide,

called api (1;), thrust through the warp, so as to separate this into an upper and under

layer. This would be suiificient in the simplest loom, but usually a rude heddle or

harness, na^ (the sticks next the upper beam in the figure), consisting of a thin stick with

a continuous cord looped along its length, and through these loops every other thread

is passed before the loom is set ujj. In more complicated looms there are often man 3^

of these heddles through which varying portions of the warp pass and which are lifted at

suitable intervals by machinery. In our present loom this motion is by hand, and it

operates to "form a shed" by raising alternate threads from their neighbors far enough

to allow the shuttle, si^ ia (G), on which the filling or woof, ago s/''/(7, is wound, to be

thrust between the two layers from right or left. When the shuttle has passed, the

third process comes into plaj-,—the thread left in the shed (lay) is beaten up with

a lathe or batten (d). Often the shed is formed, as in the loom from Ontong Java, by

a sword-shaped strip of wood, /aga, which the weaver holds in his right hand and there-

with separates the laj-ers of the warp so that the shuttle can easily slip through, and

also serves to press the last thread of the woof close to the preceding one. This cycle

constantly repeated completes the weaving. Of course the threads that were lifted for

the first passage of the shuttle with the woof ai'e depressed for the next passage, or,

what amounts to the same thing, the others are lifted by being passed through

another harness. When the shuttle is emptied of filling another is substituted, and

the junction of threads is made by a neat knot j^recisely as in the more complicated

loom of modern fadlories.

That my readers may have the full benefit of the German description, I give

here the important portion of Mr. Parkinson's account:—
Die eiiizelneu Theile des Webeapparats auf Ontong-Java (olgeu in nachsteheuder Anordnuiig.

Die Kettenfadeii {Hau) sind iiiii zvvei rutide Holzer geschluugen, welche etvvas latiger sind als die

Breite der herzustelleudeti Matte. Diese beiden Holzer werden O genannt. Das ein wird niittelst

einer Schlinge oder eines Baudes, an beide Enden des O verbunden, an einen Pfosten befestigt ; das

andere Holz hat ein ebensolches Band, welches der auf dem Bodeu sitzende Weber um die Taille

legt, wodurch er es in seiner Macht hat die Kettenfaden straff anzuziehen ; diese Schlingen werden

KiCti genannt. Dem Weber zimachst sind zwei etwa 2-3 cM. breite Bambusstabchen {Api) Avixc\\.

die Kettenfaden geschoben, so dass sie diese in eine obere und in eine untere lyage trenuen. Dan
folgt ein diiuner Stock {Ka'o) an dem, durch eine fortlaufende Fadenschlinge {U'a), die untere

Kettenlage befestigt ist, so dass, wenn das Stockcheu gehoben wird, die untere Kettenlage fiber die

='Otis T. Mason. A Primitive Frame for Weaving Narrow Fabrics. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1899, p. 492.
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. i.—7.
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obere gehoben wird, und man danii das Scliiffcheii (S/'i'a) mit dem Einschlagfaden (Oao sf'/a) von

rechts oder links liindurch stecken kaun. Hinter dem A'a'o folgt ein zienilicli dicker Holzstab,

manchmal auch ein dickes Stiick Bambusrohr {Porogu) welches die Kette trennt und mit dem Ka'o

zusammen dazu dieut, die Kettenschichten abwechselnd zu heben nnd zu senkeu. Nach dem Porogu

folgen abermals Zwei schmale Api wei zu Anfang. Zu dem Webeapparat gehort ferner noch ein

schwertartiges Instrument {Laga ) welches der Weber in der rechten Hand halt und damit die Ketten-

faden trennt so dass er das Schiffchen bequem durchschieben kann, ferner auch um damit durch-

geschobenen Einschlagfaden fest an die vorhergehenden anzudriicken.

Die Herstellung der Kette erfolgt nun folgendenmassen. Die einzelnen Theile des Apparates

werden tlieils in den Fussboden der Hiitte fest eingesteckt, theils von Gehilfen in Position gehalten.

Zunachst schlagt man in den Fussboden die zwei O fest ein, etwas weiter aus einander, als die Halfte

der Lauge der herzustellenden Matte betragt ; manchmal uimmt man statt der O auch zwei dickere

Stocke und ersetzt sie spater durch die O. Von unten anfangend legt man nun den Faden um diese

Stabe, scliiebt aber zugleich die iibrigen Theile des Apparats mit hinein, namlich die vier --//>/ (je zwei),

den Kao und den Porogu: der Kao wird gewohnlich auch in den Fussboden eingeschlageu, die

iibrigen Theile von Gehilfen festgehelten. Der Faden wird nun so umgelegt dass er abwechselnd

iiber oder unter den,-7/i/und dem PorogiiYAuit. wodurch die Kette in zwei Lagengetrennterhalteubleibt.

Hochst sinnreich ist nun die Auorduung wodurch bewirkt wird, das man die untere Ketten-

lage abwechselnd iiber die obere heben und darunter senken kann. Dies wird bewirkt durch den

dicken Stab Porogu und das Stabchen Art '0 mit den Schleifen U'a. AUe Kettenfaden laufen unter

dem Stab A'a'o fort, jeder Zweite Kettenfaden wird durch eine lose Schlinge an den A'a'o befestigt,

so dass der Weber es in seiner Macht hat durch Heben des A'a'o die untere Kettenschicht iiber die

obere zu heben. Der Weber setzt sich auf den Fussboden und spannt die Kettenfaden wie oben

beschrieben an. Ihm zunachst liegen die beiden schmalen Latten Api d\& an beiden Enden durch

einen Faden mit einander verbunden sind. Er fasst nun mit der eiuen Hand, den Stab A'a'o und

hebt denselben, wodurch die untere Kettenlage iiber die obere empor gehoben wird, nun steckt er das

breite, diinne und sehr glatte Schwert, Laga, eurch die entstandene obere und entere Schicht und

dreht dasselbe um, so dass die Kanten nach oben und unten stelien, nun schiebt er das Schiffchen

mit dem Einschlagfaden durch, legt das Schwert flach und schlagt den Faden leise, an worauf er das

Schwert herauszieht. Jetzt schiebt er den Porogu etwas von sich ab, ebenso den Ka'o wodurch er

bewirkt class die friihere obere Kettenlage die untere wird ; das Schwert wird wieder durchgesteckt,

ebenso das Schiffchen, und der Einschlagfaden angetrieben, Porogu und A'a'o schiebt der Weber
nun an sich herau, hebt den A'a'o so dass die Kettenlage wieder nach oben kommt und auf diese Weise

geht es nun fort bis die Matte fertig ist. Ein geschickter Weber kann in drei bis vier Arbeitstagen,

jeden von Sonnenaufgaug bis Mittag gerechuet, eine, Weibermatte fertig stelien.

By arranging the warp threads of different colors longitudinal bands were

formed, and by varying the color of the filling on the shuttle transverse stripes were

produced; the former were more common. Twills or other fancy patterns could be

introduced by increasing the number of harnesses or by raising, instead of alternate

threads, two, three or more adjacent ones. This loom gave opportunity for decorative

weaves that were earl}- discovered, and some of the results on the mats of the Carolines

used as women's dresses are shown in Fig. 97.

Both hibiscus and banana fibre were used in this mat weaving, as maj- be seen

in the list of mats in this Museum given below. There are specimens of the same

pattern in hibiscus from Guam and the Gilbert Ids., and if we did not know they were

made in both places it would be easy to imagine their transport as merchandise for

I
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FIG. 97. MATS OF BANANA FIBRE, CAROI,INE ISLANDS.
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barter from one group to the other. Of the finer banana mats we have specimens from

Ruk in the Carolines, Santa Cruz in the New Hebrides, and Nine. The Santa Cruz

mats are remarkably well made and tastefully decorated, and are sometimes narrow and

long, with pleats and tufts for additional ornament. The beauty and durability of these

banana woven mats are so marked that it is surprising that a trade to foreign countries

has not been developed. I do not know what the condition of the native manufaAure

may be at present: perhaps, like so many good things of Pacific art, thej- have passed

b}' to give place to the cheap calico that civilization has brought upon the islands.
I

The Tol.—Besides the loom just mentioned, the people of Kiisaie in the Caro-

line Islands have another contrivance, by no means an orthodox loom, but still a

"webstuhl," as our German

friends might call it. To be-

gin with, the writer must again

confess he has never seen the

instrument used, nor has got

any intelligible information

from any one who has, and in

saying this he would disclaim

any intention to speak disre-

spectfully of the little machine

or of the intelligence of those

who would have enlightened i'ig. 98. framk for toi, weaving.

him, if possible: it is simply in apology for not handing on in these pages some in-

telligible explanation of its working habits. The machine, as will be seen from Fig. 98,

is a biped with a long straight body, on top of which are inserted loosely certain pegs,

around which are wound threads of banana fibre colored to suit the work in hand.

Other spools of this fibre are at hand, if we can dignify a mere length of bambu, around

which the thread is wound, with the name of spool. Then there is a frame which may

possibly serve as the harness in an ordinary loom; there are shuttles of good form,

and battens of considerable weight to drive home the woof or filling, and there are

clam shells to serve as scissors. The threads, whether for the warp or woof, are of well

cleaned banana fibre dyed in various colors, and in lengths of about five feet. To

obtain the continuous length of thread these are neatly tied together b}' a double and

almost invisible knot.

I have given the machinery, and I am forced to give the result without the inter-

mediate processes. There are two of these "looms" in this Museum, differing in size

and ornamentation, but each provided with the same attachments, and it is a subject
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of regret that there is not with either machine a partly finished girdle or tol. Appar-

ently they are used exclnsivelj- for weaving the tol or girdle worn in former times

by a man over his malo

or waistcloth, and also for

a similar but rather wider

garment f o r m e r 1 }• worn

by women. With both

sexes the style of garment

has yielded to the nnpictur-

esqne biit cheaper garments

of the foreign missionarj' or

trader, and the mannfadlure

has gone through the vari-

ons stages of degradation

that an obsolescent fabric

always travels. When the

native webster obtained

from the foreign source

worsted, he adulterated the

banana fibre with the far

less durable wool, and at

the same time, or later,

adopted the cheap foreign

dyes. The old specimens,

both of the tol and of the

female dress or apron, show

original and simple pat-

terns, apparently- of western

(to them) origin.

When we examine the

fabric we find that, taking

first the warp, this seldom

exceeds six feet ; in "this the

pattern is altered by tying

FIG. 99. TOL OF COMPLICATED pATTKRx. togcthcr sultablc Icugths of

the desired colors, and in this case the pattern is alike on both sides of the weave. An.

other way was also used, the common one of sinking the colored thread beneath others at

intervals, and this was generally used in the transverse patterns, formed by the woof,
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the frame in some wa}- facilitating the passage of the shuttle under any desired num-

ber of threads of the warp. The terminal fringe which is always found oh at least one

end, generall}' on both, if of a different color is tied to the warp threads, thread hy

thread. Unluckily the black dj-e used generally for the bod}^ of the aprons rots the

fibre, and few old specimens are entirely perfect. In Fig. loo are four specimens of

this work, the first on the left being an apron in black; the others are old tols in red.

The following list of those in the Museum will show the size, fineness and pattern.

Li.sT OK Caroline Islands Tols and Aprons.

7842. 5.2 ft.XS in.—58 to inch. Black apron from Kusaie. Ornamental portion in

brown, red, black ; 14 in. long at one end; at the other three 3'ellowish stripes, one

central of two strands, two lateral of one each. Fig. 100, No. i.

6621. 6.1 ft.X4.S in.—76 to inch. Tol from Ponape. Red, with double border of yel-

lowish strands along each edge; ornamental end 16 in. of red, yellow, black; at

other end 14 in. of 3'ellow with seven single or double black strands. Fig. 100, No. 2.

6620. 5.6 ft.X 4-5 iu.—70 to inch. Tol from Ponape. Red, with seven transverse

bands of j-ellow designs woven through, not alike on both sides. Fig. 100, No. 3.

6619. 5.4 ft.X4.5 i"-—60 to inch. Tol from Ponape. Red, with borders of darker

red and j-ellow and transverse bauds woven through ; end design alike on both

sides. Fig. 100, No. 4.

6876. 5.5 ft.X4 in.—82 to inch. Tol from Ruk. Decoration in red, yellow, black.

Fig. 99. A portion is rolled up and bound, to pass between thighs.

8799. 4.3 ft.X2.7 in.—58 to inch. Tol. Red and yellow, with tiine transverse bands,

all different.

6626. 5.5 ft. X4 in.—56 to inch. Tol from Ruk. Red, with yellow; longitudinal and

transverse stripes coarsely embroidered with scarlet worsted.

Summary of the Basketry.—Before considering the net A\ork of the Hawaii-

ans, which has been so thoroughly studied by Mr. John F. G. Stokes, Curator of Poly-

sian Ethnology in the Bishop Museum, that I have asked him to prepare the portion

of this memoir relating to that handicraft, we may draw together the information we

have been able to collect about the Hawaiian mats and baskets, and institute a brief

comparison with similar work throughout the Pacific, although the material at our

disposal is not sufficient to warrant much theorizing as to origin or relationship.

We find that the old Hawaiians made a basket ( both Hinai ieie and Hinai ieie

poepoe) much superior in workmanship and durability to any others made in the region

under consideration ; and these do not closely resemble the ba.sketry of nations or tribes

bordering on the Pacific. The Samoans made baskets of very dift'erent form, and no
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known specimens of their work are related to the Hawaiian baskets or conld have served

as prototj'pes. The Fijian and Micronesian baskets are closely related and show

an occidental (to them)

origin. The baskets of

Aiistralia are peculiar

in form rather than

material, and conld not

be mistaken by a stndent

of basketry for those of

any other collntr3^ The

Solomon Islanders and

New Hebrideans make

baskets of mat-like con-

sistency, quite unlike the

Hawaiian, but also make

genuine baskets of con-

siderable perfection. The

New Zealanders make

baskets of a still different

type, but their kete or

satchels remind one of

the satchels made by the

Fijians and Gilbert Isl-

anders, in shape, although

not at all in material. It

is difficult to see that

Hawaii has taught other

groups, or has in the least

been influenced by their

work. Even where the

same material has been

used, as in the case of

pandanus leaf, the result-

ing baskets are of quite

different forms. Even fig. 100. aprons and toi.s.

the baskets used for fish traps, when made in both countries from fern stems, differ

in shape in Hawaii and New Zealand. The Samoan fish trap made of coconut roots

is, it is true, not unlike the Hawaiian fern stem fish trap.
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All through this region the baskets, with the exception of the rude coco leaf

frails, differ sufficiently from those of other countries besides differing among themselves.

Generally speaking there are few forms which could advantageously be adopted by

other countries, or be made articles of commerce. Like the peoples who made them,

and whose wants they doubtless supplied well enough, they seem to be passing off the

stage, and most of them have become even now material for museums.

With mats the case is somewhat different. Wherever on the Pacific islands the

pandanus grows its leaves were used for mats, and were prepared much in the same

way, to be woven in the same manner, into mats hardly differing among the groups.

We can go beyond the Pacific region and find the same mats wherever we find the

pandanus, but when we rise above the plain coarse mat we find more or less differentia-

tion in the finer work. Then the material accessible, as in tlie case of the basket, in-

fluences the form, and we have seen by illustration that it is by no means difficult to

distinguish, in most cases, the place of manufa(?ture.

While Hawaii leads in the manufacture of baskets (in the olden time), and has

produced most durable mats in the makaloa class, Hawaiian mat work cannot rank with

the Micronesian fibre mats, nor perhaps with the fine mats of the Samoans. Maori mats

were much more artificially made than those of the southeastern Pacific islanders:

Tonga alone held a good place in the mat making industry after Samoa. In the north-

west, the Solomon Islanders and the New Hebrideans were more noted for their basket

work than for mats; and in New Guinea, so far as I am aware, neither mats nor baskets

were notable. It is probable that the bags of netting, for which New Guinea is to be

credited, took the place of baskets.

We have seen that the partial use of mats for dress was general throughout the

Pacific, although only in New Zealand did the mat become the most important part of

one's dress, for there the cool wet climate compelled more covering from the weather

than on the tropical islands of the rest of Polynesia, where the more pliant kapa became

the most important material for clothing.

Note may be made that while the universal form of pandanus mat showed little

variation throughout eastern and central Polynesia, on the western islands of the

region there are curious adaptations of the material unknown to their eastern neigh-

bors. These have mostly been figured, and it will be seen that they are of rather

primitive charadler.

Mats were articles of exchange or commerce far more than ever baskets were,

and hence we find them wherever the adventurous canoes of the earl}' voj'agers touched

shore; and while this fact has made it more difficult to distinguish the origin of some

mats, the material being everywhere the same, it has tended on the other hand to pre-

serve mats rather than baskets of former times in our museums, for as common articles

1
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of barter thej- were brought everywhere to the early European and American explorers

of this ocean, and being portable were brought home.

No dates can be assigned to any of the methods used or patterns produced in

Pacific basketry, nor can it be declared which branch of the Polynesian family origi-

nated or taught any especial mauufa6lure either of basket or mat. Legends are merelj-

indications with little or no historic value.

The stud}' of both mats and baskets of the Pacific is far from complete, and if it

were possible to make larger and broader collec^tions, much that is interesting and also

valuable would be brought to light. In all branches of basketrj- pertaining to our

region this Museum is constantly making colleftions, but at present only the Hawaiian

division seems fairl}- complete.

Hawaiian Nets and Nctiiiig. By John F. G. Stokes, Curator

of Polynesian F.tlinoloffv in tlic Bisliop Muscnm.

AS WITH most, if not all, primitive races, the Hawaiians had a knowledge of the

art of netting which the}' had brought to a high standard, of excellence before

the general influx of the foreigners. They had even gone so far as knitting,

making a very complicated knot without tools. If mat making evolved the loom,

then netting was the forerunner of lace making, but the natives' art had not reached

this point.

Nature has been bountiful to these people in its supply of raw material for their

cord, giving them the fibrous husk of the coconut, the sedge a/itiaiua ( Cvprrns /iTi'i^at//s),

and the bast fibres of the //a// {Paritiuni tiliaccuni)^ luaolcc {Bronssonrtia papyri/era),

and, most valuable of all, olona ( Toncliardia latifolia) ^ which is ver}- strong, light and

durable. In addition to the foregoing, several grasses were pressed into service for

braiding into I'opes for house building. And human-like, discontented with much, or

perhaps pandering to the love of ornamentation, or, it may be^—let us allow for higher

sentiments—wishing to keep in memory dear friends, hiiman hair was frequently

braided or twisted into patterns in many of their ornaments. Iii more modern times,

horsehair has been spun and used with other cord in some of the /;o/^o panpun.

The preparation of the coir was simple, merely requiring the separation of the

fibres of the husk, and, when spun or braided into cord, was highly esteemed for the

lashing of canoe outriggers on accoiTUt of its presumed durability in salt water. For

fish nets it was seldom used, not being as strong nor as pliable as the more favored
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olona, but for the koko it was applicable and used extensivelj' as well as for the cordiugs

attached to certain gourd vessels. Coir would be prepared, twisted and worked into a

koko in the same daj-. This was no doubt necessary, as the fibres, when dr}^ are very

stiff and would be difficult to twist

into the close meshes of some of

the nettings in which coir is found.

Alinawa, common on the

banks of the taro ponds, was pre-

pared by drawing the freshly

plucked stem between two rounded

sticks tightly compressed for the

purpose of removing the juices,

and heckling, and then spinning

the fresh fibre into cord for the

koko. This fibre was also used

for tj'ing on the thatch to the

grass house.

The hau, waoke and olona

were prepared similarly, being

partly macerated in running water

and scraped with a piece of pearl

shell or turtle rib.^" This would

be a process of a few days.

The waoke, used so largel}'

in the manufafture of kapa^ was

restri6led in cord to the making of

koko and ornamental rope. The

filaments are soft, clinging, and of

only moderate length, and while thus well suited for bark cloth they would not last in

such fabric as fish net.

The hau, a hard fibre, had employment as heavy rope mainly-, but rarely in fish

netting or koko, while the olona was the best used material for fishing lines and nets,

also occasionally finding its way into the better class koko.

The grasses were braided with little or no preparation, the work being done

while the material was green. The spinning of cord, hilo^ was always done on the bare

thigh by women, the native terms for the process being hoaha for coir and hoalio for

other cords. Men generally attended to the braiding.

^"Memoirs B. P. Bishop Museum, Vol. I, p. 50, fig. 43.

Flli. 101. MESH GAUGE.S.
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The tools used were, the mesh stick or gauge (Fig. loi ) and the shuttle (Fig. 102),

made of whale ivor^' and rib, human and quadruped boue, tortoise shell, wood or bambu.

The gauge, f/a/ia, is a short, thin, flat implement of varying widths. In describ-

ing a net, the native put his fingers into the niaka or mesh, and if the first finger filled

the space, the mesh was makaJii ; if three fingers were needed, then the mesh was

inakoht, etc. For sizes be-

tween, the words acne or oa

were added to the name of the

smaller mesh. The following

is a table prepared for the

writer b}' a native fisherman,

with the sizes approximated :

Nae, % in.

Nukunuknaula, '2 in.

Makahi," i in.

Makahi oene, lYz in.

Malua, 2 in.

Malua oa, 2Y1 in.

Makolu, 5 in.

Makolu oa, 3_^-2 in.

Maha, 4 in.

Mahae, 4 in. and upwards.

Malewa, 7 in. and upwards.

The shuttle, Iiia^ is found

in two distinct shapes. The

more highly esteemed was the

form, world wide in adoption,

composed of a shaft with an

eye at each end, the outer edge

of which was cut away to admit the cord. The shank of this is round in cross section and

diminishes toward the middle, making a more effedlive tool than that with the flattened

or grooved shank, for the native implement allowing of a cylindrical winding could pass

more cord through a given mesh. The natives were always very careful when filling

their shuttles, passing the cord straight up and down along the shank, then winding on

one side crossing the cord and repeating on the other, to attain the cylindrical form.

The other form, kioe., better known as a net mender, is a round stick of wood

about one-third of an inch in diameter and six inches long. The stick for about one-

'" Contraction for maka, and the nnnit-rals akahi, alua, akolu and aha. The enclitic c on niahae means other,

or another. The names maha and )iiaU'zua do not seem to be generally known among the natives.

FIG. 102. SHUTTLES.
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third of its length has been cut down, leaving a shonlder, and tapered to a blunt point

(Fig. 103, a). There are two specimens in a loan colle(5lion in the Museum which are

exceptional, having the Initt (i\\\\ one-third the total length (Fig. 103, b). To fill this

style of needle, two half hitches were passed around the tapered end and a loop made

around the fingers of the hand holding the tool, as shown in the same figure. For very

fine nets a iiiao^ piece of the midrib of a coconut leaf, was substituted for this form.

In making the large-meshed, coarse nets for sharks or turtle, neither shuttle

nor mesh stick was generall}' resorted to. The cord was wound over the hand and

elbow for several turns, the hank thus formed doubled and wound with the rest of the

cord until a pear-shaped ball was made. The cord could then be drawn from the in-

side through the point of

c
/ «-»t*^
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the ball, which retained its

shape until expended. The

cord in this form took the

place of a shuttle, while the

spacing was roughly done

by the hand. A similar

winding, but more spheri-

cal, was in vogue for the

fishing lines.

For fastening two nets together temporarily, there was a needle of bone or wood

with an eye towards the end. The needle and line were merely run through the op-

posing meshes and the nets thus drawn together. A similar needle was also used for

sewing the top sheet of kapa to those beneath. Frequently when fishing it was neces-

sary to join two nets below the water, for which purpose this needle or the net-mender

was requisitioned, but native fishermen have told the writer that the quickest and

simplest way was to dive down and tie the ends with split stems of the /'/leaf {^Cordy-

litie tcrniiiialis).

In Fig. 102 are shown three specimens, Nos. 176, 5177 and 5178, which certainly

do not owe their origin to Hawaiian hands. The native mind is a peculiar one in re-

gard to specimens of former arts. An}' implement a man in his childhood had

seen his father use is looked upon in later 3'ears as very ancient indeed, and is honestly

believed b\' him to have belonged in succession to his forbears far down in the misty

flights of time. This impression of the writer was not entirely gathered from observa-

tion of the natives bringing specimens for sale to the Museum. When articles were

so offered, the natives almost alwaj'S claimed that such were used by or in the posses-

sion of Kamehameha the Great, with the mistaken idea of securing a higher price.
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They were right in their contention, though they had perhaps forgotten that their

grandfathers admitted that the king owned the heavens and the earth, the sk^- and the

sea and all therein contained.

Specimen No. 176 was purchased by an antiquarian colle6lor, of good repute,

as a Hawaiian shuttle, and with it came the following interesting history

:

"Made of tbe shiubone of Kuliakalanaia, au expert fisherman of Koliala, Hawaii. He was

also a man without liair on his linilis. For these reasons his bones were wanted for fish hooks, etc.,

and he was therefore murdered for his bones. Lualauoho, an aipuupnu of Kaniakahelei, secured

the inner bone of the right leg as his share of tlie spoil. From it lie made this ka [hia], tatting

shuttle, which he very greatlj- prized on account of the good luck it brought his nets. On liis death

it passed to his son Kama who was also an aipuupnu of ttie same chief. Kama died at Hoopuloa,

April ID, 1886, over a hundred years old, the wealthiest native in Kona, when this ka was left to his

grandson G. L,. Walia Kealiikuli, who resold it February 12, 1887."

That such a value was set on implements of human bone was entirely correct,

and there is little doubt in the writer's mind that the last native possessor believed the

history sttbmitted ; but on finding the material to be ivory and referring a sketch of it

to Professor O. T. Mason, that gentleman pronounced it an "Eskimo netting needle."

A comparison with shuttles figured in Nelson's work on "The Eskimo About Bering

Strait"^' will confirm this. From about 1837 until a few decades ago the Hawaiian Islands

were the wintering quarters for the whaling fleet operating off the coast of Alaska and in

the Bering Sea, and with it many native seamen shipped for the summer cruise.

The other specimens, Nos. 5177 and 5178 were acqtiired in part of the collec-

tion of the late Queen Emma labelled "Ivor}' tools for netting koko and ieie baskets."

They were shown to several of the older natives, and while some did not recognize

them, others claimed them to be Hawaiian implements but were not familiar with their

ttses. Each specimen consists of two pieces : the larger is a slightly curved implement

with the outer arc notched at the butt end, smooth, rounded and decreasing in thickness

until the sharp point is reached : on the inner side, from the point to the first barb, is

a knife edge ; from the first to the second barb, and from the second for about one-

quarter the length it is curved, smooth and rounded, the remainder being straight and

plane. About one-quarter the length from the butt end is a re(5langular hole. This was

identified hy Profes.sor Mason from a sketch as the side prong of a Httd-son Baj^ spear point;

and, since Nelson reports a similar one from St. Lawrence Island," these specimens no

doubt reached Bering vStrait through trade and by the same means the native sailors

acquired them and brought them here. The smaller implements are somewhat similar to

the marlinspikes used in netting and figured in the same paper from Cape Nome,'^ and

each implement is provided with the spur-like proje(5lion mentioned therein.

"Eighteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of .American Ethnologjf, pi. Ixxiii.

"Pages 149 and 150, fig. 42 (8), of the same work.

"Page 193, pi. Ixxii, figs. 19 and 20 of the same work.
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There are four long clumsy shuttles made of pine in the Museum's collections,

used by natives, averaging about 13 inches long. The shafts of these are rounded,

and the points of the eyes thick and square. In each, 2.5 in. from an end, is inlaid a

small piece of lead. They are certainly not Hawaiian, and the locality of their origin

is not at present known to the writer.

Doubt has also arisen concerning the origin of some of the gauges, for the native

mesh stick was ver}' thin, seldom or never thicker than one-tenth of an inch, and No.

3917 (Fig. loi) is over .3 in. thick. However, the chara(5leristics of Hawaiian mesh

sticks are not strong enough for full}- satisfaftory identification. Specimen No. 3915

was at one time 4.8 in. longer, and from the end of it No. 3916 has been sawn or cut

off, as certain marks on the two specimens testif}-, and used separatelj-. Probably

No. ^919 came from the same source. The total length of the original specimen,

12 inches, must have made a very awkward gauge for use.

The following is a list of Hawaiian netting tools in the Museum:

—

Gauges.—Haha.

185. Tortoise shell. Length 4.2, width .98 inches. -

3915. Whale rib. Length 7.2, width 2.1 in.

3916. Whale rib. Length 4.8, width .8 to i.i in.

3917. Whale rib. Length 6.2, width 1.3 in. Ver}^ thick.

3918. Bone, human(? ). Length 3.6, width .9 in. Rather thick, edges lightly and

evenly serrated.

3919. Whale rib. Length 4.5, width .6 in.

3920. Banibu. Length 4.2, width .6 in.

3921. Tortoise shell. Length 3.5, width 1.2 to 1.3 in.

3922. Tortoise shell. Length 6.8, width .85 in.

4519. Tortoise shell. Length 3.8, width 2.9 in.

6795. Naio(?) wood (Alvoponiii/ sa)idi<iceiise). Length 5.5, width i.i to 1.3 in.

9033. Tortoise shell. Length 2.9, width .5 in.

9034. Tortoise shell. Length 4.3, width .88 to .98 in.

9035. Tortoise shell. Length 4.2, width 1.2 in.

L 183. Tortoise shell. Lengtli 3.2, width i in.

L 184. Tortoise shell. Length 3.4, width 1.25 in.

Shuttles.—Hia.

176. Walrus tusk. Length 8.8 in. Originally Eskimo.

4470. Whale rib. Length 5.8 in.

4471. Whale rib. Length 5.6 in. Very narrow.

4520. Kauila wood {AlpJiitonia cxrclsa). Length 10 in.

4521. Kauila wood. Length 6.3 in.

4522. Bambu. Length 8.2 in.
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4523'

4524-

4525'

4526.

4527'

4528.

4529-

6793'

9030.

9031

9032.

L 179-

L 180.

L iSi.

L 182.

Naio. Length 6.3 in.

Kauila. Length 7.2 in.

Bone, human(?). Length 5.1 in.

Pine. Length 12.8 in. Not originally Hawaiian.

Pine. Length 12.8 in. Not originally Hawaiian.

Pine. Length 12.9 in. Not originally Hawaiian.

Pine. Length 13 in. Not originally Hawaiian.

Naio. Length 6.4 in. One eye broken.

Kaiiila. Length 5.3 in.

Naio. Length 5.3 in.

Naio. Length 4.9 in.

Kauila. Length 6.7 in.

Kauila. Length 7 in.

Kauila. Length 5.6 in.

Kauila. Length 7.9 in.

Net - MENDERS.—KioE.

Length 5.6 in., of point 1.8 in.

Length 5.7 in., of point 2 in.

Length 5.8 in., of point 1.9 in.

Length 5.9 in., of point 2.1 in.

Length 6 in., of point 2.2 in.

Length 6.2 in., of point 2.4 in.

Length 6.45 in., of point 2.25 in.

Length 6.55 in., of point 2.2 in.

Length 6.6 in., of point 2.3 in.

Length 6.65 in., of point 2.2 in.

Length 6.6 in., of point 2.15 in.

Length 6.9 in., of point 2.4 in.

Length 7.2 in., of point 2.3 in.

Length 10.2 in., of point 7.3 in.

Length 6 in., of point 1.8 in.

Length 6.1 in., of point 4.1 in. (Fig. 103, b.)

Length 5.6 in., of point 1.7 in.

(i) Length 5.9 in., of point 1.5 in.; (2) length 5.9 in., of point 1.8 in.;

(3) length 5.9 in., of point 1.8 in.; (4) length 5.9 in., of point 1.9 in.; (5) length

6.1 in., of point 1.8 in.; (6) length 6.5 in., of point 1.9 in.

9036
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Netted bags include the koko or detachable net used to carry or suspend the

iiii/ckc, wooden or gourd bowls containing food or clothing (Figs. 104 and 105), and

the cord permanently attached to various gourd utensils as a means of fastening a

handle thereto, generally known b}^ the name of the cord, a/ia (Figs. 106 and 107).

Koko.—The koko is a bag, of cord netted or knitted, in the shape, when suspended,

of an inverted hemisphere superposed by an elongate cone. In technicjue it was divided

into three parts. Fig. 108, the first, following the order of the work, being />/X'c;=navel,

beginning, /i/t/nu=^root, 01 /'^>c;///(^//7/=starting place. The term poalia has been ap-

plied to this part, and many of the piko when completed would be large enough to act as

a poaha. The latter was a ring of rope or bound pandanus leaves, placed on the ground,

on which the rounded bottom of the umeke would rest. The second or main part was

often referred to as koko, but there was a technical word, Iianai, to represent it ;" the

word opii^=he\\y ^ any swelling surface, was also used for this part. The third, called

kakai ox aUIu\ was a cord interlooped. Fig. 113, with or knotted, Figs. 114 and 115,

to the outer edge of the lianai in two series. The names kakai and alihi seem to have

been used as frequenth' for the suspending cords of the koko, but since the name

alihi is also used for the head and foot ropes of the fishing nets, it might be better to

retain the name kakai for the koko. Each series was bound in the middle (ultimately

the top) by a single smooth winding, and .sometimes by half hitches, to make a/>«

(handle), and into these pu was the end of the aiiaiiio^ bearing stick, thrust to carry

the load, Fig. 153. The auamo, or miniaka, is a stick of hard heavj' wood, generally

kaiiila {Alphitonia cxcclsa)^ about six feet long and borne across the shoulder.

Fig. 109; the ends drop a little below the middle and are either notched or neatl}-

carved to hold the kakai. Fig. 153. For prote(5lion of food against animals, the koko

was suspended fi'om a wooden hook, kilon/' attached to the ridgepole of the hut, or

from a crossbar shaped like a canoe and notched around the edges; this implement was

called olco/e^'' or luika, and was placed on the top of a pole set in the ground.

The work of making koko was done b}' one of the ka/iii or body servants of

the alii. Frequentl}' a kahii well skilled in such arts was in the service of the king,

who, to show favor to his friends, would place the skill of the kahu at their disposal.

Another source of manufa6lure was the common people, who brought great numbers

of koko to the alii in payment of taxes, and after the best had been selec^ted by the

chief and his friends, the poor ones might return to the commoner.

Since this essay is intended to place on record this part of the natives' art now

forgotten, and the usefulness of which has entirely cea.sed, and also to give a catalogue

^Lorrin Aiulrcws, A Dictionary of the Hawaiian Language. Honolnlvi, 1S65.

^'Eflge-Partington and Heape : Eth. .\lbuni of Pacific Ids., Vol. Ill, PI. XV, No. I.

"Ibid., Nos. 2 and 3.
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a. Koko puupuu, Haiiai E.

b. Koko pualu, Hanai A.

(". Koko puupuu, Hanai D.

d. Koko puupuu, Hanai D.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II. No. i.—8.

a. Koko puupuii, Hanai E.

b. Koko puupuu, Hanai D.

c. Koko puupuu, Hanai G.

d. Koko puupuu, Hanai K.
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of what is now available in this Museum to students of ethnology, greater attention

has perhaps been given to detail than a general description would call for. It has been

necessary to make a liberal use of the native names,

which at the present day are liable to be inaccurately

applied. And again it has been found that some-

times in different islands of the group one name may

be emplo3-ed for different articles, and dissimilar

names for the same thing.

Piko,—The piko is a ring of cord at the bot-

tom of the koko, attached to which, by loops, knots or

half hitches, is a row or circle of loops on which the

hanai is begun. The habitual position of natives

when doing all such work was sitting on the ground,

with one leg over the other and the upper foot pro-

jeAing slightly. From the big toe of this foot the

cord was stretched, and the diagrams of the tech-

nique herein have been drawn as if in the same posi-

tion, unless specially mentioned.

Of piko, there were observed fourteen forms

in specimens obtainable, and in the following descrip- "i"- "'" "uhwai. g(hiki) water p.otti.k.

tions of the modes of operation the arrow heads point towards the shuttle or ball of cord.

Piko A (Figs, no and

III).—A piece of cord is first

knotted into a ring with the

loose ends closely severed.

In the first figure, at the

point b the shuttle is passed

over and under the ring, over

the free end of the cord ^?,

under and over the ring and

back through the loop along a.

At c a simple knot is tied on

a and the half hitches at b are

repeated at b' leaving a loop

at d. The loops (from 6 to 12 ) are formed in this manner and completed by the return

cord c making a knot with a at f. The work from this point is part of the hanai.

FIG. 1117. OLOWAI. IIOUKI) WATER BOTTLE FOIt (.'ANOE.
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This is Piko A in its simplest form, and in the second figure a variation is shown where

the shuttle cord, after tj'ing at b, makes a different knot with a at c\ the details of which

are shown at c' . All the knots at c are tied similarly to c\ and at c" the order of tj'ing

is merely reversed. The return cord c knots with a

at f as shown.

Piko B (Fig. 112) is as in Piko A as far as c

where the shuttle cord is knotted siniplj^ thus leaving

a loop, through which the loop d is passed. Then the

shuttle is run twice round the loop r, and back through

the two loops thus made. This knot is the same as a

fisherman's knot with a double turn. Piko B differs

from the former in that an additional loop d is added

to each knotted loop c.

Piko C (Fig. 114).—A simpler form than the

following piko. In this the cord is twice looped, and

the free end /; passed under the shuttle cord a and

around a and c. The loop d is left and the free end

knotted around the base of the loop, thus fastening the

ring. The shuttle is then sent around the ring aty^

when the process of the first knot at c is repeated

reversed.

Piko D (Fig. 116).—A double ring being made,

the free end is passed over the shuttle cord, under the

other ring cord and back over the shuttle cord, follow-

ing which a half hitcb is made around the ring and the

knot at b completed, Diag. i. Then, Diag. 2, three

loops are made through the ring at c/, the shuttle return-

ing at e and being sent around the loops and cord a three times and through the loops

thus formed. The knot at //, Diag. 3, is thus made, and the cord/ carried to the next

point ^^'^ on the ring, where the last described knot is repeated.

Piko E (Figs. 117 and iiS).—In the samples examined, a double ring was

made, with the free end «, Diag. i. Fig. 117, passing under the shuttle cord d and over

the middle cord b. Then, Diag. 2, a is looped, passed through the ring at b and knotted

simply to itself at c\ looped again and a fisherman's knot with two turns run around

the part of the ring at b. This process results in the knot at //, Fig. 118. Then the

shuttle cord d^ after tying at c'\ continues, a.s>f/] the work of the piko, which is complete

when / joins the free end at / and begins the hanai asy. This piko in principle is
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the same as the previous two, but the compression of the ring at the four points gives

a ver^• different effect.

The five foregoing piko were all made with the shuttle and attached to netted

hanai. They were, too, more often used in the koko pualu than in the koko puupuu.

Piko F (Figs. 119 to 122) was found to be the most common in the koko puu-

puu, and this and the following

styles were made from cord on

a ball, not a shuttle, and were

attached to the knitted hanai.

Four methods of forming the

ring in this piko are ilhistrated

in Fig. 119. Diagram i shows

the end cord a looped and tied

with the ball cord, forming b.

Then the ball cord is looped

at g^ passed under /; at c and

through the loop g at d ; or, a

half hitch is formed and slipped

over /;, following which the ball

is passed ai'ound /; at i\ the

loop / passed through c d and

the ball carried round b to the

next point. In Diagram 2 the

cord is bent at b and the ball

cord carried round the end cord

a 2X c and the loop / made as

before. In the next diagram, a I'l^-- '"'•' native with alamo or imoarixg stick.

slip knot is tied to the end cord a at c/, whence the loops /j etc., are formed as usual.

The loops of the piko in these three diagrams continue along b until the piko is of

the requisite size, when the end cord a is passed through the end of the loop /;, knotted

or twisted and concealed, as also in Diagram 4, in the first knot of the hanai. In Dia-

gram 4 a double ring is made and the ball cord wound once around the end cord a at /;,

and the loop / proceeded with as before; the cord a is left free to enlarge or decrease

the ring during the work. The appearance of Piko F is shown, obverse side in Fig.

120, and reverse side in Fig. 121. In this piko and some of those following, the end

cord a after being attached to b is sometimes wound around the bases of the outer

loops / once or twice for ornamental effect. Fig. 122 shows Piko F with the end cord

run twice around the loops.
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PiKO G (Fig. 123) is shown with a quadnxpled cord forming the ring. After

doxibling the cord twice, the ball cord is tied with a simple knot aronnd c and a at ^,

and leaving a loop aty^ two half hitches

are rnn aronnd or slipped over b and

d as shown at g\ h and /. In the speci-

men iignred the ring was joined by

passing b and d throngh c and tying a

to the latter. Then the loops b and

d together were used for the first knot

of the hanai.

Piko H (Fig. 124).—After be-

ing looped at b and tied at c, two half

hitches are taken around the base of b

leaving a loop at d. Then the ball cord

is passed behind and around b ( seey" )

and the loop^^'- slipped through the loop

thus made. At //, the last loop of the

piko, an additional half hitch is slipped

over b after the loop has been made. FIG. nu. PIKO A. HANAI (

Piko J (Figs. 125 and 126) is

simpler than F and one step further

on than H. In the specimen taken

as an example and figured. Fig. 125,

the piko could have been as easily

made with one piece of cord, bj- run-

ning )' on as a^ as with two. A de-

tached cord is bent double at z.

Then the ball cord is passed around

X and y and over the free end «, to

begin the work, and back under x
and )'. Following this a loop is made

(seert'), twisted round and slipped

through the loop b thus left, and the

work continued with the ball cord c.

In the example figured, the ring was

joined by passing .r through z and

tying with/, when x and r were concealed in the first hanai knot. Fig. 126 has the end

cord wound once around the base of the loops as referred to in the paragraph on Piko F.

rili. 111. riKO A. HANAI r.
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PiKO K (Fig. 127).—This is similar in constru(5lion to the last, but with the

outer loops far apart, and the spaces on the ring between wound with the ball cord.

In Diagram i the cord has been doubled, leaving a loop at b. Then the ball cord is

looped at c and at «', the latter being passed around a and through r, and drawn taut.

The ball cord is tightly wound around the bend of b for several turns and two loops

formed, the second being passed under b and through the first. Diagram 2 shows the

method of fastening the ring,

which being done, the ball

cord c and end cord a are com-

bined to make the first knot

of the hanai. This piko con-

sists of from fifteen to thirty

loops, and is generally very

large in diameter.

Piko L (Fig. 128).—

A triple ring is made by doub-

ling the end cord at b over the

ball cord a and running the

former twice around, Diag. i.

Then the end cord c is wound

round b once and the cords of

the ring for about one-quarter

its circumference, and is passed

back and forth through the

ring to form the loops o o,

Diag. 2 ; after the last turn

e this cord is wound four

times around the bases of 00^ Diag. 3, passed through the windings w and around the

cords of the ring at /and the winding on the ring continued at^'. It is probable that

the piko in the specimen examined was made with a shuttle or a small ball of cord in

addition to the large ball, for the amount of this end cord is considerable. Then the

ball cord a is looped three times, the beuds being doubled over /; (making six loops

at//) and bound with four half hitches by a to make the knot at /'. The base of one

of the loops of / is pulled out at /, the ball passed through the bight and / closed

by drawing on //. The end cord // returning from the circuit is then bound over k

with half hitches and concealed in the hanai which the ball cord a commences with

one of the loops of/.

FH:. 11-' IKO It. IIANAT II.

I
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FIG. n:). HANAI D. FIG. 114, PIKO C. HANAI A. FIG. llo. HANAI
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PiKO Vl (Fig. 129).—With the end cord a the slip knot a he is made. Then a

loop d of the ball cord is slipped through c and the ball passed once around the base

of c at c leaving a loop at/ Through /another loop^' is passed, the ball cord return-

Flli. llr.. I'IKO D.

ing aty', with which h is made similarly to d. The appearance of the piko completed

is given from y' to X', and strongl}^ suggests crochet.

Piko N (Figs. 130 and 131).—Now, if in Piko M, the cord c were wound

around c twice or more, it would represent Piko N. To commence this piko, a slip

knot is made, h c d, and the ball cord /wound round the end cord a at f from two to ten

times as wanted; then a loop^ of the ball cord is pushed throxigh the windings, re-
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tvirning aty. This knot can be and probabl}' was made in a simpler wa}'. With the

ball cordy looped through _^ at //, the loop / is made leaving a large slack at w and ;//

then this slack is tightly wound around g and / the required number of times, the

balance of the slack being taken in by drawing on /. Reference should be made to the

knot in Hanai D in Fig. 137.

Piko O (Figs. 132 and 133 ).—In Diagram i, after doubling the cord at^ make

the loops /;, ^/ and y^ with the ball cord, leaving enoixgh slack. Then lay the ball

cord e along the bends of the loops and wind the slack c a few times around the whole.

Then loop the cord ag at h and continue winding with c. When the slack of c is

FIG. 119. PIKO F.

taken up by ^, the knot .i", Diag. 2, will serve to begin the piko, and the details of the

regular knot are shown in the same diagram. X being completed, with the ball

cord e pass the loop b' through d leaving slack at //', and over // laj* / and the loop d\

leaving another slack at c . Then c is bound around all the cords on a level with d^

and as the binding proceeds, the slack // is divided into two loops, //' //', Diag. 3, and

held in place by c . Sometimes the ball cord c is not laid along d\ but is carried for-

ward outside F. In such cases this piko differs from Piko N only in the additional

loops // //' projecting from the side. Fig. 132 was drawn with the details in an upright

position. Fig. 133 shows this piko, which in the specimen photographed was small.

Hanai.—The hanai begins where the last loop of the piko was made.

Hanai A (Figs. 114 and 118).—This is the simple fisherman's knot, known by

natives as /v?, //w//', etc., as shown by gg in the figures.
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Hanai B (Fig. 112) is the fisherman's knot with one or more extra windings

around the engaged loop, as at g and g .

In some of the koko puupuu the knots of both Hanai A and B are used as in

Fig. 134. Fig. 135 is a specimen of koko puupuu with Hanai B.

Hanai C (Figs, no, in and 136).—This is the square or reef knot, makili^

gg\ Fig. 1 10. Sometimes in beginning a large hanai, additional loops //, Fig. in, were

run on to the loops of the piko

for the purpose of enlarging the

periphery of the hanai.

Fig. 136 shows the speci-

men from which Piko D, Fie.

116, was illustrated. This was

a particularly well made and

finished netting used as an cl;c.

On completion of the piko the

shuttle cord X' was looped at ;/

(without tying to the free end c?)

and knotted to the piko loop p
and so carried round the circuit

to /. The cord / was then looped

and the rows of the hanai com-

pleted, the work travelling bous-

trophedon. To join the ends

of the rows, the shuttle cord ni

is brought back from the outer

edge of the hanai by knotting

from side to side until tied with

a to /• at /'.

The three foregoing styles

represent the netted hanai, which have the ends of the rows joined in the manner

just described, or else by the free end a netted from side to side towards the outer edge.

Hanai D (Figs. 137, 113 and 133).—The principle of this, the basal knot of

all the knitted koko, has already- been partially illustrated in Piko M, N and O, but

since it is so generally used, fuller details of its technique in the hanai are given in

Fig. 137. The loops XX are those of the piko, andy^is the completed knot of Hanai D,

known to the natives as pan. In Diagram i, the ball cord a is looped b through the

next piko loop, and, Diagrams 2 and 3, the slack c being left, the loop d is bent and

placed under b. Then c is wound round b^ d and the bight of .r and the slack taken

Fill. ll'd. riKll F. oliVIJUSE.
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lip by d and c. In knitting the succeeding row of the hanai, the nearest loops of adja-

cent pun of the first row are placed together and bound by the outer knots. Sometimes

when the mesh of the hanai is intended to be large, two loops of the piko are combined

in one pun. And occasionally, but only with the closelj- knitted koko of coir, the

hanai commences with but few pun near the piko. Fig. 133, and the number is

doubled by using each loop of the pun of the inner row as a base for that in the

outer. In the figure the num-

y ji ^ A ber of pun in the second, third

and sixth rows have been suc-

cessively doubled.

The work of the knitted

koko was direAed either con-

tinually to the right, or to the

left, or had the alternating rows

in each direAion ; there seems

to have been no set rule, but

one circuit was always completed

before the next began, in which

respect it differed from that in

the netting. The knitted knot

can at once be detedled by the

cord hanging from and connect-

ing the bases of each pun (see

a in Figs. 108 and 137). When
one row was finished, the ball

cord b^ //, Fig. 108, was carried

up with the loop of the last knot

to begin the row above.

Hanai E (Figs. 138, 104 a^ and 105 a).—This is the same as Hanai D, except

that the outer loops are interlaced before the ends are bound together with the pun.

Hanai F (Figs. 139 and 115).—Before completing the pun, the ball cord c,

Fig. 139, is looped _^- through the slack r, which is taken in as usual. Then round the

bends of ^- the ball cord // is very tightly wound, finishing at /', Diagram 2. Then the

bight of ^'' is placed on that of .r and the loop / on the ball cord run through .r and^,

after which the pun is repeated. A koko of this st3'le, uuicpie in the colledlion, is

illustrated in Fig. 115 in its suspended position.

FIG. 121. I'IKO F. UEVEUSE.
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Hanai G (Figs. 140, 141, 131 and 105 c).—Tliis hanai, in addition to the pun

of Hanai D, has from one to three knobs construdled like the pnu, attached to the base.

Fig. 105 c, shows this hanai in inverted position with one knob attached, and Fig. 131

the .same stj'le with the three knobs, in which case the name of the koko was koko

punpiin liuilnii. Following the completion of the pun. Fig. 140, the ball cord e is

looped.^'- aronnd the connedling cord a and the piui repeated (^, Diag. 3) the loops ,^

and j being drawn flush with the

wonnd cord. This is followed by a

similar pun, / and ;, on the bends

of -V. Diagram 4 shows the under

side of the huihui. In Fig. 141 the

pun (7, p and /' are all made around x

and a. It has been observed that if

the mesh of the koko is small, the

rows of knots alternate with the

styles of Hanai D and G.

Hanai H (Figs. 142 to 144).

—This hanai has from one to three

pun looped around the puu of Hanai

D. The method is similar to that in

Figs. 140 and 141, but the loop j is

allowed to project slightly from the

puu o. In Fig. 142, the puu p is

attached to the base of o and the

loop ;/ allowed to protrude. Then ;/

is passed through 7, slipped over b

and </ and drawn tightly around the base of /; and d by the ball cord in. Fig. 143

shows a koko with the piko half of the hanai, coir and style D, and the kakai half,

waoke and variations of Hanai H. In Fig. 144 is given an illustration of the oiiter

rows of a koko in suspended position, the body of which is of Hanai H as shown in

the lower knots, and the upper edge of Hanai J.

Hanai J (Figs. 144 and 145).—It is probable that koko exist which are made

entirely like the upper row of that in Fig. 144, though there are none in the Museum.

In Fig. 145, Diag. i, after the puu y^ is complete, the ball cord is looped,^, and passed

around x and a., and a series of half hitches are slipped over g. As the half hitches

approach the loops b and c/, the latter are each included in a half hitch in turn. Dia-

gram 3 shows the reverse side. When attaching the bight of ^^^ Diag. 2, the ball cord

FIG. 12
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is looped at / leaving a slack at /, the loops ,;cr and / bound together by one turn and

the binding continued around the whole as with the pun.

Hanai K (Figs. 146 and 105 d).—This follows J as far as the loop //, which

does not encircle .r and a (Diag. r, Fig. 146). Then two half hitches are slipped

over,cr and drawn tight, a loop left and two more half hitches added. Diagrams i and 2

were drawn from the reverse side, and Diagram 3 from the obverse. As^ passes be-

tween b and c/, one of the loops

on g is run around d. To
complete the knot, // is laid

on r, and g and another

loop / added, when the whole

is bound together in the usual

way with the slack /. In this

hanai (see Fig. 105 d^ with

the koko inverted), the knots

in the succeeding row are

placed direcflly in front of

those of the previous one.

while the loops /; and d of one

puu are not separated as in

all the other hanai.

Hanai L (Fig. 147).

—This hanai shown in the

FIG. 123. piKo G. figure in suspended position

was constructed so as to leave four circular spaces reaching from top to bottom. The

pillars of the body were made with the puu of Hanai D very closely knitted and the

ends of the rows fini.shed with the puu of Hanai G. Each pillar was completed before

the next was begun. The rows are fourteen puu wide at the piko, decreasing to three

at the middle and increasing to thirteen at the outer edge. As the work proceeded,

the ends of the rows were embroidered with two additional puu as in Hanai G on one

side and one puu on the other, and a row of such puu was attached to the connedling

cords of the last row on the jaillar. The cord is then at the outer edge of the hanai

and is brought to the piko by intertwining with the puu on the side of the pillar last

mentioned, and an additional puu knitted to the end of each row. The last pillar being

made, a row of simple puu is run around connecting the outer edges of the hanai.

Hanai M (Fig. 148).—This is really an elaborate form of piko finished with a

single undulating row of puu. The koko is shown in Fig. 148 in an inverted position, and
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is uutque in the colledlion. When suspended, it has the appearance of an arcade with

the flooring angularly chan-

nelled. The first step in

making this koko was the

construdlion of an arch in the

same manner as Piko F, the

loops on the pillars being very

short and on the arch of vari-

ous lengths. Inside the arc,

to stiffen it, was placed a piece

of coir. The six arches com-

plete (probably in separate

pieces), the pillars were joined

by running fine double cords

alternately through the small

loops of the opposing sides.

Then a row of twelve long pun

was attached, one pun to the

base of each, of the original

pillars, and joined together in

pairs by a row of six short

pun. The basal cords, the

arches and pillars having

been included in the long

and short pun, were incor-

porated with other loose

ends in a piko roughly made

after the style of Piko N.

To the outer edge was add-

ed a row of Hanai D, which

made it ready for the kakai.

Kakai.—The strings

of the kakai were gathered

together at the pu by two

methods. In all the better

class koko and many of

FIG. 124. PIKO H.

FIG. 125. PIKO J.

those used by the common people, the pu was evenly and smoothly wound with the end
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of the cord, which winding was termed uo^ Fig- i53- With the pu no, the kakai was

as a rule divided into two series of strings, and was rarely gathered together as one

pu ; this latter condition most frequently occurred with the commoners' koko, when

the pu was composed of half hitches, termed Uikk It was somewhat awkward to take

out the umeke from a koko with a single pii, the only opening being between the strings

of the kakai, but all the koko of this kind were of coir and most of them around the

large bowl-shaped gourds for transporting water, so it is quite probable that it was not

intended to remove them often. In length the kakai was about equal to the hanai and

piko combined, inclining if

anything to be slightlj-

shorter.

There is a remarkable

form of netted bag in the

Museum, No. 4454, Fig.

149, the material and work-

fiy ?^^W>r;;g;!^ 1- y'^UBI "-y-^C^i^^^^^^y manshlp of which is not

\^[^^^t^t^ff^-'* -S. :^f -it^ ^^^ill^MMWk recognized as Hawaiian by

any native who has seen it.

It was in the late Hawaiian

Government Museum, and

came to the Bishop Museum
as a Hawaiian koko with

the rest of the collection,

but the curator of the for-

mer institution can give

no information, and conse-

quently none of its history

is available. However, an old native claims to have seen some such nets in the time of

Kamehameha V (1863-1872), when they were considered foreign. The material has the

appearance of jute, dyed an indistinct blue-green on the surface, but there are sure

signs that the cord was not made by machinery-. It differs from the Hawaiian koko in

having been made from a number of cords, and these cords diverge from a piko filled in

with matted string suggestive of the plaiting in straw hats (<•?, Fig. 149). Another point

of difference is the four separated handles in which the cords of the hanai are incorpora-

ted, each handle (/>) being a square braid of twelve strands. The technique. Fig. 150, is

the same as observed in the simpler portions of macrame work, and also the netting or

basket of fern stems around certain Japanese flower vases. Another bag. No. 4455, is

FIG. 126. PIKO J.
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made in the shape of a koko with the hauai of black wool netted as in Fig. 150, and a

kakai of heavy cord similar to that in No. 4454.

The koko were divided into two classes b}' the Hawaiians: the koko puupuu,

the property of the chiefly class, (?///, and the koko pnalu, nsed by the niakaaiitaiia or

Fig. 127. piKO K.

Fig. 128. riKO I..

plebeians. Mechanically there was no difference between the koko pualu and some of

the koko puupuu, but those of the chiefs were always recognized as being better made,

more elaborate and of superior cord.

Koko Pualu.—The koko pualu was a plain netted bag, made of coir, liau or

ahuawa. Figs. 104 b, 114. The term pualu was little used to designate this class. The

material most generally employed in making the koko pualu was coir, and a coir koko

I
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of the class pualu would be referred to merely as koko. To oue made of aliuawa the

jx, name koko ahuawa was applied, while

the chiefs' koko were never known other-

wise than koko puupuu. The knots used

in the strucflure of the koko pualu were

the ka, and more rarely the makili. The

mesh was always large and plain.

A variation of this form with a smaller

mesh was employed to carry such articles

as sweet potatoes, taro, etc., without the

aid of an umeke. It was made with a

piko and hanai as in the koko pualu, but

instead of the kakai as shown in Fig. 108,

a cord was run through the outer selvage

of the bag, thus serving to close the open-

ing and act as a handle. This implement

was known as an eke or laiilau.

Koko Puupuu.—The koko puupuu

FIG. 129. PIKO M. -was reserved for the sole use or service of

the alii, who were exceedingly jealous of their dignity, promptly punishing by death any

presumption on the part of a plebeian

in making personal use of such a koko.

One reason for which a makaainaua

might carry the koko puupuu for his

own needs, was protection against rob-

bery by the kahu of some alii for his

master. A commoner carrying food in

a koko pualu was always liable to have

it appropriated b}' any one of higher

rank than himself, since the koko

pualu indicated that it was only the

belonging of a makaainana; but the

subterfuge of utilizing a koko puupuu,

implying that the carrier was in the

service of a chief, would protect the '"•^- '3°- ''''^° ^•

property unless the man were found out, when the consequences to himself would be

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. i.—g.
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very disastrous. This koko took its name from aipiiiipiiii^^*—the steward of a person

of high rank, deputed to carr}^ and care for the alii's food. The modern native gives

the meaning of puupuu" in this conne<5lion as a complicated or thick knot, of which

this koko is generally formed, but since some of the koko puupuu are of simple netting.

Fig. 134, though of very fine mesh, it would seem that the derivation of the name came

through the word aipuupuu, the

explanation of which was contribu-

ted by a very old native fisherman.

The material in the koko

puupuu is mainl}' waoke, but coir,

olona, and in later days horsehair,

were also used. Frequentl}' the

piko and lower part of hanai are of

coir, and the upper part and kakai

of waoke, rarely olona, Fig. 104 c

and c/, and 105 b^ known 3.spaitk/i.

Occasionally two or more materials,

generally coir and waoke alternate

in rows, when the koko puupuu is

termed onionio or paukukii. It is

quite possible that horsehair suc-

ceeded human hair, which was

iised very extensivel}- in the neat

braid of the niho palaoa and for

decorating fan handles.

The knots in the hanai were

either knitted or netted, taking for the application of the word knitted, a slip knot, or

one that when formed may be undone by drawing on the last end of the cord. The

knitted knot is shown in detail in Fig. 137 and following.

It might be here mentioned that enquiry among the older generation of living

natives elicited almost no information concerning the manufacflure and use of koko,

particularly the koko puupuu, as these articles have been out of use for many years.

One old man explained that he had seen his grandfather make them, but that he himself

had had no use for them so did not take the trouble to learn. However, he could make

good fish nets ! There are a few natives in Honolulu who make koko for sale to tour-

^* Aipuupuu = callous-necked. These men (class) were always recognized by a large callus on the shoulder,

caused by the auamo, and were very proud of the mark denoting their office.

"Puu, puupuu, pu and pupu, in Hawaiian are very closely allied. Puupuu and puu mean, in short, "Any
round protuberance belonging to a larger substance." (See Andrews' Hawaiian Dictionary.)

Fig. 131. PIKO N, H.\NAI G.
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ists, but thej' unfortunatel}^ did not acquire the art by inheritance, merely having

picked it up by unravelling some old specimen.

It was particularly desired to learn the exact process of the native knitting and

the names of such styles of hanai as E, F, H-N, and failing native sources, a thorough

search among old voyages was carried out, with poor results. Only two works mention

the existence of the koko. Freycinet wrote of the

nettings for gourd bowls i^" "Apres le repas, on

pose un de ces plats sur I'ouverture de la calebasse

qui contient la poe, et le tout est surmonte d'un

couvercle, qui n'est aussi qu'un morceau de cale-

basse; le tout est enveloppe et assujetti dans un

filet a larges mailles, qui sert a le suspendre."

Fig. 132. PIKO o.

Wilkes gave several illustrations of the

methods of carr3ang, and remarked:^'

"
. . . . they [calabashes] are surround-

ed by a net made of fine twine or sennit

of the cocoanut."

It might appear that the knitted

knot, the pun, was a conception entirely ^''^- '^^- ""^^ °' "•^''•^' °-

Hawaiian, for none of the other members of the Polynesian race seem to have pos-

sessed such a knowledge. However, some doubt has occurred to the writer as to

whether it was even native. The koko noticed in the narratives just mentioned, as a

reference to the volumes will show, were koko pualu and of course netted, while some

'"'Freycinet. Voyage autour du monde. Historique, Tome II, pp. 582 ; Atlas, pi. 86.

"U. S. Expl. Exped. Narrative, Vol. IV, p. 96, plate opposite p. 55, and other illustrations.
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of the koko pmipiui, Figs. 115, 147 and 148, were surely too remarkable to have escaped

observation. All the older natives conversed with and enquired of claimed that the

pun was very ancient

—

long antedated the ad-

vent of Captain Cook.

Still, too great reliability

cannot be placed on these

claims when the history

of the Eskimo netting

needle mentioned among

the tools is considered.

A comparison of the puu

with the knot commonly

known as the hangman's

knot will show that the

former is but a slight

modification of the latter.

Foreign sailors have

closely associated with

the natives since 1778,

and the sailor with his

knowledge of knots on

the one hand and the

native on the other eager

to learn the foreigner's

ways would make it a

simple matter to intro-

duce a new method into

their work. A koko puu-

puu of waoke in the

Museum, No. 9050, and

another of olona, found

in the possession of a

gentleman in Honolulu, were begun in the native way with Piko F, but had the hanai made

of simple knitting. Fig. 151, and finished with a row of the puu. It is known that the

natives were taught plain knitting by the missionaries, who came here in 1820, and proved

Fig. 134. HAN.\i .\+B. Fig. 135. HANAI B.
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FIG. 136. HANAI C, PIKO D.

FIG. 137. HANAI D.
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apt pupils. It ma^' be that the natives owe the knowledge of the pun to Juan Gaetano's

Spaniards of about 1550, as with the shapes of their remarkable feather helmets.

However, no matter what the origin, even if the knot were of foreign introduction,

the natives had seen its

adaptabilit}' to their work,

and bj' their adoption of it

into the manufaAure of

their articles, they have

surel}^ given it a domicile

sufficientlj' Hawaiian.

There are many at-

tractive patterns in the

koko puupuu, to which no

native in these days is able

to attach any significance

or name. One old native,

after being questioned in

vain, remarked disgustedly:

"The haole ( foreigners

)

want all the time to put a

number or a name on everj^-

thing, but these to the

natives were just koko."

It was thoiight by the writer

that the different grades of

alii (which were multitudi-

nous) might be entitled to

distinct styles of koko, and

without doubt, the greater

the chief, the better was

the koko. Certain chiefs

were entitled to a particular form of tabu (or kapu) and in their presence, or when

their food was carried by, the common people were required to fall on their faces, sit

or kneel, according to the order of the tabu. It seemed quite feasible that certain of

the koko might designate the rank of the owner by the pattern and so make it known

to the people, but Dr. Alexander, a recognized authority of matters Hawaiian, stated

that for the purpose of proclaiming the degree of chiefship, a crier was sent before the

O-y-tJt^.

FIG. I-
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FIG. 139. HANAI F.

FIG. 140. HANAI G.

FIG. 141. HANAI G.
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FIG. 142. HANAI H.

KIG. 143. HANAI H. VlO. 144. HANAI H+J.
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aipuiipuu. An old fisherman claimed that by the creak of the koko on the unieke as

the aipuupnu walked, the people conld tell when the koko of a chief were approaching.

Tyerman and Bennet referred to this custom:''^ "So stately, too, was the royal

etiquette, during his reign [Kamehameha I] that whoever happened to meet the king's

calabash of water, as it was brought from the spring to the house, was required to un-

robe, and lie down upon the earth, till the bearer of the vessel had gone b^-."

Fig. 146. HANAI K.

In Andrews' Hawaiian Didlionar}', a definition of the word viaololia occurs as:

"The ancient name of the strings or net for a calabash, equivalent to the modern word

koko." Natives were questioned about any knowledge of maoloha in these days, and

one old fisherman said that koko makalii or koko maoloha existed before the time of

Kamehameha the First, but were now no longer; that the name was now applied to

the koko carried by the man in the moon. David Malo, in his account "Moolelo

-James Montgomery
;
Journal of Tyerman and Bennet, Vol. II, p. 69. Boston, 1832.
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Hawaii," " refers to the koko of Maoloha as being connec^ted with the ceremouies of

the Makahiki festival. Following the end of the services, he says : "A net [koko] with

large meshes was then

made, which, being lifted

b}' fonr men supporting

it at fonr corners, was

filled with all kinds of

food, snch as taro, pota-

toes, breadfrnit, bananas,

cocoannts, and pork, after

which the priests stood

forth to pra}-. When the

kahnna [priest] in his

prayer littered the word

hapai (lift) the men lifted

the net and shook it back

and forth, to make the

food drop throngh the

meshes, snch being the

pnrpose of the ceremony.

This was called the net

of Maoloha. If the food

did not drop from the net,

the kahuna declared

there would be a famine

in the land ; but if it all

fell out he predicated that

the season would be

fruitful."

Dr. Emerson adds

the following interesting

note to his translation:

—''''Koko a Maoloha^ the

net of Maoloha. The ex-

pression is used Ke koko a Maoloha i ka lani. Tradition says that the first appear-

ance of the Koko of Maoloha was in time of famine, when Waia was king on Hawaii.

" Hawaiian Antiquities (Moolelo Hawaii) by David Malo, Translated from the Hawaiian by Dr. N. B. Emerson.

Honolulu, 1903. p. 197.

FIG. 147. H.\NAI I,.
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lu view of the famine that distressed the land, Waia, who was a kupjia^ possessed of

siiperhnman powers, let down from heaven a net whose four corners pointed to the

North, South, East and West, and which was filled with all sorts of food, animal and

vegetable. This done he shook the net and the food was scattered over the laud for

the benefit of the starving people." Also :^^ "Apropos of the net of Maololia^ at the

time the net was filled with food and shaken, the following responsive service, called

ka pule koko, the prayer of the net, was celebrated. The uet is lifted and the kahuna

opens the service sa3'ing :

—

E uliuli kai, e Uli ke akua e !

E uli kai hakoko !

Koko lani e Uli

!

Uli lau ka ai a ke akita.

Pilio lani koko ; e lu—

!

" Then the people respond :

—

6. E 111 ka ai a ke akua !

7. E lu ka lani

!

8. He kau ai keia.

9. E lu ka honua !

10. He kau ai keia.

11. Ola ka aina !

12. Ola ia Kane,

13. Kane ke akua ola.

14. Ola ia Kanaloa !

15. Ke akua kupueu.

16. Ola na kanaka !

17. Kane i ka wai ola, e ola!

18. Ola ke alii Makahiki

!

19. Aniania, ua noa.

Kahuna: Noa ia wai ?

People: Noa ia Kane.

Oh deep-blue sea. Oh gfod Uli !

Oh blue of the wild, tossing sea !

Net of heaven, oh Uli.

Green are the leaves of God's harvest fields.

The net fills the heavens—Shake it !

Shake down the god's food !

Scatter it oh heaven !

A season of plenty this.

Earth yield up thy plenty !

This is a season of food.

Life to the land !

Life from Kane,

Kane the god of life.

Life from Kanaloa !

The wonder-working god.

Life to the people !

Hail Kane of the water of life ! Hail

Life to the king of the Makahiki

!

Amama. It is free.

Free through whom ?

Free through Kane.

" Then the kahunas stand up holding their hands aloft, and the people exclaim:

'Ua noa. Ua noa. Ua noa.' At the same time holding up the left hand, and at the

utterance of each sentence, striking with the right hand under the left arm-pit.

"When the kahuna utters the words 'iT hC—in the 5th line—those who are lift-

ing the net shake it and make its contents fall to the ground."

A legend called the "Koko a Makalii" was narrated to the writer by a Hawaiian

repository for such and is here repeated in brief: "Kane, the highest god in the

Hawaiian pantheon, had conne<5lion with a woman on earth and became the father of

Makalii. During a time of severe drought, the people made prayers and offerings to

Kane for rain, which were disregarded by the deity. Then Makalii, grieving for the

"Ibid, p. 204-6.
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the Christian religion he was considered exceptionally well versed in native traditions,

but following the change he became an ardent but narrow Christian, unable to

distinguish between good or bad in the native lore, and

condemning the whole as evil. While his mind over-

flowed with biblical accounts, he wrote his "Moolelo

Hawaii," so that it would be quite natural for a bible

story to occasionally creep into his relations.

In the following lists of koko in the Museum, the

measurements are given in inches. The length men-

tioned is only that of the hanai and piko combined, the

kakai being about as long again. The pu of the kakai

is no unless specified otherwise. A comparison of the

size of the knot or pun with the mesh will give an idea

as to the closeness of some of the netting, and it is quite

probable that those koko with the very fine mesh were

used as eke, as such are generally accompanied with a

piko, the ring of which is very small.

Koko Pualu.

4423. Ahuawa; Piko A, Hanai C; length 21, mesh 2.2;

kakai, pu lino; heavy cord.

4424. Coir; Piko A, Hanai C; length 19, mesh 3.4; rope.

4425. Ahuawa; Piko D (small), Hanai C; length 22,

mesh 2.9; kakai, pu lino; heavy cord.

Piko E, Hanai A; length 30, mesh 9; kakai, pu lino; rope.

Piko A (small, diam. i), Hanai C; length 16, mesh 4.S; heavy cord.
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4426.

4427.

4428.

4429.

4430-

4431-

4432.

4433-

4434-

4435-

4436-

4437-

4438-

4439-

4440.

4441.

4442.

Coir:

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Coir

Han
Coir

Coir

Coir

Piko A, Hanai C

Piko E, Hanai A
Piko E, Hanai A
Piko E, Hanai A
Piko E, Hanai A
Piko E, Hanai A
Piko D, Hanai A
Piko D, Hanai A
Piko D, Hanai A
Piko E, Hanai A
Piko E, Hanai A
Piko C, Hanai A
Piko D, Hanai A
Piko D, Hanai A
Piko C, Hanai A

length 30, mesh 8; heavy cord.

length 14, mesh 5; kakai, pu lino.

length 17, mesh 5.5; kakai, pu lino.

length 18, mesh 5.5; kakai, pu lino.

length 14.5, mesh 5.5; kakai, pu lino.

length 19, mesh 6.6.

length 12, mesh 3.1.

length 12.5, mesh 3.3.

length 13, mesh 3.2.

length 27, mesh 9.5; no kakai; heavy cord.

length 18, mesh 5; kakai without pu.

length 16, mesh 7.3.

length 18.5, mesh 5.7.

length 18, mesh 5.2.

length 13, mesh 4.3; heavy cord. Fig. 114.
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4448. Oloiia; Piko C, Hanai A; length 20.5, mesh 7.5.

4449. Waoke; Piko A, Hanai A; length 12, mesh 5; kakai, pu lino.

4450. Waoke; Piko C, Hanai A; length 7.5, mesh 1.6.

4452. Cotton cord; Piko D, Hanai A; length 6.5, mesh 4.

4453. Waoke; Piko D, Hanai C; length 12.5, mesh 3.5.

4463. Coir; Piko B, Hanai A; length 12, mesh 1.2; no kakai.

6S59. Coir; Piko C, Hanai A; length 17, mesh 5.6.

9017. Han; Piko E, Hanai A; length 8, mesh 4.5.

9018. Coir; Piko A, Hanai C; length 15, mesh 4.5.

9019. Coir; Piko C, Hanai C; length 23, mesh 8.

9020. Coir; Piko A, Hanai C; length 29, mesh 7.5; heavy cord.

FIG. 150. Fig. 151. H.\NAI OF PL.\IN KNITTING.

9021

9022.

9023,

9024.

9025,

9026.

9027,

9028.

9029.

9049.

L 196.

L 197'

L 198.

L 394.

L395'

L396.

Coir; Piko D, Hanai C
Coir; Piko E, Hanai A
Coir; Piko E, Hanai A
Coir; Piko D, Hanai A
Coir; Piko D, Hanai A
Coir; Piko E, Hanai A
Coir; Piko D, Hanai A
Coir; Piko E, Hanai A
Coir; Piko D, Hanai A
Coir; Piko E, Hanai A

length 14, mesh 4.5.

length 30, mesh 10.2-11.8; heavy cord.

length 22, mesh 9.2.

length 17.5, mesh 4.5.

length 17, mesh 3.8.

length 16.5, mesh 6.5; kakai, pn lino.

length 14, mesh 3.

length 15.5, mesh 6.2; kakai, pu lino.

length 14, mesh 4.3.

length 20, mesh 6; heavy cord.

Hau; Piko E, Hanai A; length 11, mesh 6.

Coir; Piko D, Hanai C; length 23, mesh 12.

Coir; Piko E, Hanai A; length 16, mesli 11.5; kakai, pu lino.

Coir; Piko E, Hanai A; length 10.5, mesh 6.7.

Coir; Piko D, Hanai C; length 13, mesh 13.

Coir; Piko E, Hanai A; length 14.5, mesh 9.
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3070.

4353-

4354-

Koko Puupuu.

Ouionio, coir and horsehair; Piko N, Hanai D; length 16.5, mesh 3.2; pun

I inch long.

3071. Onionio, coir

and horsehair; Piko

N, Hanai D; length

16, mesh 3, pun i.

4346. Waoke; Piko J

roughly made, Ha-

nai G with 2 puu;

length 17.5, mesh

3.2, pun 1.2.

4347. Pauku, coir

and waoke; Piko F,

Hanai D; length 13,

mesh 2.3, pun .5; no

kakai.

434S. Pauku, coir

and oloua ; Piko D
(small, .6 diam.),

Hanai B+D; length

24 ( i6-[-S ), mesh

no kakai.

4349. Waoke; Piko

N (27 in circumfer-

ence), Hanai H with

3 puu; length 16.5,

mesh 6, puu 1.8.

4350. Waoke; Piko

F, Fig. 122, Hanai

D; length 13, mesh

1.8, puu .8.

4351. Waoke; Piko N,

Hanai G with 3 puu.

Fig. 131; length 15,

mesh 4.5, puu .7.

4352. Waoke; Piko

N, Hanai G with 3

puu; length 12, mesh

3.5, puu .5; no kakai.

Waoke; Piko N (24 in circ), Hanai G with 3 puu; length 12, mesh 2.1, pun .6.

Waoke; Piko N (large), Hanai G with 3 puu; length 11.5, mesh 1.5, puu .6.

:FIG. 152. SAMPLES OF KOKO.
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4355- Waoke; Piko H, Hauai G with i puu; length i6, mesh 2, pun .6. Fig. 105 c;

koko inverted.

4356. Olond; Piko N, Hanai H-|-J, Fig. 144; length 15.5, mesh 5.7, puu .6.

Olona; Piko N, Hanai M; length 14.2. Fig. 148.4357-

4358.

4359-

4360.

4361.

Olona; Piko F, Hanai L; length 15, mesh .8, puu .4. Fig. 147.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko C, Hanai B; length 15, mesh .6, knot .4; no kakai.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko D (.6diam.), Hanai B; length 21.5, mesh .4, knot .2.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko O, Hanai D; length 9, mesh .8, puu .7; damaged,
no kakai.

4362. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko O, Hanai D; length 12, mesh .5-I-1.5, puu .5-)-. 6.

4363. Olona; Piko N (27 in circumference), Hanai K; length 21, mesh 2.8. Fig. 105 d;

koko inverted.

4364. Pauku, coir and

waoke; Piko F, Hanai

D + H, Fig. 143;
length 14, mesh 2.5,

puu .6; no kakai.

4365. Pauku, coir and

waoke; Piko A, Hanai

A-|-B; length 13, mesh

.3-I-1; kakai with i pu

uo bound together at

the two ends. Fig. 134.

4366. Pauku, coir and

waoke; PikoO (i diam.,

Fig. 133), Hanai D;

length 20, mesh .7-2.3,

puu .6-1.8; no kakai.

4367. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko F (iS in circumference), Hanai D; length 14,

mesh 1-1.4, puu .6-.S; no kakai.

FIG. 153. END OF AUAMO SHOWING PU UO.

4368

4369

4370

4371

4372

4373

4374

4375

4376

4377

4378

Pauku, coir and waoke;

Pauku, coir and waoke;

Pauku, coir and waoke;

Pauku, coir and waoke;

;
Piko O, Hanai D; length 17, mesh .6-2.4, puu •5"~i4-

; Piko K, Hanai D; length 11.5, mesh 2.5, puu .6.

; Piko N, Hanai D; length 21.5, mesh 3.3, puu .4-.8.

; Piko F, Hanai D; length 15.5, mesh 2.5-3.2, puu .6-.8.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 13.5, mesh 3, puu .9-1.4;

no kakai.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 20.5, mesh 2.3, puu .6.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 25, mesh 3.4, puu .7.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 12.2; mesh 2.4, puu .7.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 11, mesh 2.1, puu .4; no

kakai.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 15, mesh 3.1, puii .7; no kakai.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko J, Hanai D; length 15, mesh 2.9, puu .8; no kakai.
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4379. Paukn, coir and waoke; Piko J (21 in circumference), Hanai D; length 13,

mesh 4, pun .8.

4380. Paukvi, coir and waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 17, mesh 2.4, pun .8; no kakai.

4381. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 18, mesh 3, puu .7; no kakai.

4382. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 13, mesh 2.8, puu .7.

4383. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 12, mesh 2.7, puu .7.

4384. Paiiku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 15.5, mesh 3.2, puu .8.

4385. Onionio, coir and waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 14, mesh 2.1, puu .8.

4386. Olona; Piko F, Hanai D; length 22, mesh 5-6.5, puu .9-1.1.

4387. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 20, mesh 1.8-2.5, P^^^^^ •6-

4388. Waoke; Piko M, Hanai D; length 9.6, mesh 1.3, puu .4.

43S9. Olona; Piko G, Hanai D; length 11, mesh 2.3, puu .8.

4390. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 14.5, mesh 2, puu .5.

4391. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 10.5, mesh 2, puu .6.

4392. Waoke; Piko F (i in diam.), Hanai D; length 15.5, mesh 2, puu .9; no kakai.

4393. Waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 10.5, mesh 1.8, puu .8.

4394. Olona; Piko G, Hanai D; length 17, mesh 1.6, puu 7.

4395. Waoke; Piko K, Hanai D; length 10, mesh 1.7, puu .5.

4397. Olona; Piko F, Hanai D; length 13, mesh 3.1, puu 1.3.

4398. Waoke; Piko F (1.2 diam.), Hanai D; length 10.5, mesh 2.3, puu .9.

4399. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 10, mesh 1.9, puu .9; no kakai.

4400. Waoke; Piko H (.6 in diam.), Hanai D; length 15.5, mesh 3.5, puu .7; no kakai.

4401. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 14.5, mesh 4.6, puu .6-. 8.

4402. Waoke; Piko A (.8 in diam.), Hanai D; length 14.5, mesh 3, puu .6.

4403. Olona hanai and waoke kakai; Piko F, Hanai D; length 14, mesh 2.8, puu i.i.

4404. Olona; Piko F, Hanai D; length 8.5, mesh 2.7, puu .4.

4405. Olona; Piko G, Hanai D; length 12.5, mesh 2.6, puu .8.

4406. Waoke; Piko K, Hanai D; length 12, mesh 2.1, puu .7.

4407. Waoke; Piko K, Hanai D; length 11, mesh 2.1, puu .7.

4408. Olona; Piko F, Hanai D; length 23, mesh 8, puu .8.

4409. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 17, mesh 3.7-4, puu 1.5-2.2 long and thin;

no kakai.

4410. Onionio, coir and waoke; Piko H, Hanai D; length 12, mesh i, puxi .7; no kakai.

441 1. Onionio, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 17.5, mesh 3, puu .6-.7;

no kakai.

4413. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 9, mesh 2.8, puu .5.

4414. Onionio, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 13.5, mesh 2.8, puu .7.

4415. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 14, mesh 3, puu .9.

4416. Onionio,coir, waoke and horsehair; Piko N, Hanai D; length 15.5, mesh 2.7, puu. 8.

4417. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 15.5, mesh 2.9, puu .8.

4418. Onionio, coir, waoke and horsehair; Piko F, Hanai D; length 11, mesh 2.1,

puu .6; no kakai.

4419. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 9.2, mesh 2.3, puu .7.
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4420

4421

4444

Oiiioiiio, coir and waoke; Piko E, Hanai B; length 14.5, mesh 3.

Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko A, Hanai B; length 10.5, mesh 2.3.

Pankn, coir and waoke; Piko D (?), Hanai B; length 17, mesh 4.3, knot .5;

modern looking.

4445. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko A, Hanai A; length 19; mesh 3.

4446. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko D, Hanai B; length 16.5; mesh 5.5.

4447. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko B, Hanai B; length 19, mesh 4.7, knot .4.

4456. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai E; length 21, mesh 3.5-5, puu .5. Fig. 105 a.

4457. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 12, mesh 2.7, puu .8.

445S. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 17, mesh 2.5, puu .7.

4459. Waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 10, mesh 2.4, puu .5.

4460. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 13, mesh 2.5, puu .7.

4461. Waoke; Piko J (Fig. 126), Hanai D; length 10, mesli 2.4, puu .7.

4462. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 9.5, mesh 2, puu .5.

4464. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 12, mesh 1.4-2.3, puu .9. F'igs. 120, 121.

4465. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 13.5, mesh 1.7, puu .9.

5324. Coir; Piko O, Hanai D; length 8.4, mesh 1.1-1.3, puu .6-1; fragment, lower

two-thirds onl}-.

6857. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai E; length 20, mesh 4.2, puu .4. Fig. 104 a.

6S58. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 8.8, mesh 2.2, puu .3.

7703. Waoke; Piko L, Hanai F; length 15, mesh 3, puu .6. Fig. 115.

7706. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko F (.6 diam.), Hanai B; length 16, mesh .8.

7707. Waoke; Piko F, Hanai D; length 15, mesh 1.7, puu .6; no kakai.

770S. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko D (.4 diara.), Hanai B; length 21, mesh .8; no kakai.

7748. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko F ( i diam.), Hanai D; length 15, mesh 2.3, puu .6.

7966. Waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 15, mesh 2.5, puu .8.

9013. Waoke; Piko K, Hanai D; length 10.5, mesh 2, puu .8.

9014. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 15, mesh 2, puu i.

9015. Onionio, coir, waoke and horsehair; Piko N, Hanai D; length 17, mesh 3, puu i.

9016. Waoke; Piko N, Hanai G with 3 puu; length 13, mesh 3, puu .4.

9050. Waoke; Piko F, hanai of plain knitting; length 6.9, mesh .3.

-J-

( Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko O, Hanai D; length 10.5, mesh .5-1.5, puu .4-1.1.
""

( Olona; Piko F (large), hanai of plain knitting (Fig. 151); length 12.5, mesh .4.

L 194. Pauku, coir and waoke; Piko D (.3 diam.), Hanai B; length 15, mesh .5,

knot .3; kakai in four parts.

E 195. Paukix, coir and waoke; Piko N, Hanai D; length 17, mesh 3, puu i.

L 397. Coir; Piko F, Hauai D; length 9, mesh 2.5, puu .8; fragment, no kakai.

KoKo Eke.

4422. Cotton cord; Piko (?), hanai, foreign knot, probably Chinese; length 20, mesh 4.2.

4451. Waoke; Piko D, Hauai C; length 12.7, mesh 3.5; kakai, a double draw string.

Fig. 136.

9051. Waoke; Piko D, Hanai C; length 11.8, mesh 5; kakai, draw string.



4454-

4455-

Alia Hcnvelc.

Miscellaneous.

Foreign koko; length 37.5, mesh 2.2. Figs. 149 and 150.

Foreign koko; black woolen braid; knot, Fig. 150; length 20, mesh 2.6.
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Aha.—Of the aha^^ or cords snrronnding and permanently fastened to gonrd

water bottles (hnewai, olowai, etc.) the most common was that known as haiuele—
sometimes referred to as koko liawele—and shown in Fig. 106 enclosing a hnewai.

There is in the colleftion a great nnniber of drinking and other gonrd vessels withont

cordings which wonld have been carried in koko

punpnn or pnaln. The hnewai was a drinking

gonrd of large body and narrow neck for general

rise. The variety of forms of gonrd vessels was

very great, and was generally the resnlt of manip-

nlation when the frnit was green.

The word hawele means a tj-ing or binding

on in which the joinings or loops are never knotted,

and the koko or aha hawele may be so recognized.

Details of teclmiqne of the aha hawele in Fig. 106

will be seen in Fig. 154, where, after a loop, /; ni c,

is made ronnd the neck of the bottle and tied at c?,

the cording continues in the direction indicated.

There is a slight error, for which the writer is re-

sponsible, in the drawing, for the cord f^ instead

of encircling b and e, shonld pass nnder and over

FIG. 154. DKTAiL 01^ .4 HA HAWEi,E.
^, ^nd d and under itself. A bail is then made by

carrj-ing^ over the top of the bottle, over ;;/, under //, over n and back around a and d.

When there are four or five thicknesses of cord in the bail, it is bound at several points

with half hitches by the end of .^, the latter being finally fastened to the wooden or

shell stopper. The material used was coir, spun or braided—seldom olona or hau.

A similar lashing, but more complex, was noticed on a gourd water bottle. No. 193 1,

from New Caledonia.

A very neat fastening of the aha hawele has been made around a hnewai pueo

(Fig. 155) which is a water gourd shaped like an hour glass. In the figure, when

the aha hawele, as' shown in Figs. 106 and 154, was attached to the lower bulb, to its

upper cords another binding was added for the purpose- of enclosing the other part.

However, in a great number of the pueo with hawele the lower bulb is alone corded

"Aha should be applied only to (i) coir cord, (2) cord of human liair, (3) strings made from intestines. (See

Andrews' Dictionary.) Other cords, such as olona, should be termed a/w.
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and the bail fastened to the waist. A plain and chaste style of aha hawele was found

on an old broken hucwai in the colleftion Fig. 156, the cord of which was more

neatly braided than on any of the other specimens. Another form, rarely used, is

shown in Fig. 157.

A form of water gourd used in the canoes was called olowai, Fig. 107. The

writer has not been able to learn any specific name for the aha on this gourd, and since

only two (Nos. 3877 and 38S0) out of the

five specimens in the colledlion have aha

exadlly similar, the probabilities are that

each individual followed his own taste in

cording. In the aha figured, Fig. 107, the

work was done hy making two half hitches

on the bottom of the gourd, and on the

rings thus made four loops of single cord

were formed large enough to reach the

middle. Tlie cord was then brought to the

neck of the bottle and fastened b}' two half

hitches. A set of four loops was attached

to these rings, at the same time passing in

turn through the bights of the previous

set, thus drawing the lashings tightly

around the gourd. The cord was then made

to follow the cords of each loop and an eye was

formed by tying at each bight. The double

ring at the middle was added last. For the'

bail, suspended over the side of the bottle,

a separate cord was used. Another aha, on ^^"^^ 'ss- hiewai puho with aha hawele.

specimen No. 3995, is similar to that in Fig. 107, except for the double ring in the

middle. Of the other specimens of corded olowai, one. No. 3879, is enclosed in an aha

hawele, and the other. No. 3881, in a large-meshed netting.

Ipii Ic^i^ ipn ho/o/iolona, poJio alio and ipu alio are among the names used to desig-

nate a utensil, consisting of two pieces, for containing fish hooks and lines. There are

two general forms of this article: one with the lower and smaller part of wood covered

with a larger gourd. Figs. 158 and 159, and the other of gourd with the lower larger

than the upper part. Fig. 160. There is some confusion now as to the correct names

and uses of the different styles, but the best information seems to be that the former,

called ipu le'i or ipu holoholona, was for the purpose of holding bait in addition to

hooks and lines, and the latter, polio alio, for the fishing tools alone. Some of the
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polio alio were composed of bowl-shaped gourds, and others of long narrow gourds,

covered with half a small gourd or coconut.

Similar cordings enclosed both st3-les, and the most finished in appearance is

tliat around the ipu le'i in Fig. 158. This cording, called koko, or koko ipu le'i, is a

combination of the aha liawele firmly fastened around the wooden part, to the upper

cords of which a netting is attached to en-

close the cover. The netting is closed around

the cover by a draw string, which also serves

to carr}- the utensil. In a few specimens the

aha liawele has been dispensed with, the

netting being fastened through holes bored

in the upper edge of the lower part. Fig. 159.

This last method

was also used on

the Iiiiiai pocpoc,

which have been

treated by Dr.

Brigham in the

previous portion of

this memoir. An-

other and sim-

pler method of

attaching cords

to these articles

is shown in Fig.

160; here the ^'''- '56- F'g. 157.
HURWAI WITH AHA HAWELE.

edge of the lower

part has been pierced at two opposite points, from which two cords were led upwards

through holes in the cover.

Before passing from the gourd cordings, it might be in order to mention the

several means of securing handles to gourds in vogue among the natives. The sim-

plest form noticed is a coir or hau cord around the neck of the huewai, when the mouth

of the gourd bulges. Fig. i6ia\ some of the cords were roughly' made and tied, but in

others the cord has been braided and then attached by a double half hitch. A few of

the huewai pueo have also been treated in this manner, Fig. 161b. When the huewai

was not pueo or bulged at the mouth, then a handle was sometimes attached by making

a hole at the base of the neck and through it drawing and knotting both ends of a loop

of coir or hau cord or braid. Fig. i6\d, or, by boring the edge of the mouth at two
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points opposite, through Avhich the ends of a haii or olona line were passed and knotted.

Fig. i6i c.

In some of the bowl-shaped gourds, eight holes were pierced in pairs and each

end of two cords passed through two of the holes and knotted, Fig. 162. Handles, gen-

erally more than two, were so attached to many of the hinai poepoe, and icie and

pandanus baskets.

FIG. 1 58. IPU LEI. FIG. 159. IPU l.EI.

List of Gourd Vessels, with Cordinos Attached.

1093. Huewai; aha hawele, coir.

1094. Huewai; aha hawele, coir.

1099. Huewai, aha hawele, coir.

1 100. Huewai; aha hawele, coir.

iioi. Huewai; aha hawele, coir, Fig.

156.

1 102. Hviewai; aha hawele, cotton cord.

1 104. Huewai; aha hawele, coir.

1 107. Huewai; aha hawele, coir.

1 1 12. Huewai pueo; aha hawele, coir.

Fig- 155-
_

1 1 13. Huewai pueo; aha hawele, coir.

Huewai pueo; aha hawele, coir.1114

1121

1122

1124

1128

1129

Huewai
Huewai
Huewai
Huewai
Huew-ai

aha hawele, coir,

aha hawele, coir,

aha hawele, coir,

aha hawele, coir,

aha hawele, coir, Fig. 106.
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1 133. Huewai; aha liawele, oloua.

1 137. Huewai; alia hawele, coir.

1 26 1. Huewai pueo; aha hawele, coir.

3934. Huewai; aha hawele, hau, Fig. 157.

7667. Huewai; oloua. Fig. 161^/.

766S. Huewai; coir, Fig. 161^7.

3877. Olowai; coir.

3879. Olowai; aha hawele, coir.

a b

c d
Fig. 161. HUEWAI WITH CORD H.\NDI.ES.

PIG. 160. rOHO AHO WITH CORD.

3935
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netting is as close as loose burlap.'''' As stated by Dr. Brigliani, in Feather Work, the

bases of the cloaks are composed of several pieces of nae, each being cut to iit. The
pieces are not al\va3-s of the same mesh, that of those in the cloak of Kiwalao, for

instance, varying from .1 to .25 inch. However, the mesh of the majorit}- varies but

slightl}' in each individual.

The closeness of the mesh in some cloaks and capes has suggested research for

a suitable shuttle to do the work, but be3'ond the niao, alread}' described, and needle

of kauila wood, no implement has been found. In a piece of nae, specimen No. 2S40'
",

prepared for the addition of feathers, the mesh increases from .05 at the top to .08 inch

at the bottom and is too fine

to allow even an ordinarj^

pinhead to j^ass through

readily. The specimen is

37.5 inches wide and 11.5

inches long, the edges of

which have been trimmed

at the knot without leaving

the usual netting selvage.

There are from four to ten

row^s of netting continu-

ousl}' in both diredlions,

while of course in netting; the rows usually alternate. This nae was made without a

shuttle with lengths of twine drawn through the loops, and for such purposes the

natives dipped the ends of the twine into the highly saccharine juice of the ki root,

which, dr3'ing rapidly, made the fibre stiff enough to be threaded through the holes.

It is not the intention of the writer to give the impression that all nae have a number

of rows of netting continuously running in the same direcftion, for in most of the speci-

mens the rows alternate regularl}'. The nae with a mesh of .25 inch could be and prob-

ably was made with a shuttle such as that shown in the middle of Fig. loi, or a niao.

In the colle6lion is a piece of unfinished netting of rather fine mesh, the histor}-

of which is unknown. The upper part is 41 inches wide with a mesh of .25 inch in-

creasing to .44 inch in the lower, and it has, as far as completed, the shape of a feather

cloak. The first half has been made with four shuttles, one following the other, and

possibly by four people, and the unfinished half with three shuttles as the three loose

strings on the bottom indicate. The specimen is Hawaiian and is probabl}- the result

of an incompleted later day attempt to prepare nae for a feather cloak. Sometimes in

"Ibid, pi. ix, upper figure, left side.

5° Ibid.

FIG. 163 CUMMENCEMENT OF A NET.
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making very broad fish nets, or when there was need for rapid niaunfadlure, two or

three men would net along the same side, following each other. The cord, of the

first man to finish, was knotted to the ends of the succeeding rows when completed and

was the first to begin the next series.

Netted Malo.—Of netted malo there are two specimens in the Museum, each

with a mesh of about .25 inch. One, No. 2842, is a plain piece of netting 15.3 ft. long

and 7 in. wide.*' The malo, or loin cloth, of olona netting was alwaj'S an alii's gar-

ment and was worn hy him on canoe voyages.

The other specimen,'" No. 6921, 12.2 ft. long and 5.7 in. wide, came to the

Museum from the Provisional Government of Hawaii after the revolution in 1893, as a

relic of royalt}-, with the royal feather robes. It has been the nae of a feather malo, and

in sewing on the tufts of feathers, the meshes have been so compressed as to give the

fabric the semblance of cloth. The stitches are in good order still, but few shafts and

no feathers remain. There are not left enough fragments of feathers to even show the

general color, but red, yellow and black stumps were found, all on the front end. Near

this end are the remains of black feathers on the outline of a diamond, and a little

nearer the middle, thread bindings indicating the former presence of a feather cross

shaped like St. Andrew's. To the ends of the malo are attached rows of human molars,

and to the sides near the cross a single molar. Looped to the sides, every two inches

for the entire length, is a cord enclosed in a fine cjdindrical netting, by which feathers

have been fastened in the form of a lei.

Upena Manu.—The Museum possesses but one specimen of bird net,*' No.

1 38. This is a diamond-shaped net, mesh 5 inches, made with the same sized twine

as in nae. Its total length when stretched is 16.25 ^^^t, and in width it increases from

1 8 meshes at the beginning to 40 meshes at the middle, thence diminishing to 13

meshes at the end. At each end the meshes are bound together. The increase

of the number of meshes in a row is accomplished by running on an additional loop

(as at^, Fig. Ill) at regular intervals, while the decrease is effedled hy the use of the

mauae knot, called viakakiikai. A cord of about .1 inch in thickness is run along

both sides, but there are no sticks attached, nor any place for attachment. The net

^'Ibid, pi. ix, midilk- of upper figure.

'-Two old Iliiwaiiaii ladies who had been continually at court durini; the reigns of several monarchs were
shown this malo, and both independently affirmed that it was the malo of I_,iloa. The story of Liloa and his son

Umi has been told too many times to repeat here. Liloa reigned on Hawaii at the latter part of the lifteenth century.

It is possible that olonA fibre may outlast the intervening period, and, as the malo constituted the most important

part of Umi's family credentials, the succeeding ruling chiefs would have preserved it with reverential care. There
are several faint stains on the netting, but whether Ijlood stains or not it is impossible to tell.

"15. P. B. Museum Memoirs, vol. i, no. i, p. 13.
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lias been taiiued and, where broken, mended witli tanned and untanned twine. The

method of use is unknown, but judging from the large mesh and fine twine it was used

for entangling. Natives have told the writer of two methods of bird-catching with

nets, one of which was to lie concealed on the hills in wait for the birds returning from

the sea at nightfall, and as thej- approached heav}^ with food and flying low, to sud-

denly appear and raise the net : the startled bird darted upward and became enmeshed.

The other method was used for plover when resting on rocks inside the coral reef.

The hunter chose a dark night and waded at high tide to one of the uncovered rocks.

The net was wetted and silently shaken over the sleeping birds, which, waking and ex-

pedling rain, crowded closer together and slept again. The shower was repeated several

times and the hunter, then sure of his quarry, threw the net over the group and held

down the edges close to the rock with his hands and feet. When the birds were ex-

hausted with their struggling, the net was gathered together with the booty inside.

Fish Nets.—Upena, or fish nets and methods of using them have been described

with considerable detail in Mrs. Beckley's" concise and complete article on Hawaiian

fisheries, and Mr. Cobb's" comprehensive work on the commercial fisheries of these

islands, in which is incorporated that of Mrs. Beckley. It will therefore not be neces-

sary to do more than mention the nets of onl}- Hawaiian origin, and describe and list

such as are in the Museum.

The netting tools and the sizes of the mesh have been mentioned above. The
material used was olona, with rare exceptions. There is an upena ahuulu in the collec-

tion. No. 764, with uniisually thick closely spun cord, which on examination proved to

be waoke. In this example—a small hand net—it is probable that some cord prepared

for koko was substituted during a scarcit}- of olona. The other materials were hau,

coir and ahuawa. For the shark net, upena mano, hau bark was stripped from the

tree and while fresh was roughly twisted into thick rope. Hau and ahuawa were used

for the rough turtle net—upena honu. Coir netting is said to have been used to lie in

the water, as a prote(?ttion against sharks, a few feet outside an olona net in which cap-

tured fish were awaiting landing. Fishermen declare that sharks dislike the roughness

of an article manufaftured of coir. Another fisherman stated that the Hawaiian nets

were not of coir, and that the use of such material was due to the Gilbert Islanders, of

whom there was a large colony here for a generation up to a few years ago. Taking

into consideration the abundance of olona in this place and its flexibility, and the small

size and scarcity- of coconuts in these islands, it would seem natural that of the two the

natives would turn to olona as the staple. A number of the Museum nets have been

"Emma Mctcalf Beckley. Hawaiian Fisheries and Methods of Fishing. Honolulu, 1883.

''John N. Cobb. Commercial Fisheries of the Hawaiian Islands, U. S. Fish Commission Report for igoi.
Wasliinj^ton, 1902. U might be mentioned that in Mr. Cobb's excellent report are a number of sketches of fishing
implements in this Museum, the acknowledgment of which has undoubtedly been overlooked by that gentleman.
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tanned, tlie process merely- requiring the steeping of the net and fresh bark of the

knkiii {Alcni-ites triloba) in water for several days.

Fish nets are freqnentl}' composed of two or more pieces of netting run togethei

with a cord. Five methods of making this joining were noticed, the simplest being with

a cord, called aea^ drawn through the meshes of the two edges in turn. The second was

by placing the meshes of the two edges exadlly opposite and with a single cord t3'ing

them together in order, using a single knot. The third was to laj- the edges together

with the meshes alternating and then running the cord from one side to the other with

a single knot at ever}' mesh; this at first glance has the appearance of continuous net-

ting. The fourth method of joining was to net on one edge and run the shuttle in

turn through the loops of the other edge. The fifth was by joining the two edges by the

usual form of netting. A number of the smaller nets, particularl}- those of small

meshes seem to have been cut down or made of pieces taken from larger nets ; in such

cases the netted knot forming the edge seems to have stood the usual wear and tear.

When a net has been torn or broken, more generalh' with the fine meshed nets,

the mending was sometimes effected with an aea, or a piece was cut from an old net,

laid over the hole and sewed on bv the same method. Large nets are sometimes

fastened together bj' a rope called kukai.

The name alihi was applied to the head and foot ropes, the full names being

respec^tivel}- alihi pikoi and alihi pohak/i, or more recently alihi kepau. The pikoi

was a float of wood, hau preferably, but failing that, kukui. Wiliwili {Eiytkrina

mo)iospern/a), the lightest wood in the islands, was not considered sufficiently durable.

In recent times two other woods have become available for the pikoi, and since their

introdu6lion oleander {Neriiim oleander) and the castor oil tree {Riciniis con/nnniis)

have been added to the list. The shape of the pikoi varied. In some, a large branch

was cut into seAions and the pieces sjjlit, and from these the pikoi was made (a block

about 4 inches long, 3 inches wide and i inch thick). It was fastened throiigh holes

drilled in its side to the alihi. Another form was a section of a branch about 4 inches long,

and 2.7 inches in diameter, which was pieced on the side and so attached. The heart

wood in the kinds used was soft, and could be easily removed to allow the pikoi strung

on the alihi, but it is uncertain if this kind of pikoi was of ancient use. Sinkers of

pohaku (stone) and kepau (lead) were shaped to suit. Sticks used to support or dis-

tend a net were called k/ikii, and when curved or bent were also called kaka. To make

the necessary length for the kuku or kaka two or more sticks were fastened together by

overlapping and binding the ends. In referring to the nets b^- their native names, it

should be mentioned that one form of fish net is occasionally used for various kinds of

fishing and has a different name in each, and that the same name is sometimes applied

to different nets in various parts of the islands.
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UpENA Papai, Crab Net.—One specimen, No. 762. This is a flat, circular

sieve from 20 to 23 inches in diameter. The frame is composed of two kaka securely

fastened. Stretched across the hoop is a set of parallel heavy cords one inch apart, at

right angles to which is a second set the same distance apart and merely knotted

to the first. This sieve of course cannot be called netting. Such an implement was

mainly useful in throwing the crabs ashore after they had been enticed within range

b}' a piece of bait. Fishermen report another style of upena papai, illustrated b}' Mr.

Cobb, 5" in which the cords of the sieve give place to a conical net.

Upena Paoo, or Upena Iao.—One specimen, No. 761. A small, fine-meshed,

tanned dip net suspended from an ovate-acuminate frame, which shape is called /cw.

The frame is rigid and is composed of kaka bent until the ends meet at the point,

where they are bound together and form the handle. A cross piece is tied to the frame

seven inches from the handle. The net tapers irregularly to a point, which is diredlly

below the handle. The mesh varies somewhat ; adjoining the frame is a band of

netting 4.5 inches wide of .75 inch mesh joined at the handle. Then come several

re(5langular pieces of nae averaging .2 inches in mesh. All the connexions are with

aea. These pieces have no selvage, and have probably been cut from the remains of a

larger net. Length and breadth of frame, 32 and 17 inches. Depth of net 23 inches.

Upena K.\EE, or Kaee Paoo.—One specimen. No. 765. Thenameis pradlically

the same as that previousl}- mentioned. The specimen is a small fine-meshed untanned

scoop net with a frame similar to but longer and narrower than No. 761 and without cross

piece. The kaka are two long pliant wands, resembling willow, twisted together.

The frame is so pliant that it may be readil}- elongated by a little pressure at the

handle and the opening thereby reduced in size. The net is shaped like a very broad

sack, and is gathered very much at the upper margin. In this specimen the netting

has been done for the purpose. The mesh of the top row is i inch, and has been re-

duced from .4 inch in the second row to .2 inch at the bottom. As netted, it was long

and narrow, and to reach its present form, was doubled and netted together at the

bottom and one side. Length and breadth of frame 27 and 9 inches. Length of net

at bottom, 47 inches, depth 10 inches.

Upena Ahuulu, or Upena Puni.—Two specimens, Nos. 763 and 764. In this

style of net the kaka are two parallel sticks about 3.5 feet long. The net, of medium

sized mesh, is a single piece of netting folded together and sewed at the bottom and

side by the second or third method mentioned above. The top edges of the bag thus

formed are attached one to each of the kaka for about three-fourths the length, the

balance of the kaka remaining bare for handles. Where the two sides of the bag meet

-"Ibid, pi. 23.
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the kaka, the latter are fastened and prevented from spreading by cords about two

inches long. The kaka are of about equal strength, and by holding the points of the

handles in the palm of the hand and springing the sticks apart with the fingers, the

kaka, being tied at the other end, become bowed and so open the mouth of the net

wider when necessary. No. 763 is of olona, and No. 764 of waoke, both tanned. The

measurements are :

—

763. Length of kaka 42 in., width apart 2-2.3 i"-; length of net 33 in. or 25 meshes,

depth 16 meshes, mesh 1.4 in.

764. Length of kaka 44 in., width apart 2.-2.5 "'-i length of net 36 in. or 16 1-2

meshes, depth 8 1-2 meshes, mesh 2 in.

UpKna Holoholo, or UpEna Poo.—One specimen. No. 5176. A large tanned

dip net with a frame the same shape as No. 761, but three times as long and twice as

broad. The cross piece is 16 inches from the point. The net has a mesh of 2 inches,

and is composed of a piece of netting folded together and netted along the sides to form

a bag. The net is suspended from the frame as far as the cross piece, the balance of

the kaka being left uncovered for the handle. Length of frame 8.3 feet, width 2.8 feet.

Length of net, 81 meshes, depth 24 meshes.

Upkna Uhu.—Four specimens, Nos. 766, 767, 76S and 5175. These specimens

are each composed of a square piece of netting stretched flat by alihi, which are fast-

ened by the corners to the ends of two kaka tied at right angles to each other at the

middle. The diagonal of the netting is less than the length of the kaka, so that the

latter are somewhat arched when in position. Weights of stone, or lead, are fastened to

the ends of each kaka. Specimen No. 766 is labelled iipcna akiikii^ and has a mesh con-

siderabl}' smaller than the other nets of this kind. Upciui pakiikiiis probably the same.

766. Upena akiikii, length of kaka 6.5 ft., size of net 21X22 1-2 meshes, mesh 2.3 in.

767. Upena uhu, length of kaka 8.3 ft., size of net 10 1-2 XiS meshes, mesh 6 in.

768. Upena uhu, length of kaka 8,.5 ft., size of net 16X17 1-2 meshes, mesh 5.3 in.

5175. Upena uhu, without kaka, size of net 15X15 meshes, mesh 4.5 in.

Mr. Cobb's description" of an upena uhu does not seem to agree with the specimens

in the Museum, nor with the evidence of fishermen consulted. The piece of netting

is hardly bagged at all, and is almost as flat as a piece of netting can be in hori-

zontal suspension. The kaka, which Mr. Cobb states were made "to swing around

and lie parallel" and thereby close the mouth of the net to retain the fish, are fixtures

when the implement is set up and cannot be moved from their relative position without

drawing the net to the surface where the hand can reacli and untie them. \\\ drawing the

implement rapidly through the water the net would of course act as a drag and bow the

"Ibid.
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kaka somewhat, and bag tlie net, but tlie sticks are too stiff to bend much. The secret

in catching the uhu, as described to the writer, is the knowledge that the instinct

of the fish when disturbed is to dart to the bottom, and the uhu after being enticed

into the net b}' the decoy spends its time in trying to swim through the meshes

underneath. But one fish is caught with each dipping of this net.

The scoop net described by

Mr. Cobb on page 407^' is known

to the natives as knee. There is a

scoop net in the colledlions. No.

9052, without name or history,

which from its appearance might

well be used as a kaee also. It has

a frame composed of two kuku 3.7

feet long, forked at one end ; at

the forked end the}' lie 2.3 feet

apart, and come together at the

others for the handle. Near the

handle is a cross piece 8 inches

long. Resting in the two forks

is a kaka 6 feet long made by join-

ing two slight wands. The net, .8

inch mesh, was a piece 51 meshes

deep and 153 wide, and this has

been sewed at the bottom and side

by aea, making a bag 76 meshes

wide. The top edge of the bag is

fastened to the kaka which is

somewhat bowed bj- the tension.

About the middle of the two kuku, the sides of the bag are tied to the sticks and from

the bottom of the bag is a cord reaching to the end of the handles. This net in

position lies on the kuku with a wide mouth on the ground held wide open by tlie

kaka which is bent around in a semicircle. Behind the mouth and slojjing up

towards the hand is the bag.

UpEna Nae Kuku.—Three specimens, Nos. 756, 757 and 6578, untanned.

This is a scoop or bag net, of very fine mesh as indicated by the name. It is shaped

like a sack, broader than long, with the end and top open, and gathered at the upper

edges. Along part of these edges. Fig. 165, two kuku are tied, with their ends resting
5= Ibid.

Fig. 164. SAMPLE OP .4 INCH MESH.
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in rings at the corners. In operation these ends are placed on the sea bottom as far

apart as the mouth of the net Avill allow and the sticks elevated at an angle of

about 45°. The closed end of the bag drops behind like a pocket. These nets are

composed of several pieces joined by aea and growing finer in mesh towards the pocket.

In the figure is given a plan of No. 657S showing the meshes and sizes of the varions

pieces. This specimen is called upeua nae hinana, or upena hinana and is of par-

ticularly fine mesh. Fig. 164 shows a sample of .4 inch mesh in No. 757. The twine

in these nets is much heavier than might be expedled in those of such close mesh.

756. Total length 7.5 ft., depth 4 ft., mesh .2^-.\ in., length of kuku 4 ft.

757. Total lengtli 25 ft., depth 7 ft., mesh .3-5 in., length of kuku 17.5 ft.

6578. Total length 13.3 ft., depth 4.6 ft., mesh .05-.35 in., length of kuku S.6 ft.

It is probable that the nets described as upcna neliit, itpcna pua, kapuni nchn and

upcna iiao b}- Mrs. Beckley and Mr. Cobb would all come under the above description.

Upena Kaili, or Upena Aai-opelu.—One specimen. No. 760. This is a large

semiglobular bag net suspended from two kaka. In position the ends of the kaka are

overlapped and tied, making a circular opening. The length of the kaka is the same

as that of the fishing canoe. Three men handle the net, one to draw the net to the sur-

face, and one at each end of the canoe to untie the ends of the kaka and allow the

sticks to spring to. The bottom of the net opens into a small bag, to which is

fastened the stone sinker. In the specimen the kaka are wanting. This specimen

was made of many pieces of netting of various meshes. On the top is a narrow band

7 meshes wide of 2.5 inch mesh. Then follows a band of 35 meshes wide and 2 inch

mesh. The rest of the netting is 1.2 inches mesh, and, with the exception of the bag

at the bottom, was made in two vertical sections. Each seAion was made up of strips

of netting drooping at the middle, gathered at the upper edge and joined at the ends

to the netting of 2 inch mesh. B3' this means the native secured the oval shape.

Where portions of the ends overlapped, the larger sized net was cut and the piece

fitted. The strips and sections were run together by aea. To attach the bag, the two

bottom strips were cut in the middle of the lower edge and the bag fastened by the

same cord as before. The bag was a broad piece of netting, netted at the sides, with

an open bottom which was closed when fishing by tying with cord. It might be men-

tioned that the bag is 105 meshes round, while the opening in the bottom of the larger

net is only 76 meshes in circumference. This specimen is 48 feet in circumference at

the top; the depth, hanging flat, is 19.5 feet and that of the bag 2.9 feet. Upcna kaihi is

said to be similar to this net.

Upena Eke.—One specimen. No. 5310. This specimen is an old untanned

bag net, of which most of the bottom is missing. When in operation it is a long hori-
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zontal bag, tapering but slightly away from the mouth, which is at one end. At the

other end in the specimen is an opening less than half the size of the mouth, where

probably was fastened a closed bag of smaller size. In sedlion, the bag is semicircular,

with the arc above. The bottom part of the net called Jiomia is anchored by stones

at the corners of the mouth and at two points along each side about ten and twenty

feet from the mouth. Between these points, stretching the honua wide are sticks

called piilii. There is another stone at the tail end of the bag. To the upper curved

part, called laiia^ the pikoi are fastened in great numbers in irregular rows. Heavy

ropes of hau run the whole length of the bag, one along each edge and one on each

slope of the lana

t II ^ett
,, about 8 feet from

the edge. The

total length of

the lana is 39

feet, the first 21

feet from the

mouth being

light cord of

.08 inch in

thickness
and of 1.5

inches mesh,

and the rest of heavy cord .17 inch thick and 1.2-1.4 inches mesh. The lana is 29 feet

in width at the mouth, measuring the ropes, and the lighter portion is made up of five

pieces of wide netting averaging 33 meshes long and decreasing from 407 meshes wide

in the first piece at the mouth to 23S meshes in the fifth. The pieces are run together

by aea, in this net called iwipiilii. This method of tapering a net seems to have been

preferred by natives to the use of the knot known as makakukai, already mentioned.

The heavier part of the lana is in two pieces, 112 and 70 meshes long, and respedlively

170 and 165 meshes wide. Of the honua, there remains but one piece, of the heavier

cord, at the rear end. It is about 11 feet or 113 meshes long and 130 meshes wirle.

Leading away from the sides of the mouth, there should be two long nets called pakii^

the same depth as the bag, at a wide angle to each other, as a drive. The net on the

right is said to be 15 fathoms long, and that on the left 10 fathoms. Upcna ko/o is

said to be a net on the same lines as the preceding, but on a much larger scale.

The same is reported of the net used in Laic kapalili. It is probable that the nets

called />rt/>c^/^«//^^' and au-mai-ewa and used in conjundlion with each other are also similar.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. i.— ii.

NO. 1^5.

1 7> ft. i t/nt.

DIAGRAM OF UPENA NAE KUKU.
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Hano Ohua, or Upena Ohua.—One specimen, No. 7072. This specimen has

been made of pieces of netting purchased from and netted by Chinese from Chinese

fibre, and run together by natives by aea in what is probably one of their ancient forms

of fish nets. The knot is what is known as the square or reef knot and is a poor one

for iish nets. The mouth is semicircular, 11.8 feet at the base and 19.5 feet along the

arc, and from there tapers to a

small hole 2 inches in diameter.

The length of the upper side is

1 1.8 feet, and of the lower 9 feet.

The mesh is about .5 inch. The

mouth is leaded at the bottom, and

along the upper part is closely

strung a row of pikoi. Fig. 166.

Hano I'ao and Iiano vialolo are re-

ported as having this shape, the

latter being a much larger net.

Upena Kuu, Upena Paloa,

or, generally speaking, seines or

gill nets. Two specimens, Nos.

758 and 759, tanned.

758. Length 82 ft., depth 7 ft. or

41 meshes, mesh 2.2 in.

759. Length 66 ft., depth 10.5 or

48 meshes, mesh 3.3 in.

The names of some of the nets re-

ported^'' ixnder this heading are

akuikui or pakuikui, ulunlu, ka- ^'g. 166. hano ohua.

waa.^ hipo, luelue, pahu, papaolewalezva, pouono. Occasionally a kuku was fastened to

each end of the net, and was of great assistance when drawing the net through the water.

Upena Mano and Upena Honu.—Large meshed roughly made nets of about

12 or 6 in. mesh respecftively. They are reported to be about 100 ft. long and 6 ft. deep.

There are several other names,''" attributed to fish nets, for which the writer has

been unable to find descriptions, viz.: apai.^ n/iina, kai\ kaii\ kiilcohua^ Iitahia, makui.

Some of these names no doubt refer to forms of the nets described above.

In concluding, the writer wishes to express his appreciation and thanks to Mr.

L. G. Blackman for his careful and painstaking drawings, and to Dr. W. T. Brigham,

Professor Otis T. Mason and many others for suggestions and information cheerfully

given and the generous loan of specimens.

"Hawaiian Antiquities, by David Malo, pp. 277, 279, 280, and Andrews' Hawaiian Dictionary. '"Ibid.
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Old Hazvaiian Carvings found in igo^ secreted in a cave on Hawaii.

Figured and described by William T. Brigham, Sc.D. (Columbia), DireBor of the

Bishop A'Inscuni.

IN
a cave on tlie western portion of Hawaii, of which the main opening was not

concealed, a number of human remains were deposited, some of great antiquity,

others certainlj' after the advent of the white men. So far there was nothing to

distinguish this from scores of other burial caves, some abandoned, others still in use

in the rural districts : all are bubbles or channels in ancient lava streams,—streams

which have gradually built up the islands and are still occasionally poured forth from

the adlive volcanoes of Hawaii. In recent years streams have flowed the same way as

the ancient lava torrents which were used as burial caves, and the Bishop Museum
contains articles snatched from these caves before the advancing flow.

To one familiar with these caves the vestibule, as it ma}' be called, is the least

interesting portion ; it is a tunnel of varj'iug size and irregular seAion, often shrink-

ing to a passage hardly large enough to admit a man's bod}', then expanding into a

hall of considerable height, and with numerous ramifications, some small as rat holes,

others of a size to admit a horse. In the old and important caves these side passages

are generally walled up, and originally this was done so effeAually as to conceal the

entrance, but earthquakes and time have loosened the dry stone wall, and it is now

possible to detect it, unless the deposited and decaying bones cover it, and these

one hesitates to disturb unnecessarily. Behind these walls lie the interests of the

cave. One may pull down with great labor in the dark and ill ventilated cave the

carefully placed wall and find in the chamber behind it perhaps nothing, perhaps a

few crumbling bones or a decayed calabash.

Of three explorers of the cave around which centres the interest of this account,

one had often explored such caves in search of water, and coming from a side chamber

where was a corpse in a canoe raised on a stand with choice mats and kapa, he noticed

a wall not far from the entrance to this burial chamber (Fig. i). After much hard work

a small opening was made and the recess entered. There were fragmentary human

remains, but on one side of the chamber were the articles which are the subject of this

paper wrapped carefully in kapa. What connedlion they have, if any, with the bones

in the main cave, or those in the branch chamber I cannot say: perhaps they were

simply hidden here as the safest place of deposit known,—in the guardianship of the

(3-165)



I

IflG. I. SKETCH PI^AN Olf PART OF THE CAVE.

1. Opening to cave from gulch.

2. Branch opening to B, closed with rocks.

3. Branch opening to c, closed with rocks.

4. Canoe with skeleton, feet to east.

5. Wooden bowl with carved figure.

6. Papamu or konane board.

Two human figures, heads to east.

Two auniakuas leaning against wall.

vSkulls and bones rolled in kapa.

Ipu aina with human teeth.

Large gourd containing skeleton of infant.



Old Hawaiian Carvings. 5

dead. It lias been suggested that tliej'- form the paraphernalia of a temple and were

hidden, as so many of the idols were, at the time of the general destrudlion of the idols

in 1819 in the hope that the storm would blow over and better times ensue, but there

is absolutely nothing in the colledlion to support such a view. The two gods or

auniakita were household deities, the other articles might be the private property of

FIG. FEMAI.K PORTRAIT STATUETTE.

some chief or priest, and two things,—the fan and bit of porcelain are such keepsakes

as were commonly deposited with the dead to whom the articles had belonged.

The objeAs were carefully wrapped in kapa, but the explorers unfortunatel3'

removed all this without especiallj- noting the kinds used on each, and we are deprived

of any clew this disposition might afford. We have the letter but the addressed

The cave opening was about 30 feet above the bottom of a drj' gulch running northeast and southwest. It was
about 3 feet wide and the passage into which it led (a) was about 55 feet long. At about half the height a walled-up

opening (2) was found leading to a narrow passage, 2 feet wide, soon opening into a chamber (b) approximately 10

feet high and wide with a length of 30 feet. This chamber (b) contained a human skeleton placed in a canoe and
raised on a stand (4). As will be seen in the lower diagram this chamber is below the passage .a. Another walled-up

door (3) led to a passage about 2 feet wide and 7 feet long opening into a chamber (c) perhaps 20 feet long and 7 feet

wide and high. In this last chamber were the articles here described.

[167J



6 Old Haivaiiaii Carvings.

envelope was torn off. In passing it should be mentioned that the kapa was in fair

preservation, some of the specimens being of verj^ choice quality, such as was gener-

ally made only by women of high position.

First and most important in the find are two wooden statuettes, both female,

perhaps mother and daughter, which I consider portraits," and if this conjeAure be

t'lG. PORTRAIT .STATUETTE OF GIRI,.

' I am not vminincUul of lliu

inlcresting stone fis^urt- already

described and rit^ured in the

essay on Hawaiian Stone Im-

plements (Mem., vol. i, 4, p.

95), bnt that, if not of foreij^n

workmansliip, was a portrait

of a foreigner. All that is

known of this curious bust is

given in the essay referred to,

but the illustrations may l)e

repeated here to show the con-

trast to genuine native work.

[168]



Old Hawaiian Carvings. 7

correct, they are the finest specimens known of Hawaiian portrait work. The measure-

ments and description are as follow :

—

I. Height 28 in.; breadth of shoulders 12.3 in. Dark wood well polished.

Vulva carefully carved, breasts conical. Teeth of lower jaw inserted as one piece of

FIG. 4. STATUETTKS IN PROFILE.

light colored wood. Hair neatl}- pegged in the usual waj-, reddish and ver}^ brittle.

Eyes of shell, right with peg hole drilled, left entire and more recent.

2. Height 27 in.; breadth of shoulders 11.2 in. Hands and ears better finished

than in No. i. Breasts hemispherical. Vulva deep cut, with deeper hole. Mouth
open with hole at bottom as if to attach tongue. Eyes pearl, without holes. Hair

pegged in with some fibrous wood. Same wood and workmanship as No. i.

[169I



8 Old Haivaiian Carvhigs.

Be3'ond the limitation of insufficient tools and primitive methods there is a type

seen in all Hawaiian sculpture which is strongl}' developed here. In addition there

is a freedom and individuality in these little statues, which are doubtless from the

same hand and of the same date, seldom seen in

the images of the gods. The relative age of the

two subjects is shown not only in the breasts but

is most stronglj' marked in tlie facial features.

The limbs are rendered much truer to nature than

usual, with less of the elephantine form, fully

separated, and the balance is so well preserved

that the images stand firmly on their feet. When
found each image had ou an apron of kapa.

The hair, which in its unkempt state gives

a wild though realistic effect to the figures, is the

usual coarse hair of the Hawaiian, in these speci-

mens of a reddish tint, whether from coral lime

dyes or from decay I cannot sa}', but the hairs are

certainly very brittle. The method of attachment

to the head is that commonl}' used in Hawaiian

figures, viz.: a hole, round or square, is made in

the head ; a lock of hair is bent in the middle and

the bend iniserted in the hole and driven home b}-

a flat wedge which is finall}' cut to be flush with

the general surface and the hairs are thus held

securely without anj^ cement. These holes are

distindll}' seen on the back of the head of the first

figure where the hair seems to have broken off

but not come out. The empty square holes are

more plainly shown in the carved bowl (Fig. 7).

The eyes are of flat pearl shell, large and held in

place without cement. Only one has been drilled, although it was common, especially

in the feather and wicker work heads, to drill a rather large hole through which a

round head peg held the shell fast and served to give the expression of a pupil to the

eye. The Maori made a similar eye of paua shell, but the central peg was usually an

integral part of the head. The older woman has a block of artificial teeth inserted in

her lower jaw, a curious deviation from the method used in many of the god images of

inserting dog teeth. I have never seen human teeth used in this way, although in one

idol in this Museum (No. 7658) there are cavities in the mouth larger than would be

[170]
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Old Hawaiian Carvings.

required for ordinary dog teeth. The younger woman has a hole drilled in the back

of the mouth perhaps for attaching a tongue. The waist, especially in the younger

woman, is contrafted, and there is a curious ridge between the abdominal and pubic

regions. This ridge is also shown in an

image in the Museum (No. 7656) which

maj' be a poor attempt at a portrait. In

the Museum figure the hands are better

wrought than in either of the female im-

ages here figured; the breasts are well

modeled and show the large Hawaiian

nipple. The calf of the leg is, however,

affe(5led with elephantiasis, and the balance

is destro3-ed. The head is remarkabl)^

brach3-cephalic, the ears small and high,

nose prominent and curved, mouth open

and with thin lips, no signs of teeth or

tongue. The e3'es were of shell and the holes

for the attaching pegs are neither central

nor sj'mmetrical. The holes for attaching

the hair are of the rudest form, and while

the hair is gone the pegs generally remain.

Another anatomical feature seldom shown

is the diaphragmatic line separating chest

from abdomen. This image was for many

3'ears in the cabinet of the American Board

of Commissioners for Foreign Missions at

Boston.

I can hardly say whj', but these two

female figures remind me strongly of the

old-fashioned figureheads of ships," which,

however, often had less _expression than

these, and it is quite possible that the na-

tive artist had lessons from some European or American sailor, for I should hardl}'

place these carvings earlier than the early part of the nineteenth century, or possibly

the last decade of the eighteenth.

At the time of the destruAion of the idols, after the kapu was broken, many

"
I have compared them with photographs I once took at Nantucket of a number of these figureheads, once the

pride of shipowners, now discarded by a changing fashion, and while I cannot trace the least resemblance to indi-

vidual figures, the impression remains.

[171]
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carved figures, mostl}^ grotesque, were doubtless hidden by the devout priests from the

mob violence that generally accompanies such changes ; witness the terrible destruc-

tion of architetftural statues, even tombs and painted glass in "civilized" countries

during the reformation. But more important was the custom of depositing in some

cache the especial propert}* of a departed chief. Not hy anj- means with his remains

to wliicli tlicy might serve for identification, a thing to be most carefullv avoided, as

FlC. CAKVK.K BOWL.

we shall see beloAV, but in some cave {pnoa)^ possibly on another island from that

which concealed his bones, such deposits being left in the care of a kaliu who would

generally appoint his successors, and while in the early days of the Christian mission

on these islands, the converted kahu would perhaps bring an idol from its place of

concealment to serve as offering to his new spiritual father and proof of the sinceritj'

of his conversion,^ generally the secret of the place of deposit was faithfully kept.

I have known of several traditionary' caves of which the entrance was carefully con-

cealed, and although the kahu was known, nothing would induce him (or her) to dis-

close the secret.

'The war god of tlie great Kamchameha, Kukailinioku (Mus. No. 7855) figured in the essay on Hawaiian
Feather Work, Memoirs, vol. i, p. 32, fig. 22, was thus given to the missionary, and it is probable that the image
(Mus. No. 7656) was a similar offering.

[172]
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Fig. S. interior of carvicd bowl.

Fig. 9. CNF, END of c.\rved bowl. Fig. 10. OTHER END of carved bowl.

[173]



12 Old Haivaiian Carvings.

The late king Kalakaiia was especially anxious to, learn of such deposits, and

he once described his visit to a cave near Kealakeakua on Hawaii, where he had to

dive to a hole in the cliff above the bay and then come up throiigh a sort of well, and

when torches were lighted he saw huge wicker figures of gods, a canoe and other

things. He told me he would not enter that cave again for all the kingdoms of the

Earth. At another time he persuaded a very old man, the kahu of a puoa on Kahoo-

lawe, to show him the entrance. The old man knew that he should die as soon as he

Fig. II. iNi,.\ii) ipu .\iNA.

parted with the secret, but he was old and weary of life and proud to die for his king.

Kalakaua was verj' eager, but the kahu then told him that the man who opened it

would die too. Not being wear}' of life, the king came to me and begged me to go and

open the puoa for him. I asked if he was anxious to kill me : and he answered (in the

general belief of his people) that the predidled fate had power only over Hawaiians.

We went so far as to make an agreement as to the partition of the things that might
be found, but the king's departure for the coast of California, where he died, put an

end to the adventure, and the old kahu soon after died also.

Although many of the objec^ls in the Bishop Museum came from such deposits, in

verj' few cases is the locality known. As an illustration of the care exercised b}' the

kahu over his hidden treasures, I may mention a cave in Kau discovered by accident.

Late one afternoon while the road from Kilauea to Punaluu was being broken out, a cart

[174J
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i

crushed through into the cave beneath the roadwa}-. It was found to contain many

articles, but the day was so far spent when the workmen had extricated the cart and horses

that they left further exploration for the next nioruing. They returned to work very

early, but the cave was empt}'. Doubtless the kahu had removed the deposit from the

opened cave to another in the neighborhood: caves are common enough in that region.

The Papa kupalupalu manu (two platters on which human flesh was used for

shark bait) of Alapai nui (died 1754) were in a puoa in Puuanahuln, North Kona,

Hawaii, when the lava flow of 186S-69 threatened their

% destrucflion. The cave was buried in the advancing
*. stream, but the platters were removed to the house of

the kahii in Kaupulehu where they were preserved until

April 8, 1883, when the last of the kahu, an old woman,

died. They were then sold and came to the Museum,

where they bear the numbers 157-158.

A stone idol (Mus. No. 4898) was found in blasting

while road making; the blast opening a small cave which

was nearly filled by the image; this was secured at once

before any possible kahu could intervene. It is well

known that a house at Kailua, Hawaii, where Kameha-

meha died May 8, 1819, was filled with his pensonal

property and made kapu. What became of these kapued

things after the cessation of the kapu I do not know,

but he left several widows.

3 and 4. Next in the list come the two aumakua or

household gods. In these the intricate carving almost

rivals the beautiful rapa (stern of a war canoe) of the

Maori carver, and is sufficiently shown in Plate XVII
and Figs. 5-6. The immense mouth and plentiful teeth

are iisual charadleristics of divine images, but the elabo-

rate head dress is b}' no means common, or on any of these images preserved in

museums. What it signifies I do not know, nor are there any natives here who can

or will tell. The terminal rod was almost universal and served to support the figure

on a pile of stones, on a heap of offerings, or in the ground while pra3'er was addressed

to it. These aumakua are fresh and unsoiled and have evidently been carefully pre-

served; probably thej' have never been exposed to the weather. They show no sexual

attribiites except the absence of mammse, and it may be noted here that no male figure

was found in this cave. The measiirements are:—3. Height 26.7 in. from base of

feet to top of head dress ; from feet to end of rod 15.4 in. This rod has four polj^hedral

[175]
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concavities (13 sides). 4. Height 27.7 iu. from base of feet to top of head dress; from

feet to end of rod 16 in. In this the rod is ronnd.''

5. Perhaps

the most remark-

able carving is the

bowl show n iu

Figs. 7-10. One

or two snspended

bowls are in the

Mnsenm, l)ut their

purpose is uot well

understood and the

present example

surpasses any Ha-

waiian carved bowl

known iu the gro-

tesque originalit}'

of the design. The

measurements are:

Diameter 14X 10.6

in. Bowl 4.5 iu.

deep; rim partly broken away; many (20) fine teeth inserted,

often to mark points in the figures ; larger one with female parts

accentuated ; nineteen redlangular holes in back of head, ten of

them plugged; three teeth on decayed rim gone.

I should consider this the most ancient article in the list.

It is somewhat deca3'ed and broken, but enough remains perfect

to show the great skill as well as imagination of the artist.

Apart from the remarkable figures carved on the bowl in the

highest relief the attention is caught b}' the curious method of

ornamentation by the insertion of superb human molar teeth.

The Hawaiians made great use of the more durable human re-

mains, such as hair, teeth and bones, not only for ornament but

for pradlical purposes. One example of the use we shall see

later in this colle(5lion ; the ornament appears in this and the

following bowl. Another curious use of human bones was in

Fig. 13. I'AI'AMU OR KONANE BOARD.

FIG. 14.

*Had these last images been found in less respectable company, I should have doubted their antiquity, although

there is little save their fresh appearance to sustain such doubt. But in subject and treatment there is nothing to

arouse suspicion.

[176]
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the house built at Moanalua, Oahii, of the bleached remains of the men who fell in

battle. The iise of human bones for fish hooks and arrow points was well known.

This disposition of the bones was insulting to the dead and the insult was intentional.

This is also shown in the insertion of teeth and bones in vessels of dishonor, such as

spittoons {^ipii kulia)^ slop basins {ipit aiinj), and the like. Hence the care taken to

Fig. 15. CARVER WITH HUMAN BONE HANUI.E.

hide from the eneni^' the bones of a chief or important

person. Placed in a food dish, sacred drum or kahili

handle the remains were honored, and examples of all

these uses are in the Museum.

The bowl itself is of the best form, round, and

gracefully curved to the flat rim, while the figures grow

out of it without obscuring its form in the least. The

teeth, gruesome as they are to our otherwise trained taste,

do, it must be confessed, break the monotony of the plain

sides in a pleasant way, a device well known to the

mediaeval jewelers in their gem-studded chalices. The
figure in an inverted position (Figs. 7, 9) has her ankles connected by a round bar which

serves as a point of suspension, the other end of the suspending cord (aha or coconut

braid) being knotted around the neck of the opposite figure which is also female. The
[177]
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holes made in the head of this last figure are very neatl}' cut; the hair and many of

the pegs have disappeared. A good bushy wig must have added chara6ler to the rather

insignificant bald head. Why so much labor should have been expended on a mere

ipu aina, a dish to contain the refuse of a feast, such as fish bones or banana peels, is

hard to explain, but in the next article of our list we find another ipu aina on which

quite as much careful labor has been bestowed. It is of course possible, if not

probable, that this figure-handled bowl may have had another if unknown ;;se.

6. As might have been expe6led in such an assemblage of patrician possessions,

there was an inlaid ipu aina. Few of the chiefs entitled to wear feather robes that had

not at least one of these convenient trophies of their, or their ancestors', prowess in

battle, mementoes of the enemies killed. The one in this colle6lion is shown in Fig. ii,

and the dimensions are as follows:—Diameter 10-10.2 in.; height 5.6 in.; teeth 9 on

rim, 54 on side, less 4 missing, several half teeth, two decayed; 3 strips of bone; 2 sec-

tions of ivory harpoon point from Alaska.

The teeth are all ground down, sometimes showing a sec^lion of a root, and while

the nerve cavities are large the enamel is remarkably thick. Some of the teeth were

decayed, and one has been filled impost morton /) with two narrow pieces of enamel.

Some of the teeth are plugged into holes too large. Three strips of bone and two sec-

tions of ivor)^ harpoon barbs from the Northwest Coast are added attradliuns ; the

harpoon would point to the very early days of the whaling voj^ages to Bering's Sea

when such articles were new to the Hawaiian sailors. It must be remembered that

these circular bowls were not turned, but cut with stone tools by the eye alone as

guide, and then polished with stones of varying texture.

In the Museum are several of these ipu aina inlaid with bones and teeth, and

two of them are shown in Fig. 12. The upper one belonged to Queen Emma's ances-

tors, and is finished much in the same way as our cave specimen, although with more

symmetrical ornamentation. The lower bowl in this illustration was carved from a

piece of Oregon pine washed ashore after its long ocean journej', and, as the photo-

graph shows, it is thickly studded with fine molar teeth, a few of them worn down by

use in life. It was noted that in the inner portion of the cave where the colledlion we

are describing was found, there were many clean and polished skulls from which all

the teeth had been removed.

7. Now we come to a very different class of objeAs. The game of Mu or Konane

was decidedly an aristocratic game much as chess even among the Egyptians, but I

cannot assert that its use was restriAed to the alii or chiefs as was the game of Papa

Iiolita or sledding down hill. It was played on a flat surface marked with points on

which were placed black and white stones to serve as "men", the game resembling our

draughts or rather the game called fox and geese. Often the flat surface of a natural
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stoue was used, the "places" being merely dents pounded in the rock. Many of these

are to be seen on the ledges to the north of Kailua on Hawaii. At other times a mod-

erate sized flat stone was sele(5led, as No. 5313 in this Museum. The more elaborate

t'lG. 17. GulKI) WATER BOTTI,E, COMPRESSED BY AHA HAWEI.K.

were of wood on stands, plain or carved, while the places were marked by the insertion

of bones (generally chicken). The present example of a wooden papamu or konane

board (Fig. 13) is the only one I have seen with carved figures for supports. In the

British Museum is a bowl with similar figures (Fig. 14), and other examples are

known, but the curious part of this support is the hollow, cylindrical receptacle (for the

men?) from which spring the head and fore quarters, the hands becoming the feet of
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II. No. 2.-2
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the papamu. The general dimensions are: Board 1 3.2X10.2; 156 holes of minute

size, not in equidistant lines, about i in. apart ; rim raised, top 8 in. from base of feet.

Of one of the female (?) figures an arm has been attached by a neat mortise and

tenon joint, but is now lost. Eyes were probably inlaid with shell. A coconut braid

is provided to hang the papamu up with.

The game of Konane or Mu got its more common name from the Mit or officer

whose business it was to capture the men needed for sacrifice or the ends of justice,

Fig. 18. NET OF FEATHER CAPE.

and the papavitt means simpl}- the board or flat surface on which the Mu captures his

men. The present example of such a board is the smallest I have seen. The places

are marked by tiny borings hardly visible, and are in regular rows and not quincun-

cial as is often the case.

8. With all these carvings was placed a choice example of the tool with which

the carving was done (Fig. 15). Generally, however, while the cutter remains the

tooth of a shark, the handle is of wood, or, not uncommonly, the jaw bone of a pig.

In our specimen the handle is a human clavicle to which the shark tooth is firmly at-

tached by a single wooden peg. The bone is 5.5 in. long, is well shaped for a handle,

and has the remains of a waoke cord by which it could be hung up. Half the lower
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jaw of a pig was perhaps a ver}' early form of handle, and the convenientlj' bent end

has been retained in wood, as ma}- be seen in a fine example in the British Museum

(Fig. 16). To one who has not tried this

tool or seen it used it might appear unsatis-

fadlor}', but I have seen it in the hands of

old natives as handy a tool as the knife of

a Yankee whittler. The best work made

with a shark tooth is perhaps the fine diaper

pattern on the ceremonial paddles, food

scoops, and adze handles of IMangaia, speci-

mens of which are in most large ethnologi-

cal museums, and which could not be better

done with our sharpest chisels. A mag-

nificent example of a IMangaia adze is No.

5939 in this IMuseum.

9. Ipu wai, a gourd water bottle, the

onlj- one I have seen of this form, while not

FIG. 19. wooDE.N' FUNNEL. a carvlug is )'et a result of plastic art. The

Hawaiians understood well the moulding of the growing gourd (of which they had two

species indigenous or of an-

cient introdudlion) b}' sus-

pension or compression, and

many beautiful specimens of

their skill are preserved in

the Bishop Museum, but in

the bottle before us the com-

pression has been applied

by a tight net work around

the bod}' of the gourd after

it had attained a consider-

able size. As will be seen

in the illustration (Fig. 17 ),

this has resulted in two rows

of five bulbous projedlions

each, which give a remark-

ably attradlive appearance to the bottle, which is 11 in. high and 9.8 in. wide. The

present cord upon it is of aha or coconut braid, stiff, brittle and doubtless very old.

The gourd itself is thin and cracked.

[181]
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lo. Another indication that the property in this cache Avas once the treasure

of a chief is the shabby looking ruin of net work shown in Fig. i8. This was once,

however, the net of a much prized feather cape, the peculiar property of the alii. So

far as can be determined by the few remains of feathers still attached to their quills,

the color was red, by no means so precious as the yellow feathers. The shape is rec-

tangular with a four-square cord along the upper side and remains of neck strings;

Fig. 21. fragmp;xt of Chinese porcelain.

this neck cord is much worn, and the net seems never to have been finished. The

neck measures d=i9 in., and the sides 9 and 9.7 in.

In the cave were also found an ordinary gourd bowl or umeke, some rude trestle

work, and a funnel-shaped implement well carved from kou wood, the use of which I do

not know. It had been attached to something by the larger end, is there grooved, and

has the remains of binding cords. The smaller end is broken. Fig. 19 may suggest

to some one a use for this detached funnel. Specimens of the kapa found in the cave

have been placed in ni}' hands and will be described later.

With the Hawaiian articles enumerated were found two things that seem

worthy of illustration as showing what the native regarded as treasures. The first is

a painted fan, nearly in pieces, shown in Fig. 20. The other is a fragment of a porce-

lain plate shown in Fig. 21.
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THE ANCIENT HAWAIIAN HOUSE.

Hoiisclmildiug of llie old Haivaiians: n'itli a description of the arthlcs used

in hoiisekceping. By William T. Brigham, Sc. D. (Columbia), Director of the

Bernice Panahi Bishop Museum.

IN
pursuatice of my intention to describe, so far as known to nie, the life, manners

and customs of the ancient Hawaiians, I have described the feather ornaments,

stone implements, and mat and basket work, and now come to the dwellings of the

earl}' inhabitants of the Hawaiian Group: and in considering this exceeding import-

ant matter of aboriginal life I propose to glance briefly at the primitive habitations of

some of the other Polj-nesian groups and of their neighbors of the Papuan and mixed

races. While this course will take us from Rapanui in the East of the Pacific Ocean

to New Guinea in the West, I will limit my descriptions ( where thej' are not limited by

ni}' ignorance of the subject ) and illustrations as much as possible to the material which

seems in some degree to illuminate the main subject of Hawaiian housebuilding.

To the emptv dwelling I have found it convenient to add the usual furniture

and utensils which are a necessary part of housekeeping, and although "pots and

kettles" are absent, Pol3'nesians having neither metal nor earthen Mare, we shall find

the better class of Hawaiians were provided with many articles of necessity, even of

luxur}- and elegance, although it will be seen that the common people, the viakaainai/a,

had little furniture for comfort, and only the merest necessities for housekeeping.

Illustrations have been drawn from the earl}^ voj-ages and, where fashions have

not changed b}- the coming of white settlers, from mj- large colledliou of photographs

of existing dwellings from nearlv ever}- part of the Pacific that the photographer

has invaded.

Primitivp: archite(R:ure may be studied in the Pacific region (where the indige-

nous archite6lure has always remained primitive), from the habitations of the troglo-

dytes, where man's hand has hardly modified the natural cavities of the rock formation,

through the exceeding simple bark lean-to of the Australian, the cyclopean structures

of the Metalanim in the Carolines, the imbedded stone cells of Rapanui, the columned

halls of Tinian in the Mariaues, the trilithon of Tonga, the elaborately carved whare

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. 3.— i. L^"5 J



2 The Ancient Hawaiian House.

of New Zealand, aud the ephemeral houses of sticks and grass, plain as possible in the

Hawaiian group, pidluresque in parts of Micronesia and fantastic in New Guinea.

The temptation is strong to explore and stud}' more fully the curious stone

remains found in many places in the Pacific from Rapanui in the southeast to Tinian

in the northwest, and although the evidence that these were the work of the ancestors

of the races at present found in the great ocean seems preponderant, they need claim

only a passing glance here for thej', together with the stone temples of Hawaii, belong

to religious or monumental construdlions, and we are to limit this excursus to those

materials that ma}- be explanatory of the origin or aifinit}- of the Hawaiian dwelling.

In Central x'Vmerica we find wonderful structures of stone buried in forests almost

as dense as the veil which shrouds their origin or uses, but we recognize that the

houses of the people who built and used these temples, palaces, monasteries or charnel

houses, and who must have dwelt in the neighborhood, were constru6led of more perish-

able material and have left no record. In Egypt the same is true ; the houses of the

gods and of the dead are of durable masonry and material, syenite, limestone, alabaster,

while the hoiises of the people, even the palaces of the Pharaohs were flimsil}- con-

strucfted of wood and have perished save in the pidlured stories on the walls of the

tombs. The American record in the wonderful painted books which doubtless would

have given miich light on Maj-a domestic architedlure was mostly destroyed bj' the

fanatic priests who swarmed in the invading armies,—deadly foes to knowledge,—may

their souls repent the evil the}- did ! Everywhere the same thing is true of domestic

architedlure in primitive times and in lands with a mild climate; if the people did not

dwell in tents they certainly had houses of not much greater durabilit}-.

In the Pacific we still have "samples" of the hou.ses which probabl}- have not

changed much from the earliest times, but the lumber and building methods of the

foreigner are rapidly driving out even these samples from those groi:ps most open to

outside influence. On the Hawaiian Islands fortj' j'ears ago grass houses were ver}'

common outside the larger towns, and even in Honolulu they were found on some of

the principal streets. In this town in 1837 they were almost universal as seen in a

view of Honohilu drawn b}- the late Edward Bailey from the foot of Punchbowl Hill

and engraved at Lahainaluna under the instrudlion of Judge Lorin Andrews (Fig. i).

Toda}' we have had to gather into the Bishop Museum an ancient house frame, and

the tourist may make the usual circuit of the group and never see an example of a

genuine Hawaiian house, although in several places Japanese have built grass houses

resembling the native work externall}-.

The boards and plans of the foreigner result in a cheaper, more convenint, and

more durable house than those of the olden style, so the latter are passing and it seems
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desirable to make a record of their existence and nature, and at the same time compare

them with other dwellings in our region. No limitation can be made to the stridlly

Polj'nesian tribes, for there is more difference between the Maori and Hawaiian houses,

both Polj'nesian, than between the Hawaiian and the New Caledonian, the latter the

work of a very different race. It will then be desirable, if not needful, to present to

the readers of this essaj' t\-pes of the principal forms of dwelling houses of the Pacific

islanders before entering upon the structure, uses and situation of the Hawaiian houses.

FIG. I. VIEW OK HONOLULU IX 1837.

Even where the material is the same, sticks and thatch, the ground plan varies between

island groups while on each group one form is predominant if not exclusive. Thus

on Hawaii, Fiji, Tahiti, New Zealand and New Guinea a rectangular plan prevailed,

on Samoa and Tonga the ellipse and in New Caledonia the circle were preferred. The

Hawaiians certainly built temples with a circular ground plan, but so far as can be

learned never a dwelling house. Single habitations were more common in the East,

communal in the West of the Pacific region, 3-et in Hawaii the hospitalit}- of the

people made their private home almost a caravansary. In some groups, as in Hawaii,

an establishment of a chief or well-to-do man consisted of several detached houses

each for an especial use ; in others there were houses ( or cages ) for girls of marriageable
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age; in others guest houses; and common to man}' groups were the lodging houses

for unmarried males.

The material for a studj- of the oldest habitations of the Pacific immigrants

must be gathered from the accounts, sometimes excellent, of the old voj-agers and in

these we shall find little change through the centur}' these vo3'ages praAicallj- cover,

for the early Spanish and Portuguese explorers have not given sufficiently definite

descriptions of the houses of the people the}- discovered. As the good descriptions of

houses are scattered through accounts of voyages not always accessible, it seems well

to transcribe them here with such illustrations as the aiTthors have given us. In some

cases, as in the accounts of the Marquesan houses it would seem possible to reconstruct

the homes of the fine natives who have long since disappeared from the beautiful val-

leys where they once thronged to their cannibal feasts.

In the vo3'age of the Duff,' the first missionarj' expedition to the Pacific from

England, are given detailed accounts of the houses in Tahiti, Tonga and the Marquesas

which will be here reproduced from that very interesting volume. On page 131 we

find this account of a Marquesan house on the island of Santa Cristina (Tahuata):

To convey an idea of what this and all their best built houses are like, it is onlj- necessary to

imagine one of our own of one story high with a high peaked roof ; cut it lengthwise exactly down
the middle, you would then have two of their houses, only built of different materials. That we now
occupied was twenty-five feet long and six wide, ten feet high in the back part, and but four in front;

at the corners four short stakes are driven into the earth, on which are laid horizontal pieces, and

from these last to the ground are bamboos neatly arranged in perpendicular order, about half an inch

distant from each other ; and without them long blinds made with leaves are hung, which make the

inside very close and warm ; the door is about the middle on the low side. The}- do not use the

leaves of the wharra [Pandanus] tree here for roofing, as at Otaheite, but common broad lea\'es which

they lay as thick as to keep the water out ; but the greater part of their houses are miserable hovels.

The inside furniture consisted of a large floor mat from end to end, several large calabashes, some
fishing tackle, and a few spears ; at one end the chief kept his ornaments which he showed to us.

A generation later the Marquesans were visited by a more observant missionary

whose account of the houses, while showing that the st3-le remained the same, leaves little

to be desired. The Rev. C. S. Stewart, well known on these islands, wrote as follows:

The houses—though of very different sizes, from twenty to one hundred feet in length, from

eight to sixteen in height, and from ten to fourteen and sixteen in breadth—are all of one shape and

style, and vary materially in their form and construction from those of the Sandwich Islanders.

Here the roofs, instead of descending to eaves on both sides of the ridgepole, have rafters in

front only, while the back of the house descends perpendicularly, or in very slight inclination, from

the peak to the ground—giving to the exterior the appearance of an ordinary hut cut lengthwise in

two. They are universally erected, so far as I have observed, on a platform of rough, but in many

' A Missionary Voyage to the Southern Pacific Ocean, performed in the years 1796-1798 in the Ship Duff com-
manded by Captain James Wilson. Compiled from Journals of the Officers and the Missionaries ; and illustrated with

Maps, Charts, and Views drawn by Mr. William Wilson and engraved by the most eminent Artists, etc. London, 1799.
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cases massive stone-work, from one to four feet iu height, which extends two or three feet beyond the

area of the house. The rafters descend in front to a plate or timber extending the whole length of

the house, supported by a row of thick round pillars, from three to five feet in height, over which

the eaves project sufficiently to screen the entrance from the weather.

At the peak the rafters rest on a similar stick of timber, supported by two or more posts, from

eight to fourteen feet in height. The space between them is filled with poles of bamboo, or of the

light WJD.I of the hibiscus, laid pirallel, two or three inches apart over which lighter sticks are placed

horizontally, at regular intervals : the whole being neatly lashed together at the points of intersection.

FIG. 2. MARQUESAN VII.LAGP: (FROM X'OVAGK OF THE VENUS, Vh. 20 )

.

The back and ends are filled up in the same manner, and thus prepared for the external covering.

This is of thatch composed either of the leaf of the breadfruit tree, the cocoanut, or palmetto, Chamcs-

rops hicmilis \_Pritchardia pacifica^—all of which are prepared for this purpose in different methods.

The cocoanut leaf is from twelve to sixteen feet long and deepl\' feathered on either side of the rib

running through the middle of it. This rib or stem is split from end to end, and the leaflets on each

braided closely together, forming a matting of that length, and one and a half or two feet in breadth.

Thus prepared, they are placed on the rafters double, the higher ranges lapping over the lower in

the manner of slates or shingles.

The leaf of the breadfruit is two feet in length, one and more in width, and deeply indented.

It is prepared for thatching by stringing the leaves as closely as possible upon a rod of light wood, ten

or twelve feet long and half an inch in diameter, through a slit made in the stem of each leaf ; it is

then attached to the roof and sides in the same manner as the cocoanut, and forms a more durable

and better thatch.

But the palmetto affords the most valued covering, and that most used—especially for the

roof—wherever found in sufficient abundance. Its fan-like leaves are fastened one by one, with their
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centres about a foot from each other, upon long, split pieces of the hibiscus, which are then ranged
upon the roof, sixteen or eighteen inches apart, and, thus disposed, lap considerably every way, over

each other. All these kinds of thatch, instead of becoming dark and sunburnt, like the grass of the

Sandwich Islands huts, bleach beautifully ; and when seen at a distance, gleam among the groves,

in the brightness of the day, like neatly whitened cottages in our own country.

The fronts of the habitations are seldom thatched. Sometimes they are entirely open : in

which case the timber supporting the roof, and the pillars beneath, are generally neatly hewn and
ornamented by braids of sennit of various colors, white, black, yellow, etc., tied on in horizontal

FIG. .-,. I'.\HITI.\X OUKKN .S HOUSE.

stripes, in diamonds or in checks, in a prett\- and fanciful manner. In most of the houses, however,
the front is composed of bamboos, lashed horizontally to the pillars, at intervals of an inch or two, or

in lattice-work, for the admission of light; in which case there is a small door in the middle, fur-

ni.shed with a shutter, in a slide, to be clo.sed or opened at pleasure.

In every house the internal arrangement is the same. A smooth trunk of a cocoanut tree ex-

tends the whole length, a foot or two from the farther side. At an interval of about four feet another

lies parallel to it ; and the space between, spread with grass and covered with mats, constitutes the

bed of the whole family and household—the innermost log forming a general pillow, and the second

a support for the lower limbs, which extend over it. The rest of the area is a paved floor—a foot or two
above the platform without—upon which they partake of their meals and perform their indoor work.

Calabashes of food and water—wooden bowls and trays—some stone adzes with other rude
implements—numerous spears and war-clubs—and a few muskets sticking in the thatch—constituted

the furniture of the establishment.'

"Charles ,S. Stewart.—A ^'isit to the South Seas in i82Q-.^o. New York, 1831. I, ]). 233.
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Now Cook speaks of the Marquesan houses that he saw at Tahuata (Santa

Cristina of his voj'age) in by no means so eulogistic tone. He says:^

Their dwellings are in the vallies and on the sides of the hills, near their plantations. They

are built after the same manner as at Otaheite ; but are much meaner, and only covered with the

leaves of the bread tree. The most of them are built on a square, or oblong, pavement of stone

raised some height above the level of the ground. They likewise have such pavements near their

houses, on which they sit to eat and amuse themselves.

FIG. 4. T.VHITIAN VILLAGE.

Not a word about the most marked peculiarity of the last description—the

halved form shown in Fig. 2. The platforms are also shown in that figure. This is

the more remarkable as Cook was usually quick to notice any strange thing, and this

manner of building he found nowhere else in the Pacific.

Society Islands, Tahiti.—From the savage tempered and warlike Marquesan

we turn to the indolent, pleasure loving Tahitian. The one a cannibal, the other

loving his fellows in a different way. Cook had more time to study the Tahitians,

and he certainly gives us a pleasant pi(5lure:^

^Cook, Second Voyage. I, p. 310.

•"Cook, Journal (printed verbatim). July, 1769, p. 96.
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8 The Anciciif Hawaiian House.

The Houses or dwellings of these People are admirably calculated for the continual warmth

of the Climate ; they do not build them in Towns or Villages, but seperate each from the other, and

always in the Woods, and are without walls, so that the air, cooled by the shade of the Trees, has

free access in whatever direction it happens to blow. No country can boast of more delightful walks

than this ; the whole Plains where the natives reside are covered with groves of Bread Fruit and

Cocoa Nut Trees, without underwood, and intersected in all directions by the Paths which go from

House to House, so that nothing can be more grateful in a Climate where the sun hath so powerful

FU;. 5. TAIilTIAN chief's HOU.SR.'

an influence. They are generally built in form of an Oblong square, the Roofs are supported by

3 Rows of Pillars or Posts, and neatly covered with Thatch made of Palm leaves. A middle-siz'd

house is about 24 ft. by 12, extream heigth about 8 or g, and heigth of the lives 3J2 or 4. The floors

are cover'd some inches deep with Hay, upon which, here and there, lay matts for the convenience

of sitting down ; few houses has more than one Stool, which is used only by the Master of the family.

[See Fig. 8.]

In their houses are no rooms or Partitions, but they all huddle and vSleep together ; yet in this

they generally observe some order, the Married people laying by themselves, and the unmarried each

sex by themselves, at some distance from each other. Many of the Earcs or Chiefs are more private,

having small movable houses in which they Sleep, man and Wife, which, when they go by Water
from place to place, are tied upon their canoes ; the.se have walls made of Cocoa-Nut leaves, etc.

I have sai I that the houses are without walls, but this is only to be understood in general, for many

opiate VI of Parkinsoii'.s Journal.
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Tahiti in Cook^s Time. 9

of them are walled with wickering but not so close but to admit a free circulation of Air. The matts

which serve them to sit upon in the daytime are also their beds iu the night, and the Cloathes thej'

wear in the day serve for cov^ering, a little wood Stool, block of wood, or bundle of Cloth for a Pillow.

Besides these common houses there are others much larger, 200 feet long and upwards, 30 broad, and

20 in heigth. There are generally two or three of these in every district, and .seeni'd not only built

for the accommodation of the principal people, but common to all the inhabitants of that district, and

raised and kept up by their joint labour ; these are always without walls, and have generally a large

Area on one side neatly enclosed with low pallisades, etc.

FIG. 6. TONGAX IXTKKKJR ( \'UVAGE UE L'ASTKOI.AHE, PL. 75).

With Cook was the young artist Parkinson (who did not live to complete the

voyage), and he gives lis a pi(5lure of the house of a Tahitian chief which is so remark-

able a deviation from Polynesian domestic architedlure that, were it not for his accuracy

of draughtmanship in other things, might be treated as a creature of his imaginationr

He gives no description but the view shows clearly the outside of a high house with a

barrel-vaulted roof/' The framing seems to be on the outside and the thatch within.

The "Area on one side" which Cook mentions is clearly shown (Fig. 5).

''Parkinson saj-s in ;i note : Taotiiluiu's house is one hun.lred anil twenty yards long, anil twenty yards broad:

the roof is supported bv twenty posts each nineteen feet high." Parkinson's Journal, p. 55.
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Tongan Houses.—Abel Tasman, the discoverer of the Tongan Group Mhich

the next visitor, Cook, called Friendly Islands, gives us no description of the houses

on this cluster of comparatively low islands, and we must look to Cook for the needed

information. Now the Tongans are peculiarly situated, for while the racial affinities

are all with the Tahitians, their commercial dealings were chiefly with the Fijians, a

race usually considered a cross between the Polynesian and some darker strain, whether

Melanesian or Papuan. Hence it is interesting to find what we can of their dwellings.

We must begin with Cook. Speaking of the houses on Namuka he says:'

Some here differ from those I saw at the other isles ; being inclosed or walled on every side

with reeds neatly- put together but not close. The entrance is by a square hole about two and a half

feet each way. The form of these houses is an oblong square ; the floor or foundation every way

shorter than the eve, which is about four feet from the ground. By this con.struction, the rain that

falls on the roof, is carried off from the wall ; which otherwise would decay and rot.

On his third and last voyage (1784) Cook again saw the Tongan group and he

gives us his final impressions. Probably with his seamanship he disapproved of so

many bare spars in the interior of the Tongan house, although he admits they are

judiciously arranged:''

It is remarkable that these people, who, in many things, shew much taste and ingenuity,

should shew little of either in building their houses ; though the defect is rather in the design, than

in the execution. Those of the lower people are poor huts, scarcely sufficient to defend them from

the weather, and very small. Those of the better sort are larger and more comfortable
; but not

what we might expect. The dimensions of one of a middling size, are about thirty feet long, twenty

broad, and twelve high. Their house is, properly speaking, a thatched roof or shed, supported by

posts and rafters, disposed in a very judicious manner. The floor is raised with earth smoothed, and

covered with strong, thick matting, and kept very clean. The most of them are closed on the weather

side (and sometimes more than two thirds round), with strong mats, or with branches of the cocoa-

nut tree, plaited or woven with each other. These they fix up edgewise, reaching from the eaves to

the ground ; and thus they answer the purpose of a wall. A thick strong mat, about two and one

half or three feet broad, bent into the form of a semicircle, and set upon its edge, with the ends

touching the side of the house, in shape resembling the fender of a fire hearth, incloses a space for

the master and mistress of the family to sleep in. » * * * * The rest of the family sleep upon

the floor, wherever they please to lie down, the unmarried men and women apart from each other.

Or, if the family be large, there are small huts adjoining, to which the servants retire in the night:

so that privacy is as much observed here, as one could expect. They have mats made on purpose

for sleeping on ; and the clothes that they wear in the day, serve for their covering in the night.

Their whole furniture consists of a bowl or two, in which they make kava; a few gourds ; cocoa-nut

shells ; some small wooden stools, whieh serve them for pillows ;
and perhaps a large stool for the

Chief or Master, of the family to set upon. (P'ig. 8.)

Cook's description is illustrated indireAly by a drawing representing the cere-

moniotis Awa Drinking, which is here reproduced, as it shows well the judicious ar-

rangement of the supporting beams of which the great navigator speaks.

'Cook's Second Voyage. II, p. 21.

'Cook's Third Voyage, 1784. I, p. ,^93.
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Next comes the account of William Mariner, a man whose name is honored as

that of an accurate observer by all who study the Eastern Pacific. His compulsory

residence of several years on the group has given us perhaps the best account of the

daily life of that early time that we have.'' Of Tongan

housebuilding his words are few but to the point

and may be quoted in full

:

Las;a falc, house-building. Every man knows how to

build a house, but those whose business it is have chiefly to

erect large houses on niarl)'s, consecrated houses, and dwel-

lings for chiefs. The general form of their houses is oblong,

rather approaching to an oval, the two ends being closed, and

the front and back open ; the sloping thatched roof descend-

ing to within about four feet of the ground, which is general!}-

VIC. 7. TONCIAN PILLOW. Supported by four posts ; the larger houses by six, or some-

KIG. 8. WOODKN STOOLS.

times more. The chief art in building a house consists in fastening the beams, &c., strongly, with plait

of different colours, made of the husk of the cocoa-nut, in such a way as to look very ornamental ; the

colours, which are black, red and yellow, being tastefully disposed. The thatch of the superior houses

is made of the dried leaves of the sugar cane, and which will last seven or eight years without requiring

repair. The thatch of the common houses is made of matting formed of the leaves of the cocoa-nut tree,

and which lasts about two or three years ; but being much easier to make than the other, it ismore

frequently vised. The flooring is thus made : the ground, being raised about a foot, is beaten down
hard, and covered with the leaves of the cocoa-nut tree, dried grass, or leaves of the ifi tree {Inocarpus

cdiilis): over this is laid a bleached matting, made of the young leaves of the cocoanut tree. The house

consists, as it were, but of one apartment, but which is subdivided occasionall)' by screens about six

or eight feet high. In case of rain, or at night, if the weather is cool, they let down a sort of blind.

'.\n .\ccount of the Natives of the Tonga Islands. Compiled and arranged from the extensive communications

of Mr. William Mariner by John Martin, M.D. London, 1817. 11, p. 279.
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which is attached to the eaves of the open sides of the house : these blinds are made of long mats,

about six inches in width, one above another, and rather overlapping, and are so contrived as to draw up

by means of strings, like our Venetian blinds, and are then concealed just within the eaves. The com-

mon houses have not these blinds, but, in place of them a few mats hung up as occasion maj- require.

Half a centitry passed and we have another record of the Tongan hotise from a

resident of some years, and this seems to fill the few lines nndrawn in the former pic-

tures. Even with the example set by King George Tiibou, who delighted to build his

numerous residences of foreign material in foreign manner, the general character of

FIG. 9. KAVA DRINKING IN TONGA ( PI,. 20 OF COOK'S THIRD VOYAGE).

the Tongan house remained the same as when Cook and Mariner described it. I quote

from the interesting account of the Reverend Thomas West:"'

Nukualofa (the Capital) is intersected by tolerably wide paths, kept scrupulous!}- free from

all rank vegetation and dirt. These paths are bounded by the neat reed fences which enclose the

abis or residential sections of the various chiefs and their retainers. These enclosures are planted

largely with useful trees, such as the bread-fruit, banana, cocoa-nut, orange, citron, shaddock, and

a variety of shrubs whose overhanging foliage effectually screens the pathways from the intense heat

of the sun. Very little order is observed in placing the numerous houses within these enclosures.

There are no regular avenues or streets. In fact a house is generally placed where it can obtain the

greatest amount of shade from overhanging trees,— a matter certainly of considerable importance in

a tropical climate. A casual visitor, therefore, can see but few dwellings even when he has entered

within the toto a, or fence of the abi; and, until he hunts them out amongst the abounding shrubbery,

he wonders where the people live.

'"Ten years in South-Central Polynesia ; Being reminiscences of a personal mission to the Friendly Islands and
their Dependencies. London, i86s, p. 44.
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A Tonguese house suits the few necessities and easy habits of the people, but has none of the

comforts so essential to a higher type of civilization. With the exception of what may be called

public buildings, and a few of the dwellings of the chiefs of highest rank, their dimensions are small,

and they contain but two apartments. They are, however, constructed with an eye to neatness and

great strength ; and when elaboratel\- finished in the best native style, their interior appearance is

by no means to be despised. The walls range from four to eight feet in height, and are formed

either of a single or double fencing of reeds, which, when interlaced and bound by siunet to the

lokotuus, or stakes and posts, planted all round the eaves of the building, resembles very much strong

basket-work. These walls are sometimes made more wind and weather tight by the addition of a

lining of plaited cocoa-nut leaves ; but, at the best, they afford a sorry resistance to strong winds or

heavy rains. On the other hand, there is capital ventilation ; and perhaps that is of greater import-

ance in such a hot climate, than even freedom from the more occasional annoyances attendant upon

stormy weather. To compensate for the lowness of the walls, the roof of a Tonguese house is carried

to a considerable height. The rafters are closely set, and are generally made of the outer wood of

the cocoa-nut tree, or of the breadfruit tree, the latter of which has much the appearance of cedar

wood; and has a very pleasing and beautiful effect when nicely finished. The large beams to which

the rafters are attached, are laid along the grooved tops of high and durable posts, which reach

about half way up the entire height of roof. The inner ridgepole is usually ornamented by a pro-

fusion of sinnet wrappings of varied colors and geometrically interlaced. The roof itself is covered with

a thick thatch, made from the leaves of the sugar cane or of the bamboo, and is perfectly water-tight.

A well-built house will last a good many years ; but the thatching requires to be renewed, under the

most favourable circumstances, about once in five years. The floor is laid with a profusion of dried

leaves, which are in turn covered over with numbers of mats made from the cocoa-nut leaf, upon which

again the finer sitting and sleeping mats are placed. No provision is made in the interior of either

native or European house for cooking conveniences. A separate building contains the kitchen

requisites, and the heat of the climate renders a fire-place in the dwelling house unnecessary. What

is wanting in the architectural beauty of these houses is amply remedied b>- the Io\eliness of the

natural bowers, from which they peep out upon the passer-by.

With all this detail of the outward appearance not a word of the method of erecting

the house. We learn, however, that there has been little or no change from the time

of Cook. The marked feature is the open nature of the stru(5lure, which was evidentl}'

used for something more than a shelter from rain and a bedroom. Turning from Tonga

to Samoa we find the same open strudlure and ground plan, although the Samoans

had by no means the close connection with the Tongans that the Fijians had: we

shall see later that the latter built a very different house.

Samoan Houses.—In several visits to the Samoan Islands, both at Apia on

the island of Upolu and at Pagopago on the island of Tutuila I have visited native

houses and to some extent examined their structure; I have been seated on the low

fence that is a part of the house strudlure and serves to keep out pigs and other four-

footed unwelcome visitors, and discussed with the hospitable inmates matters relating

both to the house and to its furniture, but as the evidence of foreign improvements

was incontrovertible (kerosene lamps, crockery, boards, etc.) I prefer to turn to a trust-
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worthy authority on Samoan houses as ou other matters relating to that group half a

centur}' ago when the change from ancient to modern was not so perceptible. The

Rev. Geo. Turner has recorded" for us the following account of the Samoan houses:

Imagine a gigantic beehive, thirtj' feet in diameter, a hundred in circumference, and raised from

the ground about four feet by a number of short posts, at intervals of four feet from each other all

round, and you have a good idea of the appearance of a Samoan house. '= The spaces between these

posts, which may be called open doors or windows, all round the house, are shut in at night [or dur-

ing stormy weather] by roughly plaited cocoa-nut leaf blinds. During the day the blinds are pulled

KIG. ID. SAMOAN HOUSK.

up, and all the interior exposed to a free current of air. The floor is raised six or eight inches with

rough stones ; then an upper layer of smooth pebbles : then some cocoa-nut-leaf mats, and then a layer

of finer matting. Houses of important chiefs are erected on a raised platform of stone three feet

high. In the centre of the house there are two, and sometimes three, posts or pillars, twenty feet

long, sunk three feet into the ground, and extending to and supporting the ridge pole. These are

the main props of the building. The space betweeu the rafters is filled with what they call ribs.

viz., the wood of the bread-fruit tree, split up into small pieces, and joined together so as to form a

long rod the thickness of the finger, running from the ridge pole down to the eaves. All are kept in

their places, an inch and a half apart, by cross pieces, made fast with cinnet. The whole of this upper

cagelike work looks compact and tidy, and at the first glance is admired by strangers as being alike

novel, ingenious and neat. The wood of the bread-fruit tree, of which the greater part of the best

houses are built, is durable, and, if preserved from wet, will last fifty years.

" Nineteen Years in Polynesia : Missionary Life, Travels, and Researches in the Islands of the Pacific. Lon-

don, 1861, p. 256.

'-It should be noted that the ground plan is elliptical, not circular, as might be inferred from this description.
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The thatch, also, is laid on with great care and taste ; the long dry leaves of the sugar-cane

are strung on to pieces of reed five feet long ; thej- are made fast to the reed by overlapping the one

end of the leaf, and pinning it with the rib of the cocoa-nut leaflet, run through from leaf to leaf hori-

zontally. These reeds, thus fringed with the sugar-cane leaves hanging down three or four feet, are

laid on, beginning at the eaves and running up to the ridge pole, each one overlapping its fellow an

inch or so, and made fast one by one with cinnet to the inside rods or rafters. Upwards of a hundred
of these reeds of thatch will be required for a single row running from the eaves to the ridge pole;

then they do another row, and so on all round the house. Two, three, or four thousand of the.se

FIG. II. S.\,MOAN INTiCRIOK.

fringed reeds may be required for a good sized house. This thatching if well done will last for seven

years. To collect the sugar-cane leaves, and "sew", as it is called, the ends on to the reeds, is the

work of the women. An active woman will sew fifty rods in a day, and three men will put up and

fa.sten on to the roof of the house some five hundred in a day. For coolness and ventilation nothing

beats the thatch. The great drawback is, that iu gales it stands up like a field of corn, and then the

rain pours into the house. That, however, may be remedied by a network of cinnet, to keep down
the thatch, or by the native plan of covering all in with a layer of heavy cocoa-nut leaves on the

approach of a gale.

These great circular roofs are so constructed that they can be lifted bodily off the posts, and

removed anywhere, either b}' hand, or by a raft of canoes. But in removing a house, they generally

divide the roof into four parts, viz., the two sides, and the two ends, where there are particular joints

left by the carpenters, which can easily be untied, and again fastened. There is not a single nail in

the whole building ; all is made fast with cinnet. The arrangement of the houses in a village has

no regard whatever to order. You rarely see three houses in a line. Every one puts his house on

his little plot of ground just as the shade of the trees, the direction of the wind, the height of the

ground, etc., may suit his fancy.
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A house, after the usual Samoan fashion, has but o>ie apartment. It is the common parlour,

dining-room, etc., bj- day, and the bed-room of the whole family by night. They do not, however,

altogether herd indiscriminately. If you peep into a Samoan house at midnight, you will see five or

six low oblong fefi/s \_taina)ini'\ pitched (or rather strung up) here and there through the house.

They are made of native cloth,'' five feet high, and close all round down to the mat. They shut out

the mosquitoes, and inclose a place some eight feet by five ; and the.se said tent-looking places may
be called the bed-rooms of the family. Four or five mats laid loosely, the one on the top of the other,

form the bed: the pillow is a piece of thick bamboo, three inches in diameter, three to five feet long, and

raised three inches from the mat by short wooden feet ( Fig. 13 ) . After private prayer in the morning,

FIC;. 12. SAMOAN PALACK.

the tent is unstrung, mats, pillow and sheet rolled together, and laid up overhead on a .shelf between

the posts in the middle of the house.

These rolls of mats and bedding, a bundle or two done up in native cloth, on the same shelf in

the centre of the house, a basket, a fan or two, and a butcher's knife stuck into the thatch within

reach, a fishing net, a gun strung up along the rafters, a few paddles, a wooden chest in one corner,

and a few cocoa-nut shell water-bottles in another, are about all the things in the shape of furniture

or property you can .see in looking into a Samoan house. The fireplace is about the middle of the

house. It is nierel}* a circular hollow, two or three feet in diameter, a few inches deep, and lined

with hardened clay. It is not used for cooking, but for the purpose of lighting up the hou.se at night.

hjiaming fire, was the regular evening offering to the gods, as the family bowed the head, and the

fathers prayed for prosperity from the "gods great and small". The women collect, during the day,

a supply of dried cocoa-nut leaves, etc., which, with a little management, keep up a continued blaze

in the evening, while the assembled family group have their supper and prayer and sit together

chatting for an hour or two afterwards.

But about house-bitilding: it is a distinct trade in Samoa ; and perhaps, on an average, )ou

may find one among every three hundred men who is a master carpenter. Whenever this person

"Siapo or kapa beaten loosely, but still too tight to be ciulurable for a while man. One in the Bishop Museum
No. 2231, is heavil}' varnished with breadfruit gum.
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goes to work, he has in his train some ten or twelve, who follow him, some as journeymen, who ex-

pect payment from him, and others as apprentices, who are principally anxious to learn the trade.

If a person wishes a house built, he goes with a fine mat, worth in cash value 20s. or 30s. He tells

the carpenter what he wants, and presents him with the mat as a pledge that he shall be well paid

for his work. If he accept the mat, that also is a pledge that he will undertake the job. Nothing is

stipulated as to the cost ; that is left entirely to the honor of the employing party. At an appointed

time the carpenter comes with his staff of helpers and learners. Their only tools are a felling-axe, a

hatchet, and a small adze ; and there they sit, chop, chop, chopping, for three, six, or nine months,

it may be, until the house is finished. Of old they used stone and shell adzes.

The man whose house is being built provides the carpenters with board and lodging, and is

also at hand with his neighbors to help in bringing wood from the bush, scaffolding, and other heavy

work. It is a lasting disgrace to an)- one to have it said that he paid his carpenter shabbily. It

brands him as a person of no rank or respectability, and is disreputable, not merely to himself, but

FIG. 13. S.\MO-\N AI.I OK PII.I.OW OF B.\MBU.

to the whole family or dan with which he is connected. The entire tribe or clan is his bank. Being

connected with that particular tribe, either by birth or marriage, gives him a latent interest in all

their property, and entitles him to go freely to any of his friends to ask for help in paying his house-

builder. He will get a mat from one, worth twenty shillings ; from another he may get one more

valuable still ; from another, some native cloth worth five shillings ; from another four or six yards

of calico ; and thus he may collect, with but little trouble, two or three hundred useful articles,

worth, perhaps, forty or fifty pounds ; and in this way the carpenter is generally well paid. Now
and then there will be a stingy exception ; but the carpenter, from certain indications, generally sees

ahead, and decamps with all his party, leaving the house unfinished. It is a standing custom, that

after the sides and one end are finished, the principal part of the payment be made ; and it is at this

time that a carpenter, if he is dissatisfied, will get up and walk off. A house with two sides and but

one end, and the carpenters away, is indicative. Nor can the chief to whom the house belongs em-

ploy another party to finish it. It is a fixed rule of the trade, and rigidly adhered to, that no one

will take up the work which another party has thrown down. The chief, therefore has no alterna-

tive but to go and make up matters with the original carpenter, in order to have his house decently

completed. When a house is finished, and all ready for occupation, they have their "hou.se-warm-

ing" or, as they call it, its oven consecration ; and formerly it was the custom to add on to that a dance,

for the purpose of "treading down the beetles."

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. 3.-2.
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Samoau temples (/v?/<"-rt///r=: Spirit house) were built in the same manner as

ordinary houses, according to the Rev. J. B. Stair;''' but in the piAure he gives of these

structures (Fig. 15) they seem to be round rather than oval. Th&fanna-tann or raised

platform was high in proportion to the respect intended to be shown to the deity to

whom the temple was dedicated, or perhaps to the means of the builder. In most

FIG. 14. SAJIOAN HOUSE.

cases if it was a family fane all the famil}^ were expefted to help build it; if a public

one all the village turned out and worked.

It must not be supposed that this temple was what is generally understood by

the term, a place in which to worship. A tree might be chosen as the temporary abode

of the aitii [Hawaiian akHa\^ or indeed any secluded place, but \X\& falc aitii was usually

in the midst of a village and was surrounded bv a low fence or hedge. The priests

entered these houses, when consulted by the people, to inquire of the god who was

supposed to be for the time immanent in the priest and to ixse his voice for the desired

answer. It was then a sort of oracle by which the priest doubtless profited, whether

the consultant was satisfied or mystified. The Reverend author goes on to describe a

ruin that may throw a side light on the Tongan trilithon. We shall see that the

circular plan appears again in New Caledonia. He writes (p. 228):

"Old Samoa, by Rev. J. B. Stair, p. 226. I^ondon, 1897.
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(• _;

One very interesting exception to the usual style of building these temples is found in the case

of a remarkable old ruin of the Falc-o-/c-Fc'c (House of the Fe'e), the famous war-god of A'ana and

Faleata, the site of which became known to me a short time before leaving Samoa in 1845. This

appears to have been built in the usual Samoan style, but its ruins disclose the fact that its builders

had used stone slabs for the supporting-posts of the roof, and that it got the name of 0-lc-faIc-ma'a-

,->. o-le-fe'c (the stone house of the

,. Fe'e), and hence became en-

shrouded with much mystery and

wonder. I think this is the only

instance of such a departure from

the usual style of Samoan building

known in the islands.

It is itiifortunate that we

have no definite information

of tlie bttildings or their

niin.s in the Ivlantia portion

of Samoa which is stipposed

to be the cradle of the pres-

ent Samoan population ; the

island Tan is still noted for

its canoe builders.

Fijian Houses.— So far

we have had Polynesian house-

building, and it may seem

strange to break the order by

omitting the most elaborate

form, that of the Maori, for

the present, and taking up the

work of an entirelj- different

people as the Pacific islanders

are generally classified, but viy reason is not only founded on the geographical relation

of the Vitian grotip to those whose housebuilding has already been described, but on

the close relationship of form and manner of building, which as we shall see later on,

nearly resembles that of the Hawaiians.

It is perhaps unnecessary to go farther back than the time of the United States

Exploring Expedition (1840), for foreign infltience had made little, if any, change in

the manner of building dwellings, although the advance of missionary work was soon

to destroy the Fijian temples. The account of the houses as given by Captain Wilkes
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20 The Ancient Haivaiian House.

in his Narrative'' is rather fragmentary, probably made up from the journals of the

various officers, but it gives a definite pifture of the Fijian habitation as it was, and as

it is in many parts of the great Vitian archipelago, parts of which if turned from can-

nibalism, are otherwise as they were when white men first visited the group. Captain

Hudson, the second in command, and who will also be remembered as the commander

FIG. l6. INTERIOR OF NGARANINGIOU'S HOUSE, REWA (BY A. T. AGATE).

of the Niagara in the laying of the first Atlantic cable, had been sent to amuse the

king at Rewa with fireworks, and in the rainy weather he proceeded at once to the

king's house, which is thus described

:

The house is large, aud in shape not unlike a Dutch barn : it is sixty feet in length and thirty

in width ; the eaves were six feet from the ground, and along each side there were three large posts,

two feet in diameter and six feet high, set firmly into the ground ; on these were laid the horizontal

beams and plates to receive the lower ends of the rafters ; the rafters rise to a ridge-pole thirty feet

from the ground, which is supported by three posts in the centre of the building. They were of

uniform size, about three inches in diameter and eighteen inches apart. The usual thick thatch was

in this case very neatly made. The sides of the house were of small upright reeds, set closely to-

gether. All the fastenings were of sennit, made from the husk of the cocoa-iuit. Some attempts at

ornament were observed, the door-posts being covered with reeds wound around with sennit which

" Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition, during tlie years 1838-1842, by Charles Wilkes, U. S. N.,

vol. iii, p. 113 (edition of 1845).
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had a pretty effect. There are two doorwaj-s, oue on each side; these are oiil}- about three feet in

height, and are closed by hanging mats. ****** On one side of the house, as is usual

among the Feejeeans, the cooking place is excavated, a foot deep and about eight feet square ; this

was furnished with three large earthen pots of native manufacture.

Of a nihilre ( sacred or memorial house) tliey say

:

The mound on which it is built is an artificial one, ten feet high : The mbure is about twelve

feet square, and its sides or walls only four feet high ; while its high pitched roof rises to the height

FIG. 17. FIJI.VN HOUSE OF MODERN TIMES.

of about thirty feet. The walls and roof of the mbure are constructed of canes about the size of a

finger, and each oue is wound round with sennit as thick as a cod line, made from the cocoa-nut

husk. At a little distance, the whole house looked as though it was built of braided cord.

Again, on page 343, this general description is given:

Their houses differ from those of the other groups, although they are constructed of similar

materials. The frame and sills are made of the cocoa-nut and tree fern , the)' have two doorways,

on opposite sides, from three to four feet high, and four feet wide ; the posts are set in the ground

and are placed about three feet apart ; the rafters of the palm tree are set upon a plate resting on the

post ; these have a very steep pitch, and support a cocoa-nut log, that forms the peak of the roof; the

ends of the peak extend beyond the thatching at each end, and are covered with shells {Ovulutn

ovum). The thatching is peculiar being thickest at the eaves. To make the roof they begin at the
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peak,''' whence tliey thatch clown with the wild sugar-cane, under which they place fern leaves.

These gradually increase in quantity until they reach to the eaves, which are about two or three feet

thick, project some distance over the sides and are cut off square.

The sides are closed in with small cane, in square wickerwork, and not in diamond shape, as

those of Tonga. Mats are hung before the doors. The common houses are oblong, from twenty to

thirty feet in length, and fifteen feet high. Some of the best class of buildings, belonging to the

chiefs, are exceedingly well and ingeniously built. If a person wishes to build a house, he carries a

present of a whale's tooth to the king or chief, and tells him his wish, the size, &c. The king or

chief orders the men who are generally emploj-ed for such purposes, to prepare the timber and get

all things ready. The direction is given to some one as the chief superintendent, and from one to

five hundred men are employed, as may be deemed necessary. The house is fini.shed in ten or fifteen

days, and will last about five years without repairs to its thatching. They are, however, generally

considered tenantable for twenty years, or upwards. All the houses have fire-places a little on one

FIG. iS. FIJIAN PILLOWS IN TIIK BLSIIOP MUSKUM.

side of the centre ; these are nothing more than an ash-pit, with a few large stones to build the fire

and place the pots on. The same kind of fire-place is to be found in the nibures, where a fire is kept

burning night and day, which they believe the kalou or spirit requires. The houses generally are not

divided by partitions, but at each end they are raised about a foot above the centre floor. These

elevations are for sleeping, and are covered with layers of mats until they are soft and pleasant to

lie ou. In sleeping they use a pillow made of a piece of bamboo or other species of wood, about two

inches in diameter, with four legs; this is placed immediately under the neck, and is sufficiently

high to protect their large head of hair from being disarranged.

From the con.stant use of this pillow, a scirrhous lump, as large as a goose-egg, is often formed

on the nape of the neck. This pillow was undoubtedly brought into use to protect their peculiar

fashion of wearing their hair ; and from the inquiries made, I found it had been used from time im-

memorial. Many of these pillows are carved and ornamented, and a chief always travels with his own.

Again we mu.st ttirn to a devoted missionary who has lived among the Fijians

and has used his eyes to good advantage. Wilkes was perhaps abreast of his times in

way of gathering information, and he had the help of scientific men of undoubted

"This is a mistake, as will be seen later on.
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ability, but ia matters of etlmolog}' very little that was precise was obtainable, or at

least obtained, by the explorers of those times. It seems very unfortunate that when

old customs and people still existed, there were no trained ethnologists, and when the

advance of scientific methods has put many ardent explorers in the wa}^, both people

and customs have almost vanished from the earth. My honored friend Dr. Charles

Pickering, who was the ethnologist of the expedition, did what he could in the "Races

of Man", but anthropological measurements were not thought of, or at least wanting,

and generalization took the place of the prying questions and minute observations of

the present day. Anthropologists today know more about an individual negro than

was known in 1840 about the whole Fijiau race,—naj-, than was known of all the peo-

ples of the vast Pacific Ocean.

FIG. 19. SECTIONS OF FIJIAN HOUSES.

Until modern methods and instruments shall be employed in an exploration of

the islands of the Great Ocean we must be content with the brief, imperfect sketches

the old vo^'agers have given us, illumined here and there b}- the gleams thrown on

these dark places by some missionary, who understanding his own needs studies the

people he goes among with the benevolent purpose of saving such souls as they may
have from eternal destrudlion, and by these studies saves many a chapter from the

story of their lives which would otherwise have been lost more certaiul3^ To such

workers in the vinej'ard of the Lord every true scientist gives heart}' acclamation,

whatever he maj- think of their theological beliefs or teachings. One of the excellent

missionaries, the Reverend Thomas Williams, has given in his very interesting and

instru6live book on this group, where he worked many j'ears, the following account of

housebuilding there:"'

—

The form of the houses iu Fiji is so varied, that a description of a building in one of the wind-

ward islands would give a very imperfect idea of those to leeward, those of the former being much
the better. In one district a village looks like an assemblage of square wicker baskets ; in another,

like so many rustic arbours ; a third seems a collection of oblong hayricks with holes iu the sides,

'" Fiji aud the Fijians, 2 vols. London, 1858. I, P- 79-
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while iu a fourth these ricks are conical. By one tribe just enough framework is built to receive the

covering for the walls and roofs, the inside of the house being an open space. Another tribe intro-

duces long centre posts, posts half as long to receive the wall-plates, and others still shorter, as quar-

terings to strengthen the walls; to these are added tie-beams, to resist the outward pressure of the

high-pitched rafters, and along the side is a substantial galler}-, on which property is stored. The
walls or fences of a house are from four to ten feet high ; and, in some cases, are hidden on the out-

side b}- the thatch being extended to the ground, so as to make the transverse section of the building

an equilateral triangle. [3, Fig. 19.] The walls range in thickness from a single reed to three feet.

Those at Lau (windward) have the advantage in appearance ; those at Ra (leeward) are the warm-

est. At Lau the walls of Chief's houses are three reeds thick, the outer and inner rows of reeds

being arranged perpendicularl)-, and the middle horizontally, so as to regulate the neat siunet-work

FIG. 20. SINNET WORK ON WALLS, FIJI.

with which they are ornamented. At Ra, a covering of grass or leaves is used, and the fastenings

are vines cut from the woods ; but at Lau sinnet is used for this purpose, and patterns wrought with

it upon the reeds in several different colours. A man, master of difficult patterns, is highly valued,

and his work certainly produces a beautiful and often artistic effect."* Sometimes the reeds within

the grass walls^are reticulated skilfully with black lines. The door-posts are so finished as to

become literally reeded pillars; but some use the naturally carved stem of the palm-fern instead.

Fire-places are sunk a foot below the floor, nearly in the centre of the building, and are surrounded

b}' a curb of hard wood. In a large house, the hearth is twelve feet square, and over it is a frame

supporting one or two floors, whereon pots and fuel are placed, [i. Fig. 19.] Sometimes an eleva-

tion at one end of the dwelling ser\'es as a divan and sleeping place.

Slight houses are run up in a short time. When at Lakemba, I passed a number of men who

had just planted the posts of a house twenty feet long. I was away, engaged with a Tougan Chief,

for about an hour and a half, and on my return was amazed to see the house finished, except the

completing of the ridge. An ordinary house can be built in a fortnight; the largest require two or

three months. A visitor, .speaking of Tauoa's"^ house, says, "It surpasses in magnitude and grand-

eur anything I have seen in these seas. It is one hundred and thirty feet long, forty-two feet wide,

"This work should be compared with the similar work of the Maori shown below.

"A remarkable Chief of Mbau, father of Thakombau the cannibal king of Mbau and later of all Fiji, who was

converted to Christianity largely by the counsel and example of George Toubou, King of Tonga.
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with massive columus in the centre, and strong, curious workmanship in every part." Excellent

timber being easily procured, houses from sixty to ninety feet long, by thirty feet wide, are built,

with a framework which, unless burnt, will last for twenty years. The wood of the bread-fruit tree

is seldom used ; vesi the green-heart of India, buabua, very like box-wood, and cevua, bastard sandal-

wood, being more durable. A peculiarity of the Fijian pillar spoils its appearance. Where the

capital is looked for, there is a long neck just wide enough to receive the beam it supports.

A pillar two feet in diameter is thus cut awa}- at the top to about six inches.

FIG. 21. DOOR OF A FIJIAN HOUSE TO SHOW THE PENT.

Ordinary grass houses have no eaves [3, Fig. 19]; but there is over the doorway a thick semi-

circular projection of fern and grass, forming a pent. [2, Fig. 19 and Fig. 21.] Some houses have

openings for windows. The doorways are generally so low as to compel those who enter to stoop.

The answer to my inquiry why they were so, often reminded me of Proverbs xvii, 19.-° Although the

Fijian has no mounted Arab to fear, he has often foes equally subtle, to whom a high doorway would

give facility for many a murderous visit.

Temples, dwelling-houses, sleeping-houses, kitchens, (Lau) inns or receiving houses for

strangers (nilncre ni valagi ), and yam stores are the buildings of Fiji.

For thatching, long grass, or leaves of the sugar-cane and stone palm, are used. The latter

are folded in rows over a reed, and sewn together, so as to be used in lengths of four or six feet, and

make a very durable covering. The leaves of the sugar-cane are also folded over a reed ; but this

is done on the roof, and cannot be removed, as the other may, without injury. The grass or reed

-°He that raiseth high his gate seeketh destruction.
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thatch is laid on in rather thin tiers, and fastened down by long rods, found ready for use in the man-

grove forests, and from ten to twenty feet long, and secured to the rafters by split rattans. Some

very good houses are covered first with the cane leaves, and then with the grass, forming a double

thatch. Sometimes the eaves are made two feet thick with ferns, and have a good effect ; but, when

thicker, they look heavy, and, by retaining the wet, soon rot.

The ridge of superior buildings receives much attention. The ends of the ridgepole project

for a yard or more beyond the thatch, having the extremities blackened, and increasing with a funnel-

shape, and decorated with large white shells (Ovulutn ovum). The rest of the ridge is finished as a

large roll bound with vines, and on this is fixed a thick, well-twisted grass cable ; another similar

cable is passed along the under side of the roll, having hung from it a row of large tassels. All for-

eigners are struck with the tasteful character of this work, and lament that its materials are not more

durable. I have seen several hou.ses in which the upper edge of the eaves was finished with a neat

braid. The thatchers, contrary to the statement in the "U. S. Exploring Narrative," always begin

at the eaves and work upwards.

A more animated scene than the thatching of a house in Fiji cannot be conceived. When a

sufficient quantity of material has been collected round the house, the roof of which has been previ-

ously covered with a net-work of reeds, from forty to three hundred men and boys assemble, each

being satisfied that he is expected to do some work, and each determined to be very noisy in doing it.

The workers within pair with those outside, each tying what another lays on. When all have taken

their places, and are getting warm, the calls for grass, rods, antl lashings, and the answers, all com-

ing from two or three hundred excited voices of all keys, intermixed with stamping down the thatch,

and shrill cries of exultation from every quarter, make a miniature Babel, in which the Fijian—

a

notorious proficient in nearly every variety of halloo, whoop and yell—fairly outdoes himself. All

that is excellent in material or workmanship in the Chief's houses, is seen to perfection and in un-

sparing profusion in the mbure or temple.

An iutelligent voyager observes

:

In architecture the Fijians have made no mean progress ; and the}- are the onh' people I have

seen, among those classed by Europeans as savages, who manifested a taste for the fine arts ; while,

as with the ancient Greeks, this taste was universal.^'

I think my reader will agree with me that Mr. Williams has given us a very

complete account of the Fijian house and its building; I can hear the noise of its

builders as I recall similar scenes in the Hawaiian Islands and elsewhere in the Pacific

—the Fijian has no monopoly of noise, and if he can beat a modern Hawaiian game of

"bawl" I am much mistaken. Dr. Pickering is right in his estimate of the artistic

tendencies and even achievements of this interesting group of cannibals, for this they

certainl}' were when they in some former day contrived the plan and form of their

hotises which possess at least one prime requisite of true Art, pleasing and satisfying

'

to a cultured mind. There is but one tribe in the Pacific that can contest the suprem-

acy in architedlure with them, and this too is a people of inveterate cannibalistic

tastes, the Maori of New Zealand. I have elsewhere called attention to the curious

fact that anthropophagous people seem to produce the most elaborate ornamentation,

'"Pickering's "Races of Man", p. 155.
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and here I must add to their credit the most artistic housebuilding. If the Fijian ex-

cels in beauty of form and proportion, the Maori excites our surprise and pleasure in

his carved work, which as used in housebuilding seems to take the lead.

There is a chapter of Fijian housebuilding that has been omitted from all the

accounts already quoted, but which I do not propose to skip, for the matter is also a part

of Hawaiian practice as well ; I refer to the human sacrifice usual at the planting of

FIG. 22. VIKW OF .\ MBURE IN MB.\U.

the corner posts (or at least of one) of any important building, whether it be for the

use of the gods or of -the chiefs. I quote from an author thoroughly cognizant of

Vitian customs, Lorimer Fison :"

The ]"aka-so>iil>H-jii>idi()ii, literally, the "lowerers of the post", were men killed when the

coruer-posts of a heathen temple, or a great chief's house, were lowered into the holes dug for them.

The god iu whose honor the temple was being erected, or the chief whose house was building, would be

dishonored if no human life were taken when the posts were set up ; and it used to be of no uncom-

mon occurrence for a liviug man to be placed standing in each post-hole, and there buried alive by

the side of the post, the hole being filled up and the earth rammed down over him. But a few jears

ago there were houses in Fiji, on whose floor the babe and its mother slept, and little children played,

while within hand-reach underground grim skeletons stood embracing the corner posts with their

"Tales from Old Fiji, by Lorimer Fison. London, 1904. xv.
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fleshless arms. It is even probable that there are houses of this description still standing at the

present day. At the root of this horrible practice we may doubtless recognize the once widespread

superstition that the sacrifice of a human victim, when a foundation was being laid, propitiated the

gods and secured the stability of the building.

When the house timber was cut and ready for hauling from the forest, then also men were

slain who were called Yara-ninduru or "draggers of the post"; the setting up of the first pair of

rafters was celebrated by a cannibal feast, whose victims were called Lala^va-ni-sa, or "rafter tiers",

and when the building was finished other unfortunate wretches were killed and eaten. These were

known as \'aka-i'oii-voti , a word whose etymology I am unable to explain.

In another place Mr. Fison tells of an old chief in a corner of whose dwelling

were buried some fifteen of his children, most of them mnrdered by their father, so it

wonld seem unlikely that these people had arrived at the luxitry of a hatmted house

!

It will be noticed that with exception of the post viAims, the offerings were eaten, not

simplj' offered to the gods.

Lest this custom of the Pacific Islanders, which shocks the modern feelings,

should be considered a mark of especial depravity or hardness of heart, let me state

that even in Christian countries and in the case of Christian churches the survival of

this human sacrifice is a matter of histor}^, and modern histor}' at that. I quote from

S. Baring-Gould's "Strange Survivals", 1895, p. 13:

In 18S5, Holsworthy parish church was restored, and in the course of restoration the south-

west angle wall of the church was taken down. In it, embedded in the mortar and stone, was found

a skeleton. The wall of this portion of the church was faulty, and had settled. According to the

account of the masons who found the ghastly remains, there was no trace of a tomb, but every appear-

ance of the person having been buried alive and hurriedlj'. A mass of mortar was over the mouth,

and the stones were huddled about the corpse as though hastily heaped about it, then the walls were

leisurely proceeded with.

The tradition of the ramparts of Copenhagen given by Thiele in his "Danish

Folk-tales" is, there can be no doubt, founded on fact. As the walls of the ramparts

would not stand firm on the poor foundation, the btiilders took a little girl, placed her

in a chair b}' a table on which were sweetmeats and plaj-things to amuse her, and then

a dozen masons rapidl}' built a vatilt over her, covering it with earth, and drowning

the innocent child's cries with drums and trumpets. Baring Gould tells us that a few

years ago, when the Bridge Gate in the Bremen walls was demolished, the skeleton of

a child-was actually fotmd imbedded in the foundation. The same author we quote:

In the walls of the ancient castle of Henneberg, the seat of a line of powerful counts, is a re-

lieving arch, and the story goes that a mason engaged on the castle was induced by the offer of a sum
of money to yield his child to be built into it. The child was given a cake, and the father stood on

a ladder superintending the building. When the last stone was put in the child screamed in the

wall, and the man overwhelmed with self-reproach, lost his hold, fell from the ladder, and broke his
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neck. A similar story is told of the castle of L,iebeusteiti. A mother sold her child for the purpose.

As the will ro52 about the little creature, it cried out, "Mother I .still see you!" Then later "Mother
I can hardly see you!" And lastly, "Mother I see you no more!"

The Roman had, however, substituted for human sacrifice the offering of other

auimils. Livy tells us (xxii, 57), "Interim ex fatalibus libris sacrificia aliqtiot extraor-

diuaria facta: inter quae G.illus et Galla, Graecus et Graeca, in Foro Boario sub terra

vivi demissi sunt in locum saxo conseptum, jam ante hostiis htimanis, niinime Romano

sacro, imbutum."

Mahometans vied with Christians in these human sacrifices to secure stability

of walls, and the well authenticated case of Geronimo of Oran, a Christian who was

bedded in a block of concrete September 18, 1569, and the block built into the wall of a

fort near the Bab-el-oved, Algiers, seems the last recorded instance of these human
sacrifices. In 1853 the block was removed from the wall and the remains with the

cast of the head are now in the Cathedral of Algiers.

So late as 1S43, when a new bridge was to be built at the University town of

Halle, in German}-, the people assured the architect and masons that they could never

make the piers stand unless the}' first immured a living child in the foundation. During

the Boxer troubles in China, it was charged against the Christian missionaries that

they were tr3'ing to get Chinese children to build into the wall of a new church (much

as the Christians have repeatedly charged the Jews with stealing Christian children

for sacrifice), and it is not astonishing when we consider the words of Scripture, under-

stood literally by an unedticated and partly hostile audience, "Ye also, as living stones,

are built up a spiritual house" (I Peter, ii, 5), and the familiar hj-mn,

Blessed city, heavenly- Salem,

Vision dear of peace and love.

Who of living stones upbuilded,

Art the joy of heaven above.

Let us not then blame the Polynesians for a superstition which seems world

wide and powerful enough to survive and be a moving force to the present day among

some of the Asiatic nations.

I have before me some charming views of Fijian hotises taken by my friend

J. W. Lindt, the distinguished photographer of Melbourne, which will give my reader

pleasure as well as instru(5lion if they can be reproduced with the beaut}' of the origi-

nals. These are on Plates XVIII and XIX. The first shows Na Kali village on the

shore of Viti Levu, and the inhabitants as well as their dwellings are brought vividly

before us. The builder of the principal house has ittilized a great rock in piling up

his platform, and this does not extend beyond the walls of the house. The usual pent
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is distinct over each door; and the ridge seems more neatly finished than the rest of

the house thatch; the water comes to the platform and the waterward door has a steep

log ladder that onl}' bare feet could safely pass. In such a peaceful scene we can forget

the skeleton in the posthole: Fijian houses have no closets!

The lower figure on the same plate shows a long house under the spreading

branches of a breadfruit tree, a house that distindlly shows eaves. This is in Waitovu

village ou the island of Ovalau. The rustic scene surely seems far from the cannibalism

of ancient times, and the fierce Fijian has as peaceful home as the indolent Tahitian.

In Plate XIX tlic upper figure represents the palace of the king of Mbau, the

little island noted for the warlike character of its people, where Tanoa and his better

known son Thakombau lived. Tlie house has windows,—the first of this foreign inno-

vation we have seen in Fiji; and the cottage perched upon the neat fence is an equal

novelty. The way in which the ridgejaole is bound to the thatch is clearly shown,

especially in the smaller birilding. The fine canoe in the foreground shows that the

house is along the shore and not on the higher part of Mbau. As the Hawaiians, so

the Fijians hugged the shore, and in many of the Fijian islands it is difficult to travel

inland; all intercour.se is b}^ water. Less than a century before this picfture was taken,

such a canoe as that shown would have been launched b}- its savage owner on rollers

each a human l)eing!

The lower figure shows a house of ordinary form built on the ground, and in

the absence of the protecting platform, the low stakes outside the door keep out the

pigs, a contrivance sometimes used by the Hawaiians in similar circumstances. The

young woman coming from the house has a ladder of bambn neatl}' bound together

with sennit, and her basket suggests an expedition for breadfruit.

New Zealand Houses.—Although Tasman discovered New Zealand he never

landed there, and until Cook landed there a century and a quarter afterwards, the

civilized world knew nothing of the inhabitants except that they had murdered some

of Tasman's crew. Cook spent nearly a year about the group, but his report gives us

little information about the housebuilding. What is known as Cook's First Voyage

was edited by Dr. Hawkesworth from such material as he found in the journals of all

the officers of the expedition. In this we readr'^

Their houses are the most inartificially made of anjthing among them, being scarcelj' equal,

except in size, to an English dog-kennel ; they are seldom more than eighteen or twenty feet long,

eight or ten broad, and five or six high, from the pole that runs from one end to the other and forms

the ridge, to the ground ; the framing is of wood, generally slender sticks, and both walls and roof

consist of grass and hay, which, it must be confessed, is very tightly put together; and some are

^^ Cook's First Voyage, III, 437.
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also lined with the bark of trees, so that in cold weather they must afford a very comfortable retreat .

The roof is sloping, like those of our barus, and the door is at one end, just high enough to admit a

man, creeping upon his hands and knees : near the door is a square hole, which serves the double

offire of window and chimney, for the fire-place is at that end, nearly in the middle between the two

sides : in some conspicuous part, and generally near the door, a plank is fixed, covered with carvin g
after their manner; this they value as we do a picture, and in their estimation it is not an inferior

ornament ; the side walls and roof project about two feet beyond the walls at each end, so as to form

a kind of porch, in which there are benches for the accommodation of the family. That part of the

f^jor which was allotted for the fire-place, is enclosed in a hollow square, by partitions either of wood

VIG. 23. MAOKI HOUSE.

or Stone, and in the middle of it the fire is kindled. The floor along the inside of the walls, is thickly

covered with straw and upon this the family sleep. Some of the better sort, whose families are

large, have three or four houses enclosed within a court yard, the walls of which are constructed of

poles and hay and are about ten or twelve feet high.

When we were on shore in the district called Tolaga, we saw the ruins, or rather the frame

of a house, for it had never been finished, much superior in size to any that we saw elsewhere ; it was.

thirty feet in length, about fifteen in breadth, and twelve high ; the sides of it were adorned with

many carved planks, of a workmanship much superior to any other that we had met with in the

country ; but for what purpose it was built, or why it was deserted, we could never learn.

Thi.s carved liotise, we sliall see presently, was one of the buildings that make

the IMaori architeAure noteworthy, but in the meantime we may note what Cook him-

self sa3'S in his Journal (p. 223) which has only recently (in 1893) been published

exactly as the great navigator wrote it

:
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The Houses of these People are better calculated for a Cold than a Hot Climate ; they are built

low aad in the form of an oblong squire. The frainiug is of wood or small sticks, and the sides and

Covering of thatch made of long Grass. The door is generally at one end , and no bigger than to

admit of a mm to Creep in and out
;
just within the door is the fireplace, and over the door, or on

one side, is a small hole to let out the Smoke. These houses are twenty or thirty feet long, others

uot above half as long ; this dep3nd3 upon the largeness of the Family they are to contain, for I be-

FIG. 24. POUPOU AND TUKUTUKU AT OHINEMUTU.

lieve few Familys are without such a House as these, altho' they do not always live in them, especially

in the summer season, when many of them live dispers'd up and down in little Temporary Hutts,

that are not sufficient to shelter them from the weather.

This is the first group of those whose housebuilding we have glanced at, that

extends beyond the Tropics and, in the southern part, into a decidedly cold climate.

Snow-capped mountains with glaciers and extensive motmtain lakes lower the tempera-

ture even in summer, and we should naturally expect a verj^ different form of building

from the veranda-like hou.ses of Tahiti or Samoa. While hurricanes do not visit New
Zealand as they do Fiji, Samoa, and the southeastern Pacific generally, yet the pre-

vailing winds are in places very severe, as at Invercargill, where trees hardly venture
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to grow above the shelter of stone walls, and even in the charming city of Wellington

there are storms of wind and rain that make a tight house necessar}^ for comfort. On
the northern island where the climate passes into the subtropical, the houses of the

aborigines are still well enclosed against the weather. In the King Country, on the

Wanganui River, I have seen houses such as Cook describes, and others with more or

less carved ornamentation. At Ohinemutu in the Hot Spring district are good examples

FIG. 25. A MAORI HOUSE.

of the carved houses. All of the illustrations are of houses or parts of houses that I

have seen, and many of the houses I have examined with some care. I will give one

more description of the Maori house in modern time, and it will be seen that there is

little difference from the pictures left us by the first discoverers, so far as the general

plan is concerned. In the matter of decoration there has undoubtably crept in

unmistakable traces of foreign influence, but this is of little importance if we know

the fact. The most modern as well as the most complete description of the dwellings

of the Maori has been given by Mr. Augustus Hamilton,"^ but to his admirable work

'•The Art Workmanship of the Maori Race in New Zealand. Dunedin, 1896, p. 79. Published by the New
Zealand Institute.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. 3.—3. [217]
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I must refer those who wish to go more fully into the detail of the Maori house, as

Mr. Hamilton's work is doubtless accessible in all good libraries. I shall, however,

quote from Mr. Hamilton's work where there is need to explain or modify the account,

much more brief, given by Rev. Richard Taylor"' which I have decided to quote in full

:

The European traveller who crawls into a native hut for the first time, will see nothing par-

ticularly interesting in it ; he will perhaps, only view it as a dark smoky hovel ; but when he be-

FIG. 26. ENTRANCE OF A MODERN CARVED HOUSE.

comes acquainted with native customs, and observes the order and arrangement displayed, the careful

way it is constructed, and how perfectly the object aimed at is attained, he will not withhold its

meed of praise.

The principal houses are called ivhare puni, or warm houses ; this name maj' be given either

from the number of persons generally residing in them, or from their being so built as to exclude the

external air; they are usually sunk one or two feet in the earth, and nearly always front the sun
;

the sides of one are seldom more than four feet high, being formed of large broad slabs of totara

{Podocarpus totara), the most durable timber, having a small circular groove or opening cut into the

top to receive the rafters ; these slabs are either adzed, and painted with red ochre, or, if it be a very

superior house, each one is grotesquely carved to represent some ancestor of the family, in which

case they become a kind of substititute for the nobleman's ancestral picture gallery; between these

posts there is generally a space cf two feet, which is filled up with a kind of lattice-work, composed

^'Te Ika a Maui ; or New Zealand and Its Inhabitants. Second edition. London, 1870, p. 500.
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of sleuder laths, dyed black, white, or red, and bound together with narrow strips of the kiekie {Freyci-

7icfia banksii ) leaf, very tastefully disposed in patterns ; this is called arapake ; there is also a skirt-

ing board {papa -d'hai) painted red; and the rafters which are either carved or painted with different

colored ochres, rest on a ridge pole {tahuku or lahu), in which a notch is cut to receive them. This

ridge pole is always the entire length of the building, including that of the verandah, being gen-

erally of a triangular shape, and very heav}' ; it is supported by a post or pillar (pou talin) in the

middle of the house, the bottom of which is carved in the form of a human figure representing the

founder of the family—and is thus a kind of lares ; immediately before

the face of this figure is the fire-place, a small pit formed by four slab

stones sunk into the ground
;
perhaps this is some relic of ancient fire-

worship in the position of the fire, which, as a domestic altar, always

burns before the face of the image of their deified ancestor.

The entrance to the house is by sliding door {tatau), which is

formed of a solid slab of wood, about two feet and a half high, and a

foot and a half wide ; the way of fastening it when the owners were ab-

sent, was by means of a stick, which passed through a loop in the door

and crossed the side posts ; it could of course be opened by any one, but

was always regarded as tapu ; they were also accustomed to secure

their doors by complicated knots, when likely to be absent for any

length of time. On the right side of this is a window {malapihi), gen-

erally about ten inches high and two feet wide ; this also is furnished

with a slide which goes into the wall of the building ; another window
is placed in the roof, a kind of trap-door, termed a pihauoa ox puhanga,

literally gills or lungs, a breathing place, more than an aperture for

admitting light, which is not required in a ivhare-puni at night. On
entering, there is a low slab of wood on either side, to partition off the

sleeping places, leaving a path down the middle, that nearest the door

being about eighteen inches high, in which the inmates lay in rows, each

with his feet towards the fire, and his head to the wall ; the chief, or

owner of the house, invariably takes the right side next the window,

the place of honor ; the next in point of rank occupy those nearest to

him, whilst the slaves, and persons of no consequence, go to the furthest

end. Their bedding {wariki), seldom consists of anything more than

one or more ground mats {zcaikaica) , upon which sometimes a finer one

{tihenga pora) is laid, and a round log, or a bundle of fern serves as a

pillow (iirunga) . Formerly thej' never ate in their houses, therefore

verandahs (ma/iati) were required. The length of a whare puni is from

twenty to thirty feet, and the breadth sixteen ; the verandah is seldom more than six feet in depth,

being a continuation of the gable end of the house, having the entire width^*^ of the one building ; it

has a broad slab in front, about two feet and a half high, which separates it from the road ; from this a

post rises to the ridgepole which is surmounted with a caved figure.^' [Figs. 27 and 28.] The verandah

is ornamented in the same way as the interior of the house ; its wall plate is often carved to repre-

sent the prostrate figures of slaves on whose bodies the pillars which support the house stand ; this

seems to refer to an extinct custom of killing human victims, and placing them in the holes made to

receive the posts, that the house being founded in blood might stand ; the custom still prevails in

Borneo and other parts. Over the door is a board called maihi {sAso pa)e or korupe) , elaborately

'''This is not quite exact, as the porch was always a little less than the width of the house. See Hamilton, p. 81.

^'This post, which is common enough in modern houses, seems not to have been usual in those of the olden
time. Fig. 25.
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carved, and adorned with bunches of pigeon feathers ; the facings of the door-posts and window are

similarly ornamented ; the building is covered externally with raupo ( Typlia angustifolia) or sedge,

and roofed with the same, then with grass or a similar substance, to a considerable thickness
;
earth

is generally heaped up against the sides, so as almost to reach the eaves.

At sunset, a fire is made in the house, which is allowed to burn clear for some time, and fill

the little pit with embers, when it ceases to smoke the occupants enter ;
the door and window being

closed, the heat soon becomes almost as great as that

of an oven, and of such a stifling nature, from the

fumes of the charcoal, that few Europeans can bear it,

yet frequently twenty, thirty, or more natives will

sleep in this place huddled together, and almost in a

state of nudity ; sometimes even they suffer, from the \ \- i

charcoal being too powerful; this was formerly at-
'^—

=.i^

tributed to the visits of the pati4paiarehe (fairies).

f^'-i

'M-f

To the description of Maori dwellings

must be added some account of their pataka

or storehouse, a small struAure on which the

carver used all his art and industrj'. Being

comparativel}' portable these pataka of the

old Maori have mostly been gathered, either

as a whole or in part, into museums and no

longer add to the picturesque value of a native

village. This small house, for it was merel}'

a reduced model of the whare puni, was raised

from the ground on one or more posts, and its

general appearance may be understood by

reference to Fig. 29, from a photograph of the

beautiful specimen preserved in the Auckland

Museum. When very small and raised high

on a single post, the pataka resembled a bird-

house and served as the depositary of a chief's

bones which were in due time exhtimed,

cleaned and thus stored.

The gable end of a pataka which was

perforated by the very small entrance'* was composed of five or seven thick planks

usually of totara wood, on which were carved gods or deified ancestors of the owner,

the figtire over the door in the centre (Fig. 33) representing the chief ancestor, and

the pantheon served to protect (under the tapu system) all treasures stored within,

°' Two of these pataka fronts in the Bishop Museum have doors averaging 22X 17 inches. As they were reached

by a ladder, it must have been very awkward to take bulky articles out. In some cases these pataka were built in

shallow lakes and reached by boats.
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more than locks or human vigilance. These planks were bound to smaller posts inter-

vening by cords of native flax {^Phonnunn) . As in the case of many, if not most Maori

carvings really old, these figures represented facts which in Anglo-Saxon civilization

are deemed indecencies, often so gross that they are not pi6lured by the foreign artist:

to the Maori they did not so appear, nor do I believe they were made, as were many of

the sculptures and paintings revealed by the excavations at Pompeii, to pander to mere

FIG. 29. PATAKA IN AUCKLAND MUSEUM.

sensualit}'. That they were often caricatures of realities is true, and such examples

amused rather than in any other way disturbed the Maori.

In many Maori carvings of human or superhuman heads the eyes are repre-

sented b}' nacreous shell {paiia—Haliotis iris and H. stofiiaicpformis) cut in ring form

and attached by a projection of the dark wood which represents the pupil. Bunches

of feathers are also often attached to the cords tying the strucflure together.

The principal carvings, to recapitulate, that distinguish a Maori Whare kopae

are, within the house the poupoii or heavy carved slabs serving as posts, of which Fig. 30

one from the Rununga whare or Council house of the pa at Maketu, supposed to have
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been carved in 1S20, and now in the Bishop Museum, gives a fair idea. These were

generally memorials of the ancestors, human or divine, of the builder and not infre-

quently show a great amount of patient work. Even to the

present day there are Maori skilled in this work, and with the

white man's chisel the work is much lightened. Fig. 35. The

principal post, pojitokomanaiva, sup-

porting the ridge-pole, was carved in

the lower portion in a more realistic

way (see Fig. 32), and I have seen an

outstretched hand from one of these

figures that might have been the work

of a competent European sculptor.

Externally the sculpture was ex-

pended on the gable front of these

houses, as may be seen in several of

the illustrations given. Of these the

amo^ of which a fine pair from Tara-

wera is shown in PI. XXII, supported ^^^^Hf -sft:.

the lower end of the niailii or barge-

boards; the latter supporting at

^ :rr.',- % the peak a figure, usually a mask

( konint) ,
above which is the tekotcko.

As shown in the illustration ( Fig. 25 )

these images were of varied form, often

grotesque, but always possessing

some attributed power of protedlion,

and so strong was this that the tapu

often withheld the hand of the vic-

torious enemy who had killed the

inmates from disturbing the house;

if the owners were all dead no one

would despoil it even for firewood.

Over the door was an elaborate carv-

ing called /"rtTr or konipe^ one of which

is shown in PI. XXII. This rested

on the whakaivac or ngawaewae. The fancy of the Maori

sculptor had free play on these lintels and they are among the most artistic Maori monu-

ments in museums. Besides the one figured this Museum possesses another carved
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by the grandfather of Matangi, an old man in 1820. Thus dating from the time of

Cook's visit, or perhaps earlier.

The ngawaewae were, in the old houses, very short ; a fine pair in this Museum
from Tetaheke, Lake Rotoiki, shown in PI. XXII, measures only thirty inches in

height, but with the advent of foreigners the height of the doorway increased, and

modern carved ngawaewae are made high enough to accommodate a tall foreigner; one

of these is shown in Fig. 26. In the modern work the old design, however, still ap-

FIG. 32. INTERIOR OF MAORI HOUSE, ROTORUA.

pears, one figure upon another. The round bellies of the figures, the curious three-

fingered hand, the fingers of one or the other hand inserted in the mouth, the mouth

itself recalling the mouth of the Hawaiian idols, who also have the same oblique eye,

all are repeated in most of the doorposts I have seen. A section of one of these

ngawaewae is of L form, the figures occupying the short arm, while the longer one is

decorated with Maori arabesques.

In the fine doorway shown in Fig. 33 the same figures are at either side of the door.

The main figure over the door has so large a head that the remarkable device of two

necks does not seem unreasonable. In the Fig. 34, the central slab of a fine pataka

in the Bishop Museum, the interlaced strap pattern of the ground is good even for old
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Maori design. The main fignre holds -^ pain in which is an English penny. The door

has been fastened by an old English lock, of which the keyhole is seen on the right.

While the human figures in Maori carving seem

grotesque in the extreme, the mythical animals fre-

Iv^-'^^^

FIG. -KX. DOORWAY OF PATAKA. ('"','"' Bishop) pjQ ,. CENTRAL SLAB OF PATAKA

quently found in sculptured decoration out-herod Herod. The Maori was well able to

treat his subject ad na/nrain, and if he distorted the actual models before him, he had his

reason, and it was not lack of power; but when his subject was a tanizvha he perhaps
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came as near the idea as the Greek in his Chimaera or Hydra. The figure given in

illustration (Fig. 31) is a remarkably fine bit of old carving, in private hands in Auck-

land, when I saw it a few years ago. Other carved slabs were found with it buried in

a swamp, and on all the carving was of the highest order, although in some places

decayed. The designs were often remarkably obscene to the Anglo-Saxon sense,

although proper enough to the Maori.
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uninhabited. There are some sixty-three islets covered with coconut and pandanus

trees, and the atoll is now under British prote<5lorate as are the two others. Nukunono

was discovered by Captain Edwards in the Pandora in 1791, and Fakaafo by Captain

Hudson of the U. S. Exploring Expedition in 1840.

The houses on these islands at the time of the visit of the Exploring Expedition

as we see them in the drawings of Mr. T. C. Agate, one of the artists of the expedition,

are not onl}- typical of the stick and thatch method of building, but very beautiful ex-

FIG. 36. SCENE ON ATAFU. DRAWN BY T. C. AGATE.

amples of that architedlure now almost extinct in this region (Fig. 36). Captain

Hudson visited a village on the shore of the lagoon and describes it as containing

—

about thirty houses which were raised about a foot above the surrouuding earth;

they were of oblong shape, about fifteen feet high to the ridge-pole, sloping gradually and of a

convex form to within two or three feet of the ground ; the roof [ridge-pole] was supported on high

posts, whilst the lower part rested on short ones, three feet within the eaves having a strong piece

extending around, on which the rafters were tied ; the gable-ends were overtopped by the roof, and

seemed necessary to protect them from the weather. Below the eaves the whole was open from the

ground to the roof. The thatching, made of pandanus-leaves, was of great thickness, and put on

loosely. The interior of the houses was very clean, but there was no furniture except a few gourds,

and a reclining stool, cut from a solid block of wood, having two legs at one end, which inclined it

at an angle of nearly forty-five degrees ; to show the manner of lying in it, they imitated a careless
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and comfortable lounge which they evidently considered a luxury. It was conjectured that they

had removed their various household uteusils to a secret place.

The most remarkable constructious of the islanders near the village, were three small quays,

five or six feet wide and two feet above the water, forming slips about ten feet wide lat the end of

each of these was a small house, built of pandanus leaves, partly on poles in the water [See Fig. 36].****** They have no water on the island, and the supply is wholl}' obtained from excava-

tions made in the body of the cocoanut trees, two feet from the ground. These trees are all dugout

on the lea side, towards which all are more or less inclined. These excavations are capable of con-

taining five or six gallons of water.-''

FIG. 37. COCONUT GROVE AND HOUSE ON FAKAAFO. AGATE.

The boats of the expedition were not able to land on Nukunono and sailed south-

ward, discovering Fakaafo. On this new island they found the dwellings much like those

they had seen on Atafu, but better built. Quoting again from the Narrative (v, p. 14):

The most remarkable building was that which they said was their tui tokclau (house of their

god). This stood in the centre, and was of an oblong shape, fifty by thirty-five feet, and about

twenty feet in height. The roof was supported in the centre by three posts, two feet in diameter,

while under the place on which the rafters rested, were many short and small posts : all were very

roughly hewn, and placed only a few feet asunder. The roof was concave and extended beyond the

posts at the eaves ; the thatching was tied together, which, hanging down, resembled at a distance

the curtain of a tent or marquee. All the sides were open, excepting a small railing, about fifteen

inches high, around the foundation, which allowed the free passage of the air through. * * * *

''U. S. Ex. Exped., v. 7. It is not probable that they had more furniture in their ordinary- houses.
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The edifice contained hut little furniture. Around the eaves a row of mother-of-pearl shells

was suspended, giving the appearance of a scolloped curtain. The whole was covered with mats.

In the centre, around the largest pillar, a great number of enormous benches, or tables were piled,

which were carved out of the solid wood, and being of rude workmanship, were clumsy and ill-shaped.

In all probability these were the reclining stools before spoken of. The natives termed them "the

seats of their god." Their gods, or idols, tui lokdau, vitre placed on the outside, nearby. The

largest of these was fourteen feet high and eighteen inches in diameter. This was covered or invel-

oped in mats and over all a narrow one was passed, shawl-fashion, and tied in a knot in front, with

the ends hanging down [Fig. 37]. The smaller idol was of stone and four feet high, but only par-

tially covered with mats. About ten feet in front of the idols was one of the hewn tables, which was

hollowed out ; it was four feet long by three broad, and the same in height. (Loc. cit., v, p. 14.)

FIG. 38. L.\RGE MAKIAPU .'VT UTEROA.

Gilbert Islands.—Tttrniag northwestward from the Union Grotip, we soon

enter the region of Micronesia,—the little islands, a vast archipelago stretching many

degrees east and west along the equatorial belt and in a waj- connedling the southeast-

ern Polynesians with the Asiatic races of the Marianas and Pelew Islands on the north

of the equator, and through the spurs of the Seniavine and Mortlock groups, with the

Papuans of the Bismarck Archipelago and the New Hebrides on the south. The isl-

ands of the Gilbert and Marshall groups are low coral atolls,—small islands grouped

around a shallow lagoon, generally roughly circular, sometimes mere arcs of the circle

remaining. The climate is eqtiatorial throughout, and that and the vegetation and laj^ of

the ground would conduce to uniformity in housebuilding. On Tapiteuea (Drummond),

or rather its northern islet Uteroa, the Wilkes expedition landed and, unfortunately,
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later had to burn the village in punishment for the murder of one of their crew.

Wilkes describes their building as follows, and Mr. Agate has given the pi(?ture of the

principal building (Fig. 38):

They reached the beach near what the natives termed their "Mariapn" , or council house, one

of the large buildings that had been before spoken of as visible from the sea. This stands in front

of the town, on a broad wharf made of coral stones built out from the beach ; its dimensions as meas-
ured were one hundred and twenty feet long, by fortj'-five feet wide, and to the ridge-pole forty feet

high. The ridge-pole was supported by five large posts whence the roof sloped on each side and

FIG. 39. INTERIOR OF MARIAPl'.

reached within three feet of the ground ; the rafters descended to a wall-plate which rested on large

blocks of white coral, and were also supported by smaller posts ten feet in length, near the sides.

At the ends the roof was perpendicular for eight or ten feet, and then they sloped off in the same
manner as the sides. The roof was thatched with pandanus leaves. (Loc. cit., v, p. 55.)

The Mariapu was a very large building, and in the interior [Fig. 39] its architecture showed

to much advantage : the ridge-pole with the rafters, were painted in black bands, with points, and

ornamented with a vast number of ovule shells. Chests made of the thin laths of the pandanus,

somewhat resembling cane, were arranged around, about twenty feet apart : these contained only a

few mats and cocoanuts, things of no value, and are supposed to be for the accommodation of visitors

or used at their feasts. The floor was in places covered with mats of the cocoauut leaves [p. 59].

Near this was a dwelling of the better sort which they thus describe:

There was nothing remarkable in its exterior ; it was of oblong shape, and about sixteen feet

wide by twenty feet long. The interior consisted of two stories, of which the lower one was not more

than three feet high, under the floor of the upper storj'. It was entered by a square hole on one side.
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The apartment above was rather a loft or garret, which was high and contained apparently all the
valuables and goods of the occupant. The floor was made of small pieces of paudauus boards laid
on slender beams of cocoanut wood. * * * * The lower apartment is used for sleeping, while
the upper entirely for storing their goods and chattels. The wall-plates rest on four beams of cocoa-
nut wood, which are supported by four posts at each corner. These posts are round and perfectly
smooth so that the rats can-

not climb them. The rafters

and cross-pieces are mere

poles only an inch or two

thick ; the thatch is of pan-

dauus-leaf doubled over a

slender stick and tied down
with sennit, (p. 56.)

Here we have the first

attic in the Pacific archi-

tedliire; indeed the first

suggestion of a second

story. The upper beams

used as shelves for vari-

ous articles, in the

Samoan, Tongan and

Marquesan houses have

now developed into a gar-

ret. From the island of

Maiana we have in the

Bishop Museum a care-

fully constru(5led model

of a house (see Fig. 40)

given by the Reverend

William Lono, formerly

a missionary of the Ha-

waiian Board to the Gilbert Islands, now the pastor of the Kaitmakapili Church in

Honolulu. In this we have a still farther developement. Like the houses of Tape-

teuea it is supported on four smooth corner posts, probably for the same reason, but

the first floor contains a room of ample height, with an opening in the floor of such

extent as to place the remaining floor in the class of gallery. The entrance is through

this aperture by a rude ladder,^" which is removable, and there is no opening on the

sides of the house on this story. The height of the first floor above the ground is quite

sufficient to keep pigs and other intruding animals out. The floor aperture admits light,

^°Rev. Hiram Bingham D.D., who was for years a missionary in the Gilbert Islands, assures me that they
seldom ured ladders to get into the comparatively low floor.
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serves for ventilation, and the easy removal of rubbish. Above this is another gallery

with a diminished opening in the centre, the floor of the attic store room. This is

well ventilated at each gable, one, indeed being left open. There is a double ridge-

pole as iu the Hawaiian house.

Kusaie.—From the low islands of the Gilbert archipelago we turn to the high
volcanic islands that appear here and there in Micronesia. Conditions having changed,

the housebuilders have planned iu other ways. The possession of stone (utterly want-

ing in the coral islands), again

suggests the platform as a good

house foundation, and the struc-

ture gaining in dignity, we find

the houses of the chiefs and

well-to-do men exhibiting some

architeAural features that we
have not hitherto seen in our

rapid sketch of Pacific house-

building : as we go west we shall

see more, and have perhaps all

that the "stick and thatch"

house can show.

In this Museum is a care-

fully made model of a Kusaian

house (Fig. 41) belonging to a

chief, which presents a square

strudlure of which the saddle

roof is the prominent feature.

The walls of the house are, as

usual, low and the framework is

of squared timbers without cross bracing, the interspaces closed, not with thatch, but
with neatly made mats of reeds closely bound together with sinnet, a light and cleanly
method. These mats are colored white with lime made from coral, left in the natural
color, or decorated with sennit. The four sides have each a small central door. The
palm-thatched roof has the peculiar form shown in the figure, and the gable ends, partly
open for ventilation, seem to be the most decorated portion of the building. Fig. 42
shows more of the detail, but the sennit patterns in red and black on a white ground
should be seen in their fresh color to be justly appreciated. There is a lightness,
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wanting in the Maori carved house, very attractive in the warmer climate of Kusaie.

To these houses, which are of limited size, there are no internal beams and the ridge-

pole is supported by the triangles shown in the figure of the gable end. The floor is of

slats, after the style of the East Indian bambu struc^lures, and while light and cleanly,

is hard for a novice to walk upon. Of the interior furnishing I have no particulars.

Ponape.—In Ponape the houses are built upon platforms as in the Marquesas,

Hawaii and elsewhere : and these substrudlures are four or five feet high, built of

basaltic blocks or slabs of coral limestone. The house-walls are low ; the beams of the

framework squared, and the interspaces filled with panels or curtains composed of

reeds or cane not more than half an inch thick, bound together neatly by coconut

fibre: the roof is closely thatched with palm leaf, the eaves projecting so as to shade

the walls. The narrow doors are a marked feature of these rectangular, shed-like

dwellings, which are seldom more than twenty feet high to the ridges.

I pass over the stone struClures on the shores of Ponape, already referred to,

because there does not seem sufficient evidence that they were built for human habita-

tion, or if they were, have been more than foundation platforms for ordinary houses.

Pelew Islands.—The story of the happy island as edited by Keate^' from the

journals of Captain Wilson and his officers, piClures an Arcadia seldom met with and

assuredly not to be found in the Pacific at the present day. The houses of the amiable

people therein depiCled are thus described:

Their houses were raised about three feet from the ground, placed on large stones, which ap-

peared as if cut from the quarry, being thick and oblong ; on these pedestals the foundation beams

laid, from whence spring the upright supports of their sides, which were crossed by other timbers

grooved together and fastened by woodeu pins ; the intermediate spaces closely filled up with bam-

boos and palm-leaves, which they plaited so closely and artificially as to keep their habitations warm
and exclude all wet ; and their being raised from the ground preserved them from any humidity.

The floors were in general made of very thick plank, a space of an inch or two being left between

many of them. But in some of the houses they were composed of large bamboos split, which being

perpetually trodden over, rendered them very slippery. The interior part of the house was without

any division, the whole forming one great room. In general the fire-place stood about the middle

of it, sunk lower than the floor, with no timber below it, the whole space beneath being filled up with

hard rubbish ; but in the larger buildings, where they held their public meetings, they had a fire-

place at each end. Their fires were in common but small, being mostly used to boil their yams, and

to keep up a little flame at night to clear away the dews, and smoke the mosquitoes. Their windows

came to the level of the floor, and served both for doors and windows, having stepping-stones at all

of them to enter by. To prevent any inconvenience from wind or rain, which so many apertures

^'An Account of the Pelew Islands situated in the Western part of the Pacific Ocean. Composed from the

Journals and Communications of Captain Henry Wilson and some of his officers, who, in .\ugust, 1783, were there

shipwrecked, in the Antelope, a Packet belonging to the Honourable East India Company, by George Keate, Esq.,

F. R. S. and S. A. London, 1788. 4to. (Second Edition.)

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. 3.-4. r2 "^ '^
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might occasion, each of them had a bamboo frame or shutter, interwoven as the sides of the house

were, which sliding on bamboo rods, were easily slipt on one side when anybody wanted to go in or out.

On the top of the upright sides beams were laid across from whence sprang the roof, which was

pointed like our barns the whole inside being clear ; this made their houses within very lofty and

airy: the outside of the roof was thatched very thick and close with bamboos or palm-leaves. This

was the general form of their houses ; some of which were from sixty to eighty feet in length, but

these were appropriated to public uses, such as meetings of business, or festivity; at other times they

served the natives to assemble in and chat

together, where the women usually brought

their work and joined in the conversation.

Those that were properly domestic habita-

tions, were the same both in shape and

texture, though less in dimension. It was

remarked that the family kept on one side

of the central fire-place, and the servants

on the other.

From the same author we learn

that the islanders had earthen vessels

for boiling their yams, etc., bambu

joints for water btickets, adzes of

shell {Tridacna gigas) including

the reversible form known from New

Guinea to Hawaii (see these Memoirs,

i, p. 419, fig. 85, pi. Ix); tortoise-shell

dishes and fish-hooks; knives of pearl

shell as well as bambu. Their cords

and nets were made of coconut fibre,

they pinned their house frame to-

gether, an East Indian or Asiatic

fashion, although pins were used in

Maori houses, and in parts other than

the main frame in Hawaii, instead of using the Pol^mesian method of t^'ing with sennit.

The almost universal bambu floor of Asiatic cottages, is found in occasional use.

An interesting variation in the walls of the thatched house is shown in Fig. 43,

where the braided palm leaves are much closer knit than is usual in the Pol3'nesian

use of this leaf. The girl of Nine (Savage Id.) in the foreground is holding a leaf of

the api', a gigantic form of kalo.

New Guinea.—Sailing south from the Pelew group we come to the great island

that we call New Guinea because there is no colledlive native name. Hostile tribes, many

of them praAically unknown to this day, speaking dialedls mutually unintelligible, most
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of them cannibals ordinarily or on occasion, with Polynesian settlements dotted along

the northern coast, and with dialers almost as many as the villages, small wonder that

the architecture seems fantastic and subject to no rule! Pile dwellings built out from

the marshy shore, much as the lake dwellers of central Europe built six thousand

years ago ; tree dwellings high up in the free growing trees of a tropical climate, and

FIG. 44. NEW GUINEA VILLAGE.

between these extremes almost every light and flimsy pattern of house building, from

the hut hardly large enough to shelter a single specimen of the naked people of the

Papuan race, to the communal house several hundred feet long gathering beneath its

huge roof people enough to fill a good sized village—as New Guinea villages go. We
could fill a scrap book with pictures of the bizarre struClures the explorer meets, but it

would be only a scrap book, and we must be content with a bit here and there seen

much as a bird maj^ be supposed to see houses in rapid flight.

Even if we knew all about the ways of construction, the materials used and the

necessities governing the final result, this would not be the place to enlarge upon the

subject which might fill volumes. We can only glance here and there, with the aid
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of photographs, of which there are many more at hand than there are memoranda of

material or adlual nses of the pictured dwellings, for almost all explorers of the present

time go provided with cameras, and bring back good or at least interesting results,

some of which I am still to present here. I will be as brief as possible, for I am

impatient to come to my chief subject, the housebuilding of the old Hawaiians, and

FIG. 45. A VII^LAGE STREET IX NEW GUINEA.

I have not the privilege of turning over the pages until I come to desired matter, as

my readers have.

First the pile dwellings : many have been the discussions as to the why of this

very ancient method of establishing one's house, but it is fair to suppose that not one

rule applied to all the races in widely separated parts of the earth, and whether it was

prote<?lion from enemies, human or animal, or the more insidious but not less deadly

forces arising from a marshy country, or merely convenience for a boating and fishing

race, and for the scavenging needs of humanity, we care not now; we have merely to

recount the fact and manner of these Pacific pile dwellings (which, as we shall see, are

not confined to damp or watery regions).
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There are many ancient voyages, especially among the Dutch, that give us

accoiints of the pile villages more or less distinct, but we may pass them by, for the

men of New Guinea still build in many places precisely as did their remote ancestors.

It is to be noted that as the scale of humanit}- descends many charadleristics of what

was once considered the peculiar property of animals, instinct, appear in human works

;

FIG. 46. SACKED IIOUSK AT DOREI, D'URVILLE.

early habitations differed little for many generations, but resembled their archetype

almost as closely as the cell of the honey bee in our modern hives resembles that of

H3'bla's honey-maker. I shall, however, quote from Dumont D'Urville,^' who, three

quarters of a century ago, gave his readers a glimpse of one of these villages on Geel-

vink Bay, off Dorei in the northwestern part of Dutch New Guinea

:

Chaque village renferme de huit a quinze maisous etablies sur des pieux : mais chaque maison

se compose d'une rangee de cellules distinctes, et regoit plusieurs families : Quelques-unes de ces

maisons contiennent uue doulile rangee, de cellules separees par une couloir que regne dans toute

leur etendue. Ces edifices, entierement construits en bois grossieremeut travaille sont perces de toutes

parts a jour et branlent souvent sous les pas du voyageur.

''' Voyage de la corvette L'Astrolabe execute par ordre du Roi pendant les ann^es 1826-1829 sous le command-
ment de M. J. Dumont D'Ur\ille, Capitaine de Vaisseau. Histoire du Voyage, Tome Quatrieme p. 607. Paris, 1830-33.
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This author also gives a remarkable plate of a sacred house at Dorei built on

carved piles over the water, but gives no sufficient description. The portion of the

plate showing the house is reproduced in Fig. 46. I am informed, however, by a recent

traveler" that this house no longer exists.

I turn now to the opposite end of New Guinea, and quote as my authority a man

who has done much to increase our knowledge, not only of that part of the great island

geographicall}-, but has intimately known the people whom he went to teach. Reverend

FIG. 47. VILLAGE ON DUAU.

J. Chalmers. I met Mr. Chalmers (Tamate, as the natives affectionately termed him)

in Sydney a short time before his martyrdom at the hands of a cannibal tribe, who

knew not their true friend, and I was much impressed with his modest sincerity and

great knowledge of his people. He has written all too little, but in one of his later

writings'"* we find

:

Early in the afternoon, after passing tlie river Vailala, we anchored at Kaili, twenty-two miles

from Port Moresbj-, with 450 inhabitants. Kaili is charmingly situated at the head of a spacious

bay. This is the second entirely marine village I have visited. It consists of fifty houses built

on long poles in shallow water. There are four rows of these dwellings, the teacher's being the last.

The church which stands apart between two rows, is connected with Reboania's [the teacher]. The
road to church is merely one row of poles stuck in the sea, cross-sticks connecting the sacred edifice

^'Mr. Thomas Barbour, who has made many important observations in that region.

"Work and Adventure in New Guinea. J. Chalmers and W. Wyatt Gill. London, 1885.
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with the first row of aerial dwellings. It must be a ticklish thing to walk to church bj' such a road.

There is no communication between the other rows except by canoes or swimming.

We entered one or two curious dwellings. Their valuables consisted of grass petticoats, arm-

lets, spears, clubs, axes and nets, with a few earthenware pots for cooking. The only reason

assigned for erecting these marine villages is fear of their inland foes, and that their fathers did so

before them. The church, like all other dwellings at Kaili, is a frail construction of sticks, sides and

roof thatched with sago palm leaf. It is spacious, but has neither pulpit nor seats. As we paced

up and down inside, it gently swayed to and fro in the breeze. These sea-villages have one obvious

advantage over those built ashore—they are free from mosquitoes.

Passing on our way eastward, we saw a number of old piles, indicating the original site of

Kaili before they were driven away by the Manukolo. L,ater on we anchored at the village of Kapa-

kapa, consisting in truth of two hamlets half a mile apart, thirty-three miles east of Port Moresby.

FIG. 48. HOUSE IN MILNE BAY.

This is my third Swiss-lake-like village in New Guinea. It has a population of 450. loane, a native

of Savage Island (Nine), is their teacher. I was struck with a hut standing apart from all others in

the middle of the bay, and learned that it was built by a man who had quarrelled with all his friends!

Fowls and hogs are fed and evidently thrive, in these remarkable dwellings. Our boat was pulled

between the rows of dwellings, Mr. Chalmers occasionally throwing a handful of small pieces of

tobacco into the sea. Men, women and children all dived down for that coveted prize, and in a

friendly way contended for it. After dark on the same eventful day. Captain Liljeblad succeeded in

making Hula, a distance of fifty-two miles from Port Moresby.

Hula, like Tupuselei, Kaili, and Kapakapa, is built in the sea. It contains about 600 people.

With our clerical friend I went in a canoe, through this long village, or rather two villages. Wish-

ing to look at some of their houses, we climbed—not without some difficulty—up onto a platform ten

feet above the sea. On this wretchedly insecure place they dance every night by torchlight. By

day the younger members of the family sit and smoke there, regardless of the hot sun. Beyond is a

shaded place for the parents. Climbing up a short ladder, you enter by a small door into their only

sleeping apartment, which is very dark. A portion of it, however, is marked off; here the daily
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cooking is done, the accumulated ashes preventing the house from catching fire. The flooring is

made from the sides of old canoes well adzed and secured to the framework of the house by rattan

cane. One would surmise that their bones would be sore with lying through the night on bare

boards : such, however, is not the case. Their ornaments and petticoats, weapons and chatties,

hooks, lines and seines, are all in their proper places. The thatch is either of sago or nipa-palm

leaf. All along, outside the ridging, sprouting cocoanuts are kept ready for use. Ornaments occa-

sionally dangle from the extremity over the doorway. I noticed everywhere small oysters adhering

to that part of the mangrove which is submerged : these become poisonous through contact with

the mangrove.

Each dwelling in Hula is connected with the next by means of a single loose plank. A rail

sometimes assists the hand iu steadying the body of the adventurous traveller. It was interesting to

observe how they ran from one house to another in perfect safety. We too achieved the feat, not,

however, without fear of getting a ducking." [L,oc. cit., p. 281 et seq.]

FIG. 49. NEW GUINEA PII^EOWS.

Kerepunu is a magnificent place, and its people are very fine-looking. It is one large town of

seven districts, with fine houses, all arranged in streets, crotons and other plants growing about,

and cockatoos perching in front of nearly every house. [P. 40.]

The brief glimpse of Kerepunu, a village on the mainland, shows that the love

of ornamentation, a strong trait of the Papuan race, there materialized in ornamental

plants and birds, the former a difficult thing to manage about houses perched over the

sea. The houses themselves, as everywhere iu New Guinea, are still on piles. The

tree houses, to which we shall come presently, are only built on gigantic, living piles.

To return to our missionary leader who has sailed from the mainland some twenty miles

to Wari (Teste of D'Urville) a small island where the natives make great use of human

bone in their rather unpleasant ornamentation, and he thus describes their houses

:

Their houses are built on poles, and are shaped like a canoe turned bottom upwards, others

like one in the water. They ornament their houses on the outside with cocoanuts and shells. The

'' I had a good photograph of one of these pile viUages but it has been misplaced, and a friend who promised me
others to replace it has not yet fulfilled his promise ; so I must ask my reader to imagine one of the ordinary villages

built on land but still on piles, to be in a season of flooding, for the construction of the houses is much the same.
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nabobs of the place had skulls on the posts of their houses, which they said belonged to the enemies

they had killed and eaten. One skull was very much fractured ; they told us it was done with a

stone axe, and showed us how they used these weapons. [P. 42.]

All through the Pacific there is a close relationship between men and pigs, not

merely social but religiotis. In Hawaii not only was the pig a domestic pet, frequently

taking the child's place at the htiman mother's breast, but when the poor relics of

humanity were placed on the altar as a sacrifice to the gods the pig almost invariably

ik;. -,ij. i.oNc; iK.irsi; in nj:\v c. i"im:.\.

accompanied them, the order of immolation being first a layer of pigs, then of human

bodies face downward, and a repetition of this until the pile was complete. In this

group also the vicarious sacrifice for a man was a black pig, a white cock and a red

fish. The connedlion was not confined to the Polynesian race, but was quite as strong

among the darker-skinned races of the Great Ocean. In the Aroma district of New

Guinea, Chalmers tells us:

Pigs' skulls are kept and hung up in the house. Food for a feast, such as at house-building,

is placed near the post where the skulls hang, and a prayer is said. When the centre post is put

up, the spirits have wallaby, fish and bananas presented to them, and they are besought to keep

that house always full of food, and that it may not fall when the wind is strong. [P. 84.]

Compare the centre-post of the Maori whare. From the same authority we read:

When they go on trading expeditions, they present their food to the spirits at the centre-post

of the house, and ask the spirits to go before them and prepare the people, so that the trading may
be prosperous. [P. 85.] [241]
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The illustration of the village on Duaii (Normanby Island of the D'Entre-

casteaxix group), Fig. 47, shows both the coconut decoration of these Papuan houses

and also the human skulls, five of which appear on the horizontal bar across the gable

of the house on the extreme

right of the piAure. It is prob-

able that the coconuts are a

modern substitute for skull,

which they certainly resemble,

and in some remote villages this

substitute has not yet obtained.

No worse, my readers, than the

ancient customs on Temple Bar

and many a city or castle gate

in England ! Generally trophies

of conquest, in some places the

skulls are the relics of dear

relations. Chalmers tells of a

widow who carried about with

her in a small basket the skull

of her dead husband, and as this

husband had five wives, three

inferior ones had the fiuger, toe,

and other small bones drilled

and strung as necklaces, while

the fifth widow wore only his

hair (p. 290). Different from

the Hawaiian and Fijian who

buried the bony relics, at least

those connedled with house con-

secration, here they are all above

ground and in the light of day. The neat construction may be noted in the illustra-

tion. On piles, though not in the water, the groi;nd plan is a narrow oblong and the

roof is exceeding steep, out of all proportion to the walls of the house. The gable

ends overhang the thatched walls which may be plain or decorated.

In the house in Milne Bay, shown in Fig. 48, the roof is more barrel-shaped,

and covers a platform or verandah to which access is had both by a direct ladder and

an inclined plank. The basement is fenced to keep out animals, and mostly closed in with
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mats. The houseliold work is generally done out of doors, or in wet weatlier beneath the

house, which, like the Hawaiian, serves mainly for sleeping purposes. We have given

illustrations of the Samoan, Tongan and Fijian pillows, and it is well to give the fan-

tastic forms affedled by the Papuan of New Guinea, for these articles, as on the other

groups mentioned, form

with the sleeping mats

one of the most universal

and important portions

of the house furniture,

where the house is chiefly

a sleeping apartment, and

in New Guinea they curi-

ously correspond with the

fantastic designs of the

houses. The animal form

is everywhere noteworthy

(Fig. 49), from the ante-

diluvian reptile on the

top of the row to the non-

descript figure second

from the left extreme.

Like those already fig-

ured these pillows are for

the neck and not the head,

whose curious capillary

dressing would be great-

ly disturbed by an ordi-

nary pillow. Most of

these pillows are from

eastern New Guinea and

the adjacent islands.

Chalmers gives us so much information, often in unexpe(51ed places, that I am compelled

to quote from him, picking up bits here and there. At Maiwa, on the Gulf of Papua

:

They have good large houses, kept \v0uderfull3' clean, with sleeping benches in all of them.

In front of many of the houses are nicely kept flower gardens. The largest houses are built to rep-

resent an alligator with open mouth : the platform in front of the house is the lower jaw, and the long

shade over the platform the upper, so that standing on the platform you stand in the alligator's mouth,

the house sloping to appear as a body. One house, to be used as a temple in one of the inland vil-
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lages, was about 150 feet long, very high, with carved posts, and iu front overhead a beautifully

decorated shade, with long pendants of different kinds of leaves. [P. 135.]

The centre post in every house is sacred to Kaevakuku, and her portion of food in every feast

is first offered there. The first fruits belong to her. [P. 152.]

Their dwellings, as everywhere else in New Guinea, are built on piles about eight or ten feet

above the ground. They are substantially built, but singularly arched. The house of each chief is

furnished with a platform, about two feet from the ground, covered with a handsome cupola, but

open at the sides, and floored with split bamboo.

Here the men meet to discuss their tribal affairs.

Between the liou.ses are small enclosures of j-oung

areca palms, betel-pepper plants, variegated cro-

tons, red cordylines and other shrubs. [P. 273.]

The thatch used for the roof and sides of their

houses is the leaf of the sago palm, which is not

(as in Polynesia) sewn on to the small rafters, but

pressed down firmly by long poles secured to the

framework of the house. [P. 274.]

From the dead piles to the living tree

seems not a long step, and we find all along

the New Guinea coast illustrations of this

habitation. The one represented in Fig.

51 is not one of the highest, but shows the

general construdlion better than any view

that I have in my collection, and marks the

transition from pile to tree. In this case the

tree or trees, no longer living, serve merely

to raise the house above the position of con-

venient attack ; the house is well built and

skilfully balanced on its supports, while

the lower platform serves for a cooking

place or a general rendezvous. The frame of a similar struAure intended for a Dubu

or club house for young men is shown in Fig. 53. In this case the elevated position

of the building seems not so much for protedlion as for privacy.

I have referred to the communal house, common enough in this region, and a pidlure

is given in Fig. 50. It is a long, barn-like strudlure, imposing by its size rather than bj^

any grace of architedlure. Perhaps the more common mode of entrance is at the ends,

where the doors at either end are connedled b}' a long passage from which the many

apartments open on both sides. A family occupies one or more rooms, and the privac}' is

reasonably observed: each has its own hearth and provides its own food. I have not seen

any statement as to the course pursued in building or keeping in repair this large habita-

tion. Communal houses are common in the East Indies. See also, for the entrance, Plates

XXIV and XXV. [244]
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Kiriwina Group.—The Kiriwina or Trobriand group lies southeast from New
Guinea and seems in some measure a prolongation of the great island. In curious

forms of dwellings it rivals New Guinea, although the population of the principal

island, Kiriwina, is largely Polynesian. The houses, as may be seen in Figs. 54 and

55, are mostly roof. In the former illustration there is a little basement, slight vertical

curve in the roof, and two end doors : while the whole gable end is of ornamental con-

stru(5lion like those on Kusaie. So narrow is the house that, judging by the human

FIG. 54. HOUSE FRONT IN KIRIWINA.

figure in the foreground, a man could hardly lie across the floor. The gable of the

hou.se on the left shows the texture of the projeAing roof, and there seems a distinct

basement as well as an elevated platform. The whole scene has the effect of a stage

setting. In the second illiLStration the horizontal curvature of the roof is well shown,

as well as the careful ridge-covering. The gable ends seem imperforate and are not

thatched, so that the house proper must be very dark and probably used only for bed-

room, like most Polynesian houses. The house on the left seems to have a roomy

but unoccupied basement, while that on the right has a distinct porch protected by a

light roof. All the houses are placed in a close grove of coconuts which may partly

account for their narrow ground plan. I cannot trace in the few photographs in my
collection any connection with the general Polynesian house, but explorations are

needed sorely in all this region to clear up the connection of the Polynesian inhabi-
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tants, said to number many thousand, with their brethren to the eastward. It is too

true that this entire archipelago has been strangely neglected \>y scientific explorers.

As the two pi(5lures which I present were taken in recent years, although I cannot fix

the exact date, it is evident that modern and foreign changes have not made much

headway, and doubtless much remains of the olden time.

FIG. 55. A KIRIWINA VII,LAGE.

New Hebrides.—Passing to another group of Papuan cannibals (for however

much the missionaries have done to eradicate this great stumbling block to timid

explorers, there are man}' left who eujoy a feast on their fellow men, not merely at

their fellow men's expense) we have some very interesting records from the camera

of the Reverend J. H. Lawrie, for some time a missionary in this region, through

whose kind introduction to residents of the group I owe much of my information about

the New Hebrideans and a collection of many of the least known objects of their

manufacture. Three of the photographs of Mr. Lawrie, Figs. 56-58, show a low type

of hut of the rudest construction (Fig. 56) hardly as neatly built as a skilled wood-

man would build his temporary camp. When, however, the fact that these people are

very dirty is considered, the flimsy nature of their habitations, by no means so well

built as most birds' nests, may be advantageous for a more ready purification by fire.

As the people become more civilized and consequently cleaner, the house shares in the

change (Fig. 57), and although the thatching is still rude, there is a greatly improved

plaited reed front and definite doorway.
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On the island of Malekula (Mallicolo) the form is very similar, and has a certain

resemblance to the rnder of the Hawaiian grass houses. The people of this island are

perhaps the worst cannibals in the New Hebrides, but their appetites do not seem to

have improved their condition,—whether from the poor quality of their food, or their

own insusceptible nature, cannot easily be determined. They are a people small in

stature, light in bone, and with remarkably prognathous jaws, a low type. A little

FIG. 58. VILLAGE IN MALEKULA.

farther in the onset of foreign influences and the front is made of boards and utterly

loses its native interest. This process of "amelioration" has already destroyed the

houses of the aborigines and substituted throughout much of the Pacific region, non-

descript sheds.

The rude framing and coarse thatch are well shown in Mr. Lawrie's piAure of

house thatching on, I believe, the island of Tanna. The neighboring buildings look

very modern, but there is no mistaking the native work, and primitive work, on the

house in process of construcflion. Fig. 59.

When we consider that Nitendi, of the Santa Cruz group in the New Hebrides,

was discovered by Mendana iu 1595, and was the seat of that miserable attempt at
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colonization where the same year the Spanish discoverer died, and for many years this

archipelago has been a field for attempts at colonization by the French, it is surpris-

ing that so much still remains unaltered by grafted customs and fashions; that we

have anything to call aboriginal. Plate XXIII shows two forms of rude hut on Santo.

FIG. 59. THATCHING A HOUSE IN THE NEW HEBRIDES.

New Caledonia.— Passing for a moment the Solomon Islands, also a dis-

covery of Mendana on a previous voyage, we must notice the curious and divergent

houses of the French colony of New Caledonia. In the voyage of D'Entrecasteaux

in search of La Perouse is the most detailed account of the houses of the New Cale-

donians, but the illustration is poor and the description too imperfect to show much

more than that the modern habitations of these people are essentially the same that

existed four generations ago: a circular hut with a conical roof without terminal orna-

ment (see Cook, below), covered on both sides and roof with grass thatch, and with

fairly high door, of which the jambs are often decorated with carving. Cook gives us

the better account, in fact the best we have of the New Caledonian houses of the olden

time, before foreign fashions had affedled them (Second Voyage, II, 121):

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II. No. 3.-5. L249J
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Their houses, or at least most of them, are circular: something like a beehive, and full as

close and warm. The entrance is by a small door, or long square hole, just big enough to admit a

man bent double. The side walls are about four feet and a half high ; but the roof is lofty, and

peaked to a point at the top ; above which is a post, or stick of wood, which is generally ornamented

either with carving or shells or both. The framing is of small spars, reeds, etc., and both sides and

roof are thick and close covered with thatch, made of coarse long grass. In the inside of the house

are set up posts, to which cross spars are fastened,

and platforms made, for the conveniency of laying

anything on. Some houses have two floors, one

above the other. The floor is laid with dry grass,

and, here and there, mats are spread, for the prin-

cipal people to sleep or sit on. In most of them

we found two fire-places, and commonly a fire

burning ; and, as there was no vent for the smoke

but by the door, the whole house was both smoky

and hot, insomuch that we, who were not used to

such an atmosphere, could hardly endure it a

moment. * * In some respects their habita-

tions are neat ; for, besides the ornaments at top,

I saw some with carved door-posts.

The two storej-s recall the houses of

the Gilbert Islanders, and it is unfortunate

that Cook did not tell us more abottt the

means of getting up stairs. Probabl}' the

close atmosphere made observations of the

interior very diffictilt. The ornamented

peak seems to have disappeared in the more

modern houses, as similar shell decorations

have gone out of fashion with the gables

of the tijians.
^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Caledonian house.

Solomon Islands.—From Dr. Guppy, who had opportunities to make observa-

tions on manj' islands of the Solomon group, we take the following rather fragmentary

account of the houses he found :^*

The villages in the eastern islands of the group vary much in size. They usually contain

between 25 and 40 houses, and between one and two hundred inhabitants. * * In the larger vil-

lages the houses are generally built in double rows with a common thoroughfare between ; and the

tambu house usually occupies a central positions. * * The usual dimensions of the dwelling-house

are as follows : length 25 to 30 feet, breadth 15 to 20 feet, height 8 to 10 feet. The gable roof, which

is made of a framework of bamboos thatched with the leaves of pandanus trees, or of cocoa-nut or

areca palms, is supported on a central row of posts. The sides are low and made of the same ma-

terials as the roof. The only entrance is by an oblong aperture in the front of the building, which

"The Solomon Islands and Their Natives, b}' H. B. Guppy. London, 1887. p. 57.
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is removed 2J3 to 3 feet above the ground, so that one has literall)- to dive into the interior, which
from the absence of any other openings, is kept very dark. vSuch are the dimensions and mode of

structure of an ordinary dwelling house in the eastern islands. The chiefs, however, have larger

buildings, which in some instances * * * rival in size and in style the tambu-houses themselves.

Many houses have a staging in front, which is on a level with the lower edge of the aperture that

serves as the entrance. On this staging, protected by the projecting roof, the inmates are wont to

sit and lie about during the day; and the men occasionally pass the night there. In the houses of the

chiefs and principal men, there are generally spaces partitioned off for sleeping and containing a raised

FIG. 61. SOLOMON ISLANDS HOUSE.

stage for the mats ; but in the dwelling-house of an ordinary man no such partitions usually occur.

Single men sleep on the ground on a mat, which may be nothing more than the leaves of two branches

of the cocoa-nut palm rudely plaited together. Each man lays his mat by the side of a little smoul-

dering wood-fire, which he endeavors to keep up during the night, and for this purpose he gets up

at all hours to fan it into a flame.

Of furniture there is but little except the large cooking-bowls, the mats, and a circle of cook-

ing stones forming a rude hearth in the centre of the floor. I have seen in temporary sheds or

"lean-tos", erected by fishing parties on the southern island of the "Three Sisters", fire-places

formed of a circle two or three feet across of medium sized Tridacna shells, the enclosed space being

strewn with small stones.

* * I am not aware how long a native house will last. The white residents, however, tell

me that houses built for their own use, which are more substantial than the ordinary native dwel-

lings, will stand some five or six years ; and tlmt, notwithstanding the heavy rainfall of this region,

the thatch remains admirably waterproof.
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* * In the villages of Treasury and the Shortlands, the houses are arranged in a long

straggling row; and although close to the beach they are for the most part concealed by the trees

from the view of those on board the ships in the anchorage. In the materials used, in their style,

and in their general size, thsse houses resemble those of St. Christoval and the adjacent smaller

islands. A thatch made of the leaves of the sago-palm or of the pandanus, covers the gable-roof and

the framework of the walls. The usual dimensions of a dwelling-house are : length 25 to 30 feet,

breadth 12 to 15 feet, height 10 to 12 feet. * * The residence of Mule, the Treasury chief, was one

of the largest native edifices that I saw in the Solomon group. It is a gable-roofed building, meas-

uring about 80 feet in length, 50 feet in breadth, and 25 to 30 feet in height. The front of the house

which is at one of the ends of the building, has a singular appearance from the central part or body

FIG. hi. PILE DWELLINGS IN FAURO ISLAND.

of the building, being advanced several feet beyond the sides, a style which is imitated in .some of the

smaller houses of the village. Its interior is very imperfectly lighted by small apertures in the walls. * *

In the two principal villages of Faro, or Fauro, which are named Toma and Sinasoro, a num-
ber of the houses are built on piles and raised from 5 to 8 feet above the ground, as shown in the

accompanjing plate [Fig. 62]. But this custom is by no means universal in the same village, and

depends, as far as I could learn, on the personal fancy of the owner. Both these villages are situated

on low level tracts bordering the sea ; but their sites are free from moist and swampy ground, to the

existence of which one might have attributed this practice. The houses built on the ground are

about 30 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 12 or 13 feet high ; whilst those raised on piles are considerably

smaller, measuring 22 by 15 feet in length and breadth, the building itself being supported on a

framework of stout poles lashed on the tops of the piles by broad strips of rattan. These pile dwell-

ings are reached by rudely constructed steps made after the style of our own ladders. The roofs of

the houses ia these villages have a higher pitch than I have observed in houses of the other islands

of the Straits. Their eaves project considerably beyond the walls and the roof is often prolonged at
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the front end of the building forming a kind of portico. A neat thatch of the leaves of the sago-palni

covers the sides and roof of each building.

With regard to the internal arrangements of the houses in this part of the Solcnion group,

but little remains to be said. In many houses a portion of a space is partitioned off for sleeping

purposes, usuall)- one of the corners ; in others, again, the interior is divided into two halves by a

cross partition. More attention is here paid to the comfort of repose than on the eastern islands.

In the place of the single mat laid on the ground, they have low couches, raised a foot to eighteen

inches above the floor, on which they lay their mats ; whilst a round cylinder of wood serves them

as a pillow. These couches, which the natives can improvise in the bush in a few minutes, are

usually nothing more than a layer of stout poles, such as the slender trunks of the areca palms,

resting at their ends on two logs.

In the Tambu-houses of St. Christoval and the adjoining islands we have a style of building

on which all the mechanical skill of which the natives are possessed has been brought to bear.

These sacred buildings have many and varied uses. Women are forbidden to enter their walls ; and

in some coast villages, as at Sapuna in the island of Santa Anna, where the tambu house overlooks

the beach, women are not even permitted to cross the beach in front. The tambu houses of the

coast villages are employed chiefly for keeping the war-canoes, each chief being allowed, as an

honorable mark of his position, the privilege of there placing his own war-canoe ; but in the inland

villages, thes buildings are of course no longer employed for this purpose. Another use to which

these buildings may be put is described on page 53, in connection with the tambu house of Sapuna

in Santa Anna, in which are deposited, enclosed in the wooden figure of a shark, the skulls of ordi-

nary men, and the entire bodies of the chiefs.

The front of the tambu-house in his native village is, for the Solomon Islander, a common
place of resort, more especially toward the close of the afternoon. There he meets his fellows and

listens to the news of his own little world ; and it is to this spot that any native who niaj* be a stranger

to the village first directs his steps, and on arriving states his errand or particular business. In my
numerous excursions, when thirsty or tired, I always used to follow the native custom in this matter,

being always treated hospitably and never with any rudeness. The interior of these buildings is

free to any man to lie down in and sleep. On one occasion, when passing a night in an inland village

of St. Christoval, I slept in the tambu-house, the onh' white man amongst a dozen natives. Blood-

shed, I believe, rarely occurs in these buildings; and they are for this reason viewed somewhat in

the light of a sanctuary.

And now we come to the connecting link, a gruesome one, that binds the build-

ers of important, not alone sacred, houses throughout the Pacific, from Ha-waii to New
Zealand, from Fiji to the Solomons—the human sacrifice. And again the bond between

the man, at least the savage man, and the pig alread}' referred to. Returning to our

author we read

:

The completion of a new tambu-house is alwajs an occasion of a festival in a village. The
festival is often accompanied by the sacrifice of human life ; and the leg and arm bones of the victim

may be sometimes seen suspended to the roof overhead. In the tambu-house of the village of Makia,

on the east coast of Uji, I observed hanging from the roof the two temporal bones, the right ftn.ur

and the left humerus of the victim who had been killed and eaten at the opening of the buildirg;

and similarly suspended in the tambu-house of the hill-village of Lawa on the north side of St. Chris-

toval, in which I passed the night, I noticed over my head as I lay on my mat the left femur, tibia and

fibula, and the left humerus of the unfortunate man who had been killed and eaten on the completion

of the building twelve months before. At these feasts there is a great slaughter of pigs that have
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been confined for some previous time in an enclosure of strong wooden stakes, which may be allowed

to remain long after the occasion for its use has passed away. After the feast the lower jaws of all

the pigs consumed are hung in rows from the roof of the building. In one tanibu-house I remember

counting as many as sixty jaws thus strung up.

The style of building and the size and relative dimensions of the tambu-houses are very simi-

lar in all the coast villages of the eastern islands, a correspondence which ma}- be explained from

the necessity of the structure being long enough to hold the large war-canoes. As a type of these

buildings, I will describe somewhat in detail the tambu-house of the large village of Wano, on the

north coast of St. Christoval. Its length is about 60 feet and its breadth between 20 and 25 feet.

The gable roof is supported by five rows of posts, the height of the central row being some 14 or 15

feet from the ground, whilst on account of its high pitch the two outer lateral rows of posts are only

3 or 4 feet high. The principal weight of the roof is borne by the central and two next rows,

each of which supports a long, bulky ridge-pole. The two outer lateral rows of posts are much
smaller and support much lighter ridge-poles. In each row there are four posts, two in the middle

and one at each gable-end. These posts, more particularly those of the central row, are grotesquely

carved, and evidently by no unskilled hand, the lower part representing the body of a shark with its

head upwards and mouth agape, supporting in various postures a rude immitation of the human
figure, which formed the upper part of the post. In one instance, a man was represented seated on

the upper lip or snout of the shark, with his legs dangling in its mouth, and wearing a hat on his

head, the crown of which supported the ridge-pole. In another case the man was inverted, and

whilst the soles of his feet supported the ridge pole, his head and chest were resting in the mouth of

the shark. * » * fhe roof of the Wano tambu-house is formed of a framework of bamboo poles

covered with palm-leaf thatch, the poles being of equal size, whether serving as rafters or cross-

battens, the latter affording attachment for the thatch. The same materials are used in the sides of

the building. With reference to tambu-houses generally in this part of the group, I would remark

that they are open at both ends, with usually a staging at the front end raised about four feet from

the ground, which may be aptly termed "the village lounge". The tambu-house of the interesting

little island of Santa Catalina or Orika—the Yoriki of the Admiralty chart—is worthy of a few specia

remarks. Its dimensions are similar to those of like buildings in this part of the group, the length

being between 60 and 70 feet. Placed in front of each of its ends are three circles of large wooden
posts driven into the earth, each circle of posts being 4 or 5 feet in height and enclosing a space of

ground a few feet across, into which are thrown cocoa-nuts and other articles of food to appease the

hunger of the presiding deity or devil-god. The ridge-poles and posts are painted with numerous

representations in outline of war-canoes and fishing parties, of natives in full fighting equipment, of

sharks, and of the devil-god himself, with a long, lank body and a tail besides. * * * Some of the

representations on the ridge-poles were of an obscene character. The central row of posts were de-

faced by chipping, which I was informed was a token of mourning for the late chief of the island,

who had died not many months before.

The deification of the shark again is a link binding all the islands together, and

it is not surprising that people whose daily food is taken largel}' from a tropical sea,

and who must often have encountered these predaceous fish should have sought to

in some way propitiate them. I will not stop here to discuss the fact that the people

of some groups while recognizing the divinit}' of some sharks (as on Hawaii) still

pursued the fish as legitimate game,—indeed it was the only game the Hawaiian chiefs

had to tax their courage and skill. On the Solomon Islands the shark god had better
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treatment, as is shown by the carved representations of him and the nse of his image

to preserve the remains of the dead chiefs."

I hope that this description of the uses of the tambu-hoiises will explain why I

have referred to them so full}^, for they are really the "living room" of the male portion

of the population, as well as their guest chamber or parlor. The wet climate of these

islands would make the raised platforms, which are the lounging places in the

eastern Pacific, and the lightly roofed gathering places in the central region, useless

the greater part of the year.

FIG. 63. AN .AUSTRALIAN HUT.

Australian Houses.—We seem to have reached the bottom in the Pacific scale

of civilization when we come to the work of the Australian Blacks in house building.

A couple of forked sticks set up eight or ten feet apart with a ridge pole between the

crotches is all the frame, and the stringy-bark tree furnishes the rest in the shape of

great sheets of bark skilfully removed and laid against the frame in such direction as

to ward off rain or wind. In reaching a new camp it takes but little time to build the

wooden tent. A few handfuls of grass or leaves make a lair little, if au}-, better than

a wild animal would scrape together.

Some of the explorers of Australia found something better than this general

type of bark hut : Sir Thomas Mitchell in exploring the Gydir region found huts

"On all the groups that I have knowledge of the sacred nature of the shark does not prevent the use of his

dried skin for drum-heads as on Hawaii, or for files or rasps as on the Gilbert Islands and elsewhere.
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tastefully distributed, over-shaded by the flowering wattle, each dwelling semicircular

or circular, the roof conical, and from one side a flat roof or portico supported on two

posts extended ; these were covered with reeds, grass or boughs. Peron found partly

subterranean houses, and others have found framed structures. The more common type,

however, was the bark-covered hut which best suited the nomadic life of the people.

I hope that one thing has appealed to my readers as it has to me,—the never

wearisome simplicitj^ of even the rudest shanty built by the Australian blacks. Never

a touch of the commonplace in their villages such as is overwhelming in most of our

American towns where the house is sufiicientlj' durable, comfortable for its inmates,

and an ample protection from the weather, but utterly devoid of the pifluresque. A row,

perhaps, of stiff, unlovely cottages each a duplicate of the others, built by contract to

make as much show with as little money as possible; the pidture is familiar enough

in the suburbs of most cities. Hardly more pleasing if more imposing, are the blocks

of brick or stone,—even if the stone be a veneer of costly marble,—that line street after

street of every large cit}'.

In the Pacific islands most villages seem delightfully diversified : there is little

pretentiousness in each house, the grouping among the trees or along the shore is

often what no real artist could improve. True, to the practical being of many artificial

wants, from a civilized cit}', the one-roomed shelter would hardly seem a proper stable

for horses or odormobile, but to the islanders the almost empty space is pervaded by

that most usefvil of furniture, contentment, and then the house is fully furnished.

The ephemeral nature of the stick and thatch building is typical of the village

also, for the frequent wars are generall}- followed by the destrudlion of the town of the

vanquished, and the remnant of the tribe builds elsewhere rather than clear up the

ruins. Or, it may be, a war-vessel of some Christian nation comes among the islands

and for some wrong, real or fancied, shells the town. Again some tribes desert the

house in which the owner dies, and in which he may be buried. It is not surprising

that the luwie sentiment hardly exists under these circumstances. While in Australia

the tribes were nomads the limited extent of the Pacific islands confine the wander-

ings of the people to narrow bounds, and a greater change of abode can only be by

emigration, and legendary history tells us this has again and again taken place, as

when the Maori went from Hawaiki to Te ika a Maui as their congenors the Moriori

had done long before.

Even the old Hawaiian village in spite of the likeness of its houses to hayricks,

and its frequently bare exposure, had a fitness to its surroundings, it was never a blot

on the landscape. The only complete Hawaiian village I have ever seen was in the
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valley of Kalalau on the island of Kanai. Remote and difficult af access, it remained

uncontaminated by foreign fashions until a few years ago when the attradlions of city

life drew its few remaining inhabitants to Honolulu, and the frail houses fast perished.

It perished, however, a true and unchanged Hawaiian village whose kind will never

again be seen in the valleys of these islands. Let us now study these departed houses

of the old Hawaiian, gathering from those who saw and described them in the earlier

part of the last centurj- what they can tell us and filling out the account as well as

may be with the results of personal observation.

FIG. 64. VIEW MADE ON KAUAI BY COOK'S ARTIST WEBER.
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The House in Ha^waii.

The Hawaiians were no exception to the general rule that primitive peoples

in a mountainous country make their dwelling in caves to some extent. In this group

the volcanic mountains offer many facilities to the troglodyte ; for the innumerable

lava streams that have coursed down their slopes abound in bubbles and conduits

often of great extent, and while the superficial streams are so porous as to allow the

rains to percolate through their whole mass, the subjacent ones are often more

compact and contain dry chambers made accessible on the valley slopes b}- the erosion

of ages, so that there are few, if any, mountain gorges without caves. From abodes of

the living they have generallj^ become the last resting place of the dead, and being

for that reason carefully sealed up and concealed, are not noticed.

In time of war,—and in the old days that was nearly all the time on some part

or other of the group,—caves were the refuge of the old people and children, and the

Hawaiian annals, like those of more civilized warring nations, are stained with terri-

ble massacres of such refugees by means of fires at the cave mouth. Some of these

caves of refuge extended from the village to the sea like the well-known one at Kailua,

Hawaii ; others reach a long distance up the mountain slope and have several entrances.

Molokai, the often used battle ground of the chiefs of Oahu and Maui, was noted for

its cavernous hiding places, and legend tells of many caves where umekes, arms and

other native treasures are still hidden, the kahu or keepers all silent in death. In the

solitary valley of Moanui are said to sleep the ancient Moi of Molokai, each laid in

his canoe as our Norse ancestors were laid in the long ship before the barrow was piled

above it. Landslides have quite covered the mouth of these royal sepulchres, and only an

earthquake more potent than is common on the group is likely to reveal their secrets.

More habitable than common caves were those large lava bubbles where the

roof has fallen in admitting the daylight and air, and such still offer a comfortable

camping place as the author has many times found in his explorations, and as lately

as in the sixties of the last century, they were used in Puna by the mat makers. They

were cool and, lighted by the open roof, had the agreeable effect of the Pantheon at

Rome with its hypsethral dome.

Not a few of these open caves contain markings on the walls^- and other

indications of former inhabitants, but at present none is in use save for burial, and

^'I trust that these curious markings or figures which are found all over the group, even beneath present high
water mark, will be fully described and illustrated by Mr. John F. G. Stokes who has given them much study.
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these may be more fully described in the chapter on Hawaiian methods of disposing

of the dead.''

The earh' houses, confining that word to superterrene stru<5lures, were doubtless

rude tabernacles of branches inhale kavia/a) that reappear in the temporary struflures

of camping parties of the present day in the Hawaiian wilds. Unluckily palm leaves

were not abundanf° as in the East Indies and the Western Pacific, and most other

leaves in drying cease to shelter. Native banana served as temporar}^ shingles and

the tough leaves of the ki ( Cordyline terminalis) when properly applied were some-

what more durable. It is not difficult to imagine these poor d-wellings of the early

inhabitants, although neither record nor pidfure remains, but the house into which

they developed in the increasing leisure and desire for comfort, we have more knowl-

edge of, and will attempt to describe, although in the advance of foreign invasion even

these have nearly passed, and the few that remain are looked upon as curiosities. Forty

years ago Honolulu was well dotted with these thatched houses, as has already been

mentioned, but when we look to the onl}^ native annalist, whose work dates some thirty

years farther back, we shall perhaps be surprised at the little he knows about Hawaiian

house building, or at least deems worth}' of mention. There have been made several

translations of the Chronicle of David Malo,'*' but it is best to give here the original

with a literal translation of his description of the house:

—

MoKUNA XXXIII.—No NA Hale, me na
MEA AI me KA HOOMANA.

1

.

O ka hale kekahi mea nui e pono ai ko

ke kanaka noho ana ma keia ola ana a me ka

wahine, me na keiki, me na makamaka, me na

mea e ae e hookipa ai.

2. He mea maikai ka hale, he mehaua, he

mea pale aku i ka ua, a me ke anu, a me ka la,

a me ka wela. Ua noho nui no uae kehahi poe

lapuwale ma na hale pono ole me ka manao he

hale pono ia.

3. O ke ana ka hale o kekahi poe, o ka lua

ko kahi poe, o ka loupali ko kahi poe, he puha

laau ko kahi poe, he hale kamala ko kahi poe.

Chapter XXXIII. — Concerning Houses,
THEIR FURNISHING AND DEDICATION.

1. The house was an important and good

thing for a man's residence and health with his

wife and children, his friends and those who en-

joyed his hospitalitj'.

2. A good thing was the house for warmth

and a shelter from rain and cold, daylight and

heat. Man}' were the foolish people who lived

in wretched houses but thought them good

enough.

3. A cave was the house of some folk, a pit

of others, a sheltering cliff, a hollow tree of some,

of others a shanty. Some attached themselves

"A plan of such a cave has, however, been given on page 166 of the present volume in illustration of the

hiding place of a choice lot of old Hawaiian carvings.

'"There were only three species of palm, the Coconut, brought probably by the early immigrants and never

very abundant, and two species of the Loulu {Pritchatdia gaudichaudii and P. tiiartii), the latter fan palms and not

so suited for constructive purposes as the pinnate fronds of the coconut. It has been suggested that the coconuts

might have drifted here, but the currents that bring pine logs from the northwest coast of America surely would
not bring coconuts.

"The latest, by Dr. N. B. Emerson, was printed by the Trustees of this Museum in 1903.
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O ka hoopili wale aku malalo o ka poe mea hale

kekahi, ua kapaia ko lakou inoa he o keia pili

mai, a he unu pehi iole. O ke ano o keia mau
inoa, he lapuwale aka. Aole pela ka noho ana

o ka poe lapuwale ole, e hana no lakou i hale

penei e hana ai.

4. E pii aku no ma ka nahelehele me ke koi

a kua i na laau a pau a lawe mai o ka pou iia

laau pokole, o ke oa na laau loihi, o na pou hana

he kiekie laua e like me ke kiekie o ka hale a

ke kanaka i manao ai, pela ke kiekie o oia mau
laau.

5. O na kukuna ma na aoao o ka hana, he

haahaa iho ia, o ke kaupaku, he laau loihi ia e

like me ka loihi o ka hale ana i manao ai, pela

no ke kaupaku o kuaiole, he laau ia maluna iho

o ke kaupaku; o na halakea oia na kia e ku ana

maloko o ka hale ; o ka alio he laau liilii ia
;

pau na laau o ka hale.

6. Eia kekahi, a auwahaia na pou a pau,

he auwae ma ke alo o ka pou he wahi oioi ma
ke kua o ka pou e ku ana iluna pela no na oa e

hana ai, he auwae ma ke alo o ke oa, he mana-

mana ke kua o ke oa, i wahi e komo ai ka mea
oioi maluna o ka pou i paa, a pau alalia, e ku-

kulu ia ka hale penei e kukulu ai.

7. E kukulu, mua ia na pou kihi, a paa ia

mau pou, alalia kauia ke kaiila, mai keia pou

a keia pou, maluna kahi kaula, malalo kahi

kaula, a ike ia ke kaulike o na pou keia pou,

keia pou.

8. Alalia, e ana ia ka wa mawaena o keia

pou keia pou a i keia ka likepu, alalia, kuku-

luia na pou a pau oia aoao, a paa ia poe pou,

alalia, kukuluia kekahi aoao, a paa ia poe pou,

alalia, kauia ka lohelau ma ka waha o ka pou,

mai keia pou kihi a keia pou kihi.

9. Alalia, hoaia ka pou me ka lohelau; a

pau ia, alalia, kukuluia na pou hana, a paa ia,

kauia ke kaupaku a paa ia i ka hoaia i ke kaula,

kukuluia, na halakea, kauia na oa a pau a ana

ia kahi e nioku ai maluna o na oa a pau.

10. Alalia, kuu hou ia na oa a pau ilalo a

okioki ia keia oa keia oa, a kalai ia luna o na

oa a uuku a hoopoheoheo ia ko luna o na oa a

pau. Alalia, kau hou na oa a pau iluna, a paa

to those that had houses, such were called ' 'o kea
pili mai" or "unu pehi iole". These were dis-

reputable terms. Not so did those who were
not disreputable live, they built themselves

houses in the following manner.

4. The man must go up to the mountain for-

est with his adz and cut down such timber as he

needs; then he must carry it down on his back.

The posts were short timbers, the rafters long

sticks and the pou hana were long posts that

when set up determined the height of the house
the man had planned.

5. The kukuna on the sides of the pou hana
are shorter as they approach the corner. The
ridge-pole is a long stick as long as the builder

plans the house; the upper ridge-pole (kua iole)

is as long as the ridge-pole and lashed above it;

the halakea are the posts inside the house; the

aho are small sticks; this is all the house timber.

6. Then is cut a notch on every post, on the

front of the post a projection is cut and back of

this a jog in which rests the plate and the rafter

which has the end filed into two prongs which
ride astride the projection on the post. Both

posts and rafters have notches to hold the lash-

ings. When the house is framed it is set up.

7

.

The corner posts are set up first and made
fast. Then a rope is stretched from post to post,

a rope at the top, a rope at the bottom, so each

post is put in line with all the others.

8. Then space the posts that they be equi-

distant from each other; then set all the posts of

one side and make them firm, and those of the

other side in like manner; then the plates are

put on the posts in the groove, from one corner-

post to another.

9. Then were tied together the post and the

plate, and the pou hana set up and made fast to

the ends of the ridge-pole. Then the halakea

were put in place and the rafters put up and

marked at the top where they should be cut off.

ID. Then they took down again the rafters

and cut on this and that rafter a neck with a

head on the upper end of all the rafters. Then
they were lashed together and to the ridge-pole.
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ia i ke hoaia, kauia ke kuaiole maluna iho o ke

kaupaku.

1 1 . Alaila, kau hilo ia ka hale a pan, alalia

hoahoia, a paa i ka alio, alaila akoia i pili paha,

he lai paha, he lau ko paha, aia no i ka mana o

ana pela, pela no e ako ai a paa.

12. Alaila kaupaku a paa, pau ia hana ana,

alaila hana i puka, a pau ia, hana i pani, penei

ka hana ana, e auvvaha ka laau maluna a me ka

laau malalo a awaawaa waena, alaila hookonio

ke poo o na papa ma keia auwaha keia auwaha

o na laau moe aoao.

13. Alaila, houhou i ka iwi kanaka ma keia

poo ma keia poo, ma ka auwaha, a ma kia i kui

laau, a humuhuiiiu mawaena i ke kaula a paa,

alaila, i mau laau i elua, mao o ka puka a maa-

nei o ka puka, e pili ana maloko o ka puka e ku
ana iluna a maloko o laila e hooholo ai ke pani,

a pau ia hana ana e hauaia ka pa laau a pau ia.

14. Alaila, kiiia ke kahuna pule nana e

pule ka oki ana o na mauu maluna o ka puka o

ka hale (he kuwa ka inoa oia pule), a pau ka

pule ana, alaila komo ka mea nona ka hale a

noho ma kona hale me ka oluolu.

15. He hana mau no ka pule ana o ke ka-

huna ma na hale o ka poe noho pono a pau a me
kona alii, a me ka poe hanohano, a me ka poe

koikoi, a me ka poe noho kuonoono a pau.

16. Aka o ka poe lapuwale a pau, aole e

hana pela, e komo wale no ko lakou hale he

hale liilii ko lakou makemake, e waiho koke

mai no ke kapuahi ma kahi kokoke i ko lakou

poo, e waiho koke mai no na ipu ma ke poo;

hookahi no hale o lakou, pela no ko lakou

noho ana.

17. Aka, he okoa ka noho ana o ka poe

hookuonoono, a me ka poe noho pono, a me ka

poe koikoi, a me ka poe hanohano, a me na'lii,

e hana no keia mea pono keia mea pono, i mau
hale no lakou iho me na wahine a lakou.

18. E hana no i hale e moe pu ai me ka

wahine me na keike a e hana no i mau hale a

and the kuaiole was made fast above the main
ridge-pole.

11. Then the house was drawn tightly to-

gether with ropes and the aho tied on all over

the house: then the thatch was put on, grass

perhaps, ki leaf perhaps, sugar-cane leaf per-

haps, as the owner thought fit, and so the

thatching ended.

12. Then was thatched the ridge-pole and

the doorway made; this done the door was taken

in hand and a rabbet made in the cross stick

above and the cross stick below, and a hole made
in the centre; then the ends of the boards were

fitted in these rabbets resting upon the trans-

verse pieces.

13. Then were drilled, with human bone,

holes at both ends through the board and trans-

verse pieces, and wooden pegs driven in; cords

through the central holes bound the end strips

together; then two sticks were placed one on this

side, one on that, and between these and within

the doorway the door swung. This work com-

pleted, a wooden fence was built about the house.

14. Then was called in the priest to make a

prayer at the cutting of the bunch of grass left

hanging over the doorway of the house (kuwa
was the name of that prayer), and when the

prayer was ended the owner of the house entered

and settled with comfort.

15. This business of the prayer by the ka-

huna for the house was in use by the good

citizens, the chiefs, respectable men, people of

substance and those well-to-do.

16. But the foolish people did not so, but

entered their houses without ceremony ; they

only wanted a small house in which to sleep with

the fire-place near their head, and a calabash

near at hand; only one house had such people,

and so they lived.

17. But in a different way lived the well-

to-do folk, and the people who lived comfortably,

the men of property, respectable men and the

chiefs, each one built enough houses for him-

self and for his wives.

18. He would build a sleeping house for

himself, his wife and children, and large houses
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nui no kela hana no keia hana a ke kane, a for work by men and others for work by women,

no kela hana keia hana a ka wahine; he halau also a canoe house, a high house and a house in

kekahi hale, he aleo kekahi hale, he amana form of a cross,

kekahi hale.

19. Pela ka noho ana o ka poe kuonoono a 19. Such a way of living among the wealthy

pau, oia ka pono a ka poe kahiko o Hawaii nei seemed good to the ancient Hawaiians and they

i manao he ponoia i ko lakou mauao ana. deemed it respectable.

I greatly dislike to interrupt the quaint old annalist, but this is all he has to

tell us about the hotise itself, and we can return to his story and carry it to the end

of the chapter when we come to the interior of the finished hotise; at present we must

see what that fine old missionary the Rev. William Ellis wrote aboitt the Hawaiian

building as he saw it in his tour around the island of Hawaii at the very beginning

of the American missionary efforts on this group/^

The houses of the natives whom he had visited today, like most in this part of the island [Hilo

district], where the pandanus is abundant, were covered with the leaves of this plant, which, though

it requires more labour in thatching, makes the most durable dwellings. The inhabitants of Waia-

kea are peculiarly favoured in having woods producing timber, such as they use for building, within

three or four miles of their settlement, while the natives in most parts of the islands have to fetch it

from a much greater distance. In neatness and elegance of appearance their houses are not equal to

those of the Society Islanders, even before they were instructed by Europeans, but in point of strength

and durability they sometimes exceed them. There is also less variety in the form of the Sandwich

Island dwellings, which are chiefly of two kinds, viz., the hale noho (dwelling house) , or halau (a long

building) nearly open at one end, and, though thatched with different materials, they are all framed

in nearly the same way.

They begin to build a house by planting in the ground a number of posts, six or eight inches

in diameter, in a row, about three or four feet apart, which are to support one side of the house. When
these are fixed in a straight line, they erect a parallel row, to form the opposite side. In the small

houses these posts are not more than three or four feet high, while in the larger ones they are twelve

or fourteen feet in height, and proportionally stout. Those used in the chief's houses are round,

straight, and smooth, being prepared with great care, but in general they are fixed in the ground

without even having the bark stripped off. Grooves are cut in the top of the posts, along which

small poles are laid horizontally, instead of wall-plates, and tied to the posts with the fibrous roots

of the ie, a tough mountain plant. A high post, notched at the top, is next fixed in the middle at

each end, and supports the ridge-pole on which the tops of the rafters rest, while, at the lower end,

they are fixed on the wall-plate, each rafter being placed exactly above the post which supports the

horizontal pole, or wall-plate. When the rafters are fixed, small poles are laid along, where they

cross each other above the ridge-pole ; sometimes poles are fastened across like tie-beams, about

half way up the roof, and the separate parts of the whole frame are tied together with strong cinet,

made of the roots of the ie plant, or fibres of the cocoa-nut husk. The space between the posts at

the sides and ends is now closed up with sticks, larger than a common-sized walking-stick, which

are tied with cinet in horizontal lines, two or three inches apart, on the outside of the posts, and

extending from the ground to the top of the roof. A large house, in this stage of its erection, has a

singular appearance. [See Plate XXVII.]

- Narrative of a Tour through Hawaii, or Owhyhee ; with observations on the Natural Historj- of the Sandwich
Islands, and remarks on the Manners, Customs, Traditions, History, and Language of their Inhabitants. By William
Ellis, Missionary from the Society and Sandwich Islands. (Second edition.) London, 1827. P. 313.
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If the sides and roof are of plantain leaf-stalks, and the leaves of the pandanus, or of ti leaves,

each leaf is woven around the horizontal sticks, which gives it a neat appearance, resembling a kind

of coarse matting on the inside, while the ends of the leaves hang down without. But if they are

covered with grass, which is most commonly the case, it is bound up in small bundles, and these are

tied to the small sticks along the side of the wall of the house, with cinet or cord. They always

begin at the bottom and tie on the grass with the roots upward, and inclined toward the inside, and

continue one row above another from the ground to the top of the roof. The roof and sides are

always of the same material, except where the latter are of plantain or ti leaves. The corners and

ridge are sometimes covered with fern leaves [Fig. 66], with which they can secure these parts better

FIG. 66. HOUSE IN WHICH KEELIKOLANI DIED AT KAIEUA, HAWAII.

than with grass, &c. The shell is now finished, and generally, except in the lowne.ss of the sides

and steepness of the roof, looks much like a hay-rick, particularly as until recently they never thought

of making windows, and had only one aperture, which was the entrance. A large portion of that

end of the halau which faces the sea, is usually open. The houses of this kind were probably origi-

nally erected for the construction and preservation of canoes, for which purpose they are still some-

times used, though frequently occupied as dwellings. In the common dwelling house, the door is

frequently on one side. In the old houses the doors are always low. Since foreigners have resided

among them, and built houses with doors and windows, the natives have enlarged their doors, though

there are yet but few that can be entered without stooping. Some of them also begin to think win-

dows a convenience, but they by no means fall in with our ideas of uniformity in the disposition of

them. Sometimes we have seen a house forty or fifty feet long, with the door at one end, and a

small window at the other, half way up to the top of the roof. Again, we have entered a house of
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equal dimensions, and in some parts of it we have seen an aperture within a foot or a foot and a half

of the floor, generally near their sleeping places. This as well as the other, they call a buka
makani (wind hole), and assign as a reason for placing it in such a situation, that they sometimes
find it close in their houses, and like to have the wind blow on them as they lie on their mats.

The shell of the house being finished, they proceed to fit up the inside, which is soon accom-
plished, as they have neither partitions nor chambers, and, however large the house may be, but one
room and one floor. In preparing the latter, they sometimes level the ground, and spread grass
over it, which they cover with large mats made of the leaves of the pandanus. But the best floors

are those formed with pebbles, or small fragments of lava, which are alwa3's dry, and less likely to

be infested with vermin than those covered with grass.

FIG. 67. HAKAKAU FOR SUSPENDING CAI.ABASHES.

The size and quality of a dwelling varies according to the rank and means of its possessor,

those of the poor people being mere huts, eight or ten feet square, others tvs'enty feet long, and ten

or twelve feet wide, while the houses of the chiefs are from forty to seventy feet long. Their houses

are generally separate from each other : even in their most populous villages, however near the

houses may be, they are always distinct buildings. Although there are professed house-carpenters

who excel in framing, and others who are taught to finish the corners of the house and ridge of the

roof, which but few understand, yet, in general, every man erects his own house. If it be of a

middling or large size, this, to an individual or a family, is a formidable undertaking, as they have

to cut down the trees in the mountains, and bring the wood from six to ten miles on their shoulders,

gather the leaves or grass, braid the cinet, &c., before they can begin to build.

But when a chief wants a house he requires the labour of all who hold lauds under him : and

we have often been surprised at the dispatch with which a house is built. We have known the natives

come with their materials in the morning, put up the frame of a middling-sized house in one daj-,

cover it in the next, and on the third return to their lands. Each division of people has a part of the

house allotted b)^ the chief, in proportion to its number; and it is no unusual thing to see upwards

of a hundred men at a time working on one house.
Memoirs B. P. B. Mcseum. Vol. II, No. 3.- [265]
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A good house such as they build for the chiefs, will keep out the wind and rain, and last from

seven to ten years. But, in geueral, they do not last more than five years; and those which they

are hired to build for foreigners, not more than half that time. In less than twelve months after my
own grass house was built, the rain came through the roof from one end to the other, every time

there was a heavy shower.

In some of the islands the natives have recently covered their houses with mud ; this, however,

does not appear to render them more durable.

While idolatry existed, a number of superstitious ceremonies were performed, before they

could occupy their houses. Offerings were made to the gods, and presents to the priest, who entered

the house, uttered prayers, went through other ceremonies, and slept in it before the owner took

possession, in order to prevent evil spirits from resorting to it, and to secure its inmates from the

effects of incantation.

When the house was finished, it was soon furnished. A sleeping mat spread on the ground,

and a wooden pillow, a wicker basket or two to keep their tapa or native cloth in, a few calabashes

for water and poi, and some wooden dishes, of various size and shape, together with a haka, were

all they required. This latter article was sometimes like a stand used by us for hanging hats and

coats on. It was often made with care, and carved, but more frequently it was a small arm of a tree,

with a number of branches attached to it. These were cut off within a foot of the main stem, which

was planted in some convenient part of the house-*^ and upon these natural pegs they used to hang
their calabashes, and other vessels containing food. They generally sat on the ground, and took

their food near the door of their house.

The old Hawaiian was a shore-dweller that he might be near his chief animal

food,—the fish so abundant about the coral reefs that fringe his island home. Wherever

the hard black lava line retired to form a bay, or made a breakwater behind which

sand might collect to form a beach there a village cotild be seen. And even where the

lava cliffs made canoe landing difficult, as in parts of Puna, Hawaii, there, that he

might be in touch with the ocean, he hoisted his canoe up the cliffs by means of rude

davits. Today his descendants have flocked to the foreigners' town and the picturesque

little bays and tin}' beaches are deserted tmless they happen to be a convenient landing

to the nearest stigar plantation, and a few piles of stones and perhaps a clump of coconut

trees tell the tale of the former fishermen who made a comfortable living \)y catching

fish for his family, or to exchange for other needed things, and to stipply his chief.

Near the mouth of the valleys that on every island of the group cut into the

mountain mass on every side the old Hawaiian planted his kalo in the ponds so in-

geniously supplied with water, and farther landward he had his plantations of sweet

potato, waoke and olona, but his chosen home was still near the sea that had borne

his ancestors in their long journey from Kahiki : in this new land it was still the con-

nedling link with the old home which it took him many generations to forget amid

the pleasanter circumstances of his new world. We do not find in the ancient songs

any glimpse of homesickness, and seldom are these songs tinged with darker shades

'^These haka or hakakau were often pkiced outside the house on the kahua or pkitform as may be seen in

Plate XXVIII. Their common form is shown in Fig. 67.
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of flight from enemies^^ or banishment, as often predicated of the immigrants by

gnessers at their origin.

They lived on the shore and their little world was bounded by niauka (towards

the mountain) and 7iiakai (towards the sea), and on that ground timber was neither

abundant nor siiited to housebuilding. They had planted Hau {Pariiium tiliaccunt)

and Kou {Cordia subcordata) for shade, and the Ulu (Breadfruit, Artocarpus incisd) and

Niu (Coconut, Cocos micifcra) for food, but none of these is suited for building. The
native shore vegetation in most of the Poljmesian islands is scant and mean. Immi-

grant weeds have everywhere landed like the Polynesians themselves, but higher i:p the

mountain slopes, as high as vegetation reaches are dense forests of very valuable trees,

mainly of hard wood, and to these forests {naliclchele) the intending builder must go.

In seledling a log for carving into an idol, of course priestly magic played its

part, and dreams and omens directed the seeker; so the canoe builder trusted to his

god, the friendly little elepaio (C/iasieii/pis)^ to indicate a proper tree neither worm-eaten

nor decayed, but I cannot say with certainty that any such supernatural intervention

was required in the seledlion of the few sticks of limited size used in the framing of an

Hawaiian house. The priest {ka/inna), who, in the infancy of a people, always has a

finger in every concern of his fellow men that conduces to the increase of his power or

property, had doubtless selec^ted the position of the intended house, that is, determined

what our Chinese neighbors would call its fniig sluii or lucky outlook ("wind and

water" rules), and had been duly paid with mats, kapa, coconuts, bananas, pigs, fish

or such other portable propierty as he most desired or his client was best able to pay,

and he seems to have allowed the man a respite until the work of building was com-

plete when he again intervenes, as we shall see later on.

The seledlion of timbers was nevertheless no haphazard choice. The old

Hawaiians had a remarkable knowledge of trees and plants; they gave them names

and exploited their useful qualities in a way that their descendants have wholly for-

gotten. They were not likely to pick out a tree that was not durable, and they had a

building requirement that the posts and connecfting rafters, forming with the ground

a pentagon, should be, so far as each set went, of the same kind of wood; with this

exception^' they were free to use any durable and otherwise suitable wood. The best

houses, however, were generally built of naio {Myoponim sandwicense Gray), uhiuhi

"The tale of Paao and others was of self-banishment and sorrow at leaving home, but there is little repining
in the land which gave them a refuge.

"This arrangement must be followed or they would not be able to live quietly and comfortably in the house.
Cases have been pointed out to nie where this wise precaution had been neglected by the builder or his contractor,
and the owner could not live in the house until the defect had Ijeen remedied. In cases where the kahuna had made
a mistake in the location nothing but a complete removal of the unfortunate house would set things to rights with
the gods or their legates the priests. I have been told of one house that had to be moved twice, the gods were so
hard to suit.
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{Caesalpinia Xv?//r//<-v/.s7>Mann),kauila {Alphitonia exce/sa Mann) , mamane {Edzvardsia

chrysophylla), kamani {C/nysophyl/um inopliylluni) and koa {Acacia koa), although the

last was used more for canoes than for house timbers. Ohia lehua {Metrosidcros

polyniorp/ia) was used in inferior houses, and lama {Maha sandtaicensis) in houses built

for the gods. See the illustration (Fig. 95) of the hale lama below in the account of

the modern grass houses.

So far as I have been able to discover, the ancient Hawaiians had no house-

building guilds such as were common among the southern Polynesians and embraced

a full system of master builders and apprentices. Doubtless at first each man, with

the help of his neighbors, built his own simple house. He went up to the forest and

colleded the timber little by little; brought it down with the help of his wife and

children and perhaps his friends. When it was all on the ground he had what in

New England, not many decades ago, would be called "a raising bee", when all his

friends assembled to lend a hand in raising the frame and thatching the house.

Doubtless he regaled his helpers with poi and baked pig or dog as did the New Eng-

land farmer with cider, pies and doughnuts. If the owner of the house happened not

to be a/cii/mri m housebuilding (skilled in the art), he would doubtless call to his aid

a kiieiiclialc or man whose knowledge of house carpentry was greater than his own to

tell how long and how far apart the sticks should be, and that there was, in later time

at least, some definite and well-known rule about all this, is shown in the remarkable

similarity of interspaces as well as timber sizes in all of the scores of native houses

I have examined all over the group.

A chief had many kuenehale among his retainers, as he was likely to have

artisans of the few sorts known among the Hawaiians, and when he desired to build a

house, under their direAion some men went to the forest for trees from which to shape

the house timbers, others to collect the long slim sticks needed in great quantity for the

alio., others to braid the cord that was to hold the frame together and attach the thatch

to the alio, while others collected the pili grass for thatching.

The timbers were not fashioned in the forest, except so far as to cut a neck at

one end to which the rope used in dragging the log down could be made fast. Most

of the timbers could, however, be carried on the shoulders of the muscular old

Hawaiians. When on the ground they were generally hewn into a uniform surface

with the stone adzes, although in poorer houses I have seen posts simply stripped

of bark, if this had not been torn off in the dragging over a rough trail. In most of

the woods enumerated as preferred for house building it was important to cut awa}' all

the sapwood to insure the durability of the posts. The illustration given will show
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the adze marks in the hewn timber (Plate XXVI, and Figs. 77-82), and these were

never covered with sennit as in Tonga and Samoa.

The stone adzes were the principal tools used in all the honse framing, although

fire was used at times in felling trees. When foreign tools came to the Islands they

were not at once popular : the

adze, the}' said, was too heav}*

(for men who swung a ten-

pound stone adze-head!); and

when the superior durabilit}- of

the metal was acknowledged,

the native carpenters still kept

the ail or handle of the stone

tool and used plane irons at-

tached with coconut cord in

the ancient way. I have seen

old canoe makers use a foreign

adze to roughlj' excavate the

canoe log and then return to

the old stone koi to put the

proper finish on their work.

In cutting the deep

notch in the rafters a stone

file was often used, and the

ever useful pump-drill ( Fig.

68), a tool common thi-ough-

out the Pacific, served to bore

the holes for the pins in the

door. To dig the post holes

the universal 00 or digger, a

tough stick of convenient length sharpened at one end like a duck's bill, was used.

Not a hammer, not a nail. As in the building of Solomon's Temple, "there was neither

hammer nor axe nor anj' tool of iron heard in the house while it was in building." We
may add that the general confusion of tongues and shouting among the many workers

would have smothered the rat-tat of a dozen hammers.

In place of nails or screws the Hawaiians used cords of various sizes (Plate

XXIX) for fastening together the different parts of a house. The largest aha of

braided coconut fibre served as cable for the stone anchor of a canoe : a size nearly as
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large fastened the outrigger to tlie ania and these to the gunwale of the canoe. Then

came the size used to tie the principal framework of the house together. Smaller cord

attached the aho to the rafters and posts, and still smaller fastened the tufts of grass

to the aho in thatching. The size was also regulated bj' the strength of fibre: thus a

cord of olona was stronger than one of coconut fibre of equal size, and the latter

stronger than one of twice the size made of grass.

FIG. 69. BALL OF BRAIDED GRASS.

While men were cutting the timber in the forest on the mountain side, others

were twisting or braiding cord and winding it into balls often twelve or eighteen inches

in diameter, as shown in Fig. 69. On most of the groups this cord or sennit making

was pastime of the elderly men whose product was always in demand, and I have else-

where*''' noted the ingenious method of winding sennit which has been adopted by

modern spinners as the best form (Fig. 70). Ellis mentioned ieie fibre as used in the

Hilo district, where it was abundant. The house from Kauai re-eredled in the Bishop

Museum, which is fully figured in Plates XXVI-XXVIII, and Fig. 86, was fastened

together by cord {aliuawa) made from the braided leaves of iikiuki, a liliaceous plant.

This was made into large balls and used throughout as more convenient to procure than

"Bishop Museum, Occasional Papers I, Director's Report for 1899, p. 22.
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the coconut fibre which is now never imported as formerl}-, from the southern islands, and

is not prepared to any commercial extent on this group. Neither olona nor waoke was

used commonl}^ in housebuilding, although cord of hau served in poorer houses.

It is surprising to one not familiar with thatching to see how much grass is

needed for the purpose. I have thatched a house in the forests of Guatemala with

split palm leaves and the material seemed but little bulkier than ordinar}' shingles.

FIG. 70. rOLYNKSI.\N SENNIT IN NATIVE ROLLS.

but the pili grass for the Museum building made a pile almost as large as the finished

house. This grass {Paspaluni orbiadare or Heteropogon contortits) was common enough

all through the coast region and up the larger valleys, and its colleftion was left to

the women and children. In the corvee at the building of a chief's house described by

Ellis, chiefs often remitted a suitable portion of the district taxes in return for especially

fine timber or grass brought by their feudal tenants.

If, instead of grass, pandanus leaf was the thatching material, it was at hand

over almost all the inhabited part of the group, although now nearly eradicated from

regions where cane is cultivated: its use for mat-making was more important than for

thatching. Of the other material occasionally used, as coconut leaves for screens or

lanai roofing, ki plant or sugar-cane leaves, all were in or about the villages. As a rule,
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I believe, the tenants of a chief had free timber from their chief's land which extended

from the sea to the mountain top, but I am not entirely sure, for my sources of informa-

tion on this point are not quite satisfa6lory. There was no dearth of wood until the

white man with his all-consuming fires came upon the land, but the difficulty of trans-

portation was sufficient to guard against waste.

We will anticipate a little and leave the colle(5led material on the ground—though

not so long as it would doubtess be left by the builders—and sketch out the skeleton

of the building, much as a modern architect would examine his plans, that the reason

for the forms and sizes of the various sticks and their names may be clear to the reader.

The grass house placed in the Bishop Museum and represented in Plates XXVI
to XXVIII we have seledled to show the different stages of construdlion,''" but it is

FIG. 71. DIAGRAMS OF HOUSE FORMS.

not the oldest and simplest form, which still existed fort}- 3'ears ago in out-of-the-way

places, and sometimes among the cluster of houses in a chief's residence.

Two posts, \.\\Q poll liana ^ a name which I should translate the zvorking posts^ were

the earliest portion of au}? grass house, as they would be of any lean-to camp, and the

rudest Jialc kania/a or shanty. They supported the two ends of the kanpakn or ridge-

pole. The Marcjuesan house had these three elements, and in that ciirious house the

rafters reached from the ridge-pole to the wall or the ground, on one side only. In the

oldest form of Hawaiian grass house known the rafters extended to the ground from

the ridge-pole on either side (see the diagram, A in Fig. 71). At first the rafters were

planted in the ground or fastened to stakes. This frame was really a roof, and the

house to this point was only roof. However steep the roof, the interior space was

smaller in proportion as it rose from the ground : only on the ground level could one

enjoy the whole horizontal space the roof covered. This inconvenience led the French

architect Mansard to borrow the roof that bears his name, and the Hawaiian builder to

"The frame of this house was fouml in a vallej' on the northern siile of Kauai, by the late \V. R. Deverill, and
the owners of tlie land, Messrs. Knudsen, kindly gave it to the Mnseuni. It is made of Bastard San<lal-wood, Naio
of the natives, and uhinhi, two very hard and durable woods, and in the opinion of Mr. Deverill, a good judge, must
have been made a hundred and fifty years ago. At any rate the wood shows plainly the marks of stone adzes, and
the complete frame is the oldest 1 know of. The naio is j\/yoponnii sdndwiietise, and the uhiuhi is Caesalpinia
kaiiaiensis Mann.
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bow liis rafters as shown in c of the figure. This was a favorite form of house and is shown

in Weber's sketch on Kauai, made at Cook's first visit to the group in 1775 (Fig. 64).

Ver}^ soon, probably, it was found best for the stabilitj^ of the house to fasten

the lower end of the rafters to a stick of equal length and parallel to the ridge-pole:

this became the loliclait or wall-plate. In the Waimea houses of Cook's time these

plates were raised on posts, where they were on the banks of the Waimea River,

•^y_;^^^^iX--^\.

...i

FIG. 72. II.VLE KAMAXI AT LAHAINA.

to guard against floods, bi:t the floor remained on the level of the plate which thus

became a sill.

The space under this form of house was, in the absence of flood waters, an agree-

able living room for the family (including the pigs, whose close connedlion with man

in the Pacific has already been noted), and this basement room has always been a

favorite with Hawaiians. When the foreign houses were built they were generally

raised on posts some feet from the soil, and in such case the house owner, if Hawaiian,

by preference occupied the space beneath the floor. When the Princess Keelikolani built

her palace in Honolulu, with drawing room and every convenience on the main floor,

which was reached by rather high doorsteps, she preferred to live in the cool basement.

Now, if we suppose the houses of roof only, raised, as shown in Weber's pic?ture,

four or five feet above the ground, it would be a simple step to lower the floor and cover
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in the supporting posts with a wall. This change would make the complete house of

which all later ones are modifications. One of the most perfect forms of this t3'pical

house is shown in Fig. 72, a house built by Kauikeaoule (Kamehameha III) for his

sister Nahienaena. The windows are of course foreign

additions,''^ but the porch in front was quite in accordance

with native stj-le. Other forms of grass houses we shall

notice later, but if we have shown that the skeleton in all

is essentially the same, growing to its full development

b\- degrees, we are ready to return to our material and

watch the old natives, clad solelv in the ninlo^ put together

the frame. It is always a fascinating sight to see a house

take shape, and not less so when the active agents are

animated bronze statues.

Tlie best houses were built on a kalina or platform

of stone, usually- rounded stone laid dry, but we see in

Fig. 65 that the houses of Kalaimoku, the famous prime

minister of Liholiho (Kamehameha II), were without

this desirable foundation. The two corner posts of the

front were first planted whether in the stone kahua or in

the ground, and they were fashioned, as Ellis tells us,

smoothly for the chiefs and left even with the bark on

for the meaner houses, and the top was cut as shown in

Fig- 73- Most of the old posts I have examined were

not stiic^lv smooth but bore the marks of the stone adze as

maj' be seen in the illustration. The large post shown in

Figs. 74-75 was as smooth as if water-worn. A deep groove

was cut to receive the lolielan or plate: the inside lip of

this groove was cut flat and shorter than the outer one,

which was fashioned into a point to engage the fork of the

rafter which rested on the plate which in turn rested on

the flat back of the post. A chin {amuae^ is cut below^ ' FIG. 73. THE rOU OF A HOUSE.

the front peak {ule'*'') to hold the lashing as shown in

Fig. 73. In one case, however, advantage was taken of a projection to cut holes through

*'This house was leased to, and inhalnted by, Hon. Gorliam D. Gilnian of Boston from 1851 to 1S61, while he
was a merchant in Lahaina, Maui, the ancient capital of the group, and to hiui I am indebted for the interesting
view of this fine house.

"'It was quite in accordance with the spirit of the Hawaiian language to use such terms: ule:=penis, kohe^
vagina : but in Englisli we use the terms male and female screw.
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which the lashings were passed'" (Fig. 75). All this shaping has been done while the

timbers were on the ground and doubtless the kuenehale has had the holes dug and

the posts cut to a proper length before the raising. But no : this pole is too long and the

hole has to be deepened not only with the

00 but with a noise as that which over-

threw the walls of Jericho: or the hole may
extend to a large rock, and then the pou

POU FROM WAIALUA.

FIG. 74. POU FROM WAIALUA.

has to be cut shorter. All these dela3's and con-

tretemps are taken with perfect good nature:

time is of little value, and mahope is better than

today! When at last these corner posts are ^'^'^- 75-

placed to the satisfadlion of the kuenehale, a line is fastened between the posts at top and

bottom, and the other posts, which are of the same shape as the corner posts but sometimes

'"This large pou, which measures 36 inches in circumference and is 9.5 feet long, was found by the Rev. W. D.
Westervelt in a swamp at Waialua, Oahu, and by him given to the Museum. The log is hollow, and was probably
so when first used. 127^1
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less in diameter, are placed in line, with equal interspaces, and firmly fixed in the groixnd;

the plate, lohelau, is then placed in its groove and temporarily bound to each with cord.

The opposite side is next eredled, and the old Hawaiians must have had some

diificulty, in case of a large house, to get the correct position, for thej- do not seem to

have had the method of the Maori of the //fl'?/;-cX'/ or measurement bj' diagonals; at

least, I find no word in the Hawaiian language corresponding to this, and while the

small houses were generally fairly recflangular, the large Iieian or temples were often

far from it when tested b3' the accurate methods of a survey.'"

The gable ends were next taken, and a cord the length from centre to centre of

the corner posts was doubled to obtain the point midway between the posts, where the

highest posts, those that determined the

height and so the pitch of the roof, were

planted, being aligned as were the posts of

the front and back. These poii/iana were

notched on the top to receive the ridge-pole,

and like the carved centre-post of the New

Zealand hoiise, had something of a sacred

charaAer, although not to the extent, per-

haps, of the Maori post. Under one of these

was buried the victim anciently offered to

the gods,'" although some authorities claim one of the corner posts for this honor.

As there is a special name for this posi, pon o Mann, it would suggest that it might be

any convenient post. I have never dug up any bones on the site of an old house, with

a single exception : in mj' own garden I found the skull of a young male about where an

ancient house stood, but there was nothing to show what post of the house stood where

the skull was found ; and it might have been a simple interment. It is so long since the

custom of sacrifice ceased that probably no bones would remain. By analog}' in con-

sidering the custom of the other Polynesians, I am inclined to believe that a pouhana was

the chosen post. Half way between the pouhana and the poukihi came the knknna, posts

planted in the ground and lashed to the end rafters. Stout ropes were then bound around

the house to hold the whole frame tightlj' together until the rafters were in place.

FIG. 76. DIAGRAM OF HOUSE PLAN.

"Tliis common measurement is simplj' this, referring to Fig. 76 : AB = CD and AC = ED, but it is not a rec-

tangle unless AD ^ CB.

5° While there can be no question that the offering was made to secure the stability' of the house, there is

question as to what god the offering was ma<le. The name of the post at the base of which the victim was placed
was poll o Ahiini which hardly liglitens the difficulty. Manu was the name of the two gods standing at Lono's door.
Manu. meaning throughout Polynesia a bird, was in mythology applied especially to "The great Bird of Tane, the
Bird that goes round the heavens." In Hawaiian it is The great white Bird of Kane. Among the Maori the kiwi or
Apteryx is called Te manu huna a Tane, "The hidden bird of Tane." On the other hand the Polynesian word manu
means to launch, to cause to float, to establish, and the name of the post may merely signify a memorial of the
founding of the house, a sort of "corner stone".
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FIG. 77. UPPER END OP RAFTER.

FIG. 78.

UPPER SIDE OF LOWER
END OF R.\FTER.

There were then ten posts that had special

names in every honse : two pouhana, four pou-

kihi and four kukuna; the last were not cut

on the top as the others were. All the other

posts were alike and designated simplj' pou.

The oa or rafters equaled in number the

front and back posts, and the lower ends were

cut all alike into a heel and fork, the latter

called kolic as it was to fit the iilc of the post

(See Fig. 78). They were put in place resting

on the plate and post with the upper end rest-

ing on the ridge-pole, and marked where they

should be cut off above the ridge-pole. They

were then taken down and the tapper ends cut

in pairs as shown in Fig. 77. I have already

spoken of the importance of the requisition

that the two posts and two rafters forming a

series should be of the same kind of wood.

I fancy that in the poorer houses, which must FIG. 79.

UNDER SIDE OF LOWER
END OF RAFTER.

jasssixsmkMmimwiwwtwwJ:

Fig. 80. LOWER END OF RAFTER.
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sometimes have been made of the ruins of other houses, this was often negleded, and

any odd sticks were doubtless used at times, but I have never noticed in the good

houses I have examined any deviation from this rule. The union of the pair of rafters

above the ridge-pole was an interesting j
one, and calculated to greatly strengthen

the roof, for above the projecting rafters,

which were halved to come into line, and

parallel to the kaulinliu (Fig. 8i, a) was the

kaiipakii (b) or supplementary ridge-pole. "'^.81. junction oi* rafters.

Not only were the four sticks lashed firmly together at the point of intersedlion, but

between the rafters the two ridge-poles were also tied tightly together (Fig. 81).

Cross bracing was unknown to the old

Hawaiian as to other Polynesians, and such

braces were not needed and perhaps better

away, for a certain degree of elasticity was

desirable in a grass house that would be

fatal in a boarded house. Only in the Ku-

saien gable (Fig. 42) is the property of the

stiff triangle used to support the ridge-pole,

and then it may have been more in the vcay

of ornament tlian as a mechanical device.

While the rafters are being cut the

workmen are tying together the pou all

around the house, leaving onlj- the space

for the door, with a/io, small horizontal

poles about the size of a stout walking-stick,

and at intervals of five to .seven inches.

(See Plate XXVII.) When the rafters are

again in place they are first tied together

with the flat sides of the neck in contact

and then made fast to the ridge-poles and

finally to the pou and lohelau. The low-er

lashing is well shown in Fig. 82. The at-

tachment of alio is then continued all over

the roof, and in very large hou.ses cross ^ig. 82. junction of rafter and post.

beams are also added, but this is seldom needed, the alio are so stiff a bracing. Where

the depth of the house requires it, vertical aho are placed between the gable-end posts

to support and stiffen the horizontal aho. How a house looks in this stage is shown
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in Plate XXVII. It is in fact a huge inverted basket. The long ropes that bound the

frame tightly together are now removed and the spring of the frame tightens all the

lashings in a very satisfactory way. As shown in Fig. 82 the aho are not all tied to

the rafters, but mainly to another pole of about the same size as the aho, which is

lashed at every fourth or fifth row to the rafter as well as to the horizontal aho. This

system saves much cord and seems very firm. The thatching is now in order.

I do not know that a separate guild of thatchers existed in Hawaii, but it is

certain that the corners and doorway' were always entrusted to some skilful persons,

FIG. 83. HOUSE NEAR HILO NEEDING A NEW ROOF.

the main thatching being done by friends or neighbors of the owner. It was particu-

larly difficult to make the jundlion of the roof and gable walls weather-tight, for the

roof never projected beyond the plane of the wall, which was vertical or nearly so.

To close this against rain several devices, more or less effectual, were used, such as

braiding the tufts of thatch together, or bonneting the seam with thicker grass, or,

more commonly, with fern stems and fronds ; the latter device is shown on the house

in Fig. 66; but it seems never to have suggested the safer projecting portion of roof,

shown in the New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Maori and other houses of the Pacific

region. It is not impossible that the hipping of the gable ends as shown in that figure,

and in the illustrations of the house in this Museum, was suggested by the acknowl-

edged difficulty of making a tight joint ; at any rate the hipped gable seems to have
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been a later form of roof, and thence to the end of the age of grass honses on these

islands was the more popular one. The rainy Hilo, as it used to be, had houses of

this form in very early times, while in the dryer parts of the group a tight roof was

not so important a matter. That the whole roof leaked when neglected is shown by

the patchwork covering the house given in Fig. 83, from a photograph taken by my
friend Charles Furneaux, Esq.

fJVi'f'ii"

FIG. 84. HOUSE IN PUNA, WITH LANAI.

Turning from this distressful scene of decayed thatch, which was common

enough in the last da^-s of the grass age, we may set the thatchers at work to cover

our skeleton. The general native word for thatching was al'o whatever the material

used; when it was well and smoothlj^ done the term was /o/e : hence the art of thatch-

ing a house was called lolelau. There were other words used in different parts of the

group, SlS paihale, because it was walling in a house; papain because the tuft of grass

being tied to the alio was struck with the left hand to compress it under the cord.

In the neatest houses there was a lining of banana stalks dried, sugar-cane

leaves, or, where the leaf was abundant, of hala (Pandanus) leaves; but this was a

mere appearance of neatness, for it was a capital nidus for the man}- insects that in this
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climate infest such houses. The plain grass when /c/r, was more desirable, but even

the grass itself was a pleasant harbor by day for countless cockroaches which came

out at night to disturb and pillage. These insects are of considerable size, often two

inches long, and of remarkable agility and keen appetite. I well remember my first

experience with them in a neat grass house in Puna, Hawaii. Father Titus Coan, of

the American Mission, and I were traveling along the shore of that now almost deserted

region, that grand old missionary on one of his pastoral tours, and I availing myself

of his guidance, when we spent a night in a very comfortable native house" (Fig. 84).

As soon as the kukui nut candles and the native stone lamps were lighted, that one of

the younger members of the family, our hosts, might read the bible in the family wor-

ship, the unbidden congregation of cockroaches assembled, and it required the active

services of a lad to brush the great insects from the page which would otherwise have

been covered. When we stretched ovirselves on the mat bed, rolled in a sheet of kapa,

we had the better of them, for every time we rolled over several gave up their lives in

loud pops, and in the morning we found windrows of the crushed remains on either

side of each sleeper. The}-, however, had their revenge, for during the night they ate

so much of my bridle that it could not be used until mended, and the oiled silk lining

of our hats was reduced to bare threads ; one of the party had the entire enamel eaten

from his patent leather shoes, leaving rough brown leather. This is one disadvan-

tage of grass houses.

Supposing the lining in place, next the aho, the thatcher begins at a corner

with a very thick bunch of grass which he ties firmly to the lowest aho in such a way

that it extends somewhat around the corner; the roots are upward, and the cord is

bound in a single turn, and the next tuft quickly placed close at its side. The early

part of this process can be seen in Plate XXVII, as done on the house in the Bishop

Museum. The lower row must lay out on the ground or kahua, if there is one, and the

succeeding ones overlap; the durability of the roof or wall and its impermeability depend

much on the thickness of these successive layers. We have seen that in the Fijian

house the thickness is very great, much exceeding any I ever saw on the Hawaiian

group, but then it must be remembered that I saw this work here only in its decadence.

The simple process of attaching the grass continues from the ground to the

ridge-pole, and then comes another process entirely : the bonneting may be done in

several ways, bvit the ground and object of each is the same, to so unite the rows of

thatch, which on the peak are quaquaversal, that no water can percolate, or be forced

^^This picture was taken twenty-four years later, when the roof was greatly out of repair, but it serves to show
that a well-built house in that dry region will last a long time, when cared for. It seemed likely to last another
quarter century, but its doom had sounded, and when, a few years later the family removed to town, the old home
soon fell to decay and has long since disappeared, except the kahua or platform.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II. No. 3.-7. L^"^ J
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in by the wind. Up to this point the skilled thatcher strives rather to make the grass

lay flat and present an even appearance on the inside of the house, if there be no lining,

and the outside is left to look after itself for the present. The method most commonly

used in good houses consists in braiding the half of the grass on each side with a

stiffening of fresh grass until the whole forms a compact roll slightly protuberant.

FIG. 85. GRASS HOUSE WITH NET OVER IT.

(See Plate XXVIII.) Where a trimming of grass or fern is used, as in Fig. 66, the

house at Kailua, so much care is not expended, but reliance is placed on this trimming

to act as ridge-board. The absence of chimney and of all openings except the door

greatly simplifies the. work.

The grass on each side of the door is carefully braided both for protedlion to

the grass and for the comfort of the persons passing in or out. In the most modern

grass houses, those built after the advent of foreigners, boards were substituted for the

more difficult finish of braiding." Thatching with grass leaves the aho uncovered

"This was the case in Kalaimoku's house (Fig. 65) dating from some time about 1835.
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within the house, not an unsightly finish if the thatch is well laid ; but it must be

remembered that there was not enough light by day from the very small door, to show

the finish, and by night the feeble light of kukui candles, or even of several oil lamps

gave to the aho nothing more than the appearance of dark horizontal lines on a lighter

ground. No wonder then that the interior finish was not an object of great solicitude.

The Hawaiians had a thatching needle (often a rude substitute was vised), but

seldom used it except on the raised edgings where it was not always easy to pass the

stiff cord through the thick mass of grass or fern leaves.

When the thatching was complete, it was customary to put heavy nets over the

whole building to compel the grass to dry evenly, and not curl up. This is seen in

the picture of the Museum house (Fig. 85). Two or three days of dry weather suiiBce

to fix the grass in an orderly wa3^

The door was a matter of more carpentry than the rest of the house, and its

constru(5lion was not easy where there were no sawmills to furnish boards. These must

be hewn from logs, generally split logs of no great size, and fitted to two thicker pieces

of wood the length of the door width, which were rabbeted to receive the boards. To
these transverse pieces the boards were fastened hy pegs of wood inserted in holes

bored, according to Malo, by drills made of human bone. To give additional strength

a larger hole was drilled in the middle of the transverse pieces through which a cord

was passed to bind them together.

As to the hanging of the door in olden times there are two opinions : Dr. Emer-

son, in his translation of Malo, says the}' were arranged to slide, while as I translate

the passage they were swung between two uprights. I have seen in a very old and

poor house the remains of a grooved threshold and a broken bar above which might

have supported a sliding door, but I have never seen any in use, nor can I find any

kamaaina who have. Certainly a sliding door would be convenient in a house like

that of the Hawaiians, but a hinge of coconut cord was simpler, and hence more likely

to have first suggested itself to the primitive builders. I have also seen a pintle

hinge iised. We have seen that the Maori houses were provided with neat sliding

doors, generally decorated with carving, but we cannot consider these primitive houses.

The doors of matting—perhaps we should more properly call them curtains or screens

—in Samoa were suspended so as to slide with some small latitude, but generally our

information about such details as door hanging is pitifully scant.

The Hawaiians had a bar to fasten the door from within, which would indicate

a swinging door, but they also had a contrivance to deter uninvited persons from enter-

ing at night, consisting of a heavy stone" suspended over the door by a rope which

^* A figure of one of these door stones is given in my account of Hawaiian Stone Implements, Memoirs, I, p. 351
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passed across the doorway, near the floor, in snch a waj' that an iutrnder would trip it

from a peg in one of the door posts. The weight of the stone (one in this Mnseum

weighs 36.7 pounds) was sufficient to kill or at least disable one on whose back it fell.

This man-trap would perhaps be most convenient with a sliding door, but could be so

arranged as to be tripped by the act of opening a swinging door. When the family

FIG. 86. SACRED HOUSE WITH THE KAI'U SIGN ACROSS THE DOOR.

were absent the most secure way of fastening the door was by the kapii. The signs of

this universally respeAed prohibition were various : two sticks crossed before a door,

as in Fig. 86; stick with a tuft of white kapa or a white ball on the tip, planted on

either side, were most usual ; while a coconut tree or a bunch of bananas could be pre-

served from theft by a fillet of white kapa bound around it.

The floor when at its best was of small pebbles carefully leveled and covered

with mats. Commoner were the floors of earth covered with dried grass which mats

kept in place. Such were the floors of the early churches built for the missionaries,

in one of which at Kalapana on the east coast of Hawaii, I have attended and taken
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part in the worship, while whole families, including pet dogs and pigs, rested on such

mats, through the long service, which lasted from nine or ten in the morning until

four in the afternoon. The congregation of that early day has passed away, people

and missionar}', and I am perhaps the sole survivor, for the church is now many feet

below the surface of the sea from subsidence of the coast. If I remember rightly one

of the Kailua churches on the same island had the same kind of floor as late as 1888.

A fence around the house so close that the intervening space could hardly be

called a yard was an important part of a decent house. This was made of palings, or

if the country afforded them, as was usually the case, stone laid in a low wall with

FIG. 87. GRASS HOUSE OF THE POORER SORT.

Steps opposite the door. Before describing the religious services necessary to the com-

pletion of a respe6lable dwelling we may read the account Stewart gives of the building

at Lahaina, Maui, of the houses Keopuolani, the highest chief on the group, had

ordered her men to build for the missionaries who had just arrived at the islands.

Although it is much as alread}^ described in these pages, I quote it as confirming the

previous account, and also because forty-four years afterward I occupied a room in the

foreign-built and comfortable house that had taken the place of the rude grass houses, and

learned from the venerable man. Dr. D. Baldwin, who then occupied the mission premises,

much that has helped my later studies of Hawaiian things. Stewart writes (p. 188) :

The men began digging holes for the corner posts, making each house twenty-three feet long

and fifteen feet wide, with a space of fifteen feet between them. The posts are about as thick as the
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arm of a man, and after being fastened in the ground are about five feet bigli. The whole number
on each side of each of our houses is seven. The tops are excavated to admit a pole about an inch

in diameter, which extends horizontally the whole length of the building, and to which the posts are

all lashed with strings made from a small but strong vine [ieie?].

The rafters are as numerous as the posts, and nearly as large, and are fastened to their tops

with strings. The principal strength of the joint arises from an extension of the outside of the post,

two or three inches above the larger and inner part, which is received into a corresponding notch

made in the end of the rafters. The upper ends of the rafters rest on and are lashed to a ridge pole,

supported at each end by a long post reaching from the ground to the peak of the roof. Between

the corners and these middle posts there are others parallel to them diminishing in length according

to the inclination of the roof. These complete the frame of the building. The next business is to

prepare a foundation for the thatch. This is done by lashing small round sticks, at intervals of five

or six inches, to the posts of the sides and ends, from the ground to the ridge pole ; to these the

thatch of grass is tied by strings made of the fibres of the cocoa-nut husk. In the best built houses,

between the sticks and the grass, there is an inner thatch, or lining, of the leaves of the sugar-cane

or banana.

The sequel mvtst be told, and it is one tliat the small size of the house timbers

shotild prepare us for.

Native dwellings are objectionable in many respects. The wind, dust and rain find ready access

to ours in every part ; and not only put us to great inconvenience, but often greatly endanger our

health. The leaves of the sugar-cane with which they are lined, and the grass and mats forming

the floors, are secure and appropriate harbours for the mice, fleas and cockroaches which infest this

land, and by which we are greatly annoyed. s'' But were the buildings ever so comfortable for the

time being, their frailty would be an objection: the thatch must be frequently rejaired, and the

whole house entirely rebuilt every three or five years [p. 240].

Of the hoitses of Lahaina, Maui, Stewart writes (p. 1S2) :

The number of inhabitants is about two thousand five hundred. Their houses are generally

not more than eight or ten feet long, six or eight broad, and from four to six feet high ; having one

small hole for a door which cannot be entered but by creeping, and is the only opening for the ad-

mission of light and air. They make little use of these dwellings, except to protect their food and

clothing, and to sleep in during wet and cold weather ; and most generally eat, sleep, and live in the

open air, under the shade of a kou, or breadfruit tree.

Concerning the houses of Honoltilu, then the more fashionable town, he has little

that is complimentary to say:

The houses of the chiefs are generally large, for the kind of building,—from forty to sixty feet

in length, twenty or twenty-five in breadth, and eighteen or twenty in height to the peak of the

roof [p. 137]. [See Fig. 93, p. 109.]

Of the makaainana or common people as distinct from the chiefs, and composing

the bulk of the poptilation he paints a sad-colored but trite picture:

The greatest wealth they can boast consists of a mat on which to sleep—a few folds of kapa

to cover them—one calabash for water, and another for poi— a rude implement or two for the culti-

vation of the ground—and the implements used in their simple manufactures. Taro, potatoes, and

" Mosquitoes were not introduced until seven years after this was written.
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salt, with occasionally a fish, constitute their general food ; while all else that they grow, or take,

and every result of their labour, goes to meet the series of taxes levied by the king, aud his gov-
ernors, and their own respective chiefs.

Again (p. 152), on tlie beach south of the mission premises in Honolulu, he reports:

The largest hut I passed was not higher than my waist : capable only of containing a family,

like pigs in a sty, on a bed of dried grass, filled with fleas and vermin. Not a bush or shrub was to

be seen around; or any appearance whatever of cultivation. It was the time of their evening
repast, and most of the people were seated on the ground, eating poi surrounded by swarms of

flies, and sharing their food with dogs, pigs, and ducks, who helped themselves freely from the dishes

of their masters

!

All accounts of the homes of the common people about the towns agree that at

the time foreigners came to these islands after the voyage of Vancouver, the people

were most wretchedly provided. In the country, and along the shores remote from

town, the houses were cleaner and better built, if not much larger. I found, a dozen

years ago, a few miles north of Kailua, Hawaii, a hut such as Stewart describes. An
aged woman was sitting in it (she could not have stood up) and was busy scraping pan-

danus leaves for mats. She was reputed to be several years beyond the hundred mark.

The thatched house of a respec^lable man may not become a dwelling place until

the kahuna pule or priest has blessed the work; a tuft of grass remains over the door-

way which he must cut at the time of blessing. This ceremony did not take place

until the house was furnished and the owner quite read}^ to move in ; in some places,

however, the priest was required to sleep a night in the new house before the owner,

that all evil spirits might be thoroughly exorcised. I do not care here to enlarge upon

this religious rite, as I hope to do that in another place, but I may be permitted to

quote the two prayers given by Dr. Emerson in his notes to Malo, premising that

there was no required formula, each priest using such expressions as the particular

case might suggest. Thus, if the owner claimed descent from some god or demigod

that being was referred to in compliment to the owner : or if the owner was a fisherman

Kuula might properly be invoked to help bless the house, etc.

The priest stood at the door with all the friends and neighbors of the owner

around in readiness for the feast that was to follow, and holding in one hand the stone

adze, and in the other a block of wood, preferably a kapa beater or some other worthy

domestic implement, chopped the grass when he came to the proper place in the prayer.

This tuft shows over the centre of the door in Fig. 85. The tuft was called the piko

or umbilicus of the house, and the whole ceremony ka oki ana o ka piko o ka hale or

cutting the umbilical cord of the house. The Hawaiians observed peculiar ceremonies

at their similar operation on the new-born child. Other peoples have also observed in

their own way this marking the individual existence of the new life : to mention only
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one, the Maya of Central America cut the cord on an ear of maize with feasting and

other signs of rejoicing. Like all recorded Hawaiian prayers thej' are interje^lional

and often difficult to translate—if, indeed, they have any meaning.

Ku lalaui ka pule a ke oloalu i ke akua

O Kuwa wahi'a i ke piko o ka hale o —
A ku ! A wa ! A moku ka piko.

A moku ! A moku iho la !

A moku ka piko i ele-ua, i ele-ao

I ka wai i Haakula-manu la

B moku !

A moku ka piko o kui hale la

E Mauli-ola !

I ola i ka uoho-hale,

I ola i ke kauaka kipa mai,

I ola i ka haku-aiua,

I ola i ua'lii.

Oia ke ola o kau hale e Mauli-ola
;

Ola a kolo-pupu, a haumaka-iole,

A pala lau-hala, a ka i koko.

Amama, ua uoa.

In correct form is the prayer of the company to

the god.

The Kuwa cuts the piko of the house of .

He stands ! He cuts ! The piko is cut

!

It is cut ! It is cut down !

Cut is the piko, the shedder of rain, shelter from

the water of Haakula-manu, oh !

Cut it

!

Cut the piko of your house,

O Mauli-ola !

Life to the house-dweller,

L,ife to the guest,

lyife to the lord of the laud,

Life to the chiefs.

Continue the life of your house, O Mauli-ola;

Life to advanced old age, till the eyes are dim.

To the last stages of decay, till borne in a ham-

mock. The prayer is offered. It is free.

Some of the variations in the Hawaiian house may now claim our attention.

In all the main strudlure was the same; stick and thatch, posts, plates, rafters and

ridge-pole, btit local or individual fancies or needs had their way and an old Hawaiian

village was not always a confused cluster of hayricks. In the first place the pouhana

were often, in some places generally, inclined from the perpendicular either at one or

both ends of the house, so that the ridge-pole that they supported was appreciably

shorter than the distance between their bases. This was a disposition tending to

strengthen the house frame, and the higher the house the more important such dispo-

sition. This form is shown in Fig. 90, and more definitely in a photograph taken in

1888 (Fig. 89), of an ancient house on the exact site of the priests' houses at the time

of Cook's visit and death. This was between the shore and the sacred tank of the

heiau where Cook was worshipped ; it was deserted and seemed to have been so for

some time, although the frame was sound, only the lashings were decayed. Dr. Ellis,

the assistant surgeon of Cook's ships, gives us a pi(5lure of the houses that stood here

a hundred years ago. Fig. 90, and I am inclined to believe that the frame may have

belonged to one of these. Since the photograph was taken the house has disappeared.

It was not a great change, but a great advance, to break the pouhana and the

kukuna at the level of the lohelau or plate; carrying this completely around the house,

thus strengthening the walls, and shortening the ridge-pole about one-half. The prin-
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cipals still supported the ridge-pole, and the lower portion of the post, set firmly in the

ground, was able to resist the thrust which was distributed to the poukihi also by long

corner rafters (see Plate XXVII). This form was called /?;6'«. Houses built this way

were somewhat lower than the older double-pitch roofed houses, and better suited to

windy situations. This form was adopted by many of the early settlers, as most con-

venient when surrounded by a broad verandah.

Another early and exceedingly convenient addition to the common grass house

in a land where the people lived so generally in the open air, was the lanai, shown well

FIG. 88. HAWAIIAN VILLAGE ON NIIIIAU : ELLIS.

in Fig. 84 : extensions of the rafters continued the roof forward at the same or a slightly

reduced slope. This verandah was, generally speaking, the most comfortable part of

the house. This lanai was often detached as in the Hale Kamani (Fig. 72), and was

sometimes of great size with walls of atap or coconut leaves intertwined, and a nearly

flat roof of similar substance which was intended to furnish shade rather than shelter

from heavy rain.

These coconut leaves (for which in later times date palm leaves were a fair

substitute) were often used as an outside sheathing to the walls, protecting the thatch

in windy situations, but they never became the important house material that they

have been and are in India and the East Indian Archipelago.

In the various accounts of the old Hawaiian houses there is no mention of any

pent over the door in the sloping side. The Polynesians understood the importance

of shielding the door of the house not only from the direct rain but especially from the
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(106)

FIG. 90. ELLIS' VIEW OF HOUSES AT KEALAKEAKUA.
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accumulated downpour of a steep roof. We have seen that the Fijian, even when his

doorway was in the perpendicular wall, formed a pent of thick thatch (Fig. 21). The

Maori at the other end of the ocean projected his gabled roof far over the door; but no

notice was taken of the contrivance used b}^ the Hawaiians on the sloping side of their

house to keep the water from pouring in at ever}- shower. One piece of evidence re-

mains, a picture drawn by Dr. William Ellis (Fig. 91). In that he shows a projec-

tion almost a porch. As the steep-roofed grass house had disappeared before I came

to these islands, I never saw even the ruins, and no one could tell me how the rain was
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a similar cliurch in Kona on the opposite side of Hawaii whose stone walls, built pre-

cisely as were the walls of the ancient heiau, toppled down in an earthquake in 1867.

I am told" that there is a small village of stone-walled houses on Maui ; they are sur-

rounded with a thick growth of Lantana which shelters them.

How early the Hawaiians introduced adobe walls, I do not know ; in the early

days of missionary work here, the Chiefs' School was built of large adobe blocks and

thatched : one of these blocks in good preservation is in the Museum. The well-worked

KIG. 92. HALE KAUILA IN HONOLULU.

mud of the native kalo patch might have early suggested the use of this material on the

dry lee side of the islands. While there are reports of the use of mud to protect the

thatch of the roof, this untidy method was apparently little xtsed, still less was mud used

to plaster the walls, as did the Micronesians on Kusaie, although there the material was

lime mud or plaster. Of all the bizarre materials that the old Hawaiians used for

walls, human bones were least appropriate or desirable. In the Hale hui (house of

bones) at Moanalua were built the trophies of a bloody battle, but as new light dawned

upon these people, the bones were quietly buried. Fornander gives a brief account of

^' My .luthority is Dr. C. Montague Cooke of the Museum staff.
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this house after describing the "Waipio Kimoku," and it is so illustrative of the times

just preceding the coming of the white men as settlers rather than as explorers or

traders that I quote it in full :'^

Fearfully did Kaliekili avenge the death of Hueu ou the revolted Oahu chiefs. Gathering his

forces together, he overran the district of Kona and Ewa, and a war of extermination ensued. Men,

women and children were killed without discriminatiou and without mercy. The streams of Makaho

FIG. 93. STREET VIEW IN HONOLULU, WITH KINAU IN THE FOREGROUND: 1837.

and Niuhelevvai in Kona, and that of Hoaiai in Ewa, are said to have been literally choked with the

corpses of the .slain. The native Oahu aristocracy were almost entirely extirpated. It is related

that one of the Maui chiefs, named Kalaikoa, caused the bones of the slain to be scraped and cleaned,

and that the quantity collected was so great that he built a house for himself, the walls of which

were laid up entirely of the skeletons of the .slain. The skulls of Elani, Kouamanu, and Kalakioonui

adorned the portals of this horrible house. The house was called "Kauwalua" and was situated at

Lapukea in Moanalua, as one passes by the old upper road to Ewa. The site is still pointed out,

but the bones have received burial.

We come now to the transition period when the foreign influence and example

were felt in the native habitations : and we find that native and foreign patterns were

mutual influences, and first we will consider the foreign ways and ideas adopted by the

5°The Polynesian Race, II, 226.
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natives. The introduAion of higher doors was perhaps the first and most general

innovation; next came the windows, whether mere />?</&« makani^ openings without glass

onl}' for ventilation, and these had been known althougli not generally used long before,

or the new puka aniani or windows of glass, certainly a wholly foreign introduction

Next, perhaps, were wooden floors and partitions within the house. After that the

house ceased to be native. We have several illustrations of this changing style:

first, the Hale Kauila (house built of kauila wood) which once stood on the street in

FIG. 94. HOUSE OF KAMEHAMEHA V AT WAIKIKI. HALE LAMA.

Honolulu which still bears the name of this large council chamber or reception room

(Fig. 92). It will be seen from the illustration that while the thatch is attached in

the usual waj^ the pou or posts are much higher than usual and of squared timber;

but the most foreign touch, apart from the windows, are the cross braces at the top and

between the posts and the plate. It is true that they are too short to greatly stiffen the

frame, but they were never used in genuine native work. The scene is characteristic

of the time (July, 1837), I will quote the description by Captain du Petit-Thouars of this

house (which he calls the house of the Queen Kinau). It must be remembered that

the French oflicer had come to Honolulu to reinstate the Romish priests who had been

banished by the native government, aud had been joined by Captain Belcher of the

Sulphur who was in port at the same time, and the notorious Charlton, British Consul,

and Jones the American Consul, none of them friends of the American Mission, and

[294]
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the French officer piqued by the firm bearing of Kinau, and the general indifference

of the natives could claim only these three unfriends of the Hawaiians and their

American teachers, so his views of Honolulu are not always agreeable

:

La case de la reiue, daus laquelle nous eumes uos conferences avec les chefs, est une des plus

belles; elle est situee a I'E., sous les murs du fort, et aupres du bord de la mer. Cette maison,

batie en bois et couverte d'lierbes seches, est placee au milieu d'une euciente fermee d'une

palissade. La plate-forme sur laquelle elle repose est elevee au dessus du sol de la cour d'environ

30 centimetres et elle est entouree, exterieurment, d'une galerie couverte qui la rend plus agreable.

FIG. 95. HOUSE OF KAMEHAMEHA V AT KAUNAKAKAI.

Sa forme a I'interieur, est celle d'une rectangle allonge ; dans I'un des bouts, il y a un appartement

forme par une cloison en planches qui ne s'eleve pas jusqu'au toit. Cette piece sert de chambre a

coucher ; dans le reste de I'aire de la case, et a I'autre extremite, il y a une portion du sol elevee

de 28 a 30 centimetres, qui est recouverte de plusieurs nattes : c'est sur cette espece de grand divan

que se placent les dames ; elles s'y tiennent couchees sur un cote ou sur le ventre : c'est ainsi

qu'elles regoivent et se tiennent pour causer et faire salon. sv

Present at this conference were the King, Kauikeaouli, his sister Nahienaena,

and wife, Kalama, Kuakini (who is asleep in the chair?), Hoapili, Boki and his wife

Iviliha, Kinau and other chiefs. M. du Petit-Thouars assures us in a note (p. 336) that

the figures are fair likenesses.

One of the royal grass houses of the Kamehamehas is still preserved at Waikiki,

a suburb of Honolulu. The foreign influence is shown in the surrounding verandah

and railing. The walls next the verandah are of grass as is the roof: unfortunately

"Voyage autour du Monde, sur la Frigate La Venus pendant les anuees 1836-1S39 par Abel du Petit-Thouars.

Paris, 1840. I, 384. [295]
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in the illustration, Fig. 94, the shadow of the roof conceals the nature of the walls

while showing the refledlion of light from the smooth stems of the grass.

The next step is seen in the house built for Kamehameha V at Kaunakakai, on

the south shore of Molokai. When the photograph was taken in 1888 the house was

in ruin and quite uninhabitable; were it not for the bars across the lanai openings,

cattle might have entered this deserted fishing lodge of the king who, like all his

family, was so fond of fishing that he often deserted his court in Honolulu and was

paddled to this place where he remained for weeks at a time, out of the reach of the

FIG. 96. HOUSE AT KAIMU, HAWAII, IN iSSS.

foreigners whom he liked none too well. The enclosed corner of the lanai or verandah

was very foreign, however, and so were the partitions found within the house.

The third picture, Fig. 96, shows a native house converted into a full foreign model:

doors, windows, separate rooms, and cellar, a model often vised on ranches and in country

houses or on the outskirts of Honolulu, most comfortable and suited to the climate.

The only other way in which the Hawaiian dwelling has influenced the foreign

house is perhaps in the large lanai found in many houses and used both as a dining

room and a general reception room. This lanai is generally open on one or two sides,

and in the pleasant climate of these islands is the most agreeable room in the house;

it is all the time a stiff model of the old Hawaiian lanai of palm-leaf or grass roof and

perhaps a slight wall of similar material on the windward side.
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It has been mentioned that the lama wood was especially that used for building

houses for the gods, that is, the thatched houses within the enclosure of the hciaii or

hiakini (temple), and its use in building the house for King Lot, Kamehameha V
(Fig. 94), gave an excuse for its reported use by an old kahuna (priest) in the king's

establishment, for a house of prayer, and I am assured by an old resident that prayers

to the gods were frequently offered therein.

Another example of the old Hawaiian building modified by foreign needs is seen

in the old Volcano House on the brink of the crater of Kilauea. When this was built

FIG. 97. OLD VOLCANO HOUSE: PAINTED BY HOWARD HITCHCOCK.

for the accomodation of visitors to this which is perhaps the most attractive volcano on

earth, access was difficult; the long trail, nearly thirty miles from Hilo, was bad and

consumed a long day in the horseback ride. To get foreign material for even a small

hotel to this place was very difficult, and recourse was had to the native methods of

building to a considerable extent. When the present comfortable hotel was built, after

a cart road had been opened from Punaluu, the old house was incorporated with it.

In process of modernization the lanai was widened and indeed rebuilt, and the old posts

were found to be of hewn naio (bastard sandalwood). It was originally built largely

by natives who had their hale pili scattered here and there through the region, and

made a living by picking />«//<, an obsolete article of commerce.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. 3.-8. 1^97 J
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Hawaiian Fireplace.—I have left to the last the fireplace which was found

in most of the ancient houses. In the colder regions where hunting birds or making

adzes compelled some of the natives to dwell for a season, fire was a necessity in the

sleeping place, and in the mountain region I have experienced the comfort of the

fireplace filled with glowing embers, and although the house had no chimney nor other

opening than the ordinary door, there was, to my surprise no tiouble from smoke, as

the door was left open diiring the night. In the centre, usually, of the house, and so

opposite the door was a shallow excavation walled in with flat stones set edgewise, or

sometimes where such stones were not at hand, with larger and wider stones firmly

planted as a rectangular wall perhaps eighteen by twenty-four inches. This fireplace

was not intended for cooking, which was done out of doors and in an inm or buried

oven (which belongs properly to the chapter on Food and Cooker}').

The fii-e was kindled carefully and during the night was often replenished by

any one who happened to be awake, and in a large company there was sure to be some

one awake at any time of night. If a proper selection of wood was made there was

little smoke. Often one sees in the stone kahua or platform that marks the site of a

vanished house the neatly built fireplace, the last fire quenched so long ago that it

differs little in color from the other stone of the ruiu.

I do not think the Hawaiian, like his Maori brother, ever cut the fireplace from

a single block of stone (see Fig. 32); perhaps there was no stone so' well suited for the

purpose as is found in New Zealand ; nor did he shut himself in with his fire until

the heat was almost overpowering; biit then his climate never was so chilly as that of

southern New Zealand. When the old writers commiserate the ancient Hawaiians for

having houses with no outlet for the smoke and vapors of their fire except the low

door, it is probable that they never spent a night in such a house with a fire. In mod-

ern times, since the introdudlion of tobacco, the grass house certainly becomes stifling

to a nonsmoker even near the open door, for the wild tobacco emits a stench that no

island wood could equal. We must now look at the kindling of the fire, although

that perhaps should come after the house is fully furnished and occupied, and so be

relegated to the third part of this chapter. I will, however, confess to having caught

somewhat of the disorderly method of the Hawaiian raconteur, and must plead that if

every description is not in logical sequence.

Firetnaking.—The Hawaiian, like other Polynesians, made fire bj' ploughing,

not by drilling, although they had the pump drill in very early times. If the first im-

migrants to the Pacific islands came from Asia they passed through a region where fire

drilling was generall}^ practised from Australia to Japan, and as in the case of the loom
[29SJ
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they "passed by on the other side." If they came from the American continent that also

was a land where before the coming of the white man the fire drill was nniversally used.

With the curious disdain the Hawaiian seems to feel for the works, processes

or results of his forebears in heathen times, one cannot be surprised at the utter forget-

fulness that has fallen on the modern representatives of this great Polynesian family

so annoying when the archaeologist tries to resuscitate old customs. Almost as soon

FIG. 98. MAORI FIRE MAKING.

as a matchbox could be obtained the ancient implements of firemaking which had

well served countless generations were consigned to the limbo of useless things, and

their very names soon erased from memor}^ Names that were obtained more than

half a century ago and embalmed in print are the only relics of many a useful and to

us interesting process in the daily life of the primitive settlers in the Pacific. I have

seen old Hawaiians who worked for Kamehameha the Great make fire at my request,

but as the present generation is ignorant of these matters and not eager to be photo-

graphed doing such "old fashioned things" I turn to their kin in New Zealand for an

illustration (Fig. 98) of the old Hawaiian method of making fire: it was done on
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Hawaii precisely as the Maori and his wife are represented doing at the present day

in the native villages of New Zealand.''

The tools used by the old Hawaiians were a stick of dry, soft wood {liau was

commonly used), of such size as to be conveniently held between the feet or by another

person ; and a much smaller stick of hard wood held in the hand and moved rapidly

and with force to and fro in a groove on the soft stick called aunaki (in Maori katiahi),

and the harder wood plow

aulitiia (in Maori kaurima-

rima)!'° With a few rubs the

friction is sufficient to char

the wood and in about a min-

ute the dust that collects in

the bottom of the groove ig-

nites and the flame is dexter-

ously caught on a bit of

tinder or a ivclii aJii (No. 4247,

Fig. 99), composed of twisted

or braided kapa : this also

serves for slow match. The

olie pulii alii (No. 166, Fig.

99), a joint of slender bambu,

served to blow the fire when

kindling."' With volcanic fire

perpetually burning on the

largest island of the group,

and traditionally the one

"This pair of Uriniera Maori was
a most interesting antitjue and fully im-
bued with the ancient waj's and spirit

of the old New Zealauder. When they
visited the white man's town for the first

time they showed almost the stoicism
of the Amerind at the sight of great novelties, and their comments were often quaint and amusing. The woman
thought the white folks must be fools to build one house on top of another when land was abundant

!

""There is more than a passing interest in the comparison of the words used to designate these fire-sticks in
Hawaiian and other Polj^nesian dialects, .lulinia, an a handle (also the motion of the hand in mixing poi), lima
the hand (also the numeral live from the number of lingers ); in Maori kauriinaiima (1 and r often interchangeable
in Polynesian words); Tahitian aiiriiiin; Mangarevan koiiriinn. The lower piece is named in Maori kaiia/ii or kaii-

iio/i, in Tahitian aiiai, Mangarevan kannati. As to the Maori kauritnariina, Mr. Ivlw.ird Tregear remarks in his
Maori-Polynesian Comparative Dictionary ,5«i^ for^, "This is probably the only Maori word in which rivia is used
for 'hand', although rinia [or litna\ is 'hand' or 'five' almost everywhere else in Polynesia." The motion of rubbing
is Ilia in Hawaiian.

"It is not necessary to go farther into the process of fireniaking by two sticks, as this has been already well
done by Dr. Walter Hough in the report of the U. S. National Museum for 1888; Ijut in that paper Mr. R. lirough
Smythe is quoted as attributing the use of the lire-plow to all Australians; the drill was more widely used on the
Australian continent.
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where the immigrants first landed, and with eruptions every few years that nightly

brightened Hawaii and the nearer islands for weeks and even months, it is strange

that the legends of the origin of fire trace it, not to the redoiibtable Pele, goddess of

the volcano, but to the humble water-hen {alac of the natives) who alone knew how
to make fire and long refused to impart the secret to human beings. At last one day

the inevitable happened and a man came upon one of these birds who had been warm-

ing itself by its maniifaAured fire. As usual, the bird refused to tell whence came

the comfortable blaze, so the human featherless biped seized the plumed one and press-

ing a still glowing brand from the fire against the forehead of the bird held it there

until in its agony the poor wretch gave up its secret in fragmentary shrieks, and as an

irrefragable proof of the truth of the legend the forehead of the bird is still red.

The flint and steel of our ancestors were not more efficient than the simple

fire-sticks. No flint was found on the Hawaiian group, nor metallic iron, but the com-

pact clinkstone and the hard iron oxide or hjematite are claimed to have been used by

the natives; never so popular as the aulima and aunaki. The application of fire to

light rather than to heat will be discussed later with the torches, candles and lamps;

but the clear burning embers in the fireplace gave a dim but sufficient light that did

not hinder sleep, but showed the indistinct figures moving from their lair to the door

or returning without disturbance to their rest ; and when the fire-tender put new fuel

on the embers the temporary flash disclosed a scene to be remembered.

That I might be sure of the names given to the house parts in olden times I

printed a list, which I give below, of words and their definitions as given b}' Andrews'" in

his dictionary, to be submitted in whole or in part to various old Hawaiians met in the

circuit of Hawaii ; but the results were not encouraging and but little new was added

to the list. Such as it is I offer it here as a convenience to anj^ i-eader who needs

such a vocabulary.

VOCABULARY OF TERMS USED IN HOUSEBUILDING.

Aaa. A humble dwelling; also an uninhabited house (an egg shell).

Aaho. Same as aho.

Aha. To stretch the cord by which the first posts of a house were located.

Aho. Small, straight sticks used in thatching. Aaho seems a corruption.

Aina (hale). A house for eating; he hale aina oia kekahi.

Ako. To thatch ; ua akoia ka hale.

Aualo (halau). A shed for storing canoes or other bulky articles; front of house.

*-A Dictionary of the Hawaiian Language, by Lorrin Andrews. Honolulu, 1865.
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Auau. Name of a certain alio to be thatched first in building a heiau.

Auolo= aualo. A shanty.

Auha. A shed to screen canoes from the sun.

Auwae. (Chin.) The projedlion near the top of a post to hold the lashings.

Auwaha. The fork at the lower end of a rafter.

Hakala. The gable end of a house; the side of a house.

Halau. Long canoe house; eating house for men.

Hale. A house. The six houses considered proper for an ancient householder were:

1. Heiau ^ a chapel where personal idols were kept, and private worship held;

this did not require the services of a priest.

2. Mita^ the eating house for the men, kapii to women.

3. Noa., where the wife lived, not kapii to the husband.

4. Hale aina^ the eating house of the wife.

5. Kua, also Xv/Xv/, where kapa was beaten in bad weather; usuallj' outside.

6. Pea^ where the wife lived during the period of uncleanness.

Hale alii. A palace.

Hale hau. A house for the gods, made of hau {^Paritium tiliaccuni).

Hale halawai. A meeting house, or council chamber.

Hale kamala. A temporary stru6lure.

Hale koko. House where the lioalii slept.

Hale kupapau. A sepulchre, house of the dead.

Hale lalalaatl. A struAure of the branches of trees, a camp.

Hale malu. A cool or shady porch.

Hale moe. A bed chamber or house for sleeping.

Hale papaa. A storehouse. <

Hale poki. A house where the bones of a king were supposed to be deposited.

Many other names of houses were used to express foreign ideas, especially in the

translation of the scriptures.

Halii. To spread a net over a newlj^ thatched house to keep the grass smooth while

drying (Fig. 85); to put down mats after house cleaning.

Hana. Middle post of the end of a house
;
pou Jiaiia.

Hio. The corners of a grass house.

Hoaho. To twist strings for a house; to tie aho to a house frame; also hooaho.

Hoaka. A lintel.

Hoopoheoheo. To make a neck on the top of a rafter (Fig. 77).

Hui. The smaller sticks between posts and rafters, and parallel with them.

Kahua. A foundation or platform on which a house is built.
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Xala. The ends of a house as distinguished from the front and back.

Kaola. A beam across rafters ; a bar for a door.

Kauhale. A colledlion of houses; a village.

Kauhilo. To bind together the sticks of a house with a rope during construdlion.

Kauhuhu. The ridgepole.

Kaula. The plate or beam uniting the tops of posts ; a rope.

Kaupaku. The upper ridgepole.

Kihi. Outside corner of a house.

Kipaepae. Stoue steps ; often of hammered stone ; usually of the stone built into

the kaJiua or platform.

Kamo hale. To dedicate a house.

Kuahui. A scaffold used during building.

Kliene. To measure out the foundation and posts of a house; to set itp and tie

together the frame; to take down a house and put it up elsewhere.

Kuenehale. A man skilled in house building.

Kukuna. End posts of a house; side posts of a door.

Kulana. Sides of a house.

Kuono. Inside corners of a house.

I/aauku. An upright post.

I/ala. The four corners of a house ; thatch over the door after it has been cut.

I/anai. An open shed ; a piazza.

I/apatlila. Side posts for a door.

I/io. The tie beam of a house; a carpenter's horse.

IvOha. Trimmings on ridges and corners of a thatched house.

I/Ohelau. Plate to which rafters are fastened.

I/Ole. To thatch a house smoothl}'.

I/Olelau. The art of thatching a house.

Oa. Rafter of a house (Figs. 77-80).

Olokea. Scaffold used in building a house.

Pahale. The space around a house enclosed by a fence.

Paia. Sides or walls of a house.

Paihale. To thatch houses.

Paku. A partition ; the wall of a small enclosure.

Palaau. A fence of sticks.

Palepo. An adobe wall; literallj' mud hardened.

Pani. To close ; hence, a door or shutter.

Panipuka. A door.
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Papaa. A storing; hale papaa, a storehouse.

Papahehe. A floor; not necessarily more than a smooth surface.

Papai. A screen; a slight house or shed.

Papai. To thatch, because in the process the Hawaiian, in drawing the cord tight

around a bundle of grass, strikes it with the left hand.

Pili. Grass preferred for thatching; Heteropogon contortiis.

Pou. Side posts of a house (Figs. 73-75).

Pou O manu. Post under which was the human sacrifice.

Pueo. Cords tied around posts of a house during building.

Puka. A doorway; also puka hale.

Puka makani. A ventilator or wind sail.

Puoa. A house built with the side poles united at top ; a steeple.

Pupupu. A small or temporar}' house.

Wa. The space between two posts or rafters.

Waha. Fork in lower end of a rafter (Fig. 78). Same as auwaha.

Wekiu. The top of a house.

-POU KIHI

—KUKUNA.

< —POU HANA.

—POU KIHI.
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Here is the Hawaiian house, plain, no ornament, seldom a garden around it,

none,—not even a trace,—of the elaborate carving of the Maori, nor the fantastic

roof-work of the New Guinea or Solomon Islanders, a shelter surel}' but not yet a

home, and that long distance between house and home so well known to the Anglo-

Saxon is wonderfully shortened here in the tropics. Yet the Hawaiian recognizes the

difference: the empty house, however convenient, however well built, has something

dismal, even uncanny, and the belief of the untutored Carib, derided b}- the thought-

less, is natural and i-easonable. He thinks that an unfinished house,—unfinished

until it is inhabited b}- articles of domestic use, if not by human beings, is the chosen

retreat of the devil, and the builders when they leave their work each night, place a

simple wooden cross at the door aud window openings. The devil is easier to keep

out than to get out

!

Centuries ago among the hills of Palestine, we get a glimpse of the same belief.

"Then he saith, I will return into mj- house whence I came out; and when he is come,

he iindeth it ciupty^ swept and garnished. Then goeth he and taketh with himself

seven other spirits more evil than himself, and they enter in and dwell there."

Something of the same feeling prevails among the Polynesians, and the con-

secration ceremonies held before a new house is occupied always, I think, include a

prayer that the evil spirits that may have entered the empty house, may be forever

banished by the happy human life about to dwell in it.

We have seen the Hawaiian cut the last tuft of grass on the thatch, over the

door-lintel and that bit of grass was symbolic not merel}' of the last touch of the

builder, but a warning to any evil-disposed akua to keep out. When that tuft was

cut and the kahuna had asked the blessing of the gods, the great gods and the lesser

gods and the whole forty thousand gods, the owner and his family entered in with their

belongings : a good and happy familj^ is the best talisman, I know of, to keep evil

spirits (or thoughts) at a distance.

We consulted David Malo in the building of the house and we ma}' do the same

in the furnishing, but the picture he gives us is not wholly a pleasant one, and we

may suspect that he, perhaps unconsciously, contrasts the former state of his country-
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men with that newer civilization then knocking at the door. We know that in the

honses of the alii there were, even in remote days, man}' things he takes no notice of in

his brief stor}', and after his account we may turn to other sources of information.

EXTRACTS FROM CHAPTER XXXIII OF MALO'S ANTIQUITIES.

20. Oo ka ipu kekahi mea e pono ai maloko

olaila e hahao ai ka ai, ka ia o ko Hawaii nei

mau ipu kaliiko niai elua ipu he ipu laau, he

ipu pohue.

21. O ka poe akamai i ke kalai ipu kalai

no lakou i ipu ma kekahi laau, aka, o ke kou

ka laau kalai nuiia i ipu, e kalaiia na pauku

laau mawaho, a hooliloia i umeke kekahi, a i

ipukai, a e pao maloko a hohonu a e hana pala-

nai kekahi i ka laau maluna o ka ipukai, a pau

ia haua ana.

22. Alalia, e anai i ka puna maloko a ma-

waho, a pau ia, alaila anai hou i ke oahi, a pau

ia anai i ka ana, a pau ia, anai i ka oio, a pau

ia, anai i ka nanahu, a pau ia, o ka lauohe, a

pau ia, lohi aku ka lauhuhu me ke kapa, o ka

ipu iho la noia, e hana i poi a i koko, ma ka

umeke ka ai, ma ka ipukai ka ia.

23. O ke pohue, he ipu ia i kanuia a hua

mai, nana no i hua mai ma ke ano umeke, a me
ke ano ipukai, a me ke ano huewai, he awaawa
maloko oia ipu, he awaawa ole kekahi ipu, e

wau ka pala maloko a pau, a kaulai maloo, anai

a pau o loko o ka ipu, iho la noia, e hana i poi,

i koko mawaho o ka ipu.

24. E hoopala ka hue, a hahao i iliili ma-

loko, a lulu a pau ka pala, a ku i ka wai a

manalo, oia ka huewai.

25

.

Oka paakai kekahi mea e pono ai he mea
e ono ai ka ia a me ke koekoe o ka paina ana,

he mea hanaia ke paakai ma kekahi aina, aole

i hanaia ma kekahi aina o ke kai ma kai e kii

aku no ka wahine, a lawe mai ma ke poi, a he

kai hooholo ia mai kekahi ma kauwahi mai.

26. E waiho kela kai ma kekahi poho paha,

he ekaha paha, he kaheka paha, alia malaila

lawe ho ma kauwahi e, o ka paakai iho la noia,

o ka papalaau ka mea kui poi.

27. O ka wai kekahi mea e pono ai he mea
kii wale aku ka wai ma kahawai, he mea eliia

20. The calabash was a good thing in which

to put food and fish in the old Hawaiian house,

and these were of two kinds, the wooden and

those formed from a gourd.

21

.

Those who were skilled in carving bowls

carved them from this and that wood, but kou

was most commonly used ; it was cut in blocks

and first shaped outside, an umeke this, an ipu-

kai that ; it was dug out deep within for the

former, shallow for the latter ; a cover was made

for the ipukai and the work was done.

22. Then with coral was the inside and the

outside rubbed smooth ; this done the rubbing

was repeated with poli.shing stone and pumice;

then was used charcoal and bambu leaf, and

finall)- banana leaf and kapa. After this the

bowl is provided with a koko. The umeke is

for poi, the ipukai for meat.

23. The ipu was the fruit of a vine that was

cultivated, and the fruit was worked in the

shape of an umeke, an ipukai or a huewai.

Bitter within were such gourds, others were not

bitter. The soft inside was scraped out and the

shell dried ; when dry it was rubbed inside, a

cover made and a koko.

24. The water-gourd was rotted, then small

stones were put in and shaken until the soft mass

was removed, then water was left in it until it

was tasteless, and the huewai was done.

25

.

Salt was an article proper for the house;

it was vised for preserving fish, in cooking food,

and at meals. Salt was made not here and there

but in certain places where the women brought

sea-water in the covers of calabashes or led it in

ditches to shallow ponds.

26. Such water was left in holes perhaps,

in shallow ponds perhaps, until it became strong

brine, then it was taken to crystallizing pans

where it became salt and was pounded on a

board like poi.

27. Water was a necessary thing that was
brought from springs or streams, or dug for in
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kekalii wai. O ka wai kekalii mea e pono ai

ka paina aua, no na puna, a me ka wela o ka

paina ana.

28. O ka ai, o ka ia, o ka paakai, a me ka

wai, o keia man mea ka mea e pono ai ko loko

o ke kanaka.

29. O ka nilio mauo ko Hawaii nei mea e

ako ai e ka lauoho. Ua kapaia he niho ako

lauoho. E lioa ka niho mano ma ka laau a paa,

a pepelu mai a ka lauoho maluna o ka niho ma-

no, a uialalo o ka niho mano, alaila, o aku iniua

me heunmniu la ke ano, a i eha loa e puhipuhi

i ke ahi, oia ka lua o ka mea ako lauoho.

30. O ka Hawaii nei aniani kahiko, he pa-

palaau, e anai a maikai, alaila, paele i ka hili, a

paele hou i ka lepo, a eleele a hou i ka wai,

alaila, nana aku, he wahi ike pohihi no, he

pohaku kekahi aniani, e anai a hou i ka wai,

alaila, nana aku.

31. O ka launiu ko Hawaii nei peahi ka-

hiko, e ulana a palahalaha o ka loulu kekahi

peahi, he peahi maikai ia, e hanaia ke kumu i

ka aha. O keia mau mea uo na mea i pono ai

ko ka poe kahiko noho ana ma Hawaii nei.

(Aloha ina lakou !)

the ground. This water was a good thing at

meals to jjrevent choking and to cool hot food.

28. Vegetables and meat, salt, and fresh

water, all these things are necessarj- for the

inner man.

29. A shark's tooth was used in Hawaii for

hair-cutting. IX \v9iSC9i\\e(\ 71 ilio-ako-lauoho. The
shark's tooth was fastened to a wooden handle;

the hair was doubled over the shark's tooth,

then this was pushed quickly forward while the

person shrank back with the pain ; some burned

it off with fire ; such was the second way of

hair-cutting.

30. The ancient looking-glass of Hawaii

nei was of wood well polished, then dyed black

with bark, again d)'ed with mud and blackened

with water, then gazing at it a faint image ap-

pears. Stone carefully poli.shed was dipped in

water and then reflected the image.

31

.

The coconut leaf was the ancient fan of

Hawaii ; it was braided fiat ; the loulu was also

used ; a good fan was that, and the handle was

wound with coconut cord. Such were the pos-

sessions of the old-time people who dwelt in

Hawaii nei. Great pity for them !

Witli the native account as a text we may wander away to a consideration of

what these "belongings" really were, and we may either take the most primitive to

begin with and in our imagination build up little by little the necessary utensils of a

poor man's home, or we can collect all the things we know the Hawaiian used, stock

his house generously, and leave each reader to subtract what seems luxury from the

bare necessities of life with a primitive mau, or for the matter of that with a modern

poor man. I have chosen the latter procedure, and although I shall try to describe

all that a well-to-do man, a chief, one of the ali'i had in his home before the second advent

of the white man at the time of Captain Cook's visit, I will also indicate in some measure

what I believe the order of acquisition. L,et us limit ourselves to the belongings of

household life, reserving the worship, the food and amusements for other chapters.

One thing will be very apparent, there was very little for exhibition or orna-

ment ; ever3'where utility reigned. There was no endeavor to harmonize the carpets

with the wall coverings, or the furniture with both. And yet that very thing was done

unconsciousl}^, for the mats that covered the stone, earthen or gravel floor matched

perfectly with the grass or hala leaf lining of the walls, and the dark gray of the stone
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implements and the orange of tlie gourd containers with the deeper colors of the umeke

struck no discordant note. It is useless to say that if it had no ej-e would have been

offended in the dimly lighted interior; almost all the furniture was used out of doors

and onl}^ stored within ; but whether placed hy the brookside under the trees, in the

lanai, or piled up on the gray stone platform around, or at least in front of the house,

there was not a shining tin pan or kettle, nor a vilely decorated bit of crockerj' (as so
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with extra strips of matting at the front edge, and often extending the length of the

one room of the sleeping house. vSometimes this hikiee was placed on a slightly raised

platform or kahiia like an oriental divan, but I believe this a comparatively modern

innovation. I have never seen such a kahua in the ruins of the old houses that are

dotted over the group. All the famil}' and guests slept together on this long bed

which often was more capacious than the famous bed of Ware, and not infrequently

the pet pig of the family joined the company of sleepers.

FIG. lOI. UI.UNA OR PILLOWS.

Uluna or Pillows thej^ had, as shown in Fig. loi, woven of smooth pandanus

leaves, and stuffed with other leaves, mcfet comfortable even for an European. As the

illustration shows these pillows were sometimes of ornamental weaving, but they com-

monly were plain and of various sizes to suit the owner or user. In the earlier houses

the expedient sometimes seen in poorer houses of later times of a log or bolster, ex-

tending the length of the hikiee was no doubt common. They had also a wooden

pillow, as Malo says, but I do not know of an example extant, nor have I ever seen

one in use in a native house. A stone pillow was found some time ago at Kilauea,

Kauai, a locality' noted for its good stone work, and this may have resembled the

wooden one. The stone one is shown in Fig. 102. It is cool and not so uncomfortable

as might be inferred from its materiaP^ The body is flat on the outside and convex
•%

"This uluna pohaku was kindly loaned me for examination and to photograph by the owner, Mr. J. R. Mj-ers,

of Kilauea Plantation. fiool
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on the body side; the legs are slightly notched to prevent slipping on the smooth sur-

face of a mat bed. I know of no other specimen of the stone pillow; only the frail mat

pillows have survived to the present time.

Kapa Moe.—Thej^ also had bed clothes {kapa moc) of the paper made by felting

the fibres of the paper mulberry into large sheets, five of which usuall}' formed a knina

and were stitched together with a tape of kapa at one edge leaving the others free.

The sheets were of an average size of six b}' eight feet, but there is one in this Museum
ten and a half feet by twelve, and others nearly as large. Four of the kuina or set of

FIG. I02. STONE PILLOW FROM KILAUFA, KAUAI.

sheets were generally white or yellow, while the outside sheet i^kilohana^ was colored

or decorated with imprinted figures or lines. Such a kuina was quite warm, and I

have found them unbearable over my ordinary clothes when sleeping on the summit

of Mauna Loa (13,675 ft.) when water was freezing at my feet. The Hawaiians of the

olden time were clothed onl}' in the inalo, a strip of kapa or matting perhaps nine

inches wide and two yards long; this with the women became a pa''u which was about

a yard wide and of considerable length ; neither sex wore night clothes. Both sexes,

however, used in cold weather a shawl of kapa called kilici. Some authors have

stated that the Hawaiians wrapped themselves in the kapa moe in sleeping, and I have

seen them go to the door of their house on a chill}' night in the mountain region

wrapped in it as a white man might use a blanket, but while it is quite probable that

they had individual peculiarities in the matter, those I have consulted have generally

slept with the kapa moe over them in the usual manner of bed coverings. Precisely

in this wa}' those who slept the last sleep were covered by a sheet of black kapa, and

one recalls the message sent by the last king of Kauai to the conquering Kamehameha,
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"Wait until the black kapa covers me and my kingdom shall be yonrs." I cannot here

follow up the manufaAure of kapa, which will require a chapter by itself,^' but the

chief implements used in this most important work were a part of the furniture of

every important house, and must be briefly described and illustrated here.

No loom nor complicated machinery was needed for the simple process by which

the fibres of bark were converted into sheets of varying size and consistency. A log

of some hard wood, usually of

kaivan or kolca wood, was cut to

a length of about six feet, hewn

to a flat surface about three

inches wide at top, cut away

slightly at either end and
hollowed out longitudinally

underneath. This anvil, laati

kill kapa or kua kapa., was sup-

ported on two stones. Fig. 104.

A variet}' of hand clubs, some

round {/lo/ioa) for the first beat-

ing, or square
(
I'c kiikii, Fig. 103)

for the finishing, and a few cala-

bashes to hold water or some

mucilaginous liquid, were all the

tools needed to make what

was probably called from the

means used in its fabrication

Kapa= ka pa^ the beaten.

In olden time the kapa

beating was done in one of

the six houses (hale kua) of

a well-to-do Hawaiian, but in later times I have usually seen the old women establish

their kiia kuku under some tree near a brook or kalo patch. The patterns on the

beaters were various and these determined the "water mark" on the kapa : the form of

the beater and some of the patterns are shown in Fig. 103. These beaters are perhaps

the most common Hawaiian article in museums, and they must have been verj^ abund-

ant, as after their original use had become obsolete, scores were used up in trying to

"'I more wiUingly pass over the very important work of kapa making withoiit a complete description because

a rather lengthj- memoir devoted to that manufacture, in which the Hawaiians excelled, is in preparation and will

be fully illustrated with photographs and colored plates.

[311]
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reduce to fibre the foreigner's clothing in their primitive process of washing by beat-

ing the wet fabrics on a flat stone.

As there were no mosquitoes on the Hawaiian Islands before 1827, the old natives

had no need of mosquito nettings so indispensible in the southern islands of the Pacific,

and the tainaniu of the Samoan was uot known on Hawaii in the "good old times".

Sleep was often broken to go to the poi nmeke'''' and satisfy their frequent hunger.

In the da}' time the kapa moe were carefully folded and jjut aside as were the mat beds

of the Samoaus. The author can bear witness to the great comfort and restfulness of

this old Hawaiian mat bed and pillow in a new and clean house, and it is uo wonder

that modern Hawaiians who

have frame houses after the

foreign st3de and bedsteads

and other foreign furniture,

still prefer to sleep on their

mat bed under the cumber-

some foreign bedstead. Once

the author, in passing the

night in such a house in a

fine four-poster with mosquito

nettings, was awakened at da}--

break by a slight noise and

saw his host and hostess crawling carefully out from beneath the bedstead, where

they had comfortably passed the night.

When foreign customs began to be observed, partitions were made temporaril}' in

the one room of a native house by sheets of kapa hung on cords. When traveling here in

the early sixties with.ladies this convenience was generally offered by our obliging hosts;

often this was the sole exception to the auticpie /iiodns vivendi, and yet it made the little

one-roomed house seem very foreign to have this fence rather than partition stretched

from wall to wall. It destroyed the extreme sociability of the old Hawaiian way..

Before we turn from the subject of bed and its use, we may describe a custom

rather than the apparatus, that to old residents seems almost a part of the native

house; and yet today the articles I am about to describe (Fig. 105) are hard to find,

and not many have been preserved in museums. If Morpheus or his Hawaiian equiva-

lent refused to be propitious, and sleep was coy, the old natives had a soporific always

sure and never harmful.

LAAU KUI KAPA.

^'Poi umeke^the bread basket. Poi was the paste made from the cooked root of the kalo, and was the staff

of life to the Hawaiian. Its manufacture and modifications wiU be described in the chapter on the food and cookery
of the Hawaiians.

I •? 12 I
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I^aau I/Omilomi Kua. Back Rubbers.— Obesity being a much coveted

condition among certain chiefs of either sex, although perhaps more among the females,

eating in excess of the requirements of a natural appetite was resorted to and in con-

sequence some passive exercise was needful to digestion, and the delightful process of

lomilomi or massage was applied to the fat masses of poi, fish and dog. But not merely

by gluttons, but by the muscle-weary was this process indulged in. Constipation,

headache and many other ills yielded to the skilful manipulation of the old women

who were reputed the best operators.

FIG. 105. LAAU LOMILOMI AND BATH RUBBERS.

I am not copying what is usually said of a Hawaiian lomilomi ; I know of it

intimately by repeated personal trials. Once I had been in the saddle all day on a

slow horse traveling the then execrable trail from Hilo to the volcano of Kilauea in a

rainy season. Arrived late at night at the grass house that then served to shelter

visitors at the brink of the crater, I dismounted so stiff and weary that I could not

sleep, I could hardly sit down. Fortunately there were then many natives living in

that desolate neighborhood employed in the long since abandoned work of piilit gather-

ing (pulu being the silky down at the base of the frond of the tree fern of the neigh-

boring forest, the product being then in demand for stuffing pillows and beds), and

among them were found two old women noted for their skill. I removed all unneces-

sary clothing, dropped on the mat, and the lomilomi began. At first they gently

kneaded the muscle from the extremit}- to the trunk, then tapping in succession with

finger tips, knuckles and closed fists, and ending with a minuet danced on my abdo-

Memoirs B. p. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. 3.-9. L3 ^ 3 J
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men, and a march on their heels up and down m^- spine. I think they, in the course

of this, ran their heels down every rib as if it were the key of a piano. They also

"cracked" each finger joint and even my neck; at first it was ticklish; then dreamy;

then restful, and after an hour of this I got up so refreshed that I could have ridden

all night. Instead I at once fell asleep.

Foreigners have learned the process to some extent, but the old native poe

lonnlonii are extinct.*"' On the whole I consider the old Hawaiian lomilomi far pleas-

anter than the massage that one gets from the most approved operators in the best

baths in Cairo. At times one might wish to exercise his back, and without assistance

at hand, the laau lomilomi shown in Fig. 105 were most useful, and were found in every

house in the olden time. In a grass house where there are no door posts, they were

certainly a great addition to the comfort of the hiiinan inhabitant. In the Bishop

Museum these sticks are placed in the medical alcove, where they belong, but they

always seem a necessary part of the furnishing of a hale pili. The round stone rubbers

shown in the same illustration, were of cellular lava, and in the ablutions took the

place of the then unknown soap. It was sometimes well to use them after a lomilomi.

The specimens of laau lomilomi kua in this Museum are as follows:

1 163 Of kou wood, large.

1 164

1 165

1 166 Of kauila wood; from Kali hi,

Oahu.

1 167 From Honaunau, Hawaii.

1 168 Of nenelaau wood, Kailua, Hawaii.

1 169 Kona, Hawaii.

1
1
70 Kona, Hawaii.

1 171 Kona, Hawaii.

1172 Kona, Hawaii.

1 173 Kona, Hawaii.

1 174 Of ulei wood; N. Kona, Hawaii.

1
1 75 Of nenelaau wood; Kailua, Hawaii.

1176

1177

If my native house had at this time human inhabitants, ni}- reader might justly

say that I had put them to bed not only without their supper, but without a light

!

While the chapter on Food might be appealed to for the supper, it would be unfair to

leave out the light for while the old Hawaiians often went to bed with the chickens,

they did not like the dark more than other Polynesians, indeed than children of any

race. In the cooler parts of the country the fireplace was fed with slow-burning fuel

for a dim glow, for which the manianc (Sop/iora chrysopliylld)^ a tree common on the

uplands, was most fit. Torches {/innakii) were made by stringing the meats of roasted

kukuinuts {Alairites inohicrana) on the midrib of a coconut leaflet and binding a

"On camping excursions I have often apiilieil this massage to the relief of my companions, and Judge Sanford
B. Dole, president of the trustees of this Museum, is very skilful in this Hawaiian art.
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number of these strings with dry banana leaves into a cj-linder some six inches in

diameter, and from two to four feet long. This laniaku produced a bright light, con-

venient for a night-time dance or revel, but it gave out too much smoke to be tolerated

in the ill-ventilated houses, although the glow was pleasant through the open door.

The usual evening light for the interior was the stone lamp fed with kukui oil and

supplied with one or more wicks of twisted strip of kapa, or with the older and simpler

candle of these same nuts first roasted and shelled and then strung as in the torch but

in shorter lengths. Such candles it was the duty of the j-ounger members of the

famil}^ to care for, and the^^ were "snuffed" by inverting the candle until the next nut

FIG. 106. KUKUINUT CANDLES.

was alight and then knocking off the embers of the spent nut. The odor was strong,

resembling that of roasting peanuts, and care had to be taken that the half extin-

guished coal did not set the mat carpet afire. As shown in Fig. 106 the same stone

lamp that held the oil could also be used for candlestick for the nut candles.

The lamps were of many forms, not very portable but durable bej'ond most

modern lamps. Their forms are shown in Fig. 107 and others are described in the

already published account of Hawaiian Stone Implements."'* The oil was ground out

of the nuts in stone mortars many of which are figured in the same work (p. 366), and

all important houses had one or more of these, as the oil was home-made. Fig. 108

shows a common form of mortar, but some were of considerable size and good work-

manship. Usually the stone pestles were neither so large nor so neatl}' finished as

those of the Amerind, but then the latter had greater use for the implement in grind-

'^ Memoirs of B. B. Bishop Museum, vol. i, pt. 4, p. 391.
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ing meal for his bread. Although the nut season was a long one there were times

when the suppl}' must have failed these improvident children of nature, and the fat of

a pig or a dog served as substitute.

Doubtless a chief had many adzes, slingstones, clubs, sinkers and many other

stone implements about his house, but these have been described in the work referred

to, and we can onl}- here call particular attention to the poi pounders which from their

continued use seem to connect us with the stone age, as they were among the earliest

tools fashioned by the Hawaiian immigrant on his arrival in these islands. His near-

FlCi. 107. STUNE LAMPS.

est patterns were in Central and South America. Their various forms are shown in

Fig. 109 here repeated from the account of the stone implements as it shows the differ-

ence between pestles and pounders : the latter had no stone mortar to grind against,

but were used on a flat and shallow wooden trough, which, when not in use generally

leaned against the outer wall of the house and was plainly visible from a distance.

These poi troughs {papa ktci poi) were hewn from some tough wood, as ohia

{Metrosideros polymorpha)^'' and are either of small size for convenience in traveling,

when the alii always, if possible, had their attendants carry all the requirements for

making poi, or if for home use of sufficient size to serve two persons pounding, one at

either end and each with his own portion of kalo. A very old poi board in the Bishop

''In modern times the natives ami Chinese make much use of the softer wood of the Monkey-pod {Pitlicco-

'obiiiin siainang ). F "? 1 6 I
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Museum, Fig. no, is of an irregular circular form, tliirty-niue inches in the greatest

diameter, while in the same colleAion another which can boast of less antiquit}^, but

of the most approved form is sixty-five inches long and twentj^-three and a half inches

wide. As the stone pounder struck the elastic mass of poi and not the trough, this

lasted through several generations of poi makers. At present most of the poi con-

sumed in Honolulu is made by the industrious Chinese or at the poi factory where

modern machinery and methods are used in Kalihi.

Although in the enumeration of the houses of an Hawaiian alii's establishment no

mention was made of carriage house or barn, yet they all kept a carriage, though of the

most primitive form. In war the po/ohi, a long stick of kauila wood, formed the carriage

of the commissar}' department and went to battle,

the ends resting on the shoulders of two men

while the length was hung with neat bundles of

hard poi {paiai) wrapped in ki leaves. If the

chief fell in battle his retainers endeavored to save

his body and carry it home slung by the wrists

and ankles to this pololu. If he returned tri-

umphant the pololu, which was often more than

five }'ards long, was set up in front of his house

as in later days a flag staff would be planted.

That these carriages were held in respect let me

quote the record attached to one in the Bishop

Museum (No. 804): "The tree grew at Puukapele,

Kauai, from which this spear was made for

Kamehameha I, who gave it to his soldier and

aikane Hema just before the battle of Mukuohai

fought against Kiwalao. Hema also used it in six other important battles, viz., at

Laupahoehoe against Keoua Kuahuula ; in a sea fight in the Moana o Alanuihaha

against Kahekili and Kaeo; at the battle of lao against Kahekili and Kaleikupule;

in the battle of Kanaawa at Hilo, Hawaii, against Namakeha; at Keaau, Puna, in the

excursion of Kaleleiki; at Kaunakakai, Molokai, againt Kaleikupule. In the peace-

ful times that followed the conquests of Kamehameha the old spear was trimmed into

an aua7iio aipimpnu and used to carry the calabashes of the alii." Let us see what

the less renowned auamo were like.

Auamo.—To carry the gourds, umekes and other similar burdens poles were

used, made of some tough wood, slightly bent and more or less notched at the ends.

In Weber's pidlure of the newly discovered village at the mouth of the Waimea river
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FIG. 109. POI BOARD AND POUNDERS.

FIG. I 10. I'OI BOARDS.
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on Kauai, two natives are seen carrying a live pig slung on a straight pole resting on

their shoulders, and in the old songs there are references to this bearing stick genera-

tions before Cook's visit. The section of an auanio was generall}-, if not always, cir-

cular, and not well fitted to rest easily on the bare shoulder; hence a porter was known

by the callus formed at the point of contact/" These bearing sticks were also known

as aiimaka or nianiaka. The Hawaiian sometimes used a straight round pole pointed

at both ends for one especial

purpose,—to meet the de-

mands of foreigners for ha}^,

an article not imported in the

period previoiis to 1865. The

native ha}' dealer skilfully

packed two long bundles of

grass in such a way as to

seem of considerable bulk,

but often containing but little

grass. These he transfixed

with his pointed pole and

brought into market as shown

in Fig. 112. Probably none

of the present generation of

Hawaiians ever saw these

bundles, but I think I remem-

ber one native who brought

me grass for my horse in

Honolulu, using a genuine

China stick.

Of course a well-to-do man

or a chief did not use auamo,

but he had to provide them for his servants, and the specimens existing in this

Museum show that more care was expended upon these implements than would be

expec^ted of mere porters. Fig. 113 shows the ends of some of these auamo, and the

following list gives their material and length:—
™The bearing stick of the Chinese is much better suited for the purpose having a broail, almost flat surface

where it rests upon the shoulder and is without notches, although sometimes one or two pins were inserted to answer

the same purpose as notches. It is easy enough to keep the suspended baskets from slipping off in the flat country

of China, or of most Chinese towns, but the Hawaiian had to climb most difficult paths in his native islands, and it

would often be impossible to keep the pole perfectly horizontal. The Chinese poles were early introduced (before

Vancouver) but were not copied by the Hawaiian. A good "China stick" is six feet long ; two inches wide at each

end and at the middle, tapering between these points; is one and a quarter inches thick at the middle and weighs

only three pounds.
I

'^ IQ
I

FIG. III. BEARING THE POI OF AN ALII.
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LIST OF AUAMO IN THE BISHOP MUSEUM.

144 Auamo kii of kauila wood well carved with two human heads at each end.

Made by Kipolo during the reigu of Kamehanieha III (d. 1S54). 72.5 in. long;

weighs 3.5 lbs. G in Fig. 113.

145 Auamo kii with two rudely carved human heads at each end. From Queen

Emma's collecftion. 97.5 in. E.

146 Auamo kii with a head and three teeth at each end; the head perhaps of an

akua. 69 in. D.

147 Auamo of ulei wood with three

notches at each end. From S. Kona,

Hawaii. 41 in. F.

14S Auamo of kauila; one notch. 45 in.

149 Auamo of koa, very old. 49 in.

150 Aiiamo of guava wood. Made by

Kapela of Keauhou, S. Kona, Hawaii.

37.5 in. B.

151 Auamo of ulei with two notches at

each end. 62 in.

152 Auamo of kauila wood. From Queen

Emma's colleftion. 61.5 in.

153 Auamo of ulei. From Kau, Hawaii.

44.5 in.

154 Auamo. 43.5 in.

6695 Auamo of kauila wood. Ailau col-

le(?tion. 46.5 in.

7595 Auamo of kauila. 61.7 in. C.

9475 Auamo with projecting notch. 51 in.

9521 Auamo of akia (?) wood. 61 in.;

weighs 4.5 lbs. A.

9522 Auamo much bowed. 46.7 in.

9523 Auamo round and tapering. 46.5 in.

9524 Auamo of light wood, notch wide, raised. 49 in.

9525 Auamo of light wood, notch slightly raised. 49.5 in

9526 Auamo of very light wood, one end mended. 44 in.

9527 Auamo of kauila, notch cut in. 54.5 in.

9528 Auamo, smooth and old, one end broken. 47 in.

9529 Auamo of kauila, slight notch. 46.5 in.
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Gourds as Containers.—No Hawaiian laid up food for future use : he had

not acquired the domestic economy of the Marquesan or the Kusaien who prepare food

from the breadfruit or the pandanus during the seasons of plenty for the needs of other

times. He had, however, to prepare his poi some time before a fermentation made it

palatable, hence a number of containers were needed, and in most families there was a

a never-failing supply of this

national bread. Containers

were needed, and the earliest,

^ probably were the gourd

shells, ipu of the natives, since

this name has attached to

vessels made for many gener-

ations of wood, as we shall see

later, and even to the stone

c lamps (/)!>// /?'//>('«/). The large

gourd {Curcubita viaxiDia),

u ip/i iiiii of the natives, was

found on this groiip at the

time of Cook's visit, although

K unknown to other Polj'ue-

sians, and of unknown deriva-

tion. Its huge fruits are
F

. . .

sometimes several feet in di-

ameter, the rind thin and

G strong, and serve not only for

bowls and dishes, but also for

traveling trunks (Fig. 114),

for which purpose they were

well adapted by their tough-

ness, lightness and impermeability to rain. Slung in the network koko from the auamo

on the shoulder of a stout, active Hawaiian they have often accompanied the writer on

mountain trails, one of the pair containing food, the other a change of raiment, while

the bottle gourd in the middle carried water, often so hard to find good in mountain

climbing on Hawaii.

As these gourds were on the islands or brought by the early immigrants, they

were perhaps the first material at hand for containers, and they were certainly used

widely and in many ways. The}^ were alwa3's what took the place of crockery with
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FIG. 114. GOURD CONTAINERS.

FIG. 115. BOTTI.K-GOURD : HUEWAI.

(138)
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the poorer folk, and with these they hold the same place today in the country regions.

If the immigrants brought the seeds of this vegetable, as well as the coconut, with

them their canoes must have had the capacity for freight that is fabulously imputed

to the Mayflower. In the case of the gourd, while not emulating Jonah's, only a few

months would be required to renew the supply, while the coconut, the onl}' other source

of containers, cups or bottles, woiild require twelve to fourteen 3'ears before fruiting:

the latter vegetable pottery tliej- used to an extent second only to the gourd.

FIG. 116. MENDED IPU.

Besides the large Curcubita the Hawaiians had also the bottle-gourd i^Lage-

nari'a z'n/garis), a vine found over a much wider territorj' than its larger relative, and

with the two they were not meanly provided with vessels for containing food and drink.

Easy to prepare, the ipu were fragile, and we find them neatly repaired with great

pains, when broken, for the threads of olona which were to bind the fragments together

must be twisted on the thigh in the Polynesian wa}^,^' for they had no spindle, a refine-

ment that the dwellers in the palafittes in the Swiss and Italian lakes had used sixty

centuries before. Then holes for the thread must be drilled in the easily penetrated

substance, and for this the}' had the pump drill which is found all over the Pacific

islands, in Papuan as well as Polynesian groups. We have seen its use in the coarser

work of door framing, and we have in Fig. 116 two specimens of neat work on the more

"' See an illustration of this on p. 51, Vol. I, Memoirs of this Museum.
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delicate substance. Today in the time spent in mending these vessels of comparatively

little value, one could earn enough to buy a dozen new ones. Not so in ancient days,

for time was abundant and most of the ancient vessels both of gourd and of wood were

more or less patched:

as we go on we shall

see man}' of these.

Of the Curcubita

were made a great va-

riet}' of things useful

about a house as well

as the large bowls.

First were the covers

for these bowls which

also served as dishes

when the bowls were

uncovered, and the

gourd covers were com-

mon ly used on the

later bowls of wood.

Long, narrow slices of

these gourds made con-

venient platters, and
FIG. 117. GOURD BOX. ^ '

fragments of broken ones were

used for man}- purposes.

Gourd Boxes.—The thicker

gourds were fashioned in such

a way as to be tolerably tight

so they could be used to store

feather work or choice kapas.

Such a box is shown in Fig. 117.

This is 63 inches in circumfer-

ence and 16 inches high, and it

will be noticed that the cover fig. 118. long gourd boxes.

is cut from the shell with two projec^lions or wings, and this can be kept in place by

cords passing through the drilled holes, two on each side. Such boxes were used for

storage rather than traveling, in which the thinner gourds, illustrated in Fig. 114, were
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preferred. I do not know how the thick shelled varieties were produced, but the sub-

stance between the inner and outer skins is fairly dense, perhaps more so than in the

thin varieties, which are often eaten b}' white ants which destroy nearly the whole

median tissue.

Long thin varieties of this Curcubita were also used for storage of the feather

capes and leis, and were sometimes so curved that they could be hung over a beam or

rafter. Two of these long boxes,

now in this Museum, are shown

on Fig. 118. Gourds that were

in form and size between the large

bowls and these long boxes were

in demand for hula drums (Fig.

119), and few houses of the alii

were not provided with some of

these popular instruments for beat-

ing time for the hula dance.

From the bottle -gourds were

made, besides the bottles, an end-

less variety of conveniences, some

of which were so common as to

demand notice, while others were

local and trivial and may be

passed by. But the bottles them-

selves varied greatly: there were

the almost globular ones with a

very short neck, handy on a jour-

ney; the long necked ones for

household use, and the hour-glass

shaped ones which were easily carried by a cord passed around the constridlion, while

the others had to be provided with a net or sling. The fishermen's liuewai were long

and almost without necks, that they might be laid on the bottom of the canoes out of

the way. These are shown in Fig. 120. An unique form has been shown in a previous

part of the Museum Memoirs,'" in which compression had been applied to the growing

gourd by means of a net, and the bulbous portion, to which alone the pressure was

applied, was forced into round protuberances which, as may be seen by referring to

the figure, were decided!}- ornamental.

"Old Hawaiian Carvings found in a Cave on the Island of Hawaii. Memoirs II, No. 2. The gourd bottle is

figured on p. 17(170) and here reproduced, Fig. 121. ['12 ^ I

FIG. 119. GOURD HULA DRUMS.
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To stop the mouth of a water bottle the Hawaiians used a Terebra shell, a small

cachelot tooth, or a neatly folded palm or pandanus leaf fragment. To the present

day these gourd bottles are in demand, although hard to find, for carrying water

while on a mountain tramp, for they are light and keep the water cooler than the

ordinary tin canteen.

FIG. 1 20. GOURD W.\Tp;R BOTTLES FOR CANOES.

Funnels.—The necks of the huewai are often so long and slender that one

perforce admires the patience exercised in originally emptying the govird through so

long and restricted a passage: especially when it is remembered that after rotting the

pulp and farther disintegrating the softer portions of the shell by shaking in it the

small pebbles that took the place filled by shot in washing glass bottles, the whole re-

sulting mass of pulp, pebbles and seeds had to pass out of an aperture often less than

three-eighths of an inch in diameter. To fill such a bottle with water required a

funnel, and the gourd furnished these of two general forms as shown in Fig. 122.

One (1231) was a segment of a bottle, a little less than half, the lower part of the
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neck serving as spout; the other (1230) was a bottle with a disk removed from the

bottom to form the month of the funnel. The first time I saw one of these bottles

filled, however, was without any funnel. All along the coast of Oahu, east of Diamond

I

FIG. 121. COMPRESSED GOURD WATER BOTTLE.

Head, springs of fresh water are found below the sea level, and near Leahi one of con-

siderable size and force of current exists. My native diver placed his thumb over the

neck of his empty huewai, plunged into the sea and soon emerged with a bottle full of

sweet water. The process used to be common before the Nuuanu waters were brought

over the town of Honolulu.
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Strainers.—Awa drinking was neither so universal on the Hawaiian Islands

as on the southern groups, nor attended with so many ceremonies, but as the same

process of chewing the peppery root and washing the masticated mass with water was

followed, it was of course necessar}' to strain out the woody fibre from the green liquor,

and there were three implements used as convenience served. First the funnel shown

at the left in Fig. 122 could be partly filled with vegetable fibre and the liquor poured

through this; second, a special strainer was made from a gourd bottle as shown in

Fig. 123, the neck being loosely filled with fibre. The third was perhaps the most

ancient form and was a coconut cup with the "eyes" enlarged slightly, as may be seen

in the illustration of coconut cups. Fig. 128, upper cup.

FIG. 122. GOURD FUNNELS.

Ipu Pawehe.—The instinct of surface decoration, rather Papuan than Poly-

nesian, displayed itself on these gourd vessels as well as on the kapa or bark paper,

and we have both iiiiickc paivclir and hiicivai pcnvehc, bowls decorated and water bottles

decorated : a fact that testifies to the esteem in which these fragile articles,—a sort of

vegetable faience,—were held. Plate XXXVI will show the nature of this bichromatic

design as applied to the nmeke, in black and one of the various shades of orange-brown.

In old specimens the orange is so deep that it is difficult, if not impossible to obtain

by photography the distinction between pattern and ground, even with all the refine-

ments of ra}^ filters and plates especially sensitive to the orange rays.

The process by which this coloration was obtained was simple, but is variously

described by the authors who have noticed the decoration. Male's account we have
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given: my notes from the makers of liuewai pawehe of half a century ago give it a^

follows: The portion to be left of the natural color of the gourd was covered with a var.

nish or glaze impervious to water, and the parts to be colored black were then scraped

bare and the vessel immersed for a season in the mud of a kalo pond : a sort of etching

process. I confess on examining

some of the fine specimens in this

IMuseum I do not see how this

proceeding could produce such re-

sults, and I will quote from Rev.

William Ellis:"

When the calabash is growu to its

full size, tliey empty it in the usual man-

ner, by placing it in the sun till the

inside is decayed, and may be shaken

out. The shell, which remains entire,

except the small perforation made at the

stalk for the purpose of discharging its

contents, and serving as a mouth to the

vessel, is, when the calabash is large,

sometimes half an inch thick. In order

to stain it, they mix several bruised

herbs, principally the stalks and leaves

of the arum, and a quantity of dark fer-

ruginous earth, with water, and fill the

vessel with it. They then draw with a

piece of hard wood or stone on the out-

side of the calabash whatever figures

they wish to ornament it with. These

are various being either rhomboids,

stars, circles, or wave and straight lines,

in separate sections, or crossing each

other at right angles, generally marked

with a great degree of accuracy and

ta.ste. After this coloring matter has

remained three or four days in the cala-

bashes, they are put into a native oven"^ and baked. When they are taken out, all the parts previ-

ously marked appear beautifully brown or black, while those places where the skin has not been

broken, retain their natural bright yellow colour. The dye is now emptied out, and the calabash

dried in the sun ; the whole of the outside appears perfectly smooth and shining, while the colours

imparted by the above process remain indelible.

"Tour of Hawaii, second edition, p. 376.

''This imu or oven consists of an excavation in the ground lined and generally floored also with stones. .\ fire

is kept up in this until the stones are very hot, when the articles to be cooked are put in the place of the fire, wrapped

in ki leaves, and the coals and hot stones piled about the deposit which is then covered with earth and mats and left

for some time. The result, if the oven is properly timed, is excellent. New Englanders will recognize the method

of their clam-bake, which was learned from the .\merind.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. 3.— 10. L329J

FIG. 123. GOURD AW.\ STR.VINER.
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The huewai shown in Fig. 124 are modern, and the maker does not seem to have

attained the fnll black dj-e of the older artisans. These ipu pawehe are rare in musenms,

and this Musenm is fortunate in possessing a very full series of these decorated gourds,

which were mostly the property of the alii. The black of the olden time seems durable,

but the orange of the gourd is blackened in the tropical sun and also by the oil which

was sure to get on them from the oiled hair and bodies of the natives. Plate XXXVI
shows some of the best of the umeke pawehe, and also some of the liuewai. This form

FIG. 124. HUEWAI P.\WEHE.

of decoration is found also on the hula drums (Fig. 119, used for beating time to the

dance) which were made of large specimens of Curcubita, and the resemblance to

tatuing is close; the figures on the huewai in Fig. 124 are quite like the tatu patterns

formerh^ impressed on Hawaiian limbs.

The uses of gourds were too extensive to describe full}' in a treatise on house

furniture, but it maj' be mentioned that a form was used as an injedlion syringe

(Fig. 125, a); the neck of a broken bottle was used as a reel for a fish-line (b);

another portion in shape of a funnel was the principal imj^lement in a game of toss (c);

small gourds were filled with pebbles (d) and used as rattles {itliiili hula) or in the

dance as castanets, and finally the fragments were used as Job used the potsherds
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when afflicted with furunculi. Truly the gourd was a most useful adjunct to the

furnishing of a native house ! The cultivation of this vegetable, once very extensive,

had, in the early sixties, dwindled to a few places in Puna, Hawaii, and as manj^

on the southerly shores of Kauai, and is now nearly extinct on this group. The

Lagenaria has lasted longer than the Curcubita.

FIG. 125.

B C

GOURD IMPLEMENTS.

Coconut Utensils.—The fruit of the Coco palm has been several times referred

to, and we niaj' now examine some of the many uses this nut serves in the domestic

economy of the Hawaiian. Little was peculiar to this people for the coconut is so

widelj' spread through the tropics that many other races have exhausted their inge-

nuity in devising implements from the hard, durable shell of the coconut. Still it is

well to show what the Hawaiians did with this material. First, probably the nuts

served as water-bottles, as they still do in many parts of the Pacific, especially in the

southern groups where they attain a greater size than on Hawaii. There is one in

this Museum from Samoa that has capacity of ninet3f-two ounces or nearly three

quarts. Not less ancient was their use as drinking cups, and the Hawaiians made a

distinction between ordinary cups {apu niu) and those exclusively for the use of the

priests to which the name olo was given. The former were cut at right angles to the

vertical axis while the latter were cut parallel to this determinant: both forms are

shown in Fig. 126. A coconut cup was the orthodox form for awa drinking, and such

cups by long use gather a fine patina which is as much valued by awa experts as the

rich color of a meerschaum pipe by its smoker. Although coconut cups are often
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FIG. 127. COCONUT SPOONS AND I^ADLES.
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found in the burial caves deposited with the dead, no decorated ones are known.

The beautiful carving of the Marquesan, Fijian and others shown in Plate XXXVII
and Fig. 12S is not found on Hawaii.

Next, perhaps, came the use of coconuts for spoons, filling a natural need, and

almost any concave fragment served, but soon the handle was developed, and a ver}-

complete ladle {oonia pii iiiii) resulted. As the Hawaiians did not boil their food, and

soups were unknown, this manufaAure was not so important as in the groups where

the discovery of pot-

tQvy was followed by

hot liquids. The in-

digenous products are

shown in Fig. 127. In

certain districts where

the water supply was

scarce and kalo could

not be cultivated, the

sweet potato ( ita/a

niaoli ) took its place

as dail}' bread, but the

resulting mass was

wanting in the adhe-

sive qualities of the

kalo- made poi and

could not be wound up

on the fingers, so a

spoon was needed, and

the bits of coconut figured were and are still used to convey this food to the mouth.

For salt cellars disks of the shell answered very well.

As the coconut shell takes a beautiful polish the manufac^ture of cups, bowls and

small dishes has been much modified under foreign influence. Among Hawaiians

these polished nut cups, foreign even to the glue that unites the cup and base, the

latter the work of the turner, are still popular for individual poi bowls at feasts. Their

form is shown in Fig. 129 which presents four well made cups from the colledlion of

the Princess Ruta Keelikolani now in this Museum. The first is one of the large

southern nuts on a turned stand of kou wood ; the second shows a cover and base also

of the nut ; the third is a well-proportioned cup and stand, and the last is one of the

yellow variety of nut. Both the dark and light varieties of shell were esteemed, but
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the former takes the better polish ; one in this Museum from the Society Islands is

perhaps the most beautifull}' polished coconut I have seen.

Besides polishing, which is a comparatively modern fashion, the other groups

furnish examples of inlaying most artistically and neatl}^ done. The cannibals of the

Solomon group have inlaid a simple coconut shell cup with crenate triangles of pearl

shell in a way that would do credit to a civilized artisan who had never eaten his

fellow man. The shell is hard and thin and the recesses cut for the inlay must be

shallow, but the method of decoration is much used among the Solomon Islanders and

they certainly understand their material (Fig. 130). On other Pacific groups much

91
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I

The Solomon Islanders had no bottle gourds and thej' supplied the want by an

ingenious use of the coconut in which the material was completely disguised by coat-

ing the nut with a gum (Parinarmjiif)^ which cemented to a hole on the top a joint

of bambu which was also coated with the same material. The result resembled

pottery, and the nut portion was decorated with imbedded shells or beads forming

patterns of great variet}'. Fig. 133 shows several of these bottles.

On the Micronesian groups, where coconuts are abundant and fresh water

scarce, the nuts are used extensively for carrying and preserving water. The natural

nut is cleaned out, the "eye" enlarged and plugged with a pandaniis leaf tightly folded

\

I

FIG. 130. SOLOMON ISLANDS CUP.

for a stopple and with the attachment of two cords of coconut fibre, the bottle is

complete. Two are usuall}- on the same cord, as shown in Fig. 132, for convenience

of carrying. Other groups use the same contrivance, and I have found it on Samoa,

Fiji and almost identical in Singapore, Akyab and western India.

After the introduction of tobacco a small coconut shell became thefavorite tobacco

box {hano haka). A series of these in the Museum colleAion is shown in Fig. 134.

The cups formed of the lower end of these long slender nuts were much in demand for

mixing fish bait, while precisely the same thing was used in the Caroline Islands for

moulding the cakes of red paint called taik. We must not forget that these nuts had

part in the amusements of the Hawaiians, both as rattles {ttliuli Jiula., Fig. 125, d) pre-

cisel}^ as the small gourds were used, and as drums to be bound to the arms i^puniu

hula), but of these a more complete description belongs to the chapter on Amusements.
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Here we maj^ meution a pleasing custom of tlie Hawaiians which has survived

within my own observation, for a chief to bend down a young coconut tree in token of

taking possession, and ever afterwards the tree was known by the name of that chief,

and on gathering the first nuts, the chief had them made into cups for presents to

friends. Several such cups are in this Museum, as the cup of Pauahi, the mother

of Keelikolani, that of Queen Kamamalu, and that of Liliha, Madame Boki and

daughter of Hoapili: the last two cups

were from the famous grove of palms at

Kalapana on Hawaii.

The cups shown in Fig. 135 were

such as described. Beginning on the left

of the figure. No. 5016 was a cup of Pauahi,

mother of Keelikolani; No. 1521 belonged

to Liliha, daughter of Hoapili and wife of

Boki. The next is No. 5028, an umeke

kou used for poi by Queen Emma when a

child. No. 15 19 also belonged to Liliha;

No. 5012 to Pauahi; No. 1520 to Liliha,

and the last one. No. 5017, belonged to

Queen Kamamalu, daughter of Kameha-

meha L \\ho with her husband Liholiho

died in England in 1824.

Umeke I/aau.—Implements of wood

were bj' far the most interesting as well as

most numerous of all the domestic iitensils

in Hawaiian housekeeping, and we shall

find much to surprise us and not a little to

commend. From their material they were

more durable than the vessels of gourd ; from the labor bestowed upon them they were

proportionately valued ; and like the precious feather Mork were preserved in families,

and handed down from generation to generation, until the foreigner has come to the

Islands and appreciating the workmanship and grace, has tried to imitate them on the

lathe, but with poor success and has ended in gathering to himself the choicest remains

of this "Age of Wood", and a genuine hand-made umeke is now a rare and costly treas-

ure; fine ones have been sold for more than five hundred dollars.
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FIG. 132. MICRONESIAN WATEK liOTTLES.



FIG. 133. SOLOMON ISLANDS COCONUT BOTTLES.

FIG. 134. COCONUT TOBACCO BOXES.

FIG. 135. COCONUT CUPS OF THE HIGH CHIEFS.
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In no one thing has the artistic taste of the old Hawaiian come into closer touch

with the best taste of older civilized nations than in the making of wooden bowls.

Unlike the Maori, who carefully kept and honored the memor}- of the artists among

them whose carving was good, the Hawaiian has not preserved a single name of those

who patiently with stone tools fashioned the umeke, plain or grotesquely carved, that

have come down to us. The Maori sculptor made astonishing relief work as we have

seen in the portions of houses and figures alread}- ilhrstrated in these pages ; his carved

bowls or dishes were curious, some of them so close in motive to some of the Hawaiian

FIG. 136. UMEKE NO. 416: VERY OLD.

dishes that I shall show later a Maori dish that closely resembles a favorite Hawaiian

form ; but when we look through his bowls, dishes and general household utensils we

shall find nothing to compare with some of the Hawaiian umeke, and if we extend our

examination through the other groups the result will be the same. Grotesque and most

interesting work we shall find in New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, very original

dishes on the little Matty Island, but these Papuans had pottery to make bowls and

dishes which would parallel the uses of the Hawaiian umeke. The Admiralty Island-

ers made huge bowls, but their decorations were more striking than their shapes.

The Marquesans made bowls after the general form of the Hawaiians but with none

of the finish. Perhaps if we knew more of these and other groups, and had adequate

colleAions of the work in this class that each has in the past fabricated,—for this is

all past now,—our judgment might be modified ; but in the absence of sufficient explora-
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tion, in a few 3'ears useless, if the appointed time be not already passed, we are com-

pelled to base our judgment on the colledlions in museums. From these sources, with

the extensive material of the Bishop Museum at hand, and beautiful photographs of the

Salem Museum, and other great collections before us, we feel justified in placing the wa.-

known Hawaiian carver of umeke high among the departed artists of the Pacific region,

and so far as illustrations go, the reader can see the quality of their work for himself.

They not onl}' excelled in form, which is unfortunately the only quality we can

present to our readers in the illustration, but tliej' worked in wood of most agreeable

FIG. 137. UMEKE NU. 41; \1':kv 01, 1).

colors and markings and capable of a most exquisite polish : the latter qualit}' was one

not present to the old Hawaiians, who attained a fine, smooth finish in the manner to

be described later, but never the glassy polish dear to many colledlors of this ware,

and which, although an anachronism it must be confessed displays the beautiful mark-

ings of the wood perfedlly.

Among the woods most commonly used was the koti i^Cordia subcordata) a littoral

tree of large growth and spreading habit, found as fai south of the equator as Madagas-

car, and formerly planted near the native houses along the beach for its grateful shade,

but seldom seen now, owing to the ravages of a small moth Azmis hilarella^Elhmia

colorella W. It is almost extinct on this group. The opinion of some botanists is that
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it has been introduced, but if so it must have been in very early time in the history of

the people, as the ancient songs often mention the kou. The size the tree attains is

shown by an iimeke in this Museum which is nine feet in circumference, and of course

made of the heartwood. To fell such a tree with a stone axehead weighing, it may
be, ten pounds, must have required patience as well as muscle in the doing. Some of

the oldest umeke in existence, which have been found in long ago closed burial caves

are of this rather soft but durable wood.

Another tree the Milo {Thespesia popitlnea^ has the same geographical range

as the kou, the same habitat, and like the former tree is passing awa}'^ and is seldom

FIG. 138. UMEKE NO. 410 : VERY OLD.

seen out of gardens, while a century ago it was planted about the houses of the alii, as

is well remembered around that of Kamehameha the Great at Waikiki. Even the

name is the same on the .southeastern groups, where it was almost a sacred tree. It is

a smaller tree than the kou, hence we have no large umekes from its v.'ood, but there

are verj^ choice small bowls or cups. Its distinguishing feature is a rich peach color

and under polish a translucent agate-like appearance.

Another beautiful and durable wood is the Katiiani {Calopkylhim inopliylliini)^

a tree found all through tropical Asia and the Polynesian islands and used on Hawaii

to some extent for umekes. The tree itself is even more beautiful than its wood, and its

glossy leaves and sweet-scented flowers caused the old Hawaiians to plant it near their
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houses while other Polynesians attached a semi-sacred charaAer to groves of the tree,

of which we find a trace in the sacred grove near the Puhonua or place of refuge at

Halawa at the east end of Molokai." The wood is of a brighter color than the kou.

The heart wood of the coconut was sometimes used for umeke, but those in

colledlions of genuine old umeke would not amount to more than five per cent, of the

whole number. When polished, coconut wood was very striking, but the old Hawaii-

ans never carried their polishing far enough to bring out the full effect, and when

unpolished the effect is dull in the extreme.

FIG. 139. UMEKE OPAKA OF KOU WOOD: NOS. 6003, 6004.

The Neneleau {Rhus sctmalata) is usually a small tree but at times attains a

considerable diameter. In the Bishop Museum is a bowl of this wood (No. 105 1)

14.5 inches in diameter. This wood is plain and close grained.

A more common material for wooden bowls of the less important sort was the

okia {Mclrosidcros polymorpha) of which the wood was hard and durable and much

used for house building, the black variety for idols, and at the present day for railroad

ties and fuel. See Plate XXXVIII for a choice umeke of this wood. In modern times

the showy but coarse-grained and soft wood of the Monkey pod {Pithccolohiuvi siamaiig)

has been much used for bowls and other vessels.

" Hillebrand was mistaken in slatini; that this i^vovc Jor)iu'iiy existL-il. In i8go it was in a flourishinj^ con-
dition, except that it needed thinning out, and I transplanted several seedlings to my garden in Nuuanu valley in

Honolulu, where they flourish and one has attained in seventeen years to a height of about thirty feet and a girth

of forty-seven inches a foot above the ground.
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Technique of Bowl Carving.—Although they did not always succeed, as

we see from the many cracks mended in the old bowls, the Hawaiian skilled in wood

working tried to season his wood thoroughly by cutting it into suitable blocks and

then sinking it in some pool where it might soak for months. When a dark tone was

desired, the block was sunk in the mud of a kalo patch where the ferruginous mud soon

produced the appearance of age even on light colored wood fresh from the maker's hand.

When sufificiently seasoned the block was shaped outside as a solid object as may
be seen in Fig. 140. We are exceedinglj- fortunate in having a good series of half-

FIG. 140. BLOCKS PARTLY SHAPED PERHAPS A CENTURY AGO.

shaped blocks in the Museum colle6lions. A few j-ears ago, when Hon. Chas. R. Bishop

was having some excavations made on his estate at Waikiki the laborers dug from

the sand a number of such blocks, some of which are shown in the figure, so many

indeed, that' it was evident they had been intentionally buried. Probably at the ap-

proach of Kamehameha's hostile fleet, the artisan in bowls hurriedly buried his whole

stock in the soft sand for safety : either he was killed in the fight or forgot the place

of concealment, for the cache was left for another generation to study and spell out the

way of working. Another specimen of a deep umeke (No. 8571), fashioned externally

but only half excavated was given to the Museum by Mr. Henry G. K. Lyman : in

this it is easy to see how the pecking out of the core was done.

It will be at once asked by the turner of modern times how they managed to

strike a circle ? There are no signs of anj^ circle struck on the flat surface, and all
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the specimens show, Avhat can be seen in those figured, that the rough block was only

approximately circular, and it seems certain that the final rotundity was given by the

accurate eye of the artisan. Whether the result of warping or not, the accurate meas-

urements of the genuine old umeke always detect a small deviation from the circle

which can sometimes be seen by the ej-e. Thej- however used for preliminary meas-

ures a flat strip of bambu which also served for a "straightedge" or rule: I have

never seen one of these bambu rules graduated or marked in an}- definite way.

In excavating the inside it is curious to note how they adopted the method of

the modern turner as shown in the first bowl in the figure, where an excavation was

FIG. 141. OI'AKA OR POLYHEDRAL UMEKE: 523-488.

carried to a certain depth then an inner concentric circle was dug out in proportion to

the outside curvature, and finally the angular benches were dug or grated down to the

final surface. In all cases where a handle was desired a part of the block was left for

that purpose, a thing the turner cannot do: he must carve his handle in a separate

piece and glue or pin it on. In some of the old ipu kiilia or spittoons found in burial

caves and supposed to be of considerable antiquity this handle is of slight projection,

in others has been bored for a string at some time subsequent to its original making,

for the bore is rough and of inferior workmanship: these handles can be compared in

the plate where many ipu kuha are photographed. (Plate XXXII.)

In some of these half-made bowls, I think I can detect the mark of a small,

sharp adze, and again the marks of a stone chisel, but the tool which seems to a mod-

ern amateur carpenter most efficient, the shark tooth cutter, does not appear to have

been used on these blocks. It was, however, the favorite tool of the carver of figures.
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A more difficult feat than shaping a circular bowl was making a polyhedral bowl.

These are rare, and were evidently valued as they are found only in the possession of

chiefs or their descendants. Those shown in Fig. 141 belonged to the Kamehameha

famil}' and from them came diredlly to this Museum. The sides are closely equal and

beautifully finished, the flat surfaces fading into the curved ones in a most graceful

manner.

FIG. 142. DEEP UWEKE.

In size the Hawaiian umeke varied greatly as shown in Fig. 148 where the cen-

tral one has a circumference of 74 inches and a height of 20 inches. The largest one

in the Museum is 89.5 inches in circumference and 19.5 inches high, and natives claim

that there are larger ones, but I have not seen them. A modern turner would have

some trouble to handle a block of such size, and j-et the old Hawaiian cut down his

tree with his stone adze, shaped his block with the same implement of smaller size,

and finally with stone dug out the core. In depth also they varied greatl_y. Some were

hardly more than round platters, while others were deep in proportion to their diame-

ter as two to one. Fig. 142 shows two of the deeper ones, the first belonging to the

Museum, the other to the family of the late Chief Justice Judd. There is another

much deeper, formerly in the palace, and said to be the Ipn n/akaiii of Laomaomao the

Hawaiian ^olus, in which he kept his winds. Many of these deep umeke had thick
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FIG. 143. UMEKE NOS. 469 AND 48 1 .

L_

FIG. 144. umf;ke no. 1049.

FIG. 145. UMEKE NO. 2291.



FIG. 146. UMEKE NOS. 557 AND 433.

FIG. 147. MODERN TURNED UMEKE.

FIG. 14S. COMPARATIVE SIZE AND SH.APE OF UMEKE.
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bottoms and remarkably thin walls, so that if placed in a horizontal position they at

once became npright and oscillated about their centre of gravity.

Anyone who has seen an Hawaiian shape a stone poi poiinder with a simple

pebble as shown in the first volume of these Memoirs, page 375, and has also noted

the considerable variet}' of working or abrading stones shown in Plates XXXII-XXXV
of the same volume, will have less difficulty in understanding how the native worker

in wood could shape so truly and excavate so completely the bowls large and small we

FIG. 149. UMEKE OF KOU : NOS. 9199 AND 9215.

are now considering. Where we should saw, bore or chisel, he patiently abrades, first

with a rough stone, and certain varieties of the Hawaiian cellular basaltic lava had

great abrading power, then with stones of smoother grain itntil both the shape and

surface are to his satisfadlion. Time is nothing to him; seated in a cool, shad}' place

surrounded by his sele<5led stones and with a huewai of water and an umeke of poi, his

workshop was complete. He would busily work until hungry, then a little poi and

some water to prevent, as Malo says, its sticking in his throat, and then another pull

at his umeke until he is weary and needs a rest, and so var3'ing his occupation the

easy going time at last brings an end to his particular work. So little does he like

the monotony of any one job that he generally has several on hand, pecking a little
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at this and polishing a little on that, that it is really a notable event when he has

finished an3'thing. He then goes a fishing, or gives a hula to his friends.

While it is true that the outside is first finished, that does not mean that the

polish is complete, but ovAy that the form is determined and a smooth surface that is

to be the final one before polishing, for from this the artisan determines the extent to

which the interior is to be dug out. The interior w-as made beautifully smooth for

cleanliness in use rather than for appearance, and when this was satisfactory the

finer polish of the outside was taken in hand.

FIG. 150. UMEKE OF UNUSUAL FORM: NUS. 475, 440 AXIJ II43.

The order has been often stated in which the stones of various kinds were used,

but there was no rule in practice that was generallj- followed : each man had his own

way of doing his work and it would vary with the wood he was polishing. Fine coral

{^pund)^ poliakii cicku a rather soft, brittle stone, rough pumice or ««^ ^rt/// (baked

pumice), olai^ oio and laii iihi or dried breadfruit leaves were all used in about this

succession on the finest work, although welu of kapa smeared with ochre often followed

or took the place of the breadfruit leaves. The patient application of whatever medium

was the secret of the beautiful finish of the best of the old umeke.

The ancient hand-made bowls are verj- uncommon now^, although the turner

makes tolerable imitations and applies French polish in a way unknown to the old

natives, but which suits the taste of modern customers. It is seldom that one sees the

fine curves of the old bowls in these modern mechanical imitations, and the makers seem

to recognize their shortcomings when they put in patches and make cracks only to fill

them again and thus impart a flavor of antique art where the age and art are both wanting.
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FIG. 152. UMKKK NOS. 517, 53^ AND 516.
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Only in large collections like those in the Bishop Musenm can the choice work of the

ancient artisans be studied.

We may glance briefl}- at some unusual forms of umeke. In Fig. 150 are shown

two with the upper edge developed into three angles and a marked constriction in

the waist, features that I am unable to explain. That it was not a mere freak of one

workman is shown bj- the number of examples in this Museum apparently not all

from the same hand, nor of the same age. They are well made, solid at the base, and

have a fine surface.

In Plate XL we have an umeke, not in the IMuseum colledlion, with cylindrical

sides and a flat bottom, the only one of this shape and size seen. While it seems

old, I am inclined to consider

it a modern example. The flat

bottoms were not peculiar, but

often occur in umeke of un-

doubted age as in Fig. 151,

Nos. 537 and 484. Also in

Fig. 152, No. 538. A partly

C3dindrical bod 3^ but with

curved upper and lower edges

is seen in No. 481, Fig. 143, and

also in No. 440 in Fig. 150.

In the umeke with decided

external angles, as No. 537,

Fig. 151, and 538, Fig. 152, the
FIG. \S%- UMEKE WITH LUGS FOR SUSPENSION. . .^ . . , ,

mside Ignores the angle and

is evenl3' curved. In the list given below to show the sizes of the principal umeke in

the Bishop Museum it will be seen that many of these, even some of large diameter

are comparatively flat, as No. 445.

I have classed with umeke the curious form shown in Fig. 153 which has four

lugs remarkably well carved and bored, evidentl}' for the cords b}^ which the bowl was

suspended, but why ? It was not large enough to hold enough poi for an adult's

meal, being only about six inches in diameter. It might have been a vase for the

sweet-smelling flowers the Hawaiian loved, to hang from the coconut leaf-covered

lanai under which a feast was held, but the inside is clean and not stained as would

be probable if used as suggested. My reader must find his own use for this choice

little vessel for I am unable to help him farther.
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Although all the umeke figured hitherto, except iu Fig. 154, have been pre-

sented uncovered, a cover was a necessary addition when used as a receptacle for poi,

which was attractive to flies as well as natives, and a fly in the poi was as offensive as

the proverbial fly in the apothecary's ointment. However dirty the surroundings

might be, long, dirty finger nails, grimy hands, and even that rarer thing a dirty

FIG. 154. UMEKE WITH COVER: NO. 420.

bowl into which the dirty hands freely dipped to extract the sticky poi, the most fas-

tidious native could stomach these, but a FI3'— we must get another umeke of poi!

We have noted that large flat gourds were often, indeed generally used for this pur-

pose, especially among the poorer class, the fine umeke usually had a cover made for

them as shown in Fig. 154, and this cover served at a meal for a dish or plate. Often

it is difficult to decide whether a round carved flat dish was such or primarily a cover

for an umeke. A lot of these round dishes ox pa are shown in Fig. 155. They cannot

be considered distindlivel}- Hawaiian as the form is found all over the world, and there
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is hanging before me, as I write, a mahogany platter or dish that my Carib workman

carved for me, entirel}' without my suggestion, quite like the Hawaiian ones in the

figure, except for material. A convenient distindlion to be noted in the pa made for

covers is the raised edge to hold the cover flrmlj' on the umeke ; the smooth plate is

constantly liable to slip off.

We have not exhausted the old shapes, for there are containers between the

umeke poi and the flat pa, that must be noticed. The lute-shaped bowls shown in

Fig. 156 are rare and exceedingly well made. I do not know to what especial use

FIG. 155. HAWAII.\N PA OR DISHES.

they were devoted. There is one umeke of considerable age in this Museum of the

flat-bottom type, but of remarkably fine lines, Plate XL. Another class of umeke has

the horizontal surface cut in flat bands: this is curious rather than ornamental, and

the effect is shown in Fig. 161. Of the low umeke of great diameter I know of none

so beautiful as the one shown in Plate XL. The lines are fine and the workmanship

of high order; it was among the treasures of the Kamehameha family; and I wish the

name of the unknown artist who designed it could be engraved upon it.

Where the umeke pass into pa or dishes we have a strange form unlike other

Hawaiian dishes both in their general shape, which is elliptical, and in having legs.

These are shown in Fig. 157 and their shape is so suggestive of some of the Samoan

bowls that I have placed a small Samoan tanoa or awa bowl. No. 2150, upon the bot-

tom of the upturned Hawaiian dish. All the latter, however, lack the projecting
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handle b}- which the tanoa could be liuug up. These large dishes (the largest in the

figure is 40.5 inches long) were used for baked pig or dog; some have a depression

in the rim, not definite enough to be called a spout, b}- which the gravy could be

poured. Did the Samoan cop}' the Hawaiian form or was the Hawaiian the imitator ?

It should be stated that the usual form of the Samoan tanoa was circular, and while

they usually had four legs, the number was often

greatly increased ; one in this Mu.seum having a dozen

legs : the polypeds are mostly modern. The Hawaiian

awa bowls {kanoa awa) were of very simple form,

sometimes hardly to be distingui,shed from the umeke.

Two of these are shown in Fig. 158. The dimensions

of the bowls with legs (Fig. 157) in the Bishop Museum
are as follows

:

Musemn No.



f

I

FIG. 157. LARGE HAWAIIAN DISHES.

FIG. 1,58. KANOA AWA : AWA BOWLS.
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on his canoe vo^-ages. No. 1357 on the other side, belongs to the set and has a curi-

ous formation on the handle which renders its use uncertain. The little spittoon,

No. 5009, was also a constant traveling companion of the Conqueror. The other tall

umeke (No. 5010) has an even more curious histor}-. It is made of two plates of

tortoise-shell (ea) fastened together by a narrow sti-ip of the same material in an

ingenious and water-tight suture: the bottom is of wood to which the ea is firmly

attached. The form of the rim is quite like that of the large wooden umeke in Fig. 144,

whose unusual form has greatly puzzled the writer. We know that this was Kameha-

meha's medicine bowl, and the legend attaches to it that it measured a dose ! Even

of sweet water it would be a generoiis one, for it holds a little more than three quarts

;

FIG. 159. UMEKE OF KAMEHAMEHA I.

but then the king was a mighty man. Does this suggest to us that the other umeke

were the utensils of the native kahuna lapaau or medicine men, and used in the pre-

paration of their remedies ? We know that the old Hawaiians possessed a consider-

able knowledge of the healing powers of herbs, and that it was b}- no means their

practice to administer insignificant doses. They seemed desirous of filling the patient

with their remedy through either end of the alimentary canal.

The use of ea in this way may have had connection with the strong superstition

that drugs were more virile if treated and used in bone cups or triturated with bone

pestles. Ea was also used in Hawaii for small dishes and large combs, and the natives

certainly understood the process of softening it b}' heat to mould it to such shapes as

they required. Here should be noted the modern turned umeke shown in Fig. 147

because they are used even now in Hawaiian feasts, and sometimes find their \v3.y into

colleAions of Hawaiian umeke as modern imitations of old forms. This they are not,

and the covers which are really inverted dishes with a raised rim to serve as handle

to cover or base to dish are apparently of Chinese motif.
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FIG. l6l. UMEKE NO. 1050.



FIG. 162. CARVED HAWAIIAN DISHES.
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Here should come the carved dishes, once the pride of the alii, but now scattered

through the museums of the world. Few indeed remain in their original home. Two
are in this Museum and are shown in Fig. 162. The small one, a sauce or gravy

dish, belonged to King Lunalilo, and was used during his reign as a card receiver.

The other also belonged to the Kamehameha family and was the property of Princess

Keelikolani. This is of sufficient size for roast dog or pig. The figures are Kahahana

FIG. 164. HAWAII.VX CARVED DISH IN LEIDEN MUSEUM.

and Kekuapoi his wife, who, it will be noticed both face in the same diredion. The

mouth of each is greatl}' exaggerated to form convenient salt cellars. Now while bowls

with human supporters are by no means rare (there are several from New Zealand

with figures which might, by courtesy to the figures, be called human, in this Museum)

they in most cases both face in towards the bowl, or both face out. Here the figures

are facing in the same direction and some skill is shown in disposing of the legs of

the leading figure. Now among the Maori articles here is a dish or trough. Fig. 163,

No. 1532, where the same arrangement obtains: the leading figure here has the head

of a monster through whose open gullet and mouth the liquid contents of the dish
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can be discharged: the other figure has a human head, certainly of the blockhead

type. The Maori dish is rudely carved as ma}' be seen in the illustration, and is not

very old, while the Hawaiian example is of great antiquity. Plate XXXV contains

most of the carved Hawaiian dishes in the European museums, and there will be seen

another bowl now in the British Museum where the same one direction tnofif is used,

although the figures are both standing. In a similar dish in the Leiden Museum

both figures are attached to the base of the bowl and face outwards.

The common people had none of

these carved or fantastic dishes, but thc}'

certainh' had a more comfortable substi-

tute for these dishes of the alii. Very man3'

have survived from remote times, buried in

the caves where they perhaps held food for

the manes of their departed owners. I do

not mean to saj? that the upper classes did

not have the very convenient dishes I am

about to describe, for they certainly had all

worth having that the makaainana pos-

sessed, but many of the specimens shown

in Fig. 166 are of such rude art that they

mark very early time or verj' humble

owners. Some are not very different from

the rudely hewn troughs used in both New

and old England for feeding sheep, or a

better illustration still the log troughs so

common in maple sugar camps. Some are

square at both ends, others rounded at both

ends, and others still, square at one end

and rounded at the other. Almost all have

some handle or hole fitted with string by which they may be hung up out of the way.

They were used for fish or baked meat, and the central one in Fig. 165 is almost long

enough for the great eels of the Hawaiian waters: 44.5 inches long and 14 wide.

FIG. 165. LONG PLATTERS FROM THE
DEVERILL COLLECTION.

Before taking up the next articles of house furniture, the finger-bowls, slop

basins and spittoons, we will insert a tabular view of the umeke, and allied utensils

showing their material and size, and to some extent, their shape, for the Bishop

Museum colledlion is so large, authentic, and varied that it fairly represents the best
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FIG. 167. BROAD PLATTERS.
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of such material among the old Hawaiians. I am the more ready to do this because

I found that a similar, though far less complete, list given in the first Museum catalogue

now long out of print was found useful to a degree not anticipated. The measure-

ments have been taken anew by the Curator of Polynesian Ethnology, Mr. J. F. G.

Stokes, whose careful work may be relied upon. The reader not fond of statistics

can easily skip the tables.

FIG. l6S. OUTLINE FORMS OF TYPICAL UMEKE.

In the following table are given first the Museum number, then the material

and any notes, the height, diameter and form : the latter designated by letter whose

counterpart is given on the outline diagrams of the typical Hawaiian forms. Fig. i68.

When the material is not given Icon is to be understood.

UMEKE IN THE BISHOP MUSEUM.

409
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438
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519 Flat bottom.



List of Uiiicke in the Bishop Miiscuiii. i8i

599
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FIG. 170. IPU HOLOI LIMA OR FINGER BOWLS.

FIG. 171. FINGER BOWL WITH GRIT HOLDER.
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is worn to a slender rod bj^ long use (see tlie upper right hand corner specimen in Plate

XXX); in No. 620 of the figure there are two of the ridges, the only specimen we

have with this peculiaritj'. In the colleAion of the Hon. S. M. Damon, at Moanalna,

is a finger bowl with the handle hollowed to hold sand or grit as a substitute for soap,

an unique form so far as known (Fig. 171 ). Certainly the old Hawaiians of the upper

class had attained some civilization before the coming of the missionaries

!

FIG. 172. IPU AINA OR SLOP BASINS.

Na Ipu Aina^Slop Basins.—An article used almost exclusively by the

chiefs at their feasts to receive the refuse of their food, as fish-bones, banana skins, etc.

They were thick and heav)^ (No. 638 weighs seven pounds) and not infrequently inlaid

with the bones or the teeth of an enemj^,—sometimes of many enemies, as in No. 6927

(Plate XXXI), where no less than 289 molar teeth are inserted in a bowl cut from a log

of hard pine drifted to these islands from the Columbia River region. In No. 9069

many teeth are inserted and ground to show a cross section ; in some of these teeth the

exposed nerve cavity was so large as to require a filling, for which a splinter of another

tooth was used. In No. 4144 bones were used as well as teeth and very neatly inserted.
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This use of liiiman bone for decoration lias before been referred to, and it need

onl}' be repeated here that while it was deemed honorable to have one's bones in a

kahili handle, in umeke, and sacred drums, it was regarded as a gross insult to the

dead enemj' whose solid parts were attached to spittoons or slop basins, or other

"vessels of dishonor". This Museum is fortunate in having a considerable number

of these fantastic mementos of perished enemies. See Plate XXXI. In some cases,

as No. 9290 in the illustration, the vessel was iised in sorcery and then styled Umeke poe

uJianc. The fragment shown in the plate was from the Deverill colledlion, and the

other half is supposed to be in Kohala, Hawaii.

The following list includes also the plain slop basins : the}^ are, with the one

exception mentioned, of kou wood

:

Diameter. Height.

630 This plain bowl is possibly an ipu holoi lima 12.5 5.5

634 Keelikolani collection, narrow base 11.5 5.7

635 Old and mended long ago 13.2 7.7

636 From Queen Emma's collection 10 5

637 Hawaiian Government; one tooth and an empt}- socket 9.2 4.2

639 Queen Emma colleCliou 12.5 7

6927 Pine from Northwest Coast ; weighs 7 lbs 12 6

4144 Bones and teeth
;
Queen Emma colledlion 9 4.5

9069 Cave on Hawaii ; 63 teeth 10.

i

5.6

9290 Deverill colle(R:ion ; fragment of umeke poe uhane 11.5 7

Ipu Ktlha: Spittoons.—Not an agreeable adjunct to the house furniture,

and yet, so far as it went, a sanitary measure that was not often found among uncivil-

ized people. Among the Hawaiians there was a deep-rooted belief (and three genera-

tions of Christian civilization have not much weakened the belief) that the kahunas

or priests had a power over the lives of men which was brought into action b}-

th.e^ pule anaana or praying to death, and that not b}- the mere length of the pra3'er.

This power was not confined to the priests in later daj-s, and others might possess this

sort of "evil ej-e", but in all cases to exercise it a portion of the intended victim must

be prayed over by the sorcerer. I do not care to go into this most interesting subject

here, for I shall treat it at length in another w-ork, but in short there were persons

well known to have this power in greater or less degree, and they were quite ready to

exercise it for paj'. The person desiring the death of an eneni}^ secured a lock of his

hair, the parings of his finger nails or his spittle : the last perhaps most easy to obtain

under ordinary circumstances without exciting suspicion : hence the existence of ipu

kuha. The higher the position of a man the more enemies he was likely to have, and
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the spittoon bearer of a chief was his most trusted attendant who received and guarded

the contributions of the day, and at night washed the receptacle in the ocean if possi-

ble, if not, he carefully buried the accumulated saliva.

I have seen these ipu kuha brought into church a generation ago, and they are

common enough in miiseums. All sorts of odd forms were chosen and the handle is

often unsymmetrically placed, but is always an integral part of the block of wood from

which the cup was carved. Plate XXXII shows the more important examples in the

Bishop Museum. The commoners did not take such pains, as they had fewer enemies

and less means to secure the services of a strong kahuna, one "powerful in prayer", and

to the present day they are by no means so careful as they should be where they spit.

We have no spittoons from other groups, nor do I know of their existence outside the

Hawaiian group, among the Polynesians.

With Plate XXXII the following list of the principal ipu kuha and the allied

ipu mimi in this Museum will give some idea of their shape and size:

IPU KUHA IN THE BISHOP MUSEUM.
Diameter.

678 8.5

679 8.5

680 Mug shape, ring handle. 7

681 6.7

682 7-5

683 Mug shape, ring handle. 7

684 Broad, flat edge. 8

685 Ring handle. 8.7

686 Very broad edge, hook handle. 8.5

687

688

689

690

691

692

693

Broad edge, hook handle.
a a 11 u

Flat handle.

Flat handle.

Hook handle.

694 Sharp edge, impractical
handle

695 Mug shape, hook handle.

696 Mug shape, flat handle.

697 Cup with hook handle.

698 Mug shape, hook handle.

699

700 Mug shape, flat'handle.

7.2

8.2

8

6.5

6.2

6

6.5

7

6

5-2

6

5-5

4-7

4-5

Diameter.

701 Oval, Queen Emma coll. 5X4-6

702 Ribbon handle. "5

703 Oval, ring handle. 7-5X5.7

704 Oval, ring handle. 7-2X4

705 Square, ring handle. 5.5

706 Sqnare, hook handle, Q. E. 5

707 Very old, ring handle. 5.5

708 Burial cave, ring handle. 6.2

709
" " "

"
6.7

3999 Mug shape, hook handle, old. 7

4000 " " burial cave. 5.5

4001 Govt, coll., broken handle. 5

4002 7-7

7515 Hook handle. 7.5

7564 Mug, flat handle. 5

7684 Mug, hook handle. 5.7

S089 Hook handle. 6.2

4003 Oval. 9-5 X 7-5

4143 Convex bottom, with 17

teeth and i socket ... - 6.3

9222 Deverill coll., hook handle. 6.7

5009 Kamehameha's private, flat

handle 4.3
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Ipu Mimi.—When the spittoon was of larger size, but of the same general

form as the ipii kiiha it received the discharges from the distal end of the alimentary

canal or from the bladder, and being made of so porous a substance as wood, it

was important to cleanse it thoroughly' and to expose it to the full sunlight: this

custom has been faithful!}' continued with the crockerj' successor to the wooden

ipu mimi, as maj- be noticed by the traveler at almost any native house in the

countr}'. Specimens of these vessels are shown in Plate XXXII, at the bottom.

Fortunatel}' most of these necessary but unpleasant containers were destroyed on

the advent of the cheaper foreign crockerj- pots, and specimens are rarelj- if ever

found in museums.

I do not believe this to have been an ancient implement, nor was it used b}- the

common people, who were very careless about the natural excretions of the bod}-: their

Iiale /v'i9;/^7= priv3', I do not believe existed before the contact with white men, and the

term was probably made up to use in the translation of the Scriptures. Kio means

excrement and kioua the fundament."

IPU MIMI IN THE BISHOP MUSEUM.
Diameter. Height.

675
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surface, but were \vlioll3- immersed in a shallow dish of water, when, as may be seen

hy the experiment, a fair refle(5lion appears when the stone is in shadow and the face

well lighted.

We have specimens (Fig. 173) of the native mounting of the foreign mirrors

that Vancouver (aud perhaps Cook ) brought to these islands. Mere strips of looking-

glass framed neatly enough in wood with a handle carved on one of the long sides of

the frame. In the British Museum is a curious example of these frames, shown in

the sketch (Fig. 174). On the bottom of the frame are carved two miniature tobacco

pipes, while on the upper side

is a tube nearl}- a third of the

length, through which a cord

was passed. The larger one

in the Bishop Museum (Fig.

173) was given to Kameha-

meha \>y \'ancouver and has

doubtless reflected the faces of

all the Hawaiian courtiers of

that stirring era which wit-

nessed the ciilmination of

Hawaiian character. All

these frames were carved in

one piece; the glass was

cemented in hy a rather poor

putty of red ochre. Very small specimens were attached to the handkerchiefs (equally

foreign) of the female Alii, a parallel to the former French fashion of inserting a tiny

mirror in eventails. It is not likely that this adaptation of the foreign looking-glass

extended beyond the few examples used by the high chiefs, for

after Vancouver's visit commerce soon brought the cheap and

more convenient forms. The ancient indigenous forms must

always have remained a liixur}- for the wealthy Hawaiians, and

specimens are rare in museums.

Only those who have moved from a house in which they
Fig. 174. HAWAIIAN MIRROR -' •'

IN BRITISH MUSEUM. havc loug reslded can appreciate the many little conveniences

that accumulate and have been forgotten in our complicated and artificial life. To a

less degree, of course, but none the less surely there will be found man}- forgotten

things necessarj' to the simple life of the old Hawaiian, but which are never collected

and so do not appear in museums. If we could have the sweepings of the old Hawaiian
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Things Perhaps Forgotten. 189

houses, so to speak, the things thrown away by their owners as unfashionable or super-

seded by some better invention, we should gain footnotes that would perhaps be worth

more than all the text ! The things that turn up in kitchen middens were refuse once

but now are oracles of history, truer, if carefully read, than most that is called history.

Idle is it to lament over things we ma}^ have lost, when we shall doubtless omit

to mention some of the things known to others as well as to ourselves but forgotten

in the gathering of the household utensils old and new, that should find place in an

old Hawaiian house of the better sort. Even when we plead guilty of passing by the

stone implements, the feather-work treasures, the baskets and mats, on the plea that

we have told all we know about them before, and again speak slightly about tools for

kapa making which were most important things about the house ; about the weapons

that from the earliest times must have been the title deeds to the ownership of the

house itself; of the games of which the implements were not onlj' in the house but

often so dear to the residents that the}- were placed together with the choicest posses-

sions in the burial cave where the bones of the departed were hidden: because all these

things are so important in themselves that the}- must be treated more fully bj- them-

selves than they properl}' could as mere furniture to a house. Whatever excuse may

be brought forward, there are other things that come under none of these heads and

should in au}^ liberal plan be described with other furniture, but which may be for-

gotten, that it behooves us to search carefully for what may have been overlooked.

Fibres played so large a part in the economy of Hawaiian life that doubtless in

most houses we should find the scrapers shown in Fig. 175, those on the left made of

the pearly and hard shell of a bivalve ( Ulii kahioloiia papaiia)^ and the rest, the far

more common ones, made from the bones of the carapace of the large turtle common

in these waters ( Ulii kahiolona kiialiouii). These were used not onlj- to clean the fibres

of the olona, but also to remove the outer bark in kapa making, and even as the

strigil of the ancients to scrape the human body. Used in so many ways they were

doubtless common in and about the houses. With the scrapers went the Laau

hahi o/ona, a strip of wood six to eight feet long and three to five inches wide, with one

surface slightly convex and smooth. Like the scrapers these laau were used for other

fibre than olona, as waoke, niamaki, etc., so there was generally one of these stuck in

the thatch somewhere about the house. The method of using is shown in Plate XV of

this volume, representing a native scraping olona for spinning net cord.

While a fisherman would doubtless have many of the implements of his calling

in and about his house, such as fishing sticks, traps, nets, hooks, etc., many of the Alii

were also fishermen {e.g., the Kamehameha famih') and kept their choicer imple-

ments in their dwellings, especially ipii Ic'^i (Fig. 176), a container of fish hooks or
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hooks and line also ; the smaller part was an umeke of wood and the cover, much larger,

of gourd: some choice ones were all of gourd and of small size. The common fishing

line container was a bottle gourd with a large neck capped with a small coconut shell.

(Plate XXXIII.) In these the fine olona lines were so carefully kept that it is no

wonder that one would last several generations of fishermen.

The Alii had their canoes which were kept in the halau or canoe-house, but the

paddles were often a part of the house furniture, not infrequently forming decorative

devices with the spears which belonged to every chief. The common people often

FIG. 175 UHI KAHIOLONA : SCRAPERS.

made an old canoe a part of the house itself in placing it close to the side towards the

wind, the inner gunwale just under the thatch so that the drip of the rain would

flow in.'" It must be noted that some of the inland villages were apparently poorly

supplied with water, as the houses on the slopes above Mahukona, Hawaii, and we

know that in some cases the people brought water from springs far up the mountain.

Portlock and Dixon when anchored off Waikiki in 1786 watered their ships by carriers

with gourd containers filled at the upper streams ( Manoa, Makiki) . Captain Dixon says:

Early iu the morning of the 2d [June, 1786] our Captains went on shore in order to find a

watering place, and procure acconnnodatious for the sick : they soon met with good water, but the

access to it was very difficult, occasioued by a reef of rocks which run almost the length of the bay,

"To within a few years there existed at the side of the little bath-house over a steam crack near the Volcano

Mouse at Kilauea an old canoe used to catch the drip from the roof during the frequent rains. It had before that

served to collect rain water at some one of the native houses formerly in the vicinity of the crater.
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at a considerable distance from the shore, and so high that it was scarcely practicable, and by no

means safe for a loaded boat to venture over: this circumstance made us despair of filling our water

at this island ; but Captain Dixon taking notice that most of the people in the canoes had several

gourds or calabashes full of water, he directed us to purchase them, which we easily did for nails,

buttons and such like trifles : indeed so fond were thej' of this traffic, that ever}' other object was
totally abandoned, and the whole Island, at least that part of it which lay next us, were employed in

bringing water: for a small or a middling sized calabash, containing two or three gallons, we gave

a small nail ; and for larger ones in proportion. Thus in this very singular, and I may venture to

^ay, unprecidented manner, were both ships compleatlj' supplied with water, not only at a trivial

expence, but also saving our boats, casks, and tackling, and preserving the people from wet, and the

danger of catching cold.*'

FIG. 176. IPU LE'I for fish HOOKS AND LINES.

In Puna, where springs are scarce and streams unknown, large ipu are placed

in lava caves to catch the drip through the poroits lava roof. This was common prac-

tice all throtigh the lava region and many a thirsty traveler has quenched his thirst

at such reservoirs.

Rats and mice troubled the ancient as they do modern dwellers on these islands.

Menzies and his party from Vancouver's ships, who ascended Hualalai on Hawaii,

were greatly annoyed by these rodents in the hut where they passed a night in the

mountain region. To reduce the number the Hawaiian used a small bow and very

light arrow, such as shown in Fig. 177. How earl}- they invented the bow and arrow

we do not know, but they do not seem to have made great use of this weapon in war.

°° A Voyage round the World ; but more particularly to the North-west coast of America; performed in 1785,
1786, 1787, and 1788 in the King George and Queen Charlotte, Captains Portlock and Dixon. By Captain George
Dixon. London, 1789. p. 52.
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192 The Ancient Haivaiian House.

Probably its use was confined to "rats and mice and sncli small deer", but it was prob-

abl}' to be found in most respectable houses.

Kahili= Brooms.—Another necessary thing in every house, whether the hut

of the niakaainana or the large house of the Alii, was a kahili or broom, which is also

shown in the same figure. This was in no way like the splendid ornament of feathers

which bears the same name and has been described and figiired in the first volume of

these Memoirs, but was simple in the extreme, and its simplicity doubtless suggested

its use wherever the coco palm grows. A handful of the dried midribs of the leaflets

FIG. 177. HAW.VIIAN BOW AND ARROW AND BROOM.

of the coco palm leaf, either held loosel}- or tied together at the base (as was most

common in Micronesia), made a practical broom convenient enough when the user

could sc|uat as the Pacific islanders do, the kahili being held almost horizontally.

An old woman sweeping a garden path in this way always attracted the attention of a

stranger. The remaining object in the figure is a small wooden hook to be fastened

to the aho within the house : on this the koko holding umeke or huewai coiild be sus-

pended, or indeed anything else hung up out of the way.

Noho or Stool.—Although the Hawaiians used neither stools nor chairs for rest-

ing but preferred the matted floor where they could recline at ease,'*' the chiefs on occasions

of ceremony sat on low stools. These were carved from a single block {vionoxy/on) and

"' I have seen an aged Hawaiian woman, tviilently very uncomfortable on her pew seat at church, graduaUy
slide down to the floor where her satisfied look proclaimed her greater comfort.
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were perhaps borrowed from Tahiti or other southern islands whither the adventurous

Hawaiians are known to have sailed in ancient times. One of these Hawaiian stools

is shown in Fig. 8 (which is repeated here for convenience of reference). It is on the

right, a well cut but unornamented block of ohia wood; heavy and solid, it resembles

a Samoan tanoa unexcavated. It is 1S.7X17.2 inches on top and 9 inches high. On
the left of the figure is an ancient stool once the propert}' of a chief of Anaa in the

Paumotu Archipelago; on the top of the first is a stool from the Marquesas used by

the copra graters as indicated b3' the projection (which is an integral part of the stool),

armed with a piece of rough coral for grating. Many of the European and American

FIC. 17I: POLYNESIAN STOOLS.

museums have Tahitian stools of light and graceful form, but the pattern is in all

cases the same, and all are, I believe, monoxylon. The Hawaiian stools are very rare

and the present specimen (B, M. 4345) is the only one I have seen. A more fantastic

stool is in the British Museum ; it represents a female figure, not unlike those figured

in the second Memoir of this volume : she is on all fours, the head raised and the legs

trailing. This is shown on Plate XXXV (d).

Omitting the last carved example, all the stools from the Polynesian groups

are of one general pattern, and enough alike to suggest a common origin. The curved

seat reminds one of the Central American metate or grinding stones, beautifully carved

examples of which have been figured by Dr. Hartmanu from Porto Rico. Some of

these are light enough to be a petrifadlion of the best Polynesian forms, except that

Memoiks B. p. B. Museum, Vol. II. No. 3.— 13. L377 J
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the}' have generally three instead of four legs; four legs, however, sometimes occur

on the American metate.

As we leave the Hawaiian house after taking an inventory of its contents, we

shall probably see what we did not notice on entering, a rectangular flat stone lying

so low on the stone kahua that one may be pardoned for thinking it a part of the house

foundation, but a closer examination shows that its surface is marked with shallow

pits in regular order and of considerable number. This is the papamii, a sort of

checker board on which the game of konane was played, a game popular from ancient

times all over the group, but especially on Hawaii, and it was common enough forty

years ago to see two natives sitting on the stone platform near the house door intently

playing this interesting game which somewhat resembled the Japanese game of

gobang. The late King Kalakaua and his Queen Kapiolani were experts at konane,

and it is well known that the goddess Pele did not refuse to play the game with the

demigod Kamapuaa.

We have now filled the phantom house of the perished past with so much furni-

ture that even the long house of the New Guinea Papuans would hardly contain it all,

but surel}- any reader who has come with me thus far should be able to select such

things as are needful for a primitive family even of an Alii. Unfortunately it is far

easier to assemble the utensils than to call back the forms that once made and used

them! The makaainana certainly lived a sordid life, without possessions, almost

without rights, their gods less merciful, if possible, than their human masters the Alii,

and yet they were never a gloomy or despairing people. Hard work they had, but

many a game, and even the sports that none but the chiefs might take an active part

in, they could and did enjoy as spectators. They were like children, and if their joyous

moments were short in our view, their sorrows were equally short-lived, and the people

who had a large-hearted chief had much reason to enjoy life and little to complain of.

With the Alii life must have been strenuous at times, for we know that war

and devastating war was the rule for long periods before the conquest of the petty

kingdoms into which the group and even the different islands were divided. There

are those that claim that bloodshed developes the powers of a nation, and they point

to the undoubted fact that the Hawaiians reached their highest development as a

people after a long series of bloody wars, and that since peace has been established

over the group, and one form and another of the Christian religion impressed upon

the people, the chiefs, whose occupation seemed to have been taken from them, have

disappeared wholly from the earth, and their people has ceased to be a nation and is

fast following the chiefs.
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KILAUEA AND MAUNA LOA.

Their recorded Hislory to [()og. By William T. Brigham, Sc.D.,

Director of the Bcrnice Pauahi Bishop Museutn.

AT the request of the Trustees of this Museum the author of the following account

has returned to his studies of nearly half a century ago when, in company with

the late Horace Mann, he came to these islands to explore the Geology and

Botany of the Group. He is the more ready to continue the record then started because

he has collected much additional information and made many photographs illustrating

the subject that seem worth preserving, and there are errors in his and other publica-

tions on the Hawaiian volcanoes that need correction. The result is offered in a form

as free as possible from tentative theorizing ; it is mainly a colledlion of material for

other geologists to use at their discretion in elucidating, as far as it may serve, those

deeper problems often touched but as yet unsolved,—the source of volcanic heat, the

cause of the rise and outflow or ejeftion of the matter usually classed as volcanic,—on

these Geology has no positive knowledge.

When the results of this earl}' exploration by the author on the geological side

were published in 1868, followed by a later paper on the same theme in 1869,' no

thought was entertained of anj- return to the scenes of these most enjoyable journey-

ings, but in 1880 an expe<5led eruption of Mauna Loa brought him back with the artist

Mr. Charles Furneaux, and eight years later he returned to make Honolulu his resi-

dence. All the time from 1864 to this writing he has kept in touch with the Hawaiian

Islands, and although his a6live work has turned aside from vulcanolog}' in great

measure, yet his visits to the Halemaumau of Kilauea have now numbered more than

forty during these years. Journeyings through the wonderful volcanic region of

Central France and along the Rhine; to Vesuvius; a sight of .^tna, Stromboli and

the Campi Phlegrsei, and a more careful reconnaissance of the Guatemalan volcanoes;

and not least, a journey through the entire volcanic region of the northern island of

New Zealand, have kept alive an interest in volcanic matters which was kindled by a

'Memoirs of the Boston vSociety of Natural History, vol. I, pt. 3 : Ibid, vol. I, pt. 4. The publication of the full

results of the botanical part was stopped by the lamented death of Mr. Mann, whose Enumeration of Hawaiian Plants,

published in tlic proceedings of the .American Academy of .\rts and .Sciences, procurcil him the honor of an election

as Fellow of that .Academy. .\ Flora of the Hawaiian Islands was partly published by the Kssex Institute at the

time of his death.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. 4.— 1. L379J
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careful survey of Kilauea in 1865. If little new be added to the story, some correc-

tions authorized by greater knowledge, and perhaps a more orderly arrangement of

the material in hand, may be a sufficient apology for attempting in this paper to carry

on to the present year some of the admirable work of the author's friend, the late

James Dwight Dana, whose name is identified with Hawaiian vulcanolog3'. His dis-

quisition on Volcanic Charadleristics is easily accessible and need not be repeated

here: the petrology may also be omitted, for the knowledge of the intimate strudlure

of rocks is greatl}' increasing j^ear b}- year, and man}' have written thereon. Here

the reader may look onl}' for a conne6led story of the activities of the Hawaiian vol-

canoes in historic times, with all the accuracy at the writer's command from a long

familiarity with the visible phenomena and the written record and a personal acquaint-

ance with most of those whose testimonj- is quoted.

The Island of Hawaii.

To those who are not familiar with the geography of Hawaii a glance at the

map will render clearer my explanation. The area, 4015 square miles, is wholly com-

posed of the lavas poured out b}- the five volcanoes which rise 31,000 feet from the

bed of the ocean, and nearly 14,000 from its surface. Not all crude lava, for ages of

decomposition and the wear and tear of the elements, with the rapid work of the vege-

table transformer have made soil of great fertility and suited to many crops, so that

if many of the higher ridges are devastated by the lately molten rock not yet relieved

of its savage form, the valleys present all the beauties of a tropical vegetation. Here

are the few rivers, especially on the northern or windward side, that the island can

boast, and in their course are many and most picturesque waterfalls. If rivers of

water are uncommon over three-quarters of the island, rivers of stone are sufficiently

apparent to indicate the process by which the island has been formed. In the newer

parts the lava streams are everywhere, and in some places they have cut through the

forests and made their way to the sea, as will be seen in the course of our studies of the

volcano in adlion. Often the traveler in the uplands comes across a mass of jagged and

apparently lawless rock (Fig. i), impassable for his horse, almost for himself : all our

modern resources of explosives could hardly work such disorder, such desolation. As he

cannot cross the frozen lava stream just here he may follow it up and at last come to

a portion of the flow where the surface is comparatively smooth where he and his horse

can walk as on a paved street, a surface the natives call pahocJioc (see PI. XLI), and

the name has so completel}' supplied a want in our vocabulary that, in spite of the
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objurgations of an English geologist, it has been adopted by all geologists treating of

the Hawaiian lavas. Another native word, a-a, supplies another want, for nowhere in the

English language is there a word expressive of the roughness of the rock mass to which

this word is applied ( PL XLVII); a third, //;;/«, meaning moss or seaweed, is well applied

to the basaltic pumice which accompanies all the Hawaiian ott/bnrs/s of lava (Fig. 2).

Now the rough scoriae, a-a and limu,

quickly invite vegetation when

moisture is present, and do their

best to cover the ravages of Pluto

with the garments of Ceres, but the

smooth lava does no such good work,

although pleasanter to walk upon

;

only when its great slabs, smooth or

slightly wrinkled in the cooling pro-

cess, are cracked, can the vegetable

get a footing. We will retiirn to the

forms and nature of the lava later

with such help as flat pictures can

give the reader.

While rivers of water irrigate

and support the vegetation in the

lower valle3\s, the}-, in bringing down

soil, of course erode the hills and cut

the valleys deeper; a process Dana

has well illustrated from the erosion

of one of the Pacific islands. The
rivers of stone build up and often

where the river has cut a channel on

this island, as in the case of the Wailuku at Hilo, we see a contest between the destruAion

and the renewal. Within historical times the river has more than once been wiped out

by the fiery flood, and has patiently set to its work of cutting a new channel (Fig. 3).

It is easy to see that the constant outpour of lava from a group of volcanic vents

would not only increase the height of an island but its circumference as well in an

even proportion were there not some check to the latter increase. The check in the

present case is the erosive power of the sea currents and waves. Hawaii is not pro-

tected by a fringing coral reef, for owing to the frequent submarine eruptions as well

as to the flows that rush down the mountain sides and push out the shore line, the

Fig. I. OLD FLOW WKST OF KILAUEA.
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coral polyp does not generally flourish as around the islands where aftive volcanic

growth has ceased, consequently there is no natural breakwater to the strong adlion

of currents and waves. However hard the surface of a lava stream where it meets

the sea, its physical strudlure is such that the waves find easy access to the bubbles,

hollows, caves, so common in its structure, and after presenting water spouts for years

perhaps, the almost ceaseless beating of wave succeeding wave demolishes and sweeps

away the ruins. It is probable that

Hawaii is not growing from accretions

of lava along shore more than it is wast-

ing b}- marine erosion.

The time is near at hand for a more

complete ph3'siographic sketch of the

Hawaiian group than has hitherto been

possible, but at the present the portion

that most interests us is the cluster of

mountain peaks which marks the site of

the orifices from which the building of the

island of Hawaii (where alone are adlive

volcanoes) has been effedled. There are

five of these mountains prominent on the

face of Hawaii. In the northwest Mauna

Kohala, or Mt. Kohala, has long been

extinct and its slopes to the eastward

have been buried beneath the lava

streams from its mighty neighbor on the

northeast, Mauna Kea (White Mountain)

.

The summit of Kohala shows little sign

of volcanic action, is swamp}', and the source of much water used for irrigation.

Its height is 5489 feet, but little more than that of Kilauea on the southeast.

Mauna Kea (Fig. 4) also has long been extinct and its summit is covered with

cinder cones (Fig. 5 ), most of them with deep craters filled all the year with snow which

supplies the summit pool occupying the only crateriform depression on the summit

(Fig. 6 ) . Its depth is not known, as the only party which has made the ascent when the

pool was frozen over, so far as the author is informed, negleAed to ascertain this interest-

ing measure. Usually considered the highest of the Hawaiian volcanoes (13,825 feet),

its mass is less, and its real summit lower than that of Mauna Loa ( 13,675 feet), only

the cinder cones give the superior height, and as these are composed of loose cinder
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Summit of Maiiua J\ca.

KIG. 5. CINnKR CONKS ON MAUNA KEA.

Fig. 6. THE POOL on mauna kea in august, if
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they are slowly settling and in time will dispose of all claims to superior elevation.

From the base of the cones on Kea the mass of Loa seems not only grander but higher

as well. The sides of Kea are dotted with lateral cones making her appear, like ^tna,

a "Mother of Mountains."'

As one sails up the western coast of Hawaii it is difficult to see where Manna
Loa ends and Manna Hualalai begins, but at Kailua its distinct and cone -crowned

summit rising to the height of 8275 feet, marks its individuality. This mountain has

been quiescent for many 3-ears, but unlike Kohala and Kea, of whose former adlivity

not even native legends are known, it has been in eruption within the period when

white men have had knowledge of this group. Its history is, however, brief, and the

exact date is uncertain on which the last eruption occurred. From both natives and

missionaries the author obtained the date of iSoi. Others have given 1800 and 1803.

Ellis says, "about twenty years ago" in describing his visit in 1823, so it maj^ be con-

sidered to have occurred ver^- early iu the nineteenth centur}-. A party of naturalists

Fig. 7. SUMMIT OF HI'ALAI.AI FROM KAST.

from Vancouver's expedition, led b}' Mr. A. Menzies, made the first ascent in Januar}^,

1794. The account of this given in the narrative of Vancouver's voyage is meagre,

the entry under date of January 26 being:

The party accompanying Mr. Menzies returned with him on Saturday, after having had a

very pleasant excursion, though it had been somewhat fatiguing in consequence of the badness of

the paths in the interior country, where in many places the ground broke iu under their feet. Their

object had been to gain the summit of Mowna Roa [Mauna Loa], which they had not been able to

effect in the direcflion they had attempted it ; but they had reached the top of another mountain, which

though not so lofty as Mowna-rowna [Mauna Loa] or Mowna kaah [Mauna Kea], is jet very con-

spicuous, and is called by the natives Worroray [Hualalai]. This mountain rises from the western

extremity of the island, and on its summit was a volcanic crater that readily accounted for the forma-

tion of that part of the country over which they had found it so dangerous to travel.'

Vancouver gives an engraving of a crater on Hualalai, btit it has not been

identified. Menzies was a botanist and not a geologist, and his journals are preserved

in England from which we learn much of the vegetation of this trip, but little or

nothing of the geological condition of this volcano.''

^In 1889 the author made the ascent of Mauna Kea from the Hilo side and found it very easj' on horseback.
From the Wainiea side the ascent is shorter and easier.

'A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and ronn<l the World. Ivondon, 1798, vol. Ill, JJ. 14.
" A portion of his journals has been reprinted in Thrum's Annual for 1908.
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The Ascent of Hiialalai in 1S64. 9

The Rev. William Ellis made the ascent iu 1823, and his account will be quoted

later, but as the present writer had more in view the geology of the mountain, he will

first give his own account of the ascent made thirty-eight years later, though still during

the life of this excellent missionary who read and approved the account that follows.

'

On Thursday afternoon, July 28, 1864, Mr. Horace Mann and myself, with a

native guide left Kaawaloa. Our way led at first through open pastures, then

through tracts of tall ferns, and finally we came to the forest, where the soil was

FIG. 8. PIT CRATER ON HfAI.AI.AI, 1 889.

black and muddj-, and the bushes so close as to almost prevent our passage in some

places—gigantic raspberries {Rubies kaivaiiensis) with stems two inches in diameter

at the base and more than twenty feet long, hung across oiir path and often scratched

both ourselves and our horses in spite of our precautions. It rained hard so that we

were quite wet, and the clouds prevented our seeing much on either side. After some

six miles of forest, we came upon a bed of a-a, fresh-looking and rough, and the trees

were thinner and smaller. We were now on a dismal plain of pahoehoe and gravelly

sand, where in the scotch mist we could see but little out of our path. This was the

elevated plain between the mountains, and being at least 5000 feet above the sea the

atmosphere was cold as well as damp.

'This account was first printed in the Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol. I, p. ^So.
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A leguminous tree {Sopliora chrysophylla)^ called by the natives Mamane, was

common ; the sandal-wood was seen here and there, but of small size, and the ohelo

{VacciniiDn pciidiiliflonDii) covered the ground thickly, and was loaded with its large

red and purple berries. Twisted lava streams, and masses of scorise crossed our path,

and so complicated were they that it was almost impossible to trace their course.

About sunset we came to the place our guide had selected for our camp, and we soon

had a fire at which we dried ourselves and roasted some sweet potatoes, and as the

rain had ceased, slept comfortably under some bushes. Our water came from a curi-

ous pool in the last place one would think of looking for water, in the midst of a

horribl}' rough bed of scoriae almost as porous as pumice, and broken into irregular

masses of all sizes. The basin holds about twelve gallons of cold, pure water, and has

no evident inlet or outlet, yet is never entirely exhausted; we nearly emptied it and

the next morning it was full again. It was found accidentall}-, and three columns of

stone are piled up to mark the place, which would be most difficult to find without

these signals.

At half-past five in the morning we started for the summit, toward which a

good path led for some distance, and we galloped over the hard gravel beds, dodging

in a zigzag course the clumps of bushes in our way. The morning was clear, and the

birds, which are scarce near the shore, were abimdant, and sang merrily. The path

ended after three miles, and we had to slowl}- pick our waj- over difficult and even

dangerous lava-fields. Our horses occasionally broke through, causing some trepida-

tion to the riders, but no accidents occurred; and after passing nearly round the

summit, crossing the flow of 1801, and counting ten flows from the top, and many

others almost indistinguishable, we reached the base of the highest plateau at eight

o'clock, and left our horses in a little valle}- where strawberries were abundant, and

also American potatoes, planted by some native.

A climb up a steep .slope some three hundred feet high, and we were in the midst

of a series of large pit craters extending over the entire summit. These craters were

very much alike, from three to five hundred feet deep, and from seven hundred to a

thousand feet in diameter. The walls were of solid grey lava capped very seldom by

more recent basalt (although fresh looking lava was piled near b}-), and were nearly

perpendicular. Vegetation extended to the bottom, and the beautiful Silver-sword

{Argyroxiphiiiin sa)idvicciis(') was growing in the clefts far down the sides. The bottom

was usually flat and gravelly', but in some cases covered with smooth black lava, and in

others rough and broken. Fragments of the walls were often seen at their base, and in

one crater they were partly melted into the fresh lava which covered the bottom, proving

that the compact lava of this mountain summit is fusible by the melted black basalt.
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No signs of steam or sulphurous fumes were visible, but on the edge of one of

the deepest craters, on the wall which separated it from another less than two hundred

feet distant, was a mound of scoriae some fifty feet high, composed of drops and slightly

agglutinated fragments of all sizes and colors, black, blue, orange, red, golden, appar-

ently- ejected in a viscid state, and in the centre of this a blow-hole about twent3'-five

feet in diameter, and as nearlj' as we could judge by throwing stones, eighteen hundred

feet deep to a ledge, to one side of which we covxld see a deeper, rather smaller hole.

FIG, HI.OW-HOLE ON HUAI.AI.AI. FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKP;N IN 1 SSg.

I was obliged to lie flat on the edge to examine it, the scoriae were so loose, and the

whole cone jarred as we climbed over it." The inside of the blow-hole was of a brown

color, smooth as if turned, and grooved horizontall}-. No vertical striae could be dis-

tinguished, but as these horizontal grooves seem to correspond to the strata of the

adjoining crater walls, I suppose that the projeAing ridges mark the more solid sub-

stance of these strata which would be in their centre, while the scoriae which separate

the beds to some extent, would permit the deeper action of the vapors that have

formed the hole. The wearing force must have been chemical rather than mechanical,

as the wall of the crater adjoining, which is not more than twentj'-five or thirty feet

'When I again visited this blow-hole twcnt)--tive years later the top hail fallen in, unich reducing the height.
This was a favorite depository among the ancient natives for foreskins, umbilical cords, etc., and tradition declares that
not a few of the idols doomed to destruction were cast into this almost sacred hole as preferable to the usual cremation.
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thick, would have given way to anj- violent explosion. (Fig. 9.) A similar blow-hole

was described b^- Ellis lower down the mountain. He ascended Hualalai in 1823 and

found on the side of the mountain a large extinguished crater, about a mile in circum-

ference and apparently four hundred feet deep. The sides were regularlj- sloped, and

at the bottom was a mound with an aperture in its top. Bv the side of this large crater,

divided from it by a narrow ridge of rock, was another, fifty-six feet in circumference, from

which volumes of sulphurous smoke continually ascended. No bottom could be seen, and

on throwing stones into it the}- were heard to strike against its sides for eight seconds.

There were two other apertures very near this, nine feet in diameter, and apparentlj' two

hundred feet deep." This corresponds so nearly with the blow-hole we saw on the sum-

mit that it is almost certain that vapors formed or at least enlarged both.

FIG. 10. THK Sl'M.MIT <)K H1'AI,AI.AI SKKN FROM MAUNA I<OA (gaX) FKKT).

From the vegetation of the summit I should not consider Hualalai more than

8500 feet high,'' although some have placed it at 10,000. It is covered with lateral

cones and its summit is flat, with many pit craters. More than one hundred and fifty

lateral cones have been counted and it will be seen from the sketch made from the

slopes of Mauna Loa the same summer that they vary both in size and in slope.

In the afternoon we camped about a mile from our last night's resting place,

between two cones. Our guide shot two of the native geese {Nesochen sandvicensis) ^v^hxoh

were fine eating. The number of these geese has been much underrated. Although

they are found only on the highlands of Hawaii and Maui, their number admits of the

annual slaughter of several hundred without sensible diminution. Thej- build their

nests in the grass and lav two or three eggs, white and about the size of a common

goose's egg. They are web-footed, but are never seen in the water; indeed there is

no water on the uplands, and their food is principally berries and a common Sonchus.

The strawberries {Fragaria chilensis) were nearly out of season. Trees were compara-

tively small. The mamane, sandal-wood, Dodoncea in'scosa, Geranium cuneaititH, were

"Ellis, Tour (if Hawaii, Ivondon edition.

'Height as obtained many years after this by the Hawaiian Survey is 8275 feet.
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the most common, and many compositae with brilliant 3'ellow blossoms {Rai/lardia^

Dubautia^ etc.) were seen all through the plain.

I made me a bed of bracken {Pteris aqiiilina ) as I might in New England on a

similar occasion, and with my feet towards a fire of great mamane logs, went to sleep.

The night was clear and cold,—so cold that I awoke and moved nearer the fire. It was

strangely silent; the stars were shining brighth-, and directly in front of me was the

grand Manna Loa. At half-past three the moon rose over the slopes of Maun a Kea

and I fell asleep again. In the morning at sunrise the thermometer marked 46° Fahr.

As the sun rose, the lava-flow of 1859 was visible through its whole length from near

FIG. II. M.\UNA LOA FROM TOP OF HU.\LALAI.

the summit of Mauna Loa to the .sea near Kawaihae, shining like a river of silver,

owing to its glossy black surface. Could it have been more beautiful when a river of fire?

All the plain between the mountains, which covers manv square miles, is intersected by

lava-flows from all three mountains, and is wholly rocky and uneven, with caves and

beds of a-a. The vegetation is scanty, but enough to support large flocks of goats.

A road was attempted by Government some years ago under the direction of Dr. Judd,

from Kailua on the western coast of Hawaii to Hilo, but onlv fifteen miles of this road

(which was not intended for wheeled vehicles) were built. Caves are the onlj' sources

of water here, the surface being too porous to retain pools or streams; but in the caves

the water from the frequent rains drips from the roof and is collected in calabashes.

Since this ascent I have been again to the summit of this mountain (in 1889)

and found little change to note. The wild goats had disappeared and packs of wild
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dogs, little less dangerous than wolves to a solitarj- footman, had taken their range.

Acres of an introduced purple thistle of a most luxuriant growth were foiind on our

path some distance below the summit.

The only recorded eruption from this mountain took place in iSoi, and was

certainly not the one seen by Tiirnbull as has been stated ; his record is, "On the even-

ing of February i, 1803, we stood along the shore [of Hawaii] to the eastward, taking

the advantage of a land breeze. In this course we had a very full view of some erup-

tions from the volcanoes in the centre of the island of Owh^-hee."'

The account of Ellis, taken from the lips of an Englishman and of natives,

is as follows

:

Stoue walls, trees, and houses all gave way before it, even large masses of rocks of hard

ancient lava, when surrounded by the fiery stream, soon split into small fragments, and, falling into

the burning mass, appeared to melt again, as borne by it down the mountain's side. Offerings were

presented, and many hogs thrown alive into the stream to appease the auger of the gods, by whom
thej' supposed it was direc5led, and to stay its devastating course. All seemed unavailing, until one

day the king Kamehameha, went attended by a large retinue of chiefs and priests, and, as the mo.st

valuable offering he could make, cut off part of his own hair, which was always considered sacred,

and threw it into the torrent. A day or two after, the lava ceased to flow. The gods, it was thought,

were satisfied.

To this ertiption is referred the sad stor}-, often told to travelers by the natives,

of the death of a mother and her infant. At the beginning of the century the base of

Hualalai had many fishermen's hamlets along its shore. At night, while all were

sleeping, the eruption began. The stream of lava came thundering down upon the

people on the shore, and while nearly all succeeded in escaping, in one hut only the

husband was awakened, and in his terror he fled leaving his wife and child. Before

she was aroused by the shrieks of her friends, the lava had encircled the hut and escape

was no longer possible. The lava set fire to the house, and the woman sprang into a

pandanus tree near by, but her refuge was of short avail, and the lava-stream, -which

was flowing into the sea, consumed, as it passed, the two human sacrifices to Pele.

The remarkable rapidity with which this stream descended indicates great

fluidity. It appears to have flowed fifteen miles in two or three hours, much of the way

through forests. Its source was a little below the summit, and it issued in two streams,

one to the northwest and the other to the northeast. Twenty-three years after this

Ellis found a warm spring at Kailua where Glauber's salts were formed by the action

of sulphurous vapors on sea water, and warm springs were also found at Kawaihae at

tide level. These are now cooled and there are no signs of volcanic activity anywhere

on the mountain. This latest effort of Hualalai, besides destroying several small

'A Voyage round the World in the years 1800-1804 by John Turnljull. IvOndon, 1S13. P. 144.
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villages, and filling np fish ponds, ended by changing the coast line for twenty- miles

from a ba}- to a headland several miles beyond the old coast. The streams which in

former ages flowed at intervals down its sides do not appear to be of so great volnme

as those from Mauna Loa, and this may be owing to the great number of vents. Their

physical strudlnre, however, is identical with that of those from the other mountains.

Continuing my description of the mountains before attempting the stor}' of

their eruptions, I will offer the account of my first ascent of Mauna Loa, made almost

immediately' after that of Hualalai.

^^'Mi.:^'MMl ./ix -x^ vrii.

>,/ -4^,.^•

^iM

Fig. 12. BREAKING CAMP ON THE INLAND BASK OF HirALALAI, iSSy.

On Tuesday, August 2, we left the hospitable house of Rev. J. D. Paris, the

missionary at Kaawaloa. The native magistrate, Kupake, had heard of our intended

journej' and sent us two large dried fish, a most acceptable present, and a large gourd

water-bottle. We secured as guide Kaakakawai, an old goat hunter, and we had also

three native bearers and a pack mule. For the first six or eight miles our road was

the same as when we ascended Hualalai, and, as then, we got wet through in passing

the forest, this time by a thunder storm of short duration. We camped at night on

the mountain-plain near Judd's road, and in the morning sent back our horses and'

prepared our raw-hide sandals for climbing over the rough lava, as there is no path

for horses up the smooth dome of Mauna Loa.'" We went nearly east until we struck

'"As will be seen later, fair trails are now known up both sides of Mauna Ijoa.
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the flow of 1859, aud then followed that up more than eight miles. The surface was

black and shining and quite brittle, and as we walked over it, it sounded like a hard

frozen crust of snow. The outer surface to the depth of nearly half an inch was \^ry

porous and readily separated from the harder interior. In many places the lava had

flowed up hill, dammed up behind b^- its rapidlv hardening crust; and it sometimes

attained an elevation of twenty-five or thirty feet without breaking from its pipe.

Bubbles of great size, some still perfect, others broken in, were verj- common, and in

some of the caves thus formed ferns were growing in the moist atmosphere. On the

surface cracks also we found a Polypodium^ but lichens were rare. Here and there

we came to a deep round hole, and by its side la}^ the bleaching tree that had been

burned off. The clumps of shrubs often approached within twenty feet of the flow,

but in other places they had been killed to a distance of fifty feet, probably by gases,

as the}^ were not at all charred.

Immense beds of a-a with almost perpendicular sides, crossed our way, some-

times at the edge, sometimes directly across the flow, but always more or less level on

top. The roughness of this a-a was greater than anj- we had met before; and we

needed the raw-hide sandals we had prepared for such places, as well as thick buckskin

gloves to protect our hands from the sharp needle-like points. Often the deep canal

which the fiery river had made for itself, was visible through large breaks in the

covering crust, and on approaching a hole of this nature I found myself on the verge

of a gulf a hundred feet deep, of unknown length, and, as nearly as I could see, two

hundred feet wide. The bottom was rough and cracked, and mainly covered with the

fragments from the roof and sides, fallen since the lava had ceased to flow. The crust

on which I stood was but a few inches thick, and although I had tested it with my
staff before, I thought it safest to lie down and crawl until I had got several rods from

the hole, and I did not venture near another.

The roughness of the flow at last turned us aside to the right on to the old

pahoehoe which is covered thinly with grass and small bushes along the numerous

cracks. Mauna Loa remained clear all day, and the summit did not seem very far off.

Indeed at seven o'clock in the evening when we decided to camp for the night, had it

not been that we were still within the limit of vegetation, I should have been inclined

to push on and reach the summit that night. The whole surface of the mountain is

undulating, and as we reached what seemed to be the top, we found a shallow valley

and another hill beyond, and so it was all the way. We got the most sheltered place

we could find, as we had no tent, and there were not enough bushes to make a hut;

Kaakakawai shot a goat, and we ate our supper. The wind was quite cold, and we

were not warm enough to sleep well, and while we were awake we saw a most novel
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sight,—what I may call an inverted sunset. The clouds had risen rapidlj- until they

quite covered the plain and dashed their misty van against the base of the three

giants, quite cutting them off from the rest of the world except Haleakala on Maui

which towered above the mist. The surface of the clouds was rough and in constant

motion, and as the sun sank into it, it seemed to kindle into flames of the most brilliant

colors. All the golden canopy we usually see above the setting sun, was below it here,

and above, all was clear. The clouds swept up nearly eight thousand feet, but no

higher, and we were soon asleep above their limits.

The morning was clear and not very cold, and the view of Hualalai and Kea

was ver}' grand. At seven o'clock we had eaten our morning meal, put out our fire,

and started on our way. The craters of 1859 were just on our left as we went up, and

for two miles the crevices were filled with the //;;/// or basaltic pumice, which is green

and very light, and with Pele's hair. This fine volcanic glass was blown more than

sixty miles during this eruption. At three o'clock two of our kanakas gave out, and

we were obliged to leave them, assuming their burdens ourselves. The others were

sick, and bound their heads up with leaves, complaining that their heads and stomachs

were affected, imputing it all to the wind, which, however, was very light. Mr. Mann
and myself felt no inconvenience from the altitude during the journev.

At night we were about half a mile from the terminal crater, and we found a

long narrow cave, once the bed of a small lava stream, and still horrid with projecting

points. It was five feet wide, two feet high, and of considerable length. We slept in

Indian file, or rather tried to sleep; our bed was a magnified rasp, and although we

broke off as nuuu' of the teeth as we could, more than enough remained. We needed

all our blankets to protect us from the severe cold which froze water solid in the cave

at our feet, but we had to push a fold l)eneath every time we turned. I got up before

sunrise, and the air seemed intensely cold; I ran to a little hill and saw the sun come

up through the clouds, and then crawled into the cave again and breakfasted. We
then covered ourselves well with blankets, and walked up to the crater. Mokuaweoweo

is the most perfectly formed crater on the Islands although not the largest. The walls

almost a thousand feet high, are nearly perpendicular and unbroken for much of the

circuit. When the United States Exploring Expedition ascended Mauna Loa in 1S41,

the bottom was rough, and contained eight or ten cones, some of considerable height;

now there were only two cones, about two hundred feet high each, near the eastern

wall ; the whole bottom had been overflowed with fresh black lava, and as examined

with a powerful glass was no rougher than an ordinary lava-stream. We were on the

highest wall, 13,675 feet above the sea, and on the opposite side from the Wilkes
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. 4.

—
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encampment. On a small pile of stones was a sandal with the inscribed names, Paris,

Alexander, Haskell, 1859. The sandal looked new and fresh as if just cut from the

hide. I was told that a cow once strayed up here in search of water, and died, and her

body was found dried and retaining its shape completely.

The hard compact gray stone of the walls is much cracked and exhibits deep

strata as elsewhere. Scattered along the edges, and in various places over the great

summit plain were large irregular masses of a solid reddish clinkstone of a sort much

used formerlv for stone adzes. Several immense cracks parallel with the crater walls

extended some distance. These sometimes contained ice; and on breaking the surface,

:,
,
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mit plain is much fissured, and several small cones both north and south, but on the

same general line, mark eruptive agencies. So extensive is this plain that one walks

nearly a mile before catching sight of the ocean, consequently no one at the sea level

has ever seen the top about the crater, and when fire is seen at the summit, it means

that the rising column of lava must attain a height of considerably over a thousand

feet to be visible from the shore. At nine o'clock we commenced the descent as our

time was limited, and about two in the afternoon a thick misty rain came on, and our

guide wished to stop as he could not see the wa}' ; we had, however, three compasses,

and proceeded without difficult}', although drenched, to the plain, where we found a

cave and contrived to light a fire. At nine o'clock the rain ceased, the stars came out

brightly, and as the cave still dripped, we rolled ourselves up in our blankets, wet

through as we were, and with our feet to the fire slept well all night. In the morning

we wrung out our clothes, which dried in the coxirse of two hours as we were walking

rapidly in the sun, and about noon rested on the edge of the forest, several miles west

of where we had come up, at a spring which, as they always are on this island, was

in a very improbable place,—the most elevated part of an open plain. Its position

was marked b}- a pile of stones ; no stream ran from it, and it was carefully covered

to keep the wild hogs out, whose marks we saw near b}- among the strawberries and

on the trees. Striking into the woods we walked down at a rapid rate, although the

muddiness of the path, and the many trees that had fallen across the way, made it

very laborious. Added to this, it began to rain as we came into the region of ferns,

and we were again wet through. Vegetation on the leeward side of Manna Loa

only extends to the height of six or seven thousand feet, but on the windward slopes

to nearly ten thousand.

It is not difficult to obtain the average slope of this mountain, but seen from

Kilauea the slopes to the southwest and to the northeast var}' perceptibl}', but the

angle of 7 is the average, and explains the name Las Mesas given by the Spanish

discoverers of the group, also the "Long Mountain." (See Fig. 13.)

In 1880 I made the ascent of Manna Loa from the eastern side accompanied

only by an excellent guide, but mounted on an admirable mule. We came to the

dairy at Ainapo in the afternoon, and after a short halt, pushed on to the limit of

vegetation where there was still grass for our animals, and rested for the night.

Our view of Kilauea was almost a bird's eye one, and the appearance was of a great

city in flames. The crags about Halemaumau seemed the ruins of burning struc-

tures, and it was not i\ntil sheer weariness closed my eyes that I could look at

anything else (Fig. 14). Bv three o'clock in the morning we were on our upward
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waj-, and early in the morning halted near the brink of the crater a little south of

the Wilkes camp, to which the officers of the American expedition with a large com-

pany of native bearers had climbed fort}' years before with so much trouble. My
object was to see the traces of an eruption in Mokuaweoweo, the summit crater which,

appearing in the spring of that year, had induced me to again visit Hawaii. All the

way up the temperature of the caves had been considerably above that of the outer air,

but on the summit there were only the cold lavas of the May eruption. Much limu

Fig. 14. HAI,KMAUMAU IN 18.S8. FURNE.\U.X.

or basaltic pumice covered the plain for acres, and the wall of the crater was very loose

and insecure where we stood.

We returned by the same trail, if trail there was, it was invisible to me, but m_v

guide never hesitated, neither did the mule, and we returned safely to Ainapo before dark,

and were at the Volcano House at Kilauea next day in the early forenoon. For some

distance above Ainapo the way led through a dry open forest, with man}- dead koa trees

and little sub-vegetation owing to the herds of cattle pastured there ; when once beyond

this forest, the vegetation faded rapidly and the surface assumed the roughness of the

ordinar}' lava stream, and was undulating as on the other side, and only here and there

smooth for a short distance. Cracks often crossed our trail, and sometimes were
[398]
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?JG. 15. PELK'S HAIR FROM KILAUKA.

FIG. 16. FORM OF r.ESS FUSIBLE I.AVA.
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Fig. 17. ROPE I.AVA.

FIl",. 18. J)KniLKT UNDKK I.AVA FAI,!,.
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bridged for the mule by lava slabs and fragments, a shaky struAure, and I was alwaA'S

glad when they were not too wide for my agile animal to leap. Fortunately we had

no fogs, and no symptoms of mountain sickness. I felt, however, that if a storm had

overtaken us, we should have had little chance of holding to our trail ; a light fall of

snow would have concealed it." More important ascents we will record later.

General Character of the Lavas ol Hawaii.
N

I DO not intend to enter fully into the many analj-ses of the products of the

Hawaiian volcanoes, but simply sketch the coarser composition and the external appear-

ance of the lavas, that mv reader who is not familiar with these volcanoes may better

understand the descriptions that follow of the activities of the volcanoes and the ejected

material met with in crater or lava-stream.

Of the two general classes into which geologists have divided lavas, the acid or

trachytic,—Trachyte, Obsidian, Pumice, Granite,—and the basic of which Basalt or

Dolerite is the type, we have on Hawaii only the latter class. Basalt contains a feld-

spar having more lime than soda, augite, sometimes in well defined crystals, chrysolite

or olivine in green nodules, often agglomerated, but generally diffused through the

mass, and almost invisible to the naked eye. Magnetite is also present, and rarely

Mica. Silica, Iron, Soda, and Lime are the final constituents.

When the ordinary lava is thrown into the air as in the tremendous fountains

that often accompany the eruptions of Mauna Loa, drops are thrown off, and, caught

on the currents of hot air, spin out a glass}' filament sometimes exceeding three feet in

length. These glassy threads are local!}' called "Pele's hair" (Fig. 15), and in the crater

of Kilauea, as also wherever jets of lava are thrown up, they are constantly forming

during the ordinary active condition. When the lava cools rapidly, as in these threads,

the strudlure is glassy: when the coo'.ing is slow the texture is stony: this is well

shown in the impression of an actual specimen of rope-lava shown in Fig. 19. The

outside is compact, while as we pass to the interior the cells grow larger and the

magma is stone-like. The less fusible portion of the lava often separates in a rough

form (Fig. 16); the more fusible, like Pele's hair, retains its ducftility in a surprising

manner until the high temperature of the air in which it is formed is considered.

Lengths of three or four feet have been found spun from the fountains of lava on the

slopes of Mauna Loa during an eruption. The plasticity of the molten lava is well

"A fuller account of this ascent was publishc-il in the American Journal of Science in iSHS, and this will be
inserted later with the accounts of the eruption of that year ( 1880-81 ).
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shown in Fig. 23, of a curious vase wrought from the molten lava of Halemaumau

with no better tools than round and charred sticks. The cooling svirface of the pahoe-

hoe still in motion wrinkles in the ways shown in many of the plates of this memoir,

and the wrinkles often become twisted into fine rope-like forms (Fig. 17), with a very

black and shining surface.

Of the stony lavas there are many varieties, from the compact phonolite or

clinkstone which takes a good polish, and from the hardest varieties of which the old

Hawaiians made their adzes and other stone tools, to the very cellular form shown in

Fig. 21, a hard form often used for building, and the strangely elongated cells of speci.

mens found near the shore east of

Hilo ( Fig. 22). The more com-

pact kinds used for bxiildiug show

almost no cells, while that from

the surface quarries is more or less

cellular, and often well sprinkled

with olivine which impairs its value

as a building stone. Even the fairly

compact rocks are quite permeable

to water, making excellent filters,

and the apparentl}- smooth and

non-porous pahoehoe gives pas-

sage to rains as may be seen in

the mountain caves. Basalt is more apt than other lavas to assume the prismatic form

on cooling, and many contradion specimens can be found in the gorge of the Wailuku
above Hilo (Fig. 25), and more perfectly detached ones are found on Kauai.

We must not forget the ductilit3' shown in the lava falls, examples of which

are shown in many illustrations. In the eruption of 1S32 in Kilauea a fall of nearly

200 feet was continuous: a portion of this fall is shown in Plate XLVI. A driblet

from another fall is shown in Fig. 18.

When, b}' violent explosions as in the eruption of Kilauea in 17S9, the lava is

torn to pieces or ground into sand, a material is formed that under the influence of

moisture tends to recombine into a volcanic sandstone called tufa, but this reunion of

particles is usually, if not alwa3's, accompanied by a rearrangement of composition

which ma}^ be decomposition or metamorphism. Tufa is not common on Hawaii, but

abundant on Oahu, where the coast craters. Diamond Head, Punchbowl and others are

composed of it. In the quarry on Punchbowl a tolerably firm tufa has been emploj-ed

for building purposes, but has not proved durable. The sand may be mixed with
[402]
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Fig. 23. VASK MADE From moi.tkx i.ava.
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larger fragments of rock or with fragments of coral reef and shells as in the case of

Diamond Head, which exploded through the reef (Fig. 20), forming a coarser con-

glomerate. The varying color, brown to red, comes from the decomposition of the

hydrous ferrous oxide (Fe^Oj-j-Aq. ). The coarser black sand (Fig. 24) is formed by

the forcible contact of molten lava with water, as at Nanawale when the lava stream

of 1840 fell into the sea.

Scoria, a term originall}- applied to the slag or dross of metals, has been rather

loosely applied to all the odds and ends of a lava discharge, from a-a to cinders. The

BASALTIC PRISMS IN WAILUKll GORGE.

finer scoriae or cinders are the constituents of cinder cones like those on Mauna Kea,

which hold together chieflj' by the cohesion of the rough surface of the cinders. The

black sand ( Fig. 24 ) is found in la3-ers under Honolulu and elsewhere, and is much

used in building operations. —

The vapors or gases emitted from the craters of the volcanoes when active are

never true smoke, but mainly steam. In the crater of Kilauea a distinction must be

made between the vapors from Halemaumau and those arising from the outer crater:

the latter being the rain products either directly, as after a shower, or from the more

lasting surface springs. It is remarkable how permanent some of the steam-holes

around Kilauea are. I have observed some of the more prominent ones, as those near
[405]
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Keanakakoi, for fort_y-five years and have seen little change.'' The cloud which often,

but not always hangs over the active pit is the steam condensed by the cold winds

from Mauna Loa ten thousand feet above it, and as steam has been thought the main

factor in the rise of lava in the craters, it should be noticed how small the suppl^^ of

steam in the active outpour of Kilauea really is. While the heat would of course

render the aqueous vapor invisible directly in or over the pit, that very heat drives the

steam up into the cold regions, and it Avould be seen as cloud, or pour down as rain if

abundant, but neither effect is always produced at times of greatest activity, and when

Fig. 26. KILAUKA WITH SO-CALLED SJIOKK FROM HAI.KMAUMAU.

the pit is empty of molten lava the smoke is often most abundant (Fig. 26). Next to

steam sulphurous acid (H^SO,) is abundant, and so far as ni}' experience goes is always

present: this drj- vapor is pungent and in passing through a stream of it one must

hold his breath. This gas is often so abundant as to prevent travel around the lee

side of the pit, sometimes even of the main crater. Hydrogen, supposed to be the

result of the decomposition of water by great heat, is often present and its combustion

is seen in the flames that play around the cracks or, as in 18S0, rise in considerable

"The late Will. Lowtliian Green in his valuable "\'estiges of the Molten Globe," II, p. 75, writes: "It has

sometimes been said that the large quantities ui pure aqiifous vapor often noticed in and about Kilauea, shows that it

is steam, or the vapor of water, which produces the appearance of 'eljulition' in the lava lakes. We venture to sug-

jfest that any vapor of water which had Ijccn intimately mixed or 'boiled up' with the white-hot molten lavas of the

Kilauea lakes, could never again appear at the surface as pure steam. It would be partially decompo.sed, and unmis-

takably tainted with sulphuretted hydrogen. Kven the moist air which escapes would be so tainted. There is an

evident source for all the pure steam found about Kilauea in the rain and the surface waters that get to the hot rocks:

but they must be less hot than incandescent : or else the proportion of water to molten lava must be sufficiently great

to reduce the temperature below a full red heat."
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volume from blow-holes on the edge of the active pit. Carbonic acid, which is common

where volcanoes break through calcareous substrata, as in France and Italj^, is rare

on Hawaii ; so is chlorine and its compound with hydrogen, ( HCl ) h3'drochloric acid:

which would seem to show that sea-water does not often break through the island walls

to the molten interior.

Minerals are uncommon in and around the Hawaiian volcanoes, but salts formed

by the union of escaping gase.^ with the elements in the lava are common as incrusta-

tions in the crater caves or under the crust of the floor, such as gypsum, alum, glauber

salt, etc. Augite in fine crystals, olivine in nodules of some size, mica in minute

hexagonal plates, quartz in small crystals, and rarely en >i/asse, are the more common

minerals. The gases convert the rocks into soil far more rapidly than the frosts

of colder climates. The sulphides of iron, pyrite and marcasite which have been

considered the source of the sulphurous vapors abounding in the crater when active,

must be almost entirely' decomposed for they are seldom found in the cold lava: natives

have brought me the former in small specimens thinking it gold, but I have myself

onl}' once found it in Kilauea. The ferrous oxides are common, both red and yellow,

and were well known to the old Hawaiians as a source of paint for their canoes, and

coloring for their kapas. They are often found in the lava streams as lumps or rounded

masses as if rolled, seldom as deposits, except in swamps as limonite.

Stalactites and Stalagmites.—There is a curious formation, at times com-

mon in the caves that exist beneath the floor of Kilauea crater, and not infrequent in

similar caves in dead streams of lava on the mountain slopes. At first glance the

small grey rods that hang from the roof, and the curiously modeled droppings beneath

these, seem to be of igneous origin, or droppings of melted lava from the roof. An
examination /;/ s/t/i shows that this is not the case. The roof of these caves averages

two feet thick, and where the stalactites occur is unbroken. On removing the tubes

with care one finds no visible crack, and there is generally no fresh molten lava on the

upper surface. The formative process may be clearly seen as the tubes grow from

da}' to daj'. Professor Dana, after quoting my account in his "Characteristics of

Volcanoes," " could hardly believe the rapidit^^of the process, but observations repeated

more than once during the last fort}' years onl}' confirm my early description, which

I here repeat. I have caught the steel-grey deposit in the drops on the end of the

tubes upon my finger and watched its solidification. Usually the tubes are straight

cj-linders, from one to three-eighths of an inch in diameter, and somtimes more than

two feet long. As an}- sharp earthquake would at once break such long rods from the

"Dana, Characteristics of Volcanoes, p. 341.
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FIG. 27.
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roof they must grow with rapidity to attain such length between the frequent jars.

The bore is almost never continuous, and while externally they are smooth (with

a minute crystalline

marking), within, a

mass of stony cells

often nearly occupying

the diameter of the

tube is presented. As

long as these tubes

grow downward in the

quiet upper region of

the cave they hang per-

pendicularly, but when

they reach farther down

the currents of air and

steam blow the drop

with the deposits aside

and the tube becomes

distorted: it may even

return on itself. Many
of the resulting forms

are shown on the oppo-

site page. This collec-

tion was obtained from

a low cave in the ilow

of i88r near Hilo, and

as there were many

breaks through the

roof the currents of air

were strong and irreg-

ular. There was no

steam, but plenty of

moisture when I visited

the cave, and there was

no active growth. In

one cave in Kilauea in 1S65 the growth of the stalactite was at about the rate of an

inch a week, but owing to the varying amount of water or steam the produdlion is quite

[409]
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irregular. They are sometimes coated with beautiful white crystals of gypsum, some-

times tipped with ueedle-like transparent crystals of the same mineral, where the cave

is high. The natives collect them with the upper open joint of a long bambu. The drip

on the floor of the cave forms much thicker and more irregular stalagmites, as may be

seen in Plates XLVIII and XLIX. Specimens have been found which exceed eight

inches in diameter, and these are usually low and flat-topped. The more slender ones

sometimes rise to a

height of two feet; and

so rapidly is the silica

deposited, that they

seldom increase in

diameter, but are true

acrogois^ none of the

suspended silica run-

ning down the sides.

Fig. 28. The process of

formation is this: the

water from the fre-

quent rains, and the

condensing steam, act

upon the soluble por-

tions of the superin-

cumbent rock, carrying

along the silica and lime

to be deposited in the

form of tubes and their incrusting gypsum, and the resulting stone is quite anhydrous,

as will be seen from the following analysis of specimens not coated with gypsum:'^

SiO, ALO3 Fe.O,, MnO Ca O MgO Na.O K.O
51.9 13.4 J5.5 0.8 9.6 4.8 3.0 i.i = 100.

1

Fig. 29. BLOW-HOLE SI'KCIMKN.

Specific gravity, 2.9. The temperature of the caves is usually from So- 95 Fahr.

Other specimens examined by Prof. Dana had a hardness of 5-5.25, and a specific-

gravity of 1.656.'^ The imitative forms arising from the evaporation of the siliceous

solutions in the caves are often quite curious, some resembling bunches of raisins, from a

partial collapse of the incrusting bubble. The struAure of all is stony and very cellular.

The microscopic structure is clearly described b_v Dana in the volume referred to.

'•Aualy/.L-d by Mr. John C. Jackson in the laboratory of Dr. C. T. Jackson, Boston.

"Geology of the United States Exploring E.xpedition, p. 2ot.
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Before leaving the brief account of the common external forms of lava, it maj' be

of interest to the reader to have before him some of the analyses of the Hawaiian lavas as

given in ni}' former essay on the Hawaiian volcanoes, and in more recent publications:
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around the pole of a magnet. Similar specimens were found in Vesuvius, but in

Kilauea onl^- this one localitj' has been discovered, and the specimens referred to are

(or were ) in the Museum of the Boston Society of Natural History.

Another form of lava is found in narrow seams, and scattered over the ground

in places. I am inclined to attribute it to shrinkage cracking.

FIG. 30. FRAGMKNTARY I.AVA.
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FIG. 31. OHIA FOREST ON THE OLD TRAIL TO KILAUEA.
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The Recorded History of the Eruptions.

We may well begin the record of the unusual activities of the Hawaiian

volcanoes which are called eruptions, with Kilauea, for of this volcano we have the

earliest authentic account. No word of the then shape of the crater; to the Hawaiians,

who are our chroniclers, the cup was naught beside its terrible contents,—and these

are reported clearl}- and at considerable length. There is no rea.son to doubt

1789 the substantial accuracy- of the report of the eruption of 17S9, although such

a paroxysmal eruption has not since been repeated, for the physical proofs

are abundant around the crater in the deposits of liniu and sand. In 1S64 it was

thought that these were mainly on the south and west of the crater in desolate regions

exposed to the prevailing winds which would carry the vapors and gases constantly,

and the ejecta of any explosive eruption, provided the regular winds prevailed, which

they probably did not during the explosive eruption of 1789. It is true that vast

deposits of black and fine sand still are found to the leeward of the crater, much more

than enough to fill the present vast crater, and a still larger portion must have been

carried down the mountain side by the rains (often torrential ) of more than a centur}'.

Around the greater part of the circumference of the crater bushes and trees had covered

the ground, but in recent years the building of a carriage road from Hilo has laid bare

deposits of this eruption extending far on the northeast side of Kilauea, and the pres-

ent work on a road around Kilauea iki has given sections of great interest, showing

the easily recognized sand and the even more conspicuous limu, fresh and bright in

coloring as on the days of its eje6lion. A pile of fragments of compact rock of light

grey color, then the limu often in green fragments larger than a man's fist ; then the

grey sand in slightly indicated layers, heaped over the pile of rocks as a nucleus

extending to the surface where the vegetation has concealed the formation (Fig. 32).

The bones of the perished warriors I have myself seen in the place where they

are said to have died, but the relics were limited to a few thigh bones. To fully appre-

ciate the feelings of the Hawaiians at this time we must note the other historical

events bearing on the catastrophe we are about to recount. Kamehameha, the young

chief at the court of Kalaniopuu, king or moi of Hawaii, noticed b}^ Lieutenant George

Vancouver during Cook's visit as a rather savage looking youth, had become moi of

Kona, Kohala and Hamakua, and was striving to subdue the rest of the island of

Hawaii. In obedience to priestly counsels Kamehameha had built the last of the

great stone temples of his ancestral worship, Puokohala, on the hill overlooking the
(36) [414]
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Bay of Kawaihae on the west side of the island and in the midst of his kingdom.

It was dedicated to his god Kukailimoku ( Ku who shakes the islands), and for this

pious work the reward promised was the kingship of the entire group. To a religious

people such as the old Hawaiiaus undoubtedly were, the gods were real beings quite

able to keep their promises, and yet the feudal duties to their chiefs kept the people in

great uncertainty how this result was to be brought about. It seems that the build-

ing of the heiau or temple was looked upon by the whole people of Hawaii with inter-

est or terror as thej- were with Kamehameha or against him in fealty to their own moi.

Prominent among the

opponents of the future

conqueror was Keoua,

moi of Kau and Puna,

and as an attack on his

district of Kau had

been made by the men

ofKamehameha, Keoua

was hastily summoned

from Hilo where he was

trj'ing to raise help

against the man who

was still considered an

usurper. The trail from

Hilo to Kau led by the

crater of Kilauea, and

on a cliff overlooking

the volcano was the ancient temple of Oalalauo, dedicated to Pele and her family deities

of the volcanic realms, where lived Kamakaakaakua (the eye of god), a noted sooth-

sayer. The record is silent, naturally, as the stor}' was told to missionaries of the new

faith, of the offerings no doubt made to the dreaded deities at this place. The trail

continued along the northern edge of Kilauea by Uwekahuna, the highest part of the

wall, and on southward of the present road to Kapapala. It was the trail by which,

in 1864, Mr. Mann and myself approached the volcano in our journey around Hawaii.

Keoua and his arni}' encamped probably on the level ground near the temple

Oalalauo. During the night the eruption began by throwing oiit cinders and even

heavy stones, the whole accompanied bj- the glare of molten lava, thunder and light-

ning. Fearstruck, the party in the morning did not dare to go on, but spent the day

in making offerings to Pele, but as on the next tw^o nights there were similar disturb-

[415]
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ances the}- at last set out in three divisions. I now quote the account given by the

Rev. Sheldon Dibble,'^ taken from those who survived this terrible journey:

The company in advance had not proceeded far, before the ground began to shake and

rock beneath their feet, and it became quite impossible to stand. Soon a dense cloud of darkness

was seen to rise out of the crater, and almost at the same instant the thunder began to roar in the

heavens and the lightning to flash. It continued to ascend and spread abroad until the whole region

was enveloped, and the light of day was entirely- excluded. The darkness was the more terrific,

FIG. 33. UWEK.\HUN,\ FROM VOI,C.4.NO HOUSK.

being made visible by an awful glare from streams of red and blue light variously combined, that

issued from the pit below, and lit up at intervals by the intense flashes of lightning from above. Soon

followed an immense volume of sand and cinders which were thrown in high heaven and came down

iu a destructive shower for many miles around. Some few persons of the forward company were

burned to death by the sand and cinders, and others were seriously injured. All experienced a

suffocating sensation upon the lungs and hastened on with all possible speed.

The rear body, which was nearest the volcano at the time of the eruption, seemed to suffer

the least injury, and after the earthquake and shower of sand had passed over, hastened forward to

escape the dangers which threatened them, and rejoicing in mutual congratulations that they had

been preserved in the midst of such imminent peril. But what was their surprise and consternation,

when on coming up with their comrades of the centre party, they discovered them all to have become

corpses. Some were lying down, and others were sitting upright clasping with dying grasp, their

wives and children, and joining noses (their form of expressing affection) as in the act of taking a

final leave. So much like life they looked, that they at first supposed them merely at rest, and it

"History of the Sandwich Ishmds, bj- Sheldon Dibble. Lahainaluna, 1H43, p. 65.
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was not until they had come up to them and handled them, that thej- could detect their mistake.

The whole party, including women and children, not one of them survived to relate the catastrophe

that had befallen their comrades. The only living being they found was a solitary hog, in company
with one of the families that had been so suddenly bereft of life. In those perilous circumstances,

the survixang party did not even stay to bewail their fate, but leaving their deceased companions as

they found them, hurried on and overtook the company in advance at the place of their encampment.

In a few day.s from this time the army of Keoua met their enemies and joined

in several battles. At length Kanieeiamoku went to Keona in the disguise of a friend,

and with mtich smooth speech and fair promises, prevailed on him to go to Kawaihae

Fig. 34. CRACKS AT PONAHOHOA. FROM PI,.\TE IN EI.LIS' TOUR OF HAWAII.

and have an interview with Kamehameha. Keona and his followers, of whom the

narrators of this scene were a part, retreated in the dire(5lion they had come. On their

return they found their deceased friends as they had left them, entire, and exhibiting

no other marks of decaj-, than a sunken hollowness in their ej'es ; the rest of their

bodies were in a state of entire preservation. The}' were never buried, and their bones

lay bleaching in the stm and rain for many years.

Keoua went on to Kawaihae trusting in the false chiefs, and on landing was

treacherously murdered with his companions and their bodies offered as a pleasing

sacrifice on the altar of the new temple. It is claimed that this was not done by the

orders of Kamehameha. No doubt the popular belief was that Pele was fighting for

Kamehameha, and this helped out the promise of the priests.
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The description of this eruption at once reminds us of the eruption of Vesuvius

in 79 A.D.; the same black, lofty column of smoke spreading out at a great height,

lightnings, and the destruAive showers of sand such as overwhelmed Pompeii. Could

it have marked as in the Italian volcano, a renewal of activitv after a long rest, and

were the scoriae the remains of the long-cooled crust at the bottom of the crater? South

and west of Kilauea where the sand deposits are quite extensive, the whole ground is

cracked with earthquake throes. These rents are sometimes filled with the black

sand, and sometimes, especially near Ponahohoa, with lava. It seems probable that

Fig. 35. viKvv OP kii^auea as sken by ei,i.is.

from these cracks came the steam or vapor so destructive to the army, as those nearer

the crater did not suffer from this cause.

The appearance of Kilauea as described by Mr. Ellis, who visited it in 1S23 "^"^^

was the first to publish an account of it, was quite unlike its present condition. In the

various editions of Ellis' Tour of Hawaii the illustrations made from his original

sketch do not agree, and I have selected that given in the London edition, presumably

published under the author's supervision ; also a later one made for his Poly-

1823 nesian Researches, published in 1839 (Fig. 36). The crater was evidently

in an unfilled state, and was emptying itself, as the action was much dimin-

ished when he revisited the scene the next year. It maj' be allowable to consider

1823 the date of an eruption, although no lava-stream, if we except the traces at Pona-

hohoa, appeared above ground*"' The volcano discharged as usual by a lateral rent,

'I have since seen the outflow of this eruption as niarkeil on thi' map of Hawaii.
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the side walls of the dome yielding before the pressure of the enclosed lava, and quietly

allowing the passage of the molten current to the sea. It was, I confess, a little

puzzling to me, when I gave this opinion forty years ago, how the crater could be

leaking out to any extent and yet be so active on the surface as Ellis describes it, but

I have since seen more of the working of this wonderful place and am no longer

puzzled. I have seen the bottom drop out and leave the Halemaumau quite empty,

and the process was a silent one with no activity on the surface. I have again seen

the surface in the pit fall so rapidly that there could be no doubt that the supply was

Fig. 36. VIKW OF KII.AUEA. ELI.IS, IN POLYNESIAN RESEARCHES.

tapped, and some interruption intervening; the subsidence not only stopped but the

action on the surface became more violent than for a long time. This last seems to

have been the case in August, 1S23, when he saw what he describes as follows:

Immediately before us yawned au immense gulf, in the form of a crescent, upwards of two
miles in length, about a mile across, and apparently eight hundred feet deep. The bottom was filled

with lava, and the .southwest and northern parts of it were one vast flood of liquid fire in a state of

terrific ebullition, rolling to and fro its fiery surge and flaming billows. Fifty -one craters of varied

form and size rose like so many conical islands from the surface of the burning lake. Twenty-two
constantly emitted columns of gray smoke, or pyramids of brilliant flame, and many of them at the

same time vomited from their ignited mouths streams of florid lava which rolled in blazing torrents

down their black indented sides into the boiling mass below.

The sides of the gulf before us were perpendicular for about four hundred feet, when there

was a wide horizontal ledge of solid black lava of irregular breadth,but extending completely round.
Beneath this black ledge the sides sloped to the centre, which was, as nearly as we could judge,
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three or four hundred feet lower. It was evident that the crater had l)een recently filled with liquid

lava up to this black Iedp;e, and had, by some subterranean canal, emptied itself into the sea, or

inundated the low laud on the shore. Between nine and ten [in the evening], the dark clouds and

heavy fog that since the setting of the sun had hung over the volcano, gradually cleared away. The
agitated mass of liquid lava, like a flood of molten metal, raged with tumultuous whirl. The lively

flame that danced over its undulating surface tinged with sulphurous blue, or glowing with mineral

red, cast a broad glare of dazzling light on the indented sides of the insulated craters whose bellow-

ing mouths, amidst rising flames, shot up at frequent intervals with loudest detonations, spherical

masses of fusing lava, or bright ignited stones In passing along the eastern side of the crater,

we entered several small craters that had been in vigorous action but a short period before, marks of

very recent fusion presenting themselves on every side. Their size and height was various, and

manj' which from the top had appeared insignificant as mole hills, we now found to be twelve or twentj'

feet high. The outsides were composed of bright shining lava, heaped up in piles of most singular

form. The lava on the inside was of a light or dark-red color with a glazed surface, and in several

places, where the heat had evidently been intense, we saw a deposit of small and beautifully white

crystals In the neighborhood we saw several large rocks of a dark gray color weighing prob-

ably from one to four or five tons, which although they did not bear any marks of fire, must have

been ejedled from the great crater during some violent eruption, as the surrounding rocks in every

direcflion presented a very different appearance. They were hard, and exhibited, when fradlured, a

glimmering and uneven surface. As we traveled on from this spot, we unexpecftedly came upon

another deep crater, nearly half as large as the former. The native name of it is Kilauea iki or

lyittle Kilauea [see the surveys of Kilauea in 1865]. It is separated from the large crater by an

isthmus nearly one hundred yards wide. Its sides were covered with trees or shrubs, but the bottom

was filled with lava, either fluid or scarcely cold, and probably supplied by the great crater, as the

trees on its sides showed that it had remained many years in a state of quiescence.-"

The next year Kilauea is described as follows:"

From the time we arrived within two miles of the crater, we had the smoke arising from it

directly in our faces, attended with a sulphureous stench. The wind was very strong and brought

along with it fine particles of sand so that I found it necessary to draw my hat as close as possible,

over my eyes in order to preserve them, carrying m3' head at the same time pretty low. The travelling

was also difficult from the sand which covered the smooth stones on which we had before

1824 walked. Into this sand our feet sunk six or eight inches at every step. We however

sometimes found the sand sufiiciently hard and compact to bear us up We reached

several large crevices from which smoke was issuing at a distance of five miles from the crater.

Continuing to advance toward the crater our attention was arrested by a hissing noise like that of

the blowing of a furnace, except that it was irregular, the noise being sometimes very low, and then

again exceedingly loud. The smoke in which we were now enveloped became so dense that we

could see only a small distance before us We had made the volcano at the southwest end, and

we now proceeded round the eastern side hoping to be soon freed from the steam or smoke, which

being condensed by the wind, was falling upon us like rain At the distance of two hundred

and fifty or three hundred feet below us was a level platform which appeared to have been formed by

the falling in of the wall of the crater. This platform, I believe, extends nearly around the whole

of the crater which is supposed to be nearly six miles in circumference. I had little difiiculty in

descending to this platform. From the side where I descended it extends nearly fifteen rods towards

the centre of the crater, where there is another descent of two hundred and fifty or three hundred feet.

I

™Ellis, Tour of Hawaii, p. 224.

"The writer has been permitted to extract this account from the unpublished journal of Edward Loomis, who
was connected with the American Mission, and visited the volcano on June 16, 1.S24. He approached the crater from
Kau on the southwest. [420]
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Down this I proceeded, though not without danger, it being in most places perpendicular, and nearly-

so where I descended. Many of the stones also on which it was necessarj^ to step were loose- • • • I had

now reached the ancient bed of the volcano, having, as I supposed, descended six hundred feet.

The surface of the lava was smooth though not level, sometimes rising in heaps like cocks of hay,

and broken by innumerable fissures crossing each other in various directions.

This lava was of a deep black color, exceedingly porous, and as light as a pumice stone.

The steam was constantly issuing from the crevices, and was so hot that I could not hold my hand

in it for a moment. On this bed of lava I walked eight or ten rods towards the centre of the crater,

when I came to another descent of two or three hundred feet, the volcano having sunk thus far below

its ancient bed. The lower bed appeared much like the one on which I stood, but from various parts

of it not only smoke, but flames of fire were issuing. The appearance of these small craters where

the fire was bursting out, attended with a horrid noise, was indeed awfully grand, but I was dis-

appointed in not finding the lower bed a mass of liquid fire. About a year since when several of our

brethren were making the tour of this island, this lower bed of lava was in a liquid state. The sur-

face has now become hard, and I have no doubt would have supported my weight could I have

descended to it. This I wished to do, but I looked in vain for a place where I might descend, the

sides being in most places shelving over or perpendicular I proceeded along to the base of the

sulphur mountain to collect specimens to carry home. It was in those places from which the smoke

was issuing that I found the sulphur most pure, and formed into beautiful crystals.

Mr. Ellis also revisited the crater this year and noticed the greatly decreased

activity. The next year, July 28, 1825, Kilauea was visited by the Rev. C. S. Stewart,

who described its appearance as follows

:

About midway from the top a ledge of lava, in some places only a few feet, in others many

rods wide, extends entirely round, at least so far astan examination has been made, forming a kind

of gallery to which you can descend in two or three places, and walk as? far as the smoke settling at

the south end will permit The gulf below contains probably not less than sixty,— fifty-six have

been counted,—smaller conical craters, many of which are in constant action. The tops

1825 and sides of two or three of the.se are covered with sulphur of mingled shades of yellow

and green. With this exception, the ledge and everything below it are of a dismal black.

The upper cliffs on the northern and western sides are perfectly perpendicular, and of a red color,

everywhere exhibiting the seared marks of former powerful ignition. Those on the eastern side are

less precipitous, and consist of entire banks of sulphur of a delicate and beautiful yellow. The south

end is wholly obscured by smoke which fills that part of the crater and spreads widely over the sur-

rounding horizon Two or three of the smaller craters nearest to us were in full action, every

moment casting out stones, ashes and lava, with heavy detonations, while the irritated flames accom-

panying them glared widely over the surrounding obscurity The great seat of action, however,

seemed to be at the southwestern end Rivers of fire were seen rolling in splendid corruscations

among the laboring craters, and on one side a whole lake whose surface constantly flashed and sparkled

with the agitation of contending currents At an inconsiderable distance from us was one of the

largest of the conical craters whose laborious action had so impressed us during the night. On reach-

ing its base we judged it to be one hundred and fifty feet high—a huge irregularly shapen, inverted

funnel of lava, covered with clefts, orifices and tunnels from which bodies of steam escaped with

deafening explosion, while pale flames, ashes, stones and lava were propelled with equal force and

noise from its ragged and yawning mouth. • • Leaving the sulphur banks on the eastern side behind

us we dire(5led our course along the northern part to the western cliffs. As we advanced, these

became more and more perpendicular, till they presented nothing but the bare and upright face of

an immense wall, from eight to ten hundred feet high, on whose surface huge stones and rocks

L42.]
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hung—apparently so loosely as to threaten falling, at the agitation of a breath. In many places a

white curling vapor issued from the sides and summit of the precipice, and in two or three places

streams of clay-colored lava, like small waterfalls, extending almost from the top to the bottom, had

cooled evidently at a very recent period.

Lieutenant Maiden, of H. B. M. S. Blonde, who accompanied Mr. Stewart, made

a plan of the crater which is here reproduced, with the sketch of the crater by Robert

Dampier, the artist of the Blonde. Maiden calculated the height of the upper cliff

from the black ledge at nine hundred feet, making the whole depth of the crater 1500

feet; and the circtimference of the crater at its bottom, from five to seven miles, and

at its top from eight to ten miles. On the evening of the twentj'-ninth, after terrific

Pig. 37. DAMPIER'S VIEW OF KII.ArKA IN 1825.

noises and tremblings of the ground, "a dense column of heavj' black smoke was seen

rising from the crater directly in front of us [ Lord Byron's camp was on the isthmus

between the main crater and Kilauea iki], the subterranean struggle ceased, and im-

mediatel}' after flames burst from a large cone, near which we had been in the morning,

and which then appeared to have been long inactive. Red-hot stones, cinders and

ashes, were also propelled to a great height with immense violence; and shortly after

the molten lava came boiling up, and flowed down the sides of the cone, and over the

surrounding scoriae, in two beautifully curved streams.""' At the same time a whole

lake opened over an extent two miles in circumference.

In December of the same year Rev. Artemus Bishop found the crater much

fuller than when he had visited it with Rev. W. Ellis in 1823. There were many

cones from fifty to one hundred feet high on a surface about four hundred feet higher

'- Byron, Narrative of the Voyage of H. M. S. Blonde to the Sandwich Islands in 1824-1.S25, p. 190. I^ondon, 1S27.
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than the bottom of the crater two years before. There were lakes boiling actively,

and "everj^ now and then sending forth a gust of vapor and smoke with great noise.

The natives remarked that after rising a little higher the lava will discharge itself,

as formerly, toward the sea through some aperture underground." '^ In the

1829 earl}' part of October, 1829, the Rev. C. S. Stewart again visited the crater.

He found the lower pit filled up more than two hundred feet; many of the

cones had disappeared, and there was much more fire at the northern end. He thus

describes two cones which he examined

:

They were iu the neighborhood of each other—each about twenty feet in height, not more
than sixty iu circumference at the base, and tapering ahnost to a point at the top—being in fact two

immense hollow columns formed by successive slight overflowings of lava, cooling as it rolled down,

into irregular flutiugs, ornamented with rude drops and pendants, and long tapering stalactites.

Though the ragings beneath must have been intense, from the tremendous roar within, the irresist-

ible force and deafening hiss with which the steam rushed from every opening, and from the flames

which flashed up, followed by lava white with an intensity of heat, still the incrustation of scoriae

immediately around seemed firm, and was less hot than in many other places; admitting not only

of our coming close to the sides of the cone, but also of clambering some feet up them, till we could

run our canes into the orifices at the top, and withdraw with their burning ends, red-hot lava, on

which we readily made impressions. Pele did not seem well pleased with this familiarity, however;

even the slightest touch with our sticks against the molten lava, produced an increased rush and

roar from below, with an angry spitting of the fiery matter high in the air around us." ^

Four years after, an eruption took place simultaneousl}' with one from the

summit of Manna Loa. Unfortunately we have no account from any eye-witness.

In September, 1832, the Rev. J. Goodrich visited Kilauea, and describes the appear-

ance of the emptied crater: "The lavas had previously risen fifty feet above the black

ledge, but were now more than four hundred feet below this level and the

1833 action seemed confined to Halemaumau at the soiitli end. In January an

earthquake had rent in twain the wall between Kilauea and Kilauea iki, the

large crater on the east, producing seams from a few inches to several 3'ards in width,

from which the region between the two craters was deluged with lava.'"' The out-

break on the wall was very remarkable, rising as it did in a strip of land four hundred

yards wide bounded by precipices on either side some two hundred feet high and appar-

ently as loose as a dry-laid wall. Before this time Kilauea iki had long been free from

lava visitations, and its sides were wooded to the bottom. The stream issued from

several rents south of the centre of the isthmus and above the lowest part, flowed

toward the north a few yards to the lowest part, and then divided and ran east and west

into the two craters in a shallow stream ; indeed the quantity of lava was so small, that

its eruption is hardl}- more important than the action of slender cones as described by

^'Missionary Herald, vol. xxiii, p. 53.
^••A Visit to the South .Seas, vol. ii, p. 93.
"American Journal of Science (N. S. ), vol. xxv, p. igg.
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Mr. Stewart. Where the subterranean discharge which emptied the crater and must

have been of great volume, is not known. It may have been, probably was, one of the

submarine eruptions which have been marked only bj- a more or less tidal

1834 wave or merely by the number of dead fish along the shore.

David Douglas, the Scotch botanist who lost his life in a cattle trap on Hawaii,

and who made the first recorded ascent of Mauna Loa, was at Kilanea in January, 1834,

Perkins. jflG. 39. VIEW OF THE LAVA STREAMS OF 1S32 AND LATER.

and measured the depth of the pit at one thousand feet. A lake of boiling lava at the

north end was three hundred and nineteen yards in diameter. Halemaumau

1838 was much as described by Ellis.""

On the eighth of May, 1838, Captains Chase and Parker visited Kilanea, and

their description has been published with a sketch of the crater. The lavas had again

nearly reached the black ledge, and all over a surface of four square miles were cones

and lakes of fire; twenty-six of the former were counted, eight of which were ejecting

^''Jourual of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. iv, 333, 334. Douglas was at Kilauea Jaimarj' 23-25, and his
ascent of Mauna Loa was on the 29th. He was killed in July of the same year.
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cinders and red-hot lava. Six small lakes were boiling violently, becoming crnsted

over, cracking, and again boiling. In the Halemauman was an island which the lava

was not seen to overflow ; the iirst notice of a phenomenon observed several times since.

The remarkable oscillations in the heat, remarked by all visitors, seem to have taken

place on this occasion with more than the usnal rapidity. As they were looking at

one of the lakes which was boiling violently, they sa}' : "After a few minntes the violent

struggle ceased, and the whole surface of the lake was changed to a black mass of

\ V.v.

Fig. 40. KILAIKA ACCORDING TO CArTAINS TARKER AND CHASK. DANA.

scoriae; but the pause was only to reucAV its exertions; for, while they were gazing at

the change, suddenly the entire crust which had been formed, commenced cracking, and

the burning lava soon rolled across the lake, heaving the coating on its surface like

cakes of ice upon the ocean surge." As they left the crater, nearly a quarter of the

floor gave way, forming a vast pool of liquid lava.'^

Count Strzelecki was at Kilauea in the late summer of the same year and published

what seem to be his undigested observations in the Hawaiian Spectator (vol. i, p. 435 )'^,

but revised them in his work on New Zealand and Van Diemen's Land in 1845. He made

°'Sinimau'.s Jouriml (N. S.), vol. xl, p. 117(1841). The plate accomp;iiiyiiig their description was redrawn from

their .sketches by a New Haven artist, and it is given in outline in Dana, Characteristics of Volcanoes, p. 60. The float-

ing island "heaved up and down in the liquid mass," and "rocked like a ship on a stormy .sea."

"Reprinted in Thrum's Annual. [426
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barometric measurements at various points, making what seems to be Waldron's Ledge

six hundred feet above the boiling surface of lava, and its height above the sea 4100 feet.

He first notices the outer walls of the aiuicnf crater, calls the terraces around the pres-

ent crater vast platforms, and makes the highest point of these ancient walls (now

much interrupted) 5054 feet. In all the modern surveys of the crater these "ancient

walls" have been negledled, although the early visitors often refer to them, as Ellis

saw on one of them on the northeast of Kilauea the ruins of the lieiau dedicated to

il^*

Fig. 41. WALL ON THE NORTH OF KILAUEA IN 18.S9.

Pele. The Count described six lakes of boiling lava, four of which were only three

or four feet above the general floor, the fifth forty feet, and the last one hundred and

fifty; this he calls Han fiiaii n/aii, which covered nearly a million square feet, while

the others he rates at twelve thousand square feet each. His statement that "the lava

sank and rose in all the lakes simultaneouslj'" is, considering the difference in level,

very improbable, and in cases where there have been several lakes on nearly

1839 the same level no such phenomenon has been reported.

Captain John Shepherd was at the crater September i6, 1839. On his way to

the great lake he passed several small lakes and cones, the latter twenty to thirty feet

high, from whence issued vapors and lava with loud detonations. He speaks of a lake

toward the cast side of the crater a mile long, and half as wide, within a wall a hundred
Memoirs B, P. B. Mhsecm,. Vol. II. No. 4.-4. L4-7 J
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feet above the general floor. This was "in violent ebullition, with an apparent flow

from south to north, caused by the escape of elastic fluids, throwing up the spray in

many parts thirty to forty feet." He also mentions that this lake (Halemaumau)

overflowed at times.""

It took Kilauea nine years to fill up after the eruption of 1823; and now for

eight years the process had been continued until the lava had reached a level nearly

a hundred feet above the level in 1832. The force tending to rupture the mountain

may be readily calculated, assuming the pressure of ever}' twelve feet of lava to be

fifteen pounds to the sc|uare inch ; if the crater is emptied to a depth of four hundred

feet, and in recent years the depth has been seven hundred feet, we have a pressure of

five hundred pounds to the square inch. It must be remembered that the mountain

wall is by no means solid and compact, and although successive discharges may
strengthen some volcanic mountains, here the effect seems to be quite the contrary,

owing to the extreme fluidity of the lava which runs off, leaving tunnels and caverns

instead of solid interlacing d3^kes; consequentlj^ the discharges iisuallj' follow the

same general direction.

There now comes into this history a man whose name has for man}- j-ears been

connected with Kilauea as its faithful observer and reporter; the Rev. Titus Coan,

or Father Coan as those of us who knew and loved him preferred to call him.

This excellent missionar}- was stationed at Hilo and the volcano was included in his

parish, and he cared for it as he did for all his parishioners. His letters

1840 to the Missionar}- Herald, Silliman's Journal, Professor Dana, and myself,

contain much information of the crater he loved to visit, and will be freely

i;sed here. Father Coan was in Oahu when the great eruption of 1840 took place,

but on his return to Hawaii he at once began his investigations. In a letter dated

September 25, 1840, he gives us the result:

For several years past the great crater of Kilauea has been rapidly filling up by the rising of

the superincumbent crust, and by the frequent gushing forth of the molten sea below. In this man-

ner the great basin below the black ledge, which has been computed from three to five hundred feet

deep, was long since filled up by the ejection and cooling of successive masses of the fiery fluid.

These silent eruptions continued to occur at itUervals, until the black ledge was repeatedly over-

flowed, each cooling and forming a new layer from two feet thick and upwards, until the whole area

of the crater was filled up, at least fifty feet above the original black ledge, and thus reducing the

whole depth of the crater to less than nine hundred feet. This process of filling up continued till

the latter part of May, 1S40, when, as many natives testify, the whole area of the crater became one

entire sea of ignifluous matter, raging like old ocean when lashed into a fur}' by a tempest. For

several days the fires raged with fearful intensity', exhibiting a scene awfull}' terrific. The infuriated

waves sent up infernal sounds, and dashed with such maddening energy against the sides of the

awful cauldron, as to shake the solid earth above, and to detach huge masses of overhanging rocks,

which, leaving their ancient beds, plunged into the fiery gulf below. So terrific wa.*; the scene that no

^'London Atheneum, Nov. 14, 1840, p. 909. [428]
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one dared to approach near it, and travellers on the main road, which lay along the verge of the crater,

feeling the ground tremble beneath their feet, fled and passed by at a distance. I should be inclined

to discredit these statements of the natives, had I not since been to Kilauea and examined it minutely

with these reports in view. Every appearance, however, of the crater confirms these reports.

Every thing within the cauldron is new. Not a particle of lava remains as it was when I last visited it.

All has been melted down and recast I will now give a short history of the eruption itself.

On the 30th of May, the people of Puna obser^-ed the appearance of smoke and fire in the

interior, a mountainous and desolate region of that district. Thinking that the fire might be the

burning of some jungle, they took little notice of it until the next day. Sabbath, when the meetings

in the different villages were thrown into confusion by sudden and grand exhibitions of fire, on a

,;i^•:^>^^^5i-^--•

Vn'^-"" '

FIG. 42. M.\P OF THE REGION OF THE ERUPTION. .\FTER WILKES.

scale so large and fearful as to leave them no room to doubt the cause of the phenomenon. The fire

augmented during the day and night; but it did not seem to flow off rapidly in any direction. All

were in consternation, as it was expected that the molten flood would pour itself down from its height

of four thousand feet to the coast, and no one knew to what point it would flow, or what devastation

would attend its fiery course. On Monday, June ist, the stream began to flow off in a northeasterly

direction, and on the following Wednesday, June 3rd, at evening, the burning river reached the sea,

having averaged half a mile an hour in its progress. The rapidity of the flow was very unequal,

being modified by the inequalities of the surface, over which the stream passed. Sometimes it is

supposed to have moved five miles an hour, and at other times, owing to obstructions, making no

apparent progress, except in filling up deep valleys, and in swelling over or breaking away hills

and precipices.

But I will return to the source of the eruption. This is in a forest, and in the bottom of an

ancient wooded crater, about four hundred feet deep, and probably eight miles ea.st of Kilauea.

The region being uninhabited and covered with a thicket, it was some time before the place was dis-
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covered; and up to this time, though several foreigners have attempted it, no one, except myself,

has reached the spot. From Kilauea to this place the lava flows in a subterranean gallery probably

at the depth of a thousand feet, but its course can be distinctly traced all the way by the rending of

the crust of the earth into innumerable fissures, and by the emission of smoke, steam and gases.

The eruption in this old crater is small, and from this place the stream disappears again for the dis-

tance of a mile or two when the lava again gushes up and spreads over an area of about fifty acres.

Again it passes underground for two or three miles, when it reappears in another old wooded crater,

consuming the forest and partly filling up the basin. Once more it disappears, and flowing in a

subterranean channel, cracks and breaks the earth, opening fissures from six inches to ten or twelve

feet in width, and sometimes splitting the trunk of a tree so exactly that its legs stand astride at the

fissure. At some places it is impossible to trace the subterranean stream on account of the impene-

trable thicket under which it passes. After flowing underground several miles, perhaps six or eight,

it again broke out like an overwhelming flood, and sweeping forest, hamlet, plantation, and every-

thing before it, rolled down with resistless energ}' to the sea, where leaping a precipice of forty or

fifty feet, it poured itself in one vast cataract of fire into the deep below, with loud detonations, fearful

hissings, and a thousand unearthly and indescribable sounds The atmosphere in all directions

was filled with ashes, spray, gases, etc.; while the burning lava, as it fell into the water was shivered

into millions of minute particles, and, being thrown back into the air fell in showers of sand on all

the surrounding country. The coast was extended into the sea for a quarter of a mile, and a pretty

sand beach, and a new cape were formed. Three hills of scorite and sand were also formed in the

sea, the lowest about two hundred, and the highest about three hundred feet.

For three weeks this terrific river disgorged itself into the sea with little abatement. Multi-

tudes of fishes were killed, and the waters of the ocean were heated for twenty miles along the coast.

The breadth of the stream where it fell into the sea, is about half a mile, but inland it varies from

one to four or five miles in width, conforming itselt, like a river, to the face of the country over which

it flowed. The depth of the stream will probably vary from ten to two hundred feet, according to

the inequalities of the surface over which it passed. During the flow, night was converted into day

on all eastern Hawaii ; the light was visible for more than one hundred miles at sea
;
and at the dis-

tance of forty miles fine print could be read at midnight.

The whole course of the stream from Kilauea to the sea is about fort>- miles. The ground

over which it flowed descends at the rate of one hundred feet to the mile. The crust is now cooled,

and may be traversed with care, though scalding steam, pungent gases, and smoke are still emitted

in many places. In pursuing my way for nearly two days over this mighty smouldering mass, I was

more and more impressed at every step with the wonderful scene. Hills had been melted down like

wax ; ravines and deep valleys had been filled ; and majestic forests had disappeared like a feather

in the flames. On the outer edge of the lava, where the stream was more shallow and the heat less

vehement, and where of course the liquid mass cooled soonest, the trees were mowed down like grass

before the scythe, and left charred, crisp, smouldering, and only half consumed. As the lava flowed

around the trunks of large trees on the outskirts of the stream, the melted mass stiffened and con-

solidated before the trunk was consumed, and when this was effected, the top of the tree fell, and

lav unconsumed on the crust, while the hole which marked the place of the trunk remains almost as

smooth and perfect as the calibre of a cannon. These holes are innumerable and I found them to

measure from ten to forty feet deep, but, as I remarked before, they are in the more .shallow part of

the lava, the trees being entirely consumed where it was deeper. During the flow of this eruption

the great crater of Kilauea sunk about three hundred feet, and her fires became nearly extinct, one

lake only out of many being left in the mighty cauldron. This open lake is at present inten.sely

active, and the fires are increasing, as is evident from the glare visible from our station, and from

the testimony of visitors. During the early part of the eruption slight and repeated shocks of earth-

quake were felt, for several successive days, near the scene of action. These shocks were not noticed
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Fig. 43. I.AVA AROUND TREES IN PUNA.
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at Hilo. Through the directing hand of a kind Providence no lives were lost, and but little property

was consumed during this amazing flood of fiery ruin.

During the progress of the descending stream, it would often fall into some fissure, and forcing

itself into apertures, and under massive rocks, and even hillocks and extended plats of ground, and

lifting them from their ancient beds, bear them with all their superincumbent mass of soil, trees, etc.,

on its viscous and livid bosom, like a raft on the water. When the fused mass was sluggish, it had

a gorj' appearance like clotted blood, and when it was active, it resembled fresh and clotted blood

mingled and thrown into violent agitation. Sometimes the flowing lava would find a subterranean

gallery diverging at right angles from the main channel, and pressing into it would flow off unob-

served, till meeting with some obstruction in its dark pa.ssage, when, by its expansive force, it would

raise the crust of the earth into a dome-like hill of fifteen or twenty feet in height, and then bursting

this shell, pour itself out in a fiery torrent around. A man who was standing at a considerable dis-

tance from the main stream, and intensely gazing on the absorbing scene before him, found himself

suddenly raised to the height of fifteen or twenty feet above the common level around him, and he

had but just time to escape from his dangerous position, when the earth opened where he had stood,

and a stream of fire gushed out.'"

The hill where the lava first appeared is called Arare, and is about six miles

from Kilatiea easterly in the dense forest. The natives say that the lava rose in this

crater abotit three hundred feet, and then sunk again when the fissure opened below,

and in 1865 at the time of the author's visit there were evident proofs of this on the

crater walls. The course of the stream seems to have led throtigh a high hill (seen in

the sketch of Makaopithi) thus just avoiding this large pit where it might be stipposed

the resistance would be least, but the hill was probably hollow, being a cone from

which the lava had been emptied, and the cavity beneath it perhaps exceeded in size

the pit crater.

The elevation of the place where the lava finally reached the surface is given

by Wilkes at 1244 feet, and it is twentj'-seven miles from Kilauea, twent3'-one from

the first outbreak, and twelve from the shore at Nanawale. The sand-hills thrown up

at this place were found to be one hundred and fifty, and two hundred and fifty feet

high eight months after their formation, btit since then the sea has removed the whole

mass. Even in 1865 they were not a third of the measured height and nodules of

olivine were abundant in the sands of the beach at considerable distance.

In November, 1840, when first visited by Professor Dana, the lava was still hot

in many places, a few feet below the surface. Small stilphtir banks, with deposits of

alum and other salts were met with in several places.^'

The lava of this eruption is chrysolitic to a marked degree ; no such lava is

found in Kilauea at present ; stich lava has issued in several streams from Mauna Kea

in ancient times, also perhaps from Mauna Loa, if we suppose the large deposits of

this lava occasionally found along the coast near Hilo to have proceeded from this

^"Missionary Herald, vol. xxxvii, p. 283.

"Geology of the Unitefl States Exploring Expedition, p. 190.
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mountain, and it is common in the old flows near Honolulu, and in later flows from

Mauna Loa, in Kau. In the crater of Kilauea the olivine is in much smaller particles.

In November of the same year, when visited by Dana, the lava had fallen three

hundred and forty feet below the black ledge, or nearlj' a thousand feet below the

highest wall, and only three pools of lava were in action. Halemaumau was fifteen

hundred feet long and a thousand feet wide. The black ledge, three hundred and fortv

+

^^t. ^1!^

Fig. 44. THE WILKF.S PLAN OF KII.AUK.\ IN 1S41.

feet from the bottom, was from one to three thousand feet wide, and extended com-

pletely around the crater. No flames were visible, and there was but little noise.
^'

Unfortunately at the time of Dana's first visit (also at his second in 1S87),

Kilauea was not in a spectacular condition and he is rather inclined, not unnaturally,

in his treatment of the vivid accounts of his predecessors to regard these as rather

exaggerated, hence it is pleasing to find in his latest work the following description :"

"In a night scene from the summit, the large cauldron in place of a bloody glare, now
glowed with intense brilliancy, and the surface sparkled all over with shifting points

^ Loc. cit., p. 171.

"Characteristics of Volcanoes, p. 68. [433]
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of dazzling light, like a network of lightning, occasioned by the jets in constant play."

My old friend, Dr. Charles Pickering, Dana's companion on the exploration, gave him

the apt comparison to lightning, and Dana admits that Pickering was "a man of very

exact observation and measured words."

1841 In January, 1841, Dr. Pickering describes several considerable variations in

the surface of Halemaumau, a hundred feet or more. On January? 17, two of

the pools discharged large quantities of lava over the bottom of the pit. The plan of

the crater published by Wilkes, as well as the view by Drayton, one of the artists of the

expedition, show the appearance of Kilauea at this time^^ (Figs. 44, 45).

KIG. 45. DRAYTON'S VIEW OF KILAUKA IN I S4 1

.

I do not quote much from the narrative of the United States Exploring Expe-

dition, as Captain Wilkes included much in his story that was of merely personal

interest ; but there are a few statements about the condition of Kilauea at this time

that should be noticed ; and also, as the crater is generally such an amenable subject

that accidents are almost unknown there, and "narrow escapes" seldom occur, it may be

well to tell of one that actually occurred. I quote from the published report," although

I have heard the substance from Dr. G. P. Judd, who was Wilkes' most useful guide

as well as friend. He was in the crater to obtain specimens for the expedition : he had

collected gases and was trying to get at the liquid lava:

'^ Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition, vol. iv, p. 178.

35 Narrative U. S. Ex. Ex., vol. iv, p. 184, 4to ed. [434
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Dr. Judd then sought for a place where he might dip up some of the recent and yet fluid lava,

but found none sufficiently liquid for the purpose. Failing here he proceeded toward the great fiery

lake at the southern extremity of the crater. He found that the ascent toward this was rapid because

the successive flowings of the lava had formed crusts which lapped over each other [see the forma-

tion in Pis. L, and LII]. This rock was so dark in colour as to be almost black, and so hot as to act

upon spittle just as iron, heated nearly to redness, would have done At this time they were very

near the great lake but could not see its surface, which was still about twenty feet higher than the

spot where they stood On his return the party passed the small crater which has been spoken of:

and which by comparison with the larger one appeared cool. Smoke and a little igneous matter

were issuing from a small cone in the centre : but with this exception, a crust of solid lava covered

the bottom.

On the sides of this crater Dr. Judd saw some fine specimens of capillary glass, "Pele's hair,"

which he was anxious to obtain for our collection. He therefore, by the aid of the hand of one of the

natives, descended and began to collect specimens. When fairly down he was in danger of falling,

in consequence of the narrowness of the footing : but in spite of this difficulty, his anxiety to collect

the best specimens enticed him onwards. While thus advancing, he saw and heard a slight move-

ment in the lava about fifty feet from him, which was twice repeated, and curiosity led him to turn

to approach the place where the motion occurred. In an instant the crust was broken asunder by a

terrific heave, and a jet of molten lava full fifteen feet in diameter rose to a height of about forty-five

feet, with a most appalling noise. He instantly turned for the purpose of escaping : but found that

he was now under a projecting ledge which opposed his ascent, and that the place where he had

descended was some feet distant. The heat was already too great to permit him to turn his face

towards it, and was every moment increasing, while the violence of the throes, which shook the rock

beneath his feet, augmented. Although he considered his life as lost, he did not omit the means for

preserving it, but offering a mental prayer for the Divine aid, he .strove, although in vain to scale

the projecting rock. While thus engaged he called in Knglish upon his native attendants for aid:

and looking upwards, saw the friendly hand of Kalumo- ••• extended towards him. Ere he could

grasp it, the fiery jet again rose above their heads, and Kalumo shrank back scorched and terrified,

until excited by a second appeal, he again stretched forth his hand, and seizing Dr. Judd's with a

giant's grasp, their joint efforts placed him on the ledge In looking for the natives they were

seen some hundreds of yards distant running as fast as their legs could carry them. On his calling

to them, however, they returned Dr. Judd now found that he had no time to lose, for the lava

was flowing so rapidly to the north, that their retreat might be cut off, and the whole party be

destroyed. They therefore at once took leave of the spot and only effected their escape by running.

.... The crater had previously been measured hy Dr. Judd and was found to be thirty-eight feet deep

by two hundred feet in diameter. The rapidity of its filling (in twelve minutes) will give some idea

of the quantity of the fluid mass.

In February, 1842, Mr. Coan writes as follows:

When within four or five rods of the great lake, unaware of our near proximity to it, we saw

directly before us a vast area of what we had supposed to be solid lava moving off to the right and

left. We were at first a little startled, not knowing but all was about to float away beneath us,

especiall)- as the lavas for a mile back were almost insupportably hot, and gases and steam were

escaping from numerous openings. On looking again, we perceived that the whole sur-

1842 i2i.Qi^ of the lake was from six to fifteen feet above the level of the surrounding lava,

although at my last visit, it was from sixty to seventy feet below. Within six feet of this

embankment we could see nothing of the lake, and in order to examine it we climbed the precipice

some fifty feet. The explanation of this strange condition of things, is this : when the liquid con-

tents of the lake had risen to a level with the brim, there was a constant and gradual boiling over of
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the viscid mass, but in quantities too small to run off far. Consequently it solidified on the margin,

and thus formed the high rim which confined the lavas. Twice or at two points while we were there,

the liquid flood broke through the rim, and flowed off in a broad, deep channel which continued its

flow until we left the volcano. The view was a new one, and thrilling beyond description.

lu Jtily, 1844, Mr. Coan saw the large lake overflow on every side, spreading

over the whole southern end of the crater to the base of the black ledge and concealing

the outlines of the raised rim. Two deep fissures extended under the ledge nearly

encircling that part of the crater, and one of these was one hundred feet deep. The

diagram given in Mr. Coan's letter

1844 (which has not been published in

full) is here reproduced as ren-

dering clearer the geography at the time.

Dana considers the canals as mysteries, but

the explanation he gives (Charaderistics

of Volcanoes, p. 77) only substitutes one

mystery for another. We will continue the

record and overtake his explanation.

In June, 1846, Mr. Coan writes^''

1846 that "the repeated overflowings

had elevated the central parts of

the crater four or five hundred feet since

1840, so that some points are now more

elevated than the black ledge." We may

note that the rise in the floor level was due,

according to this practised observer, to the

overflow of the lake which filled up the lower levels, including the canals. A month later

Rev. Chester S. Lyman was at the crater and found it much as the last observer had

reported. The canal was nearly filled by overflows, and in places nearly obliterated."

A rude sketch which Mr. Lyman left on the islands is here reproduced, and

with this chart we may understand the explanation of the rapid rise of the bottom of

Kilauea given by Mr. Lyman and adopted by Prof. Dana.'** A crescent shaped ridge

of rocks is shown on this sketch, and Lyman states that it was a continuous ridge more

than a mile long, consisting of angular blocks of compact lava resembling the debris at

the foot of a range of trap or basalt. From this he infers that the ridge once constituted

a talus or accumulation of debris on the floor of the walls of the lower pit of 1840:

FIG. 46. DIAGR.\M IN THE COAN LETTER.

"'Amer. Journ. Science, 1850, x, 361.

"Amer. Journ. Science, 1851, xii, 75.

^'Prof. Lj'inan's plan, as given by Dana (Characteristics of Volcanoes, p. 79), is quite different from the plan

he left on the spot and which is copied above. It must have been elaborated at New Haven from notes.
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Pig. 47. lvman's pi,an of kii^auea in 1846.
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that the floor with its margin of blocks had been elevated parth' by upheaving forces

from beneath, and partlj' bj- overflows from the Great Lake and other active vents until

the talus overtopped the precipice at the foot of which it was accumulated. If these

gentlemen had been content with either the elevation or the overflow theory singly, we

could understand to some extent the process; we have recently seen the former in the

strange obelisk of Mont Pelee, and the latter is the usual way in which the floor of

Kilauea is raised. But if either Prof. Dana or Mr. Lj'man had seen a lava stream

taking a dry stone wall

in hand, quietly insinu-

ating its flexible black

fingers under and be-

tween the stones and

raising them up and

carr3'ing them off, the}-

would have seen the im-

probabilit}^ of their wall

of stone remaining /// situ

surrounding an overflow-

ing vent of lava. Mr.

Coan saw clearly that the

rise of the floor of the

crater was due mainly at

least to the accumula-

tion of overflowing lava;

it was acrogenous, and

not pushed up from be-

low. The rise of a cylin-

der of lava a mile in diameter some two hundred feet would be remarkable, but with

an overflowing bowl of lava more than a thousand feet in diameter in its very midst the

phenomenon would be incomprehensible. It is also difficult to see what this ascension

has to do with forming the canals. When I surveyed the crater eight or nine years

after, most of this wall, which did not appear on the original plan as shown above, had

disappeared, but in a like position were scattered stones which I could not believe had

ever been elevated to their then position ; they had dropped from the cliffs above—the

outer walks—precisely as can be seen today on the trail into the crater huge rocks of

the same formation which were hurled down in the earthquake of 1868.

C438]
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A Dome OH Halcmauman. 6i

That there is a daily change of level in the dome-like floor of Kilanea, I cannot

doubt. The black surface absorbs the heat of the sun to such a degree as at times to

become unbearable to the touch. The casual visitor supposes this terrestrial heat,

when it is really solar. The nights here are usually quite cold, and the change from

midnight to noon must result in considerable expansion and contraction. In the early

morning I have repeatedly heard the tinkling noise caused by the sun's rays on the

cold lava as \\\&y displace the shadows of the cliffs ; and I once measured the change

in width of the great crack at the base of the dome on the trail across the crater, at

eight inches between early morning and noon on a bright day. If we had a suitable

observatory at Kilauea observations could easily be made all over the floor, and on

the surface of Halemaumau as well for change of level.

But Mr. L^'man's visits, for he was again at Kilauea in August, were full of

information. He saw a thick cone, marked "furnace" on his plan, in full blast on his

second visit. Such a furnace as the writer saw in the summer of 1889. Lyman took

a few compass bearings in the crater, and with an improvised quadrant obtained the

height of walls. The Great Lake ( Halemaumau) he made twentj'-four hundred by two

thousand feet, and the surface ten or fifteen feet below his standpoint on the rim. The

lavas had an apparent motion to the southwest.

1847 Halemaumau was, according to Mr. Coan, much in the same condition as

the previous j-ear.'"'

1848 The lake was early in the year inactive, and the crust hardened and gradually

assumed a convex form. Dana states that soon after this swelling crust two

thousand feet in diameter, was raised into a dome two or three hundred feet high,

covering the whole lake. Mr. Coan, from whom this information was obtained, adds

that in August the dome was raised almost high enough to overtop the lower part of

the outer wall of Kilauea and look out upon the surrounding country. From open-

ings in the dome the molten lava could be seen, and occasionally- sluggish lava rolled

in heav}^ and irregular streams down the sides. The dome as it now stands has been

formed by the compound action of upheaving forces from beneath and of eruptions

from the openings forming successive layers upon its external surface. Most of this

year no fires were to be seen even at night in Lua Pele.

This is the first appearance of a dome in the history of Kilauea, and it is hard

to accept the elevation theory applied to a dome of the brittle nature of crust lava,

cracked and fissured in everj- part, with such a vast diameter, holding together for any

length of time even if its foundations were more solid than the brink of Halemaumau

affords at its best. To suppose this raised two or three hundred feet without interior

"Amer. Journ. Science, 1851, xii, 80. [4391
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cross braces or supports is difficult: to suppose it blown up by gases, like a soap

bubble, predicates a semifluid or elastic continuous crust which did not exist, for the

dome was well punctured at its earliest formation and long before it attained its full

height, the top was open like the dome of the Roman Pantheon, and from the lateral

apertures flowed lava streams. I do not here dispute the fact that enormous masses

have been pushed up to so great an height as five hundred feet from the molten or

semi-molten pools in Kilauea,—we shall see many later,—but I must call attention to

the difficult}' of the problem.

The dome continued to hold together over the quiet pit, like a mausoleum over

a dead volcano, and in April, 1849, there came a change; activity was greatly increased;

startling detonations were heard from cones around the dome, and from the opening

on the top of this lavas were thrown fifty to sixty feet. Elsewhere in the main crater

action was so violent as to frighten travelers from the descent to any part of

1849 Kilauea. This excitement did not last long, it suddenly ceased and Hale-

maumau was emptied of lava by subterranean discharge, in what direction

is unknown, and there followed a period of great quiet. A period of what Mr. Coan

aptlv calls "steaming stupefaction" continued through the next two years, but early

in 1852 boiling lavas could again be seen through the summit aperture of the dome,

now one hundred feet in diameter. In Jul}' Mr. Coan writes^ " that the orifice had

doubled its diameter, which constantly increased \>y the fall of fragments into the

molten pool one hundred and fifty feet below. In the west wall of the dome was a

crack from top to bottom, through which lavas were ejected, while vapors escaped

from the perforated dome on all sides. In a later letter Mr. Coan writes^' that at the

beginning of 1854 the dome still stood, probably two miles in circumference and three

to six hundred feet high. The surface of the main crater floor continued to rise and

he estimated it at six hundred feet above the level of 1840.

We are now approaching a period when Pele's activitj' seems transferred from

her everlasting house to her more lofty abode on Manna Loa, and we can conveniently

turn to that grand dome rising ten thousand feet above Kilauea. Henceforth we will

record both mountains together, not that I believe they have any more connection

than Kea and Hualalai, but for convenience of narrative, as the one in action attracts

all the attention; but while Kilauea is generally visited whenever Loa is in action,

Kilauea is frequentl}' visited and alwa3'S now has some one living on the banks, while

Loa is seldom ascended, and in the winter season is difficult and even dangerous to

ascend. In the winter or raiu}^ months most of the eruptions of Loa have occurred.

•"Amer. Journ. Science, 1853, xv. 63. Ijctter dated July 31, 1S52.

"Ibid, 1854, xviii, 96. I,ttlei-d:ited Jan. 30, 1S54. [440]
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We must retrace ovir steps to the first recorded eruption of Mauna Loa in 1832.

It is strange that no traditions of the natives point definitely to an^- previous one.

They might have seen the fires from the summit crater Mokuaweoweo, or even the fire

fountains from the cracks on the flanks, but even the hunters did not care to venture

into the elevated waste where cold and winds and rain divided the realm with

1833 gods and wandering spirits of lower degree and even less morals. All that

concerned the aborigines was the descent of a destroying lava stream into

their fertile fields or over the sand beaches and into the bays, so important to a fishing

population. The impelling spirit was always Pele, and from which of her many abodes

she came mattered little to these children of Nature.

On June 20, 1832, Mauna Loa began to eject lava from the summit on several

sides, and continued three or four weeks, with such brilliancy as to be visible at

Lahaina, more than a hundred miles distant.^' As no one ascended the mountain it is

not known whether this eruption was from Mokuaweoweo or from some of the many

vents dotted over the broad flat summit. Through the summer earthquakes were

frequent on Hawaii, although not severe, and finalh' Kilauea burst into activitj- as

described in the account of that volcano (p. 46).

After an interval of eleven years Mokuaweoweo again broke out. In 1837

Douglas made the first ascent of Loa by a foreigner (if not by any human being), and

unfortunately wrote a letter to Dr. Hooker of Kew, England, in which he gives a wild and

impossible account of the condition of the crater. In his journal, and in a later letter

to Captain Sabine he gave a sane account of the crater which was quiescent .^^

1843 He remarks that there was little in the upper part of the mountain to interest

a naturalist. Mr. Douglas was all the time a botanist. The Wilkes expe-

dition made the ascent in January, 1841, and found no activity beyond a few steam

exhalations. Lieutenant Eld, by taking angles from the bottom of the crater, made

the western wall 784 feet high, and the eastern 470 feet. Dr. G. P. Judd accompanied

Eld in the descent into the crater. The accounts of the eruption of 1843 are as follows,

the first from Dr. Andrews in a letter dated February 6, 1843:

Smoke was first seen near the summit of the niouiUaiii, on Monday, January gth. During

the succeeding night a brilliant light was emitted from the same spot. The great distance of the

mountain.from Hilo—about forty miles—prevented our seeing anything more than the intense glare

*" Amer. Journ. Science, xxv, 199.

*^Dana says in a note on page 59 of liis Characteristics of Volcanoes, in speaking of the letter to Dr. Hooker,
which caused an unjust doubt to fall on all his reports, "His words indicate a mixing up and magnifying of what he
had seen at the Kilauea and Mauna I/oa craters, which can be explained only on the ground of temporary hallucina-

tion. He may have dined that day with his friend the British consul. Mr. Douglas was an excellent Scotchman,
and all the rest of his writings are beyond questioning." The journal appeared in the Companion of the Botanical

Magazine, ii, 79-1S2, in 1836. In the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1S34, iv, 333, is an important letter

to Captain Sabine, and in the Magazine of Zoology and Botany, 1S37, i, 582, are extracts from his journal including

the letter to Dr. Hooker. [441]
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sent forth by the boiling mass, which apparently was pouring forth and rolling down the side- . -During

the day vast volumes of smoke were constantly pouring forth, concealing everything beneath. At

times the smoke rose in a nearly perpendicular column, not less, as I judged, than one or two thou-

sand feet high. Before the close of the week the light disappeared from the upper part of the moun-

tain, and broke out anew near its base in the valley between it and Mauna Kea.'*^

The Rev. Titus Coau writes under date of February 20, 1843. ""^ After describ-

ing the brilliancy of the light he says : "For about four weeks this scene continued

without much abatement. At the

present time, after six weeks, the

action of the fire is greatly dimin-

ished, though it is still somewhat

vehement at one or two points along

the line of eruption. The flow of

the lava has probably extended

twenty miles." Soon after this he

was able to visit the scene of erup-

tion, and ascend the mountain, and

writes in a letter dated April 5:

"The eruption has flowed from the

summit of Mauna Loa to the base

of Mauna Kea, where it separates

into two broad streams, one flow-

ing toward Waimea, and the other

towards Hilo. Another great

stream has flowed along the base

of Mauna Loa towards Mauna

Hualalai in Kona. These streams

are still flowing, and the}' have

reached a distance of from twentj'-

five to thirty miles from the crater on the top of the mountain. The quantitj' of lava

is immense, it being many miles wide. There are two great active craters in close

coutiguitj' near the summit. Lava does not flow from the.se craters now; it is con-

veyed down the side of the mountain in a subterranean dttct from fifty to a hundred

feet below the surface, at the rate of from fifteen to twenty miles an hour."^'' Soon after

this visit the flow ceased. Mr. Coan threw stones into the stream as it appeared through

the openings in the crust, and they did not sink but were instantly carried along out

of sight. Mounds, ridges and cones were thrown up along the lava stream, and from

•"Missionary Herald, xxxix, p. 3W1. -"Ibid, 463. *'" Missionary Herald, xl. 44.
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the latter, steam, gases and hot stones were ejected. The angle of descent for the whole

distance is 6°, bnt in many places the stream was continnous at an inclination of 25°.

Kilauea was visited b}' Mr. Abner Wilcox during this eruption, but it showed no signs

of sympath}' with the summit crater.

In May, 1849, there was seen for two or three weeks a brilliant and lofty

1849 column of light over the mountain. Mr. Coan, who furnishes this note,

says nothing of any outflow of lava or earthquakes.'" In 185 1 a slight

1851 eruption occurred on the summit of Mauna Loa, described by Mr. Coan as

follows:^** "On the 8th of August last a new eruption was seen on the western

slope of Mauna Loa, a few miles from its summit. All we could see at Hilo was

a white pillar of smoke b^^ day and a brilliant fiery pillar by night. . . .At Kau the

view was less obstructed. . . .The eruption continued but three or four days." This

eruption broke out about a thousand feet below the summit, or two hundred feet below

the bottom of the terminal crater. Some observers declare that the smoke proceeded

partly from Mokuaweoweo, but no one ascended the mountain. No jets were thrown

up and the fissure soon closed. From the portion of this stream that I visited in 1864,

I should estimate its dimensions at ten miles in length, but less than a mile in average

breadth, or in volume one hundred and sixt}- million cubic jards of lava. The greater

part of this lava is pahoehoe, although some aa occurs, and the whole flow bears marks

of rapid cooling. It followed very nearly tlie track of an eruption which broke down

the western rim of Mokuaweoweo and flowed through Kealakeakua.

Februarv 17, 1852, onlv six months after the slight eruption just mentioned,

1853 Mauna Loa again broke out and our faithful chronicler writes as follows:^''

Old Kilauea has been quite tame since I last wrote vou At lialf-past three on the

morning of the 17th ult. a small beacon light was discovered on the summit of Mauna Loa. At first

it appeared like a solitary star resting on the apex of the mountain. In a few minutes its light

increased and shone like a rising moon. vSeamen keeping watch on deck in our port exclaimed,

"What is that? The moon is rising in the West!" In fifteen minutes the problem was solved.

A flood of fire burst out of the mountain, and soon began to flow in a brilliant current down its north-

ern slope. It was from the same point, and it flowed in the same line, as the great eruption which

I visited in March, 1.S43. In a short time immense columns of burning lava shot up heavenward to

the height of three or four hundred feet, flooding the summit of the mountain with light, and gilding

the firmament with its radiance. .Streams of light came pouring down the mountain, flashing

through our windows, and lighting up our apartments so that we could see to read large print. When
we first awoke, so dazzling was the glare on our windows that we supposed that some building near

us must be on fire: but as the light shone directly upon our couch and into our faces we soon per-

ceived the cause. In two hours the molten stream had rolled, as we judged, about fifteen miles down
the side of the mountain. This eruption was one of terrible activity and surpassing splendor, but it

wis short. In about twenty-four hours all traces of it seemed to be extinguished.

"American Journal of Science, 1851, xii, 82. Letter -"Ibid, xi, 395. A letter to Rev. C. S. Lyman,
dated January, 1851. "Ibid, xii, 219.
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At daybreak on the 20th of February, we were again startled by a rapid eruption bursting

out laterally ou the side of the mountain facing Hilo, and about midway from the base to the summit
of the mountain. This lateral crater was equally active with the one on the summit, and in a short

time we perceived the molten river flowing from its orifice direct towards Hilo. The action became
more and more fierce from hour to hour. Floods of lava poured out of the mountain's side, and the

glowing river soon reached the woods at the base of the mountain, a distance of twenty miles.

Clouds of smoke ascended and hung like a vast canopy over the mountain, or rolled off

on the wings of the wind. These clouds assumed various hues,—murky, blue, white, purple or

scarlet—as they were more or less illuminated from the fiery abyss below. Sometimes the)- resembled

an inverted burning mountain with its apex pointing to the awful orifice over which it hung. Some-
times the glowing pillar would shoot up vertically for several degrees, and then describing a graceful

curve, sweep off horizontally, like the tail of a comet, further than the eye could reach. The sable

atmosphere of Hilo assumed a lurid appearance, and the sun's ra\'S fell upon us with a yellow, sickly

light. Clouds of smoke careered over the ocean, carrying with them ashes, cinders, charred leaves,

etc., which fell in showers upon the decks of ships approaching our coast. The light was seen more
than a hundred miles at sea, and at times the purple tinge was so widely diffused as to appear like

the whole firmament on fire. Ashes and capillary vitrifactions called Pele's hair fell thick in our

streets and upon the roofs of our houses. And this state of things still continues, for even now while

I write, the atmosphere is in the same yellow and dingy condition ; every object looks pale, and

sickly showers of vitreous filaments are falling around us, and our children are gathering them.

As soon as the second eruption broke out I determined to visit it. Dr. Wetmore agreeing to

accompany me, we procured four natives to carry our baggage, one of them, Kekai acting as guide.

On Monday the 23rd of February-, we all set off and slept in the outskirts of the great forest which

separates Hilo from the mountains. Our track was not the one I took in 1843, namely the bed of a

river; we attempted to penetrate the thicket at another point, our general course bearing southwest.

In ancient days an Indian trail had been beaten through in this direction, but it was now entangled

with jungle so that all traces of it were nearly obliterated. However, we plunged into the forest with

a long knife, hatchet and clubs, and cut and beat our way at the rate of one and a fifth miles an hour.

At night we slept in the bush and listened to the distant roar of the volcano. On Wednesday the

25th we gained a little eminence in the woods, from which we could see the lava-stream which was
now opposite us on our left, distant six miles. This fiery flood was now half way through the forest,

and more than three-fourths of the way from the crater to the shore, sweeping all before it. Appre-

hending that it might reach the sea in a day or two, and that the ladies at the station might be

alarmed, Dr. Wetmore determined to return. Taking one of the natives and leaving three with me,

he retraced his steps while I pushed on through jungle and bog and dell, beating every }ard of my
way out of this horrible thicket. On the 26th we emerged from the forest but plunged at once into

a dense fog more darkxthan the thicket itself. Pushing up the mountain we encamped for the night

on a rough bushy ridge. A little before sunset the fog rolled off, and IMauna Kea and Manna Loa
both stood out in grand relief; the former robed in a fleecy mantle almost to its l)ase, and the latter

belching out floods of fire from its burning bowels. All night long we could see the glowing fires,

and listen to the awful roar of the fearful crater.

We had now been out four nights, and were within twenty miles of the crater, with the long

brilliant river of fusion on our left shining in a line of light down the side of the mountain [see the

illustration of the flow of 1SS7] till it entered the woods. We left our mountain aerie on the 27th,

determined if possible to reach the seat of action on that day. Taking the pillar of fire and cloud

as our mark, and still having the great river of lava on our left, we pushed on over a rough and

almost impassable surface—the attraction increasing as the square of the distance decreased. Our
intense interest mocked all obstacles. At noon we came upon the confines of a tract of naked .scoriae

so intolerably sharp and jagged that our baggage-men could not pass it. Here I ordered a halt

;
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stationed the two carriers, gave an extra pair of strong shoes to my guide, gave him my wrapper and
blanket, put a few crackers and boiled eggs into my pockets, took my compass and staff, and said to

Mr. Salt Sea (Kekai), "Now go ahead, and let us warm ourselves tonight by that fire yonder."

Thus equipped we pressed up the mountain, over fields of indescribable roughness ; now mounting
a ridge of sharp and vitreous scoriae (aa), where the fiery pillar stood full in view, and then plung-

ing into some awful ravine or pit, from which we slowlj' emerged by crawling upon all fours. But
I soon found that my guide needed a leader. He was too slow. I therefore pressed ahead, leaving

him to get on as best he could. After half-past three p. m. I reached the awful crater and .=tood

alone in the light of its fires. It was a moment of unutterable interest. I seemed to be standing in

the presence and before the throne of the eternal God; and while all other voices were hushed, His
alone spake. I was ten thousand feet above the sea, in a vast solitude untrodden by the foot of man
or beast; amidst a silence unbroken bj' any living voice, and surrounded by scenes of terrific deso-

lation. Here I stood almost blinded by the insufferable brightness ; almost deafened by the startling

clangor; almost jietrified with the awful scene. The heat was so intense that the crater could not

be approached within forty or fifty yards on the windward side, and probabl)-, not within two miles

on the leeward. The eruption as before stated, commenced on the very summit of the mountain,

but it would seem that the lateral pressure of the embowelled lava was so great as to force itself out

at a weaker point in the side of the mountain ; at the same time cracking and rending the mountain
all the way down from the summit to the place of ejection The eruption first issued from a

depression in the mountain, but a rim of scorite two hundred feet in elevation had already been

formed around the orifice in the form of a hollow, truncated cone. This cone was about half a mile

in circumference at its base, and the orifice at the top may be three hundred feet in diameter

The eruptions were not intermittent but continuous. \'oluines of the fusion were constantl}' ascend-

ing and descentiiiig like ayV/ d'cait . The force which expelled these igneous columns from the orifice,

shivered them into millions of fragments of unequal size, some of which would be rising, some fall-

ing, some shooting off laterall\-, others describing graceful curves; some moving in tangents, and

some falling back in vertical lines into the mouth of the crater. During the night the scene sur-

passed all powers of description. Vast volumes of lava, at a white heat shot up continuous!}-. . . A large

fissure opening through the lower rim of the crater gave vent to the molten flood which constantly

poured out of the orifice and rolled down the mountain in a deep, broad river at the rate, probabl}',

of ten miles an hour.

The stream .stopped about ten miles from Hilo beach ; the eruption lasted

twenty days. Early in March Messrs. H. Kinney- and Fuller made the ascent and

they confirm Mr. Coan's description of the terrific noise, but are inclined to enlarge

his estimates in some particulars. Mr. Kinney made the height of the jets four to

eight htmdred feet: he noticed great whirlwinds about the jet, stalking like sentinels.

Mr. Fuller states'" that the diameter of the crater from which the jets played was

about a thotisand feet ; height of crater, a hundred to a htmdred and fifty feet ; height

of the jet, two to seven htmdred feet, and rarely below three hundred feet ; diameter of

the jet, one to three httndred feet, and rarely perhaps reaching four htmdred feet.

In Jttly Mr. Coan again ascended to the crater and fotmd no fire. He foitnd an unusual

stipplj^ of limu or basaltic pumice. He says in writing of this, "We found it ten miles

*° American Junrnal of Science, 1S52, xiv, 258. L,etter dated Waioliinu, March 28.
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from the crater, and it grew more and more abundant till we reached the cone, where

it covered the whole region to a depth of five or ten feet.''

All this time Kilauea was quiet and remained so all through 1854, but the next

3^ear the old activitv returned. Underneath the dome the lava was throwing up jets

to the height of perhaps two hundred feet; vents had opened around the edge of the

floor of the main crater, and Mr. Coan, in May and June, could count sixty lakes of

leaping lavas. There was one great pool in the northeast region near where

1855 the path meets the bottom, and other boiling cauldrons not far distant, so

that access to the crater was cut off.'" On July 6th Dr. Titus Munson Coan

was at the crater, and found this northeast pool crusted over except at the edge where

the lavas were splashing. Halemaumau was estimated to measure four hundred by

two hundred and fiftj' feet in its diameters, while the lava was seventy-five feet below

the rim. The walls of this pit were tufted with Pele's hair, and two islands were in

the northwest part of the lake. In October the crater was still active, but less so than

early in the summer. The dome over Halemaumau had fallen in. It is thought that

the lavas had passed out as at the last so-called eruption in 1S49. But there was more

important work going on in the Hawaiian lava ducts.

In a letter dated September 27, 1855, Mr. Coan writes: "On the evening of the

eleventh of August, a small point glowing like Sirius, was seen at the height of twelve

thousand feet on the northwestern slope of Manna Loa. This radiant point rapidlv

expanded, throwing off corruscations of light, until it looked like a full-orbed sun."''

Sixtv-five davs later, the -fissure which permitted the escape of lava was still

open and in awful activity. The stream was flowing directly towards Hilo and there

were no valleys or ridges of sufficient size to turn its course. The inhabitants of this

beautiful village were exceedingly anxious, and made frequent excursions to the scene

of the lava-flow. On the second of October, Mr. Coan with a party of friends passed

through the thick forest, following the course of the Wailnku river, and on the fifth

reached the lava-stream early in the morning, at a narrow point where it was about

three miles wide. "In some places it spread out into wide lakes and seas, apparently

from five to eight miles broad, enclosing, as is usually the case, little islands not flooded

b}' the fusion." Mr. Coan continues in this letter, which is dated October 15, 1855:''*

Early on Saturday, the 6th, we were ascending our rugged pathway, amidst steam and smoke

and heat which ahnost blinded and scathed us. At ten we came to open orifices down which we
looked into the fiery river which rushed furiousl\- beneath our feet. I'p to this we had come to no

open lake or stream of active fusion. We had seen in the night many lights, like street lamps, glow-

ing along the slope of the mountain at considerable distances from each other, while the stream made

^'American Journal of Science, iSsj, xv. 63. "Ibid, xxi, 144.

'^Ibid, KS56, xxi, 100, 139. ^'Ibid, ng.
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its waj- in a subterranean channel, traced onl>- by these vents. From 10 A.^r. and onward, these fiery

vents were frequent, some of them measuring ten, twenty, fifty, or one hundred feet in diameter.

In one place only we saw the river uncovered for thirty rods and rushing down a declivity of from

ten to twenty-five degrees. The scene was awful, the momentum incredible, the fusion perfect

(a white heat), and the velocity forty miles an hour. The banks on each side of this stream were

red-hot, jagged and overhanging, adorned with burnirg stalactites and festooned with immense
quantities of filameutose or capillary glass, called Pele's hair. From this point to the summit crater

all was inexpressibly interesting.

Valve after valve opened as we went up, out of which issued fire and smoke and brimstone,

and down which we looked as into the caverns of Pluto. The gases were so pungent that we had

to use the greatest caution, approaching a stream or an orifice on the windward side, and watching

every change or gyration of the breeze. Sometimes whirlwinds would sweep along loaded with

deadly gases, and threatening the unwary traveler. After a hot and weary struggle over smoking
masses of jagged scoriae and slag, thrown in wild confusion into hills, cones and ridges, and spread

out over vast fields, we came at one p.m. to the terminal or summit crater (not Mokuaweoweo)

.

This we found to be a low elongated cone, or rather a series of cones, standing over a great

fissure in the mountain. Mounting to the crest of the highest cone, we expected to look down into

a great sea of raging lavas, but instead of this the throat of the crater, at the depth of one hundred

feet was clogged with scoriae, cinders, and ashes through which the smoke and gases rushed up furi-

ously from seams and holes. One orifice within this cone was about twenty feet in diameter, and

was continually sending up a dense column of blue and white smoke which rolled off in gases and

spread over all that part of the mountain, darkening the sun and obscuring every object a few rods

distant. vSo toppling was the crest of this cone, so great the heat, and so deadly the gases, that we
could find no position where we could look down the throat of the orifice ; and could we have done

so, it is not probable that we should have seen the deep fountain below us, as the lavas were forced

up its horrid chimney from the burning bowels of the earth.

The summit cone which we ascended was about one hundred feet high, say five hundred feet

long, and three hundred broad at its base. vSeveral other cones below us were of the same form and

general character, presenting the appearance of smoking tumuli along the upper slope of the moun-
tain. ...The molten stream first appears some ten miles below the fountain crater, and as we viewed

it rushing out from beneath the black rocks, and, in the twinkling of an eye, diving again into its

fiery den, it produced indescribable feelings of awe and dread. The summit crater I estimate at

twelve thousand feet elevation ; the principal stream (there are many lesser and lateral ones) includ-

ing all its windings, sixty miles long; average breadth, three miles; depth from three to three hun-

dred feet, according to the surface over which it flowed. The present eruption is between those of

1843 and 1852, and from our high tower we could see them both and trace their windings.

Early on Monday we decamped and set our faces for Kilauea, distant some thirty-five miles,

hoping by a forced march to reach it at night. At eight a.m. we passed the seat of the grand erup-

tion of 1852, and travelled for miles on its cinders. A little steam only issues from that cone whose

awful throat in 1852, sent up a column of glowing fusion to the height of a thousand feet. We ex-

plored Kilauea and on Thursday reached Hilo.

Hilo is now in a state of solemn and thoughtful suspense. The great summit fountain is still

playing with fearful energy and the devouring stream rushes madly down towards us. It is now
about ten miles distant,—nearly through the woods, following the right bank of the Wailuku, and

heading directly for our bay.

October 22. It is now seventy -two days since the eruption commenced, and the fountain is

in full force. The matter disgorged is of the same general character as in former eruptions. We saw
nothing new. Among the salts, sulphur and sulphate of lime are the most abundant. They are

scattered freely at several points along the line of flow.
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Mr. Coau, it will be seen, struck the flow at a point above the terminns and

followed it to its sonrce. On his return he determined to cut through the forest and

meet the stream. Following a branch of the Wailuku in a drenching rain which

made the river almost impassable, he thus describes the scene:"

So soon as we entered this stream we found it discolored with p\ roligneous acid from burning

wood, whose odor and lustre became more and more positive the further we advanced up the stream.

The discoloration also became more apparent as we proceeded, until the water was almost black.

This showed that the lava-flow had crossed the head waters of the stream and its small tributaries,

consuming the forest and jungle, and sending down what could not be evaporated of the juices to

mingle with the stream.

A little before sundown our guide led us at right angles from the stream we had been thread-

ing for six hours, and in a few minutes the fires of the volcano glared upon us through the woods.

We were within six rods of the awful flood which was moving sullenly along on its mission towards

Hilo. Thrusting our poles into the lava, we stirred it, and dipped it up like pitch, taking out the

boiling mass, and cooling all the specimens we desired. We were on the right or southern verge of

the stream, and we also found that we were about two miles above its terminus, where it was glow-

ing with intense radiance anil pushing its molten flood into the dense forest which still disputed its

passage to the sea. We judged the stream to be two or three miles wide at this point, and over all

this expanse, and as far as the eje could see above, and down to the enil of the river, the whole sur-

face was dotted with countless fires, both mineral and vegetable. Immense trees which had stood

for hours, or for a day, in this molten sea, were falling before and below us, while the trunks of those

previously prostrated were burning in great numbers upon the surface of the lava.

You are aware that the great fire-vent on the mountain discharges its floods of incandescent

minerals into a suljterranean pipe which extends at a depth of from fifty to two hundred feet, down

the side of the mountain. Under this arched passage the boiling lava hurries down with awful speed

until it reaches the plains below. Here the fusion spreads out under a black surface of hardened

lava some six or eight miles wide, depositing immense masses which stiffen and harden on the way.

Channels, however, winding under this stratified stratum, conduct portions of the lava down to the

terminus of the stream, some sixty-five miles from its high fouiUain. Here it pushes out from under

its mural arch, exhibiting a fiery glow, across the whole breadth of the stream. Where the ground

is not steep, and where the obstructions from trees, jungle, depressions, etc., are numerous, the pro-

gress is ver}- slow, say one mile a week.

On the evening of our arrival we encamped within ten feet of the flowing lava, and, as before

stated, on the southern margin of the stream, some two miles above its extreme lower points. Here

under a large tree, and on a bank elevated some three feet above the igneous flood which moved

before us, we kept vigils until morning. During the whole night the scene was indescribablj- bril-

liant and terribly sublime. The greater portion of the vast area before us was of ebon blackness,

and consisted of the hardened or smouldering flood which had been thrown out and deposited here

in a depth of from ten feet to one hundred.

Not only was the lava, as aforesaid, gushing out at the end of this layer, but also at its sides.

These lateral gushings came out before and behind us, and two-thirds surrounded our camp during

the night, so that in the morning, when we decamped, the fusion was just five feet by measurement,

in front of us, six feet in our rear, and three feet, or the diameter of the trunk of our camp-tree, on

our left. The drenching rain and our chilled condition induced us to keep as near the fire as we

could bear it. Evening and morning we boiled our tea-kettle ami fried our ham upon the melted

lavas, and when we left, our sheltering tree was on fire.

'^ American Journal, xxi, 237. Tlie letter is dated Nov. 16, 1855.
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Mr. Coan made several attempts to cross the lava-flow, "but the hardened sur-

face of the stream was swelling and heaving at innumerable points b}' the accumulat-

ing masses and the upraising pressure of the lava below; and valves were continually

opening out of which the molten flood gushed and flowed in little streams on everv

side of us. Not a square rod could be found on all this wide expanse, where the

glowing fusion could not be seen under our feet through holes and cracks in the super-

incumbent stratum on which we were walking. The open pots and pools and streams

we avoided by a zigzag course; but as we advanced, these became more numerous and

intensely active, and the heat becoming unendurable, we again beat a retreat after

having proceeded some thirty rods upon the stream. It may seem strange to many,

that one should venture on such a fiery stream at all, but you will understand that

the greater part of the surface of the stream was hardened to the depth of from six

inches to two or three feet; that the incandescent stream flowed nearlj' under this

crust like water under ice, but showing up through ten thousand fissures and break-

ing up in countless pools. On the hardened parts we could walk, though the heat

was almost scorching, and the smoke and gases suffocating. We could even tread on

a fresh stream of lava onl^- one hour after it had poured out from a boiling cauldron,

so soon does the lava harden in contact with the air."

Although the stream of lava continued to move for more than a year after in

parts of its course, its front became cold and fixed on the banks of the river, and a

merciful Providence listened to the praj-ers of the people of Hilo.

Prof. Dana considered it most probable that a fissure had extended completely

down the mountain side, and that the lava issued from many vents along this line.''^

March 7, 1856, Mr. Coan writes:

The great fire-fountain is still in eruption, and the terminus of the stream is only five miles

from the shore. The lava moves slowly along on the surface of the ground, and at points where the

quantity of lava is small, we dip it up with an iron .spoon held in the hand. During the last three

weeks the stream has made no progress toward Hilo, and we begin to hope that the supply at the

summit-fountain has diminished. There is, however, still much smoke at the terminal crater. You
will understand that the molten flood is all poured out of the fissures on the sununit and

18^6 for a few miles down the slope of the mountain. At first this disgorgement flowed down
and spread wide on the surface of the mountain, as blood flows down a punctured limb.

This phenomenon continued until the stream had swept down some thirty miles, which it did in

about two days. It now came upon a place were the angle of slope was small, sa>- one degree. Here
its progress became slow, it spread more widely, and refrigeration was more rapid. The surface of

course hardened first. But this refrigerating process went deeper and deeper like the congelation

of water, and extended higher up the mountain, until at length all the lava was covered, except at

occasional vents—as heretofore described— for the escape of steam and gases.

The process of breaking up vertically and spreading out afresh upon the hardened crust, was
occasioned by obstructions at the end of the stream, damming up the liquid, and thus obliging the

accumulating lavas to force new passages and outlets for disgorgement. In this way the stream was

'^American Journal, xxi, 241. r44Ql
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widened by lateral outgushings, divided into several channels, swayed to the right and left, and

raised to great heights by pushing up from below and heaping mass after mass upon what had been its

upper stratum. Often when the stream had been flowing briskly and brilliantly at the end, it would

suddenly harden and cool, and for several days remain inactive. At length, however, immense areas

of the solidified lava, four, five or six miles above the end of tlie stream, are seeu in motion—cones

are uncapped—domes crack— hills and ridges of scoriae move and clink—immense slaVjs of lava are

raised vertically or tilted in every direction, while a low sullen crash is heard from below. While
you gaze in mute amazement, and feel tlie solid mass of rock, often thirty, fifty, or seventy feet thick,

moving under >our feet, the struggling lava oozes out through ten thousand orifices and fissures

over a field of some four or five square miles. More than once have I been on such a field, and

heard, and seen, and felt more than is here or can be described. And yet the action of the lava is

so slow, in the conditions described, that there is no fear, and little danger to one well acquainted

with such phenomena.

During the night of the 29th of January, the molten stream poured continuoush- over a preci-

pice of fifty feet, into a deep, dry basin half filled with flood-wood. The angle down which this fire

cataract flowed, was about seventy-five degrees : the lava was divided into two, three, and sometimes

four channels from one to four yards wide, and two or three feet deep. The flow was continuous

down the face of this precipice from two p.m. until ten the next morning when we left. During the

night the immense basin under the fall was filled, the precipice converted into an inclined plane of

about four degrees, and the burning stream was urging its way along the rocky channel below.

But the scene on the night of the 12th of February was, in some respects, more gorgeous still, as it

combined the element of water with that of fire. A stream of lava from twenty to forty yards wide

had followed the rocky and precipitous bed of a river, until it was two miles in advance of the main
lava-flow, which was nearly two miles broad. Beating our way through the thicket we came upon
the terminus of this narrow stream of lava, near sunset. It was intensely active, and about to pour

over a precipice of thirty-nine feet (by measurement), into a basin of deep w^ater, large enough to

float a ship. Before dark the lava began to fall into the water, first in great broken masses, like

clots of blood ; but in a short time in continuous, incandescent streams, which increased from hour

to hour in volume, in brilliancy, and in rate of motion. [See Plate XLI, which represents exactly

similar action at a later period.] The water boiled and raged with fearful vehemence, raising its

domes and cones of ebullition ten feet high, and reflecting the red masses of fusion like a sea of

fire mingled with blood.

We encamped on the bank of the river, about fifty feet below the fiery cataract, and exactly

opposite the basin of water into which the lava was flowing, twenty feet only from its rim. The face of

this precipice was an angle of about eighty degrees, and the lava flowed down it briskly and continuously

in streams from one to four feet deep, during the night. Before morning this whole body of water, some
twenty feet deep, was converted into steam, and the precipice became a genth' inclined plane.

To make the fact that the fissure did not extend to the base of the mountain

more clear, Mr. Coan again writes under date of October 22, 1856; he had then visited

the flow seven times

:

A fracture or fractures occurred near the summit of the mountain, which extended in an
irregular line from the terminal point, say five miles down the northeast slope of the mountain.

From this serrated and yawning fissure, for two to thirty yards wide, the molten flood rushed out and
spread laterally for four or five miles, filling the ravines, flowing over the plains, and covering all

those high regions, from ten to one or two hundred feet deep. Along this extended fissure, elon-

gated cones were formed at the points of the greatest activity. These cones appear as if split through
their larger diameter, the inner sides being perpendicular or overhanging, jagged and hung with
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stalactites, draped with filameiitoas vitrifications, and encrnsted with sulphur, sulphate of lime and

other salts. The outside of these cones are inclined planes, on an angle of forty to sixty degrees,

and composed of pumice, cinder, volcanic sand, etc. You will not, however, understand that these

semi-cones were once entire, and that they have been vent. They are simply masses or ridges of

cinder and dross deposited on each side of the fractures where the action is greatest. If is all a

ncii' deposit. [See a similar cone painted by D. Howard Hitchcock in the eruption of 1899.] xVfter

you leave the region of open fissures, near the summit of the mountain, all below appears to be a flow

on the surface.

I St. We can see no chasms or fractures except those always foinul in the surface flows.

There is no visible evidence that the old substrata had been fractured except on the higher regions

of the mountain."

2d. Where there is a throat extending down to the fiery abyss below, there will, we think,

always be a column of smoke and gaseous vapor ascending to mark the spot, so long as action con-

tinues. This is true of Kilauea, and it is also true of all the eruptions I have noticed. Now if you

were at Hilo, you would see a continuous volume of smoke ascending from the terminal point, and

another from the terminus of the stream—separated in a direct line forty miles, and by route of the

flow seventy miles— while between these extreme points you see no smoke and have no evidence of

fire beneath'** except the radiation of heat as you pass up. The smoke at the fountain is mineral,

that at the end of the stream is from vegetation, and only here the fusion now makes its appearance,

having come, as I believe, all the way from the mountain under cover, without showing itself at a

single point. I do not mean that it has tunnelled the mountain, or melted a lateral duct through its

mural sides. The process is this: lavas flowing on the surface and exposed to the atmosphere, un-

less moving with great velocity, as down steep hills, soon refrigerate on the surface. This hardened

surface thickens, until it extends downward from one to two hundred feet, as the case may be.

Under this superstratum the lava remains liqviid ; consequently at the termini and sometimes along

the margins of the hardened streams you see the fusion gushing out in lines and points, and in irregu-

lar masses. When lavas refrigerate through the whole stratum, and thus rest on an ancient or pre-

vious formation, they form dams which divert the stream of lava from above, unless this obstruction

is broken up, tilted, or overflowed by fresh lava. Down the steep sides of the mountain such ob-

structions occur more rarely ; consequently the lava ceases to reach the surface either at the foun-

tain or down the sides of the mountain, but is confined to channels, mostly covered with fresh,

solidified lavas, where it finds a free and rapid passage to the plains below. Here the movement is

slow, the obstructions more numerous, and the force to overcome them less patent. This accounts

for the spreading laterally, the upliftings, and the ten thousand irregularities which diversify the

ever-changing surface of lava streams. I have seen a dome, some three hundred feet in diameter

at base, raised one hundred feet high and split from the summit in numerous radii, through which the

red and viscid fusion was seen ; and I have mounted to the top of such a dome in this state, thrust

my pole into the liquid fire and measured the thickness of its shell, which was from two to five feet.

Wherever vegetable matter is being consumed there is smoke ; when this is exhausted there is none.

Consequently I argue that there are no fissures extending to the central fires of the earth, except for

a few miles near the summit of the mountain.

3d. Again, and what is more reliable, I have surveyed the ground upon which lava-streams

have been approaching, for distances of five to twenty miles, and have seen the burning flood move
on, covering today the ground on which I traveled yesterday, and consuming the hut where I slept;

and the process is so familiar that it is difficult to see how I can be mistaken. I think that this stream

"A careful examination of the line of eruption resulted in the conviction that the fissure was originally very
small, not exceeding three or four feet, and did not extend below the point where the lava first reached the surface.

'"This has been the case for some eight months. At first the whole ridge of the mountain was lighted with
fusion on the surface ; afterwards no fire was seen except at the end of the stream near Hilo [Note by Mr. Coan].
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of lava is now flowing more than sixty miles longitudinally under its own refrigerated cover; but

I may be mistaken. No fire is seen anywhere except at the end of the stream. Here it still pushes

out and spreads and heaps with little abatement, while the great mountain furnace sends up large

and continuous volumes of smoke. '''

To this exceedingly full and minute account, I need onlj- add that I visited in

1865 the terminus of the stream, where it ceased to flow, and found the whole appear-

ance of the stream in strict accordance with Mr. Coan's account. The surface was

horribly rough and piled with slabs of hardened crust in vast ridges extending for

miles. I slept on the fresh lava and examined the structure minutel}', and found

nothing to distinguish this stream from other eruptions, except its broken condition,

arising from the wet soil over which it passed, which raised the surface into huge

blisters. Where the lava fell into the water it was shivered into coarse sand like the

deposit (known as "black sand") near Punchbowl in Honolulu, and as the water was

evaporated the pahoehoe covered the ground almost entirely and even penetrated its mass.

The angles down which the continuous stream of lava fell were as large as Mr. Coan

mentions, and the lava does not seem much more cellular here than on level ground.

At the lowest edge of the lava-flow, I found, on the more ancient rock, rounded

masses of red earth (ferruginous oxides) of the consistency of putt}', and as large as

a man's head. They were in considerable number, and seemed to have been pushed

along by the lava; their softness was owing to the rain, as when dried they became as

hard as dried potter's cla}'. The surface of the stream lava was covered with a minute

lichen on which great ntimbers of succineas were feeding.

After flowing fifteen months this important eruption ceased. Professor Dana

still thought the lava supply came from fissures along its track, but I cannot see any

reason for this opinion. Mr. Coan and those who have followed in his steps are con-

vinced of the contrary, and the opinion of an observer with such unequaled experience

is worthy of great consideration. Those who have never seen a lava-flow, cannot well

understand its action. I believe that Mr. Coan's briefest account conveys a better

idea of what such a flow is than the most elaborate theorizing of those who have never

seen one, or who see one for the first time.

In October, 1856, Mr. Coan reports Kilauea as declining in activity- since the

summit eruption began, there was but little sluggish lava in Halemaumau, but much

escaping vapor.''" In June, 1857, Kilauea was still quiet.'" The lava in Halemaumau

was a hundred feet below the brink and only five hundred feet across. In August, 1858,

this pool "boiled and sputtered lazily at the centre of a deep basin which occupied the

locality of the old dome. The action alternated between general refrigeration and a

"American Journal, xxiii, 4S5. '"Ibid, 438. "' Ibid, xxv, 136.
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breaking up of the whole surface with intense ebullition.'"" In 1862 the lava pool had

increased to six hundred feet in diameter. Within the central depression there was,

a quarter of a mile from the pool, a driblet cone of remarkable form with turrets which

Mr. Coan called the Cathedral, and which, two years after, I found a very convenient

object in ni}' survey of the crater, as it was visible from the entire outer rim. In October,

1863, Mr. Coan reported an awakening in Halemaumau and indeed all around the

crater.''' We must now look at Manna Loa. A letter from Prof. R. C. Haskell, of

Oahu College, gives the following account of the important eruption of 1859:'"*

Our party consisted of Prof. E.G. Beckwith, Prof.

W. D. Alexander and myself, with some students of

the college. The eruption broke out on the 23d of

January. No earthquake was felt in any part of the

island at the time, but dead fish were noticed on the

2ist and a few days afterwards, to the east of Molo-

kai, and between Molokai and Oahu. The fish gave

no evidence of disease, but seemed to have been par-

boiled. At Honolulu, two hundred miles from the

eruption, the atmosphere was exceedingly thick and

hazy. So much was this the case that it caused con-

.siderable excitement, before the news of the eruption

arrived.

Rev. Lorenzo Lyons, of Waimea, states that on

Sunday afternoon, January 23, smoke was seen

gathering on Mauna Loa. In the evening lava spout-

ed up violently near the top of the mountain on the

north side, and apparently flowed both towards Hilo

and towards the west side of the island. This con-

tinued but a few minutes, when at a point consider-

ably farther below the top, and farther we.st, another

jet spouted up. Accounts from Hilo say, that on the

night of the 23d, it was so light there that fine print could be read without difiiculty. After the 23d

the light was much less. At Lahaina, more than one hundred miles distant, the whole heavens

in the direction of the eruption were lighted up.

Our party started from Honolulu, February ist, and reached Kealakeakua on the 3d. Here we
learned that the stream from the eruption had reached the sea on the 31st of January, at Wainanalii,

about forty [sixty] miles from the place of eruption. This makes the average progress of the stream

above five [seven] miles per day. After procuring guides, natives, pack-oxen and mules, we started

for the source of the flow on the 5th. About noon we had a view of the source, distant from us,

probably, twenty-five miles in an air-line. The crater was about one hundred and fifty feet high,

and two hundred feet in diameter (as we afterwards estimated) . From within this crater liquid lava

was spouting up to the height of three or four hundred feet above the top. In shape and movement

it resembled a might}- fountain or jet of water, though more inconstant. At one moment it was un-

commonly high and quite narrow at the top, at the next not so high but very broad. At night, and

from a good position near, the view of the jet, according to Mr. Faudre}- (the only man who reached

the crater while the jet was spouting), was grand beyond all description.

"Anier. Jouni., xxvii, 411. Letter of Feb. 3, 1859. ''•'Ibid, xxxvii, 415. Letter of Oct. 6, 1S63.

'^Ibid, XXXV, 296. Letter of Nov. 13, 1862. [4S3l

Fig. 50. THE CATHEDRAL FROM WEST .\ND
NORTHWEST.
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Owing to an accident which befell one of our party, and the failure of water where it was sup-

posed to be abundant, we were delayed two days and induced to divide our party into two divisions.

One part returned to visit the flow at a point some twenty miles below, by another and easier route.

The party who went on, consisting of twelve white persons and thirty kanakas, reached the crater

Wednesday evening February 9th, and encamped about two miles from it. Here all fears about

water were at an end, for we found snow in abundance within half a mile of our camping ground.

In the evening the view was magnificent. The jet had ceased to play ; but two craters, about eighty

rods apart, were sending up gas and steam, with appearances of flame. This apparent flame, how-

ever, we afterwards ascertained, was only fine particles heated to redne.«s. The noise attending this

action was like that of an ascending rocket, very much increased of course, but quite irregular.

About half a mile below the lower of the two craters, the stream first made its appearance. For five

or six miles its course was well defined, and there were no side streams. From this point the main

stream divided more or less, and on the plain between the three mountains Hualalai, Kea and Loa,

the branches extended over a breadth

of three or four miles. Some of these

streams were very broad and sluggish

and partially cooled, some were nar-

row and running, as it seemed, at the

rate of two or three miles per hour,

burning the jungle and trees before

them, and vying with each other in

their work of destruction.

For the first few miles the stream

appeared to be a succession of cata-

racts and rapids. As it approached

the plain between the two mountains,

it gradually changed into a network

of streams, or a lake of fire, embracing numerous islands and sending out streams on all sides. The
color of the stream on its first appearance was a light red approaching to white : on the plain a deep

blood-red. From the plain towards Wainanalii the stream was narrow, varying from half a mile to a

mile in width, and showing only a dull reddish light The next morning we were able to make
some explorations abotit the craters. On the windward side we could ascend them and look in, though

the heat was so great that we could look for a moment onl)', before turning our faces awa}'. The
sulphurous gases also were so strong that we were obliged to close our mouths and noses as we ap-

proached to look in. The craters were both very irregular in shape not only on the outside but on

the inside. No liquid lava was seen in either at the time. In each there were two or three separate

holes where gases and .steam were issuing. The sides of these holes, and indeed the entire bottom

of the craters, were at a white heat. The lava-stream appeared to be running underneath these

craters, and the holes within seemed to be merely vents for the escape of gases. The craters were

formed of fragments of light scoriae and lava combined. The lower of the two (the one from which

the jet was thrown up for fifteen days) was now open on the lower side. This was not the case while

the jet was thrown up, according to Mr. Faudrey The upper crater was closed on all sides.

Above these two craters we visited a third not then in action, but still hot. This was .smaller

and open on the lower side, and broken down somewhat on the upper side. This was formed not so

much of scoriae as of old lava. Above this we could see others of the same kind The next morn-

ing we visited the point where the stream first made its appearance. Here we found the lava rushing

out of its subterranean passage, and dashing over cataradts and along rapids at such a rate that the

eye could scarcely follow it. The lava was at a white heat, and apparently as liquid as water. Only

a few feet from where the stream issued, small masses. of lava were thrown up from ten to fifty feet
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into the air which cooled in falling About three hours afterward we returned to the same
place, and found that the action had greatly increased. Gases were escaping at two other points

[Fig. 52, B and c] a few rods below the point first seen. Pieces of lava were thrown as high as one

hundred and fifty feet, and at the lowest of the three points [Fig. 52, .\] there was a fountain twenty-

five feet high. The bits of lava thrown up cooled as they fell, and had already formed craters ten

feet high around two of the points where gases were escaping

Prof. Haskell followed the stream down some distance, and was struck with the

great rapidity of its motion. The slope was considerable, and cascades and cataradls

followed each other. The width of the stream here was from twenty to one lumdred

feet. His description of the formation of aa (which he does not distingixish from

clinkers) is as follows:

The clinkers are always [generally] formed by deep streams, and generally by wide ones,

which flow sluggishly, become dammed up in front by the cooling of the lava, and in some instances

cooled over the top, forming, as it were a pond or lake. As the stream augments beneath, the barriers

in front and the crust on the surface are broken up, and the pieces are rolled forward and coated over

with melted lava which cools and adheres to them more or less. Then from the force of the melted

lava behind and nnileriieath, the stream rolls over and over itself. In this way a bank of clinkers

ten to forty feet high, resembling the embankment
of a railroad, is formed. Often at the end of the

stream no lifjuid lava can be seen, and the only evi-

dence of motion is the rolling of the jagged rocks

of all sizes, down the front of the embankment. '"^

In another letter Prof. Haskell writes

under date of June 22, 1S59:

I ha\e just returned from a second visit to the

scene of the lava-flood on Mauna Loa. There is

one fact which I observed that I desire to com-
FiG. 52. L.wA FOUNTAIN OF FKBRUARv lo, 1859. uiunicate to you. The real source of the flow is

about four miles above the two craters which in

February seemed to be the source. From this point down to the two craters, a crack in the moun-
tain can be traced nearly all the way. At first it is no more than two inches in width, but gradually

increases to two feet. At the present time heat can be perceived in the crack within a few feet of the

higest point. But little lava has issued from this crack above the two craters. During the first

quarter of a mile lava has oozed out in different places a few rods apart, to the amount of three or

four cubic feet. Below this point there is a stream, now cold of course, a few rods in width. In this

flow, therefore, there is no doubt that there is a continuous crack in the side of the mountain for four

miles. How much farther this crack extends down the mountain cannot be ascertained, now at

least, for the craters are still sending forth immense volumes of sulphurous vapors, and the stream

of lava is still flowing below them. This stream, however, is much smaller than it was in February,

and is entirely subterranean for the first twenty-five or thirty miles, except that there are a few holes

where the running lava can he seen. In some instances this stream is as much as forty feet below
the surface.

During this trip I went to the top of Mauna Loa. There is no perceptible action in the crater

of Mokuaweoweo. The source of the present flow is probably 1 1 ,000 feet above the level of the sea.''*'

^•' .\nn.Ticun Journal, xxviii, 66. "Ibid, 284. [45s]
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I will here insert some of the valuable observations of the careful observer of

Hawaiian volcanic action, Mr. Wni. Lowthian Green, given in his Vestiges of a Molten

Globe. Of the entrv of the stream of lava into the sea at Wainanalii, he saA's:

It ran over a low shelf about ten feet high, and extended perhaps 500 or 600 feet wide, and

fell into the sea where it was about twentj- or thirt\' feet deep. It came from under the crust in great

red-hot flattened spheroidal masses, having something the appearance of masses of moderately thick

porridge as it is poured from a saucepan. The spheroidal masses, however, being perhaps ten feet

to fifteen feet wide, and four to six feet deep. There was no steam, vapor or gas whatever to be seen

coming from this lava till it went under water. Indeed the first contact with the red-hot spheroids

did not seem to produce a particle of steam, and it was only when each had gone under water and

become partially cooled off, that a puff of steam rose above the surface. The molten lava from this

1859 opening 10,000 feet up on Mauna Loa, for several months quietly ran fcvv without any visible

steam, noise, earthquakes or commotion of any kind.— (Part II, p. 163,)

Again the explosions so common during the flow of lava from the Hawaiian

mountains, he correctly explains as follows

:

In 1859, on the evening of the day just referred to, I started with two guides—goat hunters—to

visit the orifice of eruption of the lava we had been observing spreading itself over the plateau between

the mountains Loa, Kea and Hualalai. We camped about nine o'clock on the flat between these

mountains close to a portion of the lava stream which was spreading itself plentifully over the ground,

and all night long we heard loud explosions like the reports of heavy cannon. At the time I did not

know the cause of them, but on my return I happened to lie close to an explosion under a stream of

lava, and which was evidently caused by the white-hot molten lava flowing over a hollow in one of

the innumerable old lava streams. It is to be observed that in this part of the mountain there is no

water. All the apertures of some underground cavern having been sealed up by the molten lava, it

is onl}' a question of time how soon an explosion of confined, highly heated air will occur. The molten

lava ma}' sometimes run into these caverns and so assist both the heat and compression ( Ic., p. 270).

We have not yet exhausted all that Mr. Green can tell us of this flow, which

will help our understanding of all others on this island. He continues (p. 274):

When we pitched our tent on our way to the 1859 crater, in the neighborhood of the loud

explosions already referred to, it being then quite dark, we had a fine view of the pillar of fire at the

crater on the side of the mountain fifteen miles above us, and which all day had shown as a pillar of cloud

or smoke. This at night became illuminated by the glare of the white-hot lake of lava in the crater.

We were on our way to it early next morning, and although we did not rest more than an hour dur-

ing the day, it was dark again when we arrived alongside the great pillar of fire which rose ten

thousand feet at least above our heads. We had for .some time been crunching our way over the

glass-foam which had evidently proceeded from the great lava fountain which had now ceased spout-

ing ; and close to the crater a steep escarpment appeared, up which we climbed, and when nearly

abreast of the centre of the crater, and a little below the level of the edge, we pitched our tent and laid

our blankets in a hole in a lava-bespattered crag which was partially filled with the same glass-foam.

This lava-fountain seemed—as I found in the ca,se of the 1868 outbreak afterwards—to have broken

out at the intersection of two fissures, one leading to the top of the mountain and the other more or less

at right angles to it. After our evening meal, I climbed over the rough lava a short distance to get

a good view of the scene. It was unique. From the whole interior of the crater rose the great

illuminated column of smoke, apparently about five hundred feet wide. The sight was grand and
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fascinating. Perhaps the circumstance which impressed me most was the dead silence which reigned

.

The noisy explosions of the night before had been left far behind. There was no wind, and the now
illuminated smoke rose as it had done the day before in a well-defined perpendicular column, but

spreading out on all sides at a great height in the atmosphere. I gazed at it long and steadily.

I had toiled all day to get to this spot and to learn something, perchance, about volcanic action, but

here at the crater, the only idea which I seemed capable of realizing, was my own utter insignificance

amongst this waste of fire, smoke and lava, and as I turned from the view a moment to look back at

the little white tent, tinged with a lurid red, perched amongst a chaos of black slags, I felt as an

astronomer might, who, looking through his telescope at the surface of the moon should suddenly

discover a habitation ; the difference being that here I seemed to be in the moon, or at least in a spot

which was equally unearthly and unsuited for human exi.stence. The exertion of the last two days

made my bed of pumice welcome, and after retiring I slept till daylight, not a single sound having

disturbed us. On looking out in the morning, the great, steadily rising pillar of cloud beside us

was reassuring. The colour of the smoke, by daylight, seemed to be about the same as that of a

steamer burning Welsh or semibituminous coal after she first fires up. It rose gently, curling in

great wreaths and folds, just as it might from the funnel of a huge steamer. I made an attempt to

climb the edge of the crater and look in, but after .scraml)ling for some time out of one sulphury crack

into another, a thick fog crept up the mountain side and enveloped me, so that I could see nothing

in any direction, and was glad, when on retreating, I found myself within hail of my guides, although

I could neither see them nor the tent. In the course of an hour or two the fog cleared up, and we
started down the mountain, our provisions and water being only sufficient for half a daj- longer.

In descending I kept as near as possible to the lava stream which was running from the lower part

of the crater, in the usual covered passage formed by its own cooled crust. At the lower side of the

crater, just where the slope became moderate, we observed some vitrified breakers. The molten

glass-foam had run over the lip of the crater in great waves and now stood on the gentle slope below,

like petrified combers on the sea shore. The likeness was the more remarkable because the break

of the waves was up the slope, and the falling crests were in the opposite direction, mechanicall}-

speaking, to those of the ocean waves In some places the wave seemed to have bent, fallen and

tlout)led upon itself, and the vesicular glass had solidified in great folds of a delicate green .shade,

looking like the folds of satin as they are sometimes displayed in a shop window.'''' The material of

the waves seemed to be identical in composition and colour, with the usual Hawaiian pumice or

glass-foam [limu], and the semi-transparent glaze covered the whole outer surface.

We got belated, and were compelled to go supperless to rest on the ropy pahoehoe, which,

with nothing but a blanket to interpose, was not so comfortable to lie upon as the pumice at the

crater. It was, however better than aa, and rising early next morning, we arrived at the camping
ground ju.st in time to hail the native, who was leaving with our horses, and who had been instructed

to wait for us: the rest of the party having left for Kailua the day before. We could hardly have

blamed him for leaving us to get to the coast as best we could. He had concluded that we were

make (dead). Few Hawaiians could have been found to remain a night alone amidst the fires and

thunders of their offended goddess Pele.

The immense columns of smoke which so constantlj' rise from the orifice!) of eruption on

Hawaii, may often be largely composed of the vapor of water. When the lava breaks away, great

red-hot chasms mu.st often be left, and percolating surface water may well find its way into them and

escape at the only opening, that is where the lava escapes. At the time of my visit to the 1859 crater,

the top of the mountain was covered with snow, which would be one source of percolating water. . .

.

One important ingredient in most Hawaiian volcanic smoke so-called, is the excessively light,

"This identical formation appeared also in the eruption of i88u-Si according to a painting by Mr. Furneaux
now before me. It is shown, although not so clearly as I could wish, in the right foreground.
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glassy threads, films and vesicles, which the heated air first forms, and then raises to a great height

in the atmosphere The next time I visited this river of molten stone was some months after-

wards at the sea-shore at Wainanalii, where it had never ceased running into the sea. It finally

ceased in July.

In 1864, Mr. Horace Mann and the atithor approached Kilatiea from the .south-

west on the Kau trail. For ten miles we had seen the cloud of smoke over the crater,

and for more tlian half that distance we had traversed beds of pahoehoe, and large

tracts of sand deep and difficult for our horses. No aa and but little scoriae were visible

KIG. 53. NORTH END OF Klr.AUF.A FROM WEST BANK. A, SITE OF HOTEL. B, BOTTOM OF DESCENT.

C, KII,AUE.\ IKI WITH A SHOWER OF RAIN.

from the path. The eruption of 1789, is said to have thrown out the sand, but the winds

have entirely changed its original location. It is dark, fine and uniform, and it now

lies covering the pahoehoe in places to the depth of several 3'ards. Soon after one o'clock

we came itpon the brink of the crater near Uwekahuna, the highest part of

1864 the bounding wall, and from here in the afternoon is a favorable view of

Kilatiea, perhaps the best. From below us steam and sulphurous vapors rose

in a sluggish column, but we saw no fire and heard no noises. The great sunken

plain before us, covering four or five square miles, looked bright in the clear sunlight,

and even the walls on which we stood were of a light gray color. The whole circuit

of the walls on the west and north sides is much cracked and interrupted. We rode along
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over several cracks, one of which, a little more than a yard wide, had opened about a

year since, accompanied h\ an explosion heard distindlly at a distance of twenty- miles.

Some of the cracks were parallel with the edge of the abj-ss, others were at right

angles to these, and in one place the small cracks were so numerous as to resemble a

geometric spider's web.

Passing over the high cliffs on the northwest, the road leads down by a steep

descent of fifty feet to a plain a mile long, and three-quarters of a mile wide, gravelly,

and covered sparsel}- with a growth of dwarf ohia and ohelos, and dotted with small

FIG. 54. THE NORTHERN SULPHUR BANK IN 1889.

oval or circular fumaroles, from which steam was issuing silently and abimdantly.

The steam had no odor, and ferns and other plants grew luxiiriantly over the open-

ings. Around these steam holes the muddy and tenacious red soil retained pools of

excellent water condensed from the steam. There was no trace of sulphur or acid in

it that could be dete6led by the taste or by the more delicate test papers. The rock

through which these steam holes passed was completel}' decomposed from a hard gray

clinkstone to a red loamy earth, soft and worn smooth by the ascending vapors. It was

quite evident that these fumaroles were not originally formed \>y the vapor, but were

simply cracks through which the steam escaped, and the circular shape resulted from

the falling in of the surface gravel and soil. The steam was quite hot, and we saw

the remains of several cattle who had gone too near in search of water,
Memoirs B, P. B. Museum. Vol. II. No. 4.-6. [459j
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On the northern edge of this plain are extensive snlphiir beds, that is to say,

thev cover a large space although containing but little sulphur, under a perpendicular

ledge of clinkstone nearlv a hundred feet high. Thej- are simply great piles of decom-

posed lava through which steam and sulphurous vapors constantly escape through a

thousand apertures, depositing beneath the cool crust the most beautiful, almost

acicular crystals of sulphur.''^ The soil formed by the decomposition of the rock by

sulphurous vapors is quite unlike that resulting from the action of steam alone; it is

n
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FIG. 55. Fl-.MAROLE IN SIDE W\hh WITH .SULPHUR CRYSTALS, 1S89.

light gray or yellow, and does not form a plastic mud as readily as the latter, which

is red and smooth to the tcnich. In some places the sulphates of oxides of copper,

iron, sulphates of soda, lime and alumina were forming within minute fissures, and

the silica thus set free was gradually consolidating the earth into a iirm crust when-

ever the supply of steam ceased, and we could often raise large slabs of this curious

conglomerate. Metamorphism was progressing rapidly under the combined iniluence

of heat and moisture. Twigs and leaves were fast passing into the condition of fossils

in this hardening earth. All the sulphur found here is deposited from the vapor,

seems to be tolerably pure and is of a light yellow color indicating the absence of

'Wlthouffh the two illustrations of the sulphur bank were taken by the author twenty-five years after this visit,

there is little change in the first and none in the second so far as the deposit of crystals is concerned. In 1.S64 the

sulphur proved too strong for the wet plate process then used.
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selenium. At first it seemed that this plain had sunk, but farther examination con-

vinced me that this was once the floor of the ancient crater,—a black ledge.

As soon as our men came up with the blankets, we engaged guides and went

down into the crater. The descent was steep and winding, and we passed over several

terraces which were the result of a sinking or falling in as their strata were inclined

and much broken, and came under the grand wall of compact lava figured in the

Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition.'"' A descent of some four hun-

FIG. 56. KILAUEA IN 1S64. PERRY.

dred feet brought us to the bottom, and we stepped from a gravell_y, shelving bank on

to a black lava which had broken out last year under the north bank, and overflowed

this end of the crater. Where it touched the gravel bank it had glued to its ;inder

surface the small fragments of stone, but had not altered their appearance, and all

along the edge it was cracked, and laid up on the bank as if, on cooling, the lava had

fallen about a foot. The surface was covered with a thin, scaly, vitreous crust, which

crumbled beneath the tread, sounding like snow on a cold morning, and thus a verj-

distinct path was made t» the Halemaiimau, the enduring house of Pele. The lava

beneath this crust, however, Avas so hard as to strike otrt abundant sparks as the steel

''Named "Waldron's Ledge" for the purser of the expedition. Vol. iv, p. 171.
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nails in niv shoes scraped npon it. When liard it was often iridescent, like some

anthracite coal, and so closely resembling this mineral that the difference wonld hardly

be detecfled on a cursory examination. The fresh lava closely resembled that from

Manna Loa in the flow of 1859. Three-quarters of a mile over this uneven lava, and

we came to a wall of fragments of everj- size of compact light-colored lava, verv solid

and h e a V \' and

containing man}-

small grains of

olivine quite differ-

ent in appearance

as well as size

from that in the

lava of 1840; and

this wall, which is

roughly concen-

tric with the outer

wall of Kilauea, is

said by the natives

to rise and fall and

sometimes disap-

pear. The stones

so closely matched

the outer walls,

that I had no doubt

that they had

fallen from these

walls, loosened by

some of the many

slight earthquakes

and floated out to its present position. An unpracflised eye could see no marks of fire

on the rough granite-like masses. All over the floor caves, cracks and ridges make

the surface very uneven, and after walking two miles we came to several large cracks

of great depth, but not more than a yard wide, and then a wall enclosing an amphi-

theatre down which we climbed on the loose slabs of lava.

The whole bottom of the crater is above what Prof. Dana describes as the Black

Ledge, and although no fire is visible over the northern and eastern portions, steam

constantly rises from many cracks, and the caves are often uncomfortably warm.
[462]
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When we were near Halemanman, we came to a cone formed of spattered lava and

cemented scoriae, some twenty-five feet high, with a bright light at its apex. This was

the first fire we had seen, but we passed by, eager to reach the great 'ake. This we

reached after ascending a gradual incline. It was eight hundred feet in diameter, and

the lava was fifty feet below the cliff on which we stood, covered with a dark crust which

was broken around the

edges, and there the

blood-red lava was visi-

ble, surging against its

walls with a dull, sullen

sound. The smoke was

blown away by the wind

so that we were able to

stand on the very verge

of the pit ; but the heat

was so great that we

were compelled to hold

our hands before our

faces.

The wall on which

we stood, and where we

intended to sleep, was

thickly covered on the

side towards the pit,

with waving, woolly

Pele's hair, which we

saw forming continu-

ally. The drops of lava

thrown up drew after

them the glass thread, or sometimes two drops spin out a thread a yard long between

them, and the hair thus formed either clings to the rough sides or is blown over the

edge, where it catches on any projedling point. The drops are always black, or a very

dark green on the surface, but light green within, porous and quite brittle, and the

thread is transparent, and when first formed, of a yellow or greenish color. Occasionally

a crack would open across the lake, and violent ebullition commence at various points

along its surface. There were two .small islands in the lake which the lava seemed

seeking to destroy. The current would often set in toward the banks, and it appeared
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as if the whole lake was about to be drawn in as cake after cake broke off from the

surface and disappeared. But it would soon cease, and then run toward another point

of the wall, and I could not see that it was oftener on one side than another. As a

crack opened, the red lava rose above the crack, running on the surface, and as the

crack grew wider, cooling rapidh*, and being drawn out niucli like molasses candy.

While white-hot, the lava was liquid as water, but it rapidly assumed the viscid con-

dition, and then the solid. I threw a stick of dry wood on the surface the instant it

became fixed after a violent bubbling, and it was ten minutes before any smoke was

made, and it was only when a crack opened under it that it was consumed. The motion

was always from the centre, except when the lava was thrown back in spraj- from the

caverns which extended under much of the wall.

We laid down in our blankets on the eastern edge where the wall was highest,

and the wind drove away the smoke, and soon fell asleep. About nine o'clock I got

up and moved to the very edge of the pit to view the molten mass to better advantage,

and warm myself, as the wind from Mauna Loa towering ten thousand feet above us

was quite cold. The moon was up and almost full, but her orb was pale beside the

fires of Pele. Finding the place quite comfortable, I lay down and went to sleep.

At twelve I awoke with a start, and found mj'self in the midst of a shower of fiery

drops, some of which were burning mj- blankets. I shook mj'self and jumped back,

looking at vay watch to note the time, for I thought a great eruption at hand, and then

stood gazing at the strange scene for some time before I thought of calling my com-

panions. The whole surface had risen several feet and was boiling violently and

dashing against the sides, throwing the red-hot spray high over the banks and causing

the providential rain of fire which awoke me to see this grand display. There was no

noise except the dash and the sullen roar. When I could think of anything else,

I called the others, who were asleep several rods from the edge, but onlj' succeeded in

awakening the guides, and just then a drop came plump on to a greas}- paper in which

we had brought our supper, and it blazed up so suddenly that one of the kanakas

thought that a new jet was opening at our feet, and ran off to some distance. Failing

to arouse my companions by calling, I threw a handful of small stones at them but

without effect, and I had to climb down and shake them roughly. When they had got

to the edge the action had greatly diminished, and in a few minutes more the dark

crust again covered the central portion, and we all went to sleep.

I was glad to see such distinct flames, as it liad been denied that they exist in

Kilauea. The}' burst from the surface, and were in tongues or wide sheets a foot long

and of a bluish-green color, quite distinct from the lava even when white-hot ; they
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played over the whole surface at intervals, and I thought they were more frequent

after one of the periodical risings of the surface in the pit.

In the morning we found it verj' misty, and the mist soon tiirned to rain, but

we went to the cone we had seen the evening before, and climbing its sides looked into

its red-hot mouth. It was nearly full of melted lava, but although we tossed in scoriae

we could not excite it. Another cone with several pinnacles called the "cathedral" we

did not visit, as no fire was visible, although smoke poured from it copiousl}'. The

rain caused steam to rise from the cracks over the whole surface of the crater, and we

got quite wet, and our views were wholly cut off. At half-past seven we were in the

saddle on the way to Hilo, which was only twenty-nine miles distant, but the road was

so rock^- in some places and so muddy in others that we were obliged to walk our

horses all the way, and it was twelve hours before we dismounted at the house of

the excellent missionary who has done more than all others to record the volcanic

phenomena which have taken place on Hawaii during his long and useful pastorate.

August 2, 1865, I again visited Kilauea to make arrangements for a survey.

The appearance was much the same as last year, although the bottom had evidently

risen, and several new cracks had opened, while others had closed. The banks of

Halemaumau had changed considerablj^ ; the platform on which I had slept before

was gone, and the diameter was now at least a thousand feet. The islands had dis-

appeared, and the lava was not more than thirty feet below the top of the bank. We
went down in the crater in the evening, and fell asleep with the usual resolve to wake

up now and then to enjo^- the fireworks; but we were so wearj' with the tiresome ride

from Hilo, that we slept till after midnight, when a puff of sulphurous vapor from a

crack under our heads, waked us up choking, and we beat a hast}- retreat. In a few

minutes, however, the gas ceased to blow, and after enjoying the changing fire of the

pool for half an hour, we slept until five in the morning, when our guide advised us

to return, as we were to breakfast on the upper bank some three miles distant. We
went round by a new pool which had opened during the winter on the northern side

near the bank. It was small, hardly two hundred feet long and fifty wide, but the

melted lava was not more than a foot below the bank, so that we could work it with our

sticks. It was blood-colored and very viscid, and exhibited the same motions as the

larger pool,—the currents to the sides, and the cracking and bubbling, but on a much

smaller scale. Fire was visible at night at various points between this and Halemaumau.

The next night I slept on the upper bank, in the grass house, while several of

our party spent the night in the crater. They could not approach the place where we

had slept the night before, owing to the change of wind, and during the night the whole
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shelf fell in with a loud uoise. This formed a small island which was soon broken and

melted by the boiling lava.

August 22, I returned to Kilauea from Hilo, having since my last visit explored

the district of Puna and the pit craters on the course of the flow of 1840. I brought

with me surveying instruments and photograph apparatus (wet-plate most unsuitable

FIG. 60. KIL.\UF..\ IKI.

to the vicinity of sulphur fumes), and after spending a da}' in selecting stations and

drilling my kanakas in chaining, commenced the survey from the grass house on the

northern bank. Going eastward the ground was covered with bushes and full of

steam cracks which made chaining very difficult. Waldron's Ledge looks like a con-

tinuation of the wall behind the northern sulphur bank, and on meeting the crater

edge it turns eastward toward the large lateral crater Kilauea iki, enclosing this with

a circular wall four thousand feet in diameter, and deeper than the main crater at

present. Descending the steep precipice we came upon the western edge of the gravelly
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isthmus which separates the two craters. In the midst of this issued the lava stream

of 1832 which ran down into both. Its appearance is still fresh, and where it descended

into Kilauea over a precipice of 60" and more than two hundred feet high, it has formed

a fine las'a-fall perfectly continuous, although for a short distance it is nearly perpen-

dicular. It is hollow and of small volume.-" The ascent from this isthmus is not so

steep on the southern side, and above,

the soil is gravelly' and barren, support-

ing but few plants. The wall of Kilauea

is much cracked and broken on this side

and is also much lower. The second lat-

eral crater, Keanakakoi on the .southeast

is much smaller than Kilauea iki. Its

walls are quite perpendicular on the side

towards Kilauea, and the depth is greater

than that of the main crater. Tlie bottom

is gravelly, level, except where a small

mound rises near the northern side.

Near the edge of Kilauea was a ledge of

sandstone much split into vertical par-

allel plates and evidently formed by the

cementation of the volcanic sand common

on tlie banks of this side. There were

many curious circular depressions in the

hard gravelly soil, about three feet in

diameter, and from six to eight inches

deep, which I did not at first understand.

I .soon found that they were over cracks

in the subjacent rock, and the sand, which

is quite loose a foot below the surface,

had settled into these small fissures, causing the depression in the sandstone above,

which is almost as flexible as Itacolumite. There were evidences of severe showers

over this plain, as the torrent channels were numerous and deep, and always emptied

into the crater. The traces of the ancient adz-making, which gave Keanakakoi (the
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workshop of the adzes ) its name, were abundant, but the fragments of the adzes usually

abundant in such quarries were not noticed.'"

At the edge of Keanakakoi, as it was late in the afternoon, my natives built a

stone house to shelter the instruments, and we decided to cross Kilauea as the nearest

way home. We climbed down a steep gravel bank apparentl}' formed b}- the action

of sulphurous vapors on the rock of the w'alls, crossed a small sulphur bank from

which steam was issuing, and continued our way over the portion of Kilauea which

FIG. 62. KKAXAKAKOI IX 1S.S9.

was overflowed the year before. It was very disagreeable walking, as the crust was

quite thin and brittle, and we constantly broke through, only a few inches perhaps,

but there was a constant feeling of insecurity, for we could not know but that the

breaking crust covered a deeper crack in the harder lava beneath. Half wa}' across

we found a cone three or four feet high covered with spatters of lava of various colors:

Crossing the crater again the next morning in the rain it was difficult to find our way

owing to the steam, but we at length reached the bank. It was two o'clock before the

mist cleared away enough to permit the use of the theodolite. The large sulphur bank

near this end of Kilauea was of a bright green color owing to a large proportion of

"' Every trace of stone-working has been hidden by a subsequent flow of lava which has for more than twenty-
five years covered the bottom of this crater. [469]
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sulphate of protoxide of irou which seemed to be constantly forming/" Much of the

sulphur is in large amorphous masses as if melted.

The ground on this side of the crater is smooth, free from stones, and so terraced

and sloped that it is difficult to define the boundaries of the great pit. As no rock is

visible it is impossible to determine the direction of the disturbing forces, but the pres-

ent condition of the bank seems to indicate a falling in of the walls in several places,

probably over one or more of the subterranean streams of lava that have deluged Puna. •

The side of the mountain is weaker here than elsewhere, and most of the subterranean

eruptions have forced their way through it, forming several lines of cracks and craters

extending to the sea. One of Wilkes' signal posts was found rotted off at the base,

but otherwise sound.

On the southwest side the smoke fi-om Halcniaumau was very suffocating, and

I was obliged to pass through it with a wetted handkerchief to my face; so little aque-

ous vapor was in the smoke that the cloth dried with great rapidity. The ground was

covered with Pele's hair, which colledled on the leeward side of the ridges and stones,

and also extensive beds of the Hawaiian pumice or limu. This liniu is identical with

that seen on ]\Iauna Loa, and is the froth of the burning lake. As the steel chain was

drawn through it the links were completely polished. The deposit was so loose and

friable that in one place I sank up to my waist in it. vStones and fragments of scoria

were lying about apparently loose, but we found it almost impossible to break them

off, so firmly were they cemented to the gravel rock below. The action of the sulphur-

ous vapor seems to speedily dissolve the Pele's hair, and this with the silica in the rock

itself makes a solid cement. There is an easy descent into the crater at the southwest

end, and beyond this the nearly perpendicular rock wall rises rapidly to the highest

point at Uwekahuna.

I reached the highest point on the Kau trail about dark, and sent home the

instruments, while I followed slowly along the bank, watching the fires which were

gleaming brightly seven hundred feet below. The small new pool close beneath the

bank was exceedingly beautiful, as it emitted but little smoke, and constantly cracked

and broke up its crust, forming an everchanging network of fire. A line of fire was

burning all the way from this to Halemaumau, but the level of the new pool is more

than fiftv feet below the old.

Saturday it was rainy and impossible to obtain sights with the instruments, so

I went into Kilauea to explore the caves. Halemaumau was not in a very lively con-

dition, and passing beyond that, I went into a cave of considerable extent, where the

A

'-
.K few years after this ! 1S67 1, a flo-sv from Ilaleniauniau reached this loiiij bank and set it afire ;

tile coinbnslion

was slow but complete, and the "ravellv residue is covered on the sides with coarse ferns.
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carious silicious tubes had formed on the rock roof, and obtained many of these fragile

specimens, some of which were coated witli beautiful white crystals. This cave was

more than fifty feet below the level of the lava in the main jjool, and the walls did not

seem very secure. A smill lava stream had recently poured into the mouth of the

cave, but there were no vap:)rs, nor anv uncomfortable heat. Taking- advantage of a

change of wind, I passed around Halenixumau, and ascended a cone with two peaks

formed by lava spatters, but completely' closed on the top, as nearly all the others in

the crater were, and found steam hissing from many apertures. On breaking off the

crust fine crystals of various salts were found thickly coating the inner surface, and

in one place we found much potassa nitrate. I went from cave to cave, from cone to

cone, collecting many kinds of lava and some salts, and finished bv a bath in a steam

cave, where the steam issued from the floor at an agreeable temperature, and condensed

on the roof falling in rain. The water was quite sweet, and no smell of sulphur was

noticeable in the cave. On the roof the little tube staladlites were constantlv formino-

by the solution of the silica in the rock above, and I broke off the twisted, brittle tubes

sometimes a foot long. On the floof the drops had made stalagmites of various forms

(see Plates XLVIII and XLIX).'' This steam bath was mo.st delightful after the

smoking I had just experienced in a cave where the end was red-hot, and into which

m_v natives did not dare to follow me.

Sunday was the first bright day I had had, and the pulu'^ pickers from the

region came to my hut after the morning service, and told me the names of the various

parts of the crater, and legends of various eruptions. '' Monday was rainy, but I com-

pleted ni}' measurements, and in the evening made a series of observations to determine

the declination of the magnetic needle. The elecflric currents in the lava and the large

amount of iron in the rock, made strange work with the compass: I have seen the

needle turn suddenly through an arc of forty degrees. The remainder of the week

was too stormy to take photographs, and I was relu6lantlv obliged to send back niv-

instruments and return to Hilo.

''These stalactitic formations have been fuUy described and figured in the section on the lava forms. No one
can well understand the formation unless able to watch the process as I have repeatedl}' done at this visit, checking
my results at subsequent visits to the.se and other caves, and I am not surprised that Dana, who never saw them
in situ, should question the accuracy of my observation, .\fter many }'ears I do not care to alter my original descrip-

tion, which I believe true, and have quoted in full in the section referred to.

"•Pulu is the silky covering of the opening fronds of several species of tree ferns, and was formerh- exported
in large quantities to California for bedding, etc. The material proved undesirable in a dry climate, the export
ceased, and the present generation knows nothing of this interesting business.

'' It was here that I got the name Poli o Keawe (bosom of Kcawe, or place of torment of Keawe ), which I gave to

the larger lateral crater on my map of this survey instead of the name given by Ellis, which I now resume. The name
of Poli o Keawe was certainly applied to some place in the immediate vicinity of Kilauea, but I have not been able
to identify it. It may be added that the natives have generally lost the accuracy of local knowledge possessed by
their fathers, and when they do not know the name of any place will not own to their ignorance, but often give any
name that occurs to them. [47 1
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Pit Craters in Puna a Part of the Kilauea System.—A region that has

been the chosen path so often for the escape of the Kilanean lava, wonld natiirall}-

excite the strong interest of a geologist, but until within a few j-ears the whole district

was an almost impenetrable wilderness. The Rev. Titus Coan was the first who dis-

covered the craters on the line of the eruption of 1840. Dr. Charles Pickering extended

his explorations to a greater distance and mapped some of the larger craters, work after

adopted as official on the chart of this region published with the Wilkes report.''* In the

earlj' sixties the business of picking and packing pulu had become so important that

trails cut by the many natives thus employed, opened the crater country far more than

ever before, and at this time I was fortunate enough to go through the fern forests with

Father Coan, and although I liave been several times through the strange path of

Pele, cutting it here and there, I was more impressed with this first visit and will

transcribe from mv note book what I saw.

Here and there on the way from the coast at Panau we passed lava streams.

Ohia trees were growing on these, thin and tall, suggestive of alpine regions; indeed

I have seen similar forests on the Swiss mountains, and there was a peculiar grace,

which, while pleasing the eye yet conveyed the idea of a struggle for existence amid

the storms which sweep the rocky slopes of ]\Iauna Loa. At the height of eighteen

hundred feet we entered the fern forest. The fruit of the poha {Pliysalis) and ohelo

( ]'aLci)iiitiii) was abundant, and sandal-wood was occasionally met with at an elevation

of two thousand feet. As we came to the fern region, we turned into a path cut through

the jungle, and, as the soil was a soft black mould, it had been paved with the stems

of the tree-ferns about six inches in diameter. This "corduroy" road was constructed

with great labor by the natives, and we calculated that forty thousand pieces of fern

were used to build it. The ferns are cut in lengths of six feet, and many of them sprout

and make a green edging to the roadway. Nearly two miles along this tropical and

attrac^live road, and we came to a tract of pahoehoe where was the pulu station to which

the roads had been cut. This was the residence of a remarkable Hawaiian who had

leased the whole district for the pulu business,—Kaina, the district judge. His house

was directly on the line of craters, and only a few rods from steam cracks where his

men cooked their food. It was well built, and surrounded with a substantial stone wall.

The interior was furnislied with bedsteads, rocking-chairs, and other conveniences;

and our supper table was supplied with fresh wheaten bread, milk, butter, eggs and

delicious ohelo berries.

West of the house was a large open field where the silky, golden fibre of the

pulu is dried before packing, and beyond in the woods, I found curious tubes of lava

"See outline of this chart on page 51. The names given by Wilkes are not those at present used and have

been omitted.
'
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on an ancient flow, one of which was seven feet high, eighteen inches external diame-

ter, and with a bore of eight inches. It was brittle, and on breaking it off, I found the

hole was six feet deej?, making its whole length thirteen feet. Others of the same

height were near b}-, and their sides were always thicker towards the sonrce of the flow,

Externally they are rough like aa, but the top was smooth and sometimes proje6led

like an umbrella. Wliere several were in close proximity a slab of lava was supported

Fig. 64. CRATER MAK,\OPUHI IN PUNA.

like a roof on columns (see Fig. 43). The lining of the tube was smootli and much

more compact and vitreous than the exterior. The trees which served as cores, if not

burned have entirely decaj-ed, and were mostly tree ferns, although I think that I

detected some ohias. I followed the stream down some distance to learn the cause of

its subsidence, which must have been rapid, and found that a fissure had opened and

swallowed most of the lava. Judging from the great size of the trees growing over its

surface, the flow must be quite ancient. The surface of the casts gave fresh indication

of the process by which aa is formed and seems to prove that the more refra(5lory par-

ticles of the lava cool at an appreciable time before the general molten mass ceases to

be liquid, much as the less soluble salts in a saline solution cr3-stallize first on cooling;
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here the first cooling part is not fully cr3^stalline, and if the mother liquor is withdrawn

the rough already solidified part remains as aa.

Tuesday I went with my boy loane to explore the woods. As I followed a path

made by the pulu pickers through the dense forest, I came upon a large hole on the

edge of the path which proved to be the entrance to a cave of great depth. The path

had been turned aside to avoid it, and in the dark it would be very dangerous. Such

holes are common in this part of Puna, and natives occasional!}^ disappear mysteri-

ousl}^ Brushing through the bushes I came to a precipice forming the edge of a crater

nearly three-quarters of a mile in diameter and seven hundred feet deep. The sides

were quite perpendicular, and in most places impassable. The bottom was level and

gravell}', with a thin growth of ohia, and at the western end, directly under the wall,

was a much deeper pit, indeed the deepest I had seen on Hawaii. Beyond this was a

cone of some size, near which the eruption of 1840 reached the surface, first passing

under the cone (see Fig. 64). Half a mile be3^ond this is another pit crater, smaller,

and covered on the bottom with black lava. Following the line down in a southeast-

erly direction, I came to the steam cracks, which extend for several hundred feet, and

since tradition existed have furnished the natives of the neighborhood with the means

of cooking. The pahoehoe has been decomposed into a soft red muddy soil, covered

with a hard crust, which may be raised in slabs. Under these are most beautiful

crystals of sulphur in clusters, but too fragile to be removed.

Beyond these cracks was a much larger crater, elliptical, with a major axis a

mile long and a depth of nearly five hundred feet. The perpendicular walls presented

basaltic columns in various places, and at the west end were rent asunder affording an

easy descent to the bottom, which was gravelly, level, and free from cracks or holes.

The walls of all the craters that I visited were compact graj' clinkstone in deep strata

like the walls of Kilauea, and no recent lava was visible. Several dykes were seen at

right angles to a line from Kilauea to Kapoho.'' The line of these cones and craters

may be seen on the map, but the principal group at Kapoho, near the coast, deserves

more notice. These cones and craters seem to extend in several nearly parallel lines

toward the mountain. One very interesting group much broken down, and apparently

among the oldest, contains in its midst the beautiful Green Lake (Fig. 66). This

occiipies a deep crater but the water is of constant level, with no outlet and no apparent

''These craters are now (1909) easily accessible by a good trail from the Volcano House. Many of these pit

craters have the -walls more or less covered with ferns, and one had the name Halema'uma'u ( House of fern). From
this perhaps arose the pedantic mistake of calling the Halemaumau (House that endures) of Kilauea by this other

very inappropriate name. Pele had her Halemaumau, always there, however the form might change, and on her ac-

customed path to the sea she had her temporary lodging, a mere fern-covered house (Halema'uma'u)- Father Coan,

whose critical knowledge of the Hawaiian language was certainly as great as that of any one now living, recognized

only Halemaumau in Kilauea, but more than one Halema'uma'u in Puna.
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supply except from the rainfall on the sloping sides of the crater; it is about twent}' feet

deep, and although viewed from above the water looks very green, it is quite sweet and

colorless in a glass. The natives assured me that its waters become j'ellow and then black

during an eruption of Kilauea, a statement I much doubt. An adjoining crater contains

many coconut trees: the walls between the craters of this group are thin as some of

those in Hualalai, and like those pit craters are walled with stony lava and not tufa.

Half a mile from this group is a cone about two hundred and fifty feet high,

and crowned with an ancient heiau or temple, and a clump of coconut trees. This

cone is largeh' composed of lava, and is doubtless of great age as the soil is several

Fig. 65. VIEW OF THE PUNA CRATERS FROM THE XORTH.

feet deep upon it in some places. At its base is a large cleft in the rock some three

hundred feet long and sixty wide, in which is a remarkably clear pool of warm water,

twenty or thirty feet deep and of a temperature at the time of my first visit of 90°.

Thirt3^-four years after I found it five degrees above the air temperature. At a later

visit to test more accurately I found the pool occupied by a gang of Japanese field

hands. The water is not mineral to the taste, but the dark-colored bodies of natives

swimming in it seem almost wax-colored, and a white man in the pool resembles marble.

The sound of water trickling down within the cliff is distinctly audible after a rain.

Three-quarters of a mile from this is a deep narrow cavern into which one may climb

guided by the natives with their bambu torches. There is a steep descent of nearly

fifty feet to a pool of very warm water which is said to extend more than half a mile

under ground.'" All along the shore for twenty miles, warm springs are common near

"In 1864 the writer saw several natives swim nearly that distance holding their torches clear of the steaming
water, and the indistinct view thus obtained of the cavern, led to the conclusion that it was a deep crack, over which
a subsequent lava-flow had formed a roof. [4761
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low-water level. No mineral waters are found here, nor is there an3'where on the

Hawaiian Islands even a carbonated or sulphur spring. The ground is niostl\- covered

with aa through the whole district of Puna, and all the rain that is not held by this

sponge-like form of lava sinks to the sea level and issues from clefts on the shore.

As there is hardly any soil, it might be supposed that Puna would be a barren region,

but the reverse is the case. Groves of coconut trees extend for miles, growing more

thriftily than elsewhere on these islands, and the natives have no difficult}' in raising

p*
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This digression from the chronological record of the Kilanean eruptions seemed

necessar}' to explain the geography of the emptj'ings of its great cauldron, and will

save time later when our notes are more condensed. I have been through Puna man}^

times, and have tried to trace from native tradition this or that eruption in the lava

flows that, generallv speaking, look all of an age, but I am not certain that anv prior

to that of 1S40 can be correctly identified. I put no faith in the identification of that

of 1823 on one of the government surveys, for Ellis closely questioned the natives and

FIG. 67. BLUE POOL.

could not hear of an}' outbreak from the natives of Puna who met him both in Puna

and Hilo. That or any other may be the flow of 1823 ^^ that flow came to the surface

on the Hilo side, which it probably did not, so far as the evidence goes."

Since 1S65 the great crater of Kilauea had been slowly filling up by the over-

1868 flow of the northern lakes of 1864, and of various cones between these and

Halemaumau until the whole central portion was considerably elevated.
'*°

Mauna Loa had also been more or less active since visited by Mr. Horace Mann and

mj'self in 1865. Then the great summit crater Mokuaweoweo was quite still, and

apparently cold and extinct, exhibiting hardly any signs of recent action; only on one

"The evidence strongly fuvors the identification of the short flow on the other side of Kilauea as that of 1823,

and I have so considered it on the map of Hawaii herewith.

*°The following account was published in 1869 in the Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol. i, 564.

I have here united the eruptions of the two volcanoes, as the same cause seems to have effected both, and the subsidi-

ar\' phenomena—earthquakes, landslide, and tidal wave, belong to either or both.
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of the lower walls a little steam floated up from tlie cracks below. No one has ascended

this mountain since our visit three years ago, but from the shores the glare of its

crater has been distinctly seen more than once in the interval. As it was winter,

and the snows and storms rendered the ascent dangerous, no one attempted it, and as

no lava stream flowed down, little attention was paid to these distant and temporary

volcanic displays.

During the past uinetj^ years ten great eruptions have taken place on Hawaii,

averaging one for every nine years, the last occurring in 1859, when a large stream

of lava flowed from Mauna Loa some sixty miles into the sea. The lava had accumu-

lated in the reservoirs which supply this mountain and was ready to break forth.

To this brief statement of the condition of the Hawaiian volcanoes previous to the

present outbreak, may be added the fact that the season had been exceedingly rainy,

and the mountain streams were much higher than usual.

March 27, 1868, about half-past five in the morning, persons on the whale ships

at anchor in the harbor of Kawaihae saw a dense cloud of smoke rise on the top of

Mauna Loa, in one massive pillar, to the height of sev^eral miles, lighted u]? brilliantly

b}' the glare from the crater Mokuaweoweo. In a few hours the smoke dispersed, and

at night no light was visible.^'

About ten o'clock a.m. on the 28th (Saturday), a series of earthquakes began,

which has continued at intervals nearly eight months. The shocks commenced early

in the morning; the first was followed at an interval of an hour by a second, and then

by others at shorter intervals and with increasing violence, until at one o'clock p.m. a

very severe shock was felt all through the southwest part of the island. From this

time until the loth of April the earth was in an almost constant tremor. In the dis-

trict of Kona as many as fifty or sixty distinct shocks were counted in one day ; in

Kan over three hundred in the same time; while near Kilauea and about Kapapala it

was difficult to count them. It is said that during the early part of April two thou-

sand distinct shocks occurred in Kau, or an average of one hundred and forty or more

each da}'. The culminating shock occurred on Thursday, April 2d, at twenty minutes

before four in the afternoon. Every stone wall, almost every house, in Kau was over-

turned, and the whole was done in an instant. A gentleman riding found his horse

lying flat under him before he could think of the cause, and persons were thrown to

the ground in an equallj' unexpecfled manner. Mr. F. S. Lyman was at Keaiwa, near

the point where the motion was greatest, between that and the centre of vibration.

"Rev. J. D. Paris writes from Kona, Hawaii, "In less than half an hour these columns of smoke had shot up
along the slope of the great mountain southward to the distance of ten or fifteen miles. We thought it was from a

stream of lava but the clouds soon shut in the whole mountain, and nothing more was seen during the day
During the whole night no light nor smoke were to be seen. All was clear and still as death."
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whicli WHS not very distant, as the angle of emergence was almost 90°, or nearly coinci-

dent with the seismic vertical, and he reported as follows

:

First the earth swayed to and fro uorth and south, then east and west, round and round, then

up and down and in every imaginable direcftion, for several minutes; everythiug crushing around

us; the trees thrashing about as if torn b}' a mighty rushing wind. It was impossible to stand, we

had to sit on the ground, bracing with hands and feet to keep from rolling over. In the midst of it

we saw bur.st out from the pali [precipice] about a mile and a half to the north of us, what we sup-

posed to be an immense river of molten lava (which afterwards proved to be red earth), which rushed

down its headlong course and across the plain below, apparently bursting up from the ground, throw-

ing rocks high in the air, and swallowing up everything in its way, trees, houses, cattle, horses,

goats and men, all in an instant, as it were. It went three miles in not more than three minutes

time, and then ceased. Some one pointed to the shore, and we ran to where we could see it. After

the hard shaking had ceased, and all along the sea-shore, from directly below us to Punaluu, about

three or four miles, the sea was boiling and foaming furioush', all red, for about an eighth of a mile

from the shore, and the shore was covered by the sea. We went right over to Nahala's hill with the

children and our natives, to where we could see both ways ; expecting every moment to be swallowed

up by the lava from beneath ; for it sounded as if it was surging and rushing under our feet all the

time, and there were frequent shakes. In places the ground was all cracked up, and every rock or

pali that could fall had fallen. At Hilea we saw a small stream of black smoking lava, and outside

of Punaluu a long black point of lava slowly pushed out to sea and soon disappeared.

Ten miles to the southwest of Keaiwa, at Waiohinii, the great stone church was

levelled to the ground (Fig. 68), and nearly all the other buildings were destroyed.

The earth opened all through the district, and often left dangerous fissures, although

it usually closed. The meizoseismic curve (or that of maximum overthrow) seems to

have been elliptical, with a major axis of about ten miles in a southwest and northeast

direction, while the isoseismic curves were rather crescent-shaped, having their con-

vexity towards Mauna Loa. In Kona the shocks were severe, but less so than in Kau;

At Kohala they did very little damage, not even injuring the tall chimney of the Kohala

sugar mill ; while at Hilo, on the other side of the mountains, the violence of the vibra-

tions was about the same as in Kona. The mountains seem to have deadened the

shock, and simply transmitted it through their solid cones to the axes of the other

islands of the group, where the shock of April 2nd was felt as a vibration from the

central mountain to the sea. This was the case even in Kauai, nearly- three hundred

miles distant from the supposed seismic vertical. No damage was done except in these

southern districts of Hawaii, where the undulations seemed to bend around the base

of the mountain, forcing the isoseismic curves far from the meizoseismic curve in Kau.

At Hilo, although the shock was not so severe as at Waiohinu, more damage was

done, for the houses were larger and more numerous. A correspondent writes: "I was

coming from the tannery to my store, when I heard a loud, rumbling noise like a num-

ber of iron carriages drawn over a rough road by wild horses. Soon the shock came.

The horses in the pasture took fright, and ran and snorted, the dogs howled, and the
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pigeons flew about as if somebodj' had been shooting at them. The shock lasted a

good while, how long I cannot sa}^, bnt long enough to make me feel sea-sick, and it

was with difficulty that I could stand. All the stone walls about the town were flat.

Fissures opened, and the brooks ran mud ; in one place a fissure opened about a foot,

and when it closed the two sides were several inches from coincidence."

The land-slide referred to by Mr. Lyman, is well described by the Rev. T. Coan,

whose letter will be given presently. The most destrudlive feature of the whole catas-

trophe, however, was the sea-wave which swept the shores of Hawaii from Kahuku to

Kapoho and was felt at the most distant shores of the group. At Hilo the sea receded

a hundred and fiftv or two hundred feet, and when it returned rose about ten feet above

high -water mark. Along the

shore between Kapoho and Ka-

lae, villages were swept away,

and even heavy stone houses

disappeared before the destroy-

ing waves.

The earth continued to

vibrate, btit the shocks were not

very severe, until on Tuesday

night, April 7th, lava broke out

in Kahuku, and flowed some ten

miles then into the sea. The

exact locality of the flow was

afterwards determined by Mr. Coan. The schooner Oddfellow was cruising along the

coast of Hilo, Puna and Kau, about the time of the sea-wave and the eruption, and

from the report of a passenger the following notes are extraAed. As she touched

at manj' points, the information is of considerable interest.

Salitrday, March 28.—Lakes in Kilauea active. Portion of the soiithwe.st cliff thrown down.

Sunday, 2g.—Shakes frequent but slight; one of them very peculiar in its motion commencing from

northwest to southeast, shook a moment, and then shifted to northeast and southwest. North lake

quite active. Shocks appear to have been stronger on the beach at Keauhou than they were at the

volcano. Thursday, April 2.—Severe shock at Hilo. Keauhou and other villages in the neighbor-

hood swept away. Friday, j.—Shocks very violent in Kilauea. Fire in Kilauea iki, Ihe south lake

terribl}- active, and enlarging rapidly. Sattcrday, /.—Saw fire on the hills at Kapoho ; could not tell

whether it was a lava-flow or not. Sunday, 5.—Made Kealakomo, Puna, at daylight. The houses

nearest the beach gone; same at Kahue. All swept clean at Apua. Reached Keauhou, Kau, at

seven a.m. and anchored. Found the anchorage and boat-landing all right. Every building, eleven

in all, washed awaj- ; not a stick or stone of them left standing. Portions of the wreck washed inland

over the flat about eight hundred feet ; heavy ohia sticks and a large spar were carried that distance.

In some places the ground appeared to have sunk, and the sea was flowing a fathom deep where
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houses formerl}' stood. Men who were at work uear the beach at the time of the shock (April 2),

say that the walls of stone buildings were thrown outward by the shock, which was so severe that

they were themselves thrown off their feet ; then the sea came pouring over the rocks which lined

the shore, and they escaped being overtaken by the hardest kind of running. No one was hurt.

A messenger from Kilauea reports that hardly a sign of fire was to be seen in the crater. Got under
way and ran down to Puualuu. Monday, 6.—Too rough to attempt a landing. The stone church
and all the other buildings near the sea gone. At Ninole but three houses were left. Smoke or

steam is issuing from the hills back of Hilea. Came to anchor at Kaalualu at noon. The houses,

wharf, etc., all gone here, and the rocks inland strewed with the wreck for a distance of six or eight

hundred feet. Dense clouds covered the summit of Mauna Loa, but no sign of fire, and no reflection

from Kilauea. Tuesday, 7.—The deck covered this morning with very fine ashes. Procured animals,

and rode along the beach to the south point. The sea had been inland in some places, a hundred
and fifty yards, and the whole coast was lined with house timbers, lumber, broken canoes, dead ani-

mals that had drifted ashore. At Halii found the body of a native woman lying among the rocks,

the right leg bitten off at the knee, and the body otherwise horribly mutilated by the sharks. The
shock of the earthquake was evidently slight in this direction, for many of the stone pens were not

much damaged, and at Kalae, the extreme southerly point, there was no sign of any disturbance.

Weighed anchor at three p.m., and ran past Kalae. At six p.m., when the point was about ten miles

astern, bearing E. by S., a volume of flame shot up from the mountain Loa, in what appeared to be

the neighborhood of Kahuku. The heavens were lighted up at once, and the reflection extended
rapidly in the direction of Waiohinu and Kaalualu. After the first outburst we saw the fire but once

or twice, and then it appeared to be the grass burning on the edge of the cliff which extends inland

from the south point. There was no flow of the lava over the cliff, nor toward Kona, and the stream

probably ran down on the Kahuku flat or between there and Waiohinu to the neighborhood of the

Kaalualu landing. It reached the sea somewhere in that direction at nine and a half p.m., when an
immense body of steam at once arose, through which flashes resembling lightning were constantly dart-

ing as long as we were in sight. The top of the mountain was concealed by the dense clouds of smoke.

From a schooner at anchor off Lanai the light of this lava-stream was seen

about midnight, over the mountain, while flashes like chain-lightning shot up into

the clouds. From Lahaina the same light was seen, and the next day a column of

smoke in the same dire(5lion. From Kona the light was first seen about eleven p.m.

The Rev. S. E. Bishop, president of Lahainaluna Seminary on Maui, contributes the

following observations

:

During the night of April 7th a bright but varying crimson light over the volcano was visible

from the Seminary at the distance of one hundred and twenty statute miles as measured on Wilkes'

chart. This light was a reflection from a mass of cumulus cloud through which vivid lightning was
constantly darting. After daylight and through the morning of the 8th, this stupendous column of

cloud was visible pouring rapidly up to the ether, with ever varying shape. It was usually well de-

fined on the westward side, where it, at times, presented a perpendicular wall of miles in height.

On the east it was ill-defined. Above, it often spread out, especially toward the east, as if borne off

by the southeast wind of the upper air. The base, so far as visible, appeared to be commingled with

murky brown strata. The apparent altitude of this cumulus above the horizon, when at its highest

was 3°3o'- which reduced for a base of 120 miles with 500 feet altitude of the point of observation,

gives a height of 7.8 miles. This morning, the 9th, our atmosphere is charged with smoky haze,

and a very distinct odor of sulphurous acid.
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At Kapapala, on the 7th, the ground was still in violent agitation, with a long

undulatory motion. At night a very large flow of lava was seen running down the

mountain to the sea. The next day smoke was seen issuing from cracks in this

neighborhood. Mr. H. M. Whitney visited the scene of the eruption on the loth, and

from him we learn the following particulars

:

As we approached the flow the rumbling uoise became more and more distinct. The ground
was covered with what appeared to be cinders, but on examining them we found they were fragments

of [basahic] pumice-stone which had been carried by the wind a distance of over ten miles. Mixed
with these cinders was Pete's liair, which we found floating in the air, and when it was thick we had
to hold our handkerchiefs to our nostrils to prevent inhaling it ; our clothes were frequently covered

with it. We hurried on and reached the flow shortly after noon, when from a ridge to the west of it

the whole scene opened before us. Between us and the crater was a valley five hundred yards wide
and ten miles long, which had recently been overflowed throughout its entire breadth and length

from' the mountain to the sea where it widened to two or three miles. The lava was of the smooth
or pahoehoe variety, from ten to twenty feet deep, and partially cooled over, though flames, smoke
and gas escaped from numerous crevices. On Tuesday afternoon, April 7th, at five o'clock, a

new crater, several miles lower down than that referred to, and about two miles back of Captain

Brown's residence, burst out. The lava stream commenced flowing down the beautiful grass-

covered plateau, towards and around the farm-house, and the inmates had barely time to escape

with the clothes they had on
;
the path by which they escaped was covered with lava ten minutes

after they passed over it.

On ascending the ridge we found the eruption in full blast. Four enormous fountains, on a

line a mile long, north and south, were continually spotiting up from the opening. These jets were
blood-red, and yet as fluid as water, ever varying in size, bulk and height. Sometimes two would
join together, and again the whole four would be united, making one continuous fountain a mile in

length. From the lower end of the crater, a stream of very liquid, boiling lava flowed out and down
the' plateau, a distance of two or three miles, then following the road ran down the precipice at an

angle of about 30°, then along the foot of the pali or precipice, five miles to the sea, the stream being

about eight or ten miles in length, and in some places half a mile wide. One peculiarity of the spout-

ing was that the lava was ejected with a rotary viotion, and as it ascended both lava and stones rotated

always in one direction towards the south. This was the only stream which reached the sea, and
flowed into it at Kailikii. It lasted only five days, the eruption ceasing entirely on the night of the

nth, or morning of the 12th. During its continuance, the atmosphere was filled with smoke so dense

that the sun appeared like a ball of fire, and the whole island was shrouded in darkness. The smoke
came from the rent or crater, and was highly charged with sulphur.

As the lava entered the sea, clouds of steam and smoke rose up, and flames of bluish fire were
emitted, rising from the water to a height of from ten to twenty feet. During the night we were at

the volcano, the air was highly charged with sulphurous gas and electricity, and frequent fla.slies of

lightning were seen directly over the lava stream, accompanied with short claps of thunder. These
flashes were also observed less frequently further up the mountain. About four thousand acres of good'

pasture land were destroyed, besides which the lava ran over an immense district of worthless land.

On the night of the 6th of April, prior to the eruption, there was a shower of ashes and pumice-stone,

which came from this crater, and covered the country to a distance of ten or fifteen miles each way.
Generally the a.shes were not more than one or two inches in depth, but in some places were found to be

fifteen. The pumice-stone was very light, and appears to have been carried by the wind a great distance.

Pieces two and three inches in diameter floated ashore at Kealakeakua, forty-five miles distant.
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During the earlj' part of April an observer in Koua kept a careful record of the

principal shocks felt there, but in other places no observations were made. The only

certain thing, among various and somewhat extravagant reports, is that the vibrations

were ver^- frequent and not very severe. In some places the)- were almost silent, but

usually accompanied by subterranean detonations and rumblings, with a noise as of

boiling, surging waves in the bowels of the earth. No observations were made on the

gases said to have been emitted from some of the fissures.

When the eruption of lava was made known at Honolulu, many residents at

once set out for Hawaii, and among them a gentleman of distinguished attainments

in botan}'. Dr. William Hillebrand, who has given us so accurate and full an account

of what he saw in passing through the disturbed region that it seems worthy of a

more permanent record than would be its lot in the local newspaper in which it first

appeared. He writes as follows

:

I started from Hilo with a few friends for Kilauea April 17th; descended the crater on the

i8tli; examined the extensive fissures near the Puna road on the 20th; the so-called mud-flow on

the 2ist : and the lava streams in Kaliuku on the 23rd. On the 24th we crossed the lava stream on

the road to Kona, and reached Kealakeakua Bay on April 26th.

Of Hilo I have little to say, as your correspondents have communicated to you the most

remarkable events from that place. I saw several fissures in the earth near Wahiawa River, of from

eight inches to one foot in width, which were caused by the earthquake of April 2nd, and run in the

direction of Mauna Loa. The earthquake waves all moved from southwest to northeast, and over-

turned movable objects standing at right angles with that line. A heavy book-case in the Rev. T.

Coan's library, holding that relation to the wave, was overturned, while another heavy case, filled

with shells and minerals, which stood parallel to the wave, remained standing.

A'i/aucd.—The ground around the crater, particularly on the eastern and western sides, is

rent by a number of fissures, one near the Puna road more than twelve feet wide, and very deep;

others of lesser size run parallel to and cross the Kau road, so as to render travel on it very danger-

ous. The lookout house is detached from the mainland by a very deep crevasse, and stands now on

an isolated overhanging rock, which at the next severe concussion must tumble into the pit below.

Many smaller fissures are hidden by grass and bushes, forming so many traps for the unwary. The

Volcano House, however, has not suffered nor is the ground surrounding it broken in the least.

From the walls of Kilauea large masses of rock have been detached and thrown down. On the west

and northwest sides, where the fire had been most active before the great earthquake of April 2nd,

the falling mas.ses probably have been at once melted by the lava and carried off in its stream, for

the walls there remain as perpendicular as they were before ; but that this part of the wall has lost

portions of its mass, is shown too evidently by the deep crevices along the western edge just spoken

of, and the partial detachment in many places of large prisms of rock. But it is on the east and

northeast wall particularly, that the character of the crater has undergone a change. Along the

descent on the second ledge large masses of rock, many, more than one hundred tons in weight,

obstruct the path and form abutments to the stone pillars— small buttress hills similar to those ob-

served in front of the high basaltic wall of Koolau, Oahu. So also in the deep crater itself the east-

ern wall has lost much of its perpendicular dip, and has become shelving in part.

The crater itself was entirely devoid of liquid lava ; no incandescence anywhere
;
pitchy dark-

ness hovered over the abyss the first night. I say the first night, because during the second night

of our stay between twelve m. and one a.m., detonations were heard again, and light reappeared for
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a short time in the south lake Halemaumau. White vapors of steam issued from the floor in a hun-

dred places, but of those stifling sulphurous and acid gases, formerly so overpowering in the neigh-

borhood of the lakes and o\ens, only the faintest trace was perceived here and there.

The heat was nowhere so great that we could not keep our footing for a minute or more,

although in many places it would forbid the touch of the bare hand. The great south lake Hale-

maumau is transformed into a vast pit, more than five hundred feet deep, the solid eastern wall pro-

jecting far over the hollow below, while the remaining sides are falling off with a sharp inclination,

and consist of a confused mass of rough aa. More than two-thirds of the old floor of Kilauea has

caved in, and sunk from one hundred to three hundred feet below the level of the remaining floor.

Fig. 69. KILAUEA AFTER THE ERUPTION OF 1868.

The depression embraces the whole western half, and infringes in a semicircular line on a

considerable portion of the other half. This is greatest in the northern, and rather gradual and
gentle in its southern portion. Entering on the depressed floor from the southern lake, it was some
time before we became fully aware of its existence, and it was only on our return from the northwest

corner, where it is deepest, that there presented itself through the mist in which we were enveloped, a

high wall of three hundred feet, grotesque and fanciful in outline. At first we were quite bewildered,

fancying that we beheld the great outer wall of the crater. On nearer approach we soon satisfied

ourselves that this singular wall represented the line of demarcation of a great depression in the floor

of the crater—a fact that surprised us the more, as a bird's eye view from above had altogether failed

to apprise us of its existence. As we had been informed that the principal activity of the crater

before the great earthquake had been in the northwest corner, we proceeded in that direction on
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leaving the south lake. Having arrived at about the middle of the depression a considerable rise in

the ground presented itself on our left—to the west. Having ascended this, we found ourselves at

the brink of a fearful chasm, which fell off on our side with a beetling wall to the depth of several

hundred feet and extended about half a mile from north to south. Very hot air rose from it. Around

it, towards its northern extremity, the lava is thrown up into an indescribable confusion ; pile upon

pile of aa gorge and ridge by turns.

The caving in of the floor seemed to be still in progression, for twice during our exploration

of the crater, our nerves were disturbed by a prolonged heavy rumbling and rattling noise, as from

a distant platoon-fire of musketry, coming from the northwest corner.

Kilauea iki, which iu 1865 was covered with shrubs on its side and partly on the

bottom, was now overflowed with black, shining lava. It has been free from fire since 1832.

Thus far as to what we have seen. Now allow me to relate what I learned from Kaina [the

District Judge, and a most intelligent Hawaiian], who ha.s resided near the volcano without inter-

ruption for the last five months, and whose strong nerves sustained him during the fearful cata.strophe

introduced by the earthquake of April 2nd. He and the Chinaman who keeps the house, were the

only persons who remained at Kilauea. He says that for two months preceding the first shock,

namely, from January 20th to March 27th, the crater had been unusually active; eight lakes being

in constant ebullition and frequently overflowing. During all this time (the date of its first appear-

ance could not be ascertained exactly), there was in the northwest corner a blow-hole, from which

at regular intervals of a minute or less, with a roaring noise, large masses of vapor were thrown off,

as from a steam engine. This ceased about the 17th of March. At the same time the activity of

the lakes became greatly increased, and Kaina anticipated mischief. March 27, the first shock was

perceived. Two days later Mr. Abraham Fornander found the bottom of the crater overflowed with

fresh lava, and incandescent.

Thursday, April 2nd, at a few minutes past four p.m., the big earthquake occurred, which

caused the ground around Kilauea to rock like a ship at sea. At that moment there commenced

fearful detonations in the crater ; large quantities of lava were thrown up to a great height
;
portions

of the wall tumbled in. This extraordinary commotion, accompanied with unearthly noise and sway-

ing of the ground, continued from that day till Sunday night, April 5th, hxaX from the first the fire

began to recede. On Thursday night it was already confined to the regular lakes ; on Saturday night

it only remained in the great south lake, and on .Sunday night there was none at all ; Pele had left

Kilauea. The noises now became weaker, and were separated by longer intervals. By Tuesday

quiet reigned in Kilauea. On that afternoon the lava burst out at a distance of forty miles, south-

west, in Kahuku.
April 2nd, from six to ten p.m., Kaina observed fire in the direction of Puna, which, at the

time, caused him to believe that the lava had found a vent again in that direction, as it did in 1840;

but he subsequently satisfied himself that it was only a reflection from lava iu Kilauea iki. It was

not seen afterward.

In Kapapala we are told that fire had been seen several nights in a southeast direction, and

that natives had reported flowing lava there. We rode over iu the morning of April 20th. At a dis-

tance of five miles from Mr. Reed's dwelling, where the Puna road turns off from the Kilauea road,

heavy clouds of white vapor were seen to issue from the bush, which sparsely covered the pahoehoe,

makai"*- of the road. Half an hour's ride brought us up to the place, but we were obliged to leave

our horses .some distance before reaching the spot, on account of fissures. After having crossed a

number of them, heading for the heaviest cloud of vapor, we at last came to a deep crevasse in the

pahoehoe, at least twenty-four feet in width, no bottom visible. It narrowed and widened out iu

places, but nowhere was less than eight feet wide. Its length we estimated at four hundred feet.

"Makai is the Hawaiian for "towards the sea". [486]
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Parallel with this great crevasse, coustituting a belt about six hundred feet in width, were a number
of smaller ones on each side, diminishing in size with distance from it, from six feet to a few

inches. P^rom the larger openings in the former, heavy white columns of hot steam issued, which

had a decidedly alkaline smell. Smaller jets of vapor to the number of thirty, rose from the

smaller fissures. We could not discover fire in any place, but it is very probable that during

dark nights the reflection of the underlying lava should be thrown up, for as the steam did not

seem to contain combustible material, it is unlikely that the light seen should have been produced

by it. The mean direction of all the fissures was N.E. 9° N., S.W. 9° S., or nearly the direction

of a line connecting Kilauea with Waiohiuu and Kahuku. The distance of these fissures from

Kilauea is thirteen miles.

As in this district the earthquake of April 2nd culminated to its greatest intensity, so as even

to rend in twain the frame-work of a mountain-side, and hurl down on the plain a portion of its flank,

it is necessary to give a short description of the country in order to insure a proper understanding of

the disturbance. The locality in question is that comprised between the ranch stations of Messrs.

Reed and Richardson, on the east, and Mr. F. S. Lyman on the west, a distance of five miles.

The government road connecting these two places runs through a fine grassy plain, which has

a very gentle fall towards the sea, its elevation being about 2000 feet. Into this plain project from

the slope of Mauna Loa three parallel hills or spurs, each about one mile in length, and from 800

to 1800 feet in height. They include two broad valleys between them. The upper portions of

these valleys rise with a steep incline towards a ridge which runs at right angles with the spurs, and

is covered with a dense pulu forest, which extends far up the gentle slope of the dome of Mauna Loa.

In the second one of these valleys—that next to Mr. Lyman's— the so-called mud-flow took place,

but very extensive land-slides, confined simply to the loose earth and conglomerate, also occurred

in the other valley.

The ground around Reed and Richardson's station is torn up into numerous small cracks and

fissures, running in every direction. Some are large enough to engulf horse and rider, a fact which

actually occurred a few days after the earthquake. A large cistern, built in solid masonry and

covered with an arched stone roof, was rent to pieces, and the roof entirely broken awaj-. Not a

single stone fence is standing; their places are indicated by flat belts of stone on the ground. The
dwelling house—a good v^'ooden framed one—exhibits a wrench across its roof, so that the gutters

empty themselves in the sitting room ; the cook-house is thrown off its foundation ; other out-buildings

are completely overturned ; and of the grass houses, some are smashed down, others greatly inclined.

But all these signs of destruction are thrown in the shade by the grandeur of the force which shook

off the .side of the pali, burying in a minute thirtj'-one human beings, many hundred head of cattle,

and entire flocks of goats, and ending four miles from its beginning in a mighty river of mud. Before

reaching this mud-flow from Reed's house, we passed two considerable streams of muddy water, of a

reddish-yellow color, emitting a strong odor of clay, such as may be perceived in potteries. Both

streams have their origin in the land-slide of the first valley. When we passed them again, two days

later, they had nearly disappeared ; they evidently owed their origin to the drainage of the fallen

mass. The mud-flow is met with three miles from Reed's. It projects itself from the spurs of the

hills two miles down in the plain; begins at once with a thickness of six feet, which, towards the

middle, where it forms a small hill, rises to thirty feet ; averages about three-fourths of a mile in

width, and contracts towards its end. From this end a long queue of boulders bears witness to the

violent action of a torrent which shot out of the mud after it was deposited, and which has since

perpetuated itself in a stream of some size, quite muddy, and emitting the above mentioned potter}'

odor when we saw it first, on April 20th, but perfectly clear and inodorous when we passed it three

days later. A little higher up a koa grove gives still stronger evidence of the strength of the pro-

pelling force. The trees first seized are snapped off and prostrate, yet the mud in that place is only

a few feet deep. The mass itself is nothing but the loose red soil of the mountain side, with a good
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sprinkling of round boulders, with here and there stumps of trees, ferns, hapuu and amaumau, and

entire lehua trunks. Near the lower end a vigorous, healthy taro-plant stood erect in the mud as if

it had been planted there. From the sides of the mass protruded portions of the bodies of many
cattle and goats, overwhelmed in their flight; a gain of one second of time might have saved them.

The surface of the mud in this lower course was rather smooth, as if it had been forced down by the

agency of water, and it was still so soft that the feet sank deep into it.

After we had flanked it for some distance along the side of the hill, the mud became solid

enough to bear our weight, and we walked upon it to the head of the pali. The surface gradually

became more rough ; the boulders increased, and detached portions of earth and stone were scattered

beyond its borders, which also flattened out gradually. The ascent soon became steep, and here, on

a short spur, just iu the middle of the mud, stands a native house on an island of grass and kalo,

flanked by two trees. A poor woman who happened to be in it at the time of the outbreak, escaped

the awful fate which doomed the remaining members of her family, and was removed from her peril-

ous situation a few days after, when the crust had become solid enough to bear a man's weight.

As we went on the mass became more rough and hard, tree trunks and boulders increased,

even angular rocks appeared, until at last the mud ceased entirely and gave place to a sea of huge

rocks, all angular and exhibiting fre.sh fractures, large trunks of trees crushed between and under

them, and streamlets of fresh, clear water meandering between them. This continued for the last

three hundred feet of rise, and ended in a perpendicular wall of solid rock, some twenty feet high,

after having climbed which, we reposed under the refreshing shade of tall fern trees, for we had

entered at once the great pulu forest. Seated on the trunk of a prostrate tree, we could survey the

whole scene of devastation we had just traversed. Immediately at our feet the rocky framework of

the pali was torn up, and its contents turned topsy-turvy in dire confusion. The rocky wall we had

just climbed, continued until it reached the sides of the two flanking hills. A perpendicular cut iu

the sides of the latter laid open some forty feet of red earth and conglomerate. On looking behind

us we saw that the rock we were resting on was separated from the mountain by a deep crevasse,

parallel to the wall, and only partly \isible, as it extended under the dense trees. To our left a clear

sparkling mountain stream leaped in a bounding cascade over the crag, and after losing its course

amid the maze of rocks, gathered itself again, flowing over the solid bed-rock in a deep gorge cut iu

the mud. This stream had existed here before, but ere it reached half down the pali, became lost

iu the soil. It can easily be imagined what an amount of subsoil water must have been deposited

here. Bearing this in mind, and the great depth of soil and conglomerate on this slope, as indicated

by the cuts in the hill-sides, there seems to be no great difficulty iu explaining how such enormous

masses of earth, at first propelled horizontally through the air, hurled down the valley by the tre-

mendous force which tore off the side of the mountain, should then have been seized by the propelling

force of the now liberated subsoil water and carried in a mighty stream far beyond the place where

at first they were deposited.

All this destruction was the work of the great earthquake of April 2nd. During the five days

preceding it, over one thousand shocks had been counted. On that afternoon Mr. Harbottle, at

Reed's, with his men, was driving cattle across the hill towards Hilo, when suddenly the earth shook

violently and a great detonation was heard behind them. Horses and cattle turned round involuntarily.

The whole atmosphere before them was red and black. In a very short time this subsided—some say

in one minute, others in five minutes ; but a black cloud continued to hover over the scene for some

time. From that Thursday to Sunday the eartli constantly rocked and swayed ; the hills seemed to

alternately approach and recede. Most people became seasick. Strange roaring and surging noises

were heard under the ground. When the ear was applied to the earth it would often receive a dis-

tinct impression as if a subterranean wave struck against the earth's crust. The prevailing direction

of the earthquake waves was said to have been from northeast to southwest.
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Here follows a portion of Dr. Hillebrand's account that covers ground already

trodden by Mr. Whitney. After he arrived at Kahuku his account gives us the

appearance of the lava after the flow had ceased. He continues

:

As the principal interest was the discovery of the main source of the stream, we at once went

to that part of it, where, according to common report, the lava had issued. A verj- light, dark brown,

glistening pumice stone lay scattered about long before the lava was seen. Near the flow it increased

so much that the animals' feet sank deep into it at every step. We soon reached the ridge of a hill

from which we surveyed the place where, according to our guide's account, the fountains of lava

had been seen. The upper portion of the lava stream fills a broad valley or depression, between two

parallel low hills of not more than three hundred feet in height, both running almost due north and

south. From the western one of these hills Mr. Whitney had witnessed the eruption. From the

eastern hill we in vain looked for a crater or cone. We did not make out any indication of an erup-

tion until we had crossed nearly three-fourths of the stream, which here is not far from a mile wide.

Then our attention was attracted b}' an accumulation of scorise. Nearing this we were struck bj- a

current of hot air, and, a little farther on, found ourselves on the brink of a deep gap in the lava

about twenty feet wide, but narrowing and continuing northward. We walked round the southern

end of the gap, and followed it up on the western or lee side. Before long we came to another

enlargement of the fissure, like the former, emitting hot air charged with acid gases which

drove us back. Still continuing our march on the west side of the fissure as close as the hot

gases would allow, we came in sight of a prett)- miniature cone, built up most regularly of loose

scoriae to the height of twelve feet, and located right over the fissure. It encloses a chimney crater

of about twelve feet diameter, with perpendicular sides, the depth of which could not be ascer-

tained. Hot gases issued in abundance. On account of the exhalation of the latter we were obliged

to cross the chasm, on the bridge formed by the side of the cone, to the windward side, along which

we followed up steadily.

This crack or fissure tends south six degrees west to north six degrees east and is in the

slope of the hill that forms the yvest boundary of the lava-stream. Its lava cover therefore is quite

thin in many places, so that you can see how it sinks in the original rock of the hill. Its depth can-

not be ascertained anywhere. More than four-fifths of the lava is on the eastern side, as it followed

the declivity of the hill-slope to fill the trough of the valley, where it assumed a general downward
cour.se. It is from the entire length of this fissure that the lava has welled up simultaneously. The
waves of lava for some distance from it are all parallel to its course, while in the middle of the stream

they stand at a right angle to it. The edges are somewhat raised above the remainder of the stream,

and .scoriae covers it in most parts, forming quite heavy layers where the stream has blowholes.

Isolated flakes of brittle lava, resembling cow-dung, probabl}' blown out at the end of the eruption,

with fitful spouting of steam and gas, are seen all along its course. Nearing the upper end of the

valley, where I expected to find the end of the fissure, I was surprised at the sudden appearance of

a veritable cataract of lava coming down the precipitous side of the eastern hill, a height of at least

three hundred feet. Having ascended it with considerable toil, I found myself again alongside the

big crevasse, which in passing across the valley had deflected from its former course to a nearly

N.E. direction, heading direct for the summit of Mauna Loa.

From here onward, the incline increasing considerabl}', the lava commenced to be very rugged

and broken. As here it had passed over and destroyed a dense forest, a number of grotesque shapes

met the eye. Wherever the lava had met a tree of some size, it had surrounded it with a perfect

mould which either still held the smouldering remains of the trunk, or exhibited hollow cylinders

bearing on the inside the markings of the bark of the tree. The leaf stalk scars of fern-trees were
almost perfect. A few of the moulds contained still entire trunks with the unconsumed branches.

In the bifurcations of these, heavy masses of lava had accumulated, hanging down in wavy points
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like so many stalactites. Wherever there was a feru stump standing upright, it bore a cap of lava;

everything indicated that the liquid mass had been throv^'n upwards by the violent rush of steam

and gas. As I said before, this part of the flow was lined by a dense forest. It soon became appar-

ent that the sides of the forest closed in upon each other, and from an eminence alongside the fissure

I could see that the lava-stream contracted at some distance beyond to the apex of an isoceles

triangle. The crevasse which ran straight up to the apex, was continuous, wider than below, and

emitted in great profusion sulphurous and other acid gases. Its borders, which were of the color of

red brick, commenced to be covered with the efflorescence of salts and sulphur, and in places thej'

assumed altogether the appearance of sulphur banks. The heat of the lava increased so as to be

unbearable in some places. Ashes and scorise covered every hollow in the floor, and the edge of

the woods for some distance.

Having arrived at the apex of the triangle, I found that the cre\-asse, over which the trees

almost closed from both sides, still extended a few hundred yards higher up in the woods, as indi-

cated by a continuous line of white and yellow smoke. The choking nature of the latter forbade my
marching along the edge of the fissure, while the impenetrable thicket, with the ground thickly

covered by ashes, proved another effectual bar to my further progress. In fact, while hurrying out

of an overpowering cloud of the smoke, I got one leg caught in a lateral fissure hidden under the

ashes, where it received such a lively impression of heat that I made quick time to retire from that

neighborhood. Just then I heard a deep, hollow, rumbling, prolonged sound, while the air and earth

remained perfectly still. Subsequently I learned that it had been caused by the rolling down of

large masses of pumice stone from the hill to the lower lava stream, but at the time being fearful of

another catastrophe, I hurried back as fast as circumstances would permit, and felt a great relief in

rejoining my friends who had remained behind, at the lower part of the stream. From the height

above the cataract I saw two other lines of smoke running through the woods, taking their origin

from the valley below, indicating two other fissures. Thus it appears that at the head of the valley

the main fissure divided itself into three parts: the first and largest, running northeast; the middle

one almost due north, and the third about north-northwest. The two latter did not seem to have

thrown off much lava, if any, for there appeared no gap in the woods along their courses.'*'

From a letter addressed to me tinder date of August 27, 1868, by the Rev. T.

Coan, I extract the followiug important facts and accurate descriptions:

I left Hilo on the fourth of August, on a missionary tour through Puna and Kau, and was

absent eighteen days. During this tour I made careful observations with measurements and notes,

on the remarkable volcanic phenomena of the past five months. The action of tellurial forces on our

little island shell has been marvellous. The subsidence along the coast of Puna, from the east cape

at Kapoho to Apua on the western line, is four to seven feet, varying in different localities. The great

sand beach at Kainiu has been forced back into the young and beautiful coco-palm grove, and also

into the groves of pandanus, so that trees now stand eight feet deep in sand, and many stand in the

water. The plain of Kalapana has sunk about six feet, and water four to five feet deep now covers

some twenty acres of what was once dry land. The old stone church is buried nearly to the eaves

in sand, and the tide rises and falls within it.

This plain of Kalapana was doubtless at some former time buried much deeper

beneath the sea. A coral reef of several j'ards thickness stretches half across the vallej',

and formed a barrier against further encroachments of the sea. It was three or four

feet above high water mark, and formed a convenient site for the village. The church

that Mr. Coan mentions was on this coral mound towards the shore. As the wall of rock

"Honolulu, May 4, 1868. [49©]
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which bounds the plain on the southerly side shows clearly that some former subsi-

dence resulted in a rupture of the crust forming the floor of the plain from this wall,

it would have been well to note au}' change at this point. Mr. Coan observed none,

and the loose rocks knocked down by the protrafted earthquakes would perhaps ob-

literate any traces of so slight a dislocation as a fall of six feet would cause.'*''

At Kealakomo the salt-works are destroyed and the fountain on the shore sunk. Apua, the

last village in Puna, was swept clear [by the tidal wave of April 2nd] and sunk. Its pretty sand

beach and miniature bay rendering it a resort for fishermen, are no more; the sea stands some

six feet deep where the houses once stood. The same is true of Keauhou, the first village in Kau,

and an important pulu station ; coconut trees stand seven feet in the water, and all the buildings

were swept away by the tidal wave. Passing on to Punaluu, this wave rose twenty feet and swept

all before it. The great sand barrier which protected the beautiful pond and the cold, limpid spring,

was first .swept into the sea and then brought back and deposited in the pond, filling it up and chang-

ing the shore line. I got the height of this wave by measurement on a palm tree, and also upon the

surrounding ridge of scoriform lava, making the rise above common high water about twenty feet.

From Punaluu onward to Honuapo, all houses were swept away except two standing on high

lava ridges. The road was strown with boulders and fragments of rocks, and in some places it has

sunk, so that it is with great difficult3\ and not without a guide, that the traveler threads his zigzag

way along this coast for five miles. Not a house remains in the considerable village of Honuapo :

the sea occupies the site of former dwellings. The wave here corresponded with that at Punaluu,

as shown by measurements on coconut trees. There were points where the influx of the sea was
greater than at other places, and this seems to have been caused by the approach of the wave from

the southwest, or at an angle of 45° to the shore, and by striking headlands and projecting points

causing the waters to heap up within the points of tangency, while the current swept on at a lower

mark where the coast presented no lateral obstructions.-'^

In crossing over the great lava fields from Puna to Kau, I passed about nine miles to the

south and leeward of Kilauea, the great volcano flanking us on the right. The countrj' through

which we passed was terribly rent by the earthquake of April 2nd, and in some places we were obliged

to deflect widely from the old track to avoid fissures. For several miles the cracks were so numerous

and so wide, that a stranger would be utterly unable to find his way through this mural network of

fractures. Our guide zigzagged us everywhere, our animals often demurring, trembling, and refusing

to go. The whole atmosphere was filled with sulphurous smoke, through which the sun shone with

sanguine rays. After passing most of these fissures, I requested my guide to turn to the left and

follow the line of fissure seaward, hoping to find the locality of a disputed eruption which it was

affirmed by some and denied by others had taken place in that wide and wild field of ancient lavas.

After an hour of hard search amid.st hills and ridges of aa and fields of pahoehoe, we found a veri-

table eruption The fused lavas had been thrown out of the fissures at five different points, on

a line of less than a mile in length. The largest batch was one thousand feet long and six hundred

feet wide, with an average depth of ten feet, and with a steaming and tumulated surface. This series

of small eruptions is about eleven miles southwest of Kilauea, and it .shows distinctly the subter-

ranean path taken by the igneous flood which left that seething cauldron on the night after the rending

earthquake of April 2nd. That shock doubtless opened a pathway for the struggling fires, and

they went off in a southwestern course under the highlands of Kau, uniting with the subterranean

''' In cros.sing this plain twenty-five years later I found my surmise correct and the former wall had been covered
by the confused frat^mcnts.

"'To the casual traveler no signs of this shore catastrophe remain. Wharves and villages replace those de-
stroj'ed, and even a sugar-mill and its surrounding hamlet occupies one of the points where the ravages were greatest.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II, No. 4.-8. L49 1 J
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fires of Mauiia Loa, and finding a fuller vent at Kahuku on the seventh of April. This is the theory,

and it is rendered probable by the great and constant trembling of the earth along that whole line,

by subterranean noises heard by the people of Kapapala, Keaiwa, Waiohinu, and other places, and

by the issuing of steam at several points from fissures along that line.

When it was found that Kilaiiea had discharged its contents, the first suppo-

sition was that the course of the eruption of 1840, or towards the southeast, had been

followed, and this was strengthened b}' the report of fire seen at the bottom of some

of the numerous pit craters on that line; but while it is possible that lava may have

been injected in earthquake fissures opened in this direction even so far as the pit

craters (see map, p. 51), the probable path was that indicated by Mr. Coan, which is

apparently the same as that of the eruption 1823. When the Rev. William Ellis

went over the ground the next year he found deep fissures extending in a sotithwest

direction, some of them ten or twelve feet across, and emitting sulphurous vapors at a

high temperature.'*'' In one place where the chasm was about three feet wide, a large

quantit}^ of lava had been recently vomited. I do not agree with Mr. Coan that the

lava from Kilauea and that from Maitna Loa effected a juncture before reaching the

surface. It seems more probable that the former passed into the sea near Punaluti, as

did that of 1823, not appearing above ground except at Kapapala. The fact that the

openings on the side of Mauna Loa above Kahtikti were much higher than those men-

tioned at Kapapala, seems to indicate conclusively that the lava of Kilauea did not flow

out in the stream that deluged the height above Ka Lae. The lava of both these volcanic

vents is so similar that nothing can be inferred from that of its individual source.

I/andslide.—Between Kapapala and Keaiwa in Kau, I examined what has incorrectly been

called the Mud Flow. I went entirely around it, and crossed it at its head and center, measuring

its length and breadth which I found were severally three miles long and half a mile wide. The
breadth at the head is about a mile, and the ground on the side-hill, where the cleavage took place,

is now a bold precipice sixtj- feet high. Below this line of fracture the superstrata of the earth, con-

sisting of soil, rocks, lavas, boulders, trees, roots, ferns and all tropical jungle, and water, slid and

rolled down an incline of some 20°, until the immense masses came to the brow of a precipice near

a thousand feet high, and here all j)lunged down an incline of 40° to 70° to the cultivated and in-

habited plains below. The momentum acquired Ijy this terrific slide was so great that the mass was
forced over the plain, and even up an angle of 1° 30', at the rate of more than a mile a minute. In its

cour.se it swept along enormous trees, and rocks from the size of a pebble to those weighing manj'

tons. Immense blocks of lava, some fresh as of yesterday, and others in all stages of decomposition,

were uncovered by the slide. The depth of the deposit ou the grass plains may average six feet

:

in depressions at the foot of the precipice it may be thirty or even forty feet.'*^

Eruption in Kahuku.— F'rom the land-slide I went on to the igneous eruption in western

Kau. Rents, tiltings, and other disturbances of the strata were seen along the shore, while the

wooded and grassy hills on the right were scalped, scarred, cracked and striated, some of the once

''Ellis's Polynesian Researches, London, 1.S59, vol. iv, p. 220. See also quotation on p. 39 of the present work.

"I have a map of the landslide constructed for me by the late I.atinier Coan. son of Rev. T. Coan, but it seemed
unnecessary to reproduce it here, the descriptions are so definite.
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green hills looked as if a gigantic cultivator had been driven down their sides, tearing off the sward

and exposing the soil in wide parallel grooves, and leaving broad belts of vegetation resembling rows

of sugar cane. In passing from Waiohinu to Kahuku, we started a little after sunrise and rode

westward. About three miles from Waiohinu we crossed a lateral arm of the eruption, about

one-sixteenth of a mile wide, and some two miles long, from where it left the parent stream. It was
a high ridge of aa, say twenty-five feet deep, and running in a southeasterly direction. Crossing

this and riding half a mile over verdant and beautiful fields, we come to another lateral outgush of

similar character, and dimensions. Then came a third, which flowed some four miles and threatened

to fill the harbor of Kaalualu. This was longer and broader than the other two, but of the same
general character. After another half mile we crossed a fourth rugged stream of aa, and then moving
southwest we rode rapidly over a fine surface of soil down a slope of about 3° to the ends of the two

large parallel streams that entered the sea at Kailikii. Over all this wide field of pasturage, cinder

and pumice had been scattered, and the grass had been consumed as by a prairie fire.

This portion of the eruption went into the sea about one mile northwest of Ka Lae, the south

cape of the island. On the left flank of the stream is a high and very steep ridge (four hundred to

five hundred feet high), extending from the cape up the southern slope of Mauna Loa. The outburst

of April 7th commenced about ten miles from the sea by the opening of a horrid fissure in the forest

on the upper side of this precipice. For about three miles the burning river flowed down partly above

and partly below this precipice. The area above was rich and beautiful land for cultivation and
pasturage; that below was simply pahoehoe. The four lateral streams before mentioned all ran

off upon the beautiful highlands, covering several thousand acres, but without reaching the sea.

Some three miles from the head the main stream went altogether over the precipice, and pursued

its rapid course over the pahoehoe some seven miles to the sea which it reached in two hours. There

it formed, as is usual when lava streams enter the sea, two cones of lava sand, or lava shivered into

millions of particles by coming in contact with water while in an intensely heated state. There is

no island there and there is nothing but what is common under similar circumstances. This stream

is about half a mile wide, and it entered the sea some three-fourths of a mile from the high pali

before spoken of. After running a day or two, in this channel, partial obstructions occurred, by
cooling masses, when the shell of the stream was tapped some five miles from the sea, and a torrent

of white-hot lava pushed out on the east side, running off to the great precipice and following its

base in a breadth of half a mile down to the sea, and thus forming an island five miles long and a

quarter of a mile wide, surrounded on three sides by fire. Three houses stand unscathed on this

islet, and about thirtj- head of cattle were inclosed by the igneous flood.

The route taken by this lava flow was substantially that of a stream of unknown

date, but whose smooth surface of hard pahoehoe looks fresh and undecomposed.

Where this ancient stream originated is not known, for no one has ever taken the

trouble to trace up tlie various flows tbat radiate like the spokes of a wbeel from the

cone of Mauna Loa.'*'' The pali referred to was probably formed by the subsidence of

the ground over which the successive streams of lava have flowed, and it forms the

boundary of a fine pasture land, which appears to have been exempt from these lava

inundations for man}^ ages ; the outcropping ledges of lava are weathered and lichen-

covered until they resemble the gneiss and granite rocks of New England, at least

from a distance.

''It will be .seen from the map of this island that the government survey has done much in tracing the flows of

known date, but much remains to be done, although it is probably impossible to fully trace other than the super-

ficial flows. [493]
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The flow of 1840 which reached the sea at Nanawale, formed conical hills which

lasted man}' j^ears although composed of the loose gravelly rapilli resulting from the

sudden shivering of the lava, and the same form of cinder piles is seen at the jundlion

of lava and sea-water in this flow of 1868. It is not universally' the case, however, that

lava is broken up in this waj' when passing into the sea. Sometimes the heat has been

so intense as to induce the spheroidal state preventing the actual contact of the water,

and the melted rock has run on under the water, forming submarine ledges of pahoehoe.

From the shore we rode up ou the elevated plateau with the two parallel streams of cooled lava

on our left, some five hundred feet below, with nothing to obstruct a full bird's eye view of the scene.

At length we came to the great trunk at Kahuku, from which all the lateral branches had been sent

off. At our right on one of these branches were the ruins of the large stone church of Kahuku. The
great earthquake had shaken down the walls, and the roof was lowered and standing over the ruins,

around which the sea of molten lava had flowed, leaving them upon a small island unconsumed and

uncovered. One-eighth of a mile above this, and on the same stream, we saw three small thatched

houses, where four natives had been surrounded by the burning sea and confined for ten days in this

fiery prison. The whole inclosed island contained about an acre, and before the people were aware

of it, no avenue of escape was left. The hot clinkers came rolling along in a great stream within

twenty-five feet of oue of the houses, and cooled in a ridge as high as the top of the house. We
climbed over this rough mass and visited the people who still live in this awful but now romantic

inclosure. They seemed cheerful and were right glad to see us. On inquiring how they felt and

how they spent their time during those days of fiery trial, they replied that in expectation of certain

death they were calm and resigned, looking up to God and spending most of their time in prayer.

Passing up the main stream, we came to the place where Captain Brown's houses once stood;

just in the rear of this was an awful vent from which fiery jets were thrown hundreds of feet high,

with fearful hissings and belchings. Beyond this we saw numbers of green islets, of two to five acres

in extent, formed by the surging sea of fire as it seethed and boiled and swept around these reserved

places. On some of these islands cattle were feeding, and twentj' head were taken from one islet

of less than two acres, after the lavas were partly cooled. They were terribly heated and frantic, and

some of them died. Still pursuing our course upward, we veered to the right, and once more took

the soil on the uplands which bordered the stream. Here the great trunk of the stream was in its

full breadth and I hired two men to measure across, while we rode through a charred forest and deep

cinders more than oue hundred feet above the shining lava fields which lay on our left. At length

we descended again to the stream of fresh and warm pahoehoe, and rode nearly a mile upon its crack-

ling surface. We soon came to a region of fissures and blow-holes, and where the evidences of

Plutonic fury were unmistakable. From these infernal orifices amazing jets had been thrown hun-

dreds of feet heavenwards, forming ridges, hills and jagged cones of every contour, and leaving the

products of raging seas and rivers of fire, such as must have been appalling to near witnesses of these

fiery dynamics. Here we left our horses, and with great effort struggled over the sharp and confused

masses which were heaped wildly around. Climbing a rough hillside some two hundred feet high,

and on an angle of forty-five degrees, we came upon the great head fissure from which the first lavas

were disgorged. We followed this to the terminal point in the woods, over ridges and heaps of cinder,

pumice and scoria. From this high terrace we could overlook the stream below for about three miles.

The great vent or fissure extended longitudinally and in an irregular line for two and a half miles or

more, and at many points along this line the steam and smoke were still rising with no little heat.

No fire was, however, seen ; it all disappeared in less than four days after the commencement of the

eruption. The fissure opened from two to twentj' feet wide, and there are places where it is inter-

rupted or so narrow that it can be crossed. [494]
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Near the head of this fissure a small quantity of sulphur is found, as also alum, gypsum,
Glauber's and other salts ; none of these are abundant, and the products of this eruption are identi-

cal with those of all former eruptions on this island. Returning to the point whence I had sent the

men to line across the stream, I regretted to find that they had measured until they came to the great

fissure, and seeing no way of crossing it, had returned. They had measured half a mile, and thought

they were half way across, but from sight I judged they were only one-third across, giving a mile

and a half as the estimated width at this point, which was about the widest place of the undivided or

trunk stream. I would say that the average width of the fiow by uniting all the branches would be

one and a half miles, the length ten miles, and the average depth fifteen feet. Where it entered deep

basins and gorges it is fift}- to a hundred feet deep, but where it spread over grass fields and unbroken

surfaces, we find it from two to fifteen feet deep. The course of the main stream, the one that entered

the sea, is due south. The flow upon the surface was short and energetic, some say three and some
five daj'S,—we give it as four days. The scene was brilliant and awe-inspiring: obstructions along

the line of flow often opened vents through which fiery jets were thrown up to the height of five

hundred to seven hundred feet, with amazing brilliancy and a force which made the earth tremble.

All the southern coast of Hawaii was illuminated with the dazzling glare ; but the amount of matter

discharged is small compared with the eruption of 1855.

Kilauea.—In going to Kau my route was along the shore road through Puna ; my return

was via Kilauea. At this place I spent a day and a night, and examined the changes. Previous to

the great earthquake, the fiery abysses of Kilauea had been in a raging condition as if seeking vent.

The molten sea had broken up vertically in the bottom of Little Kilauea, and had left a burning

stratum upon the old deposits of 1832. The terrible reudings of April 2nd tore up the earth, opened

great fissures everywhere around Kilauea, sent down thundering avalanches of rocks from the high

surrounding walls, and probably opened a subterranean passage for the igneous flood to the south-

west. That night Pele decamped in this underground passage, and the central area of the great

crater subsided about three hundred feet, leaving or rather forming a new Black Ledge of unequal

width, all around the crater. In some parts the centra! depression left the ledge a perpendicular or

beetling wall with a serrated line, but in most parts the centre sagged away gently forming a large

concave basin with an angle of 20° to 70°. The surface of this concave was once the crowning or

convex central portion of the crater, where ferns and ohelos have been growing for nearly twenty

years. This superincumbent plateau has been depressed so quietly that the surface is very little dis-

turbed, and the ferns and bushes are still growing in the basin three hundred feet below their position

on the first of April. Some parts, however, of this great area have been covered with fresh lava,

and some ferns have been killed by heat and gases.

From the black ledge I passed down and across this depression (about a mile), and then up
the ascent on the other side for half a mile to the rim of Halemaumau. This is all changed ; it has

gone down some five hundred feet below the highest point on the black ledge, and about two hundred

feet below the depression in the basin before mentioned. The walls have fallen on all sides, and the

pit resembles a vast funnel, half a mile in diameter at the top and about fifteen hundred feet across

the bottom. There are two places where visitors can descend into this great pit, with some difficulty

and risk. Much of the time this pit is filled with smoke and sulphurous gases, with little visible

fire; occasionally explosions, detonations, and fiery demonstrations occur in this awful pit.

On the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth of this month ( August) , the sea was agitated around

our entire group, rising and falling from two to four feet above and below the ordinary marks, once

in ten, fifteen and twenty-five minutes
;
the accounts of rise and time vary as noted in different places

by different observers, and I give the range.

The sea-waves of which Mr. Coan speaks were doubtless catised by the terrible

earthquake which on the thirteenth of August shook the whole western coast of South
[495 1
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America, and drove an oceanic wave to the shores of New Zealand and these islands.

Bnt although this was decidedlj^ a foreign volcanic or seismic demonstration, the vibra-

tions of the land of Hawaii have not ceased, and it is not at all improbable that the

reservoirs of lava are emptying themselves beneath the sea ; certainl}- the lava is in

motion. The destrudlion of life and property- on Hawaii was comparativel}- small,

owing to the nature of the district affected. The losses in Kau were as follows :

Houses ilestroj'ed b}' land-slide lo Deaths, 31

Houses destroyed bj' sea-wave 108 Deaths, 46

Houses destrO}-ed by earthquake 46 Deaths, o

Houses destroyed by lava-stream 37 Deaths, o

Totals 201 77

One life was lost in Puna b}- the sea-wave, and one in Hilo b}- a falling cliff.

A shock of no greater violence in the city of Boston would probably have killed fifty

thousand people, and laid most of the cit}- in ruins.

The data for determining the direction and force of the vibrations are quite

different from those used b}' Mallet in his remarkable investigation of the Calabrian

earthquake of 1857. The houses are mostl}' of wood and grass, and stone walls are

built of angular blocks of lava, often without any cement ; a brick wall or wall of hewn

stone, is not to be found in Kaii. On the other hand the rocks which form the upper

crust are of uniform composition, the diredlion of the strata is well known, and there

are no strata of sedimentary' rock to mislead by reflection of earth waves. On the

whole, Hawaii offers many advantages for the study of seismic as well as volcanic

phenomena. (Published March, 1869.)

Fort}' years have passed and I have little to add to the careful record of these

observers, nearly all of whom have passed from earth. Neither have I much to correct

in mv own observations on the record. Many times I have passed through the coun-

tr}- so terribly shaken, and ever}- time I have cause to wonder, not at the rapidity

of the destrudlive force of the earthquakes and lava streams, but at the rapid healing

in the skin of Mother Earth in this climate. The great cones, the wide chasms are

there, but how changed ! Quiet and peaceful, they add so much to the grandeur

if not to the beaut}' of the scene. The avalanche of earth, stone and water that was

so much more fatal to life than the volcanic outbreak, has now disappeared beneath

vegetation, and while I could trace it easil}' in 1880, when I passed that way a few

months ago I could not point it out to my companions.

The seismic studies are not much advanced here, although the island of Oahu

boasts a seismometer. No scientific body has built an observator}- on the brink of

Kilauea, and no competent observer has established himself in our midst.*'''

°' Since the above was written two of the Professors of the Massachusetts I nstitute of Technology, Messrs. Jaggar
and Daly have visited Kilauea with a view to determine the desirability of establishing an observatory there under
the control of that institution. [496]
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In Jul}' of the next j-ear Mr. Coan was able to descend into the pit of Hale-

maumau and measure across the cooled surface which was then four hundred feet

below the rim. Its diameter was "five-sixths of a mile," and the Halemaumaii must

have been quiet, but by no means "dead," for in that condition volumes of smoke are

generally emitted from the pit (see Fig. 26), and now he could see lava in

1869 ebullition far below the surface, perhaps a hundred feet below, through some

of the man}- cracks in the hardened crust."" In 187 1 Halemaumau was full

1872 to overflowing and the lava had run two miles northward over the crater

floor; the central depression was filled some lift}' feet from the same source.

In August of the same year the pit was emptied of lava but still very hot and full

of dense vapors, but within a year (August, 1872) it was again overflowing into the

great central depression.

March /, iSj2. Clarence King and Arnold Hague.—King reports: "A fluid stream

of basalt overflowed from the molten lake at the south end of the crater and flowed

northward along the level basaltic floor of the pit. Numerous little branchlets spurted

from the sides of the flow and then congealed. I repeatedly broke these small

branch streams and examined their section. In ever}' case the bottom of the flow was

thickly crowded with triclinic feldspars and augites; while the whole upper flow was

nearly pure isotropic and acid glass."

October 21 ^ i8y2. D. H. Hitchcock.—"Halemaumau is like what it was from 1845

to 1868, an immense dome six hundred feet higher than the centre of the pit, equalling

in altitude the bordering black ledges. On its summit are two lakes from which lava

streams down in various dire(?lions. Nothing is left of the high banks surrounding

the old south lake."

On March 3, 1873, Halemaumau was reported occupied by two lakes nearly

circular.''' But in January, 1874, the surface of the great lake was thirty-five to forty

feet below the rim and the two parts had become oblong, according to a visitor.'^' In

June a more careful observer was at the crater, Mr. J. M. Lydgate, who

1873 made a map of the place in which the pools were again distinctly circular as

is shown in the reproduction of Mr. Lydgate's map now among the archives

of the Government Survey (Fig. 70). The central depression of 1868 is still distinct,

although partially filled.

The Volcano House record, while containing much trash, certainly has also

on its pages much that should be preserved; much that is not elsewhere recorded.

'"American Journal, 1879,11,454. lyctter of Aui;ust 30, 1871.

''Chas. Nordhoff : Northern California, Oregon and the Sandwich Islands.

''Miss I. h- Bird; The Hawaiian Archipelago, 55, 253.
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I have endeavored to cull what I believe to be authentic. The period we are now

considering is covered as follows ( I have quoted the record as written ; not merely

as I think it should have been written):

fanuarv iS/J- Between ii and 12 o'clock last night Mokuaweoweo started active again.

\ ai«:!fe

"^-O^

The wind has been from the southward, and the whole day a dense body of smoke has been passing

over Kilauea and across Puna off to sea. Weather haz}- and top of the mountain seldom visible.

Kilauea quite active, but no lava flowing.

Jaiiuarv jr , iSjj. Miss Isabella L. Bird.—There was considerable activity, eleven fountains

of fire and waves of fire perpetually breaking into fiery spray.

March 2,i87^. C. H. Wil-

Hams.—The lake is at present

divided into about two equal

parts by a wall of lava. [Plate

XLIV, lower view.]

March 13, 18jj. J.N. Gil-

man.—The south lake is di-

vided by a partition which forms

two lakes.

March 22, iSjj. Godfrey

Brown.—South lake was very

active, the jets of lava reaching

to about fifty feet of the top of

the bank.

June5, iSjj. W. L. Green.

—The surface of the molten lake

appearing to be fifty or sixtj' feet

below the edge. • . • The level of

the molten lava in the lake is

some two or three hundred feet

above the general level of the

depression (a mile or so long),

over which you walk to the lake.

Mauna L/oa is now active.

July 2, iSjj. vS. W. Pogue.

—Very little action.

July ^, i8jj. IvUther Sev-

erance .—Crater active; lakes

full to the brim. [See Fig. 71, which seems to represent this phase of Halemaumau (South L,ake).

Unfortunately the present owner of the photographic negative cannot assure me of its date.]

July 8, i8jj. G. Jones.—At 9 A.M. the lava with which the south lake has been filled for

some time broke through on the eastern slope facing the Volcano House, and has been running

towards and into the basin [central depression of 1868]. On the 12th the south lake was very active

and still full, although the new flow of over half a mile in width still continued. The crater on the

summit [Mokuaweoweo] was also active.

July 28, iSyj. H. Birgham found both lakes and the cones tolerably active, and saw the

brook of lava flowing down the side of the south lake.

Aug^usi II, i8jj. Dr. O. B. Adams.—The outflow from the south lake still flows and is visible

through a large crack. It appears to be about twenty feet wide and flows like a mountain torrent.
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August 2g, tSjj. Luther Severance.—Crater very active.

September 22, rSjj. W. W. Hall.—I have just returned from a ver}- interesting trip to the

crater of Mokuaweoweo on Mauna Loa. Started from Kapapala with my guide John B. Kitu, a half-

caste, at about lo o'clock on the i8th, and stayed at Ainapo, the upper ranch, until half-past one.

From there a man with pack mule and tent with food and blankets accompanied us and we all kept

on our way up through the koa woods until four o'clock when we reached the usual camping ground.

As it was so early, and as I was anxious to get as far as possible on the first day, we pressed on for

three miles farther up the mountain where we found a very good camping ground where we pitched

our tent and made a large fire, and spent a comfortable night. I had intended to start by five in the

morning, but in the night a horse and a mule got away and went down the mountain. John started

at three in the dark for them and reached camp again at six o'clock. We left "Hall's camp" at

6:30, and after passing or climbing over the most awful road I ever saw for four hours, we reached

the crater at 10:30 o'clock. From the place where we left our horses we went along the bank towards

the north .... We went to

the northeast point, and \^Jl

looking down the preci-

pice, say about eight hun-

dred feet, over the shelving

mass of loose rocks and

debris, I thought we might

possibly venture to go

down. I asked John if he

would be willing to go with

me, and he said "yes." So

we started down, crawling

carefully over the loose

boulders, and letting our-

selves down over huge

rocks, until after half an

hour's awful labor we

reached the bottom

which is now entirely cov-

ered with the flow of last year. From where we stood the awful walls of rock arose on every side, and

it looked as though no human being could ever ascend from that vast depth. We had not time to go to

the active south lake where the molten lava was heaving and surging with loud reports and hissing

noises, so we took a turn over a third of the field of burning-hot pahoehoe and returned to the point

where we entered. There are many blowholes in this field, and from some of them I collected speci-

mens of lava too hot to be held in the naked hand. At night fires can be seen in these holes, and at

all times the hot steam and gases rising with a hissing sound. The heat of the black pahoehoe was

so great as to blister my feet through a thick pair of boots. We returned by the same way by which

we had descended, and when we were again on the bank I felt that God had indeed protected us in

a most singular way from every harm, and thanked Him for His goodness It was a nicst fortu-

nate thing for me that I had no bad feelings whatever, and could make as much exertion there as

down here. Had it been otherwise I should never have attempted such a descent About a mile

from where our horses were we came across stone walls that must have been built for the sides of a

house or camp. I found an iron eye-bolt and a piece of soft pine, both of which must have been

there thirty years. I think this was Wilkes' camp of 1841, and I brought these away as relics.

The crack containing water and ice seems to continue nearly round to the point where we descended,
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and in some places the openings are large enough to bathe in. We reached the horses, ate some
lunch, and started down at 2 p.m., well paid for our great exertion.

September 2y , iSj^. T. Spencer.^Crater active, flowing all night toward the Volcano House.
January //, 18J4. J. E. Chamberlain.—Visited the crater fourteen jears ago. The crater

has filled up one-half. The two craters, 1859 and 1S74, are almost totally unlike.

March 24, 18J4. L. M. C.—The south lake has been gradually filling up until last night,

when it overflowed. At eight o'clock the whole of the edge of the lake facing this house was alight

with the flowing lava. A sudden change in the w-eather has accompanied this outbreak—cold wind
without rain ; thermometer 42°.

June g, iSj^. Frank Thompson.—The lava has been flowing from the open lake all day.

t.l I I I M 1 3
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Fig. 73. SURVEY OF mokitaweoweo bv j. m. lvdgate.

/une 24, iSj^. John M. Lydgate.—The plan of the crater of Mokuaweoweo [Fig. 73] is from

actual survey by triangulation. A base of 1876 feet was measured on the eastern side and from this,

using a seven inch Queen transit, some twenty points were fixed indicative of the shape, topography,

etc., of the crater. Its greatest length including the basin at the north end is 17,000 feet, or about,

3.2 miles; excluding this it is 15,000 feet; its greatest breadth is 8600 feet or about 1.7 miles; its

greatest depth 1050 feet. The floor, however, is continually rising owing to repeated overflows, and

the lake is about 500 feet in diameter, and at the time of our visit was quite active, more so than I

have ever seen Kilauea.

fuly <?, iSj^. D. H. Hitchcock.—\'olcano is very active. Crater filling up with new lava,

but evidently sinking more and more as a whole. Halemauniau half the height of the lower or

southern bank. Mokuaweoweo brilliant last evening.

July 10, iSy^. G. [Oilman]—At 7.30 this evening, two sharp, quick shocks of earthquake

were felt here,—an interval of about three minutes between them. The new flow begun last night

seems to be gaining, a large portion of the central basin being alight with the flowing lava.
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August 2g, i8j4. F. A. Schaefer.—Although at my previous visits ('6i, '64, '66, '67, '74)

I have seen more lakes in Kilauea in action, I have never seen any one lake in a greater state of com-

motion than this time. We found the south lake divided into two lakes of similar size by a bank

about ior\.y feet high, and the approach to either of them rather more difficult than in years past, on

account of recent overflows of lava. Approaching the left-hand lake we had to pass through a great

deal of sulphuric smoke which necessarily shortened our stay tliere, and prevented us from going as

near to the brink of the lake as we would have wished, but still allowed an impressive glance at

the surging and spouting liquid fire. The right-hand lake seen from a bank eighty feet high pre-
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Fig. 74. SKKTCH OF .\CTION IN KILAUEA DECEMBER 8, 1874.

sented a magnificent spectacle. The bed of the lake was in constant commotion. Along its banks

the waves of liquid fire dashed into spray like the waves of the ocean on the rockbound coast, and

at times the molten lava was thrown high into the air Returning we visited several openings

which afforded us a view into a living stream of lava flowing from the south lake in an easterly

direction, with a rapidity difficult to estimate. A river of liquid fire rushing along with extreme

rapidity and with the characteristics of a mountain stream losing itself in the lower bed of the

crater Thermometer 54°- 68°; once it went to 51°.

September g, iSj^f. B. F. Dillingham.—Have to report the crater of Mokuaweoweo in the

same condition topographically as reported by last party and illustrated by J. M. Lydgate The
burning lake itself was less active than reported by the last party, still the action was very satisfac-

tory at both ends of the lake, that nearest the camp the most active, throwing up jets varying in
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size and height, occasionally throwing up some hundred feet or more, the color of the lava appeared

to us very peculiar being a bright vermilion and sometimes blood-red.

September 20, iSj^. C. E. Stackpole.—At one o'clock last night the lava broke through the

crust in the eastern edge of the basin, near the trail, and flowed rapidly westward. The liquid lava

spread over several acres of the basin in a few moments, flowing very rapidly. The outbreak was

accompanied bj- a dull, sullen, roaring sound, apparently far below the surface. In spite of a heavy

fog, the fire lighted up the crater and surroundings ; every part of this house was filled with the

glare, making it as light as day. By three o'clock the lava had cooled and the flow had ceased.

A steady rain all night, no wind, thermometer 64°.

October 21 , iSj^. Rev. Titus Coan.—Found the crater quite active.

Decembers, i8j4, H. M. Whitney.—Found the crater in about the same state of activity as at

former visits ; but the area of the lakes has increased and changed very much since my last previous

visit in 1864. Then there was but one lake, now there are two, both much larger than Halemaumau
formerly was Halemaumau is located in the southern part and not easily accessible. The new
and larger lake at the right is called Kilauea and our party stood within six feet of the edge of the

bank on the windward side from which position a fine view was obtained of the whole of this boiling

cauldron, and at a hundred feet above the liquid mass. [See Fig. 74.]

December 2g, jSj-f- F. S. L,yman and W. H. Reed.—The two lakes, Kilauea and Hale-

maumau are both very active, and the large flow of lava from Halemaumau into the basin of the crater,

which we were told occurred on the 27th inst., is still aglow, occasionally bursting forth on the sur-

face and at the lower edge. The roar from the lakes was very loud at times during the night.

While Kilauea went on in ranch her usual way during the ten years from 1864 to

1874, Mauna Loa seemed to be adopting the chronic state of activity long a character-

istic of her lower neighbor. In 1868 the activity began as we have seen, and while the

size of the rent (some three miles long), allowed the stirplus lava to escape rapidl}-,

that outflow seems to have for a time closed that escape valve, and the activities were

transferred to the summit crater, Mokuaweoweo. In December, 1869, visitors to the

sitmmit found much steam but no visible fires. During the first few weeks in 1870

steam and smoke arose from the crater in such quantities as to to be visible at Hilo.

This did not last long and later in the year Mr. Luther Severance found Mokuaweo-

weo quiet. On the tenth of August, 1872, Mr. Coan saw from Hilo'^ "a lofty pillar of

light two thousand feet high". No fire was seen from below, only its reflection on the

column of vapors. It should be borne in mind that when "a bright light like a star"

is seen from the coast level at Hilo it means, if from the summit crater, a fountain pla}^-

ing at least twelve hundred feet high, so flat is the stimmit plain of Loa in the midst of

which the crater is sittiated. All through Augttst and into September the aAivitj- of

Mokuaweoweo continued. On August 23d a tidal wave was observed at Hilo in

calm weather and without earthquakes. The first wave rose four feet, then at an

interval of six minutes a second three feet high, and so diminishing for a dozen waves.

There is no evidence of conne6lion with the island volcanoes. Certainlv the summit

'^American Journal, 1S72, iv, 406; 1873, v, 476.
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crater of Loa was not emptied as Mr. J. M. L3'dgate found a fountain still playing

the latter part of August, and Mr. H. M. Whitney, also a careful and experienced

observer, found in September a fountain of lava seventy-five feet in diameter and five

hundred feet high in the southwest corner of the crater; the pool around it covered

about a third of the bottom, and certainly did not indicate any tapping of the supply

at an}- lower or submarine level. In January, 1873, the action as seen from Hilo was

"marvellousl}^ brilliant,'"'^ the illuminated vapors rising thousands of feet. The herds-

men at Ainapo reported the mountain as constantly quivering like a boiling pot. The

light was suddenly quenched, but in April the activity was fully renewed. On the

sixth of June Mr. W. L. Green was at the summit and from him we learn that

—

The fountain generally played to a height of from three hundred to four hundred feet, as

estimated from the known depth of the crater, although some spires or shoots would now and the n

rise to a greater altitude. The form of the fountain would constantly vary, sometimes being in the

shape of a low rounded dome, then perhaps forming a sort of spire in centre, with a fountain in the

form of a wheat sheaf on each side. Sometimes it would look like one great wheat sheaf. On this

day the visible vapors or gases connected with this fountain were quite insignificant ; by da3-light we

could see none, but at night-time the bright reflection from the molten lava made visible a light blue

haze which quietly left it. Some observers of this same fountain, a few months before, and when it

was much higher, reported that they heard the sound of escaping steam or gases. Some of them

even believed that they heard the roar of escaping steam or vapors, some time before they arrived at

the edge of the crater. We enquired very particularly, however, from one of the most intelligent of

the party, and he assured us that there was no proof that the noise they heard was that of escaping

steam or gases. I have sketches drawn by two of the party, which show little or no steam or gases.

There were two noises, however, which were very easily distinguishable : one was the dull roar of

the fall of this fountain of heavy liquid, and the other was the metallic clink of the fall of the solidi-

fied lavas which were constantly taken up by the fountain and thrown onto the solid rocks at a little

distance from it. Indeed, these solid pieces and separate portions of the molten lava, which cooled

in the air, formed a light falling veil over the dazzling lava fountain, and as it fell close round the

sides, it formed a black level scum which floated on the lava lake, out of which the fountain rose.

Whenever a more than usually solid mass of lava fell within the area of this lake, it seemed to force

itself through the black, floating scoriaceous mass and make a golden splash of the white-hot lava

beneath it. From different parts of the crater, and away from the fountain, white fumes arose like

those which often appear in Kilauea crater.

This night and for two nights previously, there was so little cloud, or condensed vapor above

the edge of the crater, that it was not sufficient to reflect the light of the great molten fountain below.

P'or weeks previously we had seen this reflected light, which indeed, was the only possible means by

which a light in the bottom of the crater can be made visible to an eye situated outside of it, but

below the level of its edge. The night before we left Kilauea, however, the light on the top of

Mauna L,oa was not to be seen, although the night was clear, and it was only when we got close to

the crater, that a light smoke could be seen drifting away from it, whilst the great fountain of molten

rock was playing below.

There was indeed, nothing about this fountain that gave the impression of its having been

produced by steam, incandescent or otherwise, or elastic vapors of any kind, but everything seemed

"Coan, American Journal, iSyj, v, 476; 1S74, vii, 516; 1877, xiv, 68.
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to favor the idea of its being a simple 115'drostatic effect, and as though a great artesian bore had been
made to a stratum of molten rock, which had only been awaiting an opportunity to overflow.'"

Miss Bird, who accompanied Mr. Green in this ascent, writes of it in her usual

fluent style, and Dana is inclined to quote her as authority; but from a knowledge of

her inaccurate and slipshod relations of other doings on these islands, I must look

with suspicion on her testimony, and this is not needed, as Mr. Green was with her.

We have seen in the Volcano House records of Messrs. Adams and the brothers

Hitchcock that the action continued for eighteen months, most of the time with force

enough to sustain jets of lava. Mr. Coau remarks that there were but few earth-

quakes during this period, and these of no importance.

In Januar}' of 1875 Mr. W. L. Green reports action in Mokuaweoweo lasting

several weeks, and on August nth Mr. Coan reports:''' "The summit crater was again

in brilliant action. The action continued, as appeared in the view from Hilo, for one

week, and without any observed evidence of an eruption." In the Narrative of the

Voyage of the Challenger"' it is stated that parties from the vessel during the stay at

Hilo, visited Kilauea, and "ditring the ascent a globular cloud was seen hanging in the

air in the distance, which, as the guide explained, hung over the summit of Mauna Loa

itself ... .As night fell this cloud perpetualh' reformed b}- condensation, and was lighted

up bj- a brilliant orange glow reflected from the molten lava in the great terminal crater,

and the general effect was just as if a fire were raging in the forest in the distance."

February 13, 1876, Mr. Coan reports a brilliant but short eruption on the summit,

but no other outbreak noted.?** On Februar}' 14, 1877, occurred another short but bril-

liant eruption from the summit. All the afternoon the mountain top had been covered

with cloud or smoke as some considered it, but at half-past nine in the evening the

curtain rolled awaj-, showing a bright red reflection on the dark cloud banks

1877 above. As seen from Hilo by Mr. Coan, "the display of light was most glori-

ous," columns of what Dana claims were illuminated steam, rose "with fearful

speed to a height of fourteen to seventeen thousand feet, and then spread out into a

vast fiery cloud, looking at night as if the heavens were on fire."''' From Waimea
Mr. Curtis J. Lyons of the Government Survey writes that the smoke masses were

'-'Vestiges of the Molten Globe, ii, i66. On page i5.S of the same work he remarks : "With regard to incandes-

cent steam, which Captain Diitton suggests as possiblj' representing to the ej'e a portion of these fountains, we ma\'

say, that we have never seen, on Hawaii, at any of the eruptions of molten lava, anything like incandescent steam.

The iUHiiiiiiatcd smoke, gases, or vapors, which reflccte<l the white-hot lava below them, we saw in abundance at

the crater of 1859, and they are quite common at Kilauea and elsewhere ; but incandescent steam we have never
recognized at any of them." Captain Button had never, I believe, seen a lava fountain of any size, and found it hard
to believe in their entire solidity.

'' American Journal, 1877, xiv, 68.

"Vol. i, pt. 2, p. 766. The ship anchored in Hilo Bay August 14, and left on the 19th.

"American Journal, 1877, ^iv, 68.

"American Journal, 1877, xw . 68. Letter of March 17, 1877.
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ejected to a height of not less than sixteen thousand feet above the top of the moun-

tain, where the}' hung forming a dense stratum of smoke. The velocity with which

they ascended was such that the first five thousand feet were passed inside of a

minute.'"" From the deck of the "Kilauea" at anchor off Kawaihae, "five distinct

columns of fire could be seen belching forth from the mountain." This lasted but six

hours, and on Thursday night no light was seen, although the summit was covered

with smoke. Four slight earthquake shocks were felt at Waimea and one at Kohala.

Those who hastened to Hawaii to see this outbreak were disappointed, but in Keala-

keakua Ba^' they found the runaway eruption. As the steamer approached the baj'

columns of steam or smoke were seen rising from the sea, much like the spouting of a

school of whales, and numerous pieces of lava were floating about.

According to the natives, the eruption was first seen at three o'clock on the

morning of the 24th about a mile from shore, and it appeared like innumerable red,

blue and green lights. Some thought these were the steamer's lights, only they were

so numerous as to excite consternation. Keei Point forms the southern boundary of

Kealakeakua Bay, and the steam and lava rose as far as a mile beyond the point

apparently from a submarine fissure running about N.N.W. by B.S.E., and where the

water has been from twenty to sixt}^ fathoms deep.

Boats from the steamer put off to the scene of the greatest commotion, rowing

directly over the most disturbed part where the boat was repeatedly hit b}^ the rising

masses of lava, nearly all of which on reaching the surface were red-hot, emitting gases

strongly sulphurous. lu cooling the lava cakes sank as rapidly as they rose to the

surface. Specimens were obtained"" which are very porous, and from the accounts

much of it was the froth called limn. A severe earthquake shock was felt on the

western side of the baj' during the night of the eruption. Eleven 3'ears after this, while

camping on the shore of this beautiful bay, near the site of Cook's and Vancouver's

observatories, I paddled my canoe over the region where this "submarine volcano"

broke out and found that it had left no sign. The newspaper accounts were illustrated

by most grotesque and impossible pictures of four black columns like trunks of trees

and five pillars of fire,—papers of respectability in the United States and Europe.

We must now return to Kilauea.

February 2, 1875. Frank J. .Scott.—Visited the crater with Mr. J. W. Moore and George P.

Castle. Got to southwest side of Halemaumau and stood over the brink of the crater in which the

lava stood about forty feet below, and was boiling violently on the edges only. The smoke was

towards Kilauea and we could not get to see it, but craters marked C and D were not in action.

February 4th, went to the craters again via little sulphur crater marked E, looking down which we

1

I

100

1

'Hawaiian Gazette, February 21, 1877. Further account of this eruption is from the same source published
by Mr. H. M. Whitney who went to Hawaii.

""A specimen is in the Bishop Museum. It is very cellular lava ; not at all Hutu.
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saw lava rushing swiftly at a depth of not more than ten feet below where we stood, and in the direc-

tion of the hotel. Proceeding to a point of observation marked X we had a fair view of all the

craters. The small one marked C was playing with most force spurting its lava in spray ten to twenty

feet above its banks. Halemaumau was almost as lively, and the main crater Kilauea was boiling

at the base of its cliffs on all sides with vigor. It was about eleven o'clock when we arrived at X.

The little crater D was then without signs of fire. After we had been standing about half an hour,

this little basin showed fire, heaving and then bursting its scum of gray lava and boiling fiercely.

About the same time the lava in the great crater Kilauea was rising fast. Presently it gushed up

and with a surge toward the northeast side, appeared to be rushing toward a vent and in a few

minutes it subsided to its first level, and all the craters seemed in about an equal state of activity.

None of them were near full as we are told

they sometimes are. The lava in Halemau-
mau was about twenty feet below the lava

floor right about it ; crater C about the same;

D not more than ten to twelve feet, and

Kilauea perhaps from thirty to forty or fifty

feet. As soon as the great gush from Kilauea

found vent we anticipated a good flow of lava

on the great lava sink between these craters

and the hotel. We returned to dinner at two

o'clock via the cave of stalactites on the

northeast terrace of the great sink. When we
came out from dinner the anticipated lava

flow had already submerged an acre or two

of the sink on the route of our morning walk

and was creeping over the great sink in four

different places.

O.-d

A'-feEi
r'^!^-^

August 7, iŜ/J-

Fig. 75. CR.\TER IN FEBRU.\RV, 1875.

C.E. Oilman.—Two
severe earthquake shocks were felt here to-

day: one at 4:30 p.m., and one at 6:45 p.m.

Motion north to south.

August 75, i8j^. Challenger Expedition.—A few of our party visited the crater this even-

ing and found both Kilauea and Halemaumau more than usually active. We left Volcano House
at 5 P.M., thus arriving at the scene of action a few minutes before sunset. By this means we got a

good idea of the whole volcano by daylight and a grand view of the furnaces by night. Kilauea had

five jets playing, Halemaumau having the same number but on a much finer scale. Even as we sat

there gazing down, Halemaumau rose in a few minutes to within a few feet of the top of its banks,

and I have no doubt that an overflow took place at some point that was hidden from us. The lake

then subsided to its former level. Between these two craters, high up on the dividing bank of hard

lava, a small cone was blowing every two or three minutes, the jets reaching an altitude of twenty

or forty feet.—Spectroscopic observations of the furnaces with a small direct vision spectroscope gave

a continuous spectrum, the red showing brightest, an occasional flare in the green Magnetic ob-

servations were made with the dip needle in front of hotel, then the dip circle was carried down to

the first plateau and a difference of two degrees in reading was found, thus indicating the powerful

influence of the iron in the crater. Photographs were taken of the whole crater, of the craters of

Kilauea and Halemaumau, and of the lava cascades.—Mauna Eoa is quiet now."'-

Augusl 21, iSj§. J. W. Oilman.—A faint light was seen from here at 9: 15 p.m. on Mauna Loa.

'°-Tlie photographs of the whole crater and of the ca.scades are given in the second part of the first vohmie of
the Narrative of the Expedition, but the two views of the smaller craters mentioned do not appear.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II. No. 4.—9. L5*-'7j
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September 7, rSj^. Walter M. Gibson.— I descended into the crater in company with Mr.

Schaefer and Mr. Gihnan of the Volcano House, and arriving at the brink of the Kilauea lake I was
disappointed in not finding any show of activit}'. A small jet of lava apparently not larger than a

wheat sheaf, to which some lava jets are compared, was all the outer evidence of activity near the

edge of the black surface of cooled lava, at a depth of about a hundred and twenty feet from where
we stood. However, after a short stay, several jets broke forth, and before we left Kilauea showed
considerable signs of activity. I descended again at 10 p.m. on the loth September, when I observed

a wonderful increase of activity. The Kilauea lake had risen to within thirty feet of the top of its

highest bluff, or about ninety feet, whilst the Halemaumau lake and the Kilauea iki '"^ pit were full

and boiling over, and pouring forth streams of lava, some flowing into Kilauea lake and others flow-

ing in a southeast direction towards the basin of the main crater. I ob.served a new boiling pool

about three hundred yards southeast of Halemaumau and outside of the high embankment that

incloses the two principal lakes. After my return to the Volcano House, at a later hour after night

had set in, I rode with Mr. Schaefer to a point in the west bank of the great crater, and we observed

the two lakes in a high state of activity and illuminating the sky above in a most brilliant manner.
During the night we could observe from our beds the jets of lava leaping above the embankments of

Kilauea and Halemaumau, so that the lava had risen over a hundred feet in these lakes since our

first observation on the 7th.

lYoveinber 2j, /S/i. C. .S. Oilman.—On this date tliere was at 11:15 o'clock a.m. quite a

hard earthquake shock felt in Kau, Kona and Hilo, and another of two shocks, nearly as hard at

7 P.M. The one in the morning threw down several fathoms of good stone wall at Kapapala and
also stopped our horses on the road, for the moment, by the motion of the earth.

famiary 14, iSj6. C. S. Oilman.— Last night the lake Kilauea overflowed ; a broad stream

of lava flowing down into the centre of the crater for some four hours. This morning the summits of

Loa and Kea are covered with snow to an unusual extent. Weather clear and very cold.

February i^, i8j6. C. S. Oilman.—At 7:45 this evening a very bright light was visible on
the summit of Mauna Loa, the first seen since August 11, 1875. It appears to be farther south than

the last outbreak. Kilauea very active.

February 22^ iSj6. Rev. Oeorge L. Chaney.—About a mile and a half from the hotel on our

way to Kilauea [lake ?] , we came to an opening in the lava about eight feet wide. Through this open-

ing, in spite of the fierce heat arising from it, we saw a full, rushing torrent of liquid lava, of the

brightest flame color, apparently making its way immediately beneath our feet. Both lakes were in

fine activit}' today throwing jets of intense orange-red color from both lateral and medial fountains.

May 2, iSj6. D. H. Hitchcock.—Find that Halemaumau has built up about two hundred
feet in about one year, and that the lava from the south lake has almost filled up the great central basin.

Fires very active ; a stream running down the Halemaumau slope the greater part of the night.

June 8, i8y6. J. S. Emerson. Visited the vSouth lake approaching it on the north side of

the lake ; recent lava flows and a tendency to constant changes on the east side rendering the old

path from the east unsafe. The lake is quite active and gradually filling up; the surface of the lake

has an apparent current or motion in a southwest direction. Weather fine with occasional showers.

fune 22, i8y6. Herbert C. Austin.—At 9:30 a.m. we were on the edge of the cone looking

into the north lake. There seemed to be two boiling cauldrons from which the lava was rolling in

great masses of scum to make one complete surging sea.

January /, i8yj. W. P. Toler.—Having made two previous visits, one in 1843, and the

other in 1845, I will mention the material differences between now and then. At my two previous

visits the entire bottom of the crater was depressed from eight hundred to a thousand feet below the

tops of the cliffs surrounding it, whilst now the entire bottom has risen to within four hundred or six

hundred feet of the top of the cliffs. At my previous visits the southwest or principal lake of liquid

'°^By Kilauea iki Mr. Gibson nitaiis the pool within the Halemaiunau area oiIUil, unfortunatclv, Kilauea.
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lava was ouly from ten to fifteen feet below the surface of the surrounding plain of hard lava forming

the bottom of the crater, whilst now I find a cone about one hundred and eighty feet high with the

lake of lava in centre of cone and depressed about two hundred feet below the top of said cone. Again,

oa my previous visits there was no flowing lava in sight except in the lake, which, however, was
boiling actively all over its surface ; and now lava is flowing over the surface of the hard lava in

many places. On my previous visits only one lake existed, now I find a depression of about two hun-

dred feet where another has since existed though now extinct. I find also that a large portion of the

north cliff has fallen in since former visits. My impression is that taken altogether, the sight is not

so grand now as at my former visits, because then the entire bottom of the crater was much deeper

FIG. 76. CR.\CK IX FLOOR OF KIL.\UE.\ NE.^R E.\ST W.\I,I., M.W 4, 1877.

than now, and the lake more brilliant in its action, and being nearer the surface was in full view
from the point where the hotel now stands, so that our party were all able to read a newspaper by
the light from the lake.

May 2, 1S77. A party skirted the edge of the late flow of lava, visited the south hike, then

crossed back to the hou.se
; saw plenty of subterranean fire and found some red-hot flowing lava.

I\Tay 6, iSjj. vS. B. Dole.—On the day and evening before we came, there was a vigorou.s-

outbreak on the southeast side of the main crater, a fissure extending from the crater floor through
the bank and into tlie woods beyond. The lava spouted up from this crack to a height of from fifty

to a hundred and fifty feet. This action which drained Halemaumau as dry as an ash heap, ceased

before our arrival. We gazed into the empty goblet-shaped cavity called Halemaumau, with feelings

wherein terror was mixed with our disappointment. The ledge on which we stood was separated
from the main rock by a deep crack so that it appeared to be tilted over the hole and ready to

tumble in. Avalanches of stone were thundering down the sides of the hole which appeared to be
about two hundred and fifty feet deep. The bottom was covered with boulders.
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May 8, iSyj. H. M. Whitney.—Found the old south lake dead, inactive, closed to public

exhibition. In place of it the fires are active in a large cavern, a thousand feet this way [towards

the Volcano House] and near the usual track to the old lake.

Mav 21, fSjj. Thomas E. Cook.—The locality of the outbreak [of May 4] is a mile and a

half on a straight line about southeast from the Volcano House, and is from a narrow crevice, narrow

that is compared with the quantity of lava ejected. The crevice from which the flow took place

commences at the foot of the crater wall and extends up to within twenty or thirty feet of the top,

say two or three hundred feet, the lava ejected covering several acres of the floor of the crater.

May 22, iSjj. lyUther Severance.—No fire in the crater.

June [no date]. H. M. Whitney.—Found the action in and around the south lake commenc-

ing, and occasionally the light was very brilliant during the night. Thermometer 56" at 5:30 A.M.

August 2, 187J. B. H. Austin.—Since Wednesday of last week the lake has risen, in our

judgment, quite thirty-five feet. We found its fires were very active.

August 12, tSjj. Luther Severance.—Crater very active last night.

September 8, iSjj. W. H. Lentz.'°^—Bottom of the south lake fell about fifty feet last night.

October 9, i8jj. Rev. W. P. Alexander.— I visited this volcano forty-five years ago. It was

much more active then than now.

December 24, 1877. Rufus A. Lyman.—Grand flow from north base of hill on the north side

of Halemaumau. Two fountains at the .source of stream. vSonie time during this year Wilkes Pea

and his father, the latter guide of the Wilkes Expedition found Keanakakoi occupied by boiling lava.

Jatiuarv 18, iSj8. Curtis J. Lyons.—Halemaumau is now about four hundred feet long by a

hundred in width. Lake Kilauea is to the west of it and not approachable. There is an extensive

flow of lava from the north side of the latter, about three-quarters of a mile in length. Present

height of cone, estimated, one hundred and .seventy-five feet.

September 20, i8j8. Dr. J. Mott-Smith.—Halemaumau very active. Kilauea could not be

approached, but it, too, is in great activity. A flow from this lake extends more than a mile across

the great crater. At night from this house I counted twenty-two spots of fire glowing on the line of

this flow. In my former visits, in 1851, '56 and '62, I saw no display of fire to compare with that

now seen. The floor of the crater is much changed and elevated since my last visit ; all the old land-

marks have been obliterated.

October 28, 1878. W. H. Lentz.—The largest flow of the season took place this morning.

A solid river of fire three-quarters of a mile long by a quarter wide.

/anuarv 7, i87g. H. M. Whitney.—The crater is now and has been for three weeks (or since

the heavy rains set in) very active. There are now as formerly two lakes connected [separated] by

an isthmus, the old .south lake being much larger, and the lava in both rising nearly to the rim

around them. But it has not run over the rim, the lava bursting out on one side or the other every

few days, making streams which are gradually filling up the central basin. There was an unusual

occurrence a few days since,— a stream flowed out on the south side of the south lake, lighting up the

whole southern part of the crater. Last night fires were seen in every part of the crater, and it was

very brilliant. The hill surrounding the south lake is now higher than I have ever seen it, and parts

of it are nearly on a level with the top of the south wall of the large crater. Mauna Loa has pre-

sented a splendid sight for ten days past, having been covered with snow down to the forests. The

snow fell on the night of December 26th and remained till yesterday, January 6th, when the heavy

rain washed it away. Thermometer stood at 50° this morning.

March 18, 1879. A party attempted to ride around the main crater but gave it up after going

half way. South lake said to be inaccessible from below.

Apn't 21, 1879. W. H. Lentz.—Bottom dropped out of crater.

April 2j, 1879. G. Groeper.—Found the thing extinct.

'°* Keeper of the Volcano House. [510]
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April 28, rSjg. Rev. A. O. Forbes.—Crater almost extinct. Much more steam than usual

ou the sulphur flat beyond this house. The two lakes of fire have disappeared in the depths of an

immense pit from which only a few puffs of smoke and steam arise.

June 2^, iSyg. W. H. Leutz.—Both lakes very active, Halemaumau throwing jets of lava

up at least fifty feet above the rim of lake so ofteu that the lake looks like a fountaiu of fire from

the verandah.

July 2, i8jg. W. Tregloan.—One great lake very active.

July 14, iSyg. W. H. Lentz.—Eight in the morning a large column of black smoke rising

from south lake. 8:10 .\.m. large flow of lava from the lake extending over at least one-eighth of

the entire floor of the crater. 8:30 a.m. sulphur banks on south side of crater ou fire; at 10:30 a

large portion of the bank of south lake fell in.

July ij, iSjg. Rev. Chas. M. Hyde.—Was greatly interested in watching last night the

glow of the burning lava flow extending from the hill straight across to the sulphur bank ; it had
the appearance of a burning city.

m^s'.^^"^^- •jh^ T-*iv

^.

Fir,. 77. SKKTCH OF HAI.ElI.\rM.\l', J.\NUARY 5, tS8o.

August 2^, iSjg. G. H. Luce.—One lake or river quite active.

Januaiy §, 1880. T. J. Kinnear gives a sketch of Halemaumau from the south-southeast.

April 8, 1S80. A party ascended Mauna Loa and found much snow; could not look down
into the extinct crater.

May I, 1S80. W. H. Lentz.—9:30 p.m. Mokuaweoweo burst out in a large lurid light, with

a roar resembling thunder. 10:05 p.m. a second eruption, this time from the crater to the north of

Mokuaweoweo, apparently as large as the first. 11 p.m. still another, this time southwest from the

first, making in all three active fires on top and slope of Mauna Loa. Kilauea very active, both

lakes booming, a third forming, several large flows on floor of crater.

yl/ai'5, 1880. A party ascended Mauna Loa and found snow on summit and considerable

action in the south lake with high jets of lava.

May 18, 1880. J. M. Alexander.—Halemaumau about four hundred feet broad throwing

molten lava over seventy feet high a new lake forming on the east.

June 20, t88o. W. H. Lentz.—5 a.m. quite a heavy .shock of an earthquake ; no damage, no

change in volcano.

July 24, rSSo. W. T. Brigham.—Photographed crater and ascended Mauna Loa from this side.

(pages .\re torn from the book here.)
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I shall interrupt the Volcano House record to give more fully my observations

at this visit, although the}^ have been published,'"-'^ as there are some omissions and

additions to be made to avoid repetition and supply lacunae.

On May i, 1880, an outbreak from the summit crater of Mauna Loa was

1880 reported. Some persons made the ascent and found a fire-fountain from the

floor of the small crater adjoining Mokiiaweoweo, but this soon ceased and no

lava escaped from the crater or from any visible rent on the mountain side. This was

unusual, and thinking the slight summit eruption was probabl}' a prelude to a more

FIC. AN IMPROVED VOI^'ANO HOUSE.

extensive outbreak, I started in June from Boston for the Hawaiian Islands, taking

with me Mr. Charles Furneaux, a well-known artist, that I might be able to preserve

for scientific study, should we be so fortunate as to see an eruption, those appearances

that the camera does not retain and which are so difficult to describe.

As soon as possible after our arrival in Honolulu we sailed for Hilo and made

the ascent to Kilauea. The road had certainly not improved during the fifteen 3'ears

since I had last traveled over it, but on the evening of July 24, 1880, with Mr. R.

Forbes Carpenter and Mr. Furneaux, I arrived at the northeast bank of the crater

where we found a very comfortable hotel replacing the grass shanty I had occupied

'"'.American JouriKil of .'ciince, Jul}-, iSSy.p. jcj. [512]
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in 1865, while siirveyiug Kilauea. The scene was familiar. Five times had I come

to the crater at night on \\\y way from Hilo, and almost as mauj? times when journey-

ing from Kau, but the wonder of the view never dulled, and tonight the fires far away

to the southwest were very brilliant, brighter, perhaps, than I had seen them before.

On the morning of the 25th, we descended into the crater by the usual path

leading under Waldron's Ledge. The temperature on the upper bank was 58° Fahr.,

and the steam from the many cracks parallel with the crater-walls seemed more

Fig. 79. KILAUEA IN iSSo. CHAS. FURNKAUX.

abundant than usual. The massive walls had been much broken, and huge fragments

of ancient lava had been tumbled down in the path, making the descent much easier,

and also indicating more clearly than I had ever seen before, the way in which this

vast crater has attained its present proportions. The original walls may have been

of small extent, but the jar of earthquakes cracks the not firmly united layers of lava

which compose the bounding walls, and finally throws down to the floor blocks of lava

in size proportioned to the strength or frequency of the shocks ; then the next period

of activity in the lava-supply sends over the floor streams of lava which float or melt

these blocks, thus clearing awa}' the talus. It is diflicult to understand how the lavas

raise and float the much more compact old lava, but I have seen it done more than
[513]
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once, and the impression the sight convej'ed was of a black hand gently passing under

the heav3' block and raising it or carrj'ing it along. In the same vva}- lava has insinu-

ated itself beneath stone walls built to bar its progress and lifted and overthrown the

futile barrier. So extensively has this process been at work in Kilauea that my sur-

ve}- of the crater, made with great care in 1S65, and six years later adopted by the

Trigonometrical Survey of the Hawaiian Government and republished on their official

map, is already antiquated except in a few points, ascertained by my monuments still

standing; the whole boundarj- has perceptibly changed, and I consider Kilauea nearly

five per cent, larger than it w^as eighteen years ago. The change visible on the bottom

of the crater was even greater. I was provided with an excellent barometer, by the

kindness of vny friend Mr. Carpenter, and found by it that while the bottom of the

crater, at the base of the outer wall where first reached in our descent, was 650 feet

below the Volcano House, the central portion was only 300 feet, or, in other words,

the floor was raised in the general shape of a flat dome 350 feet high. Nor was this

hill of lava simply the overflow of the lakes whence the lava runs in frequent out-

breaks ; the mass was partly composed of these numberless little overflows, but the

great mass was evidentl}' elevated in the centre, and the cracks everywhere indicated

that this elevation was not a slow cumulative action, but had been, at intervals, greatly

and irregularl}' accelerated.

In 1865 the floor of the crater was verj' irregular, full of caves and intersedled

by great cracks, but its general surface was nearly horizontal. A few years later the

floor fell in over about a third of its area (see Fig. 69, p. 107 ) and the caves and cracks

were alike obliterated, a funnel-like depression with but slight signs of fire at the bot-

tom. The action, however, continued until the tunnel was not only filled up but the

overflow from it reached the outer walls of Kilauea, and then, for a while, the action

decreased and the lava cooled. A renewal of activity floated this crust as is indicated

by occasional outflows at the edges, and so the intermittent action had in 1880 formed

a tolerably regular dome surrounded b};- four lakes (the latest on the southeast began

to form on May 15th) of an average diameter of a thousand feet each. The walls of

these lakes of fire were much broken and changing daily. They were elevated in

places far above the contour of the dome, and from the action of heated vapors, were

decomposed until their layered strudlure was plainly visible at a distance by the bands

of brilliant colors not unlike those of the clay cliffs at Gay Head on Martha's Vine-

yard. Bmerald-green, vermilion, bli;e and Indian-j^ellow, irregularl}- distributed,

indicated either very little homogeneity of the masses or uncertain action of the

sulphurous and acid vapors. [514I
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It was very easj' to see what toppled down these fantastic cliffs, for the molten

mass within the lake was most active near the edges and under the banks which were

generally undermined horizontally to the extent of fifteen or twenty feet by the white-

hot, restless waves. From the under surface of these over-hanging shelves depended

long and flexible skeins of what seemed to be volcanic spun-glass, or Pele's hair, lapped

by the white waves, and seeming, in the glare in which they swung, to be hot to trans-

parency. These pendents were very numerous, often a foot in diameter and six to

ten feet long, fibrous as asbestos, and very flexible. Although they were one of the

most remarkable appearances at the southeast lake, it was nearly half an hour before

I had A.wy direct evidence of the process of their formation. Occasionally surface ex-

/.

rr^r=fsrr ^

From South East Lake—toward North.

Fig. 8u. From southeast lakk, looking northward.

plosions took place and the viscous fragments, thrown violently against the roof above,

spun out in falling back a glass thread, sometimes several from each lump, the frag-

ment being sometimes as large as a man's head. An attraction, probably electrical,

as the compass needle is stronglj- agitated in the vicinity of the currents from the

lakes, drew together these isolated threads until the hank was formed which floated

like seaweed in a falling tide. Although I watched several hours I did not see any of

these hanks fall into the lake beneath.

The brittle nature of the banks which were formed by overflows and ejected

matter loosely cemented by subsequent overflows or spatters, would admit of any amount

of degradation, but how is the elevation to be explained? A prolonged stay at the

crater suggested the following explanation. The action in these fire-lakes or pools,

as has often been mentioned, is very irregular and intermittent, often apparently ceas-

ing on one side until the crust there is cool and hard; it then breaks out again from
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beneath this new crust, turning it back like the lid of a box against the bank to which

it may be soldered \)y the molten spatters, or, as is more frequentl}' the case, the crust

is raised 01 masse and where it touches the superincumbent cliff, carries this up with

it and sometimes topples it over onto the outer part of the wall. In this waj-, I believe,

the cliffs seen in the sketch, and the whole bottom of Kilauea, nearly three miles in

diameter, have been floated up by degrees. If the action was constant the lava would

break out along the edges of the swelling plain, as indeed it does when the inflow of

lava is long continued, and the surface would become a general level by the accumula-

tion of the running lava in the lowest places. But in fact, after a certain amount of

lava has flowed up through the throats, whose position is marked b^' the surface lakes

just mentioned,—enough, it may be, to raise the cool but somewhat flexible crust a few

feet in the middle,—the supply ceases; the liquid which has permeated all the cracks

and fissures in the overlying crust as the lava on a larger scale injects dikes in the

earth's crust, cools and becomes solid, to be in turn

raised by a new influx of lava from beneath. Each

layer will be thicker near the .source and will thin

out as the distance therefrom increases, and this is

what the cracks and chasms in the dome show so

far as one can get into them. The successive layers fig- 81. diagram of elevation.

are very unequal ; one not far, perhaps two hundred

feet from the outer lake, was six feet thick and contained on a rough estimate ten

thousand cubic j'ards of vesicular lava; next to it was a layer not quite two feet thick

and diminishing at a distance of two hundred yards to less than half a foot.

After examining Kilauea by daylight, I procured lanterns and returned to the

lakes about nightfall, traversing the bed of the crater while the daylight lasted. A guide

(so called) who was at the Volcano House, and who went with us that morning, refused

to descend after dark, and the hotel keeper ( Lentz) put every obstacle in our way ;'"'' but

I had often been there by night before, and my familiarity with the external action of

this volcano made it c[uite safe to pass over any part of the terrible waste in the flicker-

ing, lurid light of the earth-fires, as it is onlj- at night that the Halemaumau can be

seen in all its splendor. In some respects also it is a safer journey b}- night than by

day; for example, on our way down wc crossed a low dome which gave no signs of fire

except a clinking sound and a silent bluish vapor common enough in the vicinity of

the lakes ; the ground was .so hot, however, that we crossed it rapidly to save our shoes

;

on our return about midnight we found that our path had led over a mound wholly

'* / iiutilioii //lis /kiaiisr i/ is /lie on/y occasion in my many visi/s io /lie I 'o/caiio J/oiisc under many Jiffcrcn/

/los/s. //ml I /lai'f no/ mc/ 7i'illi llir ii/inos/ courtesy and assislance.
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injected with a network of molten lava filling the cracks not two inches from the sur-

face, and which, now plainly visible in the darkness, was a startling as well as a beauti-

ful sight. In daj'light the hot lava looks like black tar, and I have several times had

to pull my companions from the spot where they might be standing unconscious of the

silent black monster which was almost biting their feet, for it was nearly invisible on

the equallv black floor.

In all of my previous visits the bank of the active pool had been at least twenty

feet above the lava surface, but now we were able to approach the southeast lake nearlj-

on a level, and the effect was much grander than usual. I have spent at various times

as manj' as ten nights in the crater on the banks of this and other similar lakes, and

have noticed blue and green flames playing over the cracks in the surface, biit these

seldom lasted longer than a few moments, and were not confined to any locality. Now,

on the contrary, on the top of a huge hummock which seemed to have broken from the

bank, was a cluster of blow-holes from which escaped constantly a large volume of gas

which burned with a bluish-green flame well shown in Mr. Furneaux's painting of the

lake made on this visit. (See frontispiece.) These jets were burning in the morn-

ing, and twelve hours after their volume was apparently unaltered. The pressure

evidently varied but slightly, and au}' increase in pressure did not seem to coiTcspond

to greater activitj- in the molten lava. With suitable apparatus it would have been

possible to have collected the gas before it was consumed. Its escape caused a noise

similar to that of a steamboat blowing off steam. The mention of steam leads me to

express a wish that those geologists who see in steam the prime cause of volcanic

action, could have been here, and have studied an eruption of the Hawaiian volcanoes.

A pailfull of water thrown into the southeast lake would have made more steam than

was present all the time we staj^ed in the crater. It is difficult to mistake a steamy

atmosphere for a very dr}- one; and then if steam was present in anj- quantity' in the

gaseous exhalations of Kilauea, the cold winds from Mauna Loa would soon precipi-

tate it as rain, when in fact this is the dryest part of the island.

The ancient Halemauman or Everlasting House, where fires have been seen,

or whence vapors have escaped from time immemorial, was now replaced, I believe, by

the four lakes which occupj' the position of that single source. The guide and others

insisted that the northeastern of the lakes was the Halemaumau, and without renewing

ni}- survey, for which I did not have with me the necessary' instruments, I could not

positively declare that they were wrong, but I sighted from two of my monuments left

from 1S65, and comparing with mj- notes of that survey on my return to Boston,

I found that the Halemaumau of that day occupied a position nearly .southwest of the
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present so-called Halemaumau, or in the midst of the present four lakes, so that no one

of them is entitled exclusively to that name sacred to the ancient worshippers of Pele.

Among other changes the southern sulphur bank had wholly disappeared,

having been consumed b}- a local outbreak of lava which occurred a few months before

our visit (Juh' 14, 1879). The other deposit of sulphur on the north side near the

hotel seemed smaller, and the impression conveyed was of a much smaller amount of

sulphur in and around the crater than was found fifteen years before. None of the

fine crystals so common then could be found now.

West of the crater on the Kau road, in the region called Uwekahuna, are many

small cracks which indicate plainly a general and extensive subsidence. Farther to

FIG. 82. HAI^EMAUMAU FROM KAU BANK IN 1880.

the southwest was a long line of smoke or vapor extending, it may be, to Ponahohoa,

where Rev. William Ellis found marks of a recent outflow in 1823. I could not then

follow the fissure, nor do I know of any one who has done so, but this is the track of

many an eruption, and should be thoroughly surveyed, as it is little visited, being

barren and of rough surface. (This has since been done to some extent by the

Government Survey.)

As the moon rose about midnight we started for the upper bank and the

Volcano House. The brilliant moonlight of the tropics glittered on the metallic lava

in cold contrast to the hot fire-light we had just left, and as the shadow of the high

ledge fell across our path we had to walk warily and in single file to avoid the cracks

our feeble lantern hardly indicated. Once on the path up the wall, we separated, and

the most active got home half an hour before the rest of the party.

[5 1 8]
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On the twenty-nintli of Julj^, having in the meantime made the ascent of

Mauna Loa, I retnrned to Kilanea. In the afternoon I went to the Kan bank, and

while Mr. Furneanx sketched Kilanea from the west, I photographed the cliffs of

Halemanmau, and then descending two of the gravelly terraces which form the border

of the crater on this side, fonnd mj'self on the brink of a perpendicnlar cliff beneath

which the lava was escaping from several openings situated on the lower edge of the

dome. The action was curious, and although the heat was very great at this height

of nearly a hundred feet, I managed to watch and sketch it for nearly an hour. The
noise here was peculiar; for in addition to the clinking as of shivering glass, usually

heard when this black and glassy lava cools, there was a dull subterranean rumbling

as of heavy machinery moving beneath the crater. It was the same noise I had heard

during an earthquake two days before at

Stone's ranch many miles from Kilauea,

and it was not unlike the sound of many
looms in a cotton factory. Here there was

no earthquake tremor, although there is

always in and about Kilauea a vibration of

the ground very clearly seen when using a

compass needle, but seldom noticed other-

wise. The cliff where I watched was not

over the lowest part of the crater, but was

where the active pools approached nearest

to the outer walls, for the dome has a v^ry excentric apex. The fluidity of the lava

as it came to the surface was about that of cream. There is, so far as I know, no

definite scale to which we may refer various degrees of viscidity, and I am compelled

to use homely comparisons, which have the further disadvantage of being a variable

standard. It was white-hot cream when it came out from under the crust, but in the

distance of perhaps a foot had changed to a cherry-red molasses, while a few feet more

transformed the stream into full red tar. By daylight the color ranges from that

of arterial to venous blood, and thence to a slaty blue, marking the loss of tempera-

ture by chromatic changes. At night all the moving portion is a bright red. A single

outlet of small dimensions made much noise blowing, although the gas expelled was

invisible. The lava (.\ in the diagram) issued white-hot, ran a few feet rapidl}', then

crusted over, retaining its red glow along the edges of the narrow conduit, c. At b there

was a contradlion and the flow stopped for a while ; then the fountain at A renewed the

supply and the lava ran rapidly from the narrow outlet B, spreading in a broad, thin

sheet which did not lose its color until it reached the point E, while the original nar-

[519]
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rower and thicker stream liad formed a crust and become black in less than a quarter

of the distance. In places the lava met upward inclines, then the cooling, but still

flexible, crust, made a dam and carried the fluid part up and over a rise of some feet.

The little lava spring was an epitome of a full lava flow, and was more instru6live

than the immense fiery floods that from time to time break out from these volcanoes

and flow for many miles. Later in the evening this insignificant flow became more

active, covering twenty acres and giving more light than the lakes themselves.

FIG. 84. HATH HOUSE ON THE SUI<PHUR B.\NK, 1S80.

Over one of the steam cracks near the Volcano House, on the northeastern bank,

and in close proximity to what remained of the sulphur bank, had been built a very

rude steam bath. A hut of ample dimensions, a box with a stool in it, and loose boards

to fit around the neck of the bather, with a wooden sluice from the steam crack to the

box and a slide to regulate the admission of steam, constitute the entire apparatus.

Seated in the box late that evening, in utter darkness, while the attendant had gone

outside with the lantern to get a pail of cold water, I heard, in the stillness, sounds

deep down in the steam crack, rumbling and hard noises totally unlike the soft hissing

or sputtering of the steam. Fearing that my imagination lent strength if not being

to these sounds, I went to a crack outside and, at the risk of pitching in head-first,

listened carefully. The same noise was heard distinctly, not unlike that of an earth-

quake, but feebler. [520]
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Notes on an Ascent of Mauna Loa in 1880, About Three Months Before
THE Great Eruption of that Year. By W. T. Brigham.

From the American Journal nf Science, July. iSSS, p. 33.

On the first of May, 1880, fire was seen in the crater of Pohakn Hanalei'"" (h in

Fig. 85), on the snmmit of Manna Loa. Persons who made the ascent saw a fire-

fountain much like that observed in 1872, but no overflow followed, and the fires soon

disappeared. On the morning of July 26, I left Kilauea for Kapapala. The next

morning, while waiting at Stone's ranch for a guide over the trackless beds of aa and

clinker on the great mountain, an earthquake occurred at 8:30 a.m. local time. It lasted

three seconds, and was accompanied by a loud subterranean noise resembling that of

the looms in a cotton mill. The vibration was by no means so noticeable as the noise.

Journeying over a grazing land covered with coarse grass, and dotted here and there

with blighted koa trees, we reached Ainapo at 1:45 p.m. Although at an elevation of

at least 5000 feet, the temperature was at 75°. Late in the afternoon I mounted a fine

mule that had been loaned me by a friend, and, with Aliuai for guide, left the ranch.

In 1S64, with Mr. Horace Mann, I climbed the mighty dome on foot on the opposite

side; but this path was, if possible, worse. The forest had been burned, and the

blackened stems of the trees were dismal objects unless covered with the aka/a a

gigantic raspberry vine. The soil in these lower regions seems good, but the ground

is much broken, and so full of holes that it would be very dangerous to ride out of the

trail after dark. Even in the afternoon, vapors ascended from these holes, which

often, if not always, communicated with caverns in the ancient lava streams, and as

the day waned the vapors became more distinct. I found as the average of several

trials, that the temperature was only two or three degrees higher than the outer air.

As we ascended, the actual temperature of the vapor in these holes increased, and of

course the relative temperature was much higher. I inferred from this that the inner

mountain mass was hotter than usual, as I had never observed so great a difference

before, and that an eruption was at hand.

At the upper limit of vegetation we camped, giving our animals the little

bundles of hay we had brought for the purpose. The night was cold and on the morn-

ing of July 28th, at sunrise, the thermometer marked 52°. We broke camp at five

'"This name was applied by my guide to the south pit crater of Mokuaweoweo, and I still believe it the
correct name. This name was also used by Wilkes in 1841 with the concurrence of Dr. Judd and others. Much
juggling has taken place with the names of Hawaiian origin in later times, and this name has been applied to

at least three craters on this mountain. The one selected by the survey (on what grounds I do not know) to bear
the name on the official map is a cone on the summit some distance from Mokuaweoweo in a northeasterly direc-

tion. I may add that in the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, xxv, 194. in a paper by J. G. Sawkins, read
June 25, 1S55, there occurs this passage; "The crater of Pohakuhanalie is connected with that of Mokuaweoweo,
which is much deeper, its walls being nearly perpendicular, and exhibiting 92 layers or beds, uninterrupted by
dykes. South of the last named crater there is another, the lava of which was so hot at the time of my visit that we
could not walk over it.

"
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o'clock and reached the summit at half-past ten. A rougher mass of lava I have

seldom seen and never before ridden over. Beds of aa were succeeded by piles of jagged

scoria in fragments from one to twenty cubic feet in bulk, and over these my niitle

jumped like a chamois. At last we came upon a level plain from which had poured

the lava that had hindered our ascent.

Although we were on the summit, the

crater, Mokuaweoweo, did not at first appear,

but on everv side were rough piles of lava, some

recent, and abundant deposits of the vesicular

lava called liniii. This liniu is of a pale green

color presenting at a distance the appearance of

vegetation. Some fragments of it were a foot in

diameter, the exterior glazed and of a much

darker green, the whole verj^ vesicular and so

full of air as to float on water. In appearance

it was frozen froth. In the midst of this waste

plain we found the crater. vSince I saw it fifteen

years before great changes had occurred. Then

no change but the gradual decay of time seemed

imminent ; all was the repose of the dead. There

were some concentric cracks in the outer walls,

but the lava between these cracks and the crater

itself was so solid as to retain snow and ice all

the summer, and the descent into the crater

could be made only where the smaller craters

broke into the outer wall. On both the east

and west sides the precipices of gray, scarred

and compact lava rose to the height of nearly a thousand feet, and seemed coeval

with the mountain. At the present time these ancient walls were cracked and totter-

ing to their fall ; in some places they much resembled a wall of loose stones artificiall}^

laid. It was dangerous to approach the brink (of the south crater) so loose were the

lava blocks, and the vibrations caused by my approach seemed to extend downward

several hundred feet towards the talus which had been the result of a tremor more

severe than usual. By Ijang down I was able to look over and test the height by

timing the fall of stones. The bottom of this lateral pit, as of the main crater, was

comparatively level, without cones, and gave no indications of the source whence the
[522]
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fresh black lava had issued. At my former visit in 1864 there were two cones in

Mokuaweoweo about two hundred feet high near the eastern wall. In 1870, when Mr.

Luther Severance ascended the mountain, there were no cones, although the bottom

was much broken and sloped from west to east. From his sketch we learn that at f"'"" the

wall was ver}^ steep; at c the height was estimated at 1200 feet; at // were sulphur

banks smoking, but not violently; r marks the point where the trail from Kapapala

ends; c/ the point where Mr. Mann and I came to the crater in 1864; D i.? the small

southern crater, and a is where I found the wall tottering in 1880.

In 1874 the crater was surveyed by Mr. John M. Lydgate, of the Government

Survey, and the cones had again formed, two being in the northern lateral crater, and

two in the main pit. In 1880 with this survey before me,'"' the changes seemed to be

mostly in the outer walls which had crumbled extensively, changing the outline, but

not enough to be indicated on a plan so small. In addition, the cross walls E and F

were obliterated, and the bottom of the crater was covered with fresh lava. On this,

along the edges, was a talus of old lava from the walls, showing plainl}' that an earth-

quake had occurred since the eruption of May i. No sulphur banks or steam jets

were seen from either c or a and the deposit of liniu, added to the roughness of the

lava, deterred me from making the circuit of the. south pit to examine a verj' extensive

break on the farther side which looked fresh. Near the break was a black and glisten-

ing stream of lava, like that at the bottom of Mokuaweoweo, which extended from

the opposite bank as far to the westward as could be seen over the undulating surface.

Whence this issued was not easily determined. If it was, as first appeared to be the

the case, an overflow from the crater, how could this have been full and j'et have left

no fresh lava on the broken walls? Usually when a pit crater fills up and is emptied

from beneath, the sinking lava leaves a rim or "Black Ledge;" but there is nothing

of the sort here. If the stream flowed into the crater then the wall over which it came

has tumbled down and so removed all traces. I finally concluded that it owed its origin

to some of the inclined lava jets that spouted out clear of the crater.""

My guide had seen the fountain of May i, and he assured me that it came up

level with the outer walls of the south crater, so that the top was visible as he was

lying down some distance from the brink. This would indicate a height of nearly a

thousand feet,—not an insignificant jet!

I was convinced that the eruption of May i was but the avant coiDicr of a greater

one, and as the termination of my visit was near, I asked those who were interested

""For these references see Survey of Mokuaweoweo, p. 159.

'"'See Survey of Mokuaweoweo by J. M. Lydgate, Fig. 73.

"°In that I was mistaken, as a subsequent survey found an eruption had taken place from fissures near the
brow of the cliff, and a later eruption had flowed into this pit. See Survey of 1886.

Memoirs b. p. b. Museum, Vol. II, No. 4.— lu. L523]
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in these matters to watch for events and report to me. The new eruption began on

the fifth of November, and it proved the beginning of the most extensive lava flow that

has been recorded from the Hawaiian volcanoes.

We will return to Mauna Loa, for my expectations, aroused b}- the news of an

outbreak in May, although unfulfilled so far as my participation was concerned, still

materialized in a most definite manner about six weeks after my return to Boston.

Here is the storj- from Mr. Coan about as it came to me:

Hilo is iu a haze of .sulphur smoke, and we see the sun as through smoked glass. We have a

grand volcanic eruption. On the first inst., a little before daylight, a herdsman who lives about two

miles out of town, reported that he had seen a light on Mauna Loa. At S p.m. of the same day, my
wife called my attention to an unusual light in the direction of the mountain. At first it was partly

obscured by clouds, so that we hesitated to pronounce it volcanic. In a few minutes, however, the

revelation was clear. The clouds dispersed and the spectacle of a burning mountain opened to our

sight. The action was intense. The appearance was as if a vast column of melted rock, a mile in

diameter, was being poured out of the mountain with amazing force and vehement heat. Brilliant

corruscations shot out in all directions, lighting up the clouds to the apparent height of 30° and

spreading out for many miles along the summit of the eastern side of the mountain. The outbreak

was in full view from the west side of our house, which was brilliantly lighted up by the fires, while

the front part was in a deep shade, rendering the contrast striking.

This eruption occurring in the night, we were unable to determine at once the exact locality.

Some thought it was in the deep summit crater, Mokuaweoweo [as it was]: and others that it was

at a point a few miles north of it. Since that night the mountain has been so veiled in clouds and

smoke that we have not been able to see the fire. Yesterday flocks of Pele's hair, and light particles

of volcanic dust and sand were dropped upon our houses and in our streets, having been borne upon

the winds for this great distance.

Since my former letter, dated June 20, 1879, Kilauea has resumed great activity. Rarely iu

its recorded history have the fires been more intense or the filling up more rapid. Lateral streams of

liquid rock are bursting through the .scoriaceous sides of Halemauinau and flowing down the declivi-

ties into the central depression, adding stratum to stratum, while the great lake boils, and dashes its

waves against its walls, and sends its burning spray high into the air. The debris around the high

walls of the lake is so hot and brittle that most parties who visit the crater do not venture near the

burning cauldron, but mount some quiet eminence about one-quarter of a mile from its margin, where

they can witness its ragings, and listen to its splashings and mutterings with safety.'"

October 2j, 18S0. L- P. Tenney.—Halemaumauisquite active, as is also Kilauea or South Lake.

November /, rSSo. W. B. Oleson.—The lava is flowing on the west side of the crater [main],

and quite perceptibly changing the level. There are three distinct lakes without any other than

underground connection. Kilauea is crowded into very small dimensions, while Halemaumau re-

mains in outline about as it was a year and a half ago, but not being accessible, no definite idea of

its condition could be learned. Apparently the lava has sunken to a great depth, as no sounds could

be heard. The special seat of activity was in a new lake toward the southeast, not far removed

from Halemaumau. Here there was a vigorous activity, though nothing violent I have seen

two of these lakes when there was a rapid flow of lava alternately from one to the other, and at a

time when there seemed to be less activity than at this visit.

November 12, 1880. W. H. Lentz.— About 9 p.m., November 5th, a flow of lava started

from the northern slope of Mauna Loa apparently towards Waimea or Hilo, and is still running.

'American Journal of Science, xx( July, 1880), 71. [524]
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On November 9th, about 8 p.m., the above flow started a branch along the slope and face of the

mountain towards Kapapala ranch, Kau, and is still on its journey, making, I should judge, eight

to ten miles a day.

December J, 1880. J. M. I^ydgate.—Result of one day's half-hourly observations with two
mercurial syphon barometers, one being observed here, the other at Hilo : 4021 feet above sea at

Volcano House.

The flow from Mauna Loa which was observed from the Volcano House on

November 5th, proved to be the expected eruption which had brought me to Hawaii,

and from the duration of its flow, the distance reached by its several streams and the

amount of lava poured out it is to be reckoned one of the most important on record.

FIG. 86. VIEW OP HALEM.iUMAU IN 1880. FURNE.\UX.

On the evening of the 5th, the light was first seen from Waimea, north of Mauna
Loa, and a few hours later from Hilo on the northeast. In both cases the lava foun-

tains were distinct, leaping high into the air. This was quite like all former recorded

eruptions, but in one way this differed from them all, and that was in the diffuse way
in which the streams were poured out; the length of time the lava poured forth was

also a noteworth}' fact, over nine months. From below the first stream seemed to

run north bj' east towards Mauna Kea, bitt this stopped after a course of twelve

miles, not far from the sheep station of Kalaieha on the high plateau between the

great mountains of Hawaii. I have .seen the end of that stream and it presents no
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marked peculiarities; the suppl}' at the fountain was evidently diverted,—Rev. E. P.

Baker visited the source several times, and gives us the result of his observations seven

years after. The diagram (Fig. 87) will render his explanation clearer. At the end of

a large crack about eleven thousand feet above the sea, where is now a pit crater (s) of

considerable size called Pukauahi, the flow came to the surface. The crack was on a

"divide," and while the Kea stream started first it probably blocked in some measure

the discharge, and another stream, called the Kau flow, started in the direction of

Kilauea a little higher up the crack. This Kai: flow was well seen from the Volcano

House at Kilauea, and for a time it looked as if the lava would reach and flow into the

latter crater. Numerous branches flowed down the crest on

its southeastern slope, and they are quite easil}' traced from

the House, in suitable conditions of light, to the present da^'.

The crack ran by the north of a red cone which in July, 1888,

was still smoking, and also a smaller cone (marked V on the

diagram) which was also smoking seven 3'ears after the erup-

tion ceased. Dana seems to follow Baker in considering these

cones the obstacle that turned the main stream toward Hilo,

but while the matter is unimportant, it seems from the con- ^^^ §7.

tinned activity that the}? were a part and parcel of the

eruption, and did not exist before."' Mr. Furneaux' sketch (Fig. 88) shows the red

hill in the centre of the view. In the original sketch the hill is of a brick-red color,

and the curious ribbon of lava in the foreground is of a greenish tinge, and the pinnacle

and ridges of various shades of red and brown contrasting well with the patch of

snow on the left. Steam was still issuing from the cone and other parts of the flow

when the sketch was made.

After four months the flowing lava was about seven miles from Hilo; on June

28th, within five miles; on July iSth, two miles, and on August loth, it finally stopped

three-quarters of a mile from Hilo. Great was the anxiety as the stream approached

the apparently devoted town, not only in Hilo but all over the group, for the beauty

of the town and the hospitality of its inhabitants were known to all. I am tempted to

quote at some length from letters which show the nature of the flow as well as the

state of mind, for so wonderful are these flows, so spectacular as well as scientifically

interesting, that the words of no one man, however eloquent, can picture the whole scene.

I give extracts from the letters sent to me, and others published in the dail}' papers,

but all from those well known to me and whose knowledge of the phenomena was not

113 Characteristics of Volcanoes, 205, and American Journal, xxxvii, 53, already quoted.
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that of mere transient visitors seeing such wonders for the first time. The first is from

my friend of long time, the late Judge David H. Hitchcock. It is dated from Hilo,

Thursday, June 30, iSSi

:

About Wednesday of last week, the old mountain was observed to be more than usually active,

the whole summit crevasse pouring forth immense volumes of smoke. By Friday noon the three

southern arms had all joined into one, and rushing into a deep but narrow gulch forced its way down
the gulch in a rapid flow. By Saturday noon it had run a mile and was just above John Hall's house
on the south side. On Monday morning it was reported to have reached the flats back of Halai

Fig. 8S. view of thk seat of the eruption of 1880. Furneaux.

Hills. My wife and self started that afternoon with the intention of spending the night alongside the

flow. We met crowds of people returning from the flow, and all reported it active and coming rapidly

down the gulch. We rode up to it before dark and found that the stream was entirely confined to

the gulch and intensely active. It was then about half a mile from the flats spoken of.

The flow was on an average about seventy-five feet wide and from ten to thirty feet in depth

as it filled the gulch up level with its banks. The sight was grand. The whole frontage was one

mass of liquid lava carrying on its surface huge cakes of partially cooled lava. Soon after we arrived

the flow reached a deep hole, some ten or fifteen feet in depth, with perpendicular sides. The sight

as it poured over that fall in two cascades was magnificent. The flow was then moving at the rate

of about seventy-five feet an hour. About midnight we noticed a diminution in the activity of the

gulch flow and soon saw a bright red glare above the tree tops mauka [inland] of us, and were

presently startled by the burning ^'aj~ bursts, and the crackling and falling of the trees somewhere
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above us. The whole sky overhead was liued with the light of burning trees and shrubs. About
2 A.M. we made the attempt to reach the scene of the great activity, and succeeded by going up the

south side of the gulch some quarter of a mile. And what a scene lay before us as we ascended a

slight elevation ! The oncoming overflow had swept over the banks of the narrow gulch and was
flowing like water into a dense grove of neneleau [sumac] and guava trees. There they stood in a

sea of liquid lava over a space of more than an acre, while the fires were running up their trunks and
burning the branches and leaves overhead. The flow was so rapid that the trees were not cut down,
for more than two hundred feet from the first of the flow. In one place we saw a huge dome of half

melted lava rise up fifteen or twenty feet high and twice that in diameter and apparently remain

stationary, while the fiery flood went on.

The reasons of the quick advance of the flow the past two weeks have been the increased

activity of the fountain head : the junction of the streams mentioned above, and the fact that this

narrow rock bed gulch has formed, as it were, 2. flume to pass the liquid lava along in a solid, narrow
stream, without any chance for spreading out laterallj-.

Extracts from letters of the Rev. Tittis Coan

:

Hawaii is still on fire, and the smoke and sanguinary glare appear like a line of soldiers in

battle. The northern wing of the line is less than six miles from us, and the southeastern is less

than five miles distant, while the centre of the line appears the most sanguinary. From the south-

east wing the seething fusion has fallen into a rough water channel, twenty to fifty feet wide, which
comes down from the main bed of the flow almost direct to Hilo, entering into the Waialama stream,

which cuts the beach about midway. In this way the lava at white heat is fast approaching the

shore. It is now only two and a half miles from Volcano street and it is very liquid, running much
like water. It has, some part of the time, run at the rate of half a mile a day. Our town is greatly

moved, and some have suspended all other business to watch the fires. The main body of the fire is

moving slowly down upon us in sufficient breadth to sweep our whole town, while the small stream

is like advanced pickets on a skirmish line. We are in the hands of our All-wise and Gracious God,
and would not be elsewhere. Let Him do according to His pleasure, while it is a comfort to call

upon Him in the hour of trouble, and hope in His mercy.

Ttiesday, 5 p.m., fune sS.—Mrs. Coan and I have been to the lava flow today and returned.

We were a little over an hour in reaching the flow, walking our horses slowly all the way. A native

with a good horse will reach the fires in forty minutes, and return in thirty. We call the distance

three miles. We found two streams of liquid lava coming down in rocky channels which are some-
times filled with roaring waters, but nearly dry at this time. These two gulches are tco tmall lo

hold the seething fusion, and the fiery flood overruns the 1 anks, and spreads out on either tide.

The united width of these streams may vary from fifty to two hundred feet. In going down the steeper

parts of these rocky beds the roar is like that of our Wailuku, or our surf, and often like thunder.

The visit to the flow which Father Coan dismisses in so few words, Mrs. Coan

describes in a letter written the evening of her return, and I quote portions of this letter

:

This has been the darkest day that Hilo has known in connection with the flow of 1881. We
knew by the glare of the sky last evening that there was increased activity, and we both said that

at no time had the look been more threatening. There was such a broad belt of light, and it looked

so near. Before breakfast this morning a native came who had been at the Waiakea flow and told

what he had seen—a startling story ; but we have become so distrustful of all the native reports that

we could not allow ourselves to be much alarmed until we could hear further. Mr. Coan, soon as he
could, went down town to get more reliable information, and when he returned, I asked eagerly:

"How is it?" and he answered, "Well, // is all true I " He had seen several who had been to the
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flow and the reports all agreed. We are feeling sober, for truly we know not but that destruction

awaits our beautiful homes—and where shall we go? The people in the Kukuau apana [district]

are moving their things and themselves.

func 2g.—Ah ! How can I tell you the story of yesterday ? I look back upon it as a dream

of the night, and yet the experiences, the sights, were actual. We had an early breakfast and a little

before nine were ready to start for the flow, our Portuguese John accompanying us. When we
reached the turn in the road on the Puna side of the cemetery, there burst suddenly upon our view

the spot to which the fire had progressed. And it looked alarmingly near, not more than a mile

distant ; but as we rode on the distance increased and we found we went two miles or more beyond

IflG. 90. W.\TKRSPOrT ON THK FLOW OF iSSl. FURNKATX.

the further one of the three crater-hills. As we followed the trail, others passed us at more rapid

rate, and among them the lyymans and vSeverances with native attendants, and we found many there

when we reached the place. A few rods of walking after we dismounted brought us to the margin

of the stream, not limpid, sparkling brook, such as one might have looked for in that lovel}', emerald

oasis, but a red-hot, madly pursuing, death-dealing flow of lava. Years ago, and not so very many
either, people lived thereabouts and the land was under much cultivation (Mr. Coan has often

been there,—there was formerly a school-house not far from the place), and you can easily imagine

what luxuriant growth of grass there would be, and what strong, leafy guava bushes, in what had

become almost swampy land since the soil-tillers had abandoned it. But right over this freshness

and beauty the flood was coming. More was to be seen beyond, so we pushed eagerly through tall

ferns and bushes of neneleau, almost held in our steps by the sticky mud, till we reached a rocky gorge

which in times of heavy rains is the channel for the stream that rushes down a perfect torrent to the

sea passing under the bridge near the little church at Kalepolepo. This gorge is now nearly dry,

except here and there pools of water in its deepest hollows, and here the lava goes plunging on,

making falls of its red-hot, gory mass where aforetime cool cascades sparkled and rippled. Here we
[530]
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found crowds of natives and some foreigners watching the wild scene. We were told that Dr. Wet-
more and others were still further on where the main branch was ; we had seen only overflows from

that which was filling up a still larger channel. A native volunteered to guide us through the bushes

and over the great rocks in the waj', and we soon had sight of the third partj' on quite an eminence

who called us to hasten and join them, but we had progressed onl}' a few yards when word came that

the stream in the narrow gorge was moving on so fast that our return was likely to be cut off, and

Mr. Coan, marking its advance Ijy the smoke that rose, felt that it was not wise to attempt to go to

the further side. John, whom we had sent on, being fleet of foot, to see how it was, hastened back

exclaiming: "L,ike very much, Mrs. Coan see that!" Meantime the gentlemen, who were already

Fig. 91. i.Av.\ FLOW OF 18S1 ne;ar hilo. Furneaux.

there, took note of the warning and retraced their steps : but Mr. W. offered to assist me to a place

where I could see it safely ; and what I saw was the most awe-inspiring sight of all, for the mass was
far heavier and wider spread, and for speed and fury of motion it was like the rapids of Niagara.

But it was all tame to Mr. Coan, who had seen so much more, and tame by comparison to what it

must be some miles back, for this is only a picket from the army, and Mr. Coan says it sometimes

seems as if it were acting just like military tactics,—this skirmishing on the left wing while the right

is holding itself in reserve, and coming down when not watched to bring desolation in the rear. What
terrific pouring out of fusion there must be to supplj^ these different streams,—their advanced posts,

and to make them so lively so far from the fountain. Why, at night it shows an emblazoned front

of four or five miles as estimated. When we went back to the middle one of the three tines of the

fork, we tarried long to watch its movements so persistent in pushing by obstacles, checked by

nothing, heeding nothing, consuming, destroying, bound for the .sea.

'
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Oh ! the lovely ferns, one moment waving their fresh fronds in the breeze, the next scorched

by the heat, the next a mass of lambent flames, and the next ashes and nothing more. It just makes
my heart ache over that. The roar of the lava was something fearful, it was as the roar of a flood.

Then the detonations, ten in a minute as timed by the watch, and some of the explosions so heavy
we felt the ground tremble under us. John was at one time sitting down in the dry bed of the gorge

a little before the lava and nearer it than any one else, when there was a burst of steam through a

venthole in the rocks that sent little fragments flying hither and thither, and he was spattered by

some of the dirt or mud that came up. Had it been one of the heavier explosions he could hardly

have escaped being hurt. While we lingered in the gorge another note of alarm from the natives, to

the effect that the flow was approaching the spot where the horses were tied and that soon the road

would be cut off, caused us to think well of going ourselves to see how much progress the fire had

made in that locality. One of the party called it a false alarm, but then the flow was breaking out

here and there so rapidly from over the banks of the channel which it had filled up, no wonder it

seemed to some that the danger was everywhere.

It was now noon, and Mr. Coan, wearied, sat to rest on a prostrate trunk, thick green grass

under his feet, and verdant boughs of trees above him, but behind him the advancing stream. Here
the grouud was very level, and of course the flow was not rapid, but foot by foot, yard b)' yard

it rolled forward, and ver>- soon after Mr. Coan had left his seat the burning ruin covered the

ground on which his feet had rested and the log was aflame. There was intense fascination in

watching all the movements at whatever point we were, and something almost momentarily kept us

exclaiming—sometimes it was the quick cooling over the surface forming the corrugated ridges that

characterize pahoehoe, and glistening in the sun like perfect bronze—sometimes the puffing of great

bubbles that crusted over a moment, then sank back into the fier3' bosom from which they had risen

—then it rushed down steep places and filling up the hollows from which wreaths of steam curled

up. aud then its progress through the dense grass, where, for a moment the verdure hung like a

canopy over the red serpent gliding under, to melt away and be seen no more. We did not want to

come away, and yet how great the mercy that we could come and leave it with the prayer that we
might never see it doing greater damage than it was doing. The hours had been full of excitement

to me, it was all so much more than I had ever seen before of volcanic displays. I was more weary

than I realized when again in the saddle, but the ride home was restful. The air was refreshing

after the intense heat, which had burned our faces, and from the point in the road where the view

of Hilo, the bay and the greatly indented coast line breaks upon the eye, the prospect before us was
perfectly enchanting in its glowing beauty. I have always thought it a view of surpassing loveli-

ness, but now that there is so much more cultivation, and the waste places are emerald rice fields or

taro patches, and the Waiakea mill and plantation are seen on the right, the beauty is enhanced.

Must the fiery flood leave a line of black desolation through it all ? How great the mercy that the

track it is now on is one so apart from human habitations, and that there is no danger to human life.

Our homes are not to be overwhelmed from this side: that seems plain, aud we will still trust that

the "hitherto" command has been spoken to the threatener on the right. One breath can quench
it as quickl}^ as it kindled it and all our fears abate. A prayer and conference meeting was held that

evening at Mr. David L}'mau's, and there was comfort in singing the sweet hymns "Father, whate'er

of earthly bliss," "How firm a foundation ye saints of the L,ord," and "Saviour, like a shepherd

lead us;" and I think there was some truth in the saying from the heart "The will of the Lord be

done." I wish you could have been there as we were thus carrying this care to the L,ord and

shared with us the quieting influences of the hour.

I have qtioted this letter so full}- that my readers, who have not known these

people as I have, may recognize the noble souls, trusting and undaunted in the hour

of so great peril, who made Hilo what it was, a town of homes.
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From the western shore of Hawaii, at Kawaihae, the view of this eruption was

ver}' grand. Even in the quietest geological times the early morning approach to

Kawaihae on the steamer is very fine with the three mountains of Hawaii lighted by

the rising sun. If it be in winter and the snow caps are on Kea and Loa, the rosy

glow is worth the journey to see. On the beach the little village is still in shadow

of the departing night, and the great temple of Puukohola stands gloomily just be-

yond the town, but from Kea to Hualalai the glow of the coming day is fast spreading,

and the light canoes of the fishermen are nearing the shore. Mr. Furneaux caught

Fig. y2. ?;ruption op mauna loa seen From kawaihap: bay. furneaux.

all this, and to the grand dome of Loa was added the two fire fountains and the canopy

of lurid cloud of this eruption. The photograph cannot give the colors of the original

painting which is in the gallery of the Bishop Museum.

January jj, 1881 . Charles Burnhani.—After an absence of forty-five years I find the crater

[of Kilauea] much changed since 1835. It was then estimated to be eight hundred feet deep over

the whole surface. One hundred and ten cones over fifty to seventy-five feet high. There was then

a very large lake plainlj' visible night and day from the volcano shanty.

October §, i88r . Theo. H. Davies.—The new lake was very active ; the bottom edges of the

surrounding rock were red-hot and the surface of the lake was always in commotion in some places.

I counted nine cauldrons at once where the lava was boiling and splashing, a perfect blood-red, throw-

ing great flakes perhaps twenty feet high. We then went to Halemauniau, but that was not accessi-

ble ; it seemed to have more jets than the new lake. We went farther to the right and came to a pit

of fire ; this was hard on the surface but red at the edges.
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December 21 , iSSi . An iinniense cave of the pali on the west side took place this day at 9 a.m.

July 14, /SS2. F. W. Damon.—New Lake and Haleniauniau very active. In the former the

lava appears to be slowly rising; it was yesterday within thirty or forty feet of the edge where we stood.

//</r i-f-, 18S2. Capt. C. E. Button wrote much in the Register which he probably afterwards

revised in his published work on these Islands, so it need not be copied here. He vvas also here on

September 12th of the same year, and found at Mokuaweoweo "no volcanic action whatever, not

even a wisp of steam issuing from any part." "'

September J2, 1882. W. H. Leutz.—The largest flow of lava that has been here at Kilauea

for years took place today at 10:20 o'clock a.:«. The onlj- effect seemingly on the lakes was to lower

their level about ten feet in each.

December 1 , 18S2. Rev. Titus Coan died at Hilo, aged 81 years.

February 8, /88j. Rev. A. O. Forbes.—Find more action in crater than there was a week ago.

Professor C. H. Hitchcock ascended Mauna Loa in 1883 and found snow all

over the summit: no signs of action."^

A/are/i JO, i88j. H. M. Whitney.—Found Kilauea in its usual condition with occasional

overflows of the lakes, and the crater filling up gradually.

August g, jrS8j. Prof. Geo. H. Barton [Professor of Geology in Massachusetts Institute of

Technology].—Fine display at South Lake. There were three islands in South Lake.

September /, /88j. Fred H. Allen.—We saw a sight our landlord said he had never seen;

the new lake, after a few moments of great quiet, suddenly boiled in nearly every part, and swallow-

ing the black crust glowed fiery red over the entire surface. So hot was it that we had to step back

several yards from the spot where people generally sit when looking at the lake, and even then were

obliged to screen our faces with our hands. This same evening we noticed one or two large cracks

on the surface of the large crater near the lakes that we had not seen the night before.

October 18, i88j. W. E. Shearburn.—During the time that Mr. J. Bryce and mjself were

here we made three descents into the crater, and on each occasion the two lakes were very active.

On the night of the 13th, a large cave took place in Halemaumau, and on the night of the 17th there

was a most brilliant break up of the new lake. Mr. Br>ce attempted the ascent of Mauna Loa, but

was stopped by the mist.

November /, i88j. Rev. Edw. P. Baker.—Mr. Richardson and party went to the place near

the trail from Puna to Kapapala, where, in 1868, the lava appeared on the surface. The lava came
out at several points, but the largest space covered by lava is, say, one-eighth of a square mile.

The bearing of Kahuku and the land-slide at Kapapala from Kilauea, is to the right (looking from

Kilauea) of the direction of the crack and of the lava that came to the surface in 1868 from Kilauea.

[On the 2nd Mr. Baker went to the south side of Halemaumau and threw an iron wire (a lava frag-

ment at the end) into the boiling lava. The boiling process continually pulled the wire down, and

down, for about three minutes, when the wire was burned off. A south wind compelled Mr. Baker

to go round to the south side of Halemaumau.]
March g, 1884. C. H. Dickey.—We found a new little crater on the route between Hale-

maumau and the New Lake. The guide says that it began to form last Tuesday, March 3rd. We
visited it as we went to Halemaumau and it looked precisely like the furnace of a blacksmith's forge

"H'nitcd States Geological Report, iv, p. 139.

"'The page containing notes of this, as well as of his visit to Kilauea, has been torn out of the register, so that

I was not aware of the visit of this distinguished geologist until I saw, long after this account was written, his note

in the register complaining of the outrage. I understood tliat Professor Hitchcock was preparing for the press a

work on the geology of the Hawaiian group, and for that reason I have omitted reference to his valuable papers on
the subject in tlie publications of the American Geological Society and elsewhere.
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and over two feet across, but while we were watching Halemauniau the little crater burst forth and
gave us a distant view of a lava flow several hundred feet in length. We have named it the "Little

Beggar," on account of its viciousness.

January /j, iSS^. Dr. C. H. Wetmore.—The crater in vicinity of Halemaumau appears to

nie to have been considerably built up since my visit here, 7/2/84.
April 2^, 1885. Rev. E. P. Baker. — I ascended Mauna Loa, reaching Mokuaweoweo

about 10 A.M. April 20th. Snow covered the upper portion of the summit plateau in large masses,
and in small scattering patches extended nearly a thousand feet below the summit. 1 left behind
all clouds at the height of between seven and eight thousand feet, all clear and cold too above that.

The wind (very cold) was continuous and in heavy gusts, blowing all the while from S.E., S. and S.W.
The walls of Mokuaweoweo, especially the western, were plentifully bedecked with snow, and there

FIG. 93. MTTI.E BEGG.\R IN iSSg.

was much snow on the floor of the crater. The spot of the Commodore Wilkes encampment was
mostly covered with snow, so that I saw as the only relics there, two sticks, a broken bottle and a

few nails. To my remark then and there made to J. IHumahiapua Pea of Panau, Puna, "Wilkes'

encampment," his reply was, "My grandfather Ulumahiapua Pea was the guide." We walked up
and back from Ainapo. Six full days were spent in travel. The pocket barometer of Mr. Richard-

son which I carried showed Mauna Loa to be 13,300 feet above sea level. The summit crater was
quiescent, just as it has been for several years: however, sulphurous smoke and .steam were issuing

from cracks in the floor of the crater, the crater being of the shape of the figure 8 written horizontal.

I descended into Mokuaweoweo and spent the night by the steam and smoke cracks in the floor,

keeping very warm by the issuing heat, although the night before I slept in a cave with icicles over

head. Only one who has been there can realize the formidableness of the task of going down and

coming up out of the summit crater of Mauna Loa. The angle of descent was 90° in places, and not

apparently less than 75° or 80° any of the way. The place where I descended was at a point on the

northeast brink, two-thirds of the descent bringing me to the floor of the first bench, and the other

third to the lowest bench of the largest part of the crater. The barometer indicated the floor of the
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crater to be onl3- four hundred feet below the brink (the real depth being, however, rather more).

It was during most of the time in clear sky above the clouds, it being nearly all the time the jaunt

lasted rainy bslow. My last day on the mountain gave signs of a heavy storm, the upper and cirrus

clouds being driven over by the southwest wind, and meeting the trade wind and lower clouds, and

looking very angry at the place of meeting. The storm that followed was one of the heaviest ever

known on the island. I was fortunate enough to reach a camp for shelter (6000 feet up) a few hours

after the storm struck me. I found myself affected with vertigo after awaking from sleep on the floor

of the crater on the morning of April 21st.

May ij, tSS^. L. A. Thurston.— The flow from Little Beggar, which has been running

since early in March, has nearly reached the east wall of the crater.

Mav iS, iSS^. W. R. Castle.—Kilauea: Flowing lava about half a mile to right of point

where road meets crater bed. New Lake about twice the size of April, 1882. The change seems to

be from caving away of the westerly bank, and towards Halemaumau. The island is all that remains

of that bank. South Lake changed by caving away of banks with loss of the crest of high ridge

to the northwest Witnessed a break up of the surface which floated to the southeast corner and

plunged in. Little Beggar and the flow thence to the northeast are wholly new; so is the break

down in the surface between this and the south lake.

In October, 1885, Mokiiaweoweo was again stirvej-ed, this time bj^ J. M. Alex-

ander for the Government Survey, and a copy of his survey is given on the opposite

page. It is interesting to compare the variations in these plans, which certainly were

not w^holly dtie to a changing crater. Alexander found the bottom of the crater

covered with fresh lava, but no fires visible. Of the two cones shown on the plan the

southwestern one was a hundred and forty feet high and still smoking: steam was

rising from "hundreds of cracks." In the northern division of the crater was a circu-

lar pit crater a thousand feet in diameter and six hundred feet deep, still smoking

from a small cone in its centre. At the junc^tion of this northern division with the

north terrace of the main crater an eruption had broken otit, like that of 1832 in

Kilauea, from the rim, and flowed into both compartments of the crater. In 1864, when

on the highest part of the walls, I saw such an eruption that had fallen into the main

crater from the rim. Man}' blocks of a "solid, flinty lava," weighing from fifty pounds

to a ton, were noticed on the summit about the crater, sometimes a quarter of a mile

from the edge of the crater. These were of the clinkstone used by the old Hawaiians

for stone adzes and grindstones, and their position has not been satisfactorily ex-

plained. But the account by Mr. Alexander in the American Journal gives more

completely his observations

:

On the Summit Cr.\ter in October, 1885, and its vSurvev. Bv J. M. Ai.ex.\nder.

American Journal of Science, July, iSSS. p. 35,

During the year 1885 I was engaged for man}- months in surveying lands on Mauna Hualalai

and Mauna Loa in Hawaii, and in that way had an opportunity of making investigations of craters

and lava-flows that have some interest connected with the study of volcanic phenomena.

On the first of September, 1885, I set out in company with Mr. J. S. I^merson, of the Hawaiian

Government Survey, to ascend the mountain from the table land east of Hualalai, along the south
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side of the lava-flow of 1859. Our route led first through a narrow belt of forest, consisting of niamane,

ohia and sandalwood trees; then through a scanty vegetation of ohelos, and the beautiful Cyathodcs

Tamciamcia-, and at last be\oud the limits of vegetation, without a vestige of moss or lichen, over

a waste of pahoehoe lava, traversed by tracts of aa and deep chasms.

At about two-thirds of the distance towards the summit we passed the rugged crater hill from

which the outbreak of 1859 had issued, and here our path was strewed with pumice and "Pele's hair"

from that eruption. An enormous quantity of lava was poured forth from the small fissure of this

crater, forming a stream from half a mile to two miles wide, and reaching nearh' thirty miles to the

ocean at Kiholo. L,ower down I counted eighteen species of ferns and a dozen kinds of phsenogamous

plants already growing on this flow.

Reaching the brink of this vast crater, we found that along it were numerous deep fissures

filled with ice and water, making ready for avalanches into the crater. Here, and for a quarter of

a mile below, we observed many rocks of different kind from the surface lavas, solid, flinty fragments

of apparently the foundation walls, weighing from fifty i^ounds to a ton, which had formerlj' been

hurled out during eruptions. I noticed similar rocks around the summit craters of Hualalai.

At evening the fog lifted and gave us a glimpse into the craters. The central crater [see the

plan] was surrounded by almost perpendicular walls, and had a pahoehoe floor streaked with gray

sulphur cracks, from hundreds of which there issued columns of steam, and in the south end stood

a still smoking cone. South of this central crater there was a high plateau (c), and beyond this

high plateau, still farther south, an opening into another crater small and deep (d)- In the opposite

direction, north of the central crater, appeared another higher crater, like an upper plateau (b) from

which a torrent of lava had once poured into the central crater, and north of this again, another crater

(a) like a still higher plateau, from which also lava had flowed southward.

Thus it was evident, as appeared more clearly by subsequent investigation, that MokuaweoWeo
is not simply one crater, but a series of four or five craters, the walls of which have broken down, so

that they have flowed into each other.

We erected a sun-ey signal for determining the location and height of the summit, and also of

an important land boundary in the crater, viz : the corner where the four lands of Keauhou, Kahuku,
Kapapala and Kaohe met, which is at the cone in the central crater.

During the next month I ascended the mountain again, this time carrying an excellent en-

gineer's transit. In the clear frosty air of the summit station I was able to take the bearings of a

dozen survey signals on the slopes and summit of Hualalai. The new spherical signal which I had

erected was afterwards accurately determined by observations from more than twenty stations on

Mauna Kea, Hualalai and in South Koua, and thus a trigonometrical station was at last located on

the very summit of Mauna Loa.

On the second day I descended into the central crater, and found much of the bottom to con-

sist of the most solid kind of pahoehoe ; but in some large tracts the pahoehoe was covered with

pumice, indicating the violence of the former surging and tossing of the lava. Just before reaching

the cone we came to a deeper basin ( E ) twenty or more feet below the rest of the crater bottom and

about 400 feet wide, covered with the most friable lava, swollen upward as if rai.sed by air bubbles,

and this basin extended into a lava flow (ll) northeastward along the side of the crater. Probably

this was the place of the last eruption and of most of the eruptions of this central crater."' The cone,

140 feet high, was composed of pumice and friable lava still hot and smoking. We ascended it and

set up a flag there for the boundary corner.

I returned to the second plateau to the north (h), and thence clambered out to the east of

Mokuaweoweo by the route of a former cataract of lava from the summit into the crater, the black,

shining spray of which lay spattered on the surrounding rocks. Farther south there were the courses

'"Mr. Alexander seems to have put too much faith in the permanent character of this cone as a boundary of

lands or a source of eruptions. In 1.S70 it did not exist, and has been succeeded b}' others, as will be seen later.
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of two other cataracts, which had poured directl)' into the central crater. At the summit I found the

deep fissure from which these cataracts had been supplied with lava, and ascertained that it had also

poured au immense stream north upon the first plateau and thence into the central crater. Crossing

from this place to the north over the first plateau I suddenly came to a circular crater in the bed of

the plateau (a), apparently 600 feet deep and a thousand feet wide, with a cone in its centre still

smoking. The next daj- we took the transit to the stations in the crater, and the following surveyed

along the western brink to the extreme south end where we looked into the south crater (d), which
is about 800 feet deep and 2,500 feet wide. The length of the whole chasm I ascertained to be about

19,000 feet, the greatest breadth 9,000 feet, and the greatest depth 800 feet, and the area three and
six-tenths square miles.

On the southwest side, near the junction of the central crater with the south plateau (c),

I found that there had been another eruption from fissures that were still smoking, and that this

eruption had sent an immense stream southward toward Kahuku, and had also poured cataracts into

the south crater from all sides.

I had everywhere observed that there had been great flows from the summit brink down the

mountain, and questioned whether the chasm had filled up and overflowed its brim. This, however,
turned out to be an incorrect view. The flows have not been from the lowest parts of the brim,

but from some of the highest, which could not have been the case in an overflow. The walls of the

craters largely consist of loose, old weather-beaten rocks, and large tracts of the plateau are com-
posed of old pahoehoe, that has not been overflowed for ages, which would not be the case if the

craters had filled and overflowed.

These outbreaks from fissures around the rim indicate that the lava has rather poured into

the crater than out of it : and that it has flowed from such fissures in vast streams down the mountain
side. The question arises, how has the lava risen high enough to pour in extensive eruptions through
these fissures, almost a thousand feet above the bottom of the crater, without rising in the crater and
overflowing it ? The same question has often been asked in respect to the rise of liquid lava to the

summit of Mauna Loa without overflowing the open crater of Kilauea, 10,000 feet below.

While surveying the region, I was extremely interested in the arrangement of the craters;

and now, having determined the situation of more than fifty of them on Mauna L,oa, Hualalai and
Mauna Kea, I have ascertained that there is a method in their arrangement. They are not arranged
relatively tc the mountain on which they are situated, but relatively to the points of the compass.
There seems to have been a series of nearly parallel fissures through which these craters have risen

in lines running from S. 40° E. to S. 60° E. There are a few arranged in lines running N. 50° E.
It has been remarked by Mr. W. T. Brigham, in his memoir of 1868 on the volcanoes of the

Hawaiian Islands, that while the general trend of the Hawaiian group and of the major axis of

each island is N.6o° W., there is no crater on the islands whose major axis is parallel to this line.

"On the contrary," he continues, "a very interesting parallelism is observed among all the craters,

and invariably the longest diameter is north and south." It would be more correct to say that the

major axes of the great craters are usually at right angles to the general axes of the group, i.e.,

about N. 30° E. Haleakala and the ancient Kipahulu crater appear to take the other direction, but
the statement is certainly true of the great craters of Kilauea and Mokuaweoweo, which have other

points of resemblance. Thus in both the highest walls are on the western side, and in both the action

is working toward the southwest, as is indicated by the fact that the northeast craters are uearly

filled up, while the deepest and most active craters are in the southwest end of the depression.

To retitrn to Kilatiea. There had been little change since 1S82; the islands

noticed soon after the formation of the New Lake, in 1S81, proved to be floating

islands (see Plate LXII). On the sixth of March both Halemaumau and its overflow,
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the New Lake, were running over and on about the same level. On the morning of

the seventh, between two and three o'clock, the lava of Halemaumau sank ont of

sight, taking with it the contents of the shallow New Lake. The preceding activity

seems to have extended northward, as the sulphur banks near the house

1886 had become much hotter, and the hotel bath hou.se over one of the cracks

was, on the afternoon of March 6th, too hot to be used. At half-past nine

of that evening there was a slight earthquake, and it was followed at an interval

of fifteen minutes by three other shocks which made sounds "like the fall of a meal-

bag on the floor." During the night there were fortj'-one slight earthquakes counted

at the hotel, but no damage was done, and thej- were not felt outside the crater region.

It was thought at first that the fall of the walls of Halemaumau, that is, the cone sur-

rounding it, had caused the vibration, but deep fissures were opened at the same time

for a mile along the road to Hilo which certainly could not be attributed to this cause.

A notable occurrence was the cessation of the discharge of steam from the cracks in

the sulphur bank near the hotel two da^-s after (not at the time of the fall of the lava

and walls), but the steam graduallj- returned after two more days. There is no report

as to the temperature of the aqueous vapors at the time of return. No outlet, or rather

outflow, of the lava was noticed. The main floating island was stranded in the shallow

basin, and from photographs taken in 18S7 it would seem to have been a portion of

crust, but no sufficient examination was made.

Mr. J. S. Emerson, of the Government Survey, reached the crater on March 24th

and remained until April 14th. All this while, he says "no molten lava was any-

where visible in the entire crater. At certain points of easy access a stick could

be lighted by thrusting it down a crack so as to bring it in contact with the red-hot

rocks beneath ; but in general there was scarcely a place from which I was prevented

access on account of the heat." I quote from Dana the abstract of his report given

on page loi :

"''

The total depth lielow the datum at the Volcano House to the bottom of the basin of Hale-

ma'auma'u was found to be nine hundred feet, and below the rim of the basin about five hundred

and ninety feet.

On the twenty-ninth of March he descended into the pit: only Rev. E. P. Baker had pre-

ceded him. The sides were covered, not by small fragments of lava, or gravel, or scoria, but by

great irregular slabs of the smooth-surfaced lava (palioehoe), six to eight or more feet long, five or

six feet wide, and about a foot thick, and mostly so placed as to slope downward, though many were

tilted in all directions; they looked as if ready to slip to the bottom. But at a depth of about' three

hundred and twenty-five feet, or two hundred and sevent>-five feet from the bottom, where the

diameter was about six hundred feet, this rough flooring of pahoehoe slabs came abruptl\- to an end,

and a nearly circular pit began, which had the form nearly of an inverted cone The lower

''Characteristics of Volcanoes. [540]
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bisin hi 1 ati ev^eu, la-streless surface, free from large blocks and notable fissures, and consisted

chiefly of coirse gravel or fragments of lava, but at bottom of smooth black pahoehoe, free from

dibris, an i of somewhat triangular shape, with sides of twenty-five feet. From a small fissure issued

a faintlj^ bluish vapor.

In the upper pirt of the basin, ou the northwest side, about three hundred and sixty-four feet

above the bottom and two hundred and twenty-five feet below the top, there was a continuous jet of

steam from an oval aperture of five to ten feet. This continued to increase, and on the twelfth of

April deposits of sulphur were found about it.

Within the basins of New Lake and Little Beggar there were hillocks of smooth-fissured lava,

without debris. The huge bulk of the "Floating Island" on measurement proved to be sixty

feet high and fully a hundred feet in length. The walls of the emptied basin of New Lake were for

the most part nearly vertical, and were everywhere covered with a black, vitreous enamel [similar to

that covering the interior of the tunnels in the flow of 1881, Little Beggar, etc.].

Professor L. L. Van Slyke of Oahu College was at the crater ou Jtily 19th, and

fotmd great change in Halemaiiraau. Not only had the lava returned, but the midst

of the depression was occupied by a steep cone of loose blocks of lava rising about a

hundred and forty feet high, and from four hundred to a thousand feet from the pre-

cipitous wall of the pit ou the north side, and this cone was surrounded by a lake of

lava covering some five acres. This must have been covered with hardened crust, for

Professor Van Slyke ascended the cone and he says

:

I came to the edge of a deep hole or well, of rather irregular outline, four-sided, perhaps

thirty or forty feet wide, and from sixty to seventy-five feet long, and not less than a hundred feet

deep. The mouth was surrounded by masses of loose rocks, rendering approach to the edge impossible

or very dangerous, except at one point : from this point I could see the bottom of the well, and that

it was covered with hardened fresh pahoehoe. At one side the liquid lava could be seen as it was

puffed out of a small hole every few seconds and thrown up a few feet. The puffing noise accompany-

ing the ejection of the lava was quite like that of a railway locomotive, though louder. The aperture

through which the lava was thrown out might have been three feet long and two feet wide. Immedi-

ately below the point where I was standing there seemed to be a constant and tremendous commotion,

attended by a peculiar swashing noise, but I could not lean sufficiently far over with safety to see

anything. Fumes of sulphur dioxide were coming up in abundance, but being on the windward

side I was not greatly annoyed by them.

He again went up the cone, but now from the southeastern side: he continues:

This led to a second well or deep hole, where molten lava was visible. This well was nearly

round, with a diameter of perhaps twenty or thirty feet, and a depth of about a hundred feet. At one

point the edge could be safely approached ; but as it was on the leeward side the fumes of sulphur

dioxide could be endured only for a few seconds at a time. Like the other well, the sides were per-

pendicular. At the bottom was a cone having an opening at the top perhaps ten feet across
;
and

inside liquid lava was boiling with intense violence, every few .seconds throwing up a jet of lava, the

spray of which came to the mouth of the well almost into my face. The drops of lava thrown to

the mouth of the well had cooled enough to become hardened and black when they reached the

level on which I was standing. This place was quite noisy, the noise re.sembling that of violently

swashing waters. [542]
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Mauna Loa in Eruption.—As in the eruption of 1S67 this eruption, coming

twenty years later, was ushered in with seismic disturbances. It was not the usual

"beacon light" on the summit that was the sole precursor of the outpouring of lava.

All through the previous December earthcjuakes had shaken all the southwestern

portion of Hawaii without doing any damage of importance. They, however,

1887 constantly increased in frequency and force and averaged three a day by the

twelfth of January. At Kahuku Mr. George Jones counted three hundred

and fourteen shocks between 2:12 A.M. of Januar}- 17th and 4 a.m. of the iSth; sixty-

Fig. 96. SOURCE of the eruption of ii FURNEAUX.

seven between that time and midnight, and three the following day, or three hundred

and eighty-three in all. In Hilea, ten miles west of Kahuku, Mr. Charles N. Spencer

reported six hundred and eighteen shocks between 2 A.M. of the i6th and 7 A.M.

of the iSth.

With this great number of earthquakes, lava at last broke out on the summit of

Mauna Loa, three or four miles northeast from Mokuaweoweo, near the lateral cone

Pohaku o Hanalei (see note on p. 143), on the night of the i6th, but this discharge

ceased after a few hours. It is noteworthy that this outbreak was on the side of the

great summit crater most distant from the region of seismic disturbance and where the

eruption finally broke out. [5431
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There is some contradidlion as to the exact time that the lava came to the sur-

face ill Kau from a fissure about six thousand five hundred feet above the sea, but it was

observed early in the morning of the i8th. Mr. Spencer, who visited the most active

source on the 20th, says that there were fifteen fountains of molten lava, the highest

estimated at two hundred feet. Rocks weighing tons were thrown up or borne along

the stream, and while the flow was slow the first twenty-four hours, the formation being

mostly aa and clinkers, and explosions occurred at intervals sending up columns of

smoke five hundred feet high. Fortunately Mr. Furneaux was on hand and painted

the scene from which the illustration is made. Many photographs were taken, two of

which are given by Dana, but they fail to give an impression of the outflow at all

satisfaAory. Thej- might represent a dead lava bed as well. I feel that the three views

made by Furneaux show more completely than any pictures I have seen, the beginning,

course and end of an Hawaiian lava flow : even without the color, as we have them

here, the}? show better the sublimity of the scene. While the rate of progress at first

was only a mile and a half an hour, when the lava moved as pahoehoe its course was

rapid, and on the agtli it reached the sea, after a course of twenty miles, nearly four

miles west of the flow of 1S68, adding another very disagreeable interruption to the

many that cross the government road west of the south cape Ka Lae.

Mr. Furneaux again caught the stream as it flowed rapidly between the walls

it made for itself where the slope was considerable and the ground fairly clear. The

beauty of the green herbage in the foreground contrasting with the black walls within

which this Phlegethon rushed with almost the liquidity of water, canopied by the

murky pall above, removes the terror a volcanic eruption awakes in many minds when

impressions are caught from those spasmodic outbursts in thickly peopled lands where

the loss of life and property adds horror to the thought. Here little damage was done,

the beauty and variet}' of the display will never be forgotten by those fortunate enough

to see the flow of 1887.

B3' noon of the 24th the flow had nearly stopped, after extending the shores

from three to five hundred feet, according to Dr. S. E. Bishop, who was in this region

on the second of Februarj^ As the shore was not abrupt the flow built up no mounds

of black sand or ash, and the scene as viewed from a steamer off shore was simply a

clear struggle between fire and water for possession of the shore line.

Earthquakes were renewed on the 23rd, the day before the flow ceased, and con-

tinued on the 24th. These threw down walls that had a northeast and southwest

direction—the walls falling to the southeast—and moved light wooden houses eight or

ten inches on a slope in the same direction. Slight damage was done in Kahuku, and
[545]
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even in Hilo, where there was a heavj- shock felt near noon on the 23rd. The oscilla-

tions are reported as from south-southeast to north-northwest. A heavy cloud of smoke

was resting on Mauna Loa all Sunday and Monday, January 23rd and 24th, and on

the 25th the sun was almost obscured by the smoky atmosphere; on the afternoon of

that day a heavy storm of thunder and rain set in. On February 20th Judge D. H.

Hitchcock was on the summit and found the crater quiet, but vapors arising from

large fissures."' According to Rev. E. P. Baker,"'* the fissure about four hundred

feet above the point of outflow was still giving out vapors in Jul}-, 1888. No deep

crater marked the place of discharge.

February /, i88j. Rev. Sereno E. Bishop, D.D., in describing (Hawaiian

Gazette) the lava ridges left when the flow had nearly ceased, sa3's: "The whole

seemed like a colossal embankment, as if ten thousand cj-clopean trains of mastodon

cars had been dumping the rocks of Mauna Loa for a century towards the sea."

December 2g^ i88j. Mr. J. S. Emerson writes from Kohala, Hawaii, that the

view from that place indicates activity in Mokuaweoweo. "Volumes of smoke and

steam have been pouring out of the summit crater, but no glow or reflection of fire has

been observed The summit is heavily coated with snow." On March 29, 1888,

signs of activity had disappeared. To return to Kilauea

:

August 18, i88y. S. D. Fuller.
—"A whitish flame visible about edge at five

different points." On the 22nd he adds: "Since my last visit the lake had overflowed

a space 250X300 feet. Lava in lake had fallen about six feet. Great activit}' at two

points. A bluish flame observed at four points, two being in middle of lake for a short

time. A river of lava flowed into the lake from under high central cone."

January 11, /8S8. Rev. E. P. Baker.—"Dana Lake quite active." Fell several

feet in a short time.

A/)n7 8, /888. Dr. C. H. Wetmore.—"A beautiful fiery fountain."

Ju/y, /888. W. C. Merritt.—From an abstract of the letter of Mr. Merritt, then

President of Oahu College, to Prof. Dana"' (the original not having been published)

we find that Mr. Merritt reached the summit of Mauna Loa at noon of the eighteenth

of last July, and encamped near the southeast angle of the crater. The spot was con-

siderably lower than the highest point on the west side of the crater, and probably

about 13,400 feet above tide-level. Water boiled at 185° F. between 7 and 8 in the

morning, when the temperature was at 56° F. The thermometer was at 62° F. at noon,

40° F. at 7 P.M., 30° F. at II P.M., and 26° F. at daybreak, so that during the night

water froze in a large crack, ten feet below the surface. About half a mile south by

'" American Journal of Science, 18S7, xxxiii, 310. "'Ibid, 18S9, xxxvii, 51.

"Ibi.l, i,S89, xxxvit,53. [546]
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west from the southern end of the crater of Mokuaweoweo there was a small but deep

pit-crater. Having descended the east wall of the central pit of Mokuaweoweo to its

bottom, a small cinder cone was found not far from the eastern wall ; and just southwest,

a pumice [limu] cone in the midst of an aa flow, the summit of which was very hot and

reddish from the action of vapors. In the southwest corner of the pit, there was a cone

at F [see map on p. 159], from which vapors were escaping, and south of it, at w, a

circular pit between 300 and 400 feet in diameter, by estimate, and 150 to 175 feet deep.

The walls of the pit consisted of the edges of layers of basaltic rock, one of which was

40 to 50 feet thick, and verticall}' columnar in structure. The floor of the central pit

had, as a whole, a slope from the soiithwest to the northeast, confirming the view that

the southwest part of the pit had been the seat of greatest activitj-, as it is in Kilauea.

Southwest of w, the outer wall of the central pit was cut through from top to bottom

by two parallel fissures, which had a S.S.W. direction, and thence pointed nearlj' to-

ward the place of chief eruption of 1887. East of m and near the wall in the direc-

tion of L, there were great numbers of small fumaroles, from which sulphur vapors

were escaping freely, and large deposits of sulphur had been made about them.

Near // two dikes, 2 to 25^ feet thick, intersected the walls, crossing one another at a

small angle, the rock of which had a feldspathic aspect.

From a rough measurement, the depth of the crater on the east side was made

not over 350 feet. If this small depth is sustained by careful observations, a great

change of level had taken place since the survey of Mr. Alexander in 1885. Such a

change might have been among the effects of the eruption of February-, 1887.

President Merritt also visited Kilauea on July 14th. His letter speaks of the

walls of "Halema'uma'u" as, in part, wholly obliterated, as represented by Mr. Dodge:

it was fifteen to twenty feet high in some places. The nearly circular lake on the

west side of the cone [see plan on p. 170], which he calls "Dana Lake", was in ebulli-

tion, but not more active than in August, 1887. The enclosing walls of this small lake

were ten to fifteen feet high above the liquid lava within, and fifteen to twenty feet

above the floor outside.

Mr. Merritt accompanied the Rev. E. P. Baker, whose notes are of value from

his frequent visits to these scenes ; they are published in the Journal containing the

preceding account; from that source we gather the following: "A descent was made

into the southern crater of Mokuaweoweo—probably the first ever made—and the

depth found to be seventy-five feet greater than that of the central crater. A fresh-

looking lava stream descended into it down the northern wall, which may have been

made in 1887." [547]
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Mr. Baker, speaking of the source of the lava streams of the great eruption of

1880-

1

88 1, states that:

The two streams from the source, the Kau or southern, and the Hilo or eastern, originated

together at the extremity of a long fissure. This fissure follows the course of a "divide," so that a

small obstacle was sufficient to turn the flow to one side or the other. The outflow took place on

this divide; a northern stream flowed first, then the Kau stream, and then the Hilo. The fissure

ran by the north side of Red Hill, a cone with a deep crater which is still giving out vapors, and

this hill was apparently the occasion of the turn off southward of the Kau stream, it standing at the

point of their divergence.'-" Water boiled near this hill at 196° F. This Kau stream is in general

aa, but near the source it is pahoehoe. At the upper extremity of the fissure there is a pit crater,

Pukauahi, which is described as the source of the lavas and is still smoking. At this place also

water boiled at 196° F.

On the route from Aiuapo to the source of the outflow of 1852, the lavas of the 1852 stream,

where they were first reached, were of the aa kind ; but after a while there was a change to pahoehoe,

and soon after this the source was reached—a red cone in the midst of an extensive bed of pumice.

Long ditches or trenches occur in the surface of the region which were evidently the beds of lava

streams, their sides having been the banks."' The flow appears to have had a single outlet. Water

boiled at the source at 200° F.

Going from Ainapo to the source of the eruption of 1887, in Kahuku, about 6000 feet above

the sea-level, Mr. Baker passed through regions of woods and grass and saw seven running streams

and three or four ponds of water. There had been heavy rains. No deep crater marked the place

of discharge.

Over the wide region between Mt. Loa and Mt. Hualalai it is hard to tell where the slope of

one ends and that of the other begins. [I have already made the same statement regarding the ap-

pearance from the other side.] The 1859 flow of Mt. Loa as it came down heading northwestward,

turned just enough northward to fetch by the northeastern flank of Hualalai.

The Kau Desert, lying to the south and southwest of Kilauea, has a surface of whitish or

light colored sand with areas of pahoehoe lava, which is decomposing in places into a reddish soil.

It is about eight miles by six in area. It is destitute of vegetation and owes its dryness to its being

under the lee of Kilauea.

To return to the Volcano House record

:

Aiigusl 20, iSSS. Earthquake at 7:30 a.m.

November 8, t88S. Earthquake at 5:50 p.m. Quite a sharp shock felt all over Hawaii and

to Honolulu, according to Mr. H. M. Whitney.

December I, 1888. H. M. Whitney.—Found Dana Lake and Little Elephant cone which is

three hundred yards north of the lake, very active. The vSouth Lake has disappeared altogether,

the crater is filled up with rocks and no signs of a pit or of fire remain in it. A flow of aa ran for

four days in Kilauea, according to L. A. Thurston.

December 22, 1888. L. A. Thurston.—There are now two sluggish pahoehoe flows running

acro.ss the path to the Elephant; and on the south and west there are several flows still very hot.

There are about a dozen blow-holes in action besides the lake. There is very intense action in the

lake, the surface of which is twenty-five to thirty feet above the general surface of the crater

south of it, with a confining wall built by itself of only about five feet in thickness at the level of the

liquid lava on the southwest side ; and a thickness of not more than ten feet at a point ten feet below

'-° It seems rather to have been formed b}' the flow.

'-'See Furiieaux' painting of the eruption of 1887, Fig. 97.
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Fig. ioo. spatter conk in kilauea, iS8g.

FIG. loi. LAVA Fall in depression north of halemaumau.



FIG. I02. DEBRIS AND TALUS UNDER EAST WALL OP KILAUEA.

FIG. 103. PILE OF CRUSTS NORTH OF HALEM.\UMAU, 1S90.
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the surface. The surface of the lava rose and fell several times a distance of three to four feet.

The Pele's hair on the cliffs and adjacent fiat south of the lake is about four inches deep, forming a

perfect carpet which entirely conceals the rocks.

March iS, iSS(^. J. Austin. — Saw "Little Elephant" boiling, and "Dana Lake" spouting

in fountains.

Jamia>y 2, iSgo. Rev. E. P.

Baker.—The volcano is much as it

has been since about the 4th Novem-

ber, '8g, when a huge crack was

formed in the floor of the crater

(northwest -southeast) • • .The forma-

tion of this crack was accompanied

with a slight sinking of a portion of

the central area near the lake.

Ja n tia ty 28, /Sgo . A c 1 a n d

Wansey and W. T. Brigham were

at the crater photographing and

taking notes.

/uly fS, i8go. Acland Wan-

sey, W. B. Clark and W. T. Brigham

were again at the crater, and many
of the illustrations of this paper were

then made. Of this party Mr. Clark

joined a party for the ascent of

Mauna Loa, an expedition which

Mr. L. A. Thurston thus describes

in the register

:

Memo of an ascent of Mauna
Loa by W. B. Clark, of Boston,

Julian Monsarrat, W. Gates and L.

A. Thurston, under the guidance of

Kanae of Ainapo. The time which

was occupied in proceeding from one

point to another is given for the in-

formation of those who may desire

to ascend the mountain hereafter as a basis of estimate. Left Kapapala ranch at 5:45 .\.j[., July 26;

arrived at Ainapo 8:30; left at 9 a.m.; arrived at upper water-hole 1 1 a.m. ; at Camp Kakina, at the

upper edge of vegetation, 1:30 p.m. Temperature at this camp, where the night was spent, was as

follows, in the shade :

1:30 P.M., 58° F. 6:46 P.M., 48"^ F.

5: P.M., 54° 6:56 P.M., 47°

6:15 P.M., 52° 7:25 P.M., 46" Ditto up to 10 P.M.

6:40 P.M., 49° 4:30 A.M., 43'^

FIG. 104. CR.\CK IN BED OF KILAUEA.

July 27 left camp at 6:30 a.m. and arrived at the crater at 1 1:30. Temperature at noon in the

shade, 49° ; in the sun, 54°; at 5 .v.m. on the 28th, 24° out of doors and 28° in the tent. The entire

party, except Mr. Clark, were affected with mountain sickness. Descent into the crater was made

by Mr. Clark and myself at the highest point of the cliff on this side, near the old Wilkes camp,

where there is a breakdown and a debris pile.
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There was very good walking on the floor of the crater, tlie pahoehoe being unusually
smooth. There was evidence of recent eruption from a blow-hole about the centre of the crater wh ich

was still uncomfortably warm. The eruption was mostly of a dark pumice stone and a very thin

black pahoehoe.

There was steam and some smoke from a spot several hundred yards out into the crater from
the western bank. At the southwestern corner of the crater a dense column of steam was rising which
did not become dissipated for .several hundred feet above the rim of the crater. The spot from which
the steam issued was covered with very bright yellow sulphur extending nearly all the way up the

crater, and about two hundred feet wide. Immediately at the base of this sulphur bank there was a

breakdown in the floor of the crater some one hundred feet deep and several hundred feet across.

'-^^if^iS^^

FIG. 105. THE FLOOR OF KII^AUEA, 1S90.

To return to Kilanea.

Scplcnibcr ir, /S<^o. E. O. White.—We found two blowholes about six hundred feet apart, and

a flow from each of them had covered several hundred square feet. The one furtherest to the soutli

looks as if it would soon form a lake about the size of Dana Lake. We next went to Dana Lake and
found it quite dead except for a little steam and smoke : walked well on to the lake but found it very

hot toward the middle and could see fire in many cracks.

October 11^ i8go. S. S. Peck and others.—Dana Lake was boiling violently and throwing

up spouts and bombs of fire [see PI. LX].
Decern be)- 18, i8go. A. Gartenberg. (As seen from the Volcano House) lo p.m.: a long

ridge of fire is flowing from Dana Lake [?]. The new lake is spouting magnificently, ii p.m.:

There are now two fountains spouting alternately in front of Halemaumau. The tiew lake is in a

great state of ebullition, several fountains can be seen playing high above the horizon.

January 2, i8gi. L- A. Thurston.—Dana Lake and the new lake are in a continuous boiling

condition throwing up lava from forty to sixty feet. Dana Lake has built up a wall around itself of

from six to ten feet high, and the surface of the liquid lava is about ten feet above the surrounding

country. I paced Dana Lake off along the base of the wall, making it eighty paces long. It is about

one-half as wide. There are nine active blowholes within a radius of twelve hundred feet, this

side of Dana about a quarter of a mile. [The debris cone of Halemaumau is a circular crater

with a level fresh lava floor about a hundred yards across.]
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Fcbniaiy 2j-2j, iSgi . G. Creswell Delamaiii and W. T. Brighain.—Brunner, bj' levels from

Hilo, found the elevation of the Hotel verandah 3971.64.

March 6, rSgr. J. H. Maby of the Volcano House.—At 9:30 p.m. one slight earthquake

.

At the time of shaking the cones of Halemauniau settled down. From February loth to March 6th

all the fires in the crater were very active and flows of lava were plainly seen over the floor of the

crater from the house. At 9:10 p.m. on the 7th a slight shake was felt at the house. On the morn-
ing of the Stli on looking over the crater we saw that the cones of Halemauniau, the Dana Lake
and Maby Lake had sunk out of sight. The cones of Halemauniau loomed up above the bed of the

Fig. 106. REGION .\BOUT HALEMAUM.\U IN 1890.

crater some two hundred or more feet before the earthquake of March 6th. Five years to a day since

the last drop out in 1886.

March aj, iSgi. W. W. Brunner.— Survey of Volcano road [from Hilo] finished. No fire

in the crater.

March /,S\ iSgi. Rev. E. P. Baker.—Went round the Halemauniau chasm : the brink is a

sheer precipice, but the descent becomes tuunel-shaped a third or half the way down. It is smoking
at the bottom.

April ^^ iSgr. Having seen the cone in the midst of the Haleraatimati region

a short time before its disappearance, I went to Kilanea hoping the empty pit might

give some cine to the how or where of the vanished mass. It was no light bit of crust,

that could be melted by the molten lava in a few moments, btit a hill of crust, spatters

and hardened lava of various form towering at least two hundred feet above the brink

of the lake of molten lava which it nearly filled with its mass two thousaiid feet in
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diameter at the visible base. This had either stood or been constantly or intermit-

tently rising with its base certainly in contact with the molten lava apparently in its

hottest condition, and it had not melted, bnt, as it seems, had grown in size. I have

been on similar cones, as well as this and found the material much like the crust of

the crater floor, but here and there perforated with tunnels of irregular form and vari-

ous size. From the orifices thus formed came at all times hot vapor and often molten

lava, even at an elevation of half the height of the cone. It was unpleasant exploration,

Fig. 107. HAI.KMAUMAU Al-'ThR THK DOWNFAI.I,. NOTK THK WONDERFUL NATURAL ARCH IN FOREGROUND.

for the stifling sulphurous vapors had to be avoided as much as possible by keeping

on the windward side, and the things I wanted to examine were often on the lee side. The

foothold was of course insecure, but custom makes that tolerably easy to manage, and

the heat was generally not unbearable. My examination convinced me that the sub-

stance of the cones was the crust of the lake from which the cone rose. It was the

most refractory portion of the lava, and just here I must call attention to the need of a

laboratory right on the spot to determine the relative fusibility of the lavas found in

Kilauea; we know little enough of this problem, and more knowledge in this line would

not only explain beyond cavil the aa formation, but why these layers of cooled crust

should rise to such heights and not be melted again at the base.

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. 4.— 12. 1555 J
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The floating islands often seen on the Kilanea pools (see PI. LXII) are, in

my belief, the incipient central cones; their structure is identical, and so far as

can be learned, without following the process through long months on the spot,

the formative process is identical also. Is it necessarj^ to imagine some mj-sterious

"accensive force" pushing the crust up from below? Until we know the relative spe-

cific gravity of the cooled and hardened cellular crust and that of the compact molten

mass of the lake beneath we cannot answer. It is hard, often verj- hard, for a scientific

student to admit that he does not know, for his conscience tells him that he has not

yet exhausted all the means at his disposal to complete the analysis, but sixrely, if

anywhere, here in this mighty laboratory where God seems to be showing us His

most wonderful waj'S, man must confess without shame to his own ignorance and fail-

ure to comprehend. He can well give up the attempt to conceal his ignorance in

obscure phrases and pompous names. Giving a thing or a force a name does not

explain what it is. This does not mean that we are to quit trviug to learn, in oxir

despair at our present failure. I have believed, and the belief is greatly strengthened

at each succeeding visit to this volcano, that here is the place for a scientific exploration

of world-making ways, far more important than the belated explorations of the life of

the Pacific Islanders, either animal or vegetable, that nine scientific expeditions are

now conducting from a European base.

I had seen the little mountain of lava that might have extended its edges until

the lake was sealed, a condition that might have been followed by another explosive

eruption like that of 1789. That would have been a simple result that could have been

easily understood, for the remains of the mountain would liave been scattered with noise

and commotion about the neighborhood. Nothing of the kind was here ; only a clean hole

half a mile across and five hundred feet deep left on the site of a hill two hundred feet

high surrounded by a lake of molten lava. The hill liad gone almost without notice,

only a slight jar—called by Mr. Mabj?, who, from his residence on the brink of Kilanea,

was familiar with such things, a slight earthquake.

The pit was as Mr. Baker describes it in shape, but there was no smoke ; clear

hot air was rising from the bottom, but no part was obscured, only the shimmer showed

the presence of air above the normal temperature. In one small place not far below

the top, a little steam, not more than from one of the cracks near the Volcano Hou.se,

was visible. I looked for caves, tunnels, some sort or other of subterranean machinery,

but there was nothing but a clean hole closed at the bottom and without any suggestion

that it led anywhere. As I sat on the brink I noticed what must have escaped Mr.

Baker, the still red-hot lava in patches doubtless the overflows left when the rest of the

lava descended. The color of the interior seemed strange, for there was not a sign of
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black lava of which the cone had been composed, but all was a light reddish gray.

The funnel-like portion was composed of angular fragments of the same color, Ij'ing

apparently at the steepest angle they could hold. There was great uniformity of size

in these fragments, and the pile was absolutely clean from dust or gravel. When a

portion of the wall of this empty pit falls in, a black cloud of dust rises like smoke for

some time, as the fragments are ground by mutual attrition. I have noticed this, when
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electric lamp in the full sunlight, a phenomenon I had never observed before; the

brightest lavas look dull red by daylight.

It is hard to believe that the great cone dropped like a plummet into the lava

sea below; it is almost as hard to think of its being ground up in this mill, and the

only other way out of the difficulty, or the pit, is to melt the whole down as in a vast

electric furnace. The tempter Radium stands by with suggestions for many a theory,

but when our greatest chemists and physicists know so little of the part this powerful

Fig. 109. NEW PORTION OF VOLCANO HOUSE.

substance plays in terrestrial dynamics, we may well resist the temptation, although

we know that radium abounds more in the Earth's crust than was at first sup-

posed, and it has already been found in many lavas, and in the mineral springs of

volcanic regions.

Another thought came to me as I looked upon that great pit. There are at

times many lakes of molten lava scattered over the bed of the main crater at Kilauea,

but although while active, they spout lava fountains and show the ebullition of Hale-

maumau, when they go out of commission they leave no pit like this. Not one of

them has done so. There is only a shallow depression with a floor as solid as any

other part of Kilauea's bottom. We walk over these and, unless their histor}' is known

to us, might class them with the other subsidence phenomena which have at times
[55S]



Independent Action of Side Pools. iSi

iuvolved more than half of the crater area. In all these cases, Dana Lake, the New
Lakes, etc., Halemaumau seems to be not only the source but also the sinkhole.

The lava in these side pockets, shallow as they are, seldom exceeding fifty feet

in depth, contains within itself all the forces needed to throw up fountains, open cracks,

remelt crust, etc., that the main Halemaumau possesses. These surface pools act as

relieving reservoirs, and suggest that there must be others beneath the crust to account

for the sudden changes in level in the main lake observed by so many visitors. A fall of

four feet in a pool a thousand feet in diameter means the transfer of a very large amount

FIG. IIU. HALEM.\UMAU IN OCTOBER, l8qi.

of matter and the exertion of a corresponding force. I have seen such a fall take place

within three minutes time, and there was no sensible change in sound or motion, so far

as the banks were concerned; the return in the case noted was slower, but it has been

observed by others to come back as quickly as it went, indicating that the relieving

reservoirs were not far away. From this excursus we must now return to the record.

April lo, i8gi. H. M. Whitney.—About ii p.m. this day the fire returned in the sunken
pit of Halemaumau after having been extinguished thirty-five days. When first inspected on the

I ith April the fire was very small, occupying or puffing out of a small hole at the bottom not more
than four or five feet in diameter.

May ig, i8gi . W. R. Castle.—The pit is now 2000-2500 feet long and nearly as wide, greater

axis N.E.-S.W. The inverted apex has now filled up with fresh lava to a depth in the centre of

about 75 to 100 feet. [Reports intermittent e.xplosious at intervals of five or ten minutes.]

June 2g, iSgi . Work completed on the new house. [See Fig. 109 on opposite page.]

August 8, i8gi. Telephone line from Hilo completed.
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September 14, i8gi. Rev. E. P. Baker.—The molten lava has greatly risen within four months.

In May last the liquid fire was 400 or 500 feet below the surface ; it is now about 200 feet below.

September 2j, iSgi. E. L. Baldwin.—Lava about two hundred and fifty feet below floor of

crater; lake very active.

October J, iSgi. W. T. Hrigham (seventeenth visit).—The lava surface presented the usual

appearance when not very active. A few cones lazily discharging small amounts of lava, but not

easy to watch so far below the projecting edge of the pit.

November JO, iSgi. H. M. Whitney.—The crater floor has been upheaved, and present lake

of Halemaumau formed at least 1000 to 1200 feet across, in full action, throwing up immense

jets of lava. [I do not fully understand what Vlx. Whitney means by the upheaval of the crater floor.

On the same day Dr. Adolph Marcuse, of Berlin, was at the crater and records the following eleva-

tions as observed by aneroid: Volcano House, o; lava floor, 480 feet ; Half-way House, 420 feet;

Little Beggar, 310; edge of Halemaumau, 260 feet.]

December 10, iSgr. The surface of the molten lava sank about a hundred and fifty feet,

remaining at that level for a month and then gradually rising.
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PIG. 113. SECTION OP HALEMAUMAI', 1S92.

February 12, i8g2. L. A. Thurston.—The lava is now within twenty-five feet of its former

level. The entire surface is in a boiling condition, with bursts of spray averaging twenty-five feet,

occasionally being thrown to a height of fifty feet. About half-way up the debris slope on the ea.st

side where the descent is made, heat comes up a crack.

April II, i8g2. Rev. S. E. Bishop.—In 1887 [July] an area somewhat larger than that of the

.smooth black floor in the sketch on the opposite page [Fig. 1 14], was occupied by an irregular mound

of debris which had been pushed up by the hydrostatic lifting of the lava column below.'" Around

the base of this mound was a narrow surface of comparatively smooth lava about a hundred and fifty

feet below the upper floor around Halemaumau. On this floor, between the mound and the narrow

pile of talus on the we.st side, lay "Dana Lake," so named by our party, small, but in quite active

ebullition. [See PI. LX.] Another lake lay immediately south, apparently smaller, but impossi-

ble to properly inspect on account of smoke. In the collapse of March 5, 1891, the whole of the

above features disappeared, leaving a pit sa}- five hundred feet deep. The lava soon reappeared,

having left its cumbersome and unsightly mound somewhere down below. For one year it has been

gradually rising in extremely regular form. The degree of activity in ebullition seems about as

great as in Dana Lake in 1887 relatively to the surface occupied On the main floor of Kilauea

extensive overflows have occurred. .

July II, iSg2. A. B. Lyons.—Almost daily overflows have taken place. The pit at top is

about 2400 feet across; at base of cliff it is about 1900 feet. Lava lake 900 to 950 feet in diameter;

black ledge 300 to 500 feet wide.

""^Dr. Bishop accompanied Prof. Dana at the time he here refers to, and has perhaps in mind the "accensive

force" of that distinguished geologist. [562]
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December i, iSg2. Peter Lee.— The crater of Mokuaweoweo again active after a quiet rest of

nearly six years, since February, 1887. The fire appeared last night between ten and eleven o'clock,

quickly rising from the summit of Mauna L,oa, without any earthquakes or previous signs of dis-

turbance, and continued all night. This morning great columns of smoke are belching forth. [The

fire only lasted three days.] The crater of Kilauea continues in its usual activity not seeming in

the least affected by the eruption on Mauna I^oa.
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FIG. 114. SKETCH PI.AN OF THE L.\KES. BISHOP.

/?i/v ig, iSgj. W. R. Castle.—The lake named "Thurston Lake" has built up for itself a

wall about thirty feet high ; an even slope gives it the appearance of a cone It filled and over-

flowed Sunday the 9th, falling about fifteen feet. Every outburst of fountain or surface swelling is

accompanied by volumes of sulphurous vapor. As it rises from the surface it is red-hot, almost at

once turning blue."^ It is far more pungent than the vapor from sulphur banks near house.

March 26, iSg^. W. R. Castle.—March 21, in the afternoon, between half-past one and

two the entire surface of the lake appeared from the hotel to be in a condition of intense agitation,

spouting and boiling with lava flowing over the side in several places. Suddenly on the north side

' W 'as not t/ic red color borroiocdfrom the crack or surface ?
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stones, lava and "dust" were thrown high into the air with spouting columns of fire, and in the space

of less than four minutes the north bank of the lake was tilted up to the height of one hundred feet

or more, leaving an abrupt wall over the lake with a steep and broken slope towards the north.

A stream of lava has constanth- emerged from the northeast slope ever since.
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FIG. 115. COMPARATIVE SECTION.

We now come to a most interesting change in the condition of Halemaumaii.

Fortunately Mr. F. S. Dodge of the Government Stirvey had surveyed this part of

Kilauea in .\ugust, 1892 (see plan), and we have also his valuable survej^s and measure-

ments during and after the changes we are about to describe. In addition to these we

have the observations of L. A. Thurston, Esq., whose frequent visits to the

1894 crater have made him familiar with its physical changes, and from these and

other sources we can collect the storj- scattered in various newspapers, maga-

zines and Volcano House Record. In 1893 the pit had been gradually filling up,

mainly by the overflow of its molten contents, which, now here and now there, poured

over the circtilar dam or rim which had in this case been formed more extensively and

regularly than usual ; but in addition to this elevation bj^ filling, there was evidently

a rising of the region around the pit, until in July, 1894, the rim of the lake was but

seventy-five feet below the Volcano House level, and the whole surface was visible

from the house. This condition is well shown in Mr. Hitchcock's view (PI. LXVI).
In August, 1892, the rim of the pit was 282 feet below the Volcano House datum, and

the surface of the lake 240 feet below that. In March, 1894, according to Mr. Dodge's

measurements, the lake was 1,200 feet long and 800 feet wide and its surface had
[564]
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risen some 200 feet in nineteen months. In Jul}' Mr. Thurston and party saw the

remarkable changes that he reports as follows

:

Upon arriving at the volcano on July 5, 1894, the principal change since Mr. Dodge's visit

was found to be the sudden rising of the north bank of the lake, covering an area of about 800 feet

long by 400 wide, which, on the 21st of March last was suddenly and without warning elevated to a

height of eighty feet above the other banks and the surface of the lake, the lake being then full.

The raised area was much shattered. Two blowholes shortly afterwards made their appearance on

the outer line of fracture. April i8th, the hill thus formed began to sink, and on July 5th, was only

about thirt)' feet above the other walls of the lake.

On the evening of July 6th, a party of tourists

. found the lake in a state of moderate activitv,

the surface of the lava being about twelve feet

below the banks.

On Saturday, the 7th, the surface was rai.sed

so that the entire lake was visible from the \^olcano

House. That night it overflowed into the main

crater, and a blow-hole was thrown up, some 200

yards outside and to the north of the lake, from

which a flow issued. There were two other hot

cones in the immediate vicinity which were thrown

up about three weeks before. On Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday following, the surface of the lake rose

and fell several times, varying from full to the brim

to fifteen feet below the edge of the banks.

On the morning of the nth, the hill was found

to have sunk down to the level of the other banks,

and frequent columns of rising dust indicated that

the banks were falling in. At 9:45 p.m., at which

hour a party reached the lake, a red-hot crack

from three to six feet wide was found surrounding

the space recently occupied by the hill ; the hill

was nearly level ; the lake had fallen some fifty

feet, and the wall of the lake formed by the hill

was falling in at intervals.

The lava in the lake continued to fall steadily, at the rate of about twenty feet an hour from

ten o'clock in the morning until eight in the evening. At eleven a.m the area formerly occupied by

the hill, began to sink bodily, leaving a clean line of fracture ; the line of this area was continually

leaning over and falling into the lake. From about noon until eight in the evening there was scarcely

a moment when the crash of the falling banks was not going on. As the level of the lake sank the

greater height of the banks caused a constantly increasing commotion in the lake as the banks struck

the molten lava in their fall. A number of times a section of the bank from 200 to 500 feet long,

150 to 200 feet high, and twenty to thirty feet thick would split off from the adjoining rocks, and

with a tremendous roar, amid a blinding cloud of steam, smoke and dust, fall with an appalling

down-plunge into the boiling lake, causing great waves and breakers of fire to dash into the air, and

a mighty "ground swell" to sweep across the lake dashing against the opposite cliffs like storm

waves upon a lee shore. Most of the falling rocks were immediately swallowed up by the lake, but

when one of the great downfalls referred to occurred, it would not immediately sink, but would float

off across the lake, a great floating island of rock. At about three o'clock an island of this character
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was formed, estimated to be about 1 25 feet long, twenty-five feet wide, aud rising ten to fifteen feet above

the surface of the lake. Shortly after another great fall took place, the rock plunging out of sight

beneath the fiery waves. Within a few moments, however, a portion of it, approximately thirty feet

in diameter, rose up to an elevation of from five to ten feet al)ove the surface of the lake, the molten

lava streaming off its surface, quickly cooling and looking like a great rose-colored robe, changing

to black. These two islands, in the course of an hour, floated out to the center and then to the

opposite bank. At eight in the evening they had changed their appearance but slightly. By the

next morning they had, however, disappeared.

About noon the falling lava disclosed the fact that the small extension [New Lake] at the

right of the lake was only about eighty feet deep, and it was .soon left high and dry ; simply a great

shelf in the bank, high above the surface of the lake. As the lava fell, most of the surrounding banks

were .seen to be slightly overhanging, and as the lateral support of the molten lava was withdrawn,

great slices of the overhanging banks on all sides of the lake would suddenly split off and fall into the

lake beneath. As these falls took place the exposed surface, sometimes a hundred feet across and

upwards, would be left red-hot, the break having evident!}- taken place on the line of a heat-crack

which had extended down into the lake.

About six o'clock the falling bank adjacent to the hill worked back into a territory which,

below fifty feet from the surface, was all hot and in a semi-molten condition. From six to eight

o'clock the entire face of this bluff some eight hundred feet in length and over two hundred feet in

height, was a shifting mass of color, varying from the intense light of molten lava to all the varying

shades of rose and red to black, as the different portions were successively exposed by a fall of rock

aud then cooled by exposure to the air. During this period the crash of the falling banks was in-

cessant. Sometimes a great mass would fall forward like a wall ; at others it would simply collapse

and slide down making red-hot fiery landslides; aud again enormous boulders, as big as a house,

singly and in groups, would leap from their fastenings and, all aglow, chase each other down and

leap far out into the lake. The awful grandeur and terrible magnificence of the scene at this stage

are indescribable. As night came on, and jet hotter recesses were uncovered, the molten lava which

remained in the many caverns leading off through the banks to other portions of the crater, began

to run back aud fall into the lake beneath, making fiery cascades down the sides of the bluff. There

were five such lava streams at one time.

The light from the surface of the lake, the red-hot walls and the molten streams lighted up

the entire area, bringing out every detail with the utmost distinctness, and lighted up a tall column

of dust and smoke which arose straight up. During the entire period of the subsidence the lava

fountains upon the surface of the lake continued in action, precisely as though nothing unusual was

taking place.

Although the action upon the face of the subsiding area was so terrific, that upon the portion

between the falling face and the outer line of fracture was so gradual that an active man could have

stood on almost any portion of it without injury. Enormous cracks, twentj' to thirtj- feet deep, and

from five to ten feet wide, opened in all directions upon its surface, aud the subsidence was more

rapid in some spots than in others, but in almost all cases the progre.«s of the action was gradual,

although the shattered and chaotic appearance of the rocks made it look as though nothing but a

tremendous convulsion could have brought it about. Another noticeable incident was the almost

entire absence of sulphurous vapors, no difficulty in breathing being experienced directl)' to leeward

of the lake.

At nine o'clock the next morning the lake was found to have sunk some twent}^ feet more;

the banks at the right and left of the subsiding area, which had been the chief points of observation

the day before, had disappeared into the lake for distances varying from twenty-five to one hundred

feet back from the former edge, and the lower half of the debris slope had been swallowed up in the

lake, disclosing the original smooth black wall of the lake beneath at a considerable overhanging
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angle. At the level of the lake, and half filled by it, was a great cavern extending in a south-

easterlj' direction from the lake [see Fig. 116]. The dimensions were apparently- seventy-five feet

across and fifteen feet from the surface of the lake to the roof of the cave. It could be seen into from

the opposite bank for about fifty feet. This may have been the duct through which the lava had
been drained, although it manifestly was not at the bottom of the lake, for up to July i6th, that had
continued to rise and fall from five to ten feet a day, and constantly threw up fountains, somewhat
more actively than before its subsidence. The entire area of subsidence is estimated to be a little

less than eight acres, about one-half of which fell into the lake. While the breakdown was taking

place there were many slight tremors of the binks generally resulting in the precipitate retreat of

the observers from the edge, but although the danger was great the spectacle was so grand and fas-

cinating that the party returned again and again to watch it. At the Volcano House two slight

earthquakes were felt on the afternoon of the nth, and one vigorous one at 2 a.m. on the 12th.

During the week several slight shocks were felt in the town of Hilo, thirty miles away, yet none were
felt at Olaa, half way between, nor at Kapapala, fifteen miles in the opposite direction, although the

latter is a place peculiarly susceptible to earthquakes. '-•

Mr. Dodge's stirvey made 011 July 30th (Fig. 118) shows the changes wrotight

in Halemaumau that Mr. Thurston has so graphicall}- described. The figures both

on the plan and sections are the distance below the Volcano Hotise datum.

Auo;ust 7, iSg^. Walter F. Frear.—The lake was active, the largest fountain (Old Faithful)

jilaying once or twice a minute, coming up each time as one, two or three bubbles, and then being-

quiet until the next burst ; the other fountains, four to six generally at a time, placing often several

minutes before quieting down. Old Faithful always played in the same place, this being the same
place in which it played in March,

been in the same place ever since.

'92, when I saw it on four different days. The guide says it has

The other fountains were not confined to any particular locality.

Aside from the surface appearance of the lake,

there were at this time three points of special interest,

( I ) the change in height of the lake, (2) the falling in

of the sides of the pit, and (3) the floating islands. The
guide informed me that the height of the lake and the

contour of the walls of the pit were substantially the

same on July 24 as just after the drop of July 11. This

was apparently so There was no change in the

height of the lake and no falling in of the sides from the

24th until after the 27th. On the 2Sth and 29th there

was much falling in of the sides, as shown by frequent

clouds of dust, and on the 30th I noticed that the lake

had fallen about fifteen feet. On August 2d there was

also much falling in, and on August 4th I noticed that

the lake had fallen about twenty feet more

The guide said that two large islands made of pieces of fallen cliff had drifted at the time of

the drop and become fastened, one to the north wall, the other to the south wall. These were still

large on the 24th, but had mostly melted away by August 4th. There was one large island near

the middle of the lake each time I went down. The first three times I could not see the whole

of it from any one point from which I looked at it. On the 30th I got a good view from another point.

Its shape was as in Fig. 117. Its length, .\-b, was perhaps a hundred and thirt>- feet, its height

at B about eight feet, at A about twelve or fifteen feet, and at c eighteen to twenty feet. Its surface

Fig. 117. OUTLINE OF ISLAND IN I.AKK.

'Thrum's Animal, 1.S95, p. 78. [567]
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was flat, except that tliere was a depression iu the middle shown by the dotted lines in the figure.

It was black and smooth as if covered by niolten lava thrown over it. The sides were steep, but

not all psrp2ndicular. On August 4th its outline had changed slightly ; it was nearly flat, the

depression having been nearly filled ; it was level, the lower portions having been raised to the

height of the point c : the sides were for the most part perpendicular or overhanging and there were

I

,..^*^̂777^m

H/ILEM^UM^U
F. 5. DODQC

Fir,. IlS. Sl'RVKY OF HALEMAUMAU BY F. S. DODGE, JULY 30, 1894.

swift currents in the lake near the island in the direction of the arrows in the figure. On August 4th

I saw another island to the south of the large one. It was oval in shape, perhaps twenty by thirty

feet in its diameters, and about ten or twelve feet high, with perpendicular and overhanging sides.

I visited the pit crater Makaopuhi July 31st, and on August 2nd I saw considerable steam issuing

from cracks in it mostly at the intersection of the wall with the talus, that is, along the top of the talus.

May 28, i8g^. Rev. S. E. Bishop found the lake much as in 1892.

September ij, i8g^. Road from Hilo completed.
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December 6, rSg^. J. M. Lee.—The fire in the crater disappeared quietly during the past night

.

November 6, iSg^. Telephone line from Kailua to Volcano House completed this day.

fanuary j, iSg6. The lava returned to the crater at 11:30 p.m. and formed during that

night a lake about two hundred by two hundred and fifty feet. There has been no fire in the crater

since December 6, 1894.

January 28, iSg6. Fire disappeared again.

April 21, TSg6. The crater of Mokuaweoweo broke out some time last night, but owing to

dense clouds the smoke was not noticed until this morning at 7:25 a.m. With exception of a slight

earthquake at 9:50 this evening everything is quiet, an;l at intervals when the clouds roll by we can

see the fire brilliantlv reflected in the sky. Kilauea is continually smoking, but otherwise inactive.

April 28, i8g6. A party started for Mauna Loa's crater.

I was in Italy at the time of the eruption of Mauna Loa in 1896, in the very

midst of the Vesuvian region, and so lost this interesting Hawaiian ertiption; but we

have most fortunately the record of two most competent men each in their department,

Dr. Benedict Friedlander of Naples, a vulcauologist of experience here as well as in

other regions, and Mr. D. Howard Hitchcock, whose paintings of Hawaiian volcanic

action have not been surpassed. I am fortunately able to present the graphic account

and photographs of one, and the painting of the other, although this last is but the ghost

of the beautiful original in the Bishop Mtisetim (PL LXVH). Dr. Friedlander's

ascent was made, it will be seen, from the same side as m^- own in 1864. I quote liis

published account more ftilly than I otherwise should, as it gives so mtich more than

the simple details of the volcanic action.'"*

On the morning of April 21st, 1S96, while riding from Waiohiiui, Kau, towards Honoma-
lino in Kona, I noticed a large, white cumulus cloud, far above the fogs that frequently cover the

slopes of Mauna Loa. The evening of the same day there was a bright fire-reflection visible from

Honomalino; and because that glare was exactly in the direction of Mokuaweoweo, there could be

no doubt that I had the good fortune to be in the right time in the right spot. Though the usual

starting point for Mokuaweoweo be Kapapala ranch, or the Volcano House, and though I was not

even sure if Mauna Loa was accessible from any other side—without great difficulty at least— I decided

to try it, and had not to repent the attempt. The western slope of Mauna Loa is its shortest; and

the condition of the roads or trails, on the upper part of the lava, turned out to be by no means worse

than that on the southeastern slope. Succeeding parties probably would find it much easier, as we
had to seek for our road from the upper limit of the woods on ; none of our party had been up to the

summit from this side, not even the guide, who only knew the trail through the forests and how to

get up to a certain height Our party was composed of Mr. John Ga.sper, Mr. Charley Ka as

guide, a native boy, my European a.ssistant and myself.

We left Mr. Gasper's house on the upper Kona road on horseback in the early morning of

April the 25th. The trail for some miles leads into a thick and most wonderful forest, in which I

saw the largest koa trees and fern trees I met with on the islands. The trail itself was in places

rather bad, but not worse than many others. In a height of about 4600 feet, a short distance before

Mr. John Paris' dairy is reached, the forest becomes less thick and by degrees is succeeded by the

form of vegetation characteristic of most of those districts of Hawaii where the formation of humus
is not \-et advanced sufficiently for supporting a richer vegetable life. Small shrub-like metrosideros

'-^Tliruin's Hawaiian .\niiual, 1897, p. 72. .\lso in Iliiiniul iind linlc. Berlin.
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(lehua), cyatliodfs (puakeawe), vacci>iiuiit (ohelo), are the most striking plants of that zone. We
left onr horses at a height of about 7500 feet, where they were able to get some wet grass, from which
point we walked ; but now after having explored the way, Mr. Gasper thinks he could take parties

up to the summit entirely on honseback.

The kind of mist between fog and rain, so well known to many visitors to Kilauea, prevented
us from going farther than about 8500 feet the first day. We pitched our tent; made up a large fire

from dry lehua wood, and greatly enjoyed the contents of a number of tins of provisions. Towards
sunset it cleared up, when a fine view of Hualalai and the green gentle slope below our place as far

as the sea was afforded us.

Slowly the clouds dissolved also on the other side, except a large cumulus of the well-known
shape of the Italian pine ; a large mass of vapor floating to an enormous height and connected with
the mountain, or with the crater, only by a narrow trunk of dim bluish smoke. The afternoon sun

Fig. 120. ERUPTION OF MOKUAWEOVVEO, 1896. DR. FRIEI)I,ANDER.

illuminated the cloud : its snowy white slowly turned yellowish, then, towards sunset crimson, and

.soon the volcanic glare became visible ; first the narrow pillar, then the whole cloud formation becom-

ing aglow from the incandescent matter beneath. A cool wind blew over the almost barren land and

its scanty shrubs. We crept into our tent after having impressed our memory with that wonderful

and highly characteristic sight of Mokuaweoweo's threatening volcano cloud in the clear moonlight.

The next morning we started early. Tent, photo outfit, water and provisions were carried

on a pack mule, the only animal we took above the forest limit and to within a short distance of the

summit In consequence of the flatness of the top of Mauna Loa you never see the summit
until you are right there. Invariably the upper horizon is limited by a lava rim that looks exactly

as if it must be the edge of the crater: after you reach that rim, another hill becomes visible,

and when you reach it there is another still. More than ten times one or another was convinced that

it was the rim of Mokuaweoweo
; but my aneroid contradicted them and was right. Unfortunatelj'

the native boy and my attendant were not far from being quite used up. We had to stop frequently

and so progressed very slowly indeed; but we pushed on and in the afternoon were as high as 13,000

Memoirs B. P. B. Museum. Vol. II. No. 4.— 13. LS?! J
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feet. After we reached this altitude we left the mule and the two exhausted men behind, because

the upper part of that side of the summit was mostl}' formed of the aa kind of lava. While the two
men pitched the tent, the rest of the party passed on without delaj-. We heard distinctly a surf-like

noise that indicated the presence of lava fountains; the pillar of bluish smoke was quite near; and

yet no trace of the immediate vicinity of the crater was discernable

The upmost top of Mauna Loa is almost level, with only a very slight uphill slope to the rim.

At once the opposite side of the crater becomes visible ; a few steps more and we were on the brink

of a perpendicular precipice and saw the whole crater. What was noticeable in that first moment
was the rather considerable amount of snow forming narrow white lines on the opposite crater wall

;

and two large lava fountains, the bright reddish yellow color of which made a fine contrast to the

blackish crater bottom

The surface of the lake was crusted over, but rent by a very large number of crevices, through

which the glow was slightly visible in the daylight and very bright in the night During my

Fig. 121. ERUPTION OF IIAUNA LOA, I.S96, AT NIGHT. DR. FRIEDLANDER.

presence there were two large and one small lava fountains, the former of which played with great

regularity and without an\- interruption. We were looking against the longer diameter, which

followed the line on which the fountains were playing ; apparently they started from a rather straight

crack. Their height was difficult to estimate from our place of observation, as the downward look

was too steep : but I do not believe that the largest was more than 50 feet high. A succeeding party,

three daj'S later, reported far larger figures : 150 to 200 feet. Kither one of these estimations is very far

from the truth, or, the fountains had increased their height in the lapse of three days; the latter

supposition seems to me more probable. The color of the fountains was very bright, more yellow

than reddish, even in the daylight; after sunset they were almost dazzling, and also the system of

cracks was very striking. I succeeded in obtaining lasting evidence which proves that the fountains

were not very far from real white-heat. The full moon and the fountains affected the photograph

plate almost alike. As the fountains of Mokuaweoweo came out absolutely black in a five second

exposure with an F. 6.3 lens on a 26X Seed's plate, I am convinced that a much shorter exposure

would suffice My picture (Fig. 121) was taken only half an hour after sunset, when the reflected
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daylight was still pretty strong. A gentleman of the other party exposed his plate in the very night

and obtained not only the fountains but the cracks also

In closing, the differences between the activity of the Kilauea lake and that of Mokuaweoweo

are to be enumerated. From the molten lava of Kilauea there arises only a thin smoke, that in the

reflected light is intensely bluish, and if looked at against the bright sky, yellowish brown. A vol-

cano cloud proper does not exist at all as a rule, and only under certain circumstances, mostly in

the early morning and again at sunset. The invisible overheated steam will condense to a cloud,

but I invariably noticed that the seeming volcano cloud was a free floating mass of condensed steam

without any appreciable connection with the lava lake. Mokuaweoweo, on the other hand, as long

as it was active, nearly ahicays had a cloud ; and that cloud ahcavs had a noticeable trunk or pillar

of smoke : the latter, as I could see from the top, arose almost entirely from the fountains. These,

though they .seemed to me far less high than to the party of April 29th, yet were higher than any

I had seen in Kilauea; and furthermore, I almost believe (though I could not affirm it positively)

they were somewhat brighter than those of Kilauea.

I maj' add that the clotid commonly over Kilatiea does not have a visible con-

ne(5lion with the lava below, but is far from a mere passing cloud (many of these sweep

across the crater), but remains stationary a long time, and is at such a height that it

is visible from a great distance, especially when illuminated by the molten lava beneath.

In Hitchcock's picture the considerable heat of the distant fountains is indicated by

the melted snow on the lee side of the crater: on the right, Mauna Kea, snow-capped,

is seen above the rim.

May 6, i8g6. The eruption on Mauna Loa ceased after fifteen days action.

Jidy II, iSg6. Fire returned to Kilauea at a depth of six hundred feet. This activity con-

tinued for three weeks without increasing the lake. After this the lava lake gradually disappeared

and the fire was confined to a cone in the bottom, from which lava occasionally poured out. This

kept on during August and September, when the last sign of fire disappeared.

June 24, iSgj. J. M. Lee.—There was again a little fire visible—lasted three days only

—

down in a cave. For some months smoke has been abundant and dense.

Kilauea still remained inactive, but on the morning of July 4, 1899, Mauna Loa

commenced a short eruption from a crack not far from the point of the eruption of

1880-81. In July, 1899, Professor C. H. Hitchcock saw the eruption from a distance.

Prof. Albert S. Bickmore, of the American Museum, New York, was here with his

photographer, Mr. C. C. Langill, who made some good views of the eruption.

1899 Of some of these I have colored lantern slides. Three years before the guide

Gasper had told Dr. Friedlander that he thought he could take a mounted

party to the summit from the west side, and this year he made good with several

parties. We have a detailed account from one of those who visited this eruption with

Gasper, Mr. A. B. Ingalls, of Oahu College,"" from whose published account we gather

the following facts: Reaching Mokuaweoweo on the western side, after much the same

experiences that have been related by Dr. Friedlander, great volumes of steam were

'"Thrum's .\iuiual, igwi, p. 31. [574]
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seen to the south of the main crater, probabl}' from the already described cracks common

in that region. There was a crack in the crater floor roughly parallel to the western

wall, west of the major axis of the pit, from which steam jets in considerable number,

but not of much activity, were the onlj' signs of any eruption. The floor was much like

that of Kilauea, and no traces of the lake of the jDrevious eruption are mentioned.

Making their camp where they reached Mokuaweoweo, Mr. Ingalls with a few com-

panions passed around the northern end of the crater, and by a difificult trail descended

the mountain slope some three or four thousand feet to the source of the outbreak.

The cone from which much of the lava was flowing is shown in Fig. 124. As near as

they could estimate, the fountain was one hundred and fifty feet high. On the return

to camp they met an unexpected danger. To quote Mr. Ingalls

:

Having remained by the crater several hours, we began to retrace our steps to our camping

place, ten or twelve miles distant on the summit of the mountain. We had proceeded but a short

distance when we noticed that the wind had shifted around iSo^.^and that the fumes from the upper

pile were drifting down and across our former trail, and also far off to the northwest were hovering

down upon the slopes of the movintain. This caused me a little anxiety as soon as I saw it, but we
tramped along until we encountered the fumes. Then anxiet}- became acute ; the sulphurous fumes

were dense and strong. We attempted to pass through, but could not do so, either close to the base

of the cone or farther away to the northwest. The choking sensation in the lungs, and irritation iu

the nostrils could not be endured.

The situation looked serious : to cross the hot aa between the lower and upper crater and

thus gain the windward side of the upper crater was absolutely impossible. We tried it. To attempt

retreat down the mountain towards Hilo was out of the question. The general direction to Hilo was

down the slope over the barren lava to the forest, and then a two days trip through the jungle, unless

we might accidentally strike a trail, and worse than all that, we had no water for such a trip; every

canteen was dry Just then the wind shifted 10° more, crowding us toward the hot aa. At this

moment we began to utterly depair of ever reaching civilization Then one ot the party, study-

ing the cloud of fumes, saw near the top of the cone a patch of blue sk}- through a rent in the smoke.

This less dense portion was slowly drifting along with the rest. Brief calculation from its motion

indicated about where it would settle down upon the rocks to the north. "Fellows, there's oui

chance ! Come on !
" Snatching up packs and canteens we ran with all speed to the spot, made a

dash through the vapors, which choked us terribly and irritated both eyes and nostrils. The boy

with the heavy camera plates falls down, overcome. Grabbing his pack I pushed him up and urged

him on a few steps farther. They closed in behind us, but we were on the upper side of them now,

and were safe. Never again, as we looked back on those vapors during the night, did we see another

break iu them. The remainder of that night and part of the ne.xt morning were occupied in making

the ascent of the slopes and reaching again our summit camp. Without water, with sore feet and

painful steps, with aching muscles, with hands beiuimbed with the cold, freezing air, up over the

shoe-cutting aa we stumbled along, picking our way as best we could by the glare from the volcanic

fires and the dim light of a quarter moon. Someone, exhausted, dropped down ; we all rested a little;

then up again until another dropped exhausted. After a time exhaustion became so great that to sit

down to rest meant to immediately' fall asleep ; but the freezing wind piercing our garments chilled us

to the bone, and presently we would awake with chattering teeth and quivering limbs. Thus the

night passed. Morning began to dawn; the sun lighted up the distant clouds below us, and the

smoke of the volcano, still drifting off to the north, hung like a claret-colored scarf against the

feathery whiteness of the clouds beyond. A cheerful warmth iu the sunbeams was very welcome.
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Two streams flowed down the mountain, one toward Kan—this lasted onlj- ten

days—while the other and larger ran toward Hilo in the track of so many others, finally

ceasing July 23d. Then came severe earthquakes, felt in various parts of the island

during that day, but no harm was done ; neither did the flow of three weeks do any

harm as it passed through a region already blasted by previous streams of compara-

tivel}^ recent occurrence.

Fig. 124. A SOURCE of eruption, iS HITCHCOCK.

January i^^iSgS. Frank Godfrey.—Not a sign of life [Kilauea] .

March 26, i8g8. L. A. Thurston estimates the pit as 800 feet deep and 150 feet in diameter

at the bottom. He also notes increased heat in the crack parallel with and four hundred feet dis-

tant from the north wall. "It is sizzling hot a foot back from the edge and shows a cherry-red

about twenty feet down. This is the first fire seen in the crater since June 24, 1897."

March 2, igoo. L. A. Thurston.— There was a breakdown filling the "bottomless pit,"

and some fire. [577J
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February 14, igoi. L. A. Thurston.—Very little sulphur vapor arises from two or three

spots on the north and east sides.

August J, igoi. W. T. Brighani.—Found Haleniaumau a conical pit clear to the bottom;

some sulphur on western wall.

August 2^, i()oi . Fred Waldron.—At 10 p.m. a lake four hundred feet in diameter has just

formed in the bottom of Haleniaumau on the Kau side. It has the .shape of an irregular quadrilateral.

September 12, rgoi. L. A. Thurston.—The new lake has subsided, leaving a black ledge

100-150 feet above the present bottom .... No fire is visible in the daytime, but it can be seen at night.

fime 12, igo2. L. A. Thurston.—No change in crater rim since February 14th. Pit gener-

ally filled with sulphur vapors.

August 2^, igo2. F. Waldron.—At 10 p.]\t. a bright glow was observed over Halemaumau
;

on going over it was found that a lake had formed at the extreme bottom near the base of the wall

on the Kau side. This lake is now about 400 feet in diameter.

September 12, igo2. L. A. Thurston.—The new lake at the bottom of the pit has subsided,

leaving a black ledge at an estimated height of 100-150 feet above the present bottom of the pit.

Oetober /j, igo2. W. E. vSkinner.—Brilliant display over surface of lake.

Oetober 20-2J, igo2. Whitman Cross, of the United States Geological Survey.—On Monday
the 20th instant, there were almost no signs of activity. The lava flow produced by earlier action

was recognizable. With a tape line parallel tangents to the circular outline of the crater were drawn,

which were 1500 feet apart, representing the diameter. The depth to the consolidated lava was

estimated to be 825 feet; and the north-south diameter of the same was 575 feet. The vertical wall

on the south was deeper than upon the opposite side, while in the first case there was a gradual slope

to the lava floor. On the other side the slope was higher up and connected two walls. On the north

edge of the lake there was a blow-hole or spatter cone about twelve feet high exhibiting two small

glowing spots, and sulphurous fumes arose from the cone without noise. October 23d there was a sound

of escaping gas from the blow-hole, like the sharp puffs of a locomotive getting under headway ; they

were irregular, though often strenuous. At 3 p.m. a part of the top of the cone was blown off, followed

b)' the sound of thrashing and surging lava. At every throb splashes of lava were thrown out of the

orifice and the cone grew rapidly. At 3:35 p.m. the whole northwest side of the mound was broken

down and a torrent of lava burst out like water from a pipe. The flow was steady, with occasional

spurts throwing small masses a few feet into the air.

The lava was liquid, red-hot, changing to dull red and black as the crust formed, and as it

spread out the domes and ropy lines so characteristic of the general floor of Kilauea made their

appearance. By 5 p.m the flow had covered half of the floor. At 7 p.m. the whole floor was covered

and the liquid still continued to gush out ; then it decreased and new spatter cones were built

up with orifices by 9 p.m., from which jets of lava were occasionally thrown out.

The new lava lake exhibited during the evening the common phenomena so often described.

Cracks formed in the dull crust, lava pushed out in sheets or tongues, plates of the crust turned up
and sunk in the molten lake beneath. The illumination was often brilliant, and all the conditions

combined to make the scene grand and impressive. On October 24th there was no flow; the floor

was so solidified that the fracturing and extrusion of lava was rare and of small extent. At the blow

hole there was frequently repeated the process of sealing up the orifice by viscous matter, then a

bursting out, making a new hole, which would be sealed up again in an hour or two.

On the evening of the 25th the strong glow indicated action, and there was another thin

flow over the sheet of the 23d. The spatter cone remained on the north side and no other vent could

be seen. The action was that of sealing up and bursting again, without any discharge. On the

27th, just before daylight, a bright glow was noted over Halemaumau, which was occasioned by

another thin flow.

November 8, igo2.—Charles R. Frazier.— Lake at bottom of pit very active.

[57S]
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When Hawaiian Hall of the Bishop Museum was planned I had reserved a

suitable space in the centre for a relief plan of Kilanea, and as the place was now
ready, I went to the crater with my assistant, W. A. Bryan, to colled the needed data.

Both by many photographs of the outer walls, and barometric measurement of all unde-
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seen it. Ten days were spent at the crater in this work, and the volcanic manifesta-

tions were not of special interest, as the pit remained quiet and mostly clear of smoke,

giving us, except on rainy days, good views of the whole area, and permitting explora-

tion around the pit, and on its lee side. In the finished model arrangements were

made to remove the region around Halemaumau if at any time a marked change should

take place, and substitute a remodelled portion in its place. Only the difficulty of

finding place for so large a model has prevented the preparation of a similar model of

Mokuaweoweo. One of Haleakala would also be desirable, but the survej-s of that

vast crater are not j-et sufficient for the work of model making.

March ig, rgoj. Professor J. C. Branner was at crater.

[line 21, igoj. \V. R. Castle.—The time has come when the United States Government

might well reserve the whole region of Mokuaweoweo to the .sea at Puna, a long, narrow strip to

include Kilauea and the Hue of pit craters, a comparatively worthless strip of country commer-

cially. It should also include the Koa tree moulds at Kuapaawela, where a forest of giant trees was

surrounded by a deep flow of later age.

August 2j, rgoj. Clouds of smoke ascending from the pit, indicating a cessation of action.

October 6, igoj. St. Clair Bidgood.—The summit crater Mokuaweoweo broke out today at

12:45 P.M. December 8th activity ceased.

November 25, igoj. Halemaumau again in action, and a lake, forty by a hundred and twenty-

five feet, formed early in the morning and remained active until January 10 of the next year.

Many people visited this eruption, and man}' reports were published,"' but

these being generally by inexperienced observers are somewhat in need of pruning.

Still, certain interesting matters may be sifted from the mass, and the camera affords

us (by the kindness of Mr. C. Baldwin) an indisputable testimony to at least one

stage of the outbreak. We ma}- select reports from parties reaching the stimmit from

both sides of the mountain. Naturallj^ the first part}^ was from Hilo, and it left the

Volcano House by the Kapapala route already described. Starting from Kapapala

ranch in the morning on horses and mules, with pack animals and ample supplies,

they reached the 10,000 feet level at 2 o'clock p.m., and camped tiiitil 7 A.M. the

next day. The stimmit was reached at 2 p.m., and the temperature was reported at

several degrees below zero. All were so affected by mountain sickness that, rolled in

their blankets, they threw themselves on the cold lava at the brink, suffering severe

pains in the head. Those who cared to look saw a small pool towards the northwest end

of the main crater, north of the centre of activity of 1S96. Over the rim of this pool,

and, according to Mr. T. C. Ridgway, who left a plan in the Volcano House Record

which is here reproduced (Fig. 127), the stream flowed northeast for more than a mile

with a branch bending southward. The fountains which illumined the high column

of vapor were confined to this lake, and the outpouring lavas made a cone as clearly

'^'Thrum's Annual, 1904, p. 163. [sSo]
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shown in Mr. Baldwin's picture. The party left the crater the next morning at 7

o'clock, and by evening were at the Volcano House. One of the party declares that

the roar of the "fare geysers sounded like the smashing of heavy seas against the rocks.

The spouting columns of white-hot lava arose to heights of several hundred feet,

and would fall back as blackened boulders

and huge chunks of congealed cinder."

A party from Napoopoo M'cre caught

in a severe hailstorm and lost their way,

reaching the summit after great hard-

ships. "The sight was simply indescrib-

able. Columns of fire from forty to a

hundred feet were playing, now here, now

there. We counted about thirty foun-

tains [meaning such fountains as are

common in Kilauea's pools]: one fully

formed cone nearly seventj'-five feet high

in about the centre of the crater, and one

forming a little to the southwest of it.

There was smoke or steam everywhere

in the crater, but the principal eruption

was in a line running through the centre

of the crater of Mokuaweoweo from the

southeast to northwest."

Several of the party state that the

entire crater floor was covered with

molten lava, but others limit the lava to

the stream already mentioned in the

northern half of the crater. This party

from Napoopoo had a bad time coming up,

and had left some of their number in camp at the 11,000 feet level; after spending two

hours and a half on the summit they returned rapidl}- to this camp. In the words of one

of the party: "On arrival one of the guides who had remained with the sick one at camp

had coffee ready for us, aud horses saddled and packed ; no time was lost, as we wished

to make the edge of the woods before dark. We left the 11,000 level at 11:30 a.m.

and proceeded downward at a brisk walk, the animals feeliug very cold and eager to

walk. Hardly had we descended a thousand feet when the sky darkened and a most

terrific snow and electrical storm was upon us. The hail was so pelting and heavy
[581]

Fig. 127. MR. RIDGEWAY'S PLAN OF THE ERUPTION.
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that it hurt our hands, although we wore wooleu gloves. The mules refused to move,

and before many minutes the ground or lava was white with snow. The lightning

was vivid and hissed dreadfully, followed almost instantly by tremendous thunder.

We found no shelter, and were almost frozen stiff. On and on we rushed, and the

lower we got the less of the storm we saw. Dangerotis as the roads had become we

made all possible speed. After an hour and a half the storm's fierceness was broken,

and from there the homeward journey was uneventful. At the 8,000 feet level those

affected by mountain sickness recovered. The down trip took exactlj- fourteen hours;

FUV. 128. CAMP ON THE EAST SIDE OF MOKUAWEOWEO, I905. W. T. POPE.

no stops were made. We went from where we camped to Napoopoo, arriving in the

morning at i a.m." This eruption was confined to the main crater and lasted two

months, followed by a small flow from Pohaku o Hanalei.

To return to the Kilauea record

:

November 2§, 190J. St. Clair Bidgood.— Lake about 40X125 feet. Fountains playing con-

tinually and surface very active. Remained active until January 10, 1904.

February 13, igo^. J. B. Castle.— Crater inactive.

May 7^, igo^. Bishop Restarick.— Crater quiet.

February 2j, /poj. Demosthenes lyycurgus.— Fire at bottom of pit.

March 20, igo^. W. Williamson.—Fire at bottom.

May /, igo^. L. A. Thurston.—Pit has filled up since November.

July 22-22, 1905- Professor W. T. Pope and party were on the summit of Mauna Loa.
By his kindness I am enabled to present to my readers some of the good pictures he made on this

trip. The view of the camp south of Pendulum Peak, and the one used by many parties from
[582]
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Kapapala, shows well the exceedingly rough nature of the surface. The outlook from the plateau

(Fig. 130) gives some idea of the vast western wall and its nearly perpendicular surface, while the

nearer view (Fig 131) of the eastern wall shows the layers and the talus, and also the fresh lava

flows on the floor. The descent can be seen to be far more difficult than that into Kilauea. One can

easily imagine, while looking at these pictures, the disgust of the botanist Douglas, who saw noth-

ing worthy the attention of a naturalist

!

September 16, 190^. L,. A. Thurston.—Little sulphur in smoke : no noise [in Kilauea].

Deeemberi^, igo^. Clifton H. Tracy.—The volcano is more active than for three months,

athough the fire is still confined to two cones in the southwest.

/amiary 22, igo6. A. L,oebenstein measured the depth of the pit at 576.9 feet.

December 2 . rgo6. E. D. Baldwin.—Fire visible in pit after nearly a year of inactivity.
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short time. B}- the 16th it had extended over thirty-five miles of waste land, and in a moving mass

fifteen feet high, and half a mile wide, changed in character to aa, it kept onward at the rate of thirty

feet an hour, shortly afterwards subsiding, but only to give way to a new flow which also crossed the

road and seemed to have come from the same source, though at a much lower elevation.

The second flow was merely a branch of the first stream, and, like that, was,

at its separation at the Kamoalaala hill, pahoehoe; btit as it advanced and cooled it

assumed the aa form, and this was the nature of both branches as they crossed the

road, showing a depth of fifteen to thirtj? feet, which was increased at the end, which

FIG. 131. .\T THE FOUT OF THE \V.\LL. W. T. POPE.

of both streams was some three miles from the sea, to over fift}- feet. A lake some

800 feet in diameter formed in the cotirse of the flow, and a party of prominent citizens

managed to get a clear view of this lake, and their description is as follows:

[There were] two great holes in the bluff out of which two streams of lava were running.

A little way from the shore was a fountain that kept shooting hot lava fifty or sixty feet into the air.

Occasionally the lake would cool in spots, making little black islands, and then a wave of molten

lava would rush across the surface and bury them. This continually changing scene entranced the

observers for some three or four hours. [It is noteworthy that this temporary lake exhibited the

motions of the pools in the crater of Halemaumau, indicating the origin of fountains, etc., to subsist

in the lava stream itself.] A stream of lava ran between the party and the lake
;
yet, desiring a closer

view, they crossed the flow, which was all aglow underneath, and got right to the base of the lake

which had built itself up about sixty feet. Looking up a glowing hill to the rim of the lake did

not give assurance of safety, so they retreated, then rested for the night, taking hour watches, lest the

walls of the lake give way and rush down the hill, which sight, should it occur, they desired to see.

On January 24th the flow ceased, but activity at the source continued for some time.

[585]
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FIG. 133. Front oF the aa flow, 1907. pkrkins.
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This lake finally broke through its encircling walls and followed the rest of the

flow down the hill. The lava where the flow crossed the road shows many very bril-

liant particles of olivine, and at the time of eruption unusual quantities of sulphur

were noticed by many visitors. Kilauea, which had been slumbering, again roused into

action about the time that this Mauna Loa eruption ceased. We take up the Volcano

House Register again.

January 2j, igoj. Rev. E. W. Thwing.—Tbe lake was more active, and steadily rising.

April 12, 190J. Immanuel Friedlauder found little fire.

^[ay 12, igoy. Demosthenes Lj'curgus.—After some days quietness in the crater, fires re-

turned last night ; cone on north side of pit quite busy, spurting every few minutes to a height

of fifty to sixty feet. A stream of lava from above flowed almost around the whole floor of the pit.

May 28 : active and the "hole" that sank some weeks ago is rapidly filling up.

Ma*<^'t-.0'*
LA.T.

9p,n\.

FIG. 134. L.\KE, MAY 24, igoS. FIG. 135. LAKE, JUNE 6, 1908.

July 10. Lycurgus.—A lake of fire seventy-five feet in diameter.

July 25. Lycurgus.—Fire returned, but in small quantity.

November 20 . Lycurgus.—The volcano became active again after a quietness of seven months.

The whole pit was lighted up. The next day those who went down found only a little cone on the

Volcano House side of the pit, with flames of fire, but no lava flows or fountains. In the evening

the fires disappeared again.

December 7, igoj. W. A. Wall, Surveyor.—Found the pit 450 feet deep to a contraction

only 200 feet in diameter, and this, a little lower down, showed fire about 40 feet across.

December 16, igoj. W. B. Henshall.—Quite active.

May 2^, igoS. L,. A. Thurston.—I estimate the pit to be 200 feet in depth, and the lake

800X400 feet in the form [shown in diagram, Fig. 134] with an island in the middle of the larger

end. There is more activity than at any time since the breakdown, March ii, 1894.

Ju?ie 6, igo8. C. J. Biart made a sketch of the lake at 8 o'clock p.m. (shown in Fig. 135).

June 21 , igo8. L,. A. Thurston.—The depth of the pit is about the same as on May 24tli

last, but the size of the lake has increased about fifty per cent. The diagram by C. J. Biart fairly

represents it. [587]
Memoirs B. P. B. Museum, Vol. II, No. 4.— 14.
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Early in September, 1908, Halemaiimaii, which now was a single pit on the

top, or near it, of the huge dome of lava which forms the floor of Kilauea—about four

hundred feet above the general floor of Kilauea in 1864, when the writer first visited

and surveyed the crater—had filled with lava to within a convenient point for

1908 observation from the highest part of the rim, and not a few visitors made photo-

graphs of the pit both by day and night, some of which I am privileged to use

for the clearer understanding of the condition. Never before perhaps have so many

I

I

SlG. 136. HALEMA.UMAU IN AUGUST, I908. PERKINS.

night scenes been secured, and those I shall present will give, so far as black and

white can give, some idea of the wierd appearance of the molten lava as seen through

the opening cracks, often enough described, but hard to understand from mere words.

The process of filling had been a slow one, for the pit left after the last empty-

ing was a very deep one. For a long time there had been no fire (or molten lava) in

the visible crater; walls of cracked and irregularly disposed rock supported a black,

uneven, and much cracked rim, which seemed in places ready to fall, and generally

[588I
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projected over the ab3's.s. When the lava again appeared it was like a small spring of

tar at the bottom, which was at least six hnndred feet below the average rim. So

far below the spectator that it seemed of little importance or interest, but it was the

sign of returning action, and soon the molten matter accumulated in a little pool whose

surface was broken at intervals by the spouting lava in the way familiar to all who

FIG. 137. SURFACK of HALKMAUMAU BV ^MGHT. PKRKINS.

FIG, 138. SURFACE OF HALKMAUJIAU BV NIGHT. PF.RKIN.S.

have seen Kilauea in action. The spring which supplied the vast reservoir was inter-

mittent, and the surface of the pool rose slowlv and irregularl}'. As it rose, however,

the action increased, as is usual, and all through August the height of the lava column,

at least fifty feet above the base of the dome, was critical. How much longer could

the walls of Kilauea withstand the pressure? Fountains of lava frequentl}- spouted,

and as man}- as fourteen were counted in a single evening, the glow from the pit illumi-

[589]
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nating the whole crater so that lanterns were hardly needed for the parties who visited

the "everlasting house of Pele" by night. While the action was distributed over the

whole surface of the pool, some of the fountains seemed to have a definite position

which they retained for days; such was a vigorous one in the eastern half of the pool

which hardly varied its place during the two weeks of our stay at the crater. It was

like the "Old Faithful" of previous years, although not in the same place. Under the

east bank the floor was at times at a lower level than the general surface of the pool,

which seemed to form a rim or dam there, and thus repeat in a measure the process so

often seen in Kilauea, and shown especially in Silva's remarkable photograph (PI. L).

As seen in Perkins' view of the east end (Fig. 136), two falls of molten lava mark the

raised wall, and the reader will bear in mind that much of the surface to the right is

red-hot and subject to the breaking up and gushing forth of white-hot lava. By night

the scene is by no means so tame as it appears in the photograph, where the red-hot

lava is no brighter than the black lava of the walls. Mr. Perkins has caught the

effect better than any others whose work I have seen (Figs. 137 and 138), and one

can see the bright lava drawn out from the cracks, a process which gives the impression

of currents flowing in a definite direction. The light, cloud-like effects are from the

brightly illuminated gases, and it will be noted how local the escape of these gases is;

not a sign of any such emission over most of the exposed surface. In Mr. Thrum's

picture (Fig. 140) a long crack is seen from which the lava seems to flow toward the

spectator; and this picture also shows how the action was spread over the whole surface

of the pool. In Fig. 141 are seen the tiny watch-fires which are so beautiful a feature

of the night view. These are often so small and so constant that they are like lan-

terns placed as danger signals.
""

A view from the northwest bank of Halemaumau, taken at the same visit (as

Fig. 136) by Mr. Perkins, shows the shelter hut whence the best views have been

obtained a little to the left of the centre of the picture (Fig. 139), and it also shows the

irregular outline of the pit and the varying level of its walls. From this it will be

seen that the rim where the outlook is built was not at that time undercut, but seems

as solid and safe as any part, while the impression given, especially at night, is of an

overhanging shelf. Another curious fact is to be seen in this capital picture : while

the structure of the rim in the foreground, where it is lowest, gives the impression

(and a correct one) that the pool had overflowed here, yet on the much higher part of

the rim farther to the left the same formation is found, and certainly the pool could

'-'The waUs of Haleuiaumau may be shown in these night views, when the illumination from tlie lava is insuf-

licient, by a short exposure by daylight, and, leaving the camera undisturbed, repeating the exposure by night.

[590]
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not have overflowed all round simultaneously. Has the higher edge been raised or

the lower edge been depressed? If so where are the faults in the wall ?

On Friday, September 4th, in the early afternoon the fountains ceased to play,

and soon the subsidence of the pool began. Parties coming up from the pit at dusk

reported the fall at several hundred feet, but the light as seen from the Volcano House

and reflected on passing clouds did not seem less than it had been when darkness came

Fig. IJ9. HALEMAl'iMAU FROM THE NORTHWEST IN I908. I'ERKINS.

on. Mr. C. B. Thompson, Mr. Chas. N. Forbes and myself at once started for the

Halemaumau. The earth light was still sufficient to show the path. P\\\ over the

surface of the pool, which had fallen perhaps a hundred feet generally, but much lower

on the northern side under the observation hut, were bright lights, and most of these

remained stationary during our visit.

In the centre of the pit was a curious break running east and west, at the edge

of which was a vertical slab of lava, semicircular in form, resembling half a mill-stone,

and other slabs continued the wall for some distance. Over these fell a cascade of

C591]
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lava iu a condition I had never before seen ; its particles seemed to be in a state of

mutual repulsion, and although white-hot, fell through the central hole of the "mill-

stone" as meal. There seemed absolutel}' no cohesion, no signs of plasticity in the

molten lava. There seemed to have come a spirit of disassociation into the pit, and

the white hot particles of lava seemed in haste to get as far from each other as

possible. The}' scattered like a flock of frightened birds. Another puzzle added to

the lengthening list

!

The descending lava had left pockets of molten rock in the walls ; these emptied

themselves on to the sinking crust with spatters and flashes. Masses of lava had also

FIG. 140. HALEM.^UMAU BEFORE THE BREAK. D. F. THRUAr.

been left adhering to the loose walls, and one of these, apparently weighing twent}'

tons, broke from its place, sliding down a path marked by a trail of white-hot lava so

brilliant as to light up the clouds above the crater. Before it had fallen fiftj- feet the

huge boulder broke in two, displaying its interior, brilliant as an arc light, and then

began the utter disintegration of the mass as it thundered down, the bright particles

scattering as did the "meal." All the while the danger signals burned here and there

over the black crust. Here and there would come a break, and the old movement of

apparently' viscid lava was seen for a moment, but it soon broke up. Less fleeting

was a huge interrogation mark drawn in fire on the western side. What, indeed, did

it all mean ? And the question was unanswered when at last the burning mark had faded.

[592]
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Directly under the cliff on which the observation hut stands was the deepest

hole into which all the incandescent meal of this infernal mill was sinking down; even

had it been safe to approach the edge to get a good view into the abyss, the heat was

prohibitory, and while the mill-stone in the midst still poured its grist down the slope,

the danger signals grew dimmer, and here one went out in the darkness, and no lamp-

lighter was at hand to reuew it ; the walls seemed to have shaken down all their loose

rocks, the crust was no longer breaking, and the glory of the scene had ended. We
could still see light from Halemaumau when we reached the Volcano House, but how

dim compared with that which had brightened tlie whole crater the night before!

Saturday night the pit was totally dark, no sign of fire could be seen from the house.

All seemed over, but the emptying of the pit had stopped, and that was an indication

that soon the action would be renewed, and no such long period of inactivity as had

FIG. 141. XIGHT VIEW OF HALEMAUMAU, AUGUST, I909. MISS M. REED.

been the rule for many recent years was to be expected, and on the third day the

lava rose again with great violence, throwing spatters above the rim of the crater.

Nor was this a mere spasmodic action, for the renewed action has continued to the

present writing.

March /j, igog. At Hilo, about 3:30 a.m., two sharp shocks of earthquake,

separated by a slight interval. Pictures were swung, and light objects were upset.

March 14, three slight shocks in the forenoon, and another in the evening.

Thus far this informal History was approved and ordered printed March 26,

1909, but a visit to the Volcano of Kilauea on October 7th, 1909, undertaken to settle

certain doubts in the record, determined me to add to the record herein printed such

observations as have been placed in the Volcano House Register during the interval

caused by the unexpected delay in the printing. I am the more ready to do this as
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this volcano has developed in the meantime an action to me new and ver}- interesting;

and also that the volcano has been visited by the very distinguished English vulcan-

ologist Dr. Tempest Anderson of York, and the well-known professors in the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, T. A. Jaggar, Jr., and R. A. Daly, the last two

interested in the establishment of a permanent observatory at Kilauea, a result so

ardently hoped for many years and frequently referred to in these pages.
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After the breakdown of September 4tli, the lava soon returned to Halemannian,

and the Register resumes the notes :

—

December 12, igoS. E. D. Baldwin.—Lava returned September 7th, and in two hours was
within 150 feet of the spot whence it fell September 4th. According to the accounts the lake rose

and fell spasmodically after the 7th, and during some time in October had reached a place one hun-
dred feet below its elevation on the 4th, only to fall again as evidenced by the present black ledge

some forty-five feet higher than the level of the lava as it now stands.

During November and December the lake has as-

sumed again its steady filling action, and at this date [Dec.

21, 1908] is 235 feet below the point of observation. Two
nights ago the lake was nearly 250 feet deep. . . . The small

rim of the lake is constantly being built up, and many
small flows pour over the sides ; last evening within three

hours there were some eight overflows, many reaching the

walls of the pit. There were three other centres of action

at the rim of the lake where the continuous splashes of the

fountains have formed spatter cones ; one at the south-

west corner, another at the north side, and the third, a

heavy moving fountain, at the east corner- • • • Old Faithful

was still in its old position, but only bubbling up every

few minutes.

Mr. Baldwin also speaks of "traveling foun-

tains" on July 26th, when Old Faithful started

traveling in a westerly direction, followed quickly

by another great foitntain, until there were at one

time fotir or five of these curious fountains.

Some of these struck the shore under the observa-

tion point with great fury, splashing over the

bank. I shall describe these more fully when

I come to my own visit.

April 7, igog. Professor T. A. Jaggar, Jr.,

records temperature of steam cracks. As his visit

to these Islands was to ascertain the desirability of establishing such an observatory

as the author has repeatedly advocated, he will doubtless publish his report, which

will be more interesting than any such brief quotations of his recorded or spoken

results. Soon after his visit, Dr. Tempest Anderson arrived at Kilauea, and after

a brief visit joined the author in a hurried trip to the crater of Haleakala on Maui,

where we camped in the crater two thousand feet below the rim, which rises some ten

thousand feet above the sea. In the bottom are many cinder cones, some a thousand

feet high, and of beautiful regularity ; the sides often dotted with the beautiful "Silver-
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sword plant" {Argvroxiplimni sandwicense) ^ and the record of their eruption accentuated

b}- volcanic bombs of beautiful regularity and divergent size, from a few inches to

several feet in diameter. These bombs, so abundant here, are rare on the other

Hawaiian volcanoes. Dr. Anderson took many photographs which it is to be hoped he

will publish, for his great skill in this work was supplemented by very favorable

weather. From Maui he went directl}' back to Kilauea, and has made the following

record in the Register:

lulv IT, igog. Dr. Tempest Anderson.— I have been here over three weeks at intervals

during the last month. The place grows upon me, and the Volcano increases in interest. It is

different from anything I have seen in the Old World, the West Indies, or in Central America. There

one sees volcanoes building up piles of ashes and lava by explosions and outflow. Here explosion

is subordinate, while there goes on also a process of solution and undermining which at present is

more active than the building up. This is really the most striking difference noticeable. Beyond

this the steadiness and restrained activity of Kilauea is remarkable. In regularity Stromboli in

Kurope compares ; but in its case activity takes the form of frequent small explosions instead of a

steady flow. The volcano I have seen most strictly comparable is Matavanu, that broke out in 1905

in Savaii, Samoa ; in that case a river of molten lava flows in the bottom of the crater, enters a tunnel

and runs underground .several miles to the sea, into which it flows visibly by many changing mouths

with the formation of vast clouds of steam. Matavanu, therefore, is certainly a river, while Kilauea

maybe either a river or a boiling pot. Characteristic of this whole region, and unknown to me else-

where, are the pit craters so frequent here, and of which Kilauea and the crater of Mauua lyOa

[Mokuaweoweo] are prominent examples.

ftily 5-14, i9"9- Rev. J. M. Lydgate made the plan on the opposite page ; it will be noticed

that the lava pool was at that time confined to a depression in the floor of the pit. Mr. Lydgate dis-

claims great accuracy, but his plan is substantially correct.

July s'-//, igog. Miss M. E. Haskell.—During the first half of July the southeast part of the

crater was clear enough of fumes for a descent. For additional data for the map [p. 219] a descent

was made by Mr. J. M. Lydgate, with Prof. R. A. Daly, of the Maissachusetts Institute of Technology,

and Miss M. E. Haskell, of Boston. To the east of the Rest House, at the west end of the "Fallen-

in area outlying crater," the descent began. In the external wall of the crater a cave was found

five feet high by about eight by four or six, with stalactited roof and walls. The stalactites were of

lava a finger-length or less, crusted with delicate white, tasteless crystals, some of which Mr. Daly

collected for analysis. On the floor a white crystalline powder, with a soda taste, lay thick in patches
;

also collected for analysis. At the eastern end of the fallen area a rope was used for thirty feet of

the descent to the first bench. Thence the trail is marked on the map. Some of the white stains

conspicious on the precipitous walls on the south side from the Rest House and elsewhere were

examined and found to consist of crystals similar in appearance to those in the cave. Fallen boulders

from these walls were also whitened with the crystals in spots. The floor of the first and second

benches is as chaotically upheaved as the roughest part of Kilauea the great. One pile, visible from

the crater top, is like a spatter cone. The floor of the last bench, 49 feet above the molten lava, is

covered with a crust but a few months old and comparatively smooth. Fumes all along the route

were much lighter than their appearance from above led us to expect, and the last bench was quite

clear. On July 19th, part of this bench above the southwest cave fell in and closed the cave, and

on the first and second benches fumaroles opened near the trail and made descent impossible.
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Nevertheless some rash people ventured down at a time when the fumes were

less abundant, and were there photographed by Mr. Moses, a photographer of Hilo.

In approaching the crater on the evening of October 6th, a bright glow was

seen over the tree tops as the gloaming came on, and when we came out on the bank

before the \'olcano House the beauty of Kilauea appealed to me as never before. The

whole diameter of Halemanmau was lighted up with a clear and almost uniform light,

while from the central third arose an ever-changing and exquisitel}- graceful column

to the height of many hundred feet, then expanding into the usual overhanging

cloud. This column was by no means smoke, but a thin vapor only dense enough to

reflect the color of the boiling lava below, and this vapor was controlled by constantly

changing currents or intermittent supplies to spread and contract, curl and twist into

most beautiful and attractive shapes. Not long, however, did the exhibition present

itself, for the mists came between us and the pit like an old horn lantern, and we saw

only the general glow all that night (October 6th). In the morning there was only

the thin smoke coming irregularly from the whole surface of Halemaumau, but thicker

and whiter than the abundant steam that arose from man}- parts of the main crater

bottom as well as from the perennial cracks on the upper banks, for it had rained

abundantly during the night.

I went early down into the crater to avoid company, for there is to me a solemn

feeling of exhilaration in this grand temple of the living God that cannot be shared

with strangers. At the very beginning of the descent my old friends the elepaios

came flying to see, in their curiosity, who was the intruder, and they seemed almost

to welcome me in their sweet notes. But once on the crater floor and the stillness was

complete, even the breezes were silent, it seemed out of tune to break it with the crunch

of one's tread on the lava. I paused on the bridge over the great crack and distinctly

heard the dropping, on the deep bottom of the water resulting from last night's rain
;

the water at this end of the path made more noise than the fire at the other. As I

approached the pit I turned to the left and came upon the brink where the downfall

of the wall had occurred, .so that only two-thirds of the pool could be seen, and little

of the heat felt. It was well not to see the whole at once. Strangely it was not the

wonderful cauldron of boiling lava that first caught my attention. On the high western

wall that faced me was an opening, as the month of a tunnel, half way up the almost

perpendicular wall. It was very regular and apparently about ten feet high and twelve

feet wide. That was on a part of the wall exposed during my previous visit about a

year ago, but it was not there then. Its black month indicated some depth, but

although the sun was behind me I could see but a very little way in, and this was the

sort of duct I had always imagined the pit would disclose if emptied; and yet, I had
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repeatedh' seen the empty pit and never a conduit of such size, if indeed any, that

could be considered passages for the retreating lava while the pit was emptying itself.

On the outer walls of the pit was the line distinctly marking the surface before

the fall of September 4th of last year; below this, on the south side, was a series of

dislocated benches like seat rows in an amphitheatre, but inclined at various angles

to the horizontal ; on the eastern side was the large mass of wall which had sunk

perhaps a hundred feet as shown on the survey of Mr. Lydgate, and over this (of which

the inner edge is much the higher) was the most comfortable, although not the most

extensive, view of the molten pool, the heat at the usual point of observation being

altogether unbearable.

This pool, to most visitors the great attraction of Kilauea, was, as we had sup-

posed from the brilliant light reflected from the clouds the night before, in a remark-

able state of activity. Not a sign of the alternate crusting over and breaking up so

common a phenomenon on former visits to Halemanmau ; all was in violent and exces-

sive commotion within the banks of the great pool. At first the current controling

the whole surface was strong towards the east bank, moving, as I estimated, at the

rate of five miles an hour, but others visiting the pool on the same day at a later hour

trebled this estimate. It seemed as if the molten contents were pouring out, and one

looked at the opposite rim to note a subsidence, but there was none. Over the entire

surface were jets by many score, not like the fountains seen when lava breaks from

the mountain side or from the bottom of Mokuaweoweo, but jets more like those shown

in Plate LX of Dana Lake. These were of varying diameter, but perhaps averaged

twelve feet in height. All were moving in the current, but apparently independent of it

in some degree, for frequentlj' those behind would overtake the next in advance, melt

into its substance and continue with accelerated speed : this action was repeated tiutil

perhaps ten were gathered into one great sheaf, increased in height as well as in

diameter until the united mass was fifteen or more feet high and ten feet in diameter,

when it dashed violentl}^ against the bank, throwing spatters on to the bench above

and spinning abundance of Pele's hair from the drops. All the trail shown on Mr.

Lydgate's map was covered by the splashes.'"'

These "traveling fountains," mentioned before b}' Mr. Baldwin, were new to me in

all lU}' observations of the Kilauean pools. Pele had not exhausted her repertoire,

and presently some large, almost flat, floating islands appeared on the western margin.

Whence they came was not evident, but they were very black, perhaps a hundred feet

by fift}' and appeared to be launched from the brilliant glow on the west coast.

They had not floated a hundred 3-ards from the shore before the jets (which I likened

"'This trail was marked in the copy of the map in the Register, but does not appear on the copy he sent nie,

which was used for the illustration. [599]
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to dogs pursuing and jumping at their prey), seemed to bite mouthfuls from the sides

until the mass seemed to writhe in pain, and near the midst of the pool a larger foun-

tain, perhaps "Old Faithful," rose suddenly and swallowed what of the island the side

skirmishers had left. Three other islands of similar size and form met the same fate

before I started around the brink to discover the point of origin of these perishing

islands, but on the journey round, the pool was not visible, and when, after some delays

on the way to photograph the spatter-cones, the west bank was again in sight, the

motion had reversed and the current was running as rapidl}' as before in the opposite

direction, and no islands were on the surface. I looked for flames, but saw none. The

vapors were at times very transparent, then of a bluish tinge, and again opaque and

smok}'. There was less noise than usual, for there were no falling crusts, only liquid

lava. I was sorr}- not to see the reversal of current, but at former visits (when, how-

ever, the motion was by no means so rapid) the change was made with very little

disturbance and little slackening of speed. The currents are a more common phe-

nemenon but the speed is usually much less than at present; the apparently causeless

change of direction is also familiar.

The pool seemed somewhat larger than when measured by Mr. Lydgate, but

still was not filling the bottom of the pit, and did not seem much higher. I tried to

see what changes appeared in the surface of the boiling pool with the changes from

clear to smoky fumes emitted, but the change was so gradual that no change was noted.

On ni}' way back to the Volcano House I passed a hot place on the trail about half-

way between the pit and the bottom of the path down the bank, which I did not notice

in the morning. From the first level stretch on the rising path there is a good view

of the dome-like bottom of the crater. I had no means of measurement, but I do not

feel deceived in thinking that this dome is at least fifty feet higher than it was last

year. I have never seen the dome shape so distinct, and it seemed ready to overtop

the western outer wall. When I first came to the spatter cones near the Rest House,

I noticed a large cloud of steam issuing from near the base of Uwekahuna, but on my

return two hours later it had disappeared; probably the effect of the rains during the

previous night.

As the sunlight faded the beautiful peach blossom tint appeared on the vapor

over the fire, and it deepened into red and orange as the night came on, until the won-

derful effects of the previous night were surpassed.
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Aa, 382, 394, 455, 474.

Aha hawele, i47-:5i.

Ahuawa, Cyptrus ItEvigatus, 105. 106, 155.

preparation, 106.

Akaakai, Scirpus lacustris, 84.

Alapaiiuti's platters for human shark bait, 175.

Alexander, Manila I^oa in 1885, 536.

Amerind basket, i, .S7.

Analyses of lavas, 411.

Analj'sis of stalactites, 410.

Ancient walls of Kilauea, 427.

Anderson, Kilauea in 1909, 596.

Andrews, Manna I^oa in 1843, 441.

Armor, Gilbert Islands, 19, 20.

Attic in primitive houses, 230, 250.

Auamo, see Bearing stick.

.\ugite, 401, 407.

Auniakua found in a cave, 165, 175.

.\ustralian basket, 26, .S7-gi, 103.

house, 255, 256.

Autetaraiiga, Pimelea areiiaria, 94.

Awa bowls, 354.

strainers, 328.

Baldwin, plan of Kilauea in 190.S, 595.

Balls covereil with matting, 34.

Baker, Mauna Loa in 1880-81, 526, 549.

Mauna Loa in 1885, 535.

Banibu baskets, Pelew Islands, 26.

work, modern Hawaiian, 86.

Banana fibre fabrics, 3, 4, 95-102.

leaves for sandals, 76.

see also Thatch.

Baring-Gould, on human sacrifices, 212.

Basalt, character of Hawaiian, 401.

prismatic, 402.

Baskets, Amerind, i, 87.

Australian, 26, 87-91, 103.

Caroline Islands, 6, 8, 9, 16, 20, 38.

Fijian, 26, 42, 47-49. 56, 57. 103.

Gilbert Islands, 6, 9, 10, 47-49, 103.

Hawaiian, 2, 34-37, 60-69, i°2, 103.

Marshall Islands, 84.

Xew Britain, 26.

New Hebrides, 25, 103, 104.

New Zealand, 92-94, 103.

Pelew Islands, 26.

Philippine Islands, 5.

Samoan, 5, 6,37-40, 102.

Santa Cruz, 26.

Solomon Islands, 7, 24-26, hj3, 104.

Baskets

—

Cniitiiiiud.

Tongan, 6, 21, 22.

bambu, 26.

coco-palm leaf, 5-10, 26.

coi?in, 56, 57.

coir, 19, 20.

covered containers, 22, 63-66, 68.

fern-stem, 73.

fish, 24, 66-69, 73-75. 103-

grass, 84.

ieie (Freycinetia), 60-70.

palm-leaf, 16, 24-27.

Pandanus leaf, 34-39.

priority of invention of baskets or mats, 4.

rattan, 26, 87.

raw materials, 2-4.

Samoan superstitions, 39, 40.

summary, 102-105.

Bath rubbers, 314.

Bearing stick, 112, 317-320.

Bird net, 154, 155.

Bishop, S. R., Mauna Loa in 1868, 482.

plan of Kilauea, 562.

Black sand, 405, 452.

Blow-hole on Hualalai, 389.

Bones, disposition after death of human, 177.

Bow and arrow, Hawaiian, 375.

Brigham :
—

Mat and Basket Weaving of the Old Hawaiians, i.

Old Hawaiian Carvings, 165.

The Ancient Hawaiian House, 185.

The Volcanoes of Kilauea and Mauna Loa, 379.
Hualalai in 1864, 387.

in i88g, 391.

Kilauea in 1864, 45S.

in 1.S65, 466.

in 1880, 512.

Mauna Loa in 1864, 393.

in 1880, 397, 521.

Brooms, 376.

Brous.sonetia, see Waoke.
Building a Fijian house, 207-210.

Hawaiian house, 261-293.

.Samoan house, 200, 201.

Tongan house, 195.

\oii Billow, .Samoan mat legend, 44.

Byron, Kilauea in 1825, 422.

Cabbage-palm satchels, 93.

Canoe houses, 253, 254, 263, 264, 374.

Carbonic acid, 407.
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Caroline Islands, ball, 34.

basket, 6, 8, 9, 16, 20, 38.

fan, 12.

hat, 30.

house, 231-233.

loom, 95, 100-102.

mat, 32, ^2>< 95-102, 104.

pillow, i:^.

sling, 22.

Carpenters, 195, 200, 208, 265, 268.

Carriage, Hawaiian, 317.

Carved dishes, 359.

Carving tool, iSo, i.Si.

Carvings, Maori, see New Zealand house.

Cathedral cone, 453, 466.

Caves, dwelling, 259, 260.

description of a burial cave, 165-167.

in lava, 470, 475, 477.

utilized for secreting relics, 167, 172, 174, 175.

Centrifugal motion in lava of Kilauea, 464.

Ceremonies connected with house building, 201, 211,

219, 241, 253, 266, 267, 276, 287, 288, 305.

Challenger Expedition, Kilauea in 1875, 507.

Chalmers, the New Guinea house, 23H-241, 243.

Chase and Parker, Kilauea in 1838, 425.

Chlorine, 407.

Chronological history of the eruptions of Kilauea
and Mauna Loa, 414.

Cinder cones of M.auna Kea, 3S3, 405.

Clinkstone, 402.

Coan, earthquake of 1868, 490.

Kilauea in 1840, 428.

in 1842, 435.

in 1844, 1846, 436.

in 1S47, 1,848, 439.

in 1849-1854, 440.

in i\55. 446.

in 1856-1863, 452, 453.

in 1 868, 495.

in 1869, 497.

landslide of 1868, 492.

Mauna Loa in 1843, 442-

in 1849, 1851, 1852, 443.

in 1855, 446.

in 1856, 449.

in 1868, 492.

in 1S75, 1877, 505.

in t8So, 524.

in 1881, 529.

tidal wave of 186S, 491.

Coco-palm leaf baskets, 5-10, 26.

leaf fans, 10-15.

leaf for fences, screens, etc., 11.

root fish trap, 24.

Coconut fibre, 2; see also Coir.

utensils, 331-336.

Coir sennit, in basketry, 19-22.

bound gourd, 22, 112, 147-151.

braiding at public ineeting.s,'2i.

encased in matting, 23, 52.

for nettings, 128, 130, 155.

preparation, 105, 106.

Coir sennit

—

Continued.

windings, 20, 21, 270.

see also House.

Coffin of basketry, 57, 56.

Comb of fern-stem, 73.

Solomon Islands, 85.

Communal hou.ses, 187, 21S, 235, 244.

Cook, the Marquesan house, 191.

the New Caledonian house, 250.

the New Zealand house, 214-216.

the ,Society Islands house, 191-193.

the Tongan house, 194.

Cords, Hawaiian, 269.

Cordyline sp., see Ki and Cabbage-palm.
Crab net, 157.

Cross, Kilauea in 1902, 578.

Cyclopean structures, 185.

Cyperus Irevigatus, see Makaloa and .\huawa.

Dana, Kilauea in 1840, 433.

Dana Lake, 547, 562.

Date-palm hats, 24.

Deaths from eruptions, 392, 446.

from land slide and tidal wave, 487, 496.

Decorated cord, 23, 52.

Dibble, eruption of 1789, 416.

Dilly baskets, 89-91.

Dodge, survej-s of Kilauea, 547, 564, 567.

Dolerite, 401.

Dome in Kilauea, 438-440, 516, 600.

Door, shape and structure, 18S, 190, 194, igS, 205, 206,

208, 209, 215, 216, 219, 220, 222, 223, 229-233, 239
250, 262, 264, 283, 284, 287, 289-291.

Hawaiian, 283.

Douglas, Kilauea in 1834, 425.

Mauna Loa in 1837, 441.

Dracaena, for .sandals, 76.

Dresses, mat, from New Hebrides, 55, 56.

D'Urville, the New Guinea house, 237.

Dyes used in .Samoa 11 mats, 41.

in Marshall Islands mats, 51.

Earthquakes of 1868, 479.

of 1887, 543, 545.

Eel traps, 73.

Eke, 129, 146.

Electric action on lava, 411.

currents in the lava, 471.

Elevation of Kilauea dome, 438-440, 515.

EUlis, the Hawaiian house, 263-266.

Hualalai, 387, 390.

Kilauea in 1823, 418, 419.

preparation of gourds, 329.

Emerson, Kilauea in 1886, 540.

Erosion of lava-flows by the sea, 3S2.

Eskimo implements in Hawaii, 108, 109.

Etheridge, the ,\ustralian basket, 88.

Fans, iu-]6, 24, 36, 42, 307.

Hawaiian, 10-12, 24, 307,
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Fans

—

Contiiniccl.

coco-])ahn leaf, 10-15.

found in a burial cave, 1S2.

insignia of rank, 16.

Pandanus, 12, 14.

Fan, Bce Hibiscus.

Feather cape, found in a cave, iS^.

Fern-stem, use, 3, 4, 70-75.

basket, 73.

comb, 73.

eel and tisli traps and fish baskets, 73-75.

hat, 72.

Ferrous oxide, 407.

Fibre mats, 94.

Fiji, basket or satchel, 26, 42, 47-49, 56, 103.

coffin, 56, 57.

fan, 14, 42.

house, 203-214.

mat, 41, 42.

pillow, 206.

temple, 23.

Finger bowls, 366-368.

Fire making, 298-301.

Fire-place, 197, 200, 205, 206, 208, 215, 216, 219, 233, 240,

250, 251, 262, 298. 329.

Hawaiian, 298.

Fish baskets, 66-69, 73' 74-

traps of fern-stem, 70, 73, 75, 103.

of coco-palm roots, 24.

nets, 152, 155-162.

technique, 152, 156.

material, 155.

Fison, F'ijian sacrifices, 211, 212.

Flames in Kilauea, 464, 517.

Flax weaving of New Zealand, 92, '93; see Phormium.
Floating islands in lava, 556, 566, 567.

Flow of iSoi, 3S6, 392.

of 1S23, 418, 47S.

of 1840, 429.

of 1843, 442.

of 1852, 443.

of 1855, 446-

of 1859, 453.

of 1 868, 479.

of 1880-1881, 525.

of 1887, 543.

of 1899, 574.

of 1907, 584.

Fly-flap, 15.

F'orms of lava, 401-412.

Frear, Kilauea in 1B94, 567.

Freyciuet, Hawaiian baskets, 63, 64.

Koko puupuu, 131.

Freycinetia sp., see leie.

Friedlander, Mauna Loa in 1896, 570.

Fumaroles, 405, 459, 547.

Funnels, gourd, 326, 327.

wooden, found in cave, 1S2.

Furneaux' paintings, 397, 517, 526, 533, 545, 549.

Furniture of native houses, 188, 190, 192-194, 197, 200,

206, 219, 226, 228, 229, 234, 239, 243, 251, 253, 262,

266, 286, 305-378.

of Hawaiian houses, 305-378.

Gases from volcanoes, 405, 517.

Gauges, mesh, 107, no.

Gibson, Kilauea, 1895, 508.

Gilbert Islands, armor, ig, 20.

ball, 34.

basket or satchel, 6, 9, lo, 47-49, 103.

house, 22S-231.

kite, 33.

mat, 42, 43, 95-102, 104.

Gill nets, 162.

Gleichenia sp., 75, 85.

Goodrich, Kilauea in 1832, 524.

Gourd cordings, 22, 112, 147-151, 181.

vessels and implements, 306, 321-331.

water bottle found in cave, 181.

Gourds covered with basketry, 63, 68.

decoration, 328-330.

preparation, 306, 329.

Grass baskets, Marshall Islands, 84.

work, Solomon Islands, 11, 75, 85, 86.

see also Thatch.

Grasses, uses in mat making and basketry, 3, 4.

Green, on vapors from Kilauea, 406.

Mauna Loa in 1859, 456.

in 1873, 504.

in 1875, 505.

Green Lake, 475.

Guam hat, 30.

mat, 95-102.

Guppy, the Solomon Islands house, 250-254.

the Solomon Islands mat, 42.

Hair, cutting, 307.

method of attachment to statuettes, 170.

in ornamentation, 11, 105, 130.

Haka, hakakau or oleole, 1 12, 266.

Hala, see Pandanus.

Halemaumau, 424, 427, 475.

Hdlema'unia'u, 475.

Hall, Mauna Loa in 1873, 500.

Hanai, 112, 121-126.

Hano ohua, 162.

Harakake, see Phormium.
Haskell, Mauna Loa, 453.

Hat, Hawaiian, 24, 72.

Micronesian, 24, 30.

fern-stem, 72.

palm, 24.

Pandanus, 30.

Halt, see Hibiscus.

Hawaiian Islands, ball, 34.

bambu work, modern, 86.

basket, 2, 5, 34-37, 6o-6g, 102, 103.

cords, 269.

fan, 10-12, 24.

fish basket and trap, 66-70, 75, 103.

furniture, 305-378.

hat, 24, 72.

house, 259-304.

house building, 261-293.

house, modern changes, 293-297.

idol and helmet, 70, 71.
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Hawaiian Islands

—

Continued.

mat, 24, 27, 49, 52-55, 77-S4, 104, 308, 309.

netting, 105-162.

pillow, 33, 34, 309-

sandals, 75-77.

sling, 23.

tapa, 310.

Helmets of wicker work, 70, 71.

Her\'ey Islands, fan, 13.

Hibiscus fibre, Hau, Fan, Paritiuni tiliaceum, 2-4. 76,

94, 105, 106, 155, 271.

mats, 94, 98.

nets, 105, 106, 155.

preparation, 106.

sandals, 76.

see also House.

Hillebrand, Kilauca in 1868. 484.

earthquake of 1868, 484-488.

flow of 1868, 4S9.

Hinai poepoe, 64-66, 102, 149.

Hinaki, 73, 74.

History of eruptions, chronological, 414.

Hitchcock, C. H., Prof.. Manna I,oa and Kilauea in

1883, 534.

Hitchcock, D. H., Mauna Loa in i88j, 527.

Hitchcock, D. Howard, paintings, 451, 564, 570.

Horse-hair for netted bags, 105, 130.

House, Australian, 255, 256.

Caroline Islamls, 231, 2},},.

Fijian, 203-214.

Gilbert Islands, 228-231.

Hawaiian, 259-304.

Marquesan, 188-191.

New Caledonian, 249, 250.

New Guinea, 234-244.

New Hebridean, 246-249.

New Zealand, 214-225.

Nine, 234.

Pelew Islands, 233, 234.

Samoan, 197-201.

Society Islands, 191-193.

Solomon Islands, 250-255.

Tongan, 194-197.

Trobriand Ciroup, 245, 246.

Union Group, 225-228.

building terms, 301-304.

furniture, see Furniture.

ground plans, 187.

moving, 192, 199.

Hualalai, ascent by Menzies, 3S6.

ascents by Ellis, Mann and Brigham, 387.

flow of 1801, 386, 392.

Huewai, 147-151, 181; .see also Gourds.
Human hair in ornamentation, 11, 105, 130.

Hudson, sec Wilkes.

Hydrochloric acid, 407.

Hydrogen, 406.

Idols of wicker work, 70, 71.

leie, Freycinetia sp., 3, 4, 60, 61.

basket, 62, 63, 66-68.

covered vessels, 63-69.

leie

—

Continued.

idols and helmets, 70, 71.

in Hawaiian house building, 263, 270.

preparation, 62.

le sina, 94, 95.

Individuality of primitive handicraft, i.

Ingalls, Mauna Loa in 1S99, 574.

Ipu aina, see Slop basins.

Ipn holoi lima, see Finger bowls.

Ipu holowaa, see Wooden dishes.

Ipu kuha, see Spittoon.

Ipu le'i, Ipu holoholona, Ipu ahci, 148, 152, 373.

Ipu mimi, 371.

Ipu wai, see Gourd water bottle.

Iwaiwa, see Fern-stems.

Japanese basket, 73.

Judd, escape at Kilauea in 1841, 435.

Kaee, 159.

Kaee paoo, 1 57.

Kahili, used as a fly-flap, 15.

Kahuku eruption of 1868, 489, 492.

Kakai, 1 12, 126, 127.

Kapa, see Tapa.

Kapuni nehu, 160.

Keanakakoi, 46S, 469, 510.

Keate, the Pelew Islands house, 22,},, 234.

Kete, see New Zealand satchel.

Ki leaf sandals, 76.

wrapper, 5, 6.

Kilauea in 1789, 414.

in 1823, 418, 478.

in 1824, 420.

in 1825, 421.

in 1829, 424.

in 1832, 402, 424.

in 1834, 1838, 425.

in 1839, 427.

in 1840, 428.

in 1841, 434.

in 1S42, 435.

in 1844, 1846, 436.

in 1847, 1848, 439.

in 1849-1S54, 440.

in 1H55, 446.

in 1856-1863, 452, 453.

in 1S64, 458.

in 1865, 466.

in 1868, 478, 484, 491, 495.

in 1869-1872, 497.

in 1873, 497-501.

in 1874, 501-503.

in 1875, 506.

in 1S76-1877, 508.

in 1878-1879, 510.

in 1S80, 511, 524.

in 1881, 533.

in 1882-1884, 534.

in 1885, 535.

in 1886, 540.
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Kilauea ill 1887, 546.

in 1H88, 546, 549.

in 1889, 552.

in 1890, 552, 553.

in 1891, 553.

in 1892, 562.

in 1893, 1894, 563.

in 1895, 570.

in 1896, 570, 574.

in 1S97, 574.

in 1898, 1900, 577.

in 1901, 1902, 578.

in 1903, 580, 582.

in 1904, 1905, 582.

in 1906, 584.

in 1907, 587.

in 1908, 587, 595.

in 1909, 595.

Kilanea iki, 420, 424, 567, 467, 486, 51:18.

Kilou, wooden hook, 112, 376.

Kinnear's sketch of Haleraaunuui, 511.

Kinnej' and Fuller, flow of 1852, 445.

Kioe, net mender, 107, iii.

Kites, Gilbert Islands, 33.

Knitted bags, 105, 130-132.

Koko, 1 12-147, 306.

ipu le'i, 149.

makalii, and Koko maoloha, 137-140.

pualu, 128, 129, 141.

puupuu, 128-137, 143.

Konane, 178-180, 378.

Kramer, Marshall Islands mats, 50, 51.

Kusaie, see Caroline Islands.

Laau loniilomi, 313, 314.

Lafo^a K'lni'^' 47-

Lamps and lighting, 200, 314, 315.

Lanai of Hawaiian house, 289.

Landslide of 1868, 480, 487, 492.

Lava, analyses, 411.

character and forms of Hawaiian, 401-41:

fountains of Mauna Loa, 455.

spring, 519.

Limonite, 407.

Limu, Hawaiian pumice, 382, 457, 470, 522.

Little Beggar, 535.

Little Elephant cone, 549.

Loniilomi or massage, 313, 314.

Loom, Micronesia, 95-102.

New Zealand, 2, 92.

Oiitong Java, 95-97.

Santa Cruz, 96.

absence in Poljmesia proper, 2.

-woven mats, 95-102.

Loomis, Kilauea in 1824, 420.

Loulu-palm, I'ritchardia sp., 24.

mats, 27.

Lua Pele, 439.

Lydgate, plans of Kilauea, 497, 507, 596.

plan of Mokuaweoweo, 501, 523.

Lyman, C. S., Kilauea in 1846, 436, 439.

Lyman, F. S., earthquakes of i868, 479.

Magnetite, 401.

Makaloa, Cyperus hexigatus, 3.

mats, 7
7 -S3.

ornamentation, 78-Ho.

preparation and technique, 77, 78.

Makaopuhi crater, 432, 475.

Malo, David, the Hawaiian house, 260-263.

house furniture, 306, 307.

Koko a Maoloha, 138, 139.

Mamake, Pipturus albidus, 3.

Mann and Brigham, see Brigham.
Maoloha, 137-140.

Mariapu, 229.

Mariner, the Tongan hou.se, 195, 196.

Toiigan mats and baskets, 21.

Marquesau house, 1 88- 191.

sling, 22.,

Marshall Islands basket, 84.

fan, 12, 14, 15.

mat, 31, 43, 49-52, 59.

sails, 46, 47.

Massage, 313, 314.

Mats, Caroline Islands, 32, 33, 95-102.

Fijian, 41, 42.

Gilbert Islands, 42, 43, 95-102.

Guam, 95-102.

Hawaiian, 24, 27, 49, 52-55, 5S, 59, 77-S4, 104, 308.

Marshall Islands, 31, 43, 49-52, 59.

technique and implements, 50-52.

dyes, 51.

New Guinea, 104.

New Hebrides, 55, 56, 104.

New Zealand, 104.

Nine, 100.

Samoan, 40, 41, 43-45, 47, 94, 95, 104.

preparation and technique, 40, 41.

Santa Cruz, 100.

Solomon Islands, 32, 42, 104.

Tongan, 21, 22, 104.

akaakai, 84.

banana fibre. 98, 100-102.

coverings for sails, 33.

for clothing, 49-52, 55, 56, 80.

Hibiscus fibre, 94, 98.

legenils, 43-45-

loom-woven, 95-102.

makaloa, 77-83; see also Makaloa.

palm-leaf, 27.

Pandanus, 31-33, 40-47. 49-S6, 58, 59-

prioritj' of invention of baskets or mats, 4, 5.

raw materials, 2-4.

sails, 46, 47.

summary, 104, 105.

whole leaf, 31-33.

see also Furniture.

Mauna Hualalai, see Hualalai.

Mauna Kea, 383.

Mauna Kohala, 383.

Mauna Loa, area, 539.

ascent by Douglas in 1834, 425.

in 1.S32-1837, 441.

in 1841, 395, 441.

in 1843, 441.
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aiaiinu Loa in 1849. 1.S51, 1852, 443.

in 1855, 446.

in 1856, 449.

in 1859, 453.

in 1864, 393.

in iS68. 479.

in 1868-1872, 503.

in 1873, 498, 500, 501, 504.

in 1874, 501, 502.

in 1875-1877, 505.

in 1879, 510.

in 1880, 397, 511, 521.

in 1880, 1881, 525.

in 18S5, 535, 536.

in 1887, 543.

in 1888, 546.

in 1890, 552.

in 1S92, 563.

in 1896, 570.

in 1899, 574.

in 1903, 580.

in 1905. 582.

in 1907, 584.

Wburc. 205.

Medicine bowl. 356.

Jlenzies, ascent of Hualalai, 386.

Merritt, Mauna Loa, 188S, 546.

Mesh, sizes, 107.

Mica, 401, 407.

Minerals from Hawaiian volcanoes, 407.

Mirrors, 307, 371. 372.

Model of Kilauea, 579.

Mortar and pestle, 315.

Mu or konane; 178-180, 378.

Mud-flow of 1868; see Landslide.

Musa, see Ranana.

Nae, 152-154-

netting; for feather garments, 152, 153.

Net menders, kioe, 107, ui.

Nets, fish, 152, 155-162.

floats and sinkers, 156.

joining, 108, 156.

Netted bag, Hawaiian, 112-147.

malo, 154.

Netting, Hawaiian, 105-162.

New Guinea, 104.

classification, iii.

tools, 107.

New liritain, basket, 26.

New Caledonian house, 249, 250,

gourd, 22.

New Guinea house, 234-244.

mat, 104.

netted bags, 104.

pillow, 243.

New Hebrides, basket, 25, 103, 104.

hou.se, 246-249.

mat, 55, 56, 104.

New Zealand fish traps, 73-75, 103.

flax, see Phormium.
house, 214-225.

New Zealand mat, 104.

.satchel or basket, 92-94, 103.

Nine house, 234.

Niihau mats, see Makaloa.

Observatory at Kilauea, 596.

Old Faithful, 567.

Oleole or haka, 112, 266.

Olivine, 401, 407, 432, 462.

Olona, Touchardia latifolia, 3, 4, 105, U)6, 130, 155, 270,

271.

Olowai, 147, 14.S, 151.

Ontong Java loom, 95-97.

Ornamentation in Fijian houses, 208.

New Zealand houses ; see New" Zealand house.

Tongan houses, 197.

Oven, 329.

Pahoehoe, 380, 402.

Palm-leaf baskets, 16, 24.

mats 27.

Palms, uses, 4.

Pandanus, hala, lauhala, 2, 4, 28-59, 76, 104.

liaskets, 34-39-

fans, 12, 14.

hats, 30.

kites, 2,},.

mat sails, 46, 47.

mats, 40-45, 49-56. 58, 59-

sail covers, 33.

whole leaf, 31-33-

preparation, 30, 40, 42, 43, 51, 53.

sandals. 76.

satchels, 47.

see also Thatch.

Papa kupalupalu maiio, 175.

Papamu or konane board, 179, i8u, 378.

Paper mulberry, see Waoke.
Paritium tiliaceum, see Hibiscus.

Parkinson, Ontong Java loom, 97, gS.

Pataka, 220.

Pele's hair, 395, 401. 411, 463, 515.

analyses, 411.

Pelew Islands, basket, 26.

house, 233, 234.

du IVlit-Tliouars, the Hawaiian house, 295.

Philippine Islands, basket, 5.

Phonolite, 402.

Phormium tcnax, 2, 92.

weaving, 92.

Pickering, Kilauea in 1841, 434.

Piko, 112, 114-121.

Pile dwellings, New Guinea, 236-244.

Solomon Islands, 252.

Pili grass, 271.

Pillows, 33, 34, 190, 193, 200, 206, 219, 243, 253, 266, 309.

Caroline Islands, 33.

Fijian, 206.

Hawaiian, 33, 266, 309.

New Guinea, 243.

Samoan, 200.
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pillows, Tongan, 194.

covered with matting, 33, 34, 309.

Pipturus albidus, see Blamaki.

Pit craters of Hualalai, 38S.

in Puna, 472.

Pohaku Hanalei crater, 521, 582.

Poho aho, 148, 152.

Poi pounding, 316.

Poli o Keawe crater, 471.

Ponahohoa, 418, 518.

Ponape, see Caroline Islands.

Pope, Manna Loa in 1903, 382.

Porcelain fragment found in cave, 182.

Prismatic basalt, 402.

Pritchardia sp., 24.

Pukauahi crater, 526.

Pulu, 471.

Pumice, 401 ; see also Limu.
Puna, legendary lava flows, 477.

pit craters, 472.

Quartz, 407.

Radium, 558.

Rate of landslide, 480, 492.

Rate of lava flows, 392, 429, 445, 447. 448, 450. 431, 453,

454. 483. 494, 527. 529. 531. 545. 5''i4. 5^5-

Rattan baskets, 26, S7.

shields, i6-:9.

sleeping mats, 27.

Relics hidden in caves, 167, 172, 174, 175.

Ridgeway's plan of Mokuaweoweo, 580.

River beds changed, 382. \

Rope-lava, 401, 402.

Sacred houses or temples, 202, 203, 205, 227, 238, 243,

244, 250, 253, 254.

Sacrifices in house building, 211, 219, 233, 254, 276.

Sail covers of mat, 33.

Sails from matting, 46, 47.

Salt making, 306.

Salts in lava, 392, 407, 432, 447, 495.

Samoan basket, 5, 6, 37-40, 102.

fan, 12-14.

fish trap, 24, 103.

house, 197-201.

mat, 40, 41, 43-45, 47, 94, 95, 104.

pillow, 200.

temple, 202, 203.

Sandals, Hawaiian, 75-77.

Santa Cruz, basket, 26.

loom, 96.

Satchels, Fijian, 47-49.

Gilbert Islands, 47-49.

New Zealand, 92-94, 103.

of Pandanus, 47.

Schaefer, Kilauea in 1874, 502.

Scirpus Iacu.stris, 84.

Scoria, 405.

Scott's sketch of Kilauea, 507.

24-26, 103, 104.

Scrapers, 373.

Sculpture, Maori, see Xew Zealand house.
Seemann, Fijian mat, 41, 42.

Seines, 162.

Sennit, see Coir.

.Severance, plan of Mokuaweoweo, 523.
Shark net, 108, 155, 162.

.Shepherd, Kilauea in 1S39, 427.

Shields, Solomon Islands, 16-19.

.Shrimp trap, 70.

Shuttle for netting, 107, no.
Slings, 22, 23.

Slop basins, Ipu aina, 176-178, 368, 369.
Smyth, Australian basket, 88.

Snow on Mauna Kea, 383.

on Mauna Loa, 396, 454.
Society Islands, fan, 13, 36.

house, 191-193.

Solomon Islands, basket,

fan, 10.

grass work, 11, 85, 86.

house, 250-255.

mat, 32, 42, 104.

shield 16-19.

Spittoons, 177, 369, 370.

Stair, Samoan temples, 202.

Stalactites and stalagmites, 407, 471.

Statuettes, Hawaiian, 168-171.

.Steam, volcanic, 405, 406, 505.

.Stein, Samoan mat, 40, 41.

Steubel, Samoan mat legend, 44.

Stewart, the Hawaiian hou.se, 285-287.

the Marquesan house, 188-190.

Kilauea in 1825, 421.

Kilauea in 1829, 424.

Stokes, Hawaiian Nets and Netting,

Stone structures, 185, 186, 203, 233.

Stony lavas, 402.

Stools, 192-194, 226, 228, 376.

Store house, New Zealand, 220.

Strainers, awa, 32S.

Strzelecki, Kilauea in 1838, 426.

Sugar cane for braids in hat making, 86.

see also Thatch.

Sulphide of iron, 407.

Sulphur beds, 432, 460, 469, 518.

Sulphurous acid gas, 407.

-Superstition connected with .Samoan basket, 39, 40.

Tahiti, see Society Islands.

Tanning of fish nets, 156.

Tapa or kapa, 2, 310-312.

implements, 311.

wrappings, 167.

see also Furniture.

Taylor, the New Zealand house, 218-220.

Teeth, artificial, inserted in statuette, i6g,

disposition of human, after death, 177.

Temple, Samoan, 202, 203.

Fijian, covered with sennit, 23.

see also Sacred houses.

105.
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Thatch, i88, 189-192. 195, 197, 199, 204, 205, 208, 209,

214, 216, 220, 226, 229, 230, 234, 240, 244, 24S, 250,

252-254, 256, 260, 262-264, 271, 279-283, 286.

Thatching, Hawaiian house, 271, 279-283.

Thurston, Kilaiiea in 1894, 565.

Mauna Loa in 1890, 552.

Thurston Lake, 563.

Tidal wave of 1872, 503.

of 1868, 481, 491.

Timber for Hawaiian houses, 267.

Tokens of virginity. 95-

Tol, 100-102.

Toler, Kilauea in 1877, 508.

Tongan basket, 6, 21, 22.

house, 194-197.

mat, 21, 22, 104.

Tools for Hawaiian house building, 26S, 269.

Torches, 314.

Tortoi.se shell vessels, 234, 356.

Toucliardia latifolia, see Olona.

Traveling fountains, 595, 599.

Tree houses of New Guinea, 244.

moulds of lava, 394, 430, 474, 489, 580.

Trobriand Islands house, 245, 246.

Tufa, 402.

Turner, the Samoan house, 198-201.

Saraoan mats and baskets, 38-40.

Turtle nets, loS, 155, 162.

rkiuki grass, 3, 270.

Uluna, see Pillows.

Umeke laau, see Wooden bowls.

Union Group, hovise, 225-228.

Upena, .see Fi.sh nets.

Upena manu, bird net, 154.

Van Slyke, Kilauea, 1886, 542.

Vapors from volcanoes, 405.

Vegetation on Hualalai, 3S8, 390.

on Mauna Loa, 397.

Volcanic sand, 405.

Waldron's Ledge, 461.

Waoke, paper mulberrj-, Broussonetia papyrifera, 2-4,

76, 105, 106, 271.

cord, 105, ]o6, 130.

cultivated, 4.

sandals, 76.

see also Tapa.

Warm house or whare puni, 218-220.

springs, 392, 476.

Water gourds, corded, 147-151 ; see also Gourds.

Watering ships, 374.

West, the Tongan house, 196, 197.

Whakarapa, 73, 74.

Whitney, Mauna Loa in 1868, 483.

Wilkes, the Fijian house, 204-206.

the Gilbert Islands house, 229, 230.

the Gilbert Islands mat, 42, 43.

the Union Group house, 226-22S.

Wilkes, Kilauea in 1841, 434.

Mauna Loa in 1841, 395, 441.

Williams, the Fijian hovise, 207-210.

Wilson, the Marquesan house, 18S.

Winding cord, 20, 21, 270.

Wooden vessels covered with basketry, 22, 63.

bowls, 306, 336-353. 362-366.

carved, 359.

making, 306, 343-349-

dishes, 353-,^6o.

vessels, 336-371.

Woods for Hawaiian bowls, 340-342.

for Hawaiian house building, 267.

\
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PLATK I.

MiCRONEsiAN Baskets.

5631 Rude liasket or frail of coconut leaves. Caroline Ids.

7559 Basket of palm leaf. Ponape.

3346 Coiled basket of palm. Caroline Ids.

7800 Small palm leaf basket. Caroline Ids.

8081 Knotted basket of paudanus. Nawodo, Caroline Ids.

4024 Knotted basket of pandanus. Caroline Ids.

7578 Covered basket of coconut leaves.

3347 Decorated basket of grass. Maloelab, Marshall Ids.

7796 Basket of sennit. Ponape.
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PLATE II.

Micron ESIAN Baskicts.

7096 Satchel of ijandanus from Gilbert Ids.

7095 P'olio of pandanus made like the preceding, from the same group.

3497 Sack of pandanus, continuous weave at sides, interwoven at bottom.

7094 Satchel of pandanus.

3351 Basket of pandanus embroidered with human hair.

3349 Satchel of pandanus coarsely woven.

3350 Basket of pandanus, double throughout ; common Gilljert Ids. form.

3353 Basket of pandanus sewed with human hair cord ; Tapiteuea.

6399 Basket from Tapiteuea, Gilbert group.

7518 Basket of coco leaf.

6398 Basket of pandanus from Tokelau, Gilbert group.

3352 Basket from Tapiteuea; sewed with human hair cord.
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PLATE III.

Hawaiian Sandals^ Na Kamaa maoli.

4547 Sandals, ki leaves (Cordy/hic /oiiniia/is): well hraided.

5107 Saudals of poaaha or jiartlx- beaten waoke (Biviissoinfta papyrifcra)

.

453S Sandals of waoke similar to the last.

4535 Sandals of pandanus leaves; Na Kamaa lauliala.

4540 vSandals of banana leaf ; Na Kamaa maia.

4546 vSandals of ki leaves; Na Kamaa lai ki.

454.S vSandals of ki leaves ; Na Kamaa lai ki.
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PLATE IV.

Hawaiian Fish Baskets or Traps.
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PLATK V.

Corner of a paiidanus leaf mat of large size used by the author as a table cover.

The full size is 6 ft. lo in. by 6 ft. 7 in. The border is about 13 iu. wide.
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PI.ATE VI.

Illustrations of plait in Hiuai poepoe.
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PLATE VII.

7651 Cover of the ieie basket, No. 7651, .shown in text.
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PLATE VIII.

1409 Basket covering of a gourd.
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PLATE IX.

38S9 Hiiiai poepoe of ieie around a wooden unieke.

3890 Hinai poepoe with cover, both around wooden unieke.

1404 Decorated Hinai poepoe around gourds.
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PLATK X.

The beginning of a Makaloa Mat.
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Plate X.



PLATE XL

Portion of a Niihau or Makaloa Mat.
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Plate XI.



PI.ATE XII.

Portiou of a Niihau or Makaloa Mat.
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PLATE XIII.

Portion of a Niihau or Makaloa Mat.
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PLATE XIV.

Group of modern Hawaiian Fans with a central one of ancient form.
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PLATE XV.

A fit;iire of a Hawaiian, cast from life b>- the sculptor Allen Hntchinson,

to illustrate the ancient method of scrajiing the fibre of olona in the con! and

net manufacture. Made for the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum. The back-

ground shows the case containing fishing implements.
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Plate XV.
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Plate XVII.

ENLARGKMENT OF THE CARVED PORTION OF TWO AUMAKUAS.
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PLATE XVIII.

A view of Pagopago Harbor, near the entrance, with typical Sanioan house.

The photograph was taken mauj' 3-ears ago by Jos. Martin of Auckland. The

present village is situated bej-ond the field of this view.
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PLATE XIX.

The King's house at Mbau, Fiji. Modern influences are shown in the win-

dows on each side of the door; also in the raised garden house. The fence is a

good specimen of the Fijian barriers placed around their gardens or plantations.

Waitovu Village, Ovalau, Fiji. The stone platforms on which the houses

are built are well shown. The wide spreading growth of the breadfruit tree, when

planted near the dwellings is seen in the upper part of the view. Photographed

by J. W. Limit of Melbourne.
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PLATE XX.

Na Kali Village, Viti Levu Bay, Fiji. Oue of L,indt's most charming views.

The house occupies the entire extent of the stone platform, and shows the pent

over the doors, the steep log ladder at the water side, and the method of fastening

the thatch over the ridge pole. J. W. Lindt, Photo.

Doorway of a Fijian house, showing the fence to keep out small animals.

J. W. Lindt, Photo.
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PLATE XXI.

Maori carved house. The carved figures ou the barge-boards are remarkable.
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PLATE XXII.

Pare from Runanga Whare, Morea, Lake Rotoiti. Museum No. 1516.

Pair of Ama, Tarawera. Museum Ngawaewae from Tetaheko, Lake
Nos. 1418, 1419. Rotoiti. Museum No. 1415.
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PLATE XXIII.

New Hebridean Huts.
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PLATE XXIV.

Front of coniiiuiiial house in British New Guinea. It is raised on piles as if

buih in water.
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PLATE XXV.

High house iu New Guinea Village.
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PLATE XXVI.

Old Hawaiian house frame being rebuilt in the Bishop Museum. The tem-

porary supports are used instead of scaffolding owing to the stone floor on which

the house is placed.
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PLATE XXVII.

Hawaiian house in the Bishop Museum showing the beginning of the thatching

on the front side.
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Plate XXVIl.



PI.ATE XXVIII.

Hawaiiau house iu the Bishop Museum completed. Showing the bonuetiug

above the ridge-pole, aud the hakakau.
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PLATE XXIX.

Hawaiian Corus and Braids.

1 Aha hoa waa : coconut fibre braid used for attaching the outrigger to a canoe. 4749-

2 Coconut fibre twc-pl)' cord used for koko unieke.

3 Coconut fibre braid used to fasten the upper parts of a canoe. 4750.

4 Coconut fibre braid from fine coil. 6842. See Fig. 70.

5 Coconut fibre braid. 4751.

6 Coconut fibre braid. 5038.

7 Coconut fibre braid. 4756. ,

8 Coconut fibre twist. 4756.

9 Oloua square braid, used for strangling cord.

ID Olona square braid.

1

1

12 Ukiuki braid used in building house in Bishop Museum.

13 Human hair cord.

14 4759-

15

16 Olona fishing line. 3880.

17 Olona cord fishing line. 772.

18 4578.

19 Olona fine cord for mending umeke, etc. 7682.

20 Human hair square braid.

2t Human hair square braid used for necklaces, etc.

22 Olona flat braid for strangling cords.
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PIRATE XXX.

Ipu holoi lima. Fiuger bowls.
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PLATE XXXI.

Ipu aina or refuse bowls with human teeth or bones inserted as a mark of con-

tempt for the owner's enemies whose corpses furnished the teeth.
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PLATE XXXII.

Ipu kuha. vSpittoons.

Ipu mimi. Chamber pots.
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PLATE XXXIII.

Gourd bottles for holding fish lines.
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PLATE XXXIV

Hawaiian stirrers for sweet potato poi, and wooden knives ( i i7>S-79) for remo\'ing

tile rini.1 from Ijreadfrnit, etc.
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PLATK XXXV.

Cakved Hawaiian Figures in the British Museum.

A. Unieke supported on figures ; the contents can be emptied through the mouth
of one ot them.

B. Shallow bowl supported on the feet of three figures standing on their hands.

C. A figure connecting two small bowls.

D. Female figure on hands and toes, with uplifted head ; for a stool.

E. Unieke supported by two strangel_v deformed figures with brutal heads and

exaggerated mouths.

F. Spoon or ladle with carved handle.

Compare these figures with those shown in Part 2 of this volume.
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PLATE XXXVI.

Na Ipu Pawkhe.

The upper figure represents the umeke pawehe ; the lower one the huewai

or water-bottles. The decoration ou the bottle gourds shows little differentiation

between the two colors, making a photographic copy of the design difficult to obtain.
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PLATE XXXVII.

Carved Coconuts.

The upper group represents New Guinea carvings ; the lower, beginning on

the left hand, a Marquesau carved cup, a Fijian oil bottle and a Fijian cup.
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PLATE XXXVIII.

Umeke Laau.

This fine umeke (No. 9530) is shown in plan and profile ; it is 20.7 inches

iu diameter and S inches deep ; the rim is undercut, and the polish is the native.
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PLATE XXXIX.

Umekes.

The upper figure represents Umeke No. 420, of kou, 61 iiiche.s in diameter

and 14 inches deep. The lower grovip show.s various forms of umeke.
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PLATE XL.

Ui\iekp:;s.

The upper fissure is of an uineke in private liaiuls; loaned b}- a former owner

for examination and illustration. The lower figure is No. 41S in the Museum.

It is from the Queen I{mma collection, and is 69.5 inches in diameter and 6.2

inches deep.
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PLATE XU.

Two views taken from nearly the same position on a small stream near Hilo,

during the eruption of iS8o-8i . In the first the lava flow has just reached the brink

of what was a small waterfall : this has been boiled up and the molten rock is

taking its place for a fall of some twenty-five feet. By daylight the falling lava

looked dull red or black, but at night resembled more a flow of blood. During the

night the pool was dissipated in steam, and the second view shows the pool utterly

obliterated by the lava. This is by no means an uncommon occurrence in the Hilo

region where the water courses are often in the path of the descending lava stream.
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PLATE XLII.

A descent into Halemanmau when the lava in the foreground was too hot

to step upon. Very little vapor was present and no sulphurous fumes.
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PLATE XLIII.

The upper figure shows "The Three Sentinels," spent blow-holes on the

north edge of Halemaumau. Although taken several years ago, the photograph

well represents the present condition of these cones.

The lower view was made by the author a few years ago of the surface over-

flow from Halemaumau falling into the break at the east side of "Little Beggar."
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PLATE XLIV.

Two views of pools in Halemaumau. The upper shows the self-made em-

bankment formed of crusts and over-flows. Note the absence of steam or other

vapor over the active pool. The lower shows the dam separating the pools. The

surface of the lava seems smooth as water.
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PLATE XLV.

A coue ill Halemaumau : note the outer wall of precisely the same material.

The lava pool below the rim of Halemaumau. The surface near the shore

is hard and accessible. Little vapor rises from the central portion which is active.
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PLATE XLVI.

A portion of drawn out cooling lava from lava-fall.
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PLATK XLVII.

A small mass of a-a, natural size.
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PLATE XLVIII.

A cave stalagmite of the slender variety. Broken from the floor of a cave

in Kilauea.
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PLATE XLIX.

The broader form of cave stalagmite from Kilauea. The drops near the

bottom seem to be hollow, and have been broken in extracting the specimen from

the cave floor. This form is less common than the last.
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Memoirs Bishop Museum, Vol. II. Plate LVIII.
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Memoirs Bishop Museum, Vol. II. Plate LXI.
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